


Clean, Quiet, Rich 
Forget what you know about 

digital multieffects processors, 

the new Alesis MidiVerb 4 has 

rewritten the book. While the 

competition has been chasing 

the standards set by three 

generations of MidiVerbs, our 

engineers were researching 

ways to integrate the form 

and function of digital reverb 

way beyond anybody else's 

imagination...or capabilities. 

It makes the MidiVerb 4 the 

cleanest, quietest, richest 

sounding and, yes, the smartest 

machine of its kind. 

Here's how... 

Advanced Fully Integrated 
18 Bit Architecture 
Alesis is the world leader in full custom 
VLSI design for audio applications, so 
MidiVerb 4's 20 Bit DSP engine is so 
advanced it eliminates massive quantities 
of discrete circuitry making it a revolu-
tionary blend of electronic design and 
functionality. And to nsure state of the 
art performance, the input is sampled at 
the professional standard 48kHz sampling 
rate via 18 Bit,128 times over-sampling 
ND converters. 

The Power of Great Sound 
MidiVerb 4's superb reverb and effects 
algorithms are the direct result of our ten 
year mastery of the art and technology of 
sound. Dense, natural reverberation, and 
rich chorus, delay and pitch effects deliver 
unbeatable sonic performance. 20kHz 
bandwidth, 90dB signal to noise ratio, 
18 Bit and 8 times oversampling D/A 
converters combine to make MidiVerb 4 
perfect for even the most pristine digital 
recording. 

Fast, Fun, Flexible 
But great sound is orly the beginning. 
You get 32 full Stereo configurations, as 
well as powerful independent Dual 
Channel Parallel Processing. Plus, a special 

and Smart 
For more information 011 the MidiVerir 4, call 1-800-5-Al-ESIS or see pour Authorized Alesis Dealer 

hfidiVert is a registered trademar*, Auto Level Sensing à a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 

Cascade mode allows the output of 
channel 1 to feed the input of channel 2 
in any of 7 dual channel configurations. 
A large custom backlit LCD, data entry 
wheel and clearly labeled buttons 
comprise the front end of MidiVerb 4's 
fast, intuitive user interface. Four 
parameters are shown simultaneously 
and there's even screen help prompts 
to put you at ease if there's ever a 
programming question. You can tweak 
one of the superb 128 preset or 128 user 
programs, or start from scratch and get 
the sound you need in no time. 

Auto Level Sensing— 
No, this won't tell you if your car's on 
a hill. But, if you want to start mixing in 
a flash, or the drummer's starting the 
count and you just plugged in, our 
exclusive Auto Level Sensing feature 
automatically sets the input level for 
optimum use of MidiVerb 4's wide 
dynamic range, so you'll never have to 
trade off patience for excellent sound. 

It's a MidiVerb 
Of course, because it's a MidiVerb, you 
can modulate effect parameters in real 
time via MIDI, select programs, and 
automate your effects during mixdown 
with a MIDI sequencer. 

MidiVerb 4 is based on a classic theme, 
but it's new in every way. And as always 
with MidiVerb, the best part is the price. 
See your Aesis Dealer. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 1-800-5-ALESIS ALECORPgAlesistusa.corn 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



FULL-SCALE, KNOB PER FUNCTION 

DIGITAL DUBBING CONSOLE 

• ONE, TWO AND THREE OPERATOR 
CONFIGURATIONS 

• DUBBING DIRECT FROM HARD DISK 

• OPEN MEDIA INTERCHANGE 

• Fully automated/ resetable digital 

mixing console 

• Up to 96 concurrent access hard disk 

audio tracks per operator 

• Dynamic automation of surround 

panning on all channels at all times 

• Simultaneous output of master 

programme mix and mix stems. 

Configuration capabilities include a 

range of surround stems and stereo or 

mono subgroups 

• Flexible routing across four separate 

8-track stem mixes, plus 32 multitrack 

busses 

• Accurate film dubber control, plus 4 

serial control ports 

Bus/Tape Panel Joystick Panning Gmtrol Monitor Select Panel 

DIGITAL  
Optional Axiom Preparation Station 
(APS) provides shared access to 

Axiom's hard disk and I/O resources. 

Up to 24 tracks may be used to record, 

edit, pre-lay and mix material, with 
fully networked interchange between 
APS and console 

in Open Media Interchange 

Axiom Preparation Station (APS) 

provides import of most major file 

formats 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford, 

England OX5 1RU • Tel: (01865) 842300 

Paris ( 1; 34 60 46 66 • Milan (2) 612 17 29 

Tokyo (3) 54 74 11 44 • New York (212) 315 1111 

Los Angeles (213) 463 4444 

See us at Booth #408 

US Tcd1 Free Number 1-800-343 0101 



For more than three-quarters of a century, Tannoy has been 
designing and producing loudspeaker systems and components to 
meet the demands of the world's most demanding user. A philosophy 
of constant research and investment in state of the art materials, 
technology and processes enables Tannoy to ensure that 
every monitoring system we produce will re-produce 
absolute fidelity to the source, true dynamic capability, and 
most importantly, real world accuracy. This is why Tannoy 
systems are used in more of the world's professional facilities 
than any other brand. 

In the North American marketplace, Tannoy has been 
the number one monitor of choice for several years according 
to the Billboards international recording and equipment 
statistics. This clearly illustrates why Tannoy enjoys its 
reputation as the world's leading manufacturer of reference 
loudspeakers. In fact, leading the market is what Tammy is all about. 
While other multi-faceted manufacturers, not dedicated solely to the 

TAMIUY 

E R 

BELIEVE 

art of reference monitor loudspeakers, scurry to produce products 
to compete with Tannoy's original highly acclaimed and award-
winning PBM series, Tammy moves on. 

The new PBM H series, once again, is setting new standards in 
the industry. Pioneering new technologies such as variable 
thickness, injection molded cones with nitrile rubber 
surrounds are but one fine example of our dedication to 
perfection. The new molded cones are stiffer than 
conventional cones'producing more linear extended low 
frequency. They are better damped for reduced distortion 
and exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange. 
They are immaculately consistent and durable for years of 
faithful trouble free use. From the high power polypro-
pylene capacitors to the hardwired minimilist crossover, 
every component has been carefully selected for the new 

breed of PBM II series. When leading edge technology is so 
affordable, Ge,t gal- Don't settle for second best. 

.fflimmemmailimmemaimmip 
Tannoy/TG1 North America • 300 Gage Avenue • Kitchener, Ontario, Canada • N2M 2C8 • 519 745 1158 Fax 519 745 2364 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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...at a fraction of the price of 

those expensive British systems. 

STUDER 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

See us at AES Booth #536 

Scalable architecture: up to 24 disk 

channels — 48 assignable mixer strips 

— 72 inputs and outputs 

Complete digital mixer with: 

parametric equalizer; compressor/lim-

iter/expander; aux sends and returns; 

insert points; talkback CY monitoring 

-track recording and editing (», 

Le magneto-optical media 

Dynamically automated mixing with 

moving faders 

Non-linear video opf/(,), 

High speed network server optum 

Native OMF operation 

Posi :T Rio is designed to grow 

when your business grows — and it 

will! ...and since POST:Ttuo is filly 

compatible with the Dyaxis II 

family, there is always a solution to 

meet your needs and budget. _ 

To find out more about POST:7R10 

or Dyaxis II. please call today. 

Studer Editerh 415.326.7030 

Atlanta 404.257.8829 

Los Angeks 818.703.1100 

Neu York 212.626.6734 

Tor9n.o 416.510.1347 

H A Harman International Company 
I-NI: READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

19Ç-4 STUDER EUITECH CORPORATION. All rights men,. 
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AN OPEN LETTER TO MIX MAGAZINE READERS FROM TDK  

by Tom Izumi 

T 

Why TDK 
CD-R Technology is 
Your Best Choice 
hough TDK rates 
the archival life-
span of its cyanine-
based CD-R discs at 
70 years (based on 
accelerated aging 
tests), those of you 

who read Stephen St. Croix's article on 
Recordable Compact Discs in the July 
issue of this magazine ("And Now The 
Rest of the Story") may have serious 
doubts about the veracity of that claim. 
According to Mr. St. Croix, CD-Rs that 
employ cyanine dye in the recording 
layer are veritable time bombs, de-
signed to self-destruct in as little as five 
years, one year or even over the week-
end. Nothing could be further from the 
truth! 

Though Mr. St. Croix claims to 
have proof for these assertions ("...piles 
of paper showing thermal and light-
exposure-damage graphs, projected 
media-failure times, and write error 
rates on new, fresh media for all major 
brands") he will not publish the re-
search. Instead, he asks you to accept 
his "conclusions and leaves it to you to 
decide if you want to trust [him]." 

What a mistake such trust would be! 
As a major manufacturer of cyanine-
based CD-Rs, TDK absolutely and cat-
egorically refutes Mr. St. Croix's erro-
neous and unfounded assertions. In 
writing this rebuttal, our engineers 
would have liked to have reviewed the 
"data" on which Mr. St. Croix claims to 
have based his conclusions, but those 
"piles of paper" remain unavailable to 
us. So instead we must ask you to con-
sider our data — data that reflects TDK's 
decade-long research and development 
efforts in the field of optical recording 
media. 

RAW CYANINE VS. METAL-

STABILIZED CYANINE 
If Mr. St. Croix had contacted us dur-
ing his research on CD-R chemistry 
and longevity, we would have started 
by showing him the following graph' 
(Fig.!). It shows very clearly that raw 
cyanine dye is a terrible material to use 
in the recording layer of a CD-R. That's 
because raw cyanine is far too sensitive 
to light. Even a brief exposure to a Xe-
non test lamp (at a power of 80 'dux) is 
sufficient to break its molecular bonds 
and render it unusable. 

What's needed is a way to stabilize 
the cyanine dye — tuning it for opti-
mum sensitivity at specific laser wave-
lengths and powers while minimizing 
its overall light reactivity. It was TDK's 
original research in this area that result-
ed in the creation of a new type of me-
tal-stabilized cyanine material (Fig. 2). 
The addition of a metal compound to 
the "raw" cyanine dye changes the ma-
terial completely — giving it a tremen-
dous degree of light "fastness" while 

Fig. 1: Light Fastness of Raw Cyanine and 
Metal-Stabilized Cyanine 
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Note dramatic improvement in light fastness of 
metal-stabilized cyanine material. 

preserving its sensitivity to lasers at a 
range of writing powers. A glance at 
Figure 1 again shows this difference 
quite dramatically. 

Certain language in the July article, 
however, leads us to believe that Mr. St. 
Croix may have based many of his con-
clusions on data relating to raw un-
stable cyanine dye — which TDK does 
not use. He states, "Certain manufactur-

Fig. 2: Molecular Structure of TDK 

Metal-Stabilized Cyanine Dye 
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ers have admitted to me that this dye 
family can have a virgin (raw unrecord-
ed) shelf life of as little as one year." 
[Italics added for emphasis.] The words 
"dye family" and "raw" leads us to think 
that he may have inadvertently grafted 
various bits of information together to 
arrive at an erroneous conclusion. 

In fact, if Mr. St. Croix had request-
ed our data, we would have shown him 
the accelerated aging test results for 
TDK CD-R (Fig. 3). The graph looks 
complex, but it's not. Basically, it shows 
the expected life span of a TDK CD-R 
at various storage temperatures. You'll 
notice that we specify our media for a 
lifespan of more than 70 years when 
stored at a temperature of 30° Centi-
grade — about 86° Fahrenheit. This test 
procedure and the performance spe-
cifications it is based on are outlined in 
an ANSI document.' 

I T. Aoi and K. Namba: "Recording Materials and Charisteristics of the Recordable Compact Disc," IEEE Tokyo Section, Denshi Tokyo No. 31 11992). 
W.A. Nugent " Estimating the Permanence of Optical Disks by Accelerated Aging and Arrhenius Extrapolation," ANSI X3B11/89-101 11989). 

ADVERTISEMENT 
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Perhaps Mr. St. Croix is alluding to 
CD-R longevity at far higher storage 
temperatures? Indeed, a glance at Fig-
ure 3 does disclose that longevity is 
severely compromised at, say, a tem-
perature of 80° Centigrade - about 176° 
Fahrenheit. Excessive heat is some-
thing that users of all CD-Rs - cyanine 
or phthalocyanine - should guard 
against. The importance of maintaining 
controlled "room temperature" storage 
for all types of media is something that 
professional recordists have long recog-
nized, and which we reiterate in the 
precautions statement that comes with 
our CD-Rs. 

Regarding Mr. St. Croix's assertion 
that cyanine CD-Rs will expire if left 
"dye-side-up on a desk near a window 
over a sunny weekend," nothing could 
be further from the truth. Mr. St. Croix 
does not say that he tried this simple ex-
periment himself, so he's either draw-
ing a conclusion based on his expecta-
tions of the medium's light sensitivity 
(erroneous) or its heat sensitivity. 

At TDK's research and develop-
ment center we attempted to gauge the 
impact that direct exposure to sunlight 
would have on CD-R media - both 
cyanine and phthalocyanine type discs. 
A weekend's worth of longevity is ob-
viously not what we were after, so our 
test protocol was far more demanding. 
In fact, Table 1 shows the impact on 
both cyanine and phthalocyanine discs 
after their dye sides have been exposed 
to 2 years worth of sunlight passing 
through a window in the Netherlands 
(home base of Philips). This is equival-
ent to a requirement specified in the 
Orange Book Part II. 

In each performance parameter - 
jitter, cross-talk, BLER, etc - both the 
cyanine and phthalocyanine media stay 
well within Orange Book performance 
specifications. You may note that in 

Fig. 3: Accelerated Aging Test - 
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A TDK CD-R disc stored in typical office environments 
(3o. a 80% Relative Humidity) will meet Orange Book 
performance specifications for a minimum of 70 years. 
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some cases the performance 
of phthalocyanine media ex-
ceeds that of our cyanine-
based discs, and these differ-
ences - though insignificant 
in terms of media reliability 
do point up a difference be-
tween the two dye chemis-
tries. Namely, phthalocya-
nine is slightly more resistant 
to light than our stabilized 
cyanine formulation. In fact, 
the increased resistance to 
light does give phthalocya-
nine discs an edge in archi-
val lifespan; manufacturers of 
phthalocyanine media can 
spec their discs at 100 years, we spec a 
minimum of 70 years. 

Table 1: Results of Light Fastness Test 

Test Disc TDK Metal-Stabilized 
Cyanine CD-R 

Phthalocyanine CD-R Orange 
Book II 

Items Initial 4.0 Mlux'h Initial 4.0 Mlux`h Spec Level 

Atop (V 70.0 65.8 68.8 I 65.9 >65 

I 11 mod. 1%1 82.9 I 88.3 72.8 72.3 ›PO 

I 3 mod. 1%) 40.5 46.6 40.4 I 39.5 30 to 70 

Asymmetry 1%1 -3.8 I -11.3 -3.9 I -2.8 -20 to +20 

Land Jitter (na) 24.5 I 26.5 17.0 I 18.8 <35 

Pit Jitter (na) 21.1 I 17.6 15.2 I 16.8 <35 

Cross-talk (%) 27.1 I 40.3 23.4 26.6 <50 

NPPR 0.57 I 0.92 0.54 I 0.65 0.5 to 1.0 

BIER (1/7350) 3.3 I 9.8 1.3 I 1.4 <220 

Test Condition Xenon Lamp Strength = BO klux Test Radius = 27mm Orange Book requirement is 
equivalent to 4 Mee at 40' C or lower 

With their dye sides exposed to the equivalent of 2 years of sunlight 
passing through a glass window in the Netherlands, both TDK metal-
stabilized cyanine CD-R and typical phthalocyanine-type CD-R remain 
within Orange Book Part performance specifications. 

Fig. 4: CD-R Block Error Rates at Various 

Laser Powers 
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The use of metal-stabilized cyanine dye in TDK CD-Rs 
helps achieve much lower error rates than phthalo-
cyanine dye over a wider range of laser writing power 

SO WHY USE CYANINE? 

This is the key question. If Mr. St. Croix 
had done his homework correctly his 
article would have examined this criti-
cal question first - and not ignored the 
very important implications its answer 
has for all users of CD-R media. 

So why does TDK use stabilized 
cyanine dye? The answer is to ensure 
compatibility with your CD recorder 
and long-term writability. To under-
stand this, take a look at Figure 4. It 
shows the block error rates generated 
over a broad range of laser writing pow-
ers with both TDK's stabilized cyanine 
dye media and typical phthalocyanine 
dye media. 

You'll note that TDK media main-
tains its low error rates over a very 
broad range of laser power: 6.5 mW ± 
1.0 mW. Phthalocyanine, however, is 
very specific in its power requirement; a 
CD recorder tuned to 5.5 mW can de-
viate no more than 0.5 mW to achieve 
the same low error rates. 

If lasers diodes never aged, if all 
recorder manufacturers guaranteed that 
every diode that left their factories was 
100% locked to a specific power output 
and if every studio owner could ensure 
that only one type of CD-R would ever 
be used in their facility, then phthalo-
cyanine media would have a perfor-
mance edge after 70+ years of storage. 
But that's not the real world. 

In the real world, it's not uncom-
mon to find factory-fresh CD recorders 
generating higher or lower power out-
puts than the nominal manufacturer 
spec at lx, 2x, 4x, and 6x recording 
speeds. Moreover, CD recorders can-
not be expected to maintain precise 
power conditions over the entire sur-
face of the disc under a wide range of 
operating temperatures. 

In this context, TDK chose to create 
a dye material that would perform ideal-
ly in the broadest possible range of 
recorders operating at all recording 
speeds over the widest possible time 
period. That's the kind of decision that 
a company with more than 35 years of 
recording media experience is expect-
ed to make - a decision that reflects our 
understanding of the needs of critical 
professional users. 

What we don't understand, howev-
er, is Mr. St. Croix's decision to publish 
erroneous conclusions based on secret 
and therefore unverifiable "research." 
In this open letter, we have done our 
part to clarify the situation with basic 
facts about TDK CD-R metal-
stabilized cyanine technology. On be-
half of everyone involved in the profes-
sional recording industry, we hope Mr. 
St. Croix will now do his part. • 

Tom kind is Technical Director of 
TDK Electronics Corp. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



FROM ME EDITOR  
PIN ONE HOT! 

The 99th Convention of the Audio Engineering Society rolls into Manhattan's 

Jacob Javits Center October 6-9. In keeping with the show's Big Apple spirit, 

here are the... 

TOP 10 REASONS TO VISIT NEW YORK AES 

10. Great deals on Pultecs from sidewalk hucksters on 7th Ave. 

9. Brush up on scuba milting techniques at Stereo Hydrophone Workshop in 

Hudson River behind Javits Center 

8. Rumors that the Pope will replace Phil Ramone as AES keynote speaker 

7. Times Square Jumbotron will display text of AES subcommittee meeting on 

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Standards 

6. Love those cool AES plastic literature bags 

5. Pin One Hot committee meetings moved to Carnegie Deli 

4. Hope to catch a glimpse of Paul Shaffer at TEC Awards 

3. Need another year's supply of plastic pocket protectors and leaky 

promo pens 

2. 0.J. won't be there 

1. Two words: Ray's Pizza! 

Seriously, AES is the premier venue for technology unveilings, and this year's 

show will not disappoint. Debuts on George's "Must See" list include (alphabeti-

cally) Akai DR16 16-track, Alesis XT ADAT, E-mu Darwin 8-track, Fostex DMT-8 

Digital Multitracker, Neumann M149, RSP Project X digital console, Sony APX-R3 

digital console, Studer D424 24-bit MO recorder and the Yamaha 02R digital con-

sole. Analog fans will delight in JRF's retrofit head stack for converting a Studer 

24-track analog machine for 2-inch analog 8-track recording. 

Additionally, AES will offer a diverse selection of seminars and events on time-

ly topics such as ISDN, interactive media, low-bit rate audio, 20-bit mastering, 

project studio maintenance and other essential aspects of audio survival in the 
'90s. And don't miss George Petersen's workshop, "The Art & Science of Record 

Mixing" (9:00 a.m., October 9, Room 4), featuring renowned producers and engi-

neers speaking out on their craft. 

You may have noticed something different about this month's Mix. It's huge. 

Highlights of the largest pro audio magazine ever published include hundreds of 

new products for AES, as well as first looks at Alesis' second-generation ADAT, 

Neumann's new M149 tube mic and Sony's digital music recording console. Also, 

Bob Katz unlocks the mysteries of dither; we visit the Tom Petty, Anita Baker and 

King Crimson tours; Larry Blake examines the latest digital film sound format 

developments; and John La Grou and Walter Sear report on restoring vintage 

gear. Our special New York coverage investigates The City's booming recording 

scene; goes backstage at The Blue Note jazz club; and in "Classic Tracks," Blair 

Jackson takes us to Talentmasters Studio on 42nd Street for The Young Rascals' 

"Groovin- sessions from 1967. 

We think you'll enjoy this 376-page special AES issue. If you're in town for 

AES, stop by and say hello at booth 956. 

See you there, 

fr 
George Petersen 
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Turn Iron Oxide Into Gold. 
Ampex 499. Unsurpassed dynamic range, lowest distortion. 

No wonder more artists go gold on Ampex than on all other tapes combined. 

Until you add the magic, tape is just iron and plastic. 
Make sure that magic comes across with Ampex 499 
Grand Master® Gold tape. It delivers unsurpassed 
dynamic range and the lowest distortion of any analog 
mastering tape. Period. 

In fact, every element of Ampex 499 Grand Master 
Gold is engineered to deliver the richest sound possible 
for audio, video and film. 

Our unique continuous-flow manufacturing process 
ensures the greatest consistency reel-to-reel. Our Total 
Surface Cleaning system wipes and vacuums every 
square inch of tape for the highest signal 

AM PEX 

stability. Each roll is fully tested end-to-end to ensure 
unparalleled uniformity. Even our flanges are the sturdiest 
you'll find. 

With Ampex you also get the largest distribution net-
work in the business backed with customer service that has 
long been the industry standard. 

Such attention to detail might seem a bit excessive, 

until you realize that more records go gold on Ampex tape 
than on all other tapes combined. 

For more information, or the name of your nearest 
distributor, call 800 227-8443. Ampex 499 Grand Master 

Gold. The gold standard. 

See us at AES Booth #224 

Ampex Recording Media Corporation. 401 Broadway, M.S 22-02. Redwood City. California 94063 
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AUDIO INTEGRITY 

DUAL EFFECTS ARCHITECTURE 

With 50 effects per block, the dual block architec-

ture of the DPS-V77 makes it extremely flexible, 

since it allows for various serial and parallel configu-

You are busy trying to create the perfect mix, rations. Each block is equipped with a switchable 

S o we'll get right to the point. The new 

Sony DPS-V77 is a single rack powerhouse — 

a digital multi -effects 

signal processor that 

combines the best of 

our DPS Series, for an impressive array of 

IT'S A SIGNA 

IT'S A GARBA 
effects including reverb, delay, modulation, pre or post effect EQ. You'll find 198 user presets in 

dynamic filtering and more. The V77 also offers addition to 198 factory presets. You'll also discover 

balanced and unbalanced analog and digital several new, ear-opening effects, from intelligent 

1/0s, with high resolution 24- bit A to D. 20- bit pitch shifting to irregular delays, to mono/stereo 

D to A converters and Sony's proprietary 32- bit conversion, and three-dimensional spatial place-

digital signal processing. Result: great sound in, ment, The most important feature, however, may be 

better sound out. what this unit doesn't come with. 

1995 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or 



FUNCTION — 

MORPHING USER FRIENDLY 

Nietzsche once said, 'get rid of the junk you don't Take a good look: nice, big LCD display and 

need: Or something like that. Anyway, sound philos- "jog/shuttle" knob. Numeric key pad, descrip-

ophy for life is sound philosophy for signal proces- tive icons. Assignable direct access keys, located 

sors. So, that annoying drop-out you get switching where they ought to be. Call up a preset and 

L PROCESSOR. 

MULTI- EFFECT PROCESSOR OPS—V77 

I 2 3 

5 e +/— 

o 

SAVE 

SYSTEM 

e:TER 

GE DISPOSAL. 
between effects? It's history. Eliminated. Toast. 

Seamless transition — say, between the tail end of 

a reverb into a chorus — is now reality. With this 

'morphing' function of the DPS-V77, a new effect 

(like a chorus or flange) can begin while a current 

effect ( like a reverb or delay) is decaying, giving you 

from 0 to 110 seconds transition time. 

in part without Sony's written permission is prohibited. Sony is a trademark of Sony. 

up to 6 of your most frequently used parameters 

are there instantly. All this, plus fu I MIDI 

control. So work flows 

quickly, smooth y, easily. 

As easy as calli ng 

I -800-635-SONY, ext.. DPS, for more infor.,_ 

Imagine. No more fumbling, grun-ibt 
tng, 

a whole rack of trouble. No 

3̀/qoid 

SONY 



CURRENT 
WELCOME TO AES! 

The 99th convention of the Audio 
Engineering Society will be held 
from October 6-9, 1995, at the Jacob 
Javits Convention Center in New 
York City. In keeping with the 
show's theme "Audio in an Interac-
tive World," the convention will fea-
ture hundreds of manufacturers ex-
hibiting the latest in professional 
audio technology, and more than 
100 technical papers, workshops, 
special events and seminars. For 
more information, call AES at 212/ 
661-8528. 

TASCAM DA-88 WINS EMMY 
Tascam was presented with an 
Emmy Award for Outstanding 
Achievement in Engineering Devel-
opment for its DA-88 modular digit-
al multitrack recorder. The Acade-
my of Television Arts and Sciences 
honored Tascam "for creating a 
low-cost and reliable system for dig-
ital multiple track recording." The 
award was presented at the Creative 
Arts Awards gala on September 9 in 
Pasadena, Calif. Tascam's Roger 
Maycock accepted the award. 

OPCODE ACQUIRES MUSIC QUEST 

Opcode Systems recently an-
nounced the acquisition of Music 
Quest, a manufacturer of IBM-com-
patible MIDI hardware. Music Quest 
CEO David Rowe will continue to 
design products for Opcode. "We're 
happy to add Music Quest's great 
products to Opcode's family' says 
Opcode president Chris Halaby. 

All Music Quest operations have 
been moved to Opcode's headquar-
ters in Palo Alto, Calif. Opcode will 
service and support Music Quest 
products, and hardware will be re-
leased under both brand names. 

Although Opcode has long been 
involved with the Mac platform, the 
acquisition is another step toward 
it's expansion into the PC market. It 

follows a recent licensing agreement 
with Microsoft to include Opcode's 
OMS system-level MIDI software 
with a future release of Windows 95. 

1996 NEC APPROVES 

BALANCED AC POWER FOR A/V 

Balanced AC power is now recog-
nized as a legal wiring system for 
U.S. audio/video production facili-
ties, thanks in part to the efforts of 
Equi=Tech (Selma, Ore.), working 
in conjunction with the National 
Fire Protection Association (the gov-
erning body of the National Electric 
Code). The adoption of the new 
"Article 530, Part G" of the 1996 Na-
tional Electric Code provides for re-
dundant safety measures and wiring 
methods that are proven safe for 
equipment and personnel. 

Balanced AC power has been 
shown to be effective in curtailing 
or eliminating EMI/RFI and ground-
ing currents associated with typical 
noise problems in sensitive elec-
tronics. Priced at $45, the 1996 NEC 
will be available this month in 
building trades bookstores (such as 
Contractors Books, 800/852-9000) 
or by writing to the NFPA at 1 Bat-
terymarch Park, Quincy, MA, 02269. 

ROLAND AND !OMEGA 

JOIN FORCES 

Roland Corp( ration U.S. has forged 
an agreement with Iomega Corp. (a 
manufacturer of removable com-
puter storage drives) to include 
Iomega's Zip (and later the Jaz) 
drives in many of Roland's digital 
audio and music products. "We are 
excited about joining forces with 
Roland U.S. to become a major stor-
age supplier in the digital audio and 
music markets," says Timothy Hill, 
Iomega vice president of marketing. 

DAVE HARRISON, IN MEMORIAM 

Audio pioneer David Harrison 
passed away on August 17, 1995, 

due to complications after cancer 
surgery. Console designer, musi-
cian, engineer and former AES 
Governor, Harrison was not only 
the founder of leading mixer man-
ufacturer Harrison Systems, but 
also brought new approaches to 
console design, such as the in-line 
mixer, which he licensed to MCI 
for its 400 series consoles. Harrison 
is survived by his wife Sheila and a 
son. He will be missed. 

SYN-AUD-CON FOUNDERS 

PASS THE TORCH 

Carolyn and Don Davis, founders 
of Greenville, Ind.-based Syner-
getic Audio Concepts, recently re-
tired after 23 years of conducting 
worldwide seminars on audio and 
acoustics. Both have worked in the 
audio industry for more than 45 
years. Syn-Aud-Con continues under 
the ownership and management of 
Pat and Brenda Brown. An associate 
instructor with Syn-Aud-Con since 
1992, Pat Brown's background in-
cludes 15 years as a sound system 
designer and installer. 

JBL WITHDRAWS FROM 

OLYMPICS NEGOTIATIONS 

.1 I I Professional has withdrawn 
from negotiations to provide sound 
reinforcement equipment and spon-
sorship to the 1996 Olympics in At-
lanta. The decision was made to 
protect SR dealers and design com-
panies that use JBL products. In the 
course of negotiations with the At-
lanta Committee for the Olympic 
Games (the independent organiza-
tion that sells the rights to spon-
sorship of the games), JBL Pro 
president Mark Terry said the 
arrangement ACOG was discussing 
with JBL could have limited the 
profitability of participating SR 
companies—many of which are 
using JBL equipment—by not al-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 16 
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4 Times fas 

Intelligent Transpo 

Onboard Digital Editor 

Onboard lutolocator 

IDIT-XT 
How do you improve on the most successful 

professional multitrack tape recorder of all time? Listen to 

your customers. Do some heavy thinking, and... 

Make the transport four times faster and put it under constant software control. Incorporate advanced otà 

digital editing with track copy, auto punch, track delay, tape offset, 10-point autolocator, rehearse mode and more. 

latest oversampling converters for the ultimate in digital audio quality. Design a beautiful vacuum fluorescent disp 
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DUSTRY NOTES 
Studer relocated its New York offices 
to 133 W. 25th St., N.Y., NY 10001; 
phone 212/807-0377, fax 212/807-
0378. The new location houses of-
fices and demo facilities for Studer, 
Lexicon and Studer/Editech. Also, 
Studer/Editech moved its manufac-
turing operations to a new facility in 
San Leandro, CA. Recent promotions 
include Ridge Nye to vice president 
of North American sales, Gus Skims 
to international sales and product 
manager, Bill Woods to marketing 
manager, Graeme White to Studer 
Germany sales and Peter Wilcox to 
head of engineering...Recent hires at 
JBL Professional (Northridge, CA) in-
clude Frank Ostrander as staff engi-
neer, high-end systems, Dale Kras-
now as manager of audio electron-
ics and Caroline Avgeris as adminis-
trative expediter. Also, Scott Opie 
was promoted to junior engineer... 
Randall Curlee was appointed vice 
president of sales and marketing for 
the professional audio division of 
Stewart Electronics (Folsom, CA). 
Before joining Stewart, Curlee was 
director of marketing for QSC, 
founded the U.S. division of Zoom 
Corp. and was national marketing 
manager for Yamaha...David Hos-
bach was named market develop-
ment manager/pro sound reinforce-
ment at Buchanan, MI-based Elec-
tro-Voice...Soundtracs (Surrey, UK) 
appointed Chris West as interna-
tional sales manager...Mark W (Eu-
ropean HQ in Ipsach, Switzerland) 

reorganized its European sales and 
marketing functions and named Bob 
Doyle, Ronald Ledermann and Hans 
Peter Richter as vice presidents of 
Mark IV Audio Europe.. George 
Newburn, a founding partner of de-
sign firm studio bau:ton, started a 

new architecture/acoustics firm, Stu-
dio 440, which can be reached at 
213/460-4141...Record producer Chris 
Huston is now offering facility design 
services worldwide. For information, 
phone 503/846-7642... Philips Pro 
Audio Business Group, headquartered 
in San Jose, CA, recently named 
Glendora-based Mackenzie Laborato-
ries as master distributor for its Pro 

Audio line of products...QSC Audio 
(Costa Mesa, CA) now offers cus-
tomer support on CompuServe, in 
the MIDI B Vendor forum. For de-
tails, call 714/754-6175...Peavey Elec-
tronics, (Meridan, MS) promoted 
Lynn Combest to advertising man-
ager and named Ashley Neely to the 
position of media coordinator... 
NAB executive vice president John D. 
Abel left the association to become 
president and CEO of a new broad-
casting technology company being 
formed by Chris-Craft/BHC Commu-
nications Inc. and Lin Television 

Corp ...Audio-Technica (Stow, OH) 
appointed Online Marketing as its 
representative in the Kentucky and 
Indiana markets. Online is also the 
new Roland Pro Audio (L.A.) rep for 
the Ohio, Michigan and Indiana ter-
ritories...Holmdel, NJ-based CCS 
Music Products was rechristened 
MUSICAM USA by parent company 
VirteX, which acquired CCS in Feb-
ruary. VirteX also appointed Sean 
Bowers to the position of general 
sales manager for MUSICAM audio 
products.. Pittsburgh-based Synergis-
tic Technologies Inc. recently brought 
on board Karl Paulsen, former vice 
president of engineering and general 
manager at Digital Post and Graphics 
in Seattle...C&C Electronics of Lin-
coln, NE, announced the opening of 
a second office, located in Chicago... 
Bohemia, NY-based Fiber Options 
Inc. hired Rod Cormier as test de-
partment manager and promoted 
Fred Scott to vice president of broad-

cast and video product/sales...East-
man Kodak (Rochester, NY) appoint-
ed Joerg D. Agin to the newly-creat-
ed post of vice president, entertain-

ment imaging markets develop-
ment...Technomad now has a page 
on the World Wide Web. The address 
is: http://www.technomad.com...Full 
Compass Systems moved to a new fa-
cility. The address is 800 Terrace Ave., 
Middleton, WI 53562; phone 608/831-
7330, fax 608/831-6330...Aphex Sys-
tems of Sun Valley, CA, appointed Pri-
ority Communications as its public re-
lations agency. Aadvert International 
will serve as international liason. 111 
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lowing them to provide the 
equipment themselves. 

"This kind of agreement 
could have a negative business 
impact on some of our most 
valued customers," says Terry. 
"We have historically been in-
volved as a sponsor and suppli-
er in major sporting events, in-
cluding several Super Bowls, 
the World Cup Soccer Finals 
and both the Barcelona and 
Norway Olympics, but could 
not continue that tradition in At-
lanta in the face of this reality!' 

Robert F. Ancha, president 
of Chicago-based Ancha Elec-
tronics Inc., which will do 
sound installation at the new 
Olympic Stadium in Atlanta, 
said ACOG's dealings would 
have pitted his company against 

JBL as the supplier of system 
components. "It's an unfortu-
nate situation that ACOG has 
created, and JBL has been very 
decent about it?' 

—Dan Daley 

WORLDWIDE 
CONFERENCE UPDATE 
The Multimedia Live! Expo will 
take place in San Francisco 
on October 11-13. For more in-
formation, contact The Finity 
Group at 415/453-1393. 

The Broadcast India '95 Exhi-
bition and Symposium will be 
held November 2-4 at the World 
Trade Centre in Bombay. Call 
(91-22) 215-1396. 

The Ninth IBTS (Internation-
al Audio, Video, Broadcasting 
and Telecommunications) show 
will be held from November 23-
27 at the Trade Fair in Milan, 
Italy. For more information, call 
IBTS at (02) 481 5541. 

ITA's 7th annual Magnetic 
and Optical Media Seminar will 
occur November 2-3, at the Mark 
Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco. 
Call ITA at 212/643-0620. 

CORRECTION 

In the August "Class of '95" fea-
ture, John Storyk was mistak-
enly credited as a collaborator 
in the design of Denver facility 
Rocky Mountain Recorders. 
Storyk was not involved in this 
project. 
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RAINDIRK 

02/ qecda ai dileetce 

For over two decades, while other console designers were selling their companies to large conglomerates, 
Cyril Jones of Raindirk Audio was quietly developing the Symphony, a powerful mixing tool with a classic 
vintage sound. At Raindirk, the emphasis is on sonic quality rather than gimmicks. Every console is hand-
made and delivers an incredibly low noise floor & extended frequency response. Even with a 32 or 48 bus in 

line structure, 12 aux sends & global signal path switching, a Symphony by Raindirk is considerably 

quieter than most consoles available at close to twice the Raindirk's price. After years of success in Europe, 

Raindirk is now available in North America. In major American markets such as L.A. and Nashville, studio 
owners have already discovered the best kept secret in the console business. 

To experience the result of 21 years of sonic refinement, call Sascom Marketing Group for a demonstration. 

Raindirk. Vintage sound with a future. 

Phone 1 • 800 300 • 4756 AES 95 BOOTH #1118 
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How in the 

world 
did people 

work 
before Pro TooIsm? 

[painfully] 



Sure, you could record, edit, process, have complete control, all on one 

mix and master your next platinum desktop, all in one high- quality 

record without 16 to 48 tracks of digital format. 

record and play. You may not need 64 You can even 

channels of input and output. Or burn a CD the 

every sound- perfecting extra from moment you've 

our 100 Development Partners. completed your 

But the reason more top music pro- masterpiece. 

"Pro Tools is my Swiss 

army knife for recording." 

Jerry Harrison 

LIVE, Crash Test Dummies 

fessionals use a Pro Tools Ill system In short, Pro Tools III is all about 

po 
TOOLS 

than all other digital making music better, not just faster. 

audio workstations Which is exactly how you've wanted 

cornbined, is that it to work, all along. 

opens up more creative possibilities. To learn more, just call us at 

Pro Tools Ill provides more options 1(800)333.2137, x174. We'll send 

to manipulate vocals, drums and you a free information kit. 

other instrumentation, in a random-

access, non-destructive format. And, 
41111111181111111\ 
\ • \ • I • I) 

thanks to our TDM digital mixing San Francisco • Paris • Seattle • Munich 

New York • Chicago • Nashville • Los Angeles 

and DSP Plug- 1n environment, you London • Melbourne • Eindhoven • Milan 

©1995 Digidesign, Inc. Digidesign is an Avid company. Digidesign is a registered trademark and Pro Tools 

is a trademark of Digidesign, Inc. All features and specifications are subject to change without notice. 

See us at AES Booth #726 



FAST LANE 

by Stephen St.Croix 

THE SECRET 
STRIFE OF PLANTS  

T 
wo hundred years ago, I worked on a 
very different project in a very differ-
ent place, and yesterday something 
happened that reminded me of some-
thing that happened then that hap-
pened to be interesting; sort of a hap-
pening, actually. 
I got my first AC3 videodisc last 

night and decided to pop some corn, 
throw some photons and move some 
air—all in the privacy of my new pri-
vate theater. I remember thinking as I 
loaded the disc, set up the Vidikron 
for wide theater aspect ratio and 
chose an initial playback level, how 
happy I was that I had originally laid 
out my property with acres of para-
noid wooded acoustic dispersion zone 

between my house 
and the 

closest neighbor. This zone was ini-
tially designed because of a deeply 
rooted aversion to even the concept of 
the sound police banging on my door 
just as the mother ship takes its sec-
ond pass over the half-destroyed as-
teroid, or exactly when the band fi-
nally finds that groove after ten weeks 
of searching. This fear is a result of 
years of oppression by real police 
when I lived in neighborhoods where 
I could see my neighbors, and worse 
yet, they could hear me. 

Now, I don't want you to get the 
wrong impression, I mix at rational 
levels, wear ear valves when I 
shoot anything from .44 mag-
nums to insulin, and carefully 
clear my ears when I dive 
past 200 feet. I even wear 

foam ear plugs 

1,LUSIRAT ION CHARLES STUBBS 
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Time-Align® 
An honest system 
beyond audible response 

W hile DC to LIGHT response is 
sometimes joked about in audio 

circles, it is very desirable to extend a 
system's bandwidth beyond the audible 
range because it provides a real sonic 
improvement. 

Unlike any other monitor system, our 
Studio-A system responds at from 
above 20 kHz down to 8 Hz and meets 
the Time-Align® specification from 
E.M. Long, even in the bass range. 

The MM-8 is a precision 8" coaxial 
studio monitor with a calibrated flat 
frequency response and a licensed 
Trie-Aligmedim crossover. Predsely 
manufactured and tested, the MM-8 
system offers you an honest listen to 
win mix. 

The D10E-S INFRA-sub T" utilizes 
patented ELF technolbgy. Experts 
agree the ELFn" technology offers the 
most superior sounding and honest low 
.frequency reproduction available. 

20 years of excellence 

Modular Sound Systems, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 488 Barrington, Illinois 60011 

Phone 708 382 4550 Fax 708 382 4551 Internet info@bagend.com 
For Canadian distribution call A.C. Simmonds & Sons Limited at 905 839 8041 
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Check out Mo 

recording artist 

Wayman Tisdale 

and The Fiftn Quarters 

new release 

"Power Forward!" 

Wayman uses the 9303 

Trans•nova ir his 

home studio. 



Introducing 
the Biggest 
Hafler Ever! 
im Dynamically Invariant A-B Linear Operation 

is an extremely important advance in front-end/driver 

circuitry for directly, exciting. large arrays of power 

MOSFETs. Traditionally. such circuits have only 6dB of 

surplus current headroom over their static or quiescent 

bias current. The new circuitry works on a variable-gain 

current-steering principle which results in absolutely linear 

current headroom of 20dB or more at low driver dissipation. 

This is extremely important for providing the high transient 

current needed to drive the capacitance of MOSFET gates at 

high frequencies. The result is both lower distortion and 

greater inherent stability. 

Finally a Big Amp with 
Hafler's Legendary 
Sound Quality! 
D.I.A.B.L.O. patent application in progress. 

Trans*nova patent #4467288 

Haffer's big amps can be 
heard from Coast to Coast! 

"The new Hafler 
Trans•nova 
DIABLO. sounds 
great here at Capitol's 
Tower Mastering. 
Dependable as 
always- clear and 
detailed with wonder-

ful bass response."' 

Wally Traugot 
Tower Mastering 

Capitol Records 

Hollywood. CA 

Sound 

Reinforcement 

Power Large Monitor 

Speakers 

Bass Guitar and 

other Instruments 

Sound Quality in a 

Big Amp! 

n.nr) 

LIA (1kHz. 0.1% THD) 

375 Watts/Channel 

into 812 

Hafler 
trans • all Jr% Iv vbf tit 

P7000 DIABLE) 

The award winning 9303 and 9505 Trans•nova 

amplifiers are already a huge success! 

525 Watts/Channel into 412A 

1050 Watts Bridged Mono into 812z" 

AContinuous sine wave power limited by current rating of line fuse. 

"The DIABLO. circuitry 
makes an already gi eat 
sounding amplifier even 
better. The higI end is 
truly vacuum tube like. 
while the bottom has the 
punch of solid state. 

The first project mixed 
with the new D I.A.B.L.O. 
amplifiers is a Circle 
Surround DMP Big Band 
CD which includes classic 
charts from Basie. Dorsey. 
Ellington, Herman. Kenton 
and Miller." 

Tom Jung 
DMP Records 

Stamford. CT 

See us at AES Booth #1404 

DMP's 5 channel Music Mixing Suite 
Powered by Hafler 9505 Trans•nova 

DIABLO. Amplifiers. 

© 1995 Rockford Corporation 

HAFLER PROFESSIONAL, A DIVISION OF ROCKFORD CORPORATION • TEMPE, ARIZONA 85281 USA 
1-800-366-1619 • INTERNATIONAL FAX 602-967-8132 • IN CANADA, CONTACT CABLE TEK 604-942-1001 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

by Ken C. Pohlmann and David G. Lampton 

THE END 
OF THE WORLD 
As WE KNOW IT 

T 
hose who live by the sword, die by 
the sword. Similarly, those who live by 
technology, die by technology. The 
critical difference is that technology of-
fers the promise of immortality, or at 
least the possibility of life after death. 
Technologists with more than a few 
years on their resumés understand this 
well. Every decade or so, every tech-
nologist must die and be reborn. 
Technology's evolution dictates this. 
The transition from analog audio to 
digital filled the cemeteries and the de-
livery rooms. 

Today, the dramatic transition from 
real workplaces to cyberplaces is 
again redefining the audio industry— 
and society as a whole. The products 

we make, the way we make them, the 
way people learn about them, buy 
and use them—all of that is changing. 
This transformation is nowhere more 
evident than in the online, interlinked, 
interactive, multimedia databases that 
are today achieving frenetic populari-
ty. Case in point: the World Wide Web. 

The advent of the World Wide 
Web marks the beginning of a new 
era, an era of shared knowledge and 
distributed computing. Every day, bil-
lions of bytes of data are donated to 
online archives around the world. It is 
not unreasonable to assume that near-
ly the whole of human knowledge 
will one day reside on networked 
computers. The combined value of 

ILLUSTRATION. STEVE DININNO 
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System Mix Options Transpon 

1:00:00 00 Start of ' let love' 
D1:00:05 00 Intro 

lje00:500Intrc. 9 11111111.1111, 111111112 
31 -00 .12 15 CHORUS 
01 .00:28 24 VERSE 1 
01:01 10 21 CHORUS à 
01:01:53 15 VERSE 2 
01:02'25 11 CHORUS B 
01 03 11 05 MIDDLE 8  

p
ROBABLY. AMS Neve is 
introducing ENCORE' TM, a 

powerful new automation 

system. Encore uses a Pentium 

Processor, runs under Windows NT 

and combines the best innovations of 

AMS Neve's automation packages. 

For the engineer, Encore offers 

true creative freedom. You don't waste 

time relearning a system because 

Encore's user selectable modes allow 

you to work in set-ups that mimic 

systems you're already familiar with. 

Plus, Encore's superior speed, 

enhanced graphics, and extended 

storage capacity give you the tools to 

push your creativity to the edge. 

For the V Series owner, Encore 

can be easily 

retrofitted to 

your console 

and will 

UK Head Office Tel: (44) 1282 457011 Fax: (44) 1282 39542 USA Siemens Audio Inc.. New York, NY. 

Tel: 212-949-2324 Fax: 212-450-7339 Hollywood, CA. Tel: 213-461-6383 Fax: 213-461-1620 

CANADA Rupert Neve Inc., Toronto Tel: 416-365-3363 Fax: 416-365-1044 

increase the value ofyour analog 

room. By adding more features and 

making it possible for engineers to 

move from room to room effortlessly, 

Encore's benefits and power will 

be obvious. 

You be the judge. Come to 

AES and see Encore at AMS Neve's 

Booth #700. 

AMS 
NEVE 

A SIEMENS COMPANY 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



Nashville's Sot g Tree& Emerald Studios 

Writer/Producer Shep Pettibone lot NYC's Mastermix Studiosl 
has a long list of credits including Madonna. Elton. Janet. 

Whitney. and Euro-dance group. Real McCoy, to name a few. 

Frank Seraline was one of the first to use an B•bus for ADR. 
foley and sound editing on a major motion picture Hen got 

Mackie 8•Bus consoles in every room of his facility. 

.Sanfraocisco Symphony oyes an 8•Bus 

Kyle Lehning. President of Asylum RF cads. Nashville. usis a 
2.8 in his living rocen ro record demai and mix tracks for a 

varlety of the label's tap talent. 

Prime-time editing at Helix Stuoias.Three-time Emmy 
Awarded David Scharf's credits inclwie effectsisound dialog 
editor on the hit TV show. -Cheers- and — ha Uidouchables.T 

WONDER WHY OTHER 8-BUS MANUFACTURERS 

Engineer/producer. Frank Heller uses his CR-1604 and 3268 
on a variety of recording prolects foi major label acts 

Hooked up at all times into Capital Television Network's 
Mackie 24.8 are 10 VIRO. 4 satellite receivers. 2 oil - line 
Siting sudes. and 8 mics says video production editor. 

Gary Morgan 

Johnny Caswell, co-owner of Center Staging in Barham. 
California—rehearsal center of the stars 

Marc Ramaer is, among other things. kd Lang s right hand 
man when it comes to sound. He designed her studio around 
a Mackie 8•Bus system and helps her track and mix her 

dazzling records. 

This is the console that won the 1994 TEC Award for Technical 
Achievement in Small Format Consoles. It's also the only 13-bus mixer 

that's expandable into a decidedly UN-small-format console of 125 
channels or more by adding 240E Expanders. 

Technician/engineer of Vancauvr &Cs Wareiouse Stalin. Ron Obvious' Vermeule custom-configuree a 32.8 ad bliE 
into Bryan Adams Janaica studio Ipictured befit 

Matt Railings is THE lust call session k.eyboardist 
in Nashville His credits list wore stars than enist in the eree 

dosst  galax.s. 

Paul Levy's naval, cd Audio is one of Los Angeles' prener 
tech/rental firms—everything from outboard gear to custom 
wiring—with clientele including memlies cd the Stones. 

MAYBE IT'S BECAUSE SO 

Surround sound arid digital post production on the 
independent Canadian feature film. 'Mien N yht Is Falling T 
112 OAT and Prolools channel!, mixed cl.rectly to A04 via an 
t•Eus lito Rl Sound Designer. John Nano. Writer/Sired« 

Patricia Rozema. Sued Effects Editor. Alan Geldart. 

David Rosenberg's music pushes the creative envelope so 
much that MTV reared a lop 20 Countdave aisual lb from 
his music. He's dane album gigs for Bob byte. Chaka Khan 
among others, and composed award-waiving music or a 
slew of major network television series' andtop jingles. 

See us at AES Booth #572 
©1995 More 8•Bus owners Yngwie Malmsteen Helmet. Flock of Seagulls the Commodores, Bobby Goldsboro' Manny's Car Vias'i Brownies New ktiasit Cafe and The Knitting Factory 

/NI R/ I R SERvicif AHD FO« MORE INFO 



M R Montero uses a 32•8 to record -Live frorr he House of Blues- for CBS Radio 

• 

Drummer David Abbruzzese gained fame with Pearl Jam and 
has moved on to doing interesting session. including work 
with Eddie Kramer on his latest Hendnx o chestral opus 

Steve Milo talked his boss Michael Bolton into buying one of 
the first 24•8s that Mackie Designs minufactured. 

4gi 

Creative Directorlproducer, Michael Frondelli. of the 
logendary Capitol Rrording Studios, has a 32.8 installed in 

both hi . home and work studios 

Dilly Moss uses his li•bus for production work with acts like 
Coming of Age. Sisterhood. 110 Extreme and Tasha Scott 

Oueensryche tracked land partially mixe d1 their latest Platinum album. Promised Land. in an island cabin retrealremote studio— 
ig log—using a 32.8 and a 2/.8 Two automated CR-1604s were also used at a separfte ADAT station, a second 24.8 was used 

during playback 

DON'T FEATURE ANY USERS IN THEIR ADS? 

Engineer Ian Parks with main man. Kirk Hammet of 
Me:allica Ian installed a54- channel Mackie 8..Bus system 

in Kinf,'e home studio. 

Aman of many hats gurtansticomposerlprodurer Terry 
Waltman s home studio boasts not only a CR-1 am but a 32.8 

Brian Van Kleeck of Sound Wizards Entertainment in 
Middletown. Flew York told us that the 32.8 is one of the 

best mates he's ever used 

MANY PROS OWN HACKIE 8•BUS CONSOLES. 

Paul Haslinger s Assembly Room is a cutting edge facility 
doing music for records and movies al Los Angeles. His 
latest album. Future Primitive, 1Wildcal Recordsl was 
recorded, tracked, and mixed on a 32.8 and 24.8 

Having developed amputation as one of Hollywood's top 
orchestrators Humane Mann has scored over 15 
feature films indocility Mel Brooks' 
-Robin Hood. Men 
and numerous TV 
projects 

e once noted in 
print that a console is only as 
good as the people who use it. 

This ad is our way of 
recognizinç all of you who 
own and use a Mackie 32.8, 
24.8 or 16•8 8•Bus console. 

Thank you for trusting our 
promise that an affordable 
mixer could deliver the sound 

quality which 
used to require 
a s100,000+ 
mega-console. 
As the list of 

E•3us-recorded platinum 
albums, feature motion 
picture soindtracks and TV 
Eeries credits grows, we're 
getting pretty confident that 
we really FAVE delivered on 
that promise. 

Many of you may not yet 
have gained as much 
recognition as some of the 
arbsts pictured at left. 
But when you own a Mackie 
8.Bus corsole, you have the 
same powerful creative tool as 
they rely an every day. 

If you cent own an 13•Bus 
:onsole yet, send for our all-
law 48-page brochure and 
team n why so many 
mfessionals own Mackie 

Designs 
mixers. Who 
knows? You 
might just 

Ricky Peterson is a wind up in our 
producer ,nd keyboardit NEXT 8•Bus 
of uncommon gifts fast 
know, too his work at 
Paisley Park Check out users ad. , 
his Mekte tracks on a 
series of releases an Be 
Sidra( s Cu Jazz label 
and on anmproming 
album by Oonny Oman' 

imeeiej-

L_ 16220 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinviile • WA • 98072 800/8?8-3211 0 206/487-4337 
nackie.com • Outside the US. 206/487-i333 • Represented in Canala by S.F. Marketing 800/363-8855 

Mention in this ad indicates ownership or usage only and does not represent an official endorsement by the artist or croup. 
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some extent, user-definable—graphic 
layout. For example, two users can 
specify different font and point sizes 
in their Netscape app, and the same 
home page would look quite 
different. Text and images are 
sometimes clickable buttons that 
link to subsequent pages—either 
at the same site or at a page lo-
cated at a remote WWW site on 
the Internet. The buttons also 
can be used to download files: 
QuickTime movies, sound files, 
animation, graphics, text, pic-
tures. But until very recently, the 
only data types that functioned 
in (almost) real time were im-
ages and text (see sidebar, "Real 
Audio on the Web"). When a user 
downloads an AIFF file, for example, 
the browser application will identify 
the file type and open the corre-
sponding local application (such as 
MacroMedia's SoundEdit) to play it, 
as specified from the Preferences 
window of the browser. (You can 
download various crude media play-
er apps from WWW sites.) 
A 1.85MB chunk of data—such as 

20 seconds of stereo, 16-bit, 22kHz 

audio—would take about 22 minutes 
to download using a 14.4 kbps 
modem; 11 minutes with 28.8 kbps; 
2.5 minutes with a 56k ISDN line; 
and 20 to 30 seconds with a fractional 
(256k) Ti line. Lower-resolution 

SLIP/PPP account. Online services 
such as CompuServe and America 
Online do not offer this type of ac-
count, but there are a number of 
ways that such a site can be set up. 
A discussion of each follows, in 

order of most expensive to least 
expensive. 

First, you can use your own 
computer at your own facility, in 
which case you will want to 
hook up a Ti line or some other 
high-bandwidth means of com-
munication. Then you will need 
to register your unique IP ad-
dress, which takes about six 
weeks to complete. The result-
ing Internet node would be en-
tirely owned and maintained by 

you. It's an expensive option for a 
small operation, but it's what some 
big companies do. (Surprisingly, I've 
been told that Sony—generally re-
garded as a large company—actual-
ly rents space on someone else's 
computer and has its name aliased at 
an Internet gateway to point toward 
their site.) This may have changed, 
however; the pace of change on the 
Internet is remarkable. 

Alternatively, you can share a 
node with a local Internet service 

The Process Recording Studios, Inc 

,tet tan came Procesa  "kW 
_ 

The PIOCCIS Recorte. Smiles le • f NMI mite prod.-ma loran" We hew te. ...RI, 

c=:c aelef"  " 
recorte. ad kiter ,oc.1 eceepe. Salle A's coati coon we eccommeseate s be.. praise-Ma 

Home Page for Process Recording Studios 

sound files are, of course, smaller, 
but the smaller they are, the worse 
they sound. In fact, it's not unusual 
for pages that are heavy on graphics 
to take up to a minute to open using 
a slower ( 14.4 kbps) modem. In 
view of that fact, it might be more 
accurate to call it The Information 
Cowpath. 

CREATING YOUR OWN HOME PAGE 

Having a page on the \X'W».;" requires 
a different account—usually called a 

Dawn of a New Leijacy 
The Sound of the Legacy Console in the All New api L20 Rack System 

All-Discrete Modules Include: 
205 Direct Box 225 Compressor (pic 
212 Mic Pre (pictured) 235 Noise G-
215 Swee 245 De-E 

Canada 
Coast to Coast 416-2,21-041 

UK 

225L 

COMP ' LIS 

.41111101011MasternieA 
Sound Network 44-181-372-3170 

Japan 
Timelord 81-3-3794-5575 

North American Console Sales 
708-653-4544 

Harris Audio 
Massachusetts-New England Area 

Professional Audio Design 
Texas/South Central US 

Studio Tech 

2,35L 
• 225L 

e 

, 
or, '111 

, 

• — •III • 

C121.o,:„ 

COMP 1 LIS C 1.10 

+16 

-16 L 200 

See us at AES Booth 14256 

New York City/Surrounding Vicinity 

Studio Consultants, Inc. 
Southern California/Los Angeles 
Westlake Audio 

a i Corporate Office: 7655-G Fullerton load • Springfield, VA 22153 • ( 703) 455-8188 • Fax: ( 703) 455-4240 

/.NE READER SERVICE CARI) FOR MORE INFO 
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STEREO VITALIZER" from $ 799.--
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CLASSIC VITALIZEFr From $ 999.--

MIR Ma MI MI 

lie MCI. OM MAO 

lin MIMI In MN 

4)tuliir 

(3) . _or 
In IBM MI 

.511M 4-
4 

OPTIMIZER $ 1,659.--

th..,. 7.___.... 1., 

Addams Family 

Hunt for Red October 

Poltergeist 

Star Trek — The Motion Picture 

The Lawnmowerman 

Tron 

efrank Serafine 
Composer, Musician, Soun:Designer 

" Excellent for pre-dubbing production dialogue 

and ADR for motion pictures and television, the 

Ofmmizt-P and VrrAuzern prove to be great 

processors from the front end of our digital 

workstations all the way through to our final 

mixed printmasters. 

SPL's VITALIZER technology is true audio science. 

The CLASSIC VITALIZER" and the STEREO VITALIZER" 

are psycho-acoustic magic boxes. 

They contain bass frequencies, enhance mid and 

high range frequencies, stretch surround sound 

and widen stereo imaging. 

The OPTIMIZER provides our studios with creative 

Frequency equalization enhancement os well as 

noise control and elimination." 
FRANK FeRxIFINE 

New Product: The new EQ MAGIX includes the 

technology of VITALIZER and OPTIMIZER in an 

outboard EQ unit. It combines these with o high 

performance microphone preamplifier and a dual 

channel output stage. The EQ Wax comes' in a 

professional RF-proof chassis with a stunning 

metalwork finish. 

See us at AES Booth #447 
the above are suggested retail prices 

International stiles consultancy: KM GmbH 
,r +49 (93 421 2 18 66; Fax 1-49 (93 42) 2 25 44 

distributed in the US and the U.K. by: beyerciynamicB 
SOUND PERFORMANCE LABORATORY US: © (800)293 4463, Far (516)293 3288; Kt, (273)479 411, Far (273)471 825 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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100 layers per track. 
Bar/Beat Editing. 
Time compression, 

Pitch Corrutione 
Full Automations 

D A tfie/AfDae/ 4228 
Trigger Model Ar 

Re-11 
Pgr4ble/Stand Alone. 
"1\ q/Ulash" performance' 

/Fast 
/Easy to learn. DM-800 , 

Confidence. e Digital Audio 
Workstat on's 



Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 ( 213) 685-5141 Ext.7S6 
Roland Canada Music Ltd., 5480 Parkwood Way, Richmond, B.C. V6V 2M4 ( 604)270-6626 



Audio Resources 
On the World Wide Web 
Any list of useful World Wide 
Web sites is necessarily incom-
plete, but here are some web-
sites that Mix has visited and 
found interesting. 

The Audio Engineering So-
ciety website has an admirably 
clean and efficient layout and 
includes a comprehensive cat-
alog of links to other sites 
(http://www.cudenver.edu/aes/ 
audio_links.html). The National 
Association of Broadcasters (NAB) 
(http: //www.nab.org/), World of 
Audio (http://www.magicnet. 
net/rz/world_of_audio/woa. 
html), the Audio Page (http:// 
bundy.hibo.no/~rpd/audio. 
html), SoundWave (http://www. 
Sound Wave.corna the Internet 
Underground Music Atthive (http: 
//www.iuma.com:80/), and the 
University of North Texas (http: 
//www.scs.unt.edu/recstudio/ 
audlinks) all maintain useful 
collections of links to other di-
rectories and audio resources. 

Manufacturers' sites vary; 
some only offer online sales 
brochures and marketing copy, 
others really attempt to address 
customers' needs. Carver Cor-
poration (http://www.halcyon. 
com/carver/welcome.html), 
Fender (http://www.fender.com/), 
Community Light and Sound 
(http://www.community.cheste 
r.pa.us/), and Kurzweil (http:// 
www.musicpro.com/music 
pro/Kurzweil) are among the 
more interesting examples. 

Finally, no list of web sites is 
complete without the URLs for 
sites that should be visited just 
because they are there. The 
Useless WWW Pages (http:// 
www.primus.com/staff/paulp-
useless.html) is a good place to 
start. The edible, starchy tuber 
formerly known as Mr. Potato 
Head has now moved to http: 
//winnie.acsu.buffalo.edu/ 
potatoe/. Need a new perspec-
tive on life? Try reading recent 
obituaries at http://catless.ncl. 
ac.uk/Obituary/README.html. 

—Chris Michie 
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provider, usually for a monthly fee. 
You can a) use your own computer 
and disk space, either at their site or 
yours, or 13) rent disk space on their 
computer system. 

Sharing a node brings two impor-
tant advantages: a system operator 
who maintains the system, and a local 
high-bandwidth connection to the 
outside world. The disadvantages are 
that you don't have unlimited high-
bandwidth access to your content for 
purposes of changing your page or 
getting, say, demographic information 
on those who visit your site. 

If your computer/server is located 
at the provider's site, you can have as 
much disk space as you want, hooked 
right into their Ti line, connected di-
rectly to the Net. If your computer is 
located at your own site, you'll want a 
fairly high-bandwidth connection to 
their site—another expense. 

Using someone else's server at 
their site, you can place your data on 
disk space that you rent—typically 
$40 a month for 5 MB. Some pro-
viders charge a flat rate per month 
with unlimited access; others charge 
an hourly rate for online time over a 
specified number of hours per 
month. Also, some providers charge 
a monthly Transfer Bandwidth Allo-
cation Fee, where you are allowed x 
megabytes to be downloaded from 
your Web site per month, with incre-
mental charges for overages. 

An address will be associated with 
this account. In the case of our local 
provider, Best Communications, their 
IP address is http://www.best.com. 
Your home page could be found by 
appending your address, i.e., http:// 
wwW.best.com/yourcompany.com. 
The address corresponds to a specif-
ic computer and disk space where 
your home page resides. 

If you prefer, your provider can 
register a custom domain name for 
your company for an additional one-
time fee. With a custom domain name, 
your address will look like this: http: 
//www.yourcompany.com. This offers 
the advantage of a more professional 
appearance, for both your home page 
and for e-mail purposes. 

Some service providers also will 
track the number—and to some ex-
tent, the location— of people who 
have visited your site. This data can 
be e-mailed to you daily. 

USING HTML 

HTML documents—that is, those 
documents that allow text, graphics 
and other digital media to he orga-
nized and displayed on a Web 
page—can be created by writing an 
HTML script in any word processor 
that can save as a text document. 
Netscape (or any other Web-brows-
ing software) translates this HTML 
script into a graphic interface. The 
script defines the text (ASCII), layout, 
paths to images (normally 8-bit GIF 
or JPEG) and other media such as 

QuickTime movies 

<TITLE>The Process Home Page<MTLE> 
<body font size=5 background="back1.gif' text=#000000 
alink=#FFF000 
vlink=#FFFFOO link=#00Offf> 
<center><IMG SRC=prshome.gif> 
<P> 

<H1>The Process Recording Studios, Inc</H1> 
<hr> 
<center><A HREF = "vo.htmr><IMG SRC = "vo.gif" border=0 ALT 

"[Vocal Booth]"></A> 
<A HREF = "equip.html"><IMG SRC = "equip.gif" border=0 ALT = 
"[Equipment List]"></A> 
<A HREF = "rates.html"><IMG SRC = "rates.gir border=0 ALT = 
"[Studio Rates"]></A> 
<A HREF = "dir.html"><IMG SRC = "dir.gif" border=0 ALT = 
"[Directions to The Process]"><JA><br> 
<A HREF = "mailto:info@theprocess.com">Click here to contact 
The Process by E-mail</A> 
<hr> 

<h4> The Process Recording Studios is a full service audio pro-
duction 
facility. We have three totally digital production studios. <A HREF 

"controla.html">Studio A</A> 

Partial HTML script for the Process Home Page 

and AIFF sound 
files, as well as 
navigation paths 
to other relevant 
pages. These pages 
may have been de-
signed specifically 
to link to the home 
page ( and are nor-
mally located at 
the same site as 
the home page), 
or they may have 
been designed by 
someone else and 
reside at remote 
www sites. HTML 
is a simple script-
ing language, and 
one of the attrac-
tions of the Web 
structure is that the 
browsing software 
makes it easy to 
view (and copy!) 
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IX TO DIGITAL MULTITRACK 

ANYWHERE 

o 
It's so easy to take a 
digital multitrack recorder 

out on the road But 

teaming it up with a 
compact, affordable mixer 

that's up to the job of 
making studio quality 
live digital recordings 

direct to tape is not so 
easy. 
So Spirit bave created 
Pro Tracker. 

We've packed a high 
quality 8 channel in-I:ne 
mixer irio a 3U case. 
ProTracker has an ultra 
clean :4nal path, and 
everything you need to 
make professional 

OE Renee MVO 14111,114G, 
recordings — yet ProTrarker 

digita: quality 

will also excel when you want to 
overdub; it'll even mix, your 
fmnt-of-house sound while 
you're recording. ProTracker's 
key to digital quality recording 
lies in its unique integration of 
superior components into the 
straightest possible signal path 
between its input and i:s 
balanced tape output, effectively 
giving you a pure direct-to-tape 
mix. To keep a tight rein on 
levels going to tape — and :o 
prevent accidental digital 
overload distortion when a 

hand member decides to ciank 
up the volume — there's a fast 
limiter with switchable threshold: 
lou just set and forget it. Take a 
good look at the impressive 
kature list... 

R 

MAIN FEATURES 
Superb Live Recordings • In-line monitoring signal format — 

2 discrete inputs per charted 

• 8 channels with 60mm linear 
faders (>90d8 cut off) 

• Expansion -sockets for daisy-chaining 
ProTrackes 

• New high quality, high gain mic pre-
amp (-129.11Bu EIN) with ,witchable 
48V phantom power on every input 

• Balanced Line inputs with built-in DI 
capability or instruments 

• Switchable High Pass Filtcr on 
every channel 

• Built-in Limier ( 300pSec attack time/ 
3 Sec release), selectable an every 
channel 

• Insert and Aux switchable between 
channel ató monitor paths 

• Aux globally switchable prepost fader 
• PFL on each channel 

• Overload and Limiter indicators on 
each channel 

• Monitor fader and Pan control 

• Balanced Tape Send/Return. switchable 
between +4r1Bu and - 10dBV 

• Separate pre-fade Insert and Return 
sockets, eliminating Y-cables 

• Stereo Effects Return with fader 
and PFL 

• Inputs switchahle to Mix to allow 
simultaneous front-of-house mixing 
and recording 

• Mix routable to Tape Sends 7/8 for 
simultaneous 2-track recording, without 
affecting multitrack feeds from channels 
1 to 6 

• Headphone monitoring of 2-track 
return, Aux. 7/8 or Mix 

• Solo indicator 

• Monitor Outputs follow headphone 
output 

• Mix Output and 2-Track Return accept 
+4dBu XLRs or - 10dBV RCA phonos 

• 100 — 240 VAC operation with internal 
universal switching power supply 

• Road quality construction 

See us at AES Booth #707 
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ProTracker is the perfect live recording 

partner for affordable digital multitracks 

such as ADM"' and DA-88"; and, I:ke 
digital multaracks, you can link several 

ProTrackers together for 

additional tracks. Each 

channel is equipped with our 

best ever mic preamp and a 

balanced !ine input with 

direct instrument capability, 

so you don't have to use any 

twig! DI boxes. A High Pass 

Filter on each input cuts mic 
popping and stage rumble. 

With ProTracker, you can not 

only record to multitrack but 

you an also make and 
monitor a 2-track DAT master 

at the same time. 

Overdub or Record 
Anytime, Anywhere 

m 1111 
ProTracker is designed for the road. 

That's why we have incorporated a 

power apply that works all around 

the world, so you can make the best 

location iecordings wherever tou go. 
And with its rompact rack design.. 

PrOliacker will fit into any outside, 
broadcast or :ocation recording systeni. 

8760 South Sandy Parkway, 
Sandy, Utah 84070. 
Tek #01-566 9135 
Fax: 801-566 2*86 
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the scripts for any given page. So it's 
entirely possible to learn HTML by 
comparing pages you like with the 
scripts that were used to create them. 
And there's plenty of help online, as 
well. One excellent example is "A 
Beginner's Guide to HTML," which is 
an interactive HTML document avail-
able from the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications ( pubs 
@ncsa . u iuc.edu ). 

You can create and refine your 
home page without ever going on-
line, by using your local computer, 
your HTML scripts, your media and 
your browser. Once you have the 
page how you want it, additional 
software applications such as Fetch 
allow you to upload your media to 
the correct location at your IP address. 

Of course, I ITML is only a tool 
that allows you to display digital 
media on the Web. The point is to 
say something about your facility or 
company, and as with all marketing-
informational opportunities, you 
need to put some serious thought 
into what messages you want to con-
vey. Do you want to create a page 
with text only? Or do you also want 

Need Help? 
Designing a home page is not dif-
ficult. But designing a good home 
page requires a combination of 
skills such as writing, audio pro-
duction, graphic design and a hefty 
dose of creativity. In many ways, 
this process is similar to desktop 
publishing: Simply buying a copy 
of Ventura or PageMaker won't 
suddenly transform you into a 
graphic design genius. 

However, the growing interest 
in creating a business presence on 
the Internet has spawned a boom-
ing market, with hundreds of com-
panies offering such services. A 
few firms, such as Baudway Com-
munications (617/450-0060) and 
MusicPro (615/848-5321), special-
ize in Internet communication de-
sign services for the music and pro 
audio industries. 

But for those who want to try 
their own hand, the following pub-
lications—listed alphabetically—are 
recommended. Most of these are 

to include images? If so, you need to 
either have the software, the skills 
and the time to produce those im-
ages, or be willing to let someone 
translate your vision. Do you want to 
include audio or QuickTime movies 
as part of your message? Are you 
willing and able to create these 
media as well? And one of the most 
important pieces of this puzzle is to 
find a solution that doesn't take for-
ever to load into a browser, yet is 
compelling enough to make a good 
impression. 

Today the Web is bustling with ac-
tivity, and even with its relative lack 
of audio, there is much to be gained 
from surfing. If you haven't already 
done so, its a good way to calibrate 
yourself, check out the competition, 
and determine first-hand whether it's 
appropriate for you stake out some 
virtual real estate of your own. 

Paul ¡'et yen is a contributing editor 
of Mix and an interactive producer 
at ESCAtech media, a Bay Area multi-
media compan) that develops inter-
active applications such as (surprise!) 
Web pages for clients. The ESCAtech 
bonze page can be found at bttp:// 
www.escatech.com. 

available in computer or technical 
bookstores. 

—George Petersen 

• Build a Web Site, by NET.Gene-
sis and Devra Hall, published by 
Prima Press 

• Creating Cool Web Pages With 
HTML by Dave Taylor, published 
by IDG Books 

• Launching a Business on the 
Web, by David Cook and Deborah 
Sellers, published by Cue Books 

• Publish on the Web in HTML in 
a Week, by Laura Lamay, pub-
lished by SAMS Books 

• The HTML Manual of Style: The 
Definitive Instant Resource for 
HTML, by Larry Aronson, pub-
lished by Ziff-Davis 

• The HTML Reference Card (an 
inexpensive, 16-panel reference 
card from Specialized Systems 
Consultants, 206/782-7733) 

__•3•16.41 
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Worth its weight in gold-and platinum. 
Tony Brown discovers the AT4050 studio microphone. 

With 8 gold and 14 platinum records, 
41 number-one singles, and 4 Grammy 
Award winning titles, record producer 
Tony Brown has a reputation for 
knowing excellence when he hears it. 
So it's no surprise that once Tony 
tried an AT4050 multi-pattern capacitor 
microphone, he's been using it ever 
since. 

"I use it every session on something," 
says Tony. "There are several great 
mics that engineers always like to 
bring out—and this is one of them." 

The Audio-Technica AT4050 delivers 
supremely transparent and accurate 
sound without sacrificing warmth 
and ambiance. The large-diaphragm 
design utilizes two capacitor elements 
to provide consistent, superior 
performance in three switchable polar 
patterns (cardioid, omnidirectional 
and figure-of-eight). Transformerless 
circuitry provides exceptional transient 
response and clean output even under 
extremely high SPL conditions. 

And while it's certainly worth its 
weight in gold, the rich, versatile 
performance of the AT4050 is 
available for much less than $400 
per ounce! 

To discover studio microphone 
excellence for yourself, call, write 
or fax: 

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 
1221 Commerce Drive 
Stow, Ohio 44224 
(216) 686-2600 
Fax: (216) 686-0719 

U.K.: Audio-Technica Ltd. 
Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AG 
0113 277 1441 
Fax: 0113 270 4836 

audio•technica® 
READER SERVICE CARI) FOR MORE INFO 



THE NEW TSR-24S LETS YOU CREATE 

YOUR OWN SOUNDS IN TWO STEP/S. 

1-DREAM THEM UP. 2-LAY THEM DOWN. 

With the TSR-24S, frustrating menus and time-consuming steps don't -- 
1S_D1SCTM 1 
/-  
PROCESSING I 

control your programming. You do. Choose the effects you want, in the order you 

want, then program and listen to them instantly. No catches. Naturally, the TSR-24S has plenty 

of raw material, with an arsenal of more than 75 effects. Plus, multiple modulation effects 

94 DB 

S/N RATIO 

When it comes to sound, not even 

compact ()in.., are as clean as the 

TSR-24S. Our Silencer- digital noise 

gate wipes out noise by writing digital 

zero.' when thetr:g no signal pœsent. 

94.. 

OVER 75 EFFECTS 

SPECIAL EFFECTS  G( gaverb (the world:, most flexible 
crystal clear sampling, multitap am) modulated delays, multi-phase choruses andflangers, ()rakers, auto panners, 

4-voice phase;, 10 separate EQ.', 4 octaves qt multi-voiced pitch shifting, amegqiators, and more. 

DUAL DISCRETE STEREO 

iiike true •tereg, inputs, add.1;,ur assignable outputs, and you get a lot 

routing conli:gurations. Let :e see, there:, stemo in, quad out; mono 

in, quad out; dual MOM, in, dual stereo out...well, you count 'en, 

TSR-24 

-------- 

O 

-6 

-12 

-18 

STORE BYE OVE MONO LINK EDIT MIDI 

DUAL CHANNEL DV-,, Tn I PROCES,r)R V/ 

2 
Crnpar• 

• c -1 

HAVE A TSR-24? No problem —upgmding is a snap. Just onnact your nearest DigiTech dealer. 



capabolity and instant module/parameter access mean your great ideas become great music 

in a matter of seconds. No other machine at any price can match its flexibility. But even 

befolre you start dreaming up new sounds, you'll have to take 

the veal first step. Drop by your nearest DigiTech dealer today. 

+ Elm   
EXPANDABLE 

Add the aiwilable PPC 200 can.), and you 11 l'are percer  two TSR-2-IS pis; essors. 

Parallel proceseing means seamless effect changes and more. 

The., chip ()clines DSP horsepower. S-DISC delivers superior sound, 

quiet operation and performance unmatched by anything in the market. 

This incredibly powerful chip was designed specifically for audio. 

E Ei Meech 
H A Harman International Company 

ALGORITHMS 

H. 'ant reverb. chorus and Amge? 

Press a couple qf buttons. 

&verb, chorus and revel, again? 

Redundant effects are not a 

pEoblem. Link effects iii any 

order to create algorithms, then 

program them in nearly limitless 

combination.i. 

See us at Booth #7117 

PARAIvEllE 

Prey 

FX LIBRARY EDIT 

F‘eiet Delay Chorus Add Deiete Narre 

Enter Test uteir, 

More Link Save MIDI 

Nie 9 , pass 

Hinge 

PItch Sample 

TilOTt 

8760 S. Sandy Parkway. Sandy, UT 84070 USA ( 801) 566-8919 Fax ( 801) 566-2086 01994 Digitech 

1,SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



RESTORING et 
REFURBISHING 

VINTAGE 
AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 
BY JOHN LA GROU 

lat obsolete junk we sold a few years 
ago? We're buying it back with a passion. Vin-
tage envy is alive and well in pro audio. This 
insatiable resurgence is due, in part, to the de-
sire to achieve the ultimate sound. Modern in-
tegrated circuits often leave us wanting more— 
more emotion, more character, more color and 
complexity. As in life, we sometimes find those 
missing qualities in our past. 
An increasing demand for vintage audio de-

vices means a greater need for qualified repair 
and restoration technicians. Often, the older 
the gear, the more attention it requires. Tubes, 
transistors, capacitors and electro-mechanical 
parts all have a limited service life. The know-
how required to renew vintage gear can take 

decades to acquire. Finding seasoned pros 
who can navigate their way through the vin-
tage maze is not easy. 

Many audio craftspersons focus on one spe-
cialty, such as microphones or tape machines. 
Others become generalists, practicing their art 
on numerous vintage items. This month, we'll 
visit with a few of these retro-masters—leam-
ing what they do and how they do it. We'll ex-
plore many facets of vintage recording gear, 
including mic preamps, EQs, compressors, mi-
crophones, tape machines and more. 

MICHAEL SPITZ, ATR SERVICE COMPANY 

The AIR Service Company in Northern Cali-
fornia specializes in earlier Ampex tape ma-
chines, such as the ATR-100, ATR-124 and MM-
series recorders. Since 1979, Spitz has been 
servicing and refurbishing Ampex machines 
for recording studios, mastering facilities and 
tape dupe facilities. 

"As a former employee of Ampex, I learned 
quite a hit about tape machine parts, design 
and repair," Spitz says. "I've applied my expe-

44 MIX, OC,708/1? 1995 
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rience on numerous Ampex ma-
chines but feel my real specialty is 
the ATR-100. 

"The ATR-100 represents the epito-
me of analog tape machine design. It 
arguably has no contemporary equals, 
including digital formats," Spitz main-
tains. The ATR-100 remains the de 
facto standard for mix and mastering 
in many of the world's finest studios 
and mastering houses." 
I asked Spitz to explain the 

process of refurbishing an ATR-100. 
With respect to transports, he says, 
"Sonic performance starts with a sta-
ble transport and correct heads 
properly matched to electronics, and 
unless the transport is 100 percent, 
the best heads and electronics will 
not perform their best. The key to 
transport performance is azimuth 
stability, low wow and flutter, exact-
ing speed accuracy and the gentlest 

—coAn n OA. PAGE 50 

ILLUSTRATION DMITRY PANICH 

RUPERT IIEVE 
Rupert Neve is a name synonymous with vintage excellence. His con-
soles and console modules from the 60s and the '70s continue to be 
used on a wide variety of successful modern recordings. I asked Neve 
what it is about his earliest designs that contemporary producers and 
engineers find entirely addictive. He replied, "People primarily inter-
ested in sound are universally disenchanted with digital sound quality 
and the lack of real advance in analog quality in recent years. Older 
and simpler designs, predating usable ICs, were Class-A and often sin-
gle-sided configurations which did not generate high-order harmonics. 
In short, these early designs sound sweet, smooth and musical, 
notwithstanding the noise and increasing unreliability. 

"Aside from their sound, our old consoles have withstood the tests 
of time partly because the designs were very conservative. I was dead 
scared of running into problems, and the simpler designs gave me the 
space to spread out and run things cool." 

Asked if he had any thoughts on the future of pro audio, Neve says, 
"It's ironic. In the '60s and the '70s, many people told us that the Neve 
consoles sounded too 'crisp' and 'clinical.' So, the future is very diffi-
cult to predict, isn't it!" 

OCTOBER 19'45 MIX 48 
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SYSTEMS 

MasterTools presents an essential palette of facilities for monitoring, repairing, optimizing and 

capturing your final mix with maximum resolution. 

Arboretum's Hyperprism/TDM is the real-time, multi-effect TDM Plug- In version of the well known, 

award-winning Hyperprism stand-alone sound effects processing software. 

The ProTron AudioReality Pro Tools Plug- 1n from Crystal River Engineering offers true 3-D spatialization of 

multiple sound sources in a custom acoustic space. Audio designers can create fully spatialized audio tracks in a 

dynamic mixing environment. 

JUPITER SYSTEMS 
(.realmg Future ril..thisic Techm,h,gr 

lexicon 

Ir911 

rd. 
QSOUND 

The JVP TDM Plug- 1n provides everything you need for voice processing: A de-esser, 

compressor/gate, parametric EQ, and multi-tap delay. MDT allows you to emulate any 

existing compressor, limiter or expander; or create completely unique settings tailored to 

your specific needs. 

Combine Lexicon's world-class digital signal processing card with NuVerb's graphic interface, and you can 

get the sound you're looking for, faster, and with more precision than ever before. 

QSYS/TDM allows users the ability to place individual elements in a 180-degree arc with only two speakers. 

This is the same patented sound technology as QSystem", used by artists such as Sting, Roger Waters, and 

Pink Floyd. 

Stainbarg 

'TY 

The DeClicker: Today's solution to yesterday's clicks and pops. The Virtual FX Rack: A Package of 

five essential audio tools developed to enhance your acoustic palette. 

Waves has set new standards for digital audio processing. The LI-Ultramaximizer, Q I 0-ParaGraphic 

EQ, CI-Compressor/Gate and SI -Stereo Imager provide high-quality processing within Pro Tools. 

If you're thinking about staking your future on one digital audio workstation, consider this: The eight 

standout companies you see here are among the many developing TDM plug- ins for Pro Tools III. 

Which just so happens to be the one digital audio workstation used by more editors and engineers 

than all other systems combined. In other words, you're in pretty good company with Pro Tools. 

Digidesign is a registered trademark and Pro Tools is a trademark of Digidesign. Inc. All trademarks are the property of their respective holders. A • V • I • I) 

See us at AES Booth #726 



The Tube Is Master 
RESTORATION OF 
VINTAGE RECORDERS 

by Walter Sear 
A few years ago, I began to miss 
the nice sound of old vacuum 
tube mastering machines. The 
sound of our Studer A80 was 
quite acceptable, yet it seemed to 
lack the body and warmth of my 
old Ampex 300. So I dug a cou-
ple of my old Ampex 300 tape 
recorders out from under the pile 
of junk in the shop and began to 
fiddle around with them. 

These are remarkable ma-
chines, and for many decades 
were the workhorses in almost 
every recording studio and radio 
station. I cleaned one up, plugged 
it in, threaded a reel of tape 
and...Magic! What a sound. 

Thus began an odyssey of 
transforming the 300 into a 1/2-
inch, 15/30 ips machine, chang-
ing the speeds, rebuilding the 
electronics and having John 
French (JRF Magnetic Sciences) 
design and build a modem set of 
heads. I made some of the trans-
port parts by hand, using some 
aluminum stock that matched the 
deck perfectly. The rest is histo-
ry. This became our prime mas-
tering machine at Sear Sound. 
Many albums were mastered on 
this machine, and one major 
label even went so far as to bring 
in a mixed album, record it onto 
the Ampex and then take the 
output from the playback head 
and re-record onto a Studer CD-
R CD recorder, just to add the 
sound of the Ampex machine on 
the album. 

Just when we thought it was 
safe to go back into the water, I 
had the chance to pick up two 
Studer C-37 recorders. The blue-
prints are dated 1962, and I found 
that Gotham Audio (then Studer 
distributor) had sold six of these 
machines to RCA alone. Once the 
primary tape recorder in Euro-
pean studios, few C-37s were sold 
in the states, as Ampex controlled 
the market by then. I bought the 
two recorders instantly. 

Each machine is a work of art. 
The electronics are all modular, 
which simplifies servicing. The 
transport hinges up and the front 
cabinet panel drops, providing 
total access for maintenance, in-
cluding a convenient plate to put 
tools on. The deck has its own 
internal test meter and switch 
to measure various voltages 
throughout the recorder. A regu-
lar lightbulb is used as a variable 
resistor to set the proper startup 
torque to the motors (shades of 
my old Westrex film recorder that 
used the same idea). The wiring, 
harnesses and overall construc-
tion were typically Swiss. There 
are no VU meters on the ma-
chine, which is quite proper. 
When you align the machine, it 
should always be to the meters 
on the console. 

The recorders were 'A-inch, 
7.5/15 ips machines, so the first 
task was to change them into 
15/30 ips machines, V2-inch. After 
consulting a variety of knowl-
edgeable people—including 
David Manley, who owns a slew 
of them—I got some of the parts 
that I needed. Then came the 
critical decisions. 
I called Jeff Gilman at MDI Pre-

cision Motor Works in Hudson, 
Mass. He has a proprietary 
method of building up the cap-
stan shaft size by using a ceramic 
sleeve. He also machined a series 
of roller guides for the 1/2-inch tape 
configuration. The machine has 
no fixed guides—everything turns 
with the tape. Bill Titus did a lot 
of measurements for the tape 
path, and we added brass washer 
shims of different thicknesses to 
get all of the guides to the right 
height to match the head block. 

The record and playback elec-
tronics were another problem. Be-
side the usual capacitor and tube 
replacements, the EQ had to be 
changed to conform to the vari-
ous new head characteristics and 
tape speeds. This is a "trial and 
error" situation. When you change 
the frequency curves to try to 
eliminate the "head bump" in the 
bass, the higher frequencies are 
then affected. After some experi-
mentation, we found the right 

combination. 
The final problems were the 

logic system and control switch-
ing. As machines of that vintage 
use relay logic, all the relays 
were cleaned up or replaced. 
Fortunately, the relays are stan-
dard "off the shelf" parts. Mod-
ern, microprocessor transport 
control is far superior, yet the 
relay system works fine, so we 
left it intact. 

With the restoration complet-
ed, we ran wow and flutter tests. 
The machine came out better than 
the original manufacturer's specs 
(at 15 ips, 0.04% weighted; and at 
30 ips, 0.022% wow and flutter, 
0.0175% weighted). Frequency re-
sponse was what we expected, 
with the bass bump at 31 Hz, 
starting at +.6 dB and staying 
within reason down to 15 Hz. 

The ultimate test for any piece 
of recording studio equipment is 
what the client will accept and 
will want to use in session. Sear 
Sound had the privilege of being 
selected to do the mixing for the 
Eric Clapton Crossroads II album, 
consisting of live and studio 
recordings that were recorded in 
the mid-'70s. (Jay Mark was the 
engineer, and Bill Levenson pro-
duced with Jerry Rappaport for 
PolyGram Records.) 

The 2-inch masters from the 
'70s, mostly 16-track, had to be 
baked in a convection oven at 
125 degrees for a couple of 
hours. They were then played on 
our Studer A80 16-track, 2-inch 
machine and recorded with time-
code onto a beautiful new Studer 
D827, as well as a 48-track digit-
al machine (rented from Toy 
Specialists). I don't like the sound 
of digital, but if I have to record 
digitally, this would be the ma-
chine of choice. It is built with 
the same care and attention to 
detail as the old C-37s. As Jay 
Mark decided to go 1/2-inch, 15 
ips, Dolby SR, we set up our var-
ious 2-track machines. 

The moment of truth arrived: 
Which of our 'A-inch machines 
would be best suited to the Clap-
ton project? Using blind testing, it 
took about one minute for the 

-CON7INVED ON PAGE 50 
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Mr. Q. Junior is happy with the M5000 / ATAC userinterface 

JOI if a-1 / e 

The M5000 Digital Audio Mainframe is unlike any other effects processor you 

have ever seen. Substantial research has gone into providing you with the 
ultimate user interface - the unit is logical, and so easy to use that 

slaving over the manual is a thing of the past! And with the new 

ATAC remote Control you can operate your unit from wherever you 

wish. 

The outstanding effects you have access to in the M5000 are the 

result of a combination of TC's DARC" technology and the skills 
of the best signal piocessing engineers around the world. 

handle 

The TC M5000 

gees you the 

ultimate effects 

now and in 

the future 

Reverbs 

Pitch shifters 

Multiband Dynamics (MD 2) 

Digital Toolbox 

Delays 

Ambience 

Ta Fac 

Nonlin 

Chorus 

Flanger 

Revpitch 

Sampling 

SMPTE 

EQ 

But what you see is not what you get - you get more! The unique design of the 

M5000 hardware platform allows for future upgrades of both the system's software 
and hardware. It will far outlast any other signal processor you own or 

can buy today. All M5000 owners receive regular, easy to install, 

software upgrades - featuring the very latest in signal processing. 

For example, software release 1.15. our most recent package, 

includes a comprehensive 4-band Parametric Equahzer, The Digital 
Toolbox option, SMPTE and much more! 

To some it moy look Ilk e any other effects processor - but you know better. 
Call your dealer today for a full demonstration. 

See us at AES Booth #119 

For the name of a dealer near you call l-80J-738-4546 Ext 395 

t.c. electronic 
• • 1111..1 
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choice to be made. The C-37 was 
the preferred machine to every-
one. The sound had sparkle, clar-
ity and "air" that other machines 
lacked. 

The album was completed on 
the Studer C-37. The machine 
took a year of work, but it 
turned out well. At 30 ips, the 
Ampex 300 has an " airier" 
sound, with more second-har-
monic distortion, which many 
people find pleasing. The Stud-
er is more accurate in terms of 
frequency response, but this is 
purely a matter of taste. No 
solid-state machine in our studio 
is comparable in sound to either 
of these machines. 
I have always felt the deficien-

cy of the sound of transistor 
equipment. Knowing this, I have 
always run a studio full of tube 
gear. Because of my 30 years' 
prejudice, I go to great lengths to 
be sure that this does not bleed 
over into the listening tests that 
we do. Neither I nor the visiting 
engineers know which machine 
or device they are listening to. 
They simply select button "A," 
"B" or "C." The differences are 
clear and apparent. As it often 
happens, the engineer's decision 
is the same as that of the produc-
er and studio personnel. There is 
a clear and distinct difference, 
and in all the years of testing 
equipment, I can't recall any situ-
ation where vacuum tubes didn't 
sound superior to transistors. II 

-FROM PAGE 45, RESTORING VINTAGE GEAR 

of tape handling. 
"I've seen only two ATR-100s in 

the last four years that required only 
minor repairs, and all ATRs benefit 
from upgrading," says Spitz. "Most of 
my customers ask me to modify their 
ATR-100 to exceed original perfor-
mance specs. This means a lot of 
changes. 

"Excepting heads, I make all me-
chanical wear parts for the ATR-100. 
My mastering grade urethane cap-
stan tachometer ensures a wow and 
flutter below .015 percent, and my 
low-mass tape guides require less 
arm servo correction. I also make a 
urethane wide track replacement 
take-up bearing, stainless steel lifter 
sleeves and all the optical glass parts. 

"On ATR-100s," Spitz continues, "I 
also match the capstan and reel 
motor output drivers, completely re-
cap the power supply, slightly mod-
ify some grounding, repaint the cab-
inet and pedestal to original Ampex 
colors, re-silk-screen all worn panels 
and install a new wrist pad. After 
that, I'll install new Flux Magnetics 
Mastering Series heads and recheck 
all performance parameters." 

With respect to audio electronics, 
Spitz has a somewhat different atti-
tude. He's "not an advocate of mod-
ifying the original signal system. 
Maybe a few caps here and there, 
but I believe the sound character is 
exceptional in its stock condition 

and usually wins controlled blind-
fold tests against most mods I'm 
aware of. The sound quality is why 
the machine has attained vintage sta-
tus to begin with. 

"If you want a different sonic per-
sonality," Spitz suggests, "I offer a 
dual-triode vacuum tube repro amp 
for the ATR-100. It sits alongside the 
original Ampex transistor repro card, 
and either circuit can be selected by 
a switch. It's like having two ma-
chines in one space and offers an 
ability to make a reasonable listen-
ing choice." 

Spitz's customers include Sony 
Music, Gateway Mastering, A&M, 
Ocean Way Recording, Masterfonics, 
Bad Animals and many others. 

MARTINS SAULESPURENS 

AND SKIPPER WISE, B.L.U.E. 

For the last six years, a little compa-
ny called B.L.U.E. (Baltic Latvian 
Universal Electronics) has been qui-
etly modifying and upgrading tube 
microphones for top studios and en-
gineers worldwide. JVC recording 
artist and B.L.U.E principal Skipper 
Wise discusses his company's ap-
proach to vintage microphone 
restoration and modification. 

"In 1989, we did two records for 
Cypress/A&M—a very fussy label. 
These recordings were among the first 
Sony DASH projects, and we desired 
the highest-quality and lowest-noise 
mics we could find. That's when we 

really started working on micro-
phones," says Wise. "The records 
were both commercially successful 
and praised for their sonic qualities. 
Many friends, recording artists and en-
gineers, began to request our mic 
modifications for their own use. 

"Since then," continues Wise, 
"we've been developing a wide range 
of products specifically for improving 
the performance of vintage tube mi-
crophones. My partner Martins and 
designer Janis are both degreed elec-
tronics engineers who've built what's 
now a small microphone factory in 
Latvia capable of fabricating precision 
microphone parts, from the smallest 
screw to large body shells, for appli-
cations ranging from replacements to 
entirely new designs. 

"What's more, we anticipated the 
trend in vintage microphones and, 
over the years, have been purchas-
ing huge quantities of N.O.S. [new 
old stock] parts from many Euro-
pean sources. We've been doing this 
since the late '80s. We now have 
hand-selected AC-701K tubes in the 
original sealed white Neumann box 
as well as Russian equivalents, Neu-
mann and AKG mic transformers of 
all types, over 20 varieties of original 
capsules, dozens of connector types 
and much more. We're also devel-
oping our own capsules and re-
placement tubes." 

What's the process of a typical 
B.L.U.E. modification? According to 
Wise, "We go through the entire mi-
crophone and power supply. We re-
place capsules, rewire with Teflon-
insulated silver wire, select a very 
low-noise tube such as our B.L.U.E. 
6C1P replacement for the EC92, re-
place the archaic connectors with 
N.O.S. or new Neutriks, replace de-
teriorated electrical components and 
upgrade circuits and transformers. 
We also completely replace the 
power supply with a toroid supply 
of our own design, manufactured in 
our Latvian factory. 

"To test our modifications," Wise 
explains, "we maintain a 48-track ana-
log and digital studio. It's constantly in 
use, and we have a large collection of 
B.L.U.E.-modified microphones, in-
cluding Telefunken, Neumann, AKG, 
Schoeps, Lomo, Liepzig and more. My 
recording contract with JVC keeps us 
in the studio quite a bit, and we're al-
ways experimenting with novel mic 
mods to capture new and distinct 
qualities of sound." 

Aside from microphone work, 
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B.L.U.E. also manufactures a range 
of hard-to-find vintage accessories, 
such as U47, U67, C24 and 251 
shock mounts, M49/M50 yoke 
mounts, numerous cables, even 
hand-built, velvet-lined hardwood 
cases with original engraved logo 
and mic identification. B.L.U.E. sent 
me some of their work for inspec-
tion. Their yoke mount fit my M49 
like a glove and indeed looks like a 
piece of fine German engineering. 
Additionally, a B.L.U.E.-modified 
Gefell UM57 was noticeably quieter 
and richer than my stock UM57. 

"We consider microphones more 
like musical instruments," muses 
Wise. "Our work turns a technical 
procedure into an art form. Of 
course, we also maintain an ane-
choic chamber with Brüel & Kjœr 
test equipment and PC-based MLS 
for objective analysis. Scientific 
analysis is good, but tube mics are 
not necessarily technical wonders of 
accuracy. We try to keep the right 
perspective on our work. See, the 
image a great tube mic can create is 
sometimes one-of-a kind. They are 
one link to the engineer, artist or 
producer in realizing 'that sound' 

locked within their head and relating 
it to others." 

B.L.U.E.'s customers include Take 
6, Shawn Murphy, Steve Albini, Russ 
Hogarth, Fred Vogler, Jim Webb, 
Mark Linett, Richard Page, Andora 
Studios and Sound-on-Sound Stu-
dios, among others. 

KEN McKIM, TROUBLE REPORT 

With some 20 years experience as a 
chief technical engineer, Ken McKim 
of Trouble Report, a vintage audio 
services company in upstate New 
York, has intimate knowledge of 
tube processing gear, including 
Teletronix and Fairchild limiters, Pul-
tec equalizers, EMT reverb plates 
and Telefunken microphone pream-
plifiers. 

"Other than simply not passing 
signal, a rack unit usually winds up 
on our bench because it's producing 
a distorted signal or emitting some 
form of noise," says McKim. "Often, 
owners of poorly maintained vintage 
equipment will notice a 'dark, thin 
or cloudy' sound. However, in at-
tempting to rationalize their multi-
kilobuck investment, these charac-
terizations often become sentimen-

talized into 'fat, sweet and airy.' It 
doesn't have to be this way. Vintage 
tube gear can sound great, perhaps 
more uniquely beautiful than any 
solid-state device, if it's in perfect 
working order." 
I asked McKim to explain how 

Trouble Report would evaluate and 
refurbish a typical piece of tube rack 
gear. "There are some big clues that 
indicate a need for refurbishing. 
Spitting and crackling are obvious 
giveaways—usually caused by faulty 
tubes, failing capacitors, bad resis-
tors or oxidized contacts. Hum is 
likewise intolerable. In a well-main-
tained tube device, I would expect a 
barely perceptible trace of 60 cycle 
evenly mixed into a very low ther-
mal noise floor. Conspicuous hum 
suggests failure in tube shielding or 
a filament defect. Likewise, 120 cycle 
hum would most likely indicate a 
faulty power supply. 

"From there," he continues, "one 
might encounter a lack of low-fre-
quency energy—possibly related to 
coupling capacitors. Or perhaps the 
highs are rolled-off—often a bad cap 
in a feedback loop. There are many 
areas in a 30 or 40-year-old circuit 
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that can and do fail often. We'll fix 
specific problems in old gear, but we 
strongly recommend comprehensive 
refurbishing. Without completely 
going through the entire circuit, it's 
hard to bring a unit back to pub-
lished spec. And the probability is 
high that it will fail again very soon. 

"A major overhaul always in-
cludes replacing critical components. 
All rectifier tubes and power supply 
filter condensers are changed, and 
every audio tube is replaced with 
new, select, properly matched tubes. 
Finding replacement tubes, howev-
er, is often a chore. Many old tubes 
are obsolete and, when you're lucky 
enough to find some, the price can 
be quite high. We're all praying that 
the Russians will get their act to-
gether, or that an American concern 
shows an interest in recommission-
ing a closed U.S. plant. 

"Other mandatory refurb items in-
clude changing, and possibly up-
grading, the coupling capacitors, 
feedback caps, potentiometers, 
switches, and connectors. Tube 
sockets should also be cleaned or 
replaced. Lastly, all wiring should be 
thoroughly checked and the cabinet 

cleaned inside and out. 
"In serious cases, we may need to 

replace transformers. Many audio 
and power transformers are still 
available off-the-shelf from vendors 
like Thordarson and Magnatek. If 
not, broadline distributors can often 
cross an older part number to some 
newer version. If the part just isn't 
available, we'll interpolate the re-
quired spec and find something 
close or, on occasion, build one. 
The cost for building a transformer is 
usually under $300, which is no 
more absurd than the notion of toss-
ing that cherished tube limiter in the 
dumpster." 

Aside from repairing vintage rack 
gear, Trouble Report also performs 
upgrades. McKim claims that, in some 
cases, "startling improvements in 
noise floor, distortion and transient re-
sponse can be realized. Some of the 
mods include silicon regulation to 
tighten up sag under load, converting 
to a DC filament system, which low-
ers the noise floor, and careful selec-
tion of components and value. With 
special attention to input, interstage 
and output transformer damping, we 
seek to extend and smooth the over-

all performance of the unit well above 
and below what is generally accepted 
as the perceptible audio band." 

BRENT AVERILL, 

BRENT AVERILL ENTERPRISES 

Between 1979 and 1985 Brent Averill 
engineered for Michael Jackson, con-
tinually modifying Jackson's studio 
gear, recording all the Thriller demos 
and earning a Platinum album in the 
process. Says Averill, "I had total free-
dom to modify and improve Michael's 
studio between our sessions. 

"Since 1979, I've specialized in 
restoring just three brands of vintage 
equipment—Neve, API and Calrec. 
This has allowed me to focus and 
learn quite a bit about their unique 
design and sound. Experience tells 
me what to look out for, and I have 
a number of standard modifications 
I perform. After that, my ears tell me 
what other adjustments might be 
necessary. 

"The Neve 1272 module is my 
most popular," says Averill. "The 
1272 module employs the same 
transformers and preamplifier cir-
cuits found in the Neve 1073 console 
modules and sounds identical. Ru-
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pert Neve used 1272s as his basic 
building block in every console. 
They were configured as line amps, 
mic amps, buffers, sends, summers 
and more. I've transformed hun-
dreds of 1272s into mic preamps. 

"The 1272 modules are similar, in 
some respects, to most other refur-
bishing I do. That is, most electrolyt-
ic capacitors are changed, switches 
are cleaned or replaced, coupling 
caps are replaced with non-polarized 
types, transistors are tested and re-
placed, we recheck wiring and con-
nectors and replace any other com-
ponents that have degraded or failed. 

"After everything is working per-
fectly, I'll mount the 1272 into a 
chassis with a 1073-type gain switch. 
I'll then add a DI input and an out-
put level control. The level control 
emulates a fader on a Neve console. 
Finally, I wire in a power supply and 
it's ready to roll. With the price of 
1073 modules sky high, this modifi-
cation makes a lot of sense." 

Averill provides a variety of other 
services. For instance, he says, "I 
transform API 312 preamp cards into 
a complete mic preamp that is pin-
compatible with API 500-series equal-
izers. I build 1073 and other 10-series 
Neve modules into a horizontal rack 
with new power supply and face-
plate. I'm also rebuilding old Calrec 
console modules and Neve console 
limiters in the same manner. All of 
these packages employ Mogami 
cable, silver solder, new connectors, 
pots, switches and an oversized 
power supply. These practices yield 
consistency, reliability and the origi-
nal authentic sound at its best." 

Brent also builds many of the 
parts no longer available from the 
original manufacturers. "I'm always 
looking for ways to maintain the 
original look of vintage gear," says 
Averill. "To achieve it, I've had to 
build knob inserts, switch caps, face-
plates, brackets, plastic parts, meter 
covers and much more." 
Why does Averill spend so much 

time getting the details correct? 
-Every good engineer and producer 
demands recording equipment that 
is working at its full potential. It's 
not that old API and Neve preamps 
are particularly accurate, rather, they 
have personality, a character like 
nothing else. It's a joy to recreate 
these pieces of history so the next 
generation of recordists and artists 
can experience the same potential 
we've relied upon for so long." 

VINTAGE Et RESTORATION 
RESOURCES 

INTERVIEW SUBJECTS 

• Michael Spitz, AIR Service 

Company: 415/574-1165 

• Skipper Wise, BLUE.: 

818/986-2583 

• Ken McKim, Trouble Report: 

914/679-8900 
• Brent Averill Enterprises: 

818/784-2046 

GENERAL RESOURCES 

• Bob Mach, Alactronics: 

617/239-0000 (rack gear, other) 

• Atlantic Sound Repair: 508/875-1076 

(Lexicon repair) 

• Randy Blevins: 615/242-0596 

(MCI parts) 

• Bill Bradley: 216/723-6494 

(tube mics) 
• ENAK: 609/589-6186 

(RCA ribbon mics) 

• Dick Gardner: 612/458-1193 

(Shure ribbon mics) 

• Bill Hayes: 714/774-0342 

(Altec ribbon mics) 

• Magnetek: 800/624-6384 

(transformers) 

• Mercenary Audio: 508/543-0069 
(rack gear) 

• Stephen Paul Audio: 818/566-8231 

(condenser & tube mics) 

• Wright's Electronic Service: 

206/859-3592 (Ampex parts) 

RECORDER REPAIRS & PARTS 

• AMP Services: '659-4805 (( leads, 

motors, Otani, Sony & Tascam parts) 
• Athan Corp.: 415/589-5206 (rollers, 
motors, circuit cards) 

• Bait Gass: 801/674-5363 (3M parts) 

• IEM: 708/358-4622 (heads, motors) 

• .IRF Magnetic Sciences: 201/579-

5773 (heads, MCl/Sony & 3M parts) 

• Paul McManus: 619/223-1730 

(Ampex, 3M & Scully repairs) 

• MDI Precision Motorworks: 

508/562-4420 (motors, transports) 

• Saki Magnetics: 818/880-4054 

(heads) 

• Sequoia Electronics: 408/363-1646 

(Scully, Metrotech t3c Ampex parts) 

• Sprague Magnetics: 818/994-6602 

(heads, Ampex, Otan, MCI, Scully. 

Tascam & Technics parts) 

• TSI: 708/392-2958 (Ampex parts) 

• VIF Intl.: 800/848-4428 (Ampex & 

ITC parts) 
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m aster 
an era of riixEd analogue and digital audio 

chnology, the requirements of mastering 

igineers have never been more precise. It is in 

sponse to growing demand that Focusrite has 

eveloped two new products, designed to 

'dress the key processing functions of equali-

etion and dynamic control. 

Fie Blue 315 Mastering EQ and the Blue 330 

lastering Compression Limiter both make use 

f the highest quality switches for all rotary 

inctions. These provide precise and repeatable 

ettings in units of unequalled build quality, 

isuring long-term reliability and performance. 

hue 315 
was the widespread dire to see the legendary 

A 110 Equaliser availab;e for mastering which led 

the creation of the Blue 315. The simple request 

s for rotary switches on all functions, but of course 

zre is a great deal more to mastering than recall-

ility of rotary switches alone. 

Focusrite 

Hue 330 
so the product of customer demand and extensive 

;earch, the Blue 330 represents the transformation 

the Focusrite Red 3 Compressor and Limiter into 

sAastering format. Unique and unrivalled in all its 

:ributes, we feel it genuinely deserves masterpiece 

itus alongside the ; 15. 

The structure of :he circuits is very different to 

at of other compressors/limiters. The 330 separates 

e compressing and limiting processes, which are 

en implemented by one signal path VCA through 

mbined controls signals. You are able to compress 

d limit in turn, meaning that the limiter only corn-

esses the peaks that remain after the completion of 

e compression process. The overall result is clean-

and less intrusive than that which can be achieved 

Mastering is the process by 

which a mixed product is refined - 

the fine-tuning and assembly for 

particular medi. Private discussions 

with individual mastering engineers, 

coupled with careful research, 

revealed many small differences 

between a programme equaliser 

and a product designed for top-

quality mastering. These differences were the starting 

point in the design of the impressive 315. 

The frequency ranges have been gently expanded to 

allow for finer resolution and the Q controls boast 

higher resolution and wider low-end range. In addition, 

the boost and cuts are designed with small increments 

close to the null point and larger steps at the extremi-

ties. The filters have minimum ripple roll-off and 

the extra-fine variables 

of the input gain con-

trols allow for absolute 

precision. 

10 000 

0.0dBu 

-10.000 

111111110111ro,p111 
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Mastering will always be a very personal skill, and 

is with this in mind that the 315 has been constructe 

to allow simple adjustments according to individu; 

preference. 

This technological 'masterpiece' has been achievc 

without any sacrifice of Focusrite's traditional standard 

You are assured of the best performance paramete 

(often superior to digital), the highest qualii 

components and construction, along with bot 

transparency of sound and ease of use. 

"The Blue Ell is a superb sound 

sculpting tool. It allows me 

to develope textures no other 

equaliser enables you to achieve" 

Toni Coyne, SterlIng Sound New York. 

"In almost a year I've use 

my three old ECI' 

three time' 

Any other questions? 

- John Matoueek, MAJerworks. Los Angelo 

with a compressor that rolls over into limiting. 

Our diagram shows that the main signal path has 

only the Focusrite proprietary VCA 

between input and output. 

Its feed is from two separat, 

sidechain circuits - compre, 

sor and limiter - each will 

their own VCA. 

)cusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. 
,(5 End Road, Ball rne End, Bue.16 81.8 5,48. England Tel: 4,44 (0) 1628 819456 Fax: 4,44 (0) 1628 819443 

A: Group One lad. 80 Sra Lan.; Farmingdale, AT 11735 Tel: ( 516) 249 099 Fax: (516) 753 1020 

51 Coast: (310) 306 8823 Canada: Sonolerhniqu e Tel: (416) 947 9112 

Just like the 315, the 330's control ranges and sen 
sitivities have been suitably adjusted to meet th 
needs of fine-resolution mastering. The input gai: 
and make-up gain controls are of the same sensitivi 
ty, allowing tandem contra operation, so that a 
other settings can therefore be raised or lowere 
without re-adjusting each control. 

Both the Blue 315 and the Blue 330 are noi 
available for evaluation, either direct througl 
Focusrite in the UK, or via our appointed distrkiutoi 
elsewhere in the world. To find out more, pleas 
contact us today. 
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1994 WINNER 

Introducing the AKG Vintage TL. Not since the 1950's has a microphone so faithfully captured the 

warmth and character of the original AKG C12 mic. Now the legendary presence and openness are back, 

thanks to an acoustically perfect re-creation of the original C12 capsule. What's more, transformerless 

C414 circuitry allows the Vintage TL to exceed all of today's digital requirements. So you get the 

best of two legendary sounds, in one affordable mic. AKG. It all comes back to the sound. 

AKG AcoustIcs. 8500 Balboa Blvd, Northndge, CA 91329 USA 
Phone 1.818.830.8278 Fax 1.818.830.7825 H A Harman International Company 
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[ 1962 ] 1063 I We'd like to thank all the various C12 impersonators over the ensuing years 

for painstakingly trying to capture the original C12 sound and, instead, helping to make the originals 

worth up to $7000. We'll take it from here. 1 1994 1 It's Back. 1995 

NOMINEE 

AKG stopped making the legendary C12 in 1963. Since then, people have spent decades and small fortunes 

trying to recreate its remarkably pure sound. Now after thirty years we've decided to bring back the original. 

So you can get a real C12 at a more realistic price. And all those impersonators can get a life. 

Il A Harman International Company 

See us at AES Booth #424 

Ak(1.85110 Item HIsd.. Northridge, CA 91329 1,SA 

Phone: 818.830.82,8 Fax: 818830.7825 



Listening 
Is Believing 

BY GARY WOODS 

wo of my favorite activities are 
recording acoustic musicians and 
comparing the sound of similar 
pieces of recording gear. Recently, I 
had an opportunity to combine these 
passions in an event I called "The 
Great DA-88 Mod-off"—audio listen-
ing tests to compare Tascam's DA-88 
modular digital multitrack with a 
modified version of the same 
recorder and with the Sony PCM-800. 

The DA-88 modifications were 
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performed by Jim Williams and Rick 
Luxenberg of Audio Upgrades in Los 
Angeles. The modifications consist-
ed primarily of upgrading the con-
verter chips, rebuilding the output 
filters and changing the op amps 
from single in- line to dual in- line 
(see accompanying sidebar for de-
tails). The cost is $800. 

The listening test was "blind," in 
that the evaluators had no idea 
which machine they were listening 
to. As we were dealing with subtle 
differences in sound, each selection 
was heard at least twice on each ma-
chine. For the sake of brevity, I've 
included only a sample of the com-



Tascam DA-88 

The Audio Upgrades 
DA-88 Modification 
This $800 alteration is fairly ex-
tensive. On the A/D card, all the 
coupling caps are eliminated, 
except for one set in front of the 
A/D chip. which is bypassed 
with a German polypropylene 
film rap, lowering the LF roll-off 
point by 2 Hz. The Analog De-
vices DA1865N D-/A converter 
chips are replaced with higher-
spec "J" grade chips, and the 
two-pole Butterworth output fil-
ters are rebuilt into two-pole 
Bessel filters. The Bessel is a lin-
ear phase filter, which gives ex-
cellent square wave response 
and half the phase shift of the 
Butterworth. l'he phase shift 
drops to under 45 degrees at 20 
kHz. The op amps are changed 
from an single in-line 
package to a dual in-line, four-
pin on a side, standard chip 
using 24 daughter circuit 
boards. The replacement op 
amps use high-speed, video-
type linear technology, with a 
600-volt slew rate. For more in-
formation. contact Audio Up-
grades, 6410 Matilija, Van Nuys, 
CA 91401; (818) 353-7418. II 

ments on each sound source. 
The site for our demonstration 

was Ocean Studios, a relatively new 
facility in Burbank, Calif. Originally 
constructed in 1926 as a Chrysler 
dealership, Ocean is a large brick 
building with high ceilirvgs and sky-
lights, which give it a warm, airy 
feeling The control room—designed 
by the Watedand Group's Vincent 
Van Haaff, who designed A8rM and 
Conway's "A- rooms—has a cus-
tomized Neve 8108 console. Large 
monitors are by TAD; the near-fields 
are Yamaha NS-10Ms. Microphone 
preamps are Langevin tube and API 
solid-state. The mie closet features 
tube AKGs, Neumanns, Telefunkens 
and many more. So far, the studio 
has been used by producers such as 

David Foster, James Guthrie and 
Maurice White and artists including 
Peter Cetera, Chaka Khan, Dionne 
Warwick and 4 Non Blondes. 

For the tests, we recorded a vari-
ety of artists, including vocalists Dick 
Monda and Nancy Rando; percus-
sionist Bob Leatherbarrow; guitarist 
Jim Fox; violinist Kirsten Fife; cellist 
Stephanie Fife; upright bassist Anne 
Atkins; bassoonist Chuck Fernandez; 
trumpeter Duane Floch; and Steve 
Durniri on French horn. Al! are in-
demand session performers in Los 
Angeles and have impressive credits 
in film, TV. symphony. records and 
stage. Joining these players in evalu-
ating the equipment were Fteddie 
Piro ( of Ambrosia fame and part 
owner of Ocean), guitarist/producer 
Drew Haney and myself. 
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By their very nature, listening 
tests are subjective—largely unscien-
tific and highly unpredictable— 
much the same as musical tastes. In 

Mysteries 
of the Universe 
Listening tests are entertaining 
and sometimes even education-
al. One of the mysteries uncov-
ered by these tests was the sonic 
difference between the stock 
DA-88 and the Sony PCM-800, 
despite the fact that these ma-
chines have identical converters. 
Digitally, other than a few syn-
chronization and interfacing fea-
tures, the two are electronically 
similar. Puzzled by such differ-
ences, the panelists at one point 
actually added a second PCM-
800 to the equation. This didn't 
solve the riddle, as the second 
PCM-800 had the same sonic 
footprint as the first. Other PCM-
800 users around the nation 

some examples, the players com-
ment on the reproduction of their 
own instruments, which adds an in-
sight into the testing. Sometimes, 

have also reported subtle differ-
ences between the DA-88 and 
Sony PCM-800. 

Are such differences merely a 
case of mass hysteria on the part 
of the panel? Not at all. In fact, 
the PCM-800's perception as 
"darker" and the DA-88's as 
"brighter" provides an important 
clue to the mystery. Though the 
machines have identical con-
verters and DSP circuitry, minor 
differences in the way the two 
decks process master clock and 
internal timing information can 
create small—but noticeable— 
differences in reproduction, par-
ticularly in the 10kHz (and up) 
"air" band. So which is the 
"right" machine? The one that 
sounds best to your own ears 
and preferences. 

—George Petersen 

what sounds "crisp" to one set of 
ears sounds "brittle" to another, 
which is exactly what makes such 
tests so interesting. With that in 
mind, we begin with... 

MALE VOCAL (DICK MONDA) 
Sony PCM-800 
Durnin: "I like the way this machine 
rolls off for vocals." 
Monda: "Clips midrange." 
Rando: "Singer is in your face. 
Great." 
Stock DA-88 
Durnin: "Sounds a bit muffled." 
Monda: "Most natural sound to what 
I expected myself to sound like." 
Piro: "First choice." 
Modified DA-88 
Durnin: "Sounds good and flat for 
response curve." 
Monda: "Warmest." 
Rando: "Not much response in the 
top end, duller." 

FEMALE VOCAL (NANCY RANDO) 

Sony PCM-800 
Haney: "Sounds somewhat mid-
rangey, not much brightness." 
Woods: "Sounds darker. The top is 
not present, and mids are more pro-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 63 

Third-Party Accessories 
For the DA-88 
When a popular product comes 
along, third-party providers often 
devise and manufacture acces-
sories and add-ons that make the 
original product even better. Here's 
a look at what some third-party 
providers have developed to aid 
the growing ranks of Hi-8mm 
MDM enthusiasts. 
MIDI sequencers provided 

one of the earliest platforms for in-
tegrating unrelated products. The 
MIDI Machine Control (MMC) 
specification is a common protocol 
allowing software developers to in-
tegrate tape transport commands 
for controlling the DA-88 and other 
MMC-compatible products into the 
sequencer-based working environ-
ment. Before using MMC to control 
the DA-88, you'll need either Tas-
cam's SY-88 controller card or its 
new MMC-88 synchronizer. Listed 
here are some software companies 

that implement DA-88/MMC sup-
port into their products. 

EMagic (916/477-1051) is work-
ing on a template that works in the 
Environment Window of Notator 
Logic to control any and all func-
tions of the DA-88. Currently, the 
basic transport and extended fea-
tures (such as track slip) of the 
MMC-88 are accessible via Logic, 
but the template is more elegant. 
The template is free to registered 
owners and will be bundled with 
Version 2.5, the next release. 

According to Opcode Systems 
(415/856-3333), the company's Vi-
sion, Studio Vision A/V and Studio 
Vision Pro sequencers support 
MCC for DA-88 control, and all the 
basic transport functions are avail-
able from software. 

Mark of the Unicorn's (617/576-
2760) Performer and Digital Per-
former software control the normal 
DA-88 transport functions. MOTU 
also promises a Custom Console 
that uses onscreen sliders and but-
tons to control the so-called High-

er Functions of the DA-88. These 
functions, which are accessed 
through Continuous Controller or 
Sysex MIDI commands, include 
such things as track advance and 
delay. 

Twelve Tone Systems' (617/926-
2480) Cakewalk Sequencer sup-
ports MMC. Twelve Tone also 
makes available an MMC tutorial 
file including information on ad-
vanced topics like automated 
punch-in and out. This file is avail-
able on CompuServe. 

Hardware controllers, espe-
cially from third parties, have be-
come popular for handling trans-
port functions. JL Cooper Electron-
ics' (310/306-4131) CuePoint is a 
universal autolocator that uses 
MMC to communicate with the 
DA-88, other MDMs and Tascam's 
DA-60 timecode DAT machine. Ac-
cess to the DA-88 is via the MIDI 
port on the SY-88 sync card or 
MMC-88. CuePoint offers 100 lo-
cate points, tape transport control, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 62 
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track-arming functions, jog/shuttle 
wheel, and digital editing functions 
between two or more units. Op-
tional Macintosh software converts 
the tempo and meter changes of a 
MIDI file into locate points. A new 
CuePoint interface allows commu-
nication with video and analog 
tape recorders, using Sony 9-pin 
protocol. Retail is $849. 

The Adams-Smith (508/562-
3801) Super Controller is its next-
generation control system. This de-
vice offers sync port control of the 
DA-88: Via the serial port of one 
unit, up to 16 DA-88s can be con-
trolled, including arming tracks 1-
128, activating punch-in and outs, 
etc. Two versions of the system are 
available—the Editing version re-
tails for $ 17,800; the Machine Con-
trol version is $ 12,900. 

Mark of the Unicorn's Digital 
Time Piece is a synchronizer that 
converts sync formats, MMC and 
SMPTE for precisely locking multi-
ple digital audio systems—either 

tape- or disk-based. The unit con-
verts any format of longitudinal 
SMPTE timecode to word clock and 
has an internal time base that gen-
erates SMPTE, MMC and word 
clock. It converts SMPTE to/from 
ADAT sync, Sony 9-pin and MTC. 

Video Media (408/227-9977), the 
originators of the V-LAN Control 
Network—which can control and 
synchronize up to 31 devices, in-
cluding video and audio—have re-
cently added control of ADATs and 
DA-88s to the system. A typical sys-
tem is about $6,000, including all the 
software and hardware, for control 
of about six different units. The 
company's Web site (www.video-
media.com) displays a picture of the 
products and serves as an online 
catalog. 

The Grass Valley Group 
(916/478-3800) offers a means of 
using the DA-88 to play back or re-
cord in the video post environ-
ment. The DA-88 can be controlled 
through either their VPE product 
line or Sabre Editing System. Up to 

four tracks are controlled, so ac-
cessing all eight tracks requires 
some manual (front panel) selec-
tion. Control is via the SY-88's RS-
422 port. 

Soundmaster (416/741-7057) 
markets a DA-88 interface for its In-
tegrated Operations Nucleus (ION) 
system. The ION interface puts the 
DA-88 under the serial control of 
the Soundmaster SYNCRO synchro-
nizer, allowing DA-88 operations to 
be remotely controlled via a PC 
host computer and scheduled to 
occur at precise SMPTE timecode 
locations. The system also provides 
full synchronization control of the 
DA-88 and any number of other 
audio, video or film transports. Up 
to eight groups of 16 DA-88 units 
could be controlled in this manner, 
totalling 128 machines, or 1,024 dis-
crete digital tracks. 

Mixing consoles—Some man-
ufacturers place transport controls 
directly into their boards. Euphonix 
(415/855-0400) builds digitally con-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 67 
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nounced." 
Rando: "Great reproduction, singer 
very present." 
Stock DA-88 
Haney: "Much brighter than number 
one (Sony PCM-800). There is some 
distortion on the high end." 
Monda: "Good reproduction of nat-
ural sound." 
Fernandez: "This machine treats 
voices very nicely. A little warmer 
sound." 
Modified DA-88 
Haney: "The voice is warmer, and 
the highs do not sound shrill or dis-
torted." 
Woods: "The voice sounds natural. It 
is what I heard recorded." 
Rando: "Sounds thin, overall duller, 
sounds like there's information 
missing." 

PIANO (NANCY RANDO) 

Sony P( ‘1-800 
Dumin: "Warm bottom, missing some 
'air' at the top." 
Fox: "Sounds somewhat darker than I 
would like. Highs are not as present." 
Rando: "Clean, good sustain re-
sponse. Sounded most realistic." 

Stock DA-88 
Durnin: "Good mid, lacking both top 
and bottom transients." 
Fox: " Better upper end. Slightly 
harsh." 
Piro: "Bottom warmer, top brighter 
than number one (Sony PCM-800)." 
Modified DA-88 
Durnin: "Best overtones, nice tran-
sients, best overall sound." 
Fox: "More even, and somewhat 
more 'analog.— 
Piro: "Bottom not as tight as number 
two (stock DA-88)." 

PERCUSSION 

(BOB LEATHERBARROIN) 

Sony PCM-800 
Fernandez: "Picks up the biggest va-
riety, widest range." 
Rando: "Can feel sticks hit cymbals 
and each ring of the bell tree." 
Haney: "Many of the overtones 
seemed lost on the cymbal and mark 
tree." 
Stock DA-88 
Piro: "First choice." 
Rando: "Don't hear ring of transients 
as well. Less detail and articulation." 
Haney: "The cymbal was more live-
ly; the highs, however, are some-

what harsh." 
Modified DA-88 
Fernandez: "Almost as full as num-
ber one (Sony PCM-800), better than 
number two (stock DA-88)." 
Rando: "Clean, good articulation, but 
a little dull on the high end." 
Haney: "The cymbal was fantastic, 
the overtones from the cymbal and 
hell were easy to hear." 

GUITAR (JIM FOX) 

Sony PCM-800 
Rando: "Sparkly, great presence." 
Woods: "Seems to be what designers 
had in mind. Sounds best on this ap-
plication." 
Fernandez: "Best, most open." 
Stock DA-88 
Durnin: "Fundamental tones are 
good." 
Woods: "A problem with bringing 
out stray harmonics." 
Fernandez: "Slightly covered, not as 
many highs." 
Modified DA-88 
Rando: "Cloaked, further back from 
listener." 
Woods: "Best of the three." 
Fernandez: "Close to the sound of 
number one (Sony PCM-800) but not 
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as natural." 

VIOLIN (KIRSTEN FIFE) 
Sony PCM-800 
Durnin: "Nice transients, top end a 
bit rough." 
Monda: "Muted highs, distorted the 
violin's overtones." 
Fernandez: "Very sensitive, most nat-
ural sound." 
Stock DA-88 
Durnin: "Midrange nice on pizzi-
cato." 
Monda: "Slight midrange distortion." 
Fernandez: "Seemed warmer, fewer 
highs." 
Modified DA-88 
Durn in: "Top end smoother, nice 
transients, top end transients very 
smooth." 
Monda: "Sounded most like a violin." 
Fernandez: -Warmer, again fewer 
highs in sound." 

CELLO (STEPHANIE FIFE) 
Sony Pt:M-800 
Fernandez: "Again, most open and 
natural sound." 
Fox: "Harsh, makes the cello sound 
more nasal than it is." 
Durnin: "Same lack of air." 

Stock DA-88 
Fernandez: "Muffled sound, slightly 
covered." 
Fox: "Seems to bring out whatever 
subtleties may exist in the perform-
ance." 
Dumin: "Sound is warmer, good for 
strings." 
Modified DA-88 
Fernandez: " Better than number two 
(stock DA-88), more covered than 
number one (Sony PCM-800)." 
Fox: "Great! Everything is there, with 
nothing pushed." 
Durnin: "Can really hear the rosin 
sound." 

ACOUSTIC BASS (ANNE ATKINS) 
Sony PCM-800 
Durnin: "Wa rm." 
Fernandez: " Fine, but other ma-
chines are better." 
Rando: "Very real-sounding, 
authentic." 
Stock DA-88 
Durnin: "Bottom sounds good, but 
less warm, nice bow sounds." 
Fernandez: "More bows to this one, 
fuller tone." 
Rando: "Don't hear attack of ` pizz' 
very well. Don't feel rumble of low-

est frequencies." 
Modified DA-88 
Durnin: "Best of both worlds, gives 
attack and bowing sound, yet adds 
some warm transients." 
Fernandez: "Biggest, fullest sound; 
this machine likes low instruments!" 
Piro: " Overall best of three ma-
chines." 

BASSOON (CHUCK FERNANDEZ) 
Sony PCM-800 
Woods: "The lows sound fine." 
Durnin: "Best bottom, nice and 
warm." 
Rando: "Could hear top end of 
valves clicking—astonishing. Really 
feel the player in front of me." 
Stock DA-88 
Woods: " Better, the definition is 
good. The high end is slightly gritty 
or distorted." 
Fernandez: "Harmonics [are] best on 
this machine." 
Piro: "I like number two (stock DA-
88) better than number one (Sony 
PCM-800). Seems to pick more up." 
Modified DA-88 
Woods: "The sound is very good. 
Mids are slightly hotter on this ma-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 68 
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trolled analog, mixers with integrat-
ed transport control. Euphonix was 
involved with Tascam from the be-
ginning in supporting the DA-88, 
usually using MMC in large multi-
track situations. Controlling all the 
transports from the desk makes the 
system more like a large worksta-
tion rather than two separate sys-
tems, which speeds up operations 

considerably. 
Featured in the August Mix and 

slated for year-end deliveries is 
Yamaha's ( 714/522-9011) 02XR, a 
digital, 8-bus recording console tar-
geted at under $ 10,000. The 
24x16x8x2 mixer has 24 analog in-
puts and 16 digital tape returns, for 
up to 40 inputs. Standard features 
include 100mm moving faders, in-
terchangeable digital I/O cards 

(AI)Al, TDIF-1 or AES/EBC). \\-o 
onboard effects processors, eight 
aux sends, dynamics processors on 
all inputs and outputs, 4-band para-
metric EQ and all console functions 
automatable to SMPTE or MTC. 

Rocktron's (810/853-3055) Proj-
ect X is a completely digital mixing 
console, designed to accommodate 
the TDIF-1 or ADAT interface. It is 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 68 
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an in-line design, but unlike most, 
where you have limited EQ on one 
half of the channel strip, the Project X 
system will offer complete signal 
processing on both halves. This 
means that each channel will have 
digital Hush, 4-band parametric EQ, 
compression with sidechain inserts 
for de-essing, digital delay for time 
correction, and noise gates. Also, 
there will be two onboard effects 
processors, based on Rocktron's In-
telliverb/Intellifex. A full system-64 
channels and 24 record buses, with 
100% automation—will retail be-
tween $30,000 and $35,000. 

Synthesizers are another area 
where two types of products have 
found a meeting ground. Kurzweil's 
(617/890-2929) DMTi Digital Multi-
track interface is a box allowing the 
direct transfer of eight channels of 
digital audio from its K2500 sam-
pling/synthesis workstation to DA-88 
or ADAT. It can take two pairs of 
AES/EBU inputs and convert them to 
an S/PDIF out or do sample-rate con-
version. Using two DMTi units, you 
could configure one to be ADAT and 
one be Tascam and bidirectionally 
convert one format to the other. Also, 
two channels of digital audio can he 
sent into the K2500, use its DSP ca-
pabilities, and be routed back into 
the recorder. Pricing is under $ 1,500, 
with cards for DA-88 or ADAT at 
around $400 each. 

Hard disk editors are common-
place in most studios, and many 
manufacturers now provide means 
for transferring tracks between tape-
based MDMs and disk-based DAWs. 

Sonic Solutions (415/893-8000) 
now offers a $1,595 interface box for 
going directly into/out of a Sonic Sys-
tem via TDIF-1. E-mu Systems 
(408/438-1921) plans a TDIF-1 inter-
face card option for its 8-channel 
Darwin workstation. Studer/Editech's 
(415/326-7030) Dyaxis has imple-
mented the TDIF interface, and no 
extra hardware or software is required, 
as it's included with the basic package. 
Soundscape (805/495-7375) plans a 
TDIF-1 interface option for its SSHDR1 
workstation in the next few months. 
Digital Audio Labs (612/473-7626) of-
fers TDIF-1 digital I/O for its brand-
new V8 workstation. New from 
Roland (213/685-5141) is the DIF-800 
interface for its DM-800 recorder/ edi-
tor, which includes not only TDIF-1 
track transfers, but also RS-422 control 
capability. Otari's (415/341-5900) UFC-

24 is a universal format converter that 
converts up to 24 channels of ProDigi, 
SDIF-2, ADAT lightpipe, Tascam 
TDIF-1 and (optionally) AES/EBU I/O. 
Retail is $ 1,995. 

Spectral's (206/487-2931) Transla-
tor digital format converter permits 
direct transfers between DA-88, 
ADAT, Yamaha Y2 and Spectral's 
SMDAI workstation formats. Its new 
Translator Plus adds four pairs of 
stereo AES/EBU I/O to the digital 
audio formats handled by the Trans-
lator. Both units offer real-time bidi-
rectional digital audio translation be-
tween eight channels of any of the 
supported formats. 

Finally, in the area of digital audio 
and digital video, Avid Technology 
(508/640-6789) uses DA-88 compati-
ble MIDI Machine Control for trans-
port functions in its high-end digital 
video editors. 
Outboard gear—Drawmer's 

Model 1962 (distributed by QMI, 
508/435-3666) is a very analog, tube-
based, 2-channel mic preamp/equaliz-
er/peak limiter/ mixer/dynamic en-
hancer with analog and (optional) 
AES/EBU, S/PDIF and TDIF-1 outputs. 

Studer's D19 MicAD is an 8-chan-
nel mic/line preamp with built-in 
A/D converters and outputs to 
AES/EBU, SDIF, ADAT and Tascam 
TDIF-1. It has manual (or MIDI!) con-
trol of levels, 20-bit A/D converters 
and switchable DSP dithering with 
noise shaping for use with 16-bit 
decks or workstations. 

Apogee Electronics' ( 310/915-1000) 
AD-1000 is a 20-bit A/D converter that 
interfaces directly with the TDIF con-
nector. This means that you don't 
need one of Tascam's IF-88A inter-
faces and can bypass the internal con-
verters and apply Apogee's UV22 
coding to retain much of that 20-bit 
resolution on a 16-bit recording. The 
AD-1000 also has two microphone 
preamplifiers with phantom power. 
Retail is $2,995. Just announced is the 
AD-8000 ($4,400), an 8-channel A/D 
converter featuring Apogee's latest 20-
bit resolution technology and UV22 
coding. Interfaces include AES/EBU 
and optional cards for TDIF, ADAT 
and other digital formats. 

British manufacturer PrismSound 
(distributed by Audio Intervisual De-
sign, 213/845-1155) offers the MR-
2024T, an interface/adapter for 
recording eight 16-bit channels, six 
20-bit channels or four 24-hit chan-
nels on the DA-88. The unit has four 
pairs of AES/EBU digital inputs and 

outputs, an S/PDIF I/O pair and four 
word sync outs. Two TDIF-1 digital 
ports provide connection to the main 
DA-88 and a backup deck, if desired. 
Applications include 20/24-bit music 
recording (or as a high-resolution 
mixdown deck), layback to 20-bit 
digital VTRs and 4- or 6-channel mix-
ing for film/video surround sound. 

Rane Corporation's (206/355-6000) 
PaqRat allows storing two channels 
of 20-bit digital audio on a DA-88 or 
ADAT. PaqRat takes the 20-bit signal 
from your outboard converter and 
splits it into two 20-bit channels on 
four tracks of your MDM, so you can 
record on either channels 1-4, or 5-8. 
The device is primarily for those who 
want to do 20-bit masters or would 
like to back up their hard drives. It 
also provides a 16-bit dithered output 
for a smooth transition from 20- to 
16-bit for mastering. The Tascam ver-
sion is $899. 

So, there you have it: some, but by 
no means all, of the third-party 
providers for the Tascam DA-88. Also, 
several manufacturers talked about 
some exciting developments that they 
didn't want reported yet, and I'm sure 
that we'll be seeing more at this 
month's AES in New York. 

—Gat), Woods 

-FROM PAGE 64, DA-88 

chine." 
Fernandez: "Best recording, warmer, 
richest sound." 
Rando: "Seems colored, not as real-
istic. More removed from the listen-
er, duller, thinner." 

TRUMPET (DUANE FLOCK) 

Sony PCM-800 
Haney: "A lot of midrange, would 
make me reach for the EQ." 
Fox: "Very fine reproduction." 
Durnin: "Top end rolls off." 
Stock DA-88 
Haney: "Bright, but not bad. I would 
roll off some of the bright edge." 
Fox: "Slightly bright, a little harsh. 
Durnin: "Lacks brassy overtones, 
smoothes tones too much." 
Modified DA-88 
Haney: "Warm and rich-sounding, 
seemed more natural." 
Fox: "Not as bright as number one 
(Sony PCM-800), better than number 
two (stock DA-88)." 
Durnin: "Lets the air through, good 
brass overtones, can really hear the 
'live' quality." 
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FRENCH HORN (STEVE DURNIN) 

Sony PCM-800 
Woods: "Nice midrange. Round and 
full." 
Rando: "Very clean." 
Fernandez: "Very open and full." 
Stock DA-88 
Woods: "Slightly better than number 
one (Sony PCM-800). Highs are nice 
and clear." 
Rando: "Horn sounds Splattier,"dirt-
ier.'" 
Piro: "First choice." 
Modified DA-88 
Woods: "Real—sounds like a horn 
from beginning to end." 
Rando: "Clean sound." 
Fernandez: "Warmest sound of the 
three, smoothest." 

OVERALL EVALUATIONS 
Sony PCM-800 
Durnin: "This machine had a warm 
bottom, rolled off the top end nicely 
for many instruments, but lacked very 
top 'air' when sometimes needed." 
Woods: "This machine consistently 
sounded darker than the other two." 
Rando: "My favorite; open, lots of air 
and presence. Great detail." 
Monda: "My overall least favorite." 
Stock DA-88 
Durnin: "Machine captured funda-
mentals well but lacked ability to 
capture transients." 
Woods: "This machine tended to-
ward the brighter side. Its upper end 
was more accentuated than the 
other two." 
Rando: "My least favorite. Has nasti-
er sound, duller, more artificial." 
Monda: "This machine seemed to 
give the best results overall." 
Modified DA-88 
Durnin: "Best frequency-to-level 
ratio, collected transients best, with 
both low and high frequencies." 
Woods: " It had a warm analog 
sound, yet its clarity and detail were 
still there." 
Rando: "Good, clean second place. 
Wanted more detail, didn't feel total 
sound was replicated." 
Monda: "Very close second." 

• • • 

The bottom line is that all of these 
machines sounded very, very good. 
The differences were small, and only 
really apparent when compared di-
rectly. I would be happy to have any 
of these in my studio. In summary, 

you should make your decision after 
listening to the machines yourself. 

CREDITS AND THANKS 

he Sony PCM-80() w as provided by 
Project One, North Hollywood. The 
stock DA-88 came directly from Tas-
cam (thanks to Roger Maycock), and 
the DB25 connectors for the bal-
anced ins and outs on the DA-88s 
were provided by Monster Cable. I 
selected them for this demo because 
of the tight twisted pair construction 
with a double-wrapped foil shield 
on each channel. The connectors 
provided excellent noise and 
crosstalk rejection. 

The most important credit for the 
whole demonstration goes to my 
friend, composer/producer Jay 
Rando. He came up with the original 
idea, talked Tascam into letting us 
do it, found the studio to donate the 
time, and most important, every time 
I said, "This ain't gonna happen," he 
went out and made it happen. • 

Gary Woods, a composer, arranger 
and orchestrator who has worked on 
The Mod Squad, The Love Boat and 
with artists ranging from Whitney 
Houston to Jim Nabors, serves on the 
board of directors of the Society of 
Composers and lyricists. 
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CanhuSayCompression? 

ffilD1110 

111051E111110 
For Radio 

f you've spent end-
less hours in the stu-
dio producing the ul-
timate single, the 
chart-topper that will 
send a zillion listen-
ers into an apprecia-
tive trance and make 
you filthy rich), it 
may come as a shock 
to hear your pop 
opus on the radio. 

It is a good bet that many of the 
most formative musical moments in 
our lives arrived courtesy of crappy 
little transistor boxes, single dash-
board speaker car radios and other 
less than ideal audio setups. But none 
of us as kids realized the degree of 
processed sonic mangling that sta-
tions employed to deliver those mag-
ical sounds. 

In their neverending quest to find 
and establish station identity (and 
meet FCC regulations), radio stations 

commonly use staggering amounts of 
compression. One result is that, un-
less you structure the dynamics of 
your mix very carefully, most radio 
stations will apply enough compres-
sion and limiting to turn your mix in-
side out. How, then, can one mix a 
final master so that the inevitable 
radio compression will not radically 
alter your balances? 
We asked some producers, engi-

neers and mastering engineers to 
speak their minds on the subject. Our 
thanks to John Agnello, Michael 
Brauer, Greg Calbi, Richard Dodd, 
Don Gehman, Brian Lee and Benny 
Quinn for their time and insight in 
contributing to this article. 

JOHN AGNELLO 

John Agnello has extensive credits as 
a producer and engineer in modern 
rock and alternative music. His clients 
include The Breeders, Dinosaur Jr., 
Redd Kross, Screaming Trees, Grither, 

Dish, Buffalo Tom, Triple Fast Action, 
Bivouac, Lemonheads, Tad, Gigolo 
Aunts and many more. 

"Obviously, before music televi-
sion, a lot of people mixed for radio, 
and a lot of those records were mixed 
for radio compression. There are a 
couple of different schools of thought. 
One is that you make it sound slam-
ming on the radio, and when people 
buy it and bring it home, they get 
what they get. Another school of 
thought is to not really concern your-
self with the radio. Then there is the 
guy in the middle, which is what I 
think I try to do. At least back when I 
was really concerned with radio, I 
tried to make a record sound kind of 
punchy on the radio, but not like a 
whole different record when you 
brought it home and listened to it on 
a regular system without the heavy 
radio compression. 

"I just like the sound of bus com-
pression on the mix anyway. I am a 
big fan of that stuff. When I was mix-
ing more for radio, I would have the 
whole mix up and basically sit there 
with this really hard-line compressor 
that was cranked at 20 to 1. I would 
check vocals and work on the mix, so 
I could tell what the radio might do, 
while monitoring through the com-
pressor. This would help you tell how 
much of the 'suck' you would get 
from the radio. 

"In fact, I would go to tape with 
the compressor, but not at 20 to 1—I 
would go back to more of a normal 
setting. [Agnello listens through Aura-
tones or similar speakers in order to 
approximate the typical consumer's 
listening setup.] 

"MTV is here, but most people still 
listen to TV on a little mono speaker. 
If your snare drum is out of phase 
and it comes out on MTV, there is not 
going to be any snare in that mix. I 
use the phase button more than I use 
the EQ button, especially on drums 
and things like that. Also, check the 
phase if you have a bass DI and a mi-
crophone, or if you are running a 
bunch of different mics on a guitar 
amp. You should always check the 
phase on those. If you are really care-
ful about that kind of stuff, you can 

BY RICH CLARK 
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actually mix for maximum rock, as 
opposed to constantly EQing some-
thing that is screwed up on a different 
level. 

"I think that it is really important to 
regularly reference your mix in mono, 
if you are concerned that your records 
really slam on MTV or any kind of 
music television. You can really tell 
how well your vocals are going to 
come out if you work in mono at 
lower volumes; referencing on differ-
ent speakers is also a good way to get 
a sense of your mix." 

MICHAEL BFIAUER 

One of popular music's greatest mix 
masters, Michael Brauer has created 
hit soundscapes for Bruce Spring-
steen, Aerosmith, the Rolling Stones, 
Sade, Eric Clapton, Tony Bennett, 
Luther Vandross, James Brown and 
many others. With the help of Nick 
Balsamo at Sony Music Studios in 
New York, Brauer has designed and 
patented an audio processor called 
the MHB 850, slated to be on the mar-
ket within the year. When Brauer isn't 
mixing or inventing, he actively par-
ticipates in bike racing throughout the 
world. 

"The different approaches to mix-
ing for radio and for albums have 
nearly merged. This is because of the 
need for the recorded signal to be 
printed on tape or digital as loud as 
possible, with the possible exclusion 
of classical and jazz music, because 
those musical forms are so pure and 
compression would be heard immedi-
ately. [Brauer says no compressors 
were used for his Tony Bennett Un-
plugged mixes.] The mixer accom-
plishes this task by using an array of 
compressors to keep the audio dy-
namic range down to 2 to 3 dB. The 
mastering engineer takes over and has 
his or her own custom-made toys of 
AID converters and secret weapons to 
make the CD as loud as those little O's 
and l's can stand. 

"Radio stations have their own lim-
iters and EQs with which to process 
their own output signal, in order to 
make things as loud as possible. The 
less you do to activate those signal 
processors, the better your song will 
retain its original sound. The potential 
problem is that you can end up with 
a mix that has no dynamic excitement 
left to it. It's been squeezed to the 
point of being loud, but small. 

"Over the years, I've found ways to 
get the most dynamic breathing room 
possible within the 2 to 3 dB window. 

I break down my mix into two or 
three parts instead of putting my mix 
through one stereo compressor. The 
bottom part of the record (A) includes 
bass, drums, percussion. The top part 
of the record ( B) includes guitars, 
keys, synth, vocals, etc. The third part 
(C) is sometimes used for vocals or 
solos only. I assign my reverbs to A or 
B, depending on the source. 

"The dynamic of the bottom end of 
the record is no longer affected by the 
dynamic of the top part of the mix. 
Once this concept is understood and 
executed, you then experiment by 
getting A to affect B, B to A, or C, etc. 
When done properly, the bottom of 
the record pumps on its own, inde-
pendent of the top end of the music. 

"The problems I used to have with 
just using a stereo compressor be-
came a vicious cycle. If I wanted a lot 
more bottom, the compression would 

The potential 

problem is that you 

can end up with a 

mix that has no 

dynamic excitement 

left to it. It's been 

squeezed to the 

point of being loud, 

but small. 

Michael Brauer 

be triggered and work harder, causing 
the vocals to get quieter. If I wanted 
more vocals or more solo instruments, 
my drums and bass suffered. By the 
second or third chorus of a song, the 
dynamics need to be coming to a 
peak. You don't want the compressor 
holding you back. Ten years ago, the 
use of a stereo compressor was less of 
a problem, because the dynamic 
audio range was smaller. 808s and 
Aphex changed all that. 

"My mix of Dionne Farris' I Know' 
is typical of this style of mixing. The 
bottom end just keeps pumping along 
as the vocals and guitars have their 
own dynamic breathing room, all 
within that small little dynamic win-
dow. The complete album, video and 
radio mixes are all the same." 

GREG CALBI 

Greg Calbi has mastered many of the 

greatest albums of the past 25 years, 
including releases by U2, Paul Simon, 
Talking Heads, Bruce Springsteen, 
David Bowie, Eric Clapton, John 
Lennon, Yes, Dire Straits, The Ra-
mones, Lou Reed, Brian Eno, James 
Taylor, the Rolling Stones, Van Morri-
son, R.E.M., Tom Petty & The Heart-
breakers, Bob Dylan, Dr. John and 
many more. 

"In a very petty sense, people are 
very conscious of their records being 
louder than everybody else's records. 
Everyone wants their mastering to be 
louder. We are having a lot of prob-
lems with that, because people are 
cutting these CDs so hot that they are 
not really playing back well on 
cheaper equipment, and a lot of peo-
ple have cheaper equipment. 

"Many mastering engineers have 
gotten disgusted, because it has really 
gotten to a point of diminishing re-
turns. Why are we making them as 
loud as this? It's because musicians 
and producers all want a more mus-
cular sound, but if they were all taken 
down a couple of dB, they might 
sound a little cleaner. 

"This is an example of almost a 
lack of confidence. Everybody wants 
that little extra edge. If they feel vol-
ume is one of those edges, then that is 
something that I can give them, be-
cause all I do is turn the 0 to + 1, and 
it is all of a sudden louder. The fact of 
the matter is, if you give radio some-
thing, and their compressors hit it the 
right way and you have it tweaked up 
right, it is going to sound loud any-
way. If your record is bright and clean, 
it will cut through a small speaker on 
a car. If it is real busy and dense, you 
will get that muffled quality. 

"Someone recently talked to a guy 
on radio who said that he likes to get 
stuff that is real low-level off the CDs, 
so his compressors at the station can 
kind of do their thing. He felt it made 
stuff sound better than stuff that was 
real hot. We always thought that the 
hotter you cut it, the hotter it was 
going to sound on the radio. Well, 
suddenly, here was another twist on 
that debate. I thought, 'Now this real-
ly takes the cake, because I've heard 
everything.' 

"I have a feeling that things sound 
great on the radio, [depending] more 
on how the parts are played and the 
whole thing is thought out from the 
get-go. The other day, I heard a 
Springsteen song, 'Tunnel of Love,' on 
the radio. It sounded great, and it was 
so simple. The bass was down there 
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playing the part. Guys like Spring-
Steen and Bryan Adams write and 
arrange songs that are in the range 
made for radio. They give you one 
thing to digest at a time. There aren't 
all these layered parts conflicting with 
each other. These are some basic 
tenets of arranging that kind of hold 
up on a little speaker. In my opinion, 
I think it comes more from the con-
ceptual stage." 

RICHARD DODD 

Whether it is Tom Petty, with or with-
out The Heartbreakers, or Wilco's grit-
ty alterna-country/rock, Boz Scaggs' 
hluesy R&B influenced pop, the Trav-
eling Wilburys, George Harrison or 
the recent harmony-rich pop of Billy 
Pilgrim, producer/engineer/mixer 
Richard Dodd consistently creates ex-
citing and unique radio-friendly 
records that still maintain a high level 
of sonic integrity. Currently, Dodd is 
wrapping up production on Atlantic 
artist Francis Dunnery's second album. 

"Here's a great analogy. We have 
a pint pot of beer and, with refer-
ence to mixing to radio, radio proc-
essing makes it a point to always 
keep that pint full. If we underfill it, 
their system will fill it. If you overfill 
it, or attempt to, it will chop it off 
and make sure that only a pint of 
beer is there. That only leaves us 
with control over the content of that 
pot. It can be a delicate, light crystal-
clear liquid, or a thick dark and 
gooey liquid. Those are the parame-
ters we have to work. If you want it 
thick and dark and gooey, you can 
put a bunch of stuff in there and 
make it dense and sludgy. That is 
what it is going to sound like. If you 
leave it clear and open, it is going to 
have an apparent dynamic. It is 
going to be sparkling and have clar-
ity and space. That is basically what 
we do. We make the decision. 

"The stronger the song, the 
stronger the performance, the clearer 
we can allow that liquid to he and 
get away with it. If the song or per-
formance is perhaps lacking, we tend 
to go for the denser, thicker darker 
approach. That is the control we 
have, but basically, there is still only 
a pint pot. That is just the way it is. 

"If you want a voice and guitar at 
the front of the song to be minus six, 
and when the band kicks in to be at 
least zero, you are never going to hear 
it like that on the radio. The nature of 
the compressor is to bring the quiet 
things up and the loud things down. 

But if you use that facility correctly, 
then you can get the radio compres-
sion to remix the song for you. 

"I'm not going to make music for 
what type of processing radio thinks 
sounds right today, because tomor-
row they are going to think some-
thing else is right. Then every piece of 
music that I made today is wrong. So 
I don't mix for the radio, but I do mix 
with the radio in mind. Sometimes I 
strap on a couple of ridiculous lim-
iters across the monitors and fake 
what an FM radio might do. I'm mon-

Remember 

that whatever is bad 

about a mix, the radio 

is going to emphasize it 

and make it worse. 

—Richard Dodd 

itoring through them, so I can make 
the proper adjustments. 

"Even though you can't have the 
dynamic, there are ways to create that 
sense of dynamic on the radio. I take 
things out. I turn the band down. It is 
under-mixing. Otherwise, without 
witnessing what happens through a 
second set of limiters, you don't stand 
a chance. 

"A slower-tempo song can he ap-
parently louder than an up-tempo 
song. If you have a drummer bashing 
away at a hundred miles an hour, it is 
going to eat up all the space and 
there won't he room for anything. Re-
member that whatever is had about a 
mix, the radio is going to emphasize 
it and make it worse. If you have 
something that is really laid back, 
with all the space in the world, that al-
lows time for the effects of radio to re-
cover, before they act again. That can 
also he an effective dynamic, which 
you otherwise wouldn't have gotten 
with the fast, busy track. 

"By extracting from the content, 
you can compensate for the lack of 
dynamic in a song. Less is more, basi-
cally, and extraction is part of the 
trick. It is in taking away, even if it is 
just using the facility to bring what 
you took out back again. Basically, 
when Tom Petty is singing, not much 
else is going on. When he stops, 
something interesting happens." 

DON DENMAN 

Over the past 20 years, producer/en-
gineer Don Gehman has been associ-
ated with some of rock and pop's 
most significant artists, including John 
Mellencamp, R.E.M., the Bee Gees, 
Barbra Streisand, Tracy Chapman and 
Hootie 8z The Blowfish, who recently 
spent five weeks at the Number One 
position on the album charts. 

"I think the key to a great-sound-
ing radio mix is to get your balances 
correct. I'm not just referring the cor-
rect balance of basic core elements, 
like snare, vocal, bass and guitar, hut 
the frequencies within them are what 
have to be balanced as well. That 
way, everything hits the compressor 
with equal power. 

"I used to always use bus limiting, 
like on an SSL or [through] this little 
Neve stereo compressor I have. For 
many years, I just let that thing fly 
with 8 to 10 dB of compression and 
just flatten everything out. When it 
went into mastering, I would have 
people sometimes complain that it 
was a little over-compressed, but they 
could work with it. They might say 
they couldn't bend it into the fre-
quency ranges that they needed. 

"I have been working with Eddy 
Schreyer over at Future Disc Systems, 
and he has encouraged me to use less 
[bus] limiting and more individual lim-
iting and get my balances right. It has 
taught me a valuable lesson. 

"What we are doing now is I'll try 
to contain that bus limiting to 2 to 4 
dB, just enough to give me a hint of 
what things are hitting at. It is kind of 
a meter of which things are too dy-
namic. I'll then go back and individu-
ally limit things in a softer way, so that 
the bus limiter stops working. Then I 
can take it in and put it on this digital 
limiter, which is this Harmonia Mundi 
that Eddy's got, which is invisible. It 
doesn't make any sounds that are like 
bus limiters that I know. We tighten it 
up a little bit more to give it some 
more level to the disc. That results in 
something that doesn't sound com-
pressed. It is very natural. 

"You can hit a radio limiter and 
have something that is very wide-
open-sounding, if the frequencies, 
like from 50 cycles to 1,000 cycles, are 
all balanced out so that they hit the 
limiter equally and your relationships 
aren't going to move. They are all 
going to stay the same, but you've got 
to get that all sorted out before it goes 
into that broadcast limiter. 

"The way you do that is by using 
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Jude Cole 
I DON'T 
KNOW WHY I 
ACT LIKE THIS 
Produced by 
Kevin Killen 

John Elefante 
WINDOWS OF 
HEAVEN 
Produced by 
John (Si Dinc 
Elefante 

Nine Inch Nails 
THE 
DOWNWARD 
SPIRAL 
Produced by 
Flood and 
Trent Reznor 

.._,iPeiss 0 

ftÇ OUR COMMAND 
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he Eventide DSP4000 Ultra- Harmonizer' 
brand effects processor won this past year's 
TEC Award for signal processing. But when 

we asked the top professionals who inspired 
the DSP4000 what they wanted in vers:on 2 

software, they demanded even more: 

KEVIN KILLEN "Give we tke rower to 
do evertitkia, at oma." 
"Now I can strap together EQ, digital 
reverb, pitch correction, and a modulatable 
delay line with individual mix levels and pan 
positions in ONE preset! All with totally 

transparent audio quality so as not to 
degrade the tone I've worked so hard to 
achieve. Now THAT's power." 

Itt, VINO ELEFANTE "We neut. 
9ood Weal (mire« mimic,' 

"Best digital compressor we've heard yet - 
we left our own preset up in the mach.ne 
after one of our sessions, then the people 
from TNN's " Live at the Ryman" TV series 

(featuring Pam Tillis, Rickie Scaggs and 
Reba McEntire) came in and said " Hey, this 
sounds great." They wouldn't let us take 
the DSP4000 out of the room!" 

FLOOD "(am ye( wake tke ratck ede-
tor wore 'Modeler 
"You did it! The NEW patch editor is 
finally really usable in a creative way — 
whatever I imagine in my head I can now 
create in the mix — the new distortion 

modules are fantastic." 

Steve Vai 
ALIEN :_OVE 
SECRE1S 
Produœd by 
Steve Vai 

Billy Joel 
THE RIVER OF 
DREAMS 
Live set 
engineered by 
Kooster 
McAllkter 

Eventide 
the next steo 

IRER 1 

USER 2 

P It 

• 

STE.VE. Vid "I want to 5o Irelobtot 
`eel. I ;vast it to few( rue.* 
"ive always wanted a pitch shift device that 
would simulate the differences in timing and 

torie of having two or three other guitarists in 
the room playing along. With the DSP4000's 
new software. I can have one voice slightly 
behind me, one right on top of me, a third 
drifting between the two, all witn their own 
unique tone, and even distortion — very real-
istic simulation of multiple players." 

KOSTER "IcALLISTR *Make it fafter 
ate exUer to ',lee. Thai% %eke we 
iee i tin treidc. 11 
"Yes! The new software makes things hap--
pen a lot faster. And it's a lot easier to set 
up. Fewer keystrokes, more intuitive. And 
the new sampler card is everything you 
promised. At Record Plant Remote, the 
DSP4000 is the box we count on most." 

tir+1000 v2. MAKEi IT rdSlin.f. 
If you can dream it, you can do it — faster, 
easier and better — with v2 Software, now 
playing on the Eventide DSP4000 Ultra 
Harmonizer processor: 130 effects modules 
and o‘ier 500 presets, all 30% faster and easi-
er to use. Powerful internal sampler option 

also available. Call Eventide or your DSP4000 
pro dealer and get into all it's got. 

One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, N.J. 07643 • Tel 201-641-1200 • Fax 201-641-1640 • WWWEB: 
1'V= RE:11)FR SERP*1( E IRO FOR MORE 1.11.0 

http://tide1.eventide.com/homepage.htm 
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Team 
Player 

The SADiE Turnkey System 
Our team has set the standard for customer support. 

• free lifetime software updates 
• 365 days a year, 24 hours a day free customer support 
• still unbeatable for price and features 

$9,995.00 

* SADiE hardware controllers and 17" monitors elhawn in the 
photograph are chargeable options to the turnIce) system. USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR 3e.hve• ¿\ FO 

SADiE version 3 
scheduled 4th qtr 1995 
and free upgrade -to 
existing customers. 
Key features: 

• background recording 
• waveform and scrub 

editing in playlist 
• unlimited virtual 

tracks 
• clip based automation 

of level, pan, Eq., 
dynamics 

• real-time Eq., 
dynamics in mixer 

• fully integrakd project 
management 

• Windows 95 
compatible 

For more information ear 
Studio Audio at 
615 327 1140 
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• 32 Voice 16 Bit Professional Stereo Sampler. 

• Powerful 53000 L5I allows full Akai Power Edir capability. 

• Two megabytes of on board RAM. 

• 25 PIN SCSI port 

• Midi file player. 

• Reads S1000/53000, Roland, and E-MUTm sound libraries. 

• M.E.SATM sampler edit/librarian MAC software compatible. 
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$119K oo 1111. I Suggested retail price. 
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In 1986 Akai revolutionized digital sampling with 
the introduction of the legendary 5900. The 
revolution continues with our new fully expand-
able 52000 professional sampler. 

Open architecture design allows such powerful 
options as output expansion from 2 to 10, on 
board SampleVerbTm effects processing, second 
1_51 card for doubling your processing power, 
and virtually limitless control over floppy disk, 
flash ROM, SIMM RAM, hard disk, and CD ROM 
sample acquisition, editing, and playback. 

MESA.TM (Modular Editing System by AKAII is our 
incredibly intelligent Mac based sample edit/ 
librarian software that enables an unprecedented 
level of control and customization of the 52000's 
sampling capabilities. M.E.S.A.'s remote control 
and data transfer capabilities extend to other Akai 
gear like our DR8 Hard Disk Recorder, allowing 
complete control over an entire Akai editing suite. 
MESA.' is free to registered 52000 users. 

Don't let your creativity be limited by inferior 
sampling products. You owe it to yourself to test 
drive the Akai 52000 at gour local Akai dealer. 

Apk4 

• 
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ROM 
OW. 

• Multi-a/Om-board adds 8 assignable outputs plus 

SP/DIF digital I/O.Price 5299 

• SampleVerbT"-z1 bus voice-assignable, studio 

qualiiy, multi-effect processor board. Price 5399. 

• RAM expandable to 32 MEG using standard LI or 16 

MEG 72 PIN SIMMS 

• 121 ROM card slots allow up to 16 MEG of non-volatile 

flash ROM for critical applications. 

• Floppy based operating system software allows 

easy software upgrades (no more 0/5 ROM 

replacement!) 

AKAI 
1316 E Lancaster Ave. • Ft. Worth, D( 76102 
Phone 817-336-511z1 • Fax 817-870-1271 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



When you mix, 

listen in mono every now 

and then, so you know 

that when it goes to 

mono, it will still sound 

just as good and in phase. 

—Brian Lee 

some example of it, to kind of test 
out. I use a bus limiter to kind of 
show me where I am hitting too hard, 
and then I take it away and get rid of 
it and let the mix breathe. That is the 
trick that I am finding more and more 
in helping get balances just right. 

"With the whole practice of fre-
quency balancing, I know you can 
have tracks that seem dynamic on 
radio. Green Day's 'Longview' is a 
great example. That chorus slams in. 
but it is balanced out well enough 
that when the chorus hits the limiter, 
it just adjusts the level and doesn't 
gulp anything else up. 

"If you have bass frequencies that 
come in too loud and aren't bal-
anced in the midrange, the limiter 
'sees' whatever is loudest and puts 
that on top. If the low end is too 
loud, then everything will come out 
muddy when it hits. If all the fre-
quencies are balanced, the limiter 
will equally turn down the balances, 
with them all staying intact, and life 
goes on, just as you intended." 

BRIAN LEE 

For the past three years, Brian Lee has 
made a name as Bob Ludwig's rising 
star at Gateway Mastering in Portland, 
Maine. Among his credits are Janet 
Jackson, Pearl Jam, Ozzy Osboume, 
Gypsy Kings, Lou Reed, Gloria Este-
fan, Charlie Daniels and Cachao. Lee 
echoes the sentiments of others in 
saying that it is very important to 
check for phase problems by refer-
encing to mono regularly in the mix 
stage. 

"When you mix, you should defi-
nitely be listening in mono every now 
and then, so you know that when it 
goes to mono, it will still sound just as 
good and in phase. I believe that the 
fullness of the overall sound, when 
you are in stereo, can cause you to 
pay more attention to the instruments 
and effects than to the vocal. 

"Interestingly, a lot of people use 
phase for weird effects. We have 

done heavy metal albums that are 
really out of phase. [Producers] es-
pecially like to put a lot of effects on 
the vocal. Maybe they just didn't 
think it was going to get played on 
the radio, but some stuff was totally 
out of phase, and if you pushed the 
mono button, everything just went 
away. We could've put everything 
back in phase, but I think they 
would think it would ruin the effect 
that they wanted. 

"We do suggest that you get a mix 
the way you think it should sound 
and get a few different passes, like 
vocal up and vocal down. Mixing is 
very expensive, and you should get 

as much out of it as you can. If you 
are going to Hit Factory, or some stu-
dio like that, that is a lot of money a 
day. You don't want to have to go 
back and rebook time and remix the 
whole thing, just to get the vocal right. 
When you are mixing, you should 
also do your instrumental TV track 
and versions with lead and back-
ground vocals up and down. 

"If you have the time and patience 
to do that, you will be in great shape, 
because when you get to this stage of 
mastering, you can actually sit back 
and reflect and say, 'I need more 
vocal on this particular section,' or 'I 
think this particular vocal is overshad-

M - 1 
MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 

(ACTUAL SIZE) 

"No comparison!" "Whoa!""Even the producer could tell the difference!" 
A few typical comments! The MI-1 is clearly superior. Here's why: 

The JENSEN JT-16-B INPUT TRANSFORMER. The world's best mic-input 
transformer. If you thought transformers were a compromise, you haven't heard the JT-16-BI 

The 990 DISCRETE OP-AMP. The 990A-24V discrete op-amp is superior to the 
monolithic op-amps found in other equipment 

NO COUPLING CAPACITORS IN THE SIGNAL PATH. DC servo circuitry and 
input bias current compensation circuitry eliminate all coupling capacitors and the degradation 
they cause. 

Standard features: LED-illuminated push-buttons; shielded toroidal power transformer 
with 6-position voltage selector switch; silver plated XLRs; ground-lift switches; phantom 
power, polarity reverse and gain controls. 
Options: VU-1 meter (shown); PK-1 meter, the Jensen JT-1 1-BM output transformer ( the 
world's best); gold plated XLRs. 

THE JOHN HARDY COMPANY 

Phone: 708-8E4-8060 
P.O. Box AA631 

Evanston, It. 60204 Fax: 708-864-8076 

ISE READER SERVICE CARD 249 FOR MORE INFO 
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owing this part of the song. I think it 
needs to be brought down.' Then you 
can do edits at that point. [Lee works 
on a Sonic Solutions system.] 

"When you are traveling around 
from studio to studio, listening and 
mixing, you may think a mix sounds 
great until you hear it on another sys-
tem, and for some reason things 
sound like crap. You may find your-
self saying, `What is going on here?' 
Usually, mastering is a third party's 
subjective opinion about the whole 
process. We know our speakers very 
well, and when you bring your work 
in here, hopefully, we will have some 
frame of reference for you to get it 
right." 

BENNY QUINN 
Over the past 20 years, Benny Quinn 
has been one of Nashville's most 
prominent mastering engineers, with 
credits covering every genre from 
symphonic and rock to country, 
gospel, R&B and jazz. He's mastered 
Elvis Presley, Aaron Copland, Johnny 
Cash, Isaac Hayes, Alabama, Dixie 
Dregs, Indigo Girls, Bela Fleck, Bob 
Seger, Cracker, Widespread Panic, 

Amy Grant, Boston Pops Orchestra, 
Willie Nelson, Nanci Griffith, Lyle 
Lovett, Reba McEntire and many oth-
ers. Quinn has worked at Masterfon-
ics, one of the country's most highly 
regarded mastering facilities, as a mas-
tering engineer for the past 12 years. 

"Everything has to be very clear-
sounding. You have to make sure that 
everything is distinguishable, as far as 
the instrumentation is concerned, and 
that can be done with a combination 
of EQ and limiting. 

"The low end is what will normal-
ly grab and kick a compressor or lim-
iter at a [radio] station. If you have too 
much low end, and it is too cloudy 
and big, then all you will hear are the 
station's compressors grabbing the 
low end and moving everything up 
and down with it. 

"While I typically don't cut the bot-
tom end off, I do try to make sure that 
the bottom end is clean and present. 
Normally, you will find frequencies in 
the low end that are rather cloudy. 
This changes from song to song and 
mix to mix. 

"You can often find one or two fre-
quencies that may create more `cloud' 

than distinction. You may be rolling 
off at that frequency, using a real 
broad bandwidth and then possibly 
even adding back a very similar close 
frequency... maybe even the same 
one, using a very narrow bandwidth. 
What you do is take that `cloud' and 
that 'woof out of the low end. That 
usually helps significantly, as far as 
radio processing is concerned. The 
top end doesn't seem to hit the sta-
tion's signal processing as hard as the 
bottom end, and radio compression 
doesn't seem to hurt the top end as 
much as it does the bottom end. 

"Most rock stations compress more 
heavily than other station formats do. 
When something is out of phase, it 
causes very strange sounds in the re-
verbs. You will hear more reverb—on 
the track while played on the radio— 
if the phasing problem is with the 
original signal and not with the re-
verbs on the track itself. The original 
signal will want to cancel and the re-
verbs won't, making things sound 
even more swimmy." 

Rick Clark is a Memphis-based Mix 
contributing editor. 

WE SHIA 3M TAPE 
Audio Tape • Video Tape • Data Media 

• Dynamite Prices 

• Complete Inventory 

• Fast Delivery 

See us at AES Booth #1283 

NI Call For Our Media 
Catalog Featuring 

3M Products. 

5TE,41_71 
51'57E71/1 

New York • 30 West 21st St. New York. \ V. 10010 • 212. 647. 0900 • 800. 626. 0946 
Hollywood/Film & Tape • 1014 N. Highland Ave. Hollywood, CA 90038 • 213. 461. 6868 • 800. 451. 6920 

Irvine • 714.660.9335 • 800.229.5798 Miami • 305.375.8273 • 800.990.8273 
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Mike fronileili iod - 1•:iigiacer/l)roducei-
l)irector Cap Records Studios 

veto Os 

ike Fr( 
Director of 
Capitol Records 

St i1,110, has a connoisseur's 
mic locker, including 
more titan 50 
Neumann mics dating 
back to the 1940'i:. 
Newest in the collec-
tion? The mic Mike 
calls "the working 
man's Neumann:' the 
TLM 193. Became ii 

sounds so good in so 
many applications, 
Frondelli recommeli,1 
the TLM 193 as " the 
one mic to have" for 
Capitol acts setting 
up project studios. 
The TLM 193 

is a stripped down, 
cardioid-only 
version of our famous 
TLM 170. It provides 
oodles of headroom, 
has virtually no 
self-noise, and can 
immediately give your 
project studio that 
professional sound 
(particularly on vocals) 
that you've been missing. 
(By the way, the TLM 193 
has become our biggest 
seller.) it carries a retail price 
of less than $ 1500. 

Robert Scovill, live 
sound stalwart and winner of 
three TEC awards for Live 

Sonnd Excellence, knows a great 
microphone when he hears one. 
He has toured as the liront-of-

house mixer with bands like 
Rush, Def Leppard 
and most recently 

Tom Petty. 
"I am using the 
new KM 184 
both out on 
tour and at 

MusiCanvas." 
(Robert's studio in 

Scottsdale.) 
"The KM 184 

carries all of the 
Neumann signa-
tures, and I have 
had great success 
on a wide variety 
of sources, from 
the subtleties of 

violin to the 
extremes of 

distorted guitar." 
The KM 184 
is perfect for 

instruments of all 
kinds, and excels 

at overhead 
drum milting and 

capturing the elusive 
acoustic guitar. For 

professional quality at 
less than $700 each, a 

stereo pair of KM 1814s can 
easily be a part of ANY studio. 

TWO PROS 
WHO KNOW 

GREAT SOM. 
TWO MICS THAT 
MAKE THEM 
VERY HAPPY. 

Let's face it. While 
Neumann mica have a 
stellar reputation for 
rich, opulent sound, 
they are not the lowest 
priced mica around. 
Why? Because we 
have to ensure that 
our microphones 
satisfy even the 
most demanding 
engineers in hyper-
critical recording 
environments. But, 
we have found a 
way to take a few 
of the bells and 
whistles off a 
couple of our mks and 
still give you that big 
(HUGE) studio 
sound on a project 
studio budget. 
The bottom line 

is this: before you 
go dropping big 
cash on outboard 
gear trying to make 
your studio sound 
good, consider the 
most important pari 
of the signal path, 
your microphones 
The only way to 
get great sound ow 
of your studio is 
to capture great 
sound. And no 
other microphone captures 
sound as well as Neumann... 
not even close. 

184 

.s.co 

bee/if) - 

floe" P ro'do'c'eri 
ern. 

Neumann USA 
6 Vista Drive, PO Box 987 

Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Tel: 203-434-5220 Fax: 203 434-3148 

In Canada: 221 LaBrosse Ave, 

Pto-Claire, PO H9R 143 

Tel: 514-426-3013 • Fax: 514-426-3953 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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The reinvigoration of New 
York as a center for the arts has 
received substantial media play 
in recent months. From the re-
naissance of the Big Apple as a 
place to shoot and post movies to the re-
furbishment of Times Square, where 
peep shows are being replaced by Dis-
ney corporate ventures and the return of 
MTV's Video Music Awards, New Yorkers 
have been expressing a level of optimism 
not seen for a long time. 

You can feel it within the professional 
studio community. In fact, the condition 
of the city itself is cited often by studio 
owners and managers in talking about 
their industry. The very essence of New 
York has traditionally suffused its music 
and the places where its music is made. 
Studio rates may be down a bit, but so is 
the murder rate this year. 

Everything is a matter of degree, 
though. The levels of optimism range 
from guarded to ardent across the spec-
trum of facility sizes. It's illustrated by the 
fact that, though New York continues to 
mourn the loss over the years of leading 
studios such as Media (now the La Bar 
Bat nightclub), Sigma and Skyline, the re-
maining large facilities—including Right 

Track and Hit Factory— 
have expanded. 

The city's strong urban music 
base is beginning to come out of person-
al recording environments to use com-
mercial studios more, even as jingles— 
one of the traditional evergreens of New 
York studios—have done just the oppo-
site, with commercials now recorded at 
the music houses that write them, more 
often than not. It's produced a changing 
landscape in New York that has motivat-
ed adaptation from studios, producers, 
engineers and musicians. 

What New York does have in com-
mon with the rest of the country, howev-
er, is a fixation on rates. Although studio 
owners, for the most part, say rates are 
static but sufficient, few are willing to go 
on record about them, indicating an un-
easiness about both rate structures and 
profitability. The contrast between this 
and the expansions that many studios 
have undertaken illustrates the crux of an 
issue that every commercial studio in the 
world faces today: How do you maintain 
a state-of-the-art facility with the increas-
ing costs of high-end pro studio gear 
while you are faced with a relatively stat-
ic revenue base and encroachment by an 
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good," and that many facilities, in-
cluding Power Station, have been at 
least able to hold rates. However, 
Bongiovi stresses, projecting the busi-
ness side beyond studio time rentals 
is critical to survival and is something 
he says Power Station has been pred-
icated upon from the beginning. "I 
haven't said this before for the record, 
but Power Station was built on pro-
duction royalties, mine and the pro-
ductions we have taken an equity po-
sition in," he says. " It does okay as a 

If it's realistic to 

use rental houses 

as barometers of 

the health of the 

New York 

studio industry, 

I'd say it's 

very healthy. 

Bill Tesar 

studio, but it does much better as a fa-
cility that develops intellectual prop-
erties. So in that sense, we're not real-
ly in the traditional time-selling studio 
business." 

Power Station is also building a 
network of facilities beyond New 
York. After a false start in France sev-
eral years ago, the studio has started a 
joint venture—Power Station New 
England—with former defense tech-
nology contractor Sonalysts in Con-
necticut. The facility opened in July 
with an exact replication of Power 
Station's Studio A. And two other Eu-
ropean ventures are planned. Power 
Station's approach to revenue-build-
ing via participation rather than cash 
has contributed to its prominent place 
in New York's studio rumor mill, Bon-
giovi concedes, as did a management 
shakeup that took two years to sort 
out. And a recently announced lender 
liability lawsuit by the studio against 
Chemical Bank is also clouding the 
horizon. "The thing to know is that 
Power Station was not so much in the 

studio business as in the production 
business," states Bongiovi. "And when 
the bank made us deviate from that, 
that is when the problems started." 

The general mood in New York, 
though, is one that says continued in-
vestment in a facility produces the ef-
fect of an investment in the studio 
community, despite the inevitable 
competition and differing approaches 
to business. "Hit Factory's investment 
has been paying off," says studio ex-
ecutive vice president Troy Germano, 
adding that the studio is planning fur-
ther expansions. "We pretty much 
only keep track of what goes on here. 
But from what we've heard from 
clients and other studios, things seem 
to be working out well in New York 
at the moment for studios." 

RENTALS 

When one talks to the area rental 
companies, it's easy to get the im-
pression that the streets of New York 
are paved with the same gold that im-
migrants used to dream about from 
the steerage compartments of ships 
pulling into Ellis Island. The demand 
is for digital equipment, particularly 
modular digital multitracks, though 
there is hesitancy to embrace any one 
format. Dreamhire reported its most 
profitable month at its New York lo-
cation last May. "We can't keep 
ADATs and DA-88s in stock," reports 
general manager Chris Dunn. We just 
got a Studer 48-track machine, and it 
went right out the door on a four-
month rental. The rentals on digital 
multitracks have tended to be long-
term till studios see which way the 
demand goes." 

Bill Tesar, president of Toy Spe-
cialists, which moved into a 5,000-
square-foot location recently, notes a 
rapidly growing demand for MDM 
formats, as well as for Studer and 
Sony 48-tracks. "Most of the rentals 
are going to larger facilities," he ob-
serves. "Most of the smaller and proj-
ect studios don't have the budget for 
the same level of rentals. For them, it's 
mostly microphones and preamps. So 
whatever impact [studio] rates are 
having on them, we don't see it from 
here. But if it's realistic to use rental 
houses as barometers of the health of 
the studio industry here, I'd say it's 
very healthy." 
Tom Lewis, vice president at Au-

dioforce, checked a few years' worth 
of purchase orders and found that, al-
though major studios indeed are the 
primary customers of major rental 

houses, project studios' rentals are on 
the rise. "They're up and coming," 
says Lewis. "In fact, three or four of 
them just moved into our building." 

WHERE THE JINGLES WENT 

Commercial music tor broadcast has 
been a mainstay of the studio busi-
ness in New York since before televi-
sion. Back then, it was the Broadway 
show players who did the radio spots 
before heading into the pits for eight 
o'clock curtain. The explosion that 
broadcast advertising underwent in 
the 1950s gave rise to a plethora of in-
dependent studios in Manhattan and 
a large cadre of session players who 
created the dream world of studio 
cats—the gig-bag-check-Radio-Reg-
istry-every-hour heaven—a myth 
that's come up against the cold reali-
ty of affordable recording technology. 

"The people who used to be on 
those sessions are now parked in lit-
tle rooms pushing buttons," says Irwin 
Fisch, a keyboard player who came of 
professional age during the transition. 
"The ability to make a living playing 
sessions is dwindling. If you're not 
programming or writing them, then 
the opportunity to play on jingles is 
considerably lessened." Fisch says the 
group of first-call session players in 
New York is now more like a small, 
tight core. Some, like him, have 
moved into the burgeoning film-scor-
ing work in town (Fisch was working 
on a film remake of Bye Bye Birdie 
when we talked). Other musicians 

have moved into the Broadway the-
aters as musical revivals continue to 
surface on The Great White Way. 
"Now there's room for maybe three 
drummers, three bass players, maybe 
eight guitarists and a few horn guys," 
Fisch says. "Jingles were closed off by 
machines and music house studios, 
and record sessions are getting closed 
off by a return to band-oriented 
records. And at this point, the agen-
cies see the benefits of in-house 
recording, and the budgets rarely en-
courage full live sessions." (Power 
Station owner Bongiovi notes that for 
a recent live string date at the studio, 
"We were fighting over who was 
going to get to engineer it.") 

"The culture of session musicians 
has not evaporated, but it is consider-
ably downsized," says Ira Siegel, one 
of those still making a regular living 
off jingles. Siegel, a guitarist, notes 
that the lack of opportunities now for 
session players in studios has meant 
fewer people aspire to what was once 
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good," and that many facilities, in-
cluding Power Station, have been at 
least able to hold rates. However, 
Bongiovi stresses, projecting the busi-
ness side beyond studio time rentals 
is critical to survival and is something 
he says Power Station has been pred-
icated upon from the beginning. "I 
haven't said this before for the record, 
but Power Station was built on pro-
duction royalties, mine and the pro-
ductions we have taken an equity po-
sition in," he says. " It does okay as a 

If it's realistic to 

use rental houses 

as barometers of 

the health of the 

New York 

studio industry, 

I'd say it's 

very healthy. 

Bill Tesar 

studio, but it does much better as a fa-
cility that develops intellectual prop-
erties. So in that sense, we're not real-
ly in the traditional time-selling studio 
business." 

Power Station is also building a 
network of facilities beyond New 
York. After a false start in France sev-
eral years ago, the studio has started a 
joint venture—Power Station New 
England—with former defense tech-
nology contractor Sonalysts in Con-
necticut. The facility opened in July 
with an exact replication of Power 
Station's Studio A. And two other Eu-
ropean ventures are planned. Power 
Station's approach to revenue-build-
ing via participation rather than cash 
has contributed to its prominent place 
in New York's studio rumor mill, Bon-
giovi concedes, as did a management 
shakeup that took two years to sort 
out. And a recently announced lender 
liability lawsuit by the studio against 
Chemical Bank is also clouding the 
horizon. "The thing to know is that 
Power Station was not so much in the 

studio business as in the production 
business," states Bongiovi. "And when 
the bank made us deviate from that, 
that is when the problems started." 

The general mood in New York, 
though, is one that says continued in-
vestment in a facility produces the ef-
fect of an investment in the studio 
community, despite the inevitable 
competition and differing approaches 
to business. "Hit Factory's investment 
has been paying off," says studio ex-
ecutive vice president Troy Germano, 
adding that the studio is planning fur-
ther expansions. "We pretty much 
only keep track of what goes on here. 
But from what we've heard from 
clients and other studios, things seem 
to be working out well in New York 
at the moment for studios." 

RENTALS 

\\, lien one talks to the area rental 
companies, it's easy to get the im-
pression that the streets of New York 
are paved with the same gold that im-
migrants used to dream about from 
the steerage compartments of ships 
pulling into Ellis Island. The demand 
is for digital equipment, particularly 
modular digital multitracks, though 
there is hesitancy to embrace any one 
format. Dreamhire reported its most 
profitable month at its New York lo-
cation last May. "We can't keep 
ADATs and DA-88s in stock," reports 
general manager Chris Dunn. "We just 
got a Studer 48-track machine, and it 
went right out the door on a four-
month rental. The rentals on digital 
multitracks have tended to be long-
term till studios see which way the 
demand goes." 

Bill Tesar, president of Toy Spe-
cialists, which moved into a 5,000-
square-foot location recently, notes a 
rapidly growing demand for MDM 
formats, as well as for Studer and 
Sony 48-tracks. "Most of the rentals 
are going to larger facilities," he ob-
serves. "Most of the smaller and proj-
ect studios don't have the budget for 
the same level of rentals. For them, it's 
mostly microphones and preamps. So 
whatever impact [studio] rates are 
having on them, we don't see it from 
here. But if it's realistic to use rental 
houses as barometers of the health of 
the studio industry here, I'd say it's 
very healthy." 
Tom Lewis, vice president at Au-

dioforce, checked a few years' worth 
of purchase orders and found that, al-
though major studios indeed are the 
primary customers of major rental 

houses, project studios' rentals are on 
the rise. "They're up and coming," 
says Lewis. "In fact, three or four of 
them just moved into our building." 

WHERE THE JINGLES WENT 

)inmercial music for broadcast has 
been a mainstay of the studio busi-
ness in New York since before televi-
sion. Back then, it was the Broadway 
show players who did the radio spots 
before heading into the pits for eight 
o'clock curtain. The explosion that 
broadcast advertising underwent in 
the 1950s gave rise to a plethora of in-
dependent studios in Manhattan and 
a large cadre of session players who 
created the dream world of studio 
cats—the gig-bag-check-Radio-Reg-
istry-every-hour heaven—a myth 
that's come up against the cold reali-
ty of affordable recording technology. 

"The people who used to be on 
those sessions are now parked in lit-
tle rooms pushing buttons," says Irwin 
Fisch, a keyboard player who came of 
professional age during the transition. 
"The ability to make a living playing 
sessions is dwindling. If you're not 
programming or writing them, then 
the opportunity to play on jingles is 
considerably lessened." Fisch says the 
group of first-call session players in 
New York is now more like a small, 
tight core. Some, like him, have 
moved into the burgeoning film-scor-
ing work in town (Fisch was working 
on a film remake of Bye Bye Birdie 
when we talked). Other musicians 
have moved into the Broadway the-
aters as musical revivals continue to 
surface on The Great White Way. 
"Now there's room for maybe three 
drummers, three bass players, maybe 
eight guitarists and a few horn guys," 
Fisch says. "Jingles were closed off by 
machines and music house studios, 
and record sessions are getting closed 
off by a return to band-oriented 
records. And at this point, the agen-
cies see the benefits of in-house 
recording, and the budgets rarely en-
courage full live sessions." (Power 
Station owner Bongiovi notes that for 
a recent live string date at the studio, 
"We were fighting over who was 
going to get to engineer it.") 

"The culture of session musicians 
has not evaporated, but it is consider-
ably downsized," says Ira Siegel, one 
of those still making a regular living 
off jingles. Siegel, a guitarist, notes 
that the lack of opportunities now for 
session players in studios has meant 
fewer people aspire to what was once 
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affordable personal recording tech-
nology revolution? 

THE STUDIOS 

Maybe you don't. At least, that's one 
of the more candid responses elicited. 
"That's the reason I haven't put in Ul-
timation or even considered an SSL 
9000," says Richie Kessler, owner of 
the three-room, SSL/Neve/Harrison 
Platinum Island Recording. "You can't 
get a rate that covers the investment. 
And I find myself forced to compete 
with people who claim they are hold-
ing their rates, and based on my ex-
perience, that's simply not the case 
with most studios in New York." 

Kessler has responded by moving 
in a different direction. He formed 
Necessary Records last year, with two 
acts initially signed to the label. "It's 
not so much a hedge against the rate 
situation as it is a departure," he ex-
plains. "I see the studio becoming 
more of a base for this and other in-
dependent labels. Just as I've seen a 
lot of the producers who've worked 
here and in other New York studios 
turn their home studios into their own 
bases. I think that's becoming the fu-
ture of the studio business. With the 
onslaught of affordable technology, 
you can put a studio into six flight 
cases. Besides, I'd rather be doing 
music than running the studio as a 
base for someone else." 

Kessler's view contrasts with that at 
another mid-level facility, Pilot Record-
ing Studios, whose Trident Series 80-C 
room is aimed at what owner Will 
Schillinger says is a niche in the New 
York market. "We're aimed at live 
recording," he says. "I think you need 
a niche to be profitable. I don't try to 
compete so much as I try to service 
the niche." Schillinger, like most other 
owners, would not discuss rates ex-
cept to say that they can vary signifi-
cantly, depending upon the budget 
and length of a project. He did say 
that project studios have not present-
ed him with the pressure they have 
elsewhere, because his focus is more 
on the live space, an area lacking in 
most project studios. 

Despite the steady rates, expan-
sions have been taking place, particu-
larly among upper-echelon studios. 
Right Track Recording opened a third 
room recently and added an SSL 
9000J console to complement its 100-
input G Plus and Neve Capricorn. 
Owner Simon Andrews was reluctant 
to quote rates but did acknowledge 
that they have remained relatively sta-

tic in recent years. For him, growth is 
the only viable solution. "My theory of 
business is, if you stay still, that's the 
risk," he says. "You have to keep 
growing, or else you stagnate. The 
only difference between levels of stu-
dios is the number of dollars in-
volved. It's just as risky for a place 
with a couple of hundred thousand 
dollars as it is for one with several 
million. I'd go as far as to say there 
actually might be a bit less risk at the 
top studios because there'll always be 

I find myself 

forced to compete 

with people who 

claim they are 

holding their 

rates, and based 

on my experience, 

that's simply not 

the case with most 

studios in 

New York. 

Richie Kessler 

people w, ho want the highest level of 
facility." 

Right Track has been a center for 
rock and pop recording in New York, 
as have a few others, in a time when 
urban genres have become dominant 
in the city. Dave Amlen, owner of the 
recently expanded Sound on Sound, 
which recently added a second room 
and an SSL G Plus with Ultimation to 
its original Neve VR room, says New 
York has never been a rock town. 
"From the 1960s on, that's been in 
L.A. New York has always been jin-
gles and urban/dance and jazz," he 
says. "It's that diversity that's always 
helped New York." Amlen says his 
rates vary, from between $ 1,500 to 

$2,300 per day, depending upon the 
project and the level of technology re-
quired. "That was the question I 
asked myself before I expanded," he 
says. "Could I survive on the lower 
end of that rate scale if I had to until 
several leases are paid off at the end 
of this year? The answer was yes. But 
there's always negotiation going on. 
It's the nature of the business." 

Arnlen adds that the larger invest-
ments made by Right Track and Hit 
Factory, which built an entire new fa-
cility estimated at $20-plus million 
two years ago, bringing it to a total of 
nine studios and five mastering 
rooms, have had a rising-tide-lifts-all-
boats effect on New York. So Amlen 
counts himself in the optimist camp. 
"I think it's positive that they made 
that kind of financial commitment," 
he observes. " It attracts business to 
New York, and that helps everyone. 
You have to do that, because the 
upper-end studios need to show a 
world that's made up more and more 
of ADATs and DA-88s what a major-
league facility can do for them. Espe-
cially at a time when record company 
budgets are going down." 

Those lower budgets have abetted 
a resurgence of rock in New York, 
mainly among alternative artists, some 
of whom in the current radio market 
can quickly become successful main-
stream acts with commensurate bud-
gets. "Business here has been good 
because bands are back in style," says 
David Harrington, manager at Greene 
Street Recording, which recently in-
stalled Flying Faders on its new API 
Legacy board. (Its second room has 
an Amek APC-1000.) Day rates at 
Greene Street vary between $ 1,200 
and $2,200, depending upon technol-
ogy and budgets, and Harrington ac-
knowledged that the days of big 
record-company budgets are over and 
that negotiation is a daily occurrence. 
"Everyone wants a super deal now, 
and that impacts on technology deci-
sions," he says. "But you can offer a 
good live room like this, with these 
consoles, because the alternative acts 
are becoming more aware that, just 
because there's three ADATs on every 
corner, that doesn't mean that you get 
the same record." 

Live rooms are what Power Station 
has been based on, says founder and 
owner Tony Bongiovi. The facility has 
three studios, three MIDI rooms and a 
large A/V studio/stage. Bongiovi's ob-
servation on the health of New York's 
studio community is that it is "fair to 
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If you can't hear that 
Glitch before They do... 

..Your clients are going to 
Look at you Differently. 

The great horned owl is 
;xtrernely sensitive to sight and 
;ound. The feathers surrounding its 
;yes help to gather and 
oncentrate sound waves, its 
arge eyes and sensitive retinas 
tllow it to see in almost total 
iarkness. Highly evolved senses 
tre crucial to the owls very 
,urvival. 
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But we started selling API equalizers in 1971. 
Bryston power amplifiers in 1978, and Westlake 
BBSM monitors in 1983. 
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Sonic Solutions, now offering digital editing 
systems, NoNOISE®, SonicCinema, and 
MediaNet networking. 

This year, new products include the Apogee AD-
1000 20-bit A/D converter, Z-Systems' digital 
switchers, Genelec 1030A portable powered 
monitors, and the reintroduced SoundField 

microphones. 
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Equipment, support, and design services for profes-
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dio situation is for owners to place 
less emphasis on big-ticket items and 
spend more time and effort integrat-
ing sequencing-based technology into 
rooms. That, however, is but one per-
spective in a prism of suggestions that 
studios have to sort through in order 
to stay competitive, an irony that 
Maserati is willing to acknowledge. 
However, he adds, engineers and stu-
dios are all in the same boat when it 
comes to rates. "My rates are no high-
er now, in terms of real dollars, than 
they were ten years ago, and I think 
that's true of a lot of engineers these 
days," he says. 

Freelance jingle engineer Kevin 
Halpin works often at JSM, a music 
house-cum-studio with two rooms 
and three Synclavier suites. He's seen 
how personal recording technology is 
responsible for the closure of many 
major facilities in the past few years, a 
trend he says is continuing. "There's a 
whole new crop of people at adver-
tising agencies now, and they're real-
izing that they can go to even smaller 
places and get the same result," he 
says. "Music for commercials used to 
have to be all first-class and top-dol-
lar. That's not the case anymore." 

Like the producers, though, it's the 
album/music-oriented engineers who 
get romantic about New York. Fer-
nando Kral, whose engineering cred-
its include Joe Jackson, Talking Heads 
and Jane's Addiction, is increasingly 
finding work overseas—he was head-
ing for a session in Mexico when we 
spoke, asking about the water sup-
ply—but he'll take New York any-
time. "If it's 2 a.m. and I need a bagel 
or a guitar player, I get one," he says. 
"I need a piece of gear at midnight, I 
get it. No problem. You've got this 
whole Virtual Alley in the form of 
multimedia coming to New York. I'm 
getting about 15 percent of my work 
from that now. People lament about 
the studios going down, but that's just 
cyclical. The budgets are dropping, 
and so are rates, but the studios work 
around that. There may not be quite 
as many major artists working in New 
York right now as there used to be, 
but that's cyclical, too. It all comes 
around. There's no place like New 
York, man!" 

Dan Daley is Mix's East Coast editor. 
He lives in New York and Nashville. 
Pending approval of his Irish citizen-
ship application, he'll have one more 
city in which to get to know the bail 
bondsmen. 
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a glamorous and lucrative lifestyle. 
"Back in the heyday, disco and 
records for artists whose records were 
done by session players kept things 
going," he says. The change in tech-
nology has meant adaptation for the 
remaining players. Siegel estimates 
that he now spends about 30% of his 
sessions playing directly into hard 
disk systems like Pro Tools, more 
often than not in overdub rather than 
ensemble situations. And most of the 
sessions take place at either music 
houses or personal studios. "A lot of 
the session musicians who stayed in it 
became jingle writers and producers 
themselves," he says. 

THE PRODUCERS 

Those without vested interests in the 
capitalization of studios seem to wax 
most poetic about the less tangible 
things that are attractive about record-
ing in New York. Phil Ramone, for-
mer owner of A&R Recording Studios 
and producer of near-mythical pro-
portions (Billy Joel, Paul Simon, Frank 
Sinatra, among others, as if you need 
me to tell you that), still bases himself 
out of suburban New York to be 
close to both the studios and the vibe. 
"There's still a New York attitude," 
says Ramone. "The jingle world has 
cut up the session musician culture 
that used to thrive here. It's become a 
sort of billion-dollar cottage industry. 
But the musicians are still here, and in 
New York, you can get musicians like 
nowhere else." The studios, Ramone 
adds, are still led by a few great ones, 
but he agrees that it's harder for all of 
them to make money now. 

"The only thing compatible with 
making money is to have a good fix-
and-mix room," he says. "It's always 
been hard to get the real estate you 
need to have a great tracking room 
here. There are some, but New York is 
such a real estate-driven market that 
there haven't been many over the 
years. It either winds up being a 
garage with windows or a great hut 
expensive room." Ramone regularly 
uses the cream of the crop, including 
Hit Factory, Sony Studios, Right Track 
and Power Station. "What I'd like to 
see is the studios get together and deal 
with the city like the film industry 
does," Ramone says. "My dream was 
to build a residential sort of facility, 
where you could also stay and not pay 
$300 a night for a hotel room. But it's 
all cyclical. I don't see New York fad-
ing into the distance anytime soon." 
Tommy Musto is a paradigm for 

the younger, urban remixer/producer. 
He has his own studio, NCP, and his 
own custom label deal, Suburban 
Records, in addition to a career doing 
remixes for Blondie, Judy Cheeks, the 
Gap Band and others. He'll use com-
mercial facilities when he needs to go 

"And as long as they're selling 
records, the labels don't care. But in 
the end, New York is very urban, and 
urban doesn't need tracking rooms. 
And it's the [urban] producers who 
are getting the record deals. So I think 
the music will move to the personal 

A Worm in the Apple? 
One disquieting note has surfaced 
in New York. Despite the high 
profile of urban music genres in 
New York, it has been intimated 
that some studios have subtly but 
decidedly shifted their client bases 
away from rap artists over the past 
several years, citing unprofession-
al attitudes and poor payment 
records. As one studio manager 
put it, " It all too often turns into a 
40-person entourage and one guy 
with a drum machine. You wind 
up having to erase graffiti from 
the walls." 

Laura King, co-owner of Chung 
King Studios, which had become 
a nexus for much of the rap 
recorded in New York over the 
past decade, says she's heard of 
this attitude in tales told by clients. 
Chung King's original location on 
Centre Street, which will be 
phased out as the studio opens a 
new three-room location on Var-

ick Street, once seemed to en-
courage ad hoc graffiti as an inte-
rior design motif. Their forbear-
ance gained King and her brother 
John a rapport with what was 
back then a musical fringe and 
which has since become a multi-
million-dollar industry. The mar-
ket has matured, says King, 
adding that Chung King has bal-
anced a consistent respect for rap 
artists with a policy of charging 
$250 for each incidence of graffiti. 
"They still sometimes do it, but 
they get charged for it," she says. 
"It's helped us maintain a very 
loyal client base of people with 
whom we share a lot of mutual 
respect. If the groups in the studio 
grow too large, we'll simply ask 
the artist or producer if they 
would send some of them home, 
and they do. It's not a relationship 
built on fear. Clients' encountering 
racist attitudes fat other facilities] 
has been implied to me. That's 
not tolerated here." 

beyond the capabilities of his Sound-
tracs console, and he has relationships 
with studios like Axis and Platinum Is-
land. But Musto's perspective is very 
much that of a kid from the projects 
(project studios, that is): "The state of 
recording studios in New York is kind 
of teetering on the edge. The technol-
ogy gets cheaper, and people get 
their own studios, and it's gotten to 
the point where you can hardly tell 
where a record was done, whether it 
was a commercial or a project studio, 
the results are so good. Some studios 
are starting their own labels, using the 
equipment to generate more income. 
I think that's smart. But what's be-
coming more typical of New York, in 
our case, our label came before the 
studio did." Musto adds that he sees 
some urban acts moving toward more 
expensive commercial facilities after 
the money starts rolling in. " But they 
get big budgets, and frankly, they start 
wasting money in the studio," he says. 

studios. I'm looking now for a digital-
ly controlled console. I think the thing 
to be is as self-sufficient as possible." 

ENGINEERS 

Tony Maserati does a lot of dance 
remixes for acts including Mary J 
Blige and David Bowie. He's also 
gone further than anyone before him 
in attempting to organize engineers in 
New York. The year-old Allied Pool 
Corp. has maintained about a dozen 
members since its inception and went 
online earlier this year. "It was very 
difficult to organize them," recalls 
Maserati. It's not a group of people 
used to exchanging information, 
mainly because it's become so com-
petitive out there. You tend to make 
friends among the staff of a studio 
where you work a lot, and that makes 
you tend to think of other studios as 
enemies. And I think sometimes some 
studio owners like it that way." 

Maserati's prescription for the stu-
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NETWORKS 
GOING STRONG, 
GOING DIGITAL 

There was a time, more than 30 years 
ago, when you could flip on the televi-
sion and, whatever show you were 
watching, chances were that it was 
produced in New York City. The 
Tonight Show, The Hone_yinooners, I 
Love Lucy and The $64,000 Question, 
to name just a few, were all made here. 
Today, much television production has 
long since moved to the carpeted bun-
galows and sprawling soundstages of 
Los Angeles, but the network news 
broadcasts and magazines, many pop-
ular day-time talk shows and soap op-
eras, a host of cable TV shows, and of 
course, late-night talk shows starring 
guys named Dave and Conan all still 
proudly call New York home. 

Perhaps it's because, like most New 
Yorkers, the producers of these shows 
have an intrinsic desire to be the first to 
know what's going on, what's so funny 

and who's been misbehaving. A more 
likely explanation is that the Big Apple 
refuses to relinquish its grip on informa-
tion-gathering; at the same time, pro-
duction centers for cable channels like 
HBO, MTV, and Comedy Central con-
tinue to grow. Consequently, network 
and cable television production and its 
audio operations are thriving, according 
to many audio engineers working in 
area studios. The number of New York-
produced shows has remained steady 
over the past few years, and as more 
viewers and TV manufacturers upgrade 
from matchbox speakers to stereo and 
home theater speaker systems, New 
York's television broadcast studios are 
making major facility upgrades, combin-
ing state-of-the-art analog and digital 
gear in order to provide ever better 
broadcast audio. 

The biggest technological change in 
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Today's ever improving audio standards, and increasingly 
technical and creative acoustic applications, require preci-

sion realtime acoustic measurements and documentation 

more than ever before. 

Whether your application is home theater, cinema, 

church, or stadium installations, the pcRTA has powerful 
features and solutions for you. 

he pcRTA gives you affordable laboratory preci-

sion and quality with all the power and features of a 

PC-based system. Offering 4-mic multiplexing, the 

pcRTA makes surround sound alignment and spatial 

averaging a snap. Moreover it provides built-in align-

ment curves for NC, SMPTE X/N, and more. 

Complete with ANSI filters A,B,C,D,E and a host of 
other features to numerous to mention! 

PAC3 - The Portable Solution If your measurement 
requirements demand portability, we've got the answer. The PAC3 

provides a serial interface to laptop or other computers: and more 

Call Today for a free 

Demo Disk! 

Tel: (503) 620-3044 

LinearX Systems Inc 

7556 SW Bridgeport Rd 

Portland, OR 97224 USA 

TEL: (503) 620-3044 / FAX: ( 503) 598-9258 

BBS: (503) 598-9326 / Internet: info@linearx.com 
01995 Product and Trademark names are the property of their respective owners LINEAKX 

International Dealers Agentina:Interface SRL (54-1)741-1389/ Australla:ME Technologies 61(0)65-50-2254/ AustrIa:Audiomax 49(0)71-31-162225/ BelgiumBelram 
32(0)2-736-50-00/ BrazILSDS Equipamentos 55(0)11-887-7597/ Canada:Gerraudio 416-696-2779/ ChIna:HiVi Research (852)2-556-9619/ Denmark,FInland:A&T 

Ljudproduktion 46(0)8-623-08-70/ France:Belram 32(0)2-736-50-00/ Germany:Audiomax 49-71-31-162225/ Indonesia:Ken's Audio 62(0)21039-5806/ Italy:Outline snc 
39-30-3581341/ Korea: Sammi Sound:82(02)463-0394/ Luxembourg:Belram 32(0)2-736-50-00/ Malaysla:AUVI 65-283-2544/ New Zealand:ME Technologies 61-65-50-

2254 Nonvay:A&T Ljudproduktion 46(0)8-623-08-70/ PhIllIpines:Dai-lchi Denshl (63)2631-6980/ Poland:Inter-Americom 48(22)43-23-34/ Singapore: AUVI 65-283-
2544 Spain:Audio Stage Design 34(94)620-27-47/ Sweden:A&T Ljudproduction 46(0)8-623-08-70/ Switzerland:Good Vibes Ltd. 41-56-82-5020/ Talwan:Gestion Taycan 
Intl 886-2-562-3883/ Thalland:AUVI 65-283-2544/ The Netherlands:Duran Audio 31-41-80-15583/ UK(England):Munro Assoc 44(0)171-403-3808. 
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Pure Class A • Music Recording Systems 

R4 - Remote Control 
Remote control for M4 preamplifier 

Al> Variable gain in accurate 2dB steps 
Ale Microphone phase reverse switch 
Al> VU metering of preamp output 
0" 4,000 ft remote cable length 
e` Two stage peak signal LEDs 
US$ List 379." 

HIGH-END OUTBOARD 
PREAMPLIFIERS 

COMPRESSORS 

EQUALIZERS 

MASTERING EQ 

U5 - Class A Direct Box 
• 100% discrete warm Class A mode 
a> Variable gain preamp to + 30dB 
•-• Dual mic and line level outputs 
1- Unique six-tone bank selections 

bass guitar and keyboards. 
acoustic 8e electric guitars. 

le. High Z input impedance 
eo. Very low noise -96dB 
41> High cut switch eliminates noise 
• DC coupled balanced 600 ohm output 

Speaker input to 400 watts 
0- Personal headphone monitor 
e> Signal present status LED 
• Active to thru selection 
e- Internal AC toroidal power supply 

with discrete class A regulators 
ie> Twin channel rack mount kit available 
US$ List 679." 

SONIC 
ç 

EVIA 
SYSTEMS 

Tel: (818)557-7605 

11 M4 - Pure Class A 
Microphone Preamplifier 

a,- 100% discrete pure Class A Cascade FET, 
DC coupled high current output stages 

410- Inputs for dynamic, 48v condenser and B8e1( 
4000 series high voltage microphones 
High impedance instrument and DI input 

0- Remote control i/o port ( for use with R4 ) 
Transformer microphone input ( except BeeK ) 

• Low noise, +30dB output into 600 ohms 
Variable high pass low order filter 20-200Hz 

0- Input signal polarity ( phase) reverse 
• -20 dB input pad for high levels 
0- Sealed relays for all gain and signal switching 
0- Large illuminated analog VU meter 
0.- Twin stage signal peak LEDs 
e- International external toroidal power supply 
le. Class A discrete power regulators 
ee> Optional B&K 130v phantom high voltage card 

Nineteen inch rack mount adapter available 
US$ List 1,790." 

111,11 Vl.” - 1.1LINA I-1,1 1,11,1, 
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U5 - Pure Class A 
HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT BOX 

EXCELLENCE 
Factory 

AYA GI -1 
PO Box 5976, San Clemente, CA 92673 USA 

Tel: (714) 492-2000 • Fax: (714) 492-4284 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



the past few years has, of course, been wider acceptance 
of digital audio. Almost every NYC broadcast studio is 
using digital audio workstations to edit and clean up 
voice-overs and music tracks, and many are also using 
Digicarts to track promotional spots. A few are even eval-
uating digital consoles to mix talent and audience feeds, 
prerecorded music, live bands and sound effects. 

CBS 
At CBS Broadcast Center, David Lazecko, director of stu-
dio operations, and his staff have been busy running 
audio and video production at the West 57th St. facility 
and at the Ed Sullivan Theater (home to you-know-who) 
a few blocks away on Broadway. 

"We do in-house projects like the CBS Evening News 
With Dan Rather, news magazines like 60 Minutes, all of 
Channel 2's [the local CBS affiliate] audio and video, as 
well as production for outside shows like As the World 
Turns for Proctor and Gamble, Geraldo for Tribune, and 
Politically Incorrect for HBO," Lazecko explains. 
A typical day finds Lazecko and his crew preparing an-

nouncer and promo tracks for the news and sports de-

partments, as well as for As the World Turns. Like many 
broadcast audio shops these days, CBS is recording pro-
mos on 360 Systems' Digicah, a hard disk-based recorder 
which has virtually replaced the 8-track NAB carts of the 
analog age. 

CBS has also taken a liking to another popular digital 
recording medium: CD-Rs. "As the World Turns has sev-
eral composers who write for the show," says Lazecko. 
"The musical director tells them what to compose, and 
they produce tracks of varying lengths on DAT, k-inch 
tape and cassette, which we then transfer onto CD-Rs. 
Then the music director tells us to take track two and put 
it here, track three and put it there. We don't do any edit-
ing because the composers have already mixed it to the 
proper length, so we just fly it in live with sound effects 
to videotape as the show is filmed." CD-Rs have also been 
used to preserve more than 5,000 analog carts in CBS's 
archives. 

For editing promo spots, Lazecko and company are 
currently using the AMS AudioFile system, though they 
are also evaluating the SSL Scenaria and Digidesign Pro 
Tools HI systems. Lazecko points out that the increased 
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At Furman, 
we want 
your sound 
to sizzle. 
Not your 
equipment. 
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How does a new Furman PRO power 
conditioner keep your equipment out of the 
frying pan? 

Simple. The PRO Series gives your equipment the 
industry's most comprehensive protection against damage 
from power problems. No other brand even comes close. 

All three Furman PROs are rated at 20 amps/2400 watts, 
more than enough capacity for your project studio or 
touring rig. And that's just the beginning. 

Every Furman PRO utilizes a 
unique combination of MONrs, 
gas discharge tubes, fast-blow 
fuses, high voltage inductors 
and capacitors and high-inrush 
magnetic circuit breakers. That 
means a Furman PRO can safely 
absorb and dissipate a 
whopping 11,000 amperes of 
spike/surge current in any 
mode, even from a nearby 

lightning strike. And a Furman PRO is unmatched at 
preventing noise from fluorescent lights and other electronic 
pollution from leaking into your music. 

Here's another Furman PRO 
Series exclusive you'll really like: 
Extreme Voltage Shutdown. Your 
PRO will not turn on if it senses 
abnormal mains voltages. If it's 
already on and detects that your 
voltage is too high or too low, the 
PRO shuts down power to its 
outlets, instantly. No damage to 
your equipment, no damage to 
your PRO. When the mains 

Only the PRO series uses all 
these protection components 

You always know your power and 
protection status before your 
equipment is switched on 

That's why 
the new 

Furman PRO Series 
gives you the 
absolute best 
protection from 
power problems 

you can get. 

voltages return to normal, the PRO instantly restores 
clean, conditioned power to your equipment. 

T
here's a new Furman PRO for every need: The PL-PRO 
(top) features an AC voltmeter with flashing alerts for 
marginally high or low voltages, and new precision-

machined, dimmer-controlled rack lights that automatically 
switch off when either light tube is pushed in. The PM-PRO 
(left) is for applications where lights aren't needed — it 
adds an RMS-reading AC ammeter along with the voltmeter. 
The PS-PRO (right) applies and removes power from its 
outlet groups in a variable timed sequence, and alerts you 
to wiring faults with neon indicators. 

All Furman PRO models provide LEDs to indicate 
Protection OK, Ground OK and Extreme Voltage Shutdown, 
widely-spaced rear outlets for "wall warts," and a 10 foot 
long, heavy duty, 12 gauge cord. 

If you require PRO level power conditioning for more 
than one 20-amp circuit, ask for our data sheet on the new 
Furman PowerPort Remote AC Controller. Any number of 
PowerPorts can be easily networked for control and 
monitoring from multiple locations. 

Your sound should sizzle. Not your equipment. Call or 
write us today — we'll send you a free color catalog. 

NUMBER ONE IN POWER CONDITIONING! 
Furman Sound, Inc. 

30 Rich Street • Greenbrae, CA 94904 USA 
Phone: (415) 927-1225 • Fax: (415) 927-4548 

Furman products are mode in the 
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demand for such equipment is driven 
by the financial aspects of nonlinear 
editing: lower cost, as well as in-
creased speed and reliability. 

But Lazecko's chief focus these 
days is on the construction of a full-
blown, audio post-production center. 
"Our ultimate goal is to have three 
complete rooms. One will be a room 
that will allow us to do transfers onto 
Digicarts and CD-Rs. Another room 
will be a big audio post suite that we 
envision doing audio for large news-
and sports-type programming, and a 
third, smaller room will be for record-
ing announcer tracks, voice-overs and 
sonic clean-ups." 

Lazecko and his staff are designing 
the entire facility and hope to have 
the voice-over room and dub rooms 
open by the end of this year. Once 
the studios are up and running, they 
will be marketed to New York-based 
television production companies. 

"The idea is to bring in the people 
who we already do full-blown video 
production for," says Lazecko. "Right 
now, our outside clients have to bring 
their audio tapes somewhere else to 
get worked on. We are going to 
change that." 

NBC 

Studio refurbishments are also under-
way at "30 Rock," the Rockefeller 
Center home of shows like NBC 
Nightly News, Dateline NBC, Saturday 
Night Live, and Late Night With Conan 
O'Brien. NBC is building four new 
audio and video production suites in-
tended for use during next year's 
summer Olympics. Among the equip-
ment being evaluated are several 
digital consoles, including the SSL 
Axiom, the Neve Capricorn, Zaxcom's 
DMX-1000, as well as Sony and Stud-
er consoles. 
On the entertainment side, Project 

Engineer Jim Starzynski and his crew 
have been tracking and remixing sev-
eral shows using a wide array of high-
end digital and analog gear. "The most 
complicated show is SNL because of 
the magnitude of the production," says 
Starzynski. "Right now, we're working 
with a separate sound effects room, a 
tracking room, a music-mixing room, 
a music playback area and a main 
production room, which we call 'the 
funnel' because it mixes the main 
booms and RF mics and accepts sig-
nals from all the other consoles." 

As Starzynski describes it, every-
thing for SIVL is recorded discretely to 
a Sony 3348 and 3324 from the live 

Workstations?  

Akai 

Digidesign 

Fostex 

Roland 

Sadie 

Studer 
Dale Pro Audio? 

Yeah, DALE Pro Audio 

Dale Pro Audio 7 East 20th St, NY, NY 10003 

(212) 475-1124 FAX (212) 475-1963 

(SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE Mt.( 

SONY?  

PCM-3348 
PCM-3324S 
PCM-7030 
PCM-9000 

Sony's Dealer Of The Year 94-95 
Dale Pro Audio? 

Yeah, DALE Pro Audio 

Dale Pro Audio 7 East 20th St, NY, NY 10003 
(212) 475-1124 FAX (212) 475-1963 
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The Red Hot Chili Peppers 

The performance. 

Why do top performers 
demand Audixe0M-Series Mics? 

Bruce Springsteen 

Performance is uverything. And our Audis 0M-3 , 
\ I )\ I 7 are the best performing mics... 

at any price. 

Leading technology. Our exclusive VLM (Very Low 
Mass) diaphragm is made of a remarkably strong, yet 

thin and lightweight composite Mylar®. Its lightness 

allows phenomenal response and quick reaction to 

acoustic impulses. The results are unmatched levels of 

resolution, rejection and gain before feedback. 

To qualit .\ udix makes the highest quality mics in the 
industry. From our rugged, electronically applied 

"e-coat" finish, to our durable, gold XLR connector, and 

high-tech, precision tooling—every element of every 

OM-Series mie meets the most demanding performance 

standards. It's why we can offer a lifetime warranty 

on OM-Series parts. 

The 0M-5 

But don't just take our word. Go ahead. Shop around. 
I ,00k tor a mu: as good as the 0M-r, 0M-r or 

0M-r. You'll be comparing them to mics costing 

much more. And frankly, no matter how much you 

,pend, you won't find a better mie... just ask the pros! 

Ask your dealer to demo the Audis 0M-r, 0M-5" 

and 0M-7-. You won't be disappointed. 

You can write to us at: 

AUDIX, 29103 SW Kinsman Road, 

Wilsonville, OR 97070; fax us at (714) 588-8172; 

or just call 1-800-966-8261 

Don't huy a mic without trying an Audix. 

AUDIX. 
Audix Corporation, 1995. MI rights reserved. Audix, the Audix 

logo, 0h43, 0M5 and 0M7 are trademarks of Audix Corporation. 
Othe' trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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show. The show is then remixed on 
an SSL 4096 with Ultimation for an en-
core broadcast. Sweetening in the 
remix includes some remixing of dia-
log, sound effects and music, and 
some noise reduction and some 
EQ'ing effected with Pro Tools II. 

SNL's sound effects room, like that 
used for Conan, is equipped with a 
22-channel BMX Pacific Recorder 
console. "The primary purpose of 
these rooms, which are hard-wired 
into the stereo inputs of the main pro-
duction consoles, is to play back 
sound effects insertions live to the 
main control room for tape or broad-
cast," Starzynski says. 

ABC 
Fifteen blocks uptown at ABC, Dick 
Mulliner, general manager of post-
production, broadcast operations and 
engineering, supervises audio mixing, 
sweetening and sound effects for 
shows like ABC Nightly News With 
Peter Jennings, Prime Time Live and 
All My Children. 

"We have two 48-channel tracking 
and mixing rooms that are complete-
ly floating," says Mulliner. "Each r(x)m 
has a Neve VRP equipped with 
Massenburg Flying Fader automation 
with Total Recall, a 24-track analog 
Studer recorder and an Adams Smith 
2600 synchronizing unit. We also 
have at least a dozen Sony 750 DAT 
machines between both rooms, and 
access to D-2 video recorders." 

In addition, two sound effects 
rooms each house a 24-channel MX 
board and a 32-channel Sonic Solu-
tions system fitted with USP cards ( the 
department has a total of eight Sonic 
Solutions systems). 

Audio support takes on a variety of 
forms, depending on the show. For 
example, we do music-scoring for 
sporting events and promos," says 
Mulliner. "We'll transfer and cut the 
music to time, stretch it, master it and 
then mix it back to video. Essentially, 
the digital workstations take the audio 
feed from the original videotape. 
From there, the music, sound effects 
and narration are added, No-Noised' 
and De-Clicked.' Then the audio goes 
into the primary mixing rooms, out of 
the Neve boards and onto the D-2 
[videocassette master]. A sound 
archive is also made onto 24-track 
analog tape for encore broadcast 
remixes or, in the case of All My Chil-
dren, One Life to Live and Loving, for 
foreign distributors so that they can 
dub in their own language." 

DAT 8( MDM?  
Akai 

Alesis 

Fostex 

HHB 
Otani 

Panasonic 

Sony 
Tascam 

Dale Pro Audio? 

u 

Dale Pro Audio 7 East 20th St, NY, NY 10003 
(212) 475-1124 FAX (212) 475-1963 
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Consoles?  

Amek/TAC 
Mackie 

Midas 

Ramsa 
Sony 

Soundcraft 

Tascam 
Yamaha 

Dale Pro Audio? 

Yeah, DALE Pro Audio 

Dale Pro Audio 7 East 20th St, NY, NY 10003 

(212) 475-1124 FAX (212) 475-1963 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

by Mr. Bonzai 

z 1-IANS 
SCORING KING 

IMMER 
In a wide variety of blockbusters, 
Hans Zimmer has earned phenome-
nal success, taking him to the top 
rank of film composers. He scored 
last year's The Lion King, Disney's all-
time highest-grossing feature. The 
soundtrack is the most successful in 
the history of Walt Disney Records, 
with more than 12 million copies sold 
worldwide. This year's riveting Crim-
son Tide and the lighthearted Nine 
Months have elevated Zimmer's 
stature a few notches more. Earlier 
films such as Rainman, Backdrop, 
Thelma and Louise, Driving Miss 
Daisy. A League of Their Own and 
True Romance exhibit Zimmer's abil-
ity to deliver the music wherever the 
story takes him. 

German-born, Zimmer was edu-
cated in England, where he pio-
neered the use of synthesizers and 
their integration with traditional or-
chestra in film and television. He was 

also a member of The Buggles, best 
known for recording the worldwide 
hit "Video Killed the Radio Star," the 
first cut shown when MTV debuted." 

Today, Zimmer and his partner Jay 
Rifkin head up Media Ventures, a 
sparkling new L.A. studio complex 
that is home to a team of composers 
who are scoring big time throughout 
the entertainment industry. We met in 
Zimmer's personal music lab and 
munched some homemade natto-
maki, a form of sushi rolled with fer-
mented soybeans. 

Bonzai: So what do we have here at 
Media Ventures? 
Zimmer: We have two control rooms 
overlooking a studio, then we have 
my composition room, three Eu-
phonix consoles, plus six other writ-
ing rooms for our composing friends. 
We have six composers, and each has 
an assistant, and then the people who 

PHOTO ED COWER 
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PROJECT VIEW 

IT'S AES CONVENTION TIME AGAIN, AND 
WE AT MILLENNIA WISH TO RECOGNIZE 

AND THANK OUR CUSTOMERS. 

YOU'RE THE BEST! 

Telarc Records. Jack Renner (20 ch) 

Sony Classical, David Smith, "Our most 

neutral mic preamp." 

San Francisco Symphony, Jack Vad 

The Cleveland Orchestra, ( 16 ch) 

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra 

Los Angeles Philharmonic (40 channels) 

Bruce Swedien (Michael Jackson, etc.) 

Walter Becker, Steely Dan 

Bill Bottrell (Sheryl Crow, Toy Matinee) 

Shawn Murphy (Apollo 13, Braveheart, 

hundreds of other hit movies) 

Bob Clearmountain, Personal Studio 

Frank Serafine "Your preamp is brilliant!" 

David Hewitt (28 ch, ' 94 TEC Award) 

Chesky Records, David Chesky " It 

doesn't sound solid state." 

The Hollywood Bowl 

The San Francisco Opera 

Tuck and Patti (Epic Records) 

Michael Hedges, Personal Studio 

Bruce John Leek (Telarc, etc.) 

Paramount Pictures, Foley Stages 

Chad Wackerman, Personal Studio 

John Leventhal (Shawn Colvin) 

James Anderson, (Twice "Jazz 

Engineer of the Year") 

Tom Lazarus, Classic Sound, NYC 

Celine Dion (Daniel Baron) 

Sarah McLachlan, Live rack 

John Cuniberti (Joe Satriani, etc.) 

Koch International Records 

Mike Pinder (Moody Blues, etc.) 

Ed Mann (Frank Zappa, etc.) 

Klavier Records. LA 

Joseph Magee Audio Engineering 

Bob Fernandez ( 100's of hit movies) 

NHK, Japan Broadcasting Co. 

The Audio Department, NYC 

Sunset Sound, LA 

Muscle Shoales Recording, Alabama 

Triarios Studios, Moscow 

Pauler Acoustics, Germany 

The Time Machine, Vermont 

Gary Baldassari (Disney Scoring, FOX) 

National Geographic Film Stages 

Sound One, NY (Lgst ADR in NYC) 

The Three Tenors in LA, Decca ( 16 ch) 

Streisand NY Concert live CD ( 14 ch) 

Forrest Gump Soundtrack (D. Sands) 

Dreamhire Rentals (NYC and Nashville) 

The Toy Specialists Rentals (NYC) 

Design FX Rentals (LA) 

Stephen Jarvis Rentals (San Francisco) 

And to the hundreds ofother top engineers, producers, and artists who have 
made Millennia Media microphone preamplifiers a recognized standard in 
musically accurate recording. Stay tuned in 1996 as we begin shipping the 
20-bit ND preamp plug-in module and our new high purity Mixing Suite. 

MILLENNIA MEDIA, INC. SACRAMENTO 
T 916-363-1096 F 916-363-9506 

true "word-of-mouth" approach. "No 
brochures, no listings, just equipment 
lists and reels;' Mann says. "It's a di-
rect-contact business at this level." 

Audio Paint's Piazza is taking it a 
bit further. While he relies primarily 
on word of mouth, he is also prepar-
ing a CD-ROM whose interactive na-
ture—i.e., audio clips and pictures— 
he believes will attract advertising 
agencies. And he did it in true sub-
culture fashion: He swapped audio 
work for help from a programming 

I'm not afraid to put 
something on the credit 

card as long as there's 

a project coming in soon 

that will cover it. 

—Frank Piazza 

friend who will do the authoring. 
Finally, a word about billing. At a 

time when most project studios are 
billing clients on word processor-
composed invoices, Foote uses a 
software package called "Mind Your 
Own Business," marketed by Best! 
Ware. "As the business expands, you 
wind up needing a lot of the same 
tools that other businesses use," he 
says. Piazza, who does his billings on 
word-processor invoices, counters 
that his system works just fine and 
that the size of his client base doesn't 
warrant anything more sophisticated 
than that. "But as the business ex-
pands, I expect I'll look into other 
options," he says. 

So business matters are beginning 
to matter more in the projects, which 
means project studio owners are 
now adding green eyeshades to the 
collection of producer, engineer, 
composer, programmer and musician 
hats. If a professional audio manu-
facturer is casting about for yet an-
other product line that appeals to 
this niche, it might consider samplers 
that double as hat racks. 
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leged copyright infringements, which 
are not uncommon occurrences in the 
industry. "The project studio is really 
focused on content development," 
observes Foote. " It's not the services 
or the technology that counts in this 
situation; it's the content. And there's 
a lot of liability built into music com-
position, to the point where a lot of 
our clients require it now." The in-
surance premium for the coverage is 
based on a sliding scale determined 
by the studio's annual billings. " It's 
relatively expensive, but it still costs 
less than insuring a couple of cars in 
Manhattan," he says wryly. 

BUDGETING 

Lommerdal studios are under more 
severe budget pressures than project 
studios. They have to try to maintain 
as close to state-of-the-art technolo-
gy as revenues allow, while at the 
same time accommodating technolo-
gy trends that are both client-driven 
and imposed by the flavor-of-the-
month mindset. 

Project studios, on the other hand, 
have fewer fashion constraints when 
it comes to purchases, but they also 
have less capital leeway. The result is 
a fiscal conservativism that would 
warm the hearts of Republicans in 
Congress. Richard Chisum, of Chisum 
Music in Murfreesboro, Tenn., does 
primarily audio post-production for 
industrials and jingles. He simply 
makes out a wish list and then waits 
for larger projects to finance them. 

Even so, as Foote points out, the 
choices usually remain those of the 
studio owner. "The equipment pur-
chasing decisions have nothing to do 
with the allure of the technology to 
the client," he says. "Our clients are 
more interested in the content than 
how we achieved it." Marc Mann, 
who owns Music Production Servic-
es in Burbank, Calif., is pleased with 
his eclectic collection of an API con-
sole, DA-88 and ADATs, Pro Tools 
and an old MCI JH-24 analog 2-inch 
deck. "I go for hang-for-the-buck," he 
says. "The name of the game is to 
keep overhead down, and you do 
that by paying cash and not taking 
out leases on equipment. I know a 
lot of people who've gotten bit by 
the studio bug and turn to leasing to 
get more and more equipment, and 
it can turn into a vicious cycle." It can 
also turn a project studio commercial 
before the operator realizes it, as 
more and more revenue is needed to 
support purchases and the studio is 

ville. He uses a percentage of re-
cording and production fee revenues 
to finance equipment purchases or 
upgrades. He also bills production 
and studio time separately, which 
helps him establish the studio as a 
stand-alone entity, which in turn 
helps him book it out when he's not 
in town. "That helps with the over-
head," he says, "and it allows me 
to have an individual identity as a 
producer." 

ADVERTISING 

'Ibis is a real short category: There is 
virtually no advertising among proj-
ect studios other than the tried-and-

increasingly rented out to help de-
fray the expenses. But more often, 
Mann says, the entire project studio 
can go down the drain. 

Piazza budgets $250 per month 
for repairs and miscellaneous pur-
chases. However, he adds, "I'm not 
afraid to put something on the cred-
it card as long as there's a project 
coming in soon that will cover it. I 
recently bought a third ADAT, based 
on a project I knew would provide 
the extra revenue to cover it." 

Cliff Downes does mainly Christ-
ian music recording from his Amek 
Matchless/Otari MTR-90-equipped 
project studio, North Beach, in Nash-
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PROJECT VIEW 

by Dan Daley 

PROJECTS 
GET Dow-
To BUSINESS 
ou tend to treat your third or fourth 
car a lot more tenderly and consci-
entiously than your first one. It was 
all right to have a beer can or two 
rolling around under the seat when 
you first started out, but as you got 
older, and the cars got more expen-
sive, things changed. 

The same applies to project stu-
dios. Owner/operators are thinking 
about things that many never had to 
consider before, from insurance to 
marketing to budgeting—the busi-
ness aspects of business—and they're 
addressing these issues in ways both 
surprising and expected. 

Take insurance. It was rarely a 
consideration for many I talked to a 
few years ago. A few would deal 
with their recording equipment as 
they did when they were musicians, 
listing items on a floater to their 
homeowners' or renters' policies, if 
they dealt with it at all. But insurance 
has become a significant issue lately. 
Frank Piazza, who owns Audio Paint 
in Manhattan, recently moved his 
project studio from his home to a 
space in a commercial building. The 
building's policy covers him for lia-
bility, but as most project people told 
me, liability is a low-priority consid-
eration for them because they rarely 
interact with clients in their own fa-
cilities. Piazza shopped for the low-
est-cost premium he could find that 
still gave him better-than-replace-
ment-cost coverage for his equip-
ment, which includes Alesis ADATs 
and a Mackie console. "The equip-
ment just depreciates so quickly at 
project studio price points that it 
makes sense to shop cost rather than 
comprehensive coverage," he ex-
plains. What he did find, though, was 

some difficulty locating a broker who 
understood his business. "She had 
trouble classifying me. I tried to ex-
plain that it was like office space, just 
audio office space. But you fall in be-
tween the categories of musician and 
full-blown recording studio:' 

Perhaps the most interesting in-
surance anecdote comes from Ray 
Foote, owner of Big Foote Produc-

project studio owner/ 

operators are thinking 

about things that many 

never had to consider 

before, from insurance 

to marketing to budgeting, 

and they're addressing 

these issues in ways both 

surprising and expected. 

tions, a music and scoring facility in 
Manhattan. Foote, who co-owns the 
Mackie/DA-88/DA-80-equipped stu-
dio with his brother Sherman, incor-
porated in order to limit their per-
sonal liability. But the pair also took 
out what's known as "errors and 
omissions" insurance. It covers po-
tential legal actions stemming from al-
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Although ABC's audio-for-television 
broadcast engineers primarily handle 
in-house projects, they occasionally do 
work for clients who already have a re-
lationship with the network. "The In-
dianapolis 500 Museum had us do a 
full Dolby Surround Sound mix for a 
laserdisc promoting the race," MuHiner 
recalls. "We prepared an audio high-
light of all the races throughout the 
years. Although almost all of the 
sounds had to be created from our 
sound effects department in order to 
re-create the feeling of being at the 
race, we mixed in some of the feeds 
from actual broadcasts." 

ALL DIGITAL STUDIO? 

With DAWs, Digicarts and digital 
video-editing systems like the Avid 
becoming everyday broadcast pro-
duction tools, and HDTV edging clos-
er to consumer reality, is the advent 
of the all-digital television production 
studio close at hand for New York's 
audio for television broadcast studios? 

"There's a good possibility that we 
may go to an all-digital plant," says 
NBC's Starzynski. "Right now, we're 
laying the groundwork, but the tran-
sition doesn't have to be that fast be-
cause we have a lot of state-of-the-art 
analog gear." 

ABC's Mulliner is also cautious. 
"There are two concerns when look-
ing at digital: What are the additional 
costs, and do these costs warrant what 
you receive in improved sound quali-
ty. The only additional things you get 
out of digital are an increased signal-
to-noise ratio and no print-through 
when it comes to long-term tape 
archiving. But to pay extra for a little 
more dB is not really worth it for TV." 

However, CBS's Lazecko says they 
will be looking at an all-digital video 
audio/video production system that 
encompasses a digital video switcher 
and an audio/video router. 

"The technology has gotten to the 
point where digital sound and pic-
ture are broadcast-quality to us, and 
it's economical because of the time 
and cost it saves. We don't have 
multigeneration tape loss anymore, 
so clients are more satisfied, and it's 
gotten to the point where we know 
that whatever goes in is going to 
come out." 

Evan Ambinder, who occasionally 
broadcasts for Mix magazine from 
New York, would like to thank 
Michael Descoteau for his help with 
this article. 
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run the studio, engineers, technicians. 
The whole thing is the '90s version of 
the hippie commune. It's a lonely job 
being a composer, so we all sort of 
club together. When I get stuck, it's 
nice wandering down the hall and 
seeing someone else being stuck. You 
feel you're not the only idiot. 
Bonzai: And this room is just for you? 
Zimmer Yes, this is my main writing 
room. I work in such a peculiar way 
because I don't like doing overdubs. 
Bonzai: Why is that? 
Zimmer: It's a hangover from the 
'70s. I always hated the way I made 
things sound in the '70s—we'd get 
the bass drum up and EQ it to shit, 
and then we'd get the snare drum up 
and EQ it to shit. By the end of it, 
you'd have this track with all these 
dysfunctional elements. Now I just 
write with pretty much the faders in a 
straight line, and if I need something 
to be a little brighter, I write another 
line in a higher inversion. On this Eu-
phonix fright now] I can see the EQ 
being switched on three channels out 
of 96. I'm forever trying to make it 
sound as human as possible. 

Of course, I overdub in the se-
quencer all the time, but by the point 
it gets onto tape it should be in a 
straight line, all the volumes are writ-
ten into the sequencer, etc., which is 
a great advantage when you go to 
mix. You put all the faders in a 
straight line, and you know that's 
how you liked it when you last left it. 
You don't go chasing that ephemeral 
quality—the magic of the demo. I've 
lost that so many times. There's so 
much equipment in here because I 
don't ever want to run out of voices. 
I never want to run out of polypho-
ny. And then there's all the old gear. 
Bonzai: I don't think I've ever seen 
so many knobs in one room... 
Zimmer: Yes, this is pretty stupid, 
pretty outrageous. Over there is a real 
Moog, modular, but a very up-to-date 
one. Kevin Lightner, a technician 
friend of mine, literally replaced 
every part, every jack socket, so it's 
like new. 
Bonzai: Are there new pieces of 
equipment you like? 
Zimmer: Yeah, sure. I like these 
DMC1000s, and I love the Euphonix. 
The DMC1000 is a crazy story. It's an 
older Yamaha digital mixer. I run 20 
Roland samplers in here, and they are 
my orchestra. I went to London and 
sampled the London Symphony Or-
chestra, and we thought, this will be 
easy; this'll fit into eight samplers. Well, 

it doesn't fit into eight samplers. It fits 
into 20. And then we were listening to 
them and we suddenly noticed that 
the stereo image of the samplers had 
sort of narrowed considerably in the 
top end—something terrible had hap-
pened in the top end and the phase of 
the whole thing. A little project of 
sampling turned into this situation 
where we had to have sample rate 
converters built so that we could go 
into digital mixers, so that the whole 
fake orchestra could stay in the digital 
domain all the way through. 
Bonzai: How many instruments were 
there? 
Zimmer: A Beethoven-size orches-

tra. Three days of recording—I want-
ed to capture them quickly. 
Bonzai: Did you sample individual 
instruments? 
Zimmer: Individual instruments and 
sections. For instance, I would have 
the 32 violins play in unison, differ-
ent intensities. 
Bonzai: Did you have them play any 
weird stuff? 
Zinuner: No, I want to do the weird 
stuff. I can't get on with all these al-
gorithmic composition programs. I 
want to do my own weird shit. And I 
never use the fake orchestra by itself. 
It's always a tool to inspire me. I think 
it was Verdi who every time he wrote 
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a few bars would get an orchestra in 
just to hear it and go, "No, this is 
crap." I work in the same way. I find 
it very inspiring to have really good 
sounds. My background is as a synth 
programmer, not as a composer. 

The other thing is that it's fun 
playing with all the toys. This Waldorf 
Wave thing over here—if I had to 
buy only one synthesizer, I think that 
would be it. It's fantastic. 
Bonzai: Is it new? 
Zimmer: It's not only new, but they 
don't sell it here. It's made in Ger-
many—sort of a mixture between ana-
log and digital. It's really well-thought-
out and it sounds incredibly delicate, 
but it can sound like a monster. 
Bonzai: You still work with live mu-
sicians, don't you? 
Zimmer: All the time. The thing I'm 
mixing right now—there isn't a synth 
in sight. It's a rhythm section, four 
guitars, dobro, slide guitars, banjo, 
and one violin is the string section. 
It's for the Julia Roberts film called 
Something to Talk About. 
Bonzai: Let's talk about some of your 
recent successful films—but all of 
your films seem to be successful. 
Zimmer: That's because if you have 
a flop nobody knows about it. It just 
seems like that. 
Bonzai: I just saw Crimson Tide at 
the Cinerama Dome in Hollywood... 
Zimmer: Great—the only place to 
see it. 
Bonzai: Sounded tremendous... 
Zimmer: Not a little loud in places? 
See, I'm the one who always goes into 
the dub and says "Turn that bloody 
music down." By the time I'm finished 
with it, I'm sort of bored with it. 
Bonzai: What was the big challenge 
on Crimson Tide? 
Zimmer Trying to do an action pic-
ture and not making it like an action 
picture. Not going over the old 
ground that other people have done. 
That's the idea of the choirs, the idea 
of becoming very still without virtu-
ally any movement. And I was forev-
er trying to create this muddled un-
derwater sound. There are very few 
hard edges in the soundtrack of 
Crimson Tide. Everything seems to be 
muffled; nothing really seems to go 
above G, above Middle C. I was pur-
posely trying to have the weight of 
the ocean above me. 
Bonzai: In studying the score, I no-
ticed at one point you took a big 
note and slowly bent it down. You've 
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got this heavy percussion, and then 
the sound goes down...what is that 
called? 
Zinuner: Pitch bend? I don't know. I 
had two weeks of piano lessons, so 
don't ask about musical terms. 
Bonzai: It just seemed like we were 
diving underwater. 
Zinuner: Exactly. I was trying to cre-
ate that. And having the choir sing 
very muffled. I never wanted them to 
enunciate their words properly. It al-
ways sounded like there was a 
screen in front of them. 
Bonzai: There's a lot of music in the 
film, isn't there? 
Zimmer: We never added it up, but 
when we originally spotted it, it was 
85 minutes, and I know we grew 
considerably beyond that. 
Bonzai: Was that your choice? 
Zimmer: Yes, funny enough, be-
cause I like the idea that you create a 
world for a movie, and you try not to 
leave that world. I found that as soon 
as I would start pulling the music out, 
our world became more shallow. We 

In film you need to 
find instant solutions, 

and you need to 

really listen to people. 

weren't underwater all the time. I was 
trying to be the exterior, very often. I 
was trying to keep you aware of the 
hugeness of the ocean outside. 
Bonzai: Do you spend a lot of time 
on the dubbing stage when things 
come together? 
Zimmer. No, on Crimson Tide I fin-
ished so late I left the morning after I 
was done. I have a problem with 
going to a dubbing stage anyway, be-
cause all I want to do is take the 
music out or make it quieter. 
Bonzai: How do you deal with all 
the sound effects in a film like that? 
Zimmer: I ask them to send me 
sound effects as soon as they do 
them. And I know the guys who do 
the sound effects, and they know 
what I do. Backdraft is the best ex-
ample of how it works. We spotted 
music and sound effects together, so 
everybody knew emotionally in the 
story where they were important. The 
sound effects guys didn't even bother 

to do the "whizzy" stuff when they 
knew I was going to make a big 
noise, and vice versa. We would talk 
on the phone. They would phone me 
up and say, "We've got this big sound, 
but it's in F Sharp. Do you mind?" I'd 
just ask them to send it over, and I'd 
be writing happily in F Sharp for a 
while. When we got to the dub stage, 
it was the easiest dub, because no-
body was fighting anybody. I kept 
sending them DATs of what I had 
done, which they would lay up 
against their effects. And they would 
send me videos with just their effects. 
And Crimson Tide was very similar. I 
said I'm not going to start writing until 

I have some of the room tones for the 
submarine in there on my videos, be-
cause I want to know what I'm writ-
ing around. Any other way is a blood-
bath on the dubbing stage. 

This room of mine is really over-
the-top when you look at it, but it's 
very functional. When I send a demo 
out, it sounds 90 percent there when 
compared to the real thing. 
Bonzai: How do you get such in-
credible presence in your scores? 
Zimmer: The bummer of being a 
composer is you sit in the bathtub in 
the morning, where I do most of my 
writing, and you hear things in your 
head. They sound far more 3D and far 
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more wonderful than they ever sound 
in the real world. In my job, every-
thing goes downhill. It sounds the best 
when it's in my head. Then I get an 
approximation into the sequencer. 
Then the orchestra plays it. And again 
it gets diluted by the time we mix it. 
And then it gets shoved onto the film, 
which isn't such a great medium any-
way. And then it ends up on televi-
sion. So, from the original conception 
it's one compromise after another. 
Bonzai: Do you enjoy pulling the 
emotional strings in the audience? Do 
you like to scare people? 
Zimmer: Oh, I love to scare people. 
I love to scare myself. I try to be very 
careful, though, because there's a Hol-
lywood way of scoring pictures I no-
tice more and more. Something hap-
pens, and as it happens the music will 
tell you everything that's happening. 
What I try to do most of the time is to 
have a reaction. I like to do a reaction 
to the scene as opposed to the music 
either signaling what is going to hap-
pen or simultaneously doing the same 
thing [as the scene]. I try to wait until 
the end of the cut and then do that 
other thing you can't describe in 
words or pictures, the emotional 
thing. I think that if you do it at the 
same time, it's like telling a joke twice. 
It's not as funny; it's meaningless. 
Bonzai: Why did you get involved in 
film? 
Zimmer: I can't think of anything 
else that's as close to magic. I'm to-
tally useless in the real world. I don't 
drive a car; I don't play tennis or any 
of those things. I read books, and I 
love films. My whole life takes place 
in some sort of imaginary place, and 
I worked bloody hard to never have 
to grow up. I don't come into the 
studio until 1 o'clock in the after-
noon simply because I know if I 
come in at 10 in the morning, all the 
phone calls are dealing with things I 
don't really want to deal with. I'm an 
extreme escapist. 
Bonzai: In your formative years, 
were there any particular film com-
posers who grabbed you? 
Zimmer: Yes, Ennio Morricone. I 
could rattle off a list, but if I'm really 
honest it's just Ennio. He's done some 
really bad things and he's done some 
really great things, and I love that he 
has the courage to do those bad 
things and let them stand. I never do 
that. Nothing leaves this room unless 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 352 
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SR780 two channel FFT spectrum analyzer 
All this power for only $9950 

102.4 kHz frequency range on both channels 

90 dB dynamic range (FFT mode) 

140 dB dynamic range (swept sine mode) 

102.4 kHz real-time bandwidth 

Display two different frequency spans 

Real-time ANSI standard octave analysis 
(1/1, 1/3, and 1/12 octave) 

Low distortion sine source (-90 dBc) plus 
two-tone, chirp, noise, burst and arbitrary 

2 Msample memory (8 M option) for time 
capture, waterfall plots, arbitrary source 

Postscript, PCX, GIF and HP-GL output 

Order tracking upgrade 

(U.S. list) 

You simply can't buy an FFT spectrum analyzer with 

more measurement capability than the SR7'80. 
At any price. 

If your application involves acoustics, audio research, 
control systems, vibration analysis, filler design or 
noise measurement, and you require a high perfor-
mance FFT network analyzer, take a closer look at 
the SR780. For more information, or to arrange a 
demo, call SRS at (408)744-9040. 

Power. Performance. Value. 

Stanford Research Systems 1290-D Reamwood Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 Tel: (408)744-9040 Fax: (408)744-9049 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

by Chris Patton 

GERALD LE VERT 
& TONY NICHOLAS 
NATURAL SOUL 

T  
en years and 160 songs later, Gerald 
Levert is still growing as a perform-
ing artist and producer. His second 
solo album,Groove On, was certified 
Gold less than two months after its 
release and is by far his most suc-
cessful yet. 

Levert, the son of original O'Jays 
member Eddie Levert, first made a 
name for himself in 1985 with the 
debut album of his first vocal group, 
LeVert. The release of Casanova in 
1987 brought his first of two Grammy 
nominations. Since then, he has sold 
millions of albums, including three 
certified Gold and one Platinum. 
With his songwriting and production 
partner Edwin "Tony" Nicholas, Lev-
ert has scored with 14 Number One 
singles and has composed and/or 
produced music for Anita Baker, The 
°jays, Stephanie Mills, James In-
gram, En Vogue, Teddy Pendergrass 
and The Winans. "Practice What You 
Preach," a song co-written and co-
produced by Levert, was recorded 
by the incomparable Barry White in 
1994 and became a mega-hit. Levert's 
first single from Groove On, "I'd Give 
Anything," teamed him up with 
another great producer/arranger, 
David Foster. 
Mix met up with Levert and 

Nicholas last spring, when they were 
shooting a video in Los Angeles for 
Levert's single "How Many Times:' 

I've heard it said by other song-
writer/producers that black music 
today has become soulless, mechan-
ical and slave to the latest technolo-
gy. What do you think? 
Levert: I do agree that the majority of 
R&B today has become soulless. 
There are people trying to keep it 
alive, and I think we're doing our 
part. What you have today is a lot of 

sampling, with nobody being cre-
ative, doing anything special or [writ-
ing] from the heart. I deal with emo-
tions, man. I'm not the kind of per-
son who can go to the studio and 
say, "I need 10 dB of this, and I need 
10 dB less of that." I don't think that 
way. Just turn it up or turn it down! 
[Laughs] I'm a feeling person. Most 
people are the same way. The aver-
age person doesn't care what kind of 
keyboard was used in a particular 
song or what studio gear was used in 
the recording. They ask themselves, 
"Do I like this song?" We've used dif-
ferent equipment and different stu-
dios at different times and got hits 
out of every one! 
Is this most recent album an attempt 
to recapture that "old school" R&B we 
were listening lo in the '60s and '70s? 

Levert (seated) 

and Nicholas 
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The Bryston 8B ST Pro 

8B ST Pro Amplifier, 5B ST Pro 

3 channel — 120 watt version is 

also available 

Bryston is pleased to announce our new 8B ST Pro four channel audio 

power amplifier. With today's studio demand for surround and multi-

channel mixing, the 8B ST Pro provides state-of-the-art performance with 

the unquestioned value and reliability that only a Bryston delivers. The 8B 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

Nicholas: In some songs, that might 
have been a conscious effort. There 
are other songs where we just wrote 
what sounded good to us, and that 
happened to be influenced by the old-
school sound we were familiar with. 
Levert: This album basically started 
out as being even more old-school 
than the final product. There were 
people who didn't feel excited about 
the album when we first approached 
them with the concept. Some people 
really didn't understand where we 
were coming from. There were many 
things we had to change to be more 
contemporary. Some of that stuff will 
be out soon, on somebody's record! 
[Laughs] 
Seeing how you had to spend so 
much time editing the album, was it 
hard to keep the feeling of continuity? 
Levert: It was real hard. I had never 
spent so much time making an 
album. I personally don't think you 
should spend too much time on 
songs. So many people spend too 
much time trying to make something 
out of nothing. There are people 
who will spend a year or two on 
three songs. Stevie Wonder took 
eight years to do his newest album. I 
mean, I love Stevie and all that, but 
eight years? Man, I can't fathom that! 
If the song doesn't strike a chord 
while you're creating it, then can it, 
like we do! [Laughs] 
Nicholas: And we do a lot! 
There are songwriters who have song 
"templates," a set of rules and style 
they follow during the writing process. 
Do you guys use a similar form? 
Nicholas: We don't do it that way. 
That's what keeps the records from 
sounding the same. That's why we 
were able to do so many songs with-
out anybody realizing we were the 
same guys that did this or the same 
guys that did that. 
Are there any favorite keyboard 
sounds or studio techniques that 
help your creative process? 
Nicholas: We don't get caught up 
with using particular sounds or stu-
dio techniques. I'll use an MPC60 
sometimes when I sequence. Some-
times I may use a Mac with Per-
former software if that's what's 
around. There are songs where I 
used a keyboard sequencer. I still 
have my MC500, and if that's the 
only thing around, I'll use that. What-
ever is there, we'll vibe on it, and we 
take that and make a song with it. I 

have three racks of gear at home, 
•and when I'm there, I can utilize 
those things. But there are plenty of 
songs Gerald and I have composed 
sitting in a hotel room with a key-
board and a drum machine. 
Have you used a programmer to 
help you get your sounds, since you 
spend so much of your creative en-
ergy on composing the song? 
Nicholas: I don't use a programmer. 
I do all of the stuff myself. I do my 
own sampling and patch writing. I 
can see the need for a programmer, 
but it's a luxury. For the most part, 
the things we do are too sponta-
neous for that. If Gerald gets an idea, 
we'll hook up a keyboard, he's ready 
to cut. It's not about getting a pro-
grammer who might find a better 
Rhodes or string patch. I'll take the 
string that's there and find the best 
way to place that patch so that it 
sounds good, with whatever minor 
modification that's needed. 

Ideal with emotions, man. 
I'm not the kind of person 

who can go to the studio 

and say, "I need 10 dB of this, 

and I need 10 dB less of that. 

I don't think that way. 

—Gerald Levert 

Do you guys like to go to the studio 
with the completed song idea? 
Nicholas: We have, but mostly we 
just vibe on each other real quick 
and get it down. First we'll lay a sam-
ple track, record the song and get it 
done, overdubs and all. It's funny, 
when I first started working with 
Gerald, that used to make me really 
nervous because I wasn't used to 
working like that. I was used to get-
ting everything down before I went 
to the studio. But now I can say that 
there are things we've done cre-
atively that could have only been 
done in the studio environment. 
What do you look for when choosing 
a studio for your productions? 
Nicholas: Remember, the outboard 
gear from a musical standpoint with 
us is secondary; the song is what's 
first. The gear that mostly matters to 

me in a studio is the mixing board. I 
think that sometimes we as musi-
cians get too caught up in the tech-
nical side of recording. For example, 
programming keyboards could be a 
full-time job—you could totally for-
get that the objective of creating the 
sound was to use it in a song. It's not 
a matter of a flop vs. million-seller if 
I were to use this piano sound in-
stead of that one. Of course, a lot of 
that is personal, because in R&B, I 
do understand that programmed 
sounds can make a big difference 
sometimes. 
Once the song gets to the studio, you 
feel that technology shouldn't be a 
means to an end. 
Levert: Yeah, too much production 
can make you lose a song. 
Since you feel good song production 
shouldn't be based on technology, 
what should a good producer be lis-
tening for? 
Levert: You have to take the record 
to the stage. If you produce a song 
with the thought of it being per-
formed onstage, you'll listen for 
more dynamics. There are certain 
"buttons" that you press that can 
make people do things! Take Baby-
face—all his songs build to a climax. 
That's also what Jimmy Jam and 
Terry Lewis are great at. That's what 
it takes to be a good producer: being 
a good performer. You see, all these 
guys have performed, they've been 
on the stage. They know what a 
crowd likes, they know where a 
crowd will respond in a show. There 
are groups out there with hit records, 
but when they perform, they ain't 
nothin'. That's mainly because the 
song didn't go anywhere to begin 
with. Everybody might be able to 
dance to it, but that's all. Take a 
Gamble & Huff song like [The 
O'Jays'] "Love Train," for instance— 
check out all the highs and lows in 
it. Walt [Williams] would start it off 
low, then my father would sing his 
part [he demonstrates]. It then goes 
to another level. Or in "For the Love 
of Money"—man, these songs live 
will get you! [Laughs] 
You worked with Barry White on the 
song "Practice What You Preach" on 
his last album. Many people feel that 
song put Barry White back on top. 
What was it like producing "The 
Maestro"? 
Levert: I think he had a hard time 
dealing with other people, because 
he has produced himself for such a 
long time, but I hope he liked the 
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DASH 
recording captures the musical moment for the digi-

tal age. In both its 48-track and 24-track configura-

tions, Sony 1/2-inch Digital Audio Stationary Head (DASH) 

recorders are the standard of excellence for recording 

studios, live recording and post production houses world-

wide. 11 The PCM-3348 defines today's high-end com-

mercial recording studio. It is the industry- leading digi-

tal 48-track audio recorder and is responsible for more 

top-selling music recordings than any other digital mult--

track. Grammy-award winning producer Phil Ramone 

calls it "the best musical tank known to man." It is 

acclaimed for its superb sound quality, flexible synchro-

nization capabilities, and an ever-widening range of 



"Sony's multitracks create an atmosphere where you can 

just let it all happen and have nothing get in the way. 

Everything I record sounds exactly the way it went in, no 

matter how long I work with the tape. The first time I ever 

used a 3348, I was addicted to it immediately. " 

Bob Clearmountain, Producer/Engineer 

professional user conveniences. U The PCM-3324S 24-

track has made DASH recording practical for a wide range 

of facilities including audio-for-video/film post studios. 

Compatible with all DASH machines, the 3324S features 9-pin RS-422 serial transport control, internal time-

code chase synchronization, and it allows sample accurate synchronization of up to three DASH recorders. 

The 3324S reflects Sony's continued commitment to the growth of DASH recording and it reflects Sony's exper-

tise as the professional audio recording leader. • Advanced home and project recording studios are "going 

digital" as well. Sony's new PCM-800 DTRS format multitrack is ideal for creative music producers, TV/radio 

broadcasters, post production facilities and sound designers. Utilizing a professional-grade Hi8 video trans-

port for quicker access and reliability, this cost-effective modular 8- track recorder includes standard AES/EBU 

digital I/O and XLR analog I/O connections. A superior new recording tool, the PCM-800 features functions 

such as precise auto punch in/out as well as optional external synchronization with SMPTE/EBU timecode. 
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TWO-TRACK 
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DAT 
is the professional two-track stan-

dard and Sony offers a DAT 

machine for every budget and every appli-

cation. Sony DAT machines have been wide-

ly accepted by recording engineers, broad-

casters and post production professionals. 

111 They are designed to work better, last 

longer and sound great. They also have the 

right features, particularly the dependable, 

precision 4 direct-drive motor DAT transport. Professional construc-

tion and measurably increased performance epitomize all Sony pro 

DAT machines — from the new DTC-A8 and PCM-2600 to the 

acclaimed PCM-7000 Series timecode editing decks. • Our new 

DTC-A8, PCM-2600 and PCM-2800 studio DAT recorders extend 

new possibilities of performance and sound quality to all profes-

sionals at a price they can all afford. With their fast and reliable 4-

motor tape transports, they are destined to become recording stu-
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dio favorites. These units also incorporate 20-bit A/Ds and fea-

ture Super Bit Mapping (SBM) processing which converts the 20-

bit signals to 16-bit signals with less quantization noise and high-

er sound resolution. II The compact TCD-Dl OPro II weighs less 

than 4.5 lbs and was built for remote recording with all the 

features a recordist needs in a portable DAT machine. II 

Timecode DAT is the most universal audio-for-video two-track for-

mat and Sony's PCM-7000 Series is the world timecode DAT 

leader. With 9-pin serial interface to virtually any video editor 

and synchronizer, it provides a "plug and play" solution. Sony's 

highly-evolved software enhancements assure the PCM-7000 

Series its preeminence as the most full-featured, flexible and cost-

effective timecode DAT solution. 

Professional studios demand orofessional 

features. Sony's new generation of DAT 

machines, like the PC/4.2600 (top), 

all feature SBM processing and a 

4 direct- drive motor tram port (below). 

THE PCM-E7700 Portable DATStation takes DAT editing every-

where. Combining a player and a recorder in a unique, 

ergonomic, laptop design, this innovative DAT editor automates two-

track editing functions including EDL management, auto-assemble edit-

ing, double speed editing and dubbing, real-time jog functions and 

RAW (Read-After-Write) confidence monitoring. Its expansive electro-

luminescent display makes all operations intuitive and easy to monitor. 
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OPTICAL 
recording is upon us and, once again, Sony 

leads the way. • This latest technol-

ogy wave is epitomized by Sony's PCM-9000 Master Disc 

magneto-optical (MO) two-track recorder, which has elevat-

ed the art of digital audio mastering from the 16-bit up to the 

20- and 24-bit domain. With the introduction of the PCM-

9000, mastering engineers are equipped with a new level of 

digital audio mastering resolution, along with several 

notable operational advantages — including random 

access, non-linear editing, and confidence monitoring. 

Utilizing single-sided MO discs with a data capacity of 1.3 

GBytes, engineers can master or record two channels of 20-

bit digital audio for up to 80 continuous minutes. Because of 

the format's new level of fidelity, this mastering recorder is also 

gaining acceptance for studio mixdown — prior to the CD mastering 

phase — or wherever the ultimate in sonic quality is required. "The 

PCM-9000 puts us on the threshold of new technologies that make a 

difference in the sonic character of our CDs from this point forward", 

says Producer/Engineer Frank Filipetti. U The PCM-9000 has also 

accelerated the move to magneto-optical disc-based editing systems 

Mini 
Disc 

Anywhere there's a need for quidc 

access to high-qualify audio, 

there's MiniDisc. 
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for CD pre-mastering. When interfaced with the new Sony DAE-D5000 digital audio editor, 

it delivers better sound and more control than ever before. The DAE-D5000's capabilities 

include non-linear editing, copy editing, and automated fader/crossfcrde/level controls. It also 
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delivers features like signal processing (i.e., EQ and dynamics), integral PQ generator, and Error Rate Reporting. 

Digital audio resolution of up to 24-bits can now be maintained at every step of the music editing process. 

MINIDISC 
is being discovered for varied applications in radio 8. TV broadcasting, live sound/theater, and 

business and industry. There are unlimited uses for this small, affordable digital audio format that 

allows up Fo 74 minutes of stereo digital audio storage, instant random access. easy editing, and limitless re-record-

ing. Radio stations, TV broadcasters and cable networks are rapidly adopting MiriDisc as the digital successor 

to the NAB cart. The Sony MiniDisc MDS-B3 Recorder and MDS-B4P Player have the features that broadcasters need 

for on-air applications, including random access, instant start and cueing functions for rapid playback, single cut or 

continuous playback modes, auto cue and End-of-Message function. MiniDisc is everywhere TV and post hous-

es use the ormat for fast production of sound effects and playback. Thecrer sound designers use MiniDisc for effects 

and house music playback. Airports, department stores and theme parks now play high quality digital audio ( music 

and public address) throughout their environments via this cost-effective, high-f delity, 2 /2-inch MO format. 



Sony is the world's leading manufacturer of digital audio recorders. 

Our engineers have been involved with virtually every professional 

audio format. The most prestigious facilities and creative users are our 

valued customers — as well as our partners in developing the record-

ing technologies and tools of today and tomorrow. 

For Sony Pro Audio Sales and Service, 
contact the Sony office nearest you. 
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way the song was produced. 
But the collaboration was very 

successful. 
Levert: Maybe so, but I see a lack of 
respect regarding the whole thing. 
It's cool. I'll let that go, but it sure 
makes me leery of collaborating with 
[another producer] again. Still, it's ob-
vious with the success of "Practice 
What You Preach" that our coming 
together was a great thing. 
What was his input in the production? 
Levert: Everybody participated in the 
production of the song. Barry added 
the string parts and some vocal lines 
for himself. Some [background] female 
vocals were also his idea. But the 
song was completed and recorded be-
fore we started production for him. 
Nicholas: We had presented the song 
to several artists before we present-
ed it to him. 
Levert: [Laughs] That's right! 
I've heard that you're involved in a 
new album by New Edition. 
Levert: Oh yeah. It's a song called 
"How Do You Like Your Love Sake 
It's a smash, mark my words. We 
sent them three songs we had writ-
ten. They picked "How Do You Like 
Your Love Sake." It came out great. 

We recorded here in L.A. 
Nicholas: It was another example of 
how we work. We had a couple of 
keyboards, came up with a vibe, 
sang on it, and there it was. 
Is there a favorite engineer you two 
have that can help get those ideas 
recorded in a manner in which you 

guys like to work? 
Nicholas: Mixing the songs matters, 
but cutting the tracks isn't that deep. 
You just get the song tracks record-
ed as clean as possible. An intern 

can do that. 
Levert: There is a guy we do use more 
than others, and his name is Ron 
Schaffer. He has a vibe with what we 
do and the sound-s we like. Mike Teis-
cher and Ron Schaffer have been 
hooking us up for the last few years. 
Gerald, as a producer yourself; was 
it strange to be produced on one cut 
of your new album by David Foster? 
Levert: No. When [former Warner 
Bros. executive] Doug Morris offered 
me the opportunity to work with 
David Foster on the song "I'd Do 
Anything," I jumped on it. To work 
with David Foster was a real plea-
sure. I really like him. He's a very 
good producer and person. 

If I agree to work with someone, 
then I'm there to work. It's like when 
I'm working with my dad. When he 
gets behind the mic and I'm the pro-
ducer on the session, I'm the produc-
er; he doesn't give me any problems. 
One thing that separates this album 
from the last are the "real" string 

arrangements. 
Levert: Dennis Williams composed 
and arranged all the strings. He has 
been my dad's music director since 
1974. It was interesting to be work-
ing with him, because I can remem-
ber going to The O'Jays' recording 
sessions at Philly International, and 
to be there again with some of the 
same guys who played on my fa-
ther's records was just a lot of fun. 
To hear live strings makes you never 
want to use a keyboard again! 
You mentioned the New Edition 
song you worked on—what other 
artists are you working with? 
Levert: Regina Belle is doing an album 
of Philly International songs. We're 
producing "Love TKO" and "The 
Whole Town Is Laughing at Me:' 
We're also doing cuts for Guess, Silk, 
4.0 and a duets album with my dad. 
Gerald, you mentioned to me earli-

NO MORE MOUSE MIXING 
Adjust faders ' plural' not just one at a time. 
The Niche Automation Station (AS) from 
RJMG is a MIDI fader box that gives real 
tactile mixing to computer based audio 
environments. 
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The exclusive Niche NuIITM technology keeps 
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e If Your Standards Demand the Ultimate in 

Real Time Quality, 
whether you need 10 or 10,000 cassettes a week, 

a KABA 4-Track Real Time & 
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Great Prices. 
Rave Reviews. 

Oktava! 

"The MK 012 is clean, 
quiet and, like all the 
Oktavas, remarkable value 
for money. The MK 219 is 
a legitimate and wonder-
ful vocal mic that stands 
up on its own merits and 
currently occupies the 
slot of mic bargain of the 
decade. If you have not 
heard it, you need to. It is 
stunning." 
—Zenon Schoepe 
Studio Sound, April 1995 

Oktava MK 219 and MK 012 high quality studio condenser microphones, 
manufactured in Russia and now available in the U.S. from Harris Allied. 

Select dealer inquiries are welcome. 

800-690-2828 Southern CA 800-622-0022 Nationwide 
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See us at AES 

Booth #1109 

01995 HARRIS CORP 

PRODUCER'S DESK 

er you were not a great keyboardist, 
yet without theory or training, 
you've recorded some pretty imagi-
native melodies. Where do you come 
up with these? 
Levert: I like to use a piano if there's 
one around. You get good melodies 
off the piano. If you write from the 
piano, you'll write melodies that peo-
ple can sing along with. I usually 
come up with the melodies of the 
songs, and Tony then comes up with 
the chords to that melody. He takes 
my ideas to the next level. Some-
times he comes up with something, 
and I just sing. We have a good 
working relationship. 
Nicholas: That's one place I feel to 
some extent theory can hamper you. 
The other day we were working on a 
song we wanted to do for the Isley 
Brothers. There was a chord progres-
sion that I was toying around with, 
and Gerald says, "That's nice." And I 
asked, "What's nice?" The chord pro-
gression was unorthodox from a the-
oretical point of view, and it really 
wouldn't have made it into a song of 
mine, but Gerald didn't look at it like 
that and heard a melody in it. We used 
it, and it turned out well. 
Does that also apply to production 
techniques? 
Levert: It's the same thing. I think 
what happens is that people get lazy. 
If they have had a level of success 
with a particular technique or sound, 
they'll keep wanting to use it. For us, 
we have to try different things. 
What can you impart to our readers 
that can help them write and chart 
160 songs? 
Nicholas: If you're a songwriter, you 
practice your craft every day by writ-
ing, and don't use your gear or lack 
thereof as an excuse. 
Levert: Whether in songwriting or 
producing, you have to have a good 
imagination. If you don't have imag-
ination, then you shouldn't be doing 
it. It's all a part of the creative 
process. If you can make someone 
understand what it is you are doing 
or saying, which is also part of selling 
a song, then you're onto something. 
This works especially well on collab-
orative efforts. 
Nicholas: Listen to him. He's made a 
believer too many times! [Laughs] 

Chris Patton is owner/operator of 
Ars Nova Productions, a MIDI pre-
production studio in Oakland, Calif. 
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by Larry Blake 

Two years after our first 

report, the competition heats 

up, with no winner in sight. 

efore the summer of 
1993, digital sound in movie the-
aters—at that time only represented 
by Dolby Stereo Digital—was still re-
served for showcase films, much like 
the 70mm mag format that 35mm 
digital was destined to replace. The 
past two years, however, have seen 
the birth and acceptance of two new 
formats, Digital Theater Systems 
(DTS) and Sony Dynamic Digital 
Sound (SDDS), along with the 
steady growth of Dolby's format, 
which is now formally called Dolby 
Digital. Today, virtually all major stu-
dio films have some form of a digit-
al release, if not two or three. This 
article will trace the progress of the 
three formats and take a peek at the 
growth of 5.1 discrete mixes in 
home video. (Editor's Note: For com-
plete background on the digital for-
mats, please see "Digital Sound in the 
Cinema: Opening Salvos in the For-
mat Wars," by Larry Blake in the No-
vember 1993 issue of Mix. Also see 
the "Sound for Film" column on page 
132 of this issue for some of the au-
thor's comments on the future of 

sound in theaters.) 
One of the buzz-phrases in film 

sound these days is " 5.1," which is 
used to describe a film format with 
five full-range (left, center, right, left-
surround, right surround) channels 
and one low-frequency enchance-
ment track requiring approximately 
one-tenth of the bandwidth afforded 
a full-range 20-20k Hz track. (The 
term "5.1" originally was used in a 
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1987 SMPTE subcommittee report 
defining optimum digital release for-
mats for HDTV.) 

Although the 5.1 designation has 
entered the industry vernacular only 
in the past few years, the format has 
existed in some variant since the ear-
liest days of stereo sound in films. 
Cinerama had seven channels back 
in 1952—five behind the screen and 
two surrounds. The IMAX special-
venue format has used 6.1 channels 
since the '70s, although the sub-
woofer channel is not separately 
recorded but is derived from the 
other full-range channels. 

Below: the Dolby DA20 digital 

processor decodes the digitally encoded 

soundtrack that is placed between 

the film's sprocket holes. 

Above left: the setup screer for 

Sony's SDDS digital 'A-octave room EQ; above: Sony's SDDS logo; 
below: the second-generation DTS Tower 

for film re- -ecording 

Belcvv: tae three digital formats on a single 

piece of film; from top: the Sony SDDS data 

on the outer edge of the film strp; the 

Dolby Digital information betwe,?n the 

sprocket holes; the analog stereo optical 

tracs; the DTS timecode stripe, which feeds 

the external CD-ROM drive 
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closest to today's 5.1 digital formats 
is Dolby 70mm split-surrounds, 
which was first used for Superman 
in 1978, although the film was never 
really exhibited in that manner. The 
first, and best-known, wide release 
of the format was in 1979 for Apoc-
alypse Now. Since then, approxi-
mately 30 Dolby 70mm films have 
contained stereo surround informa-
tion in addition to the standard 20-
200 Hz "baby boom" bass extension 
found on virtually all post-Star Wars 
Dolby 70mm prints. 

The past three years (even dating 
before the wide use of digital sound 
in theaters) have seen the virtual ex-
tinction of all 70mm mag prints; the 
last films to have wide release in 
70mm were all back in 1992—Far 
and Away, The Last of the Mohicans 
and Hoffa. 

DOLBY DIGITAL 

The installed base of Dolby Labora-
tories digital processors grew greatly 
in 1995. As a result of a special offer 
made in conjunction with the releas-
es of Pocahontas and Batman Forev-
er, 320 digital processor units were 
sold in the U.S. in a two-month peri-
od. But the growth of Dolby's in-
stalled base had started in early 1994, 
with the introduction of the DA20 
digital processor for $3,000 less than 
the earlier DA10. (The price reduc-
tion was primarily due to the use of 
Zoran Corporation's powerful DSP IC 
and a resulting lower component 
count in manufacturing. This is not a 
dedicated AC-3 IC—it runs external 
code like any general-purpose DSP. 
The film code is not built in, and the 
chip is sold on the open market with-
out any license from Dolby.) The 
total number of theaters with Dolby 
Digital capability in the U.S. is now 
800, with 1,200 installed internation-
ally. The June release of Batman For-
ever was heard in over 400 Dolby 
Digital-equipped theaters, and in July 
the number of films produced for the 
format reached 130 domestic and 94 
foreign. The current list price for the 
DA20 processor is $6,675, with the 
"penthouse" Cat. No. 700 reader on 
top of the projector listing for $3,275. 
The street price for both units is 
about $8,250. The licensing cost 
never exceeds $9,500 per picture. 

Another factor lowering the cost 
of Dolby Digital installation has been 
the introduction of "basement" read-
ers that fit below the projector gate 
and are used both for digital and 

standard analog SVA tracks. (These 
readers are not manufactured by 
Dolby but are instead sold by pro-
jector manufacturers for about half 
the "penthouse" reader cost.) In ad-
dition to simplifying the film thread-
ing procedure (and thus reducing 
the chance of film damage), the 
LED/photo-cell reader for the stand-
ard stereo optical tracks is said to 
produce much less distortion, better 
channel separation and simpler 
alignment than a standard optical 
system. (Projectionists also will ap-
preciate the opening up of real es-
tate above the gate, the required 
mounting place for SDDS and DTS 
readers, not to mention mag pent-

houses. Dolby Digital was designed 
from the beginning to be mounted 
anywhere from 132 frames above to 
14 frames below the "hole.") 

Since 1993, the magneto-optical 
(MO) discs that carry Dolby Digital 
mixes have also hosted the 2-track, 
SR-encoded printmasters. (With 
Dolby Digital, SR encoding of the 
SVA tracks is part of the format re-
quirement, whereas DTS or SDDS 
standards show no preference re-
garding the noise reduction used for 
the stereo optical track.) 

The software for the DS-10 Dolby 
Digital MO recorder has recently 
been revised to allow basic editorial 

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 121 

THE FORMATS IN BRIEF 
The three digital formats dis-
cussed in this article were de-
scribed in detail in the November 
1993 issue of Mix. Here are brief 
summaries of their design and 
operational fundamentals: 

All systems: The standard ma-
trixed analog stereo optical track 
(a.k.a. SVA for Stereo Variable 
Area) is on the print both as a 
backup in the event of failure of 
the digital system and to allow 
prints to be played in nondigital 
theaters. All digital formats use 
the standard 5.1-channel (left, 
center, right, left surround, right 
surround, subwoofer) format, ex-
cept as noted below for SDDS. 

Dolby Digital: Dolby Labora-
tories' 5.1-channel digital film for-
mat is recorded optically between 
perforations on the soundtrack 
side of the film in 76x76-pixel 
block arrays. Masters are record-
ed on a custom magneto-optical 
recorder, utlizing Dolby AC-3 per-
ceptual coding in a composite 
datastream at a rate of 320 
kbits/second. The resulting data 
compression ratio is approximate-
ly 10:1. 

DTS: This format, owned by 
DTS Corp., Steven Spielberg and 
MCA Universal, uses a CD-ROM 
disc synchronized to film print. 
Timecode is recorded while 
shooting the standard analog 
stereo optical soundtrack and 
contains both a film serial number 

and a reel number that corre-
sponds to matching code on the 
CD-ROM disc. The timecode track 
is 5 mm wide and is between the 
picture and the SVA track. 

Five channels of sound are 
recorded on the CD-ROM using 
apt-x 100 perceptual coding at an 
effective ratio of 4:1. The sub-
woofer track and the 20Hz-80Hz 
information from the stereo sur-
round channels is summed and 
recorded on that region of both 
surround tracks; thus, the sur-
round tracks are full-range while 
the surround speakers reproduce 
only 80 Hz and above. The DTS-
6 theater unit contains two CD-
ROM players, with each disc hav-
ing a playing time of up to 100 
minutes. DTS uses existing cine-
ma processors for system equal-
ization, fader control and backup 
optical track reproduction. 

SDDS: The Sony Dynamic Dig-
ital Sound System contains eight 
tracks of information, adding full-
range left-center and right-center 
channels to the standard 5.1 for-
mat. (Not every SDDS film uses 
the additional tracks, though.) 
Data is recorded optically outside 
the perforations on both sides of 
the film using Sony Pro ATRAC-2 
compression at a 5:1 ratio. The 
Sony digital film decoder provides 
system EQ (s-octave, plus high-
pass and lowpass), level trims 
and surround delay trims in the 
digital domain, all set up via a 
Windows-based computer. 

—Larry Blake 
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BRINGING 
5.1 CHANNELS HOME 
The first formal use of 5.1 channels 
in a home video format was the 
February 1, 1995, release of Clear 
and Present Danger on Dolby AC-
3 encoded laserdiscs. There are 
currently 10 AC-3 laserdiscs avail-
able, with 35 titles expected by the 
end of the year. 

To decode the discs properly, 
the consumer needs either a new 
or modified laserdisc player with a 

separate RF output, along with a 
new Dolby Surround decoder with 
RF demodulator and Dolby Sur-
round AC-3 processing. The 
Dolby/Pioneer AC-3 format uses 
only the space previously occupied 
by the right FM "analog" track, 
leaving the stereo PCM digital 
tracks untouched and the left ana-
log track open for supplementary 
program or a mono sum. The AC-3 
output from the laserdisc is called 
RF because the digital AC-3 data is 
picked up before the FM demodu-
lator circuit, and thus needs to be 
demodulated before AC-3 decod-

SIMPLY THE BEST! 

...and it just keeps getting better. Simon Systems has set the new standard of 
excellence in professional audio signal processing. The four channel RDB-400 
Integrated Direct Box is simply the best direct box you can buy. This AC powered 
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outputs, front and rear inputs and output connectors, ground isolation switch, and 
toroidal power transformer, it's easy to see why so many professionals insist on it in 
the studio as well as on the road. 

The portable single channel DB-1A Active Direct Box is based on 
the same design philosophy as its big brother. Its three-way 
independent power scheme* facilitates a unique design that simply 
blows every other DI away! In addition to features like line level 
output and no insertion loss, the DB-1A has rechargeable battery 
capability and automatic system power check. 
*Simon Systems PS-1 Power Supply is recommended. 

And for the ultimate in headphone distribution systems there is 
the CB-4 Headphone Cue Box. The CB-4 features four 
headphone outputs independently controlled by conductive 
plastic stereo power controls. The XLR input/output connectors 
allow numerous boxes and headphones to be connected to the 
same amplifier with headroom, clarity, and flexibility that cannot 
be achieved with active headphone cue amplifiers. A 
three-position switch selects left mono, right mono, or stereo mix, 
allowing for additional cue mixes. It's no wonder why the CB-4 
has become a standard in the industry. 

So the next time you think signal processing equipment, think like the pros: 
Simon Systems - Simply The Best! 

Thanks for setting the trend: 
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ing. In all other formats the AC-3 
bitstream will be delivered through 
a common S/PDIF digital output, al-
ready demodulated and error-cor-
rected. This will be the case when 
decoding AC-3 either from DVD 
discs (see below), PrimeStar digital 
satellite or General Instrument Digi-
Cable transmissions, or from future 
HDTV broadcasts. Any of these can 
deliver a 5.1-channel program from 
the digital connector while decod-
ing and downmixing it into 2-chan-
nel audio in the receiver itself. 

Mastering for AC-3 laserdisc re-
lease uses Dolby's DP-561 encoder, 
which, in addition to the basic AC-
3 encoding, has a user interface that 
allows producers to set (or preset 
and forget, as is the case now) the 
BSI data (BitStream Information). 
BSI is carried in a separate area of 
the AC-3 bitstream and conveys de-
tails on the channel format, the ref-
erence loudness levels, the dynam-
ic range of the program and many 
other possible details useful to the 
decoding and reproduction of the 
audio. In addition, 5.1-channel ma-
terial can be "downmixed" into 
conventional stereo or Dolby Sur-
round, as desired. The encoded AC-
3 program with BSI is formatted 
into an AES/EBU bitstream and is 
recorded onto track 2 of the D-2 
digital video master. 

Films that were not Dolby-li-
censed for theatrical release can em-
ploy AC-3 coding on laserdiscs for a 
nominal engineering service fee. 

However nice it seems to have 
the 5.1 available in any home video 
format, much of the talk in 1995 
concerns the next leap in consumer 
video technology: Digital Video 
Discs (DVD). As of this writing, 
there are two proposed formats: 
one from Toshiba/Time Warner 
and the other from Sony/Philips. 
What they have in common are 
size (5-inch), maximum contiguous 
running time (135 minutes), MPEG-
2 video compression and the po-
tential for multiple audio formats. 
However, because they record data 
differently—the Toshiba SD (Super 
Density) format has two 4.8GB 
sides, each capable of holding a full 
135-minute feature; Sony/Philips 
has a double-layer 3.7GB disc, thus 
the potential for a total of 7.4 GB— 
the formats are incompatible, and 
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everyone is fearing another 
Beta/VHS war if neither side com-
promises before the expected 
summer 1996 DVD debut. 

In a letter dated August 19, 
1995, the SD alliance reaffirmed its 
selection of AC-3 for its mandato-
ry, primary SD audio datastream 
for NTSC DVD. (It also noted its 
selection of MPEG for PAL.) The 
SD format has "private streams," 
which could be used for higher 
data-rate coding schemes with or 
without picture, depending upon 
the length of the program. The 
current design of the format al-
lows for three 5.1 mixes to ac-
company a typical full-length fea-
ture. Losing one or two of the 5.1 
mixes would open up space for 
mono supplementary audio 
tracks, 2-track surround-encoded 
mixes or multiple-language subti-
tles. There has been no indication 
from Sony what perceptual cod-
ing format will be used for their 
format, although common wis-

dom at this point assumes that 
Sony would use some variant of 
the ATRAC encoding used for 
MiniDisc and the SDDS film for-
mat. 

DTS has demonstrated its sys-
tem of coding using a new 32-
band adaptive/predictive-encoded 
design by Steven Smyth and Mike 
Smyth of AlgoRhythmic Technol-
ogy. Although current demonstra-
tions have been at 1.4 mbits/sec 
rate, Terry Beard of DTS says the 
system can operate from 64 
kbits/sec on up. It is currently 
under consideration for use in the 
SD-format private PCM streams. 

(Late-breaking news: The in-
dustry's fears of such a war have 
been temporarily soothed by the 
announcement on August 24 that 
both DVD sides were in discus-
sions about creating a single DVD 
format. Whether or not a joint ef-
fort will result in a re-thinking of 
the chosen audio coding scheme 
remains to be seen.) 
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functions such as making A/B reel 
joins, cutting pull-ups, and deleting 
scenes without having to re-print-
master a reel. It also allows for addi-
tional distributor logos ( primarily 
helpful for foreign release) to be 
added to the head of the first reel in-
stead of making a splice on the track 
negative. 

As of this writing, eight Westrex 
optical cameras in the U.S. have 
been modified to shoot Dolby Digit-
al track negatives, with another six 
expected by the end of the year; 
there are 17 Dolby Digital cameras 
in the rest of the world. 

DTS 

In the two years following the intro-
duction of DTS for Jurassic Park, its 
installed base has continued to grow 
at a steady rate and has maintained 
a lead over Dolby Digital and SDDS. 
As of July 1995, more than 2,400 the-
aters in North America and 1,800 in 
the rest of the world have installed 
DTS-6 processors, which have a re-
tail price of $5,950 and a street price 
of less than $4,250. The major-studio 
average is 600 theaters for a DTS re-
lease, but this past summer, three 
films were released in approximate-
ly 1,000 DTS-equipped screens on 

opening weekend: Die Hard With a 
Vengeance, Casper and Apollo 13. So 
far, more than 100 films have been 
released in DTS. 

DTS is currently the only "double-
system" format on the market (the 
audio is shipped on a CD-ROM disc) 
since an "amicable resolution" was 
signed with LC Concept of Paris re-
garding patent disputes over similar-
ities to their timecode-read design. 
(LC's now-defunct system used time-
code on the outside edge of the film 
to interlock a magneto-optical drive.) 
As a result of the agreement be-
tween the two companies, DTS is 
free to sell units inside France and 
has sold more than 200 units there 
since last September. 

One of the more controversial as-
pects of DTS (the most controversial 
aspect, according to their competi-
tors) is the extra distribution cost of 
the CD-ROM discs. The cost per disc 
(most features require two, although 
running times of less than 100 min-
utes can be accommodated by one) 
is $ 50. While this price is still in ef-
fect, DTS recently began offering a 
one-price-fits-all offer. For approxi-
mately $45,000, they will include all 
licensing and engineering fees, plus 
as many discs as desired. This would 
bring the cost per screen for discs 

DIFFU3OR-
V'The Ultimate 

Mix of 
Technology 

with Art" 

Performance 
Tested 

Quality 
Material's 
• . . • 

Superior 
'Value 

INTERNATIONAL SALES 
The Sound Network 

London, U.K. 44-181-372.3170 

FAX 44.122.574-2155 
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For Free Application Assistance 
Call 1-800-221-8975 
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1-800-321-8975 
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alone to $37, if one assumes a wide 
digital release on 1,000 screens and 
licensing fees usually running about 
$8,000 per feature. 

In the summer of 1994, DTS in-
troduced a second-generation 
"Tower" for the encoding and mon-
itoring of both 2-track SVA and 6-
track mixes. A third-generation unit, 
to be unveiled soon, will have si-
multaneous metering and outputs 
for both formats, a feature that will 
simplify printmastering of multiple 
formats. While the 6-track mixes of 
many DTS films are frequently made 
to SR-encoded mag film, it is possi-
ble to go directly from stems to a 

DTS "P8" hard disk recorder. This 
unit, although originally designed by 
DTS for use in special venues, is also 
used as the source when making 
one-off, write-once CD-ROM answer 
discs. When printmastering to the P8 
hard drive, it is not possible to 
punch-in, although monitoring is E-
E through AID, D/A conversion and 
apt-x encoding/decoding. 

There have been no basic 
changes in the DTS-6 theater proces-
sor since its introduction for Jurassic 
Park, although software updates are 
included with each film's discs. (By 
mid-1994, all of the original "DTS-S" 
2-track units had been upgraded, 

CHOOSE A SLICK MOVE.... 
"PURDIE" EASY WITH A 
elilTIMSTril if, boo 

BERNARD "PRETTY" PURDIE, THE MOST RECORDED DRUMMER IN THE 

WORLD AND RICHARD "DICK" GAIL, THE FOREMOST DRUMMER IN THE 

ELECTRONIC FIELD BOTH AGREE THAT THE KARTMASTER HD 500 IS SLICK: 

Strong, sturdy stainless steel and extruded aluminum construction using hand welds are 
basic to the design 

Leaving a case behind is no longer necessary: One trip takes 500 lbs, of cases and equipment 
in and out of a gig on either the 2 wheel, upright hand truck or on the 4 wheel flatbed mode. 

nnovative design: Patented push button opening and closing of the telescoping cart is easy 
to do. Two new folding shelves give the user an upper level working spare holding 200 lbs. 

Compactness: When not in use. the Kartmaster stores neatly next to other gear. The two 
.helves fold to fit the cart storage size. 

gartmaster HO 500 is definitely the answer to less stress from moving in and out of a gig 
anil for more energy to create your sound. 

Call St. Louis Music, (800) 727-4512 Or Call 

800-423-9328 or 815-723-1940 M—F, 8-4, CST or FAx 815-723-2495 At Any Tinte 

Laeirtkirit, Division of Remin, 510 Manhattan Rd., Joliet, IL 60433 

and production of 2-track discs 
ceased.) Later this year, DTS will 
begin shipping units with a digital 
output that will allow direct digital 
connection to the new generation of 
DSP-based cinema processors by 
Peavey, Ultra-Stereo and Sony (see 
below). A digital output upgrade to 
existing units will be available for 
approximately $300. 

SODS 

In its first year of existence, after the 
June 1993 release of Last Action 
Hero, there were only six prototype 
SDDS theater decoder units in the 
field (four in Los Angeles and two in 
Tokyo), and work was continuing 
on format design. Beginning with 
City Slickers IL The Legend of Curly's 
Gold, released in June 1994, the op-
tical recording format was finalized, 
and the manufacture of production 
units began. The first film to be ex-
hibited with the new DFP-D2000 
Digital Film Sound Decoders and 
DFP-R2000 Digital Film Sound read-
ers was Blankman, which pre-
miered on 15 SDDS-equipped 
screens on August 19, 1994. 

Three weeks earlier, SDDS made 
the landmark announcement that 
AMC Entertainment Inc., one of the 
largest theater chains in the U.S., had 
contracted to install SDDS equip-
ment in all of its then-existing 1,618 
theaters, in addition to all new 
screens. As of this writing, over 682 
AMC theaters had installed SDDS 
equipment, including all 172 in the 
Southern California region. In addi-
tion, as to be expected, there is a 
chain-wide commitment to equip the 
approximately 1,000 theaters in the 
Sony (for the most part nee Loews) 
theater circuit. 

Since its introduction, more than 
1,100 theaters in the U.S. and 200 in 
the rest of the world have installed 
SDDS equipment. The suggested list 
price of a standard DFP-2000 unit is 
$11,100, with street prices in the 
area of $8,500. Sony also sells an 
SSU-1000 Setup Storage Unit (list 
price: $2,095) to allow a DFP-D2000 
to be moved within up to eight the-
aters in a multiplex while remem-
bering correct setup data. The total 
of SDDS-encoded films is 42, with 
First Knight being the first to have all 
prints (2,500) containing an SDDS 
track. The largest SDDS engagement 
for a film so far was for Batman For-
ever, which played on 260 SDDS 
screens. 
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MANLEY LABORATORIES, INC. 
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE. 

CHINO, CA. 91710 USA 

TEL: ( 909) 627-4256 

FAX: ( 909) 628-2482 

email: emanley@netcom.com 

In audiophile circles, 
David Manley is known 
as the man most 
responsible for the great 
modern resurgence of 
the vacuum tube and as 
e designer of the 
T-90 output tube. 
5 years of recording 

industry experience 
began in the late 1950's 
with EMI, where he 
studied design and 
engineering before 
moving on to recording 
nd mastering in their 
amed studios worldwide. 
He later created his own 
sound and film studio 
empire. Experience. 
Know-how. David has 
built over 200 studios 
worldwide. 

Controversial, outspoken, 
and brutally honest, 
David embodies his 
personality in each new 
design. This rack shows 
only part of his vast array 
of pro studio equipment 
which also includes 
microphones, power 
amplifiers and other 
specialized electronics. 
Both the legendary all-
discrete Langevin brand 
and the premium all-tube 
equipment which proudly 
bears the Manley family 
name are entirely 
manufactured to exacting 
standards at the Manley 
Laboratories factory 
located just 40 minutes 
east of Los Angeles. 

Meet the man at AES 
booth # I72. 
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It Takes Guts to Make 
Your Own Sound 

Call 800/992-5013 for a free copy of 
The LA Story: From the Concert Stage to the Next Stage. 



Welcome to LA 
Linear Activation: The Next Stage in Sound Reinforcement 

Linear Activation is an advanced approach to speaker design that draws on years 

of experience with professional touring systems. When you're ready to stand out 

from the crowd, the LA Series of Linear Activation loudspeaker systems is engineered 

to take you beyond the same old noise, to something no one else has ever really 

heard: your own sound. 

Until now, the only place you could really hear the details that define your individual 

sound was the studio "sweet spot." The LA Series delivers studio monitor clarity 

to the entire audience. That's because the Linear Activation design process 

optimizes each LA Series system's total acoustic output to put high definition, 

high impact sound everywhere you want it. Simple idea. Took us over a year to make 

it a reality. These boxes have a new kind of guts inside - let 

us show you what they're made of. 

Why is this crossover so complex 
that it look a computer program 

to help design it? Because 

integrating five high performance 

transducers into a single 

acoustical unit is not as simple 

as wiring up a couple of 
capacitors and inductors. 

The LA325's dual 6.5 in. cones 
are special/i' treated to dampen 
spurious resonances. We mount 

them in a line array subenclosure 

to direct acoustic energy away from 

ceilings and floors. This separate 
midrange sytem delivers the character 

of twee and instruments without the 

distortion that makes ordinary PA 

speakers sound harsh or "mushy .' 

lb:I've seen wateguides on high 
end studio nearlields. but no 
one has ever seen anything like 

this: our Elleic Conical 
Waveguide. 11 works with the 

12025s 2-in ere com.pression 
driver (like the once in our 

large touring estems) lo projéci 

high definition upper octave 

detail in live »ound neatfield 

applications (15 to 65 feel). 

See us at AES Booth #444 and #450 

LA 
Performance Audio Redefined 

Eastern Acoustic Works • One Main Street • Whitinsville, MA 01588 
T 800/992-5013 • T 508/234-6158 • F 508/234-8251 • BBS 800/889-2540 
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fourth, units will be field-upgradable 
via software; and fifth, and most im-
portant, the settings cannot be 
changed manually, thus inhibiting 
the creativity of assistant theater 
managers who think they increase 
the popcorn sales by raising the sub-
woofers and the surrounds. Another 
anticipated feature would be tying 
into computer-based real-time ana-
lyzers to align the room equalization 
quickly and automatically. (Or per-
haps that should be regarded as the 
first pass at the EQ before listening 
to familiar program material!) 

Sony has had beta units of a DSP 
cinema processor in the field in 1995 
and, as of this writing, plans to be in 
full production by September. The 
processor is designed to function as 
a stand-alone unit or in conjunction 
with the DFP-2000 playback system. 
The only overlap between the two 
Sony units is room equalization; the 
Sony digital system only provides for 
SDDS playback and still needs a 
standard processor for optical and 
magnetic analog preamplification, 
noise reduction, 2:4 matrix decod-
ing, and fader control—all of which 
will be provided by the new Sony 

digital cinema processor. 
Up to 16 slots are available in the 

unit, each handling up to 8 analog 
or digital inputs or outputs. All proc-
essing is done in the digital domain, 
including noise reduction for A-Type 
or SR optical tracks. While A-Type 
noise reduction has fallen out of 
patent protection, SR has not, and 
Sony says that its unit is "obviously 
not full, true Dolby SR, as it is not 
manufactured by Dolby." The horse-
power needed to digitally decode 
two channels of noise reduction ac-
counts for over 50% of the process-
ing power of the unit. 

The digital outputs can be used as 
recorder outputs, and the unit will 
be able to be configured as a studio 
encoding/monitoring unit. Sony has 
said that they will be offering matrix 
encoding for feature films, thus 
putting them on equal footing with 
Dolby and DTS in providing all for-
mats to its licensees. 

Peavey Electronics Corp. of Mis-
sissippi, best known for its musical 
instruments and recording equip-
ment, has just introduced its Cinem-
Acoustics line of amplifiers, speakers 
and digital cinema processors. The 

line has been designed in collabora-
tion with Clyde McKinney and 
Michael Karagosian of Cinema 
Group Ltd. McKinney was in charge 
of theater marketing for Dolby in the 
1970s, and later was the director of 
technical services for Lucasfilm's 
Theatre Operations Divison. 
Karagosian previously worked as a 
senior design engineer at Dolby and 
was a major contributor to the de-
sign of the CP-200 cinema processor. 

The flagship cinema processor of 
the CinemAcoustics line will be the 
CA-DP500 unit, which will be based 
on the Peavey MediaMatrix DSP en-
gine. The unit will not only be able to 
play back 5.1 and stereo optical for-
mats, but, like the Sony unit, will also 
provide 4:2 matrix encoding. This 
will allow re-recording studios to 
offer encoding to customers exclusive 
of licensing or trademark fees. 

There is no official word from 
Dolby Laboratories—which invented 
the concept of cinema processors 
with its CP-100 back in 1975—re-
garding its possible involvement in 
this next generation of units. How-
ever, it seems unlikely that the com-
pany will be left behind when other 
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manufacturers exhibit their on-sale 
wares this month at Sho-East, the 
theater equipment trade show. DTS 
has confirmed that it has designed a 
DSP-based processor but is waiting 
to see how the market shapes up 
before jumping in. 

MASTERING FOR DIGITAL FORMATS 

Because of the increasing number of 
films that have been released in the 
5.1 format in both Dolby Digital and 
DTS, it is common practice on re-
recording stages to printmaster both 
formats simultaneously (and in all 
three formats if the SDDS mix will 
not be in its full-blown 7.1 format, 
which obviously requires a separate 
printmastering step). As procedures 
have evolved in Hollywood, the 
most common method is to record 
the Dolby Digital mix directly to its 
proprietary magneto-optical drives, 
while also recording an archival 
master 35mm 6-track mag (or some-
times 44.1kHz digital multitrack or 
DTRS-format modular digital multi-
track) with unencoded, separate sur-
round and subwoofer tracks. The 
DTS staff will then use this to create 
their 5-track master, which sums the 
subwoofer and surround tracks. Two 
passes need to be made on a reel on 
the re-recording stage, the initial one 
listening to the playback head of the 
mag master, and the second one 
from the Dolby MO drive. 

The DTS format does not have a 
delay for the surround tracks built 
in; a delay of approximately 50 ms is 
often placed on the surround tracks 
during printmastering, as was stand-
ard in the days of 70mm release. 
This delay means that the Haas 
precedence effect ensures that mate-
rial which is both in the front and 
the surrounds is not perceived as 
coming from the surrounds only. In 
Dolby Digital and SDDS, like the 
matrixed stereo optical and home 
video formats, the surround delay is 
set for each playback venue, with 
the Dolby DA20 having a 20ms to 
80ms range and the SDDS DFD-
D2000 at Oms to 100ms. 

In the case of a digital master for 
DTS release, it is recommended that 
the sub/surround bandpass encod-
ing take place prior to recording so 
that three AES/EBU digital outputs 
(left/left surround plus subwoofer, 
center/right surround plus sub-
woofer, and right only) can be sent 
digitally to the apt-x 100 data com-
pression unit, bypassing the normal 

lens in your control room. Or the 

'âpffice, bedroom, den or basement. 

Apogee AD-500 units used by DTS. 
The discrete left-surround, right sur-
round, and subwoofer tracks—either 
on a digital multitrack or on the mag 
archival master—should be recorded 
with no delay, because it's easy to 
add at a later date but very tough to 
take away! 
One of the differences among the 

three formats is the subwoofer level 
and exact frequencies covered: 
Dolby Digital is 3 Hz to 125 Hz, DTS 
20 Hz to 80 Hz, and SDDS 4 Hz to 
500 Hz. (The SDDS sub track is not 
technically a mixer-limited, full-
range channel in disguise, as has 
been reported elsewhere.) The level 

also varies among the systems, with 
DTS using an 85 dB/c wideband sub 
level, and 7 dB of in-band gain rela-
tive to the center channel; Dolby 
and SDDS use 91 dB, with 10 dB of 
in-band gain. 

After printmastering, there are 
other issues involved in creating a 
multiformat release: Dolby Digital's 
track is recorded in the green layer 
of the track negative, while SDDS is 
in the red layer. (DTS can go either 
way.) Since the standard track nega-
tive stocks are green-sensitive, it is 
not possible today to shoot all three 
formats simultaneously. SDDS cur-
rently uses a red-layer-sensitive 

Ever Wonder Why Genelec Active 

Monitors Are Becoming So Popular? 

• Perhaps it's because you don't have to worry about choosing 

the "right" system yourself. The right amplifier to go with the 

speakers...the 

right cables 

to connect 

them... the 

crossover and 

EQ to get 

around those 

small prob-

ones in that converted big 

Consider the comprehensive design of Genelec monitors. 

Real worle4 not just "anechoic chamber" design and features. 

The Genelec Waveguide minimizes cabinet and room boundary 

problems and improves stereo imaging for multiple listeners. 

Low distortion, line-level crossover with 

equalization that works with your control 

room characteristics. Power amplifiers and 

speakers matched electrically and acoustically. 

We could go on and on about the 

technical achievements of the entire line of 

Genelec Active Monitors, but here's the real 

story. Genelec performance adds value to your 

bottom line. 

GENELEC e 

The Genelec 1030A. 

Its all you need. 
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Don't play with toys. 
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stock originally custom made by 
Eastman Kodak for the Cinema Dig-
ital Sound format. According to 
Howard Flemming, chief engineer 
for SDDS, the red-sensitive stock 
was chosen for greater contrast and 
grain structure on the negative. 

The first film to use a three-format 
track negative, Die Hard With a 
Vengeance, had its SDDS track shot 
at the SDDS facility, and then each 
roll was laboriously rewound (in the 
dark!) to a punch start. The Dolby 
Digital and the SR-encoded SVA 
tracks, along with the DTS timecode, 
were shot at NT Audio on its half-
speed camera, which made possible 
the recording of the Dolby Digital 
and DTS tracks at the correct densi-
ty. In the future, the process of 
shooting tri-format negatives will be 
made much easier with the release 
of a panchromatic track negative 
stock by Eastman Kodak. 

Another aspect of SDDS that cur-
rently requires special handling is 
the fact that edge codes outside the 
perforations on the print stock inter-
fere with the SDDS tracks. The cur-
rent solution is to use custom batch-
es of stock without edge codes, al-

though stock manufacturers are 
working on modifications to print 
the edge codes on specific layers of 
the film with solid-state monochro-
matic sources, rather than in black 
on all layers. 

As one might imagine, it is neces-
sary to screen and check the whole 
film for all formats supported by 
each track negative. For example, 
the first answer print off of a Dolby 
Digital/DTS negative would be 
played three times: once to check 
the SR-encoded stereo optical mix, 
and once each for the two digital 
formats. The DTS screening would 
be with one of the two answer discs, 
which would then be approved for 
CD-ROM replication. A screening 
would later be held to check a ran-
dom production disc sample before 
approving discs to be shipped to 
film distribution exchanges and the-
aters. Turnaround to final discs, 
without overtime charges, is normal-
ly five working days. 

All digital formats are checked by 
running with the optical exciter lamp 
turned off to make sure that any 
dropout of the digital format under 
inspection is clearly audible. In ad-

dition, Dolby and SDDS have de-
signed QC machines to inspect 
prints; the SDDS machine also han-
dles negatives. 

The timecode integrity of a DTS 
track negative can be checked by 
connecting an RS-232 serial print to 
the D connector on a standard DTS-
6 player through a translator box. 
The printout will indicate the num-
ber of accumulated timecode 
dropouts and the position of each 
dropout longer than 20 frames, 
which is considered the limit of the 
unit to flywheel past bad code. 

And, of course, the whole proce-
dure must be duplicated when a 
new track negative is shot, although 
once a DTS production disc is 
checked, you only have to ensure 
the timecode integrity of each new 
negative and not the discs them-
selves. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans, His most recent film, The Un-
derneath, will be released on home 
video in November. Each month, his 
"Sound for Film" column appears in 
Mix. 

11 .AS GOO AS IT GETS." 
JOHN GIBSON OF EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 
ON THE SYSTEM ANALYSIS SOUND ABSORPTION PRODUCT LINE 

"The attention to detail on the manufacturing process and the versatility for an 

acoustical product are as good as it gets!" 

Studio Wavelength Absorbing Linear Structure (S.W.A.L.S.) The S.WA.L.S. 
superior performance is achieved by nine different layers of sound absorbing materials 
providing high levels of linear absorption. The flexible S.W.A.L.S. are a useful tool for 
sound recording environments — one side provides absorption at all frequency levels 
while the other side provides absorption at low frequencies with less mids and highs. 

In the photo the S.W.A.L.S. are located behind the piano and against the brick wall. 

• Linear gobo absorption acoustics for cross-talk control 
• Independent tests report sound levels reduced by a factor of 20 db 

• Real room resonance control using mass and diaphragmatic action 

The Wavelength Absorption Bag (WA. Bag) consists of an inner layer of 3.5 
inches of mineral fiber encased in a perforated vinyl bag. This combination of mass 
and diaphragmatic surfaces offers a near linear absorption rate in low, mid and 
high frequency ranges. The WA. Bags are very effective in controlling 
reverberation times and unwanted surface reflections. 

In the photo the WA. Bags are hanging from the wood rafters. 

• Absorption by factor of 10 db 

• Can be joined on an individual basis or can be connected together to cover larger surfaces 
• Flexible linear absorption, reverberation and reflection control 
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OCEAN STUDIOS/BURBANK 

435 SOUTH SAN FERNANDO BLVD 
BURBANK, CA 91502 

"System Analysis products give engineers like Stan Katayama 
total control in getting a huge drum sound, or producer/ 
engineers like Brown Bannister total flexibility to achieve airy yet 
controlled vocal sounds." 

— OCEAN STUDIOS 

AVAILABLE THROUGH EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 
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With the resounding success of the - 

DP/4+, you're prcbably wondering, "why 

doesn't ENSONIQ make a smaller DP for 

the home studio user (like me) on a budget?' 

Well, enbugh of you asked, and we're 

happy to'oblige — with thé DP/2. A two-

processor version of the DP/4+, for about 

half the price. (Now you're talking!) 

The DP/2 can process one true stereo or 

two discrete mono sources, through two of 

the same custom DSP chips we use in it's 

big brother. It offers the same unequalled 

range and quality of algorithms as the 

DP/4+, plus new combinations designed 

specifically for the home/Project studio. 

And we've built theininto a whopping 

600 Presets, ready for any challenge. 

:3 4 

DP 2 Features 

2 24-Bit ESP Chips 

2 Inputs/2 Outputs 
(balanced TRS1 

65 Algorithms 

600 Presets 

DP/4+ Features 

4 24-Bit ESP Chips 

4 Inputs/4 Outputs 
(balanced IRS) 

Process up to 4 Signals 

54 Algorithms 

400 Presets 
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have a DP/2! 
Both DP's featare balanced 110, total 

programmability, advanced MIDI control, 

and even a headphone jack. 
ENSONIQ's digital effects deserve the 

reputation they've gained — from studios, 

musicians, and the music p 
who need the ultimate 

parallel effects processor 

the DP/4+ is your best 

choice. But if you want 

that power in a smaller 

package, there's now a 

DP for you, too. (Thanks!) 

You can reach us at: 
800-553-5151 phone, 610-647-:e 08 
800-257-1439 documents to your fax 
GO MIENSONIQ on CompuServe 
httpl/www.ensonil.com an the Web , 

ENSONiCI,)  
LEWIN, ; WIR1.11 IN \ 1 I 

n Let me have more information on the DP/2! 
Also send info on: 

DP/4+ parallel' effects processor 
D KT Series 64-voice. weighted action synths 
D TS Series synths, . D ASR Series samplers 

SQ Series synths D KS-32 wéighted action synth 

I'd also like to have your think ENSONIO 

dent() CD (here's $5; ship it, handle it, whatever). 

Name  

Address  

City  ,  State Zip, 

Phone ( )  

Mail to: ENBONIQ Corp, Dept: X-57, 155 Great Valley Parkway 
P.O. Box 3015, Malvern, PA 19355-0735 
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BY TOM KENNY 

SOUND FOR FILM 

Toward a Digital 
Neutral Field 
by Larry Blake 
No subject in our small 
pond of film sound 
prompts more fun dis-
agreements than the issue 
of digital sound in the-
aters. Let me cut to the 
chase and sum up my 
feelings on the issue. 

In the long run, there 
are only two people who 

company personnel, the-
ater chain district man-
agers, theater projection-
ists, etc., come with too 
much personal and politi-
cal baggage. 

For example, I have 
heard many reasons why 
Disney has only released 
films digitally in Dolby 
Digital (with the single ex-
ception of Judge Dredd as 
of this writing). Whatever 
the real reason (and I'm 
sure that part of it is alle-
giance to the good folks at 
Dolby Laboratories), the 

share, with people trying 
to poke holes—real or 
imagined—in its design. 

In essence, DTS and 
Dolby did the same thing: 
created a digital film for-
mat that would mate onto 
existing Dolby cinema 
processors. The difference 
boiled down to a question 
of how and how expensive. 
DTS's decision to make 
the digital tracks foolproof 
to duplicate (using stand-
ard CD-ROM replicating 
plants) and read (using in-
expensive CD-ROM play-

idet4 %.,4114001118 Nr.1111414 
#4111k+Niegieboft ''''441 

matter in this whole equa-
tion: the director and the 
moviegoer who pays $$ at 
the box office. Or, stated 
more clearly, the only 
issue is ensuring that what 
the director approved on 
the mix stage is heard by 
the largest number/highest 
percentage of moviegoers. 
The opinions and wishes 
of everyone else—sound 
editors and re-recording 
mixers, studio post-pro-
duction and distribution 
personnel, producers' 
boyfriends, digital sound 

end result is that the su-
perb mix of The Lion King, 
for example, was heard 
properly by far fewer 
viewers than would be the 
case in multi-digital-format 
release. 

Much of the format dis-
cussion has disintegrated 
into rumor-slinging and 
name-calling among rep-
resentatives and propo-
nents of the various sys-
tems. Digital Theater Sys-
tems (DTS), being the new 
kid on the block, has had 
to endure more than its 

ers), and make lab print-
ing requirements fall with-
in existing standards, was 
fiendishly clever. (A top 
engineer at a competing 
company praised the sys-
tem's "haiku-like simplici-
ty.") Whatever its potential 
before DTS, digital sound 
on film—at that point only 
represented by Dolby Dig-
ital—was still a premier 
format for large theaters in 
big cities. DTS changed all 
that in June 1993, with the 
opening of Jurassic Park 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 138 
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Jonathan Helfand 
DESIGN, EDIT, MIX 

by David John Farinella 
Few occupations in the 
world can take you from a 
presidential campaign one 
day to a video game the 
next. Reporter, perhaps, or 
filmmaker. Yet day in, day 
out, sound designers and 
audio post engineers are 
asked to accomplish top-
quality work in widely di-
vergent styles—and make 
it all seem routine. 

Today, Jonathan Helfand 
is composing music for a 
virtual reality game out of 

Top: Studio D at 

Jonathan Helfand Music. 

Below: Helfand in Studio C, 

the design suite. 

his personal studio in New 
York. He has designed 
spots for award-winning 
public service announce-
ments and composed music 
for an American Express 
commercial that featured 
Paul Newman's first adver-
tising appearance in the 
United States. "I'm told that 
over a billion people saw 
that particular ad, so I guess 
I should say that I did it," he 
says with a laugh. He also 
worked on what he calls 
one of the first all-digital 
presidential campaigns, in 
1988 for Democratic candi-
date Michael Dukakis. "I 
have every word in the 
English language spoken 
by Governor Dukakis. We 
can now make him say 
anything we want." And he 
worked on President Clin-
ton's election campaign and 
on an Earth Day public ser-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 144 

"When Night 
Is Falling" 
DIGITAL FILM SOUND 
ON A BUDGET 

by Tom Kenny 
According to Hollywood's 
need to categorize films, 
the latest project from 
Canadian writer/director 
Patricia Rozema, When 
Night Is Falling (Crucial Pic-
tures), would be termed a 
lesbian romance. It's the 
story of a Christian woman 
who is enticed by another 
woman to run off with the 
circus. But woven into the 
script, Rozema explores the 
larger conflict of homosex-
uality within the tenets of a 
Christian college and the 
Catholic faith. 

Like all independent 
filmmakers, Rozema faced 
budget dilemmas, particu-

larly in audio post. Her vi-
sion for the film's mix of 
often whisper-quiet dialog, 
Foley, effects and music 
didn't fit in with the film's 
overall $ 1.5-million budges. 
Using conventional mag 
technology was financially 

out of the question. but 
"going digital" also would 
have presented problems, 
mainly that renting suffi-
cient time at a digital film 
sound editing stage would 
have forced the crew to 
watch the clock. 

The mix crew 

for When Night 

Is Falling in the 

balcony of 

Toronto's 

Regent Theatre. 

From left to 

right: Director 

Patricia Rozema, 

post-production 

supervisor John 

Hazen and 

sound designer 

Alan Geldart. 

Meanwhile, post-pro-
duction supervisor John 
Hazen had been looking to 
try out a brainstorm he had 
for rendering top-notch 
film audio using affordable, 
modular and mostly digital 

—CONT7NUED ON PAGE 148 
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To?aflv Cool 
PowerLight Amplifiers from QSC 

are cool to the core. 
They're possibly the best sounding amps 

that QSC makes. Exae what you want from your 
power source; wide, dynamic range with crystalline 
highs, full, round mid-range and a very fat but clean 
low end. PowerLight amps are extremely efficient. 
Theyll drive your speakers better than they've been 
driven before. Even at 2 ohm loads. 

PowerLightArnps also sound great because 
of what you won't hear —rattle and hum. These amps 
have remarkably low distortion due to improved output 
circuitry. And the noise typically associated with 
transformers is completely absent. 

These are the only light amps that won't 
interfere with your wireless mics. No stdic and no lass 
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of radio signal. PowerlightArnps meet all RF I and FCC 
requirements in the U.S. and EMC requirements in Europe. 

PowerLight Amps run very cool, even when 
the performance is very hot.. even in the middle of 
summer. The high aspect ratio aluminum heat sink was 
designed with the maximum possible surface area to 
absorb and dissipate heat aggressively. Variable speed 
fans blow 'it away on demand. (And signal muting kicks 
in when things get extreme to prevent shutdown.) 

PowerLight Amplifiers from QSC—the best 
sounding, most advanced package of power technol-
ogy available. And, at a cool 18 pounds, you can put 
them wherever you need them without sweat. And that's 
cool. So, pick some up from your QSC Dealer. Men you 
purchase throughout 1995, you'll receive QSC's 
extended warranty at no additional cost, for a total of 
six years coverage.* 
Call QSC for more 
information at 
714-754-6175. 

A U D 

it you purchase PowerLight Amplifiers by 12/31/95 you will receive 
OSC's 3-Year Extended Warranty in addition to the 3-Year Standard Warranty. 

PovierUght is a trademark and OSC is a registered trademark of 
OSC Audio Products, Inc. 1675 MacArthur Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626-1468 

(714) 754-6175 FAX (710) 754-6174 
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Workstations 
In Everyday Use 
by Loren Alldrin 
Digital audio workstations (DAWs) 
have forever changed the face of 
audio production. DAWs offer speed, 
flexibility, editing power and conve-
nience that traditional analog tools 
just can't touch. Sound for film and 
television, radio production, audio for 
interactive programs—all have felt 
the magic touch of the digital audio 
workstation. 

What follows is a spotlight of four 
popular systems and the people who 
use them. [Editor's Note: we will con-
tinue to spotlight four workstations in 
post-production applications each 
month in the "Post-Script" section of 
Mix.] Forget the marketing hype and 
the slick ads for a minute—we'll let the 
users themselves tell you what makes 
a particular system work for them. 

SADIE 

KRAKATOA ENTERTAINMENT 

One of the newest entries into the 
Windows-based DAW market, SADiE 
is an 8-track hardware/software sys-
tem suitable for radio, mastering and 
audio-for-video applications. Already 
quite popular in Europe (the BBC has 
more than 200 systems), the SADiE 
workstation has been available in the 
States for less than three years. On-

Manufacturer Into 
SADiE 
1808 West End Avenue 
Nashville, TN 37203 
615/327-1140 

Fairlight USA 
3855 Hughes Ave, 2nd Floor 
Culver City, CA 90232 
310/287-1400 

Micro Technology Unlimited 
PO Box 21061 
Raleigh, NC 27619 
919/870-0344 

Avid Technology 
One Park West 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
508/640-6789 

board DSP allows SADiE to perform 
edits, fades, compression, equaliza-
tion, noise reduction, constant-pitch 
time stretch and sample rate conver-
sion at up to 24-bit resolution. A 
turnkey, 2-input/4-output SADiE sys-
tem starts at around $10,000. 

Scott Whited, owner of Krakatoa 
Entertainment, recently installed the 
SADiE system in his Burbank, Calif., 
facility. Krakatoa Entertainment does 
audio production and post-produc-
tion for corporate and educational 

videos, and just finished what 
Whited described as "one of 
the first feature films posted 
on SADiE in the States," Inti-
mate Deception. 

SADIE System 

MTU Microsound 

Avid Audio Vision 

Fairlight MFX3 

Combining SADiE with a DVision 
offline video-editing system, Whited 
offers his clients a complete post-pro-
duction package. "We often coordi-
nate through a telecine house, do a 
DVision offline, and go to a film 
matchback or online edit," he says. 
"The end result is a locked picture 
that we then post in the SADiE. For 
ADR on Intimate Deception, we took 
audio from the online Beta master, 
laid it off to DAT and imported it into 
the SADiE system directly. Then we 
worked off a Y.-inch window burn 
dub of the locked picture. Posting the 
whole movie took just three weeks— 
an aggressive three weeks. 

"One of the nicest things about 
SADiE is its ability to do timecode 
snaps," Whited adds. "You can mark 
a hot spot in an audio clip, give it a 
timecode designation, and SADiE will 
snap the clip to that timecode and 
match it right up with the locked pic-
ture. It's really handy for placing ele-
ments quickly. I like the fact that 
you're getting a full range of audio 
manipulation capabilities with 
SADiE—EQ, noise reduction, mixing, 
crossfading and time compression/ 
expansion. I also like the cost bene-
fit. SADiE gives you finishing-quality 
sound at a low cost." 
Down sides? "For our purposes, 

SAME could definitely use more 
tracks," Whited replies. "Eight worked 
okay, but it would be nice to have 
more. SADiE is also very timecode-in-
tensive—being able to just lay in 
sound or ambience to a visual cue, 
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with a mouse click, would be nice." 
The next-generation SADiE system 

will be a significant upgrade, the 
company says, offering hardware ex-
pandability up to 80 tracks and a 
high-speed network capable of trans-
ferring 280 simultaneous tracks of 
digital audio between workstations. A 
new software version will boast en-
hanced DSP functions, streamlined 
user interface and more record/play-
back tracks. 

"SADiE took a little learning," 
Whited says, "but it really produces 
what we want from it. The quality is 
good, the price is right, and the sup-
port is there." 

FAIRLIGHT MFX3 
WAVES SOUND INC. 
The MFX3, Fairlight's eighth-genera-
tion DAW, differs from most in that it 
forgoes a familiar computer platform 
in favor of a true multitasking, high-
performance operating system (0S9). 
This allows the MFX3 to offer true ob-
ject-based sound editing, with up to 
24 tracks playing from a single hard 
disk. The MFX3 offers machine control 
of two different audio or video de-
vices; disk-based video playback is 
optional. Making a break from the tra-
ditional mouse/keyboard interface, the 
MFX3 offers a dedicated controller that 
includes a shuttle knob, LCDs and 
computer-style monitor. Complete 
MFX3 systems start at around $35,000. 

Waves Sound, a five-room post-
production facility in Hollywood, 
Calif., specializes in sound design and 
voice-over for radio and TV commer-
cials. Several commercials posted by 
Waves have been nominated for Mer-
cury Radio Awards, including spots 
for Clothestime and Pepsi. Last De-
cember, the facility scrapped its pre-
vious DAW system and made a move 
to the Fairlight MFX3. 

According to engineer Jay Shilli-
day, it was time for Waves to either 
commit entirely to their existing DAW 
manufacturer or make a clean break. 
Though Waves' previous DAWs were 
all the same platform, they suffered 
hardware and software incompatibil-
ities. "We needed to look at the fu-
ture," Shilliday says, "and we needed 
three compatible systems. On a re-
cent session, a client needed more 
time to accommodate a late voice-
over talent. I was booked on another 
session, so I bumped the audio to an 
MO disk, handed it over to another 
engineer in an open studio, and they 
were up and running in about two 

minutes. It's also made scheduling 
remixes much easier, as a project can 
be transferred between rooms. We 
never could have done that before." 
When shopping for new hard-

ware, Waves picked speed as its 
number one criterion. "Speed is 
everything," Shilliday says. "Advertis-
ing people need stuff done yesterday. 
Having a box that can keep up with 
us was a big priority. The Fairlight's 
screen is so fast, you're never waiting 
for the graphics to change. It's in-
stantaneous. I was just blown away 
when I did my first sweetening job 
on the Fairlight." 

For TV commercial work, Waves 
Sound records most dialog in-house. 
Producers normally bring a complet-
ed music track, with a finished (or 
near-finished) picture on D2 or 1-
inch. Music, dialog and sound effects 
are then assembled in the Fairlight 
and mixed back to D2. "The Fairlight 
has a great grasp on machine control 
for video sweetening. It has some 
features for locking to picture—such 
as record-enabling and -disabling 
audio tracks and the ability to lock up 
two machines (audio/video) with the 
Fairlight keyboard, eliminating the 
need for an external synchronizing 
system—that I consider a necessity, 
especially for sweetening clients," 
Shilliday says. "The Fairlight is an 
awesome box for video sweetening." 

Though impressed with the MFX3's 
lock-to-picture capabilities, Shilliday 
has some reservations about the 
Fairlight's suitability for radio work. 
"Fairlight is now looking to us for 
guidance and direction as they devel-
op parts of the software more con-
ducive to radio production," he says. 

MTU MICROSOUND 
RICHARD LEPAGE AND ASSOCIATES 
The MicroSound \Vol-I:static wi is a PC-
based DAW from Micro Technology 
Unlimited, one of the pioneering com-
panies of direct-to-disk recording. A 
fourth-generation product, Mi-
croSound offers a true random-access 
approach to digital audio. Each audio 
event "floats" in a project bin; projects 
can layer up to 50 or 60 of these 
events on the timeline for playback 
from a single hard disk. MicroSound is 
available with two or four hardware 
outputs in an external tabletop or 
rackmount unit. The MicroSound 
workstation can be purchased in pe-
ripheral card/software form, a rack-
mount turnkey system or traditional 
tower computer. Complete Mi-

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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croSound systems start at around 
$12,000. 

Richard LePage, owner of LePage 
and Associates in Suffem, N.Y., uses 
three MicroSound DAWs to service 
clients in the New York area. LePage 
uses the systems for audio produc-
tion for video, radio commercials, 
and audio post for long-form corpo-
rate and training videos. He's been an 
MTh user since 1991. 

"I compared the MicroSound to 
several other popular DAWs. In one 
case, in terms of speed and ease-of-
use, the MTU was many times faster 
than other systems," says LePage. 
"Some workstations are more suited to 
CD mastering, where a few edits per 
song is a lot. MicroSound is geared for 
audio post-production, where editing 
is everything. You may have thou-
sands of edits in a long program, and 
you need the ability to quickly change 
or modify any of them." 

For most of his audio post work, 
LePage first imports a full-length 
guide track from the workprint into 
MicroSound. He then uses Mi-
croSound's "on the fly" flagging ca-
pabilities to mark rough cue points 
and problem sections during this ini-
tial recording. He then locks the MTh 
to a %-inch or Beta workprint, build-
ing up a soundtrack with music, ef-
fects and dialog. For final layback to 
picture, LePage often takes his 
portable MicroSound system to one 
of the larger New York facilities. 

Though sound-for-picture contin-
ues to make up the bulk of LePage's 
business, he's seeing more work in 
interactive (CD-ROM) programs. 
"MTh helped us get a beachhead in 
audio for interactive," LePage says. 
"One nice feature of MicroSound, 
and I think it's kind of exclusive to 
them, is that it supports numerous 
sampling rates down to 8 kHz. We've 
had linear programs that clients have 
wanted to be converted to interactive 
for CD-ROM, and the MTh's handling 
of lower sample rates is a boon for 
that. Interactive is a market I never 
really saw coming, but the pro audio 
business has made a turn in that di-
rection. The MTh is a terrific unit for 
that application. 

"One of the things I like best 
about the MicroSound system is its 
'toolbox' approach," he adds. "The 
system gives you the tools and 
doesn't force you to work in a certain 
way. It supports an eclectic style of 
work—it's a completely open land-
scape. I also appreciate the Mi-

croSound's cost-effectiveness. It's 
more powerful than anything else 
I've seen in this price range." 

AVID AUDIOVISION 

SERA FINE STUDIOS 

Wid's AudioVision system is a Mac-
intosh Quadra-based workstation 
with integrated random-access digital 
picture playback. Available in 4-, 8-
or 16-output versions, the AudioVi-
sion system offers up to 24 virtual, 
digital audio tracks, 9-pin machine 
control and full control over Yamaha 
DMC-1000 and ProMix 01 digital mix-
ers. The base 4-output AudioVision 
system starts at $ 27,500. AudioVi-
sion's ability to interchange files with 
Avid's Media Composer and Film 
Composer digital nonlinear video and 
film editors have made it the choice 
of many high-profile film and TV pro-
ductions, including Clear and Present 
Danger, Waterworld, Chicago Hope 
and The Simpsons. 

Frank Serafine of Serafine Studios 
(Venice, Calif.) recently put a five-
member sound design team to work 
on a new 16-output AudioVision sys-
tem. Their mission: to handle the un-
usual or "big" sound effects for Para-
mount's latest cyber-villian thriller, 

Virtuosity. Separate sound teams 
from Paramount covered the dialog 
and Foley effects. Virtuosity was a 
milestone movie on several accounts, 
all of which involve Avid systems. 
This was the first Paramount movie 
edited completely digitally, thanks to 
four editors working on Film Com-
poser. It was also Paramount's first 
foray into a soundtrack edited entire-
ly in the digital realm, from dialog to 
effects. Integration between Film 
Composer, Media Composer and Au-
dioVision systems was key to the suc-
cess of the movie—especially in light 
of the accelerated post schedule. 

"This movie is breaking all tradi-
tional boundaries," Serafine says. 
"With most movies, you have about 
ten weeks to cut all your sound ef-
fects after a locked print. With Virtu-
osity, we'll never see a locked print— 
the picture's changing every single 
day. By importing the OMF (Open 
Media Framework) file from the film 
editors working on Film Composer, 
AudioVision will automatically con-
form our tracks to what they've done. 
We're using Media Composer for our 
digital video source, so the OMF files 
move our video around as well. 

"We build all of our sound effects 

Turn Your Multimedia PC into a Powerful 
Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer 

Features 
• Dual channel FFT Analyzer 

• Narrowband and 1/3 Octave 

• Real-Time, Record, Playback, or 
Post Process 

• lime Series, Spectrum, Phase, 256 Color 
Spectrogram and 3-D Surface plots 

• FFT sizes through 16,384 pts 

• ANSI-A, B, C spectral weighting 

• Signal Generation 

• Microphone Compensation 

• Triggering 

Applications  
• Room Acoustics (EQ, RT60) 

• Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) 

• Transfer Function Measurements 

• Frequency Response Testing 

• Loudspeaker liming 

• Crossover Testing 

System Requirements  
• 386/486/Pentium and Windows 3.1 

• Windows compatible sound card 

• 4 MB RAM minimum 

• Mouse and Math coprocessor 

• 256 Color VGA (for spectrogram) 

'395 
629 

Software only 

Software plus pro quality* sound card 

*DC-19kHz flat to 0.2 dB, THD < 0.005%, S/N - 90 dB 
2 channel, 16 bit, 44.1 kHz sampling. 

PCMCIA sound cards also available 

Call Now for Free Demo Disk! 1-800-401-3472 

PHS 
Pioneer Hill Software 

24460 Mason Rd. NW 

Poulsbo, WA 98370 

Affordable Signal 

Processing Software Professional Edition 
Spectra Plus 

Tech Info: 360-697-7733 Fax: 360-697-7730 BBS: 360-697-7717 
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nais should take the same amount of 
time. The only addition I can see is 
another day to make an 8-track 
printmaster (in addition to the time it 
would take to make a 5.1 discrete 
and a 2-track A-Type or SR ma-
trixed) and another day to make the 
five-behind-the-screen music and ef-
fects. And maybe you might want to 
tack on another day because the 5.1 
and stereo optical mixes might take 
longer to do because of finding the 
optimum 5-to-3 reduction for the 
M&E stems. So...three days, big 
deal. Of course, not every fill re-
quires five behind the screen, and 
smaller movies might not be able to 
afford the extra days. 

Let's be clear about something: 
None of these systems is perfect. I 
have heard each of them mute and 
revert to stereo optical. I have seen 
all formats projected out of sync (be-
cause the reader-projector gate offset 
was incorrectly set). DTS, especially, 
had problems in the beginning. 

Furthermore, each company has 
engaged in some form of improper 
advertising regarding its format, but 
again, things are improving. DTS 
jumped out to an early lead in its 
first year when its promoters didn't 
distinguish between 6-track and 2-
track digital theaters. They saw the 
light and completely discontinued 
the 2-track format, and their ads 
today clearly delineate DTS 6-track 
digital from standard analog stereo. 
In 1994, Dolby introduced a new 
logo that included Dolby Stereo, SR 
and digital formats in one confusing 
Rorschach-ish blob. This could be 
found on the "billing block" (where 
the credits appear on ads) for Dolby 
films that had no SR or digital the-
aters, and maybe even had no SR or 
digital mixes to begin with. Totally 
confusing, but they have corrected 
the situation with an elegant logo 
that simply has the word "Dolby" 
along with the double-d trademark. 
SDDS is still occasionally somewhat 
misleading, with "Eight Digital Chan-
nels" not accurately representing 
many SDDS films which were pre-
and final-mixed in the standard 5.1, 
three-behind-the-screen configura-
tion. Forgetting the mix itself, not 
every SDDS theater has five screen 
channels, so I can only ask that 
SDDS see to it that theater ads indi-
cate "Eight" only if both the mix and 
the theater meet specs. 

The issue of sound quality of the 

various audio coding schemes has 
been raised by many, and indeed 
with the frou-frou audiophile press, 
it's the only issue. As much as the 
anal fool inside of me would love to 
do a critical bake-off with all three 
formats, I think there are bigger fish 
to fry: The systems are out there, in 
theaters, and the ship has really left 
the dock. (However, in the home, 
until DVD and HDTV units go into 
production, I hope that all options 
are explored in seeking out the best-
sounding system.) 
I assume that one of the reasons 

that companies such as Buena Vista 
(Disney's distribution wing) have 
stuck behind Dolby is that Dolby 
has an unparalleled reputation for 
support—and the good folks work-
ing at DTS and SDDS are quite re-
spectful of this fact. Still, it remains 
to be seen if they will attain the level 
of support that everyone is used to 
from Dolby. I've used these same 
words before, but I'll dust them off 
one more time: Dolby Labs single-
handedly dragged the film sound 
community of Hollywood out of the 
dark ages in the mid-'70s. Not only 
with their stereo optical and 70mm 
processes themselves, but the less 
glamorous parts of the whole sys-
tem, including test films and support 
to distributors long after a film has 
been mixed. But while we owe 
them a great deal of gratitude for 
this, I don't think that means to the 
exclusion of new kids on the block. 
Again, what's best for the director 
and the film? 

So, what's the solution? (And 
don't change this question to "Which 
one will win?" because I don't see a 
single victor emerging anytime 
soon.) At this point in the game, all 
three systems are firmly established 
with exhibitors. More accurately, 
each system has a theater chain or 
two that favors it to the virtual ex-
clusion of one or both of the others. 
Therefore, if you release a film in 
only one format, you are de facto 
limiting the breadth of your digital 
release. And since I don't think that 
we can in our right minds expect all 
theaters to have all formats, the so-
lution seems to be for us to have as 
many formats on each print as pos-
sible. (Or, at the very least, if track 
negative shooting/printing problems 
prevent this, have one SDDS/DTS 
track negative and another Dolby 
Digital/DTS negative, DTS being by 
far the "easiest" of the three to shoot 

"The best sound 
effects library is 

The Hollywood Edge 
without a doubt!" 

Oliver Stone, Director 
(J.F.K., Born on the 

Fourth ofJuly, Platoon) 

"Excellent!" 
Martin Scorsese, Director 

(Cape Fear, GoodFella's, 
Raging Bull, Taxi Driver) 

"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 
Shadoe Stevens 
(American Top Forty) 

Hot off the press!!! 
Background Trax 

Listen for yourself-
If you buy sound effects 

for your company, 
call us for a 

FREE DEMO DISC! 
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and print.) 
In addition, all three companies 

need to come together to a certain de-
gree to help educate the industry as to 
what is going on; there is just too 
much confusion. First, there should 
be three-day training sessions for the 
installation of all digital formats, like 
those that Dolby has put on for 15 
years, that allow theater service tech-
nicians to get a thorough schooling in 
the correct installation, alignment and 
maintenance of cinema processors. It 
would be great if all three companies 
could get together (along with other 
companies introducing their own 
DSP-based cinema processors, see 
page 116) so that as many service 
technicians as possible will smoothly 
make the leap to this third-generation 
cinema stereo. 

Another inter-company effort that 
would be a big help to the industry is 
a common list of digitally equipped 
theaters, broken down by state and 
city. Anything that can help the dis-
tributors, their theater bookers, and 
those responsible for the "co-op" ads 
that list the theaters where a given 
film is playing, will benefit all three 
companies, plus their professional 
and lay consumers. For each digital-
equipped theater, the list would indi-
cate the screen number, theater 
chain, number of seats, cinema 
processor, type of projector(s), digit-
al format(s) supported (plus 
changeover abilities, if applicable), 
number of speakers behind screen 
(helpful for SDDS bookings), speak-
er system, plus a notes field for spe-
cial comments. That way, you could 
look up, say, the new Sony Lincoln 
Square theaters in New York and see 
that #1 seats 900 and has all three 
digital formats, while the other 11 
theaters have varying combinations 
of formats. Separate listings for pro-
fessional installations and screening 
rooms would also be essential. 

This is one column that I know 
will generate divergent opinions. 
Prove me right and communicate to: 
P.O. Box 24609, New Orleans, LA 
70184, fax (504) 488-5139, or via the 
Internet to swelltone@aol.com. • 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans for reasons too numerous to 
mention, although having great 
composers like Randy Newman write 
songs describing "trash cans floating 
down Canal Street" is definitely one 
of them. 

-FROM PAGE 133, JONA7HAN HELFAND 

vice announcement (for which he col-
laborated with composer Tom Grif-
fith and sound designer Paul Maraio) 
that aired on The Mall in Washington, 
D.C., earlier this year. 

Helfand's recent success is the fruit 
of many long years of toil. In the early 
'80s, a brand-new instrument called a 
programmable synthesizer was hitting 
the streets at the same time that a 
younger Helfand was losing money 
trying to record an album with a band 
he wasn't paying. "Someone said to 
me, 'You know, there's this new sys-
tem out, and it's just a matter of your 
programming.' At that time, you pro-
grammed in MCL [Music Composition 
Language], and it was all masks and 
delimiters and all this crazy stuff. It 
was great, I loved it." For the next 
couple of years, Helfand bopped 
around New York City, programming, 
designing patches and performing se-
quencing for a variety of clients. 

"I started to build a little home 
studio, figuring that I would get back 
to my own music," he says. "The 
home studio got totally out of hand, 
as they so often do, because we tend 
to spend money on the next synthe-
sizer rather than bigger rent. So, we 
have small places with big equip-
ment." Luckily, his first break was 
not far behind, and he was soon 
packing up for a midtown Manhattan 
location and a gig as a sound effects 
librarian, cutter and editor at Track-
works, a new facility at the time. 

That move led him to start to look 
at the business of sound design, mix-
ing and composition as a way to 
make a living, rather than a way to 
pay for the next album. In fact, this 
realization netted him a number of 
discoveries. The first was that he had 
the ability to hit frame-accurate music 
without the benefit of timecode. 
"What I did was, I took Performer 
and told it that the time signature was 
thirty 32nd notes, and I told it that the 
tempo was 60 beats per minute," he 
says. At the same time, he had the 
ability to deliver the sound effects in 
one of eight pitches, or he could 
double or triple it. People started to 
notice, and as Helfand came up with 
more creative solutions, more people 
started to look his way. 

In 1987, Helfand purchased a 
Fairlight CMI system, which gave him 
the ability to design sound segments, 
mix effects, compose music, and re-
cord and edit full spots. "It really im-
proved me as a musician because of 
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KRK engineering has done it again. 
This time they've integrated a propri-
etary power amplifier designed by one 
of the most respected names in stu-
dio reference amplification with 
the KeRoK monitor. The KeRoKs 
are the same bizarre look-
ing, great sounding 
speakers that are rapid-
ly becoming the near-
field monitors of 
choice for home record-
ing and production studios. 

The new perfectly matched 150 
watt amplifier is designed specially for 

K•RoK's smooth response and high 
power handling. The KeRoKs are now 
sweeter than ever. Their unique design 
produces better linearity and low-
end punch than anything in their 
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ing an original sound that can be 
slowed down or reversed or 
processed or whatever to maintain 
the rhythm and beat." 

All of the raw material, Pro Tools 
sessions and edited multitracks ( on 
ADAT cassettes) were then brought to 
the mix. "This is happening at the big 
mixing studios now, so it's not really 
an exclusive way of working," Geldart 
says. "The big advantage is that I can 
work in my edit suite and clump to 
ADAT and that's the product. I don't 
have to rent a 24-track or a 48-track 
digital machine anymore. We don't 
really have to do 35mm three-stripe 
any more. The savings in stock 
alone—everybody is starting to rec-
ognize that." 

The mix took place in Toronto's 
historic, 300-seat Regent Theatre. 
Three rows of seats were removed 
from the balcony and replaced with a 
Mackie 32x8 console with 24-channel 
expander, 48 tracks worth of ADATs, 
a Pro Tools III system, Avid AudioVi-
sion, which included output of digi-
tized picture, and a selection of out-
board gear. By accessing the console's 
"split" design, total channels were 
doubled during mixdown to 112. 

"We took over the theater's bal-
cony and worked from morning until 
just before theater patrons were ad-
mitted," re-recording mixer Hazen ex-
plains. " Rental cost of the space was 
only a fraction of what a cinema mix-
ing suite would have charged us." 

System setup inside the theater 
took three days, including time for a 
rep from Dolby Laboratories to tune 
the room to Dolby Digital specifica-
tions. The audio playback system in-
cluded Crown power amps driving 
JBL Cinema Series left, right and cen-
ter monitors, in addition to the the-
ater's Dolby surround JBLs. Besides 
routing all the audio between six 8-
track digital recorders with premixed 
source audio, Pro Tools and AudioVi-
sion workstations, and two more dig-
ital 8-tracks for recording, the Mackie 
console handled all the playback rout-
ing as well. 

Picture appeared on the theater's 
screen during the mix. The image was 
projected by a Sony RGB projector 
with line doubler playing a Beta SP 
club. The film also was digitized and 
stored on a 9-gigabyte Barracuda hard 
drive so that Hazen could view 
scenes on his Macintosh monitor in 

the AudioVision window and when 
using Pro Tools. Master sync and 
transport control for the Beta SP deck, 
ADATs, and audio workstations was 
by a TimeLine MicroLynx Controller. 

"We assembled things in layers, 
usually premixing down to eight 
tracks at a time," Hazen explains. "Di-
alog, music and effects were pre-
mixed to timecode this way, with 
some Foley added during the final 
mix. Up to six 8-track digital recorders 
locked to timecode served as the 
audio transports. 

"A lot of people and facilities are fi-
nancially and emotionally invested in 
what has become outmoded technol-
ogy," Hazen says. "Using mag dub-
bers instead of ADATs is akin to dri-
ving a single-speed car that one must 
crank to get started: It's a pain to use, 
takes longer, and is replete with a lot 
of huffing and puffing. 

"We carried the entire location 
sound and film score to the mixing 
session in a small hag full of DAT cas-
settes. If we'd used mag the location 
sound alone would have weighed 
hundreds of pounds. Frankly, we 
couldn't see spending money on rent-
ing forklifts!" 

The M agic is in the Air 
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defined low-end. And 
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Warranty. 
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PHOTOS BY ANNEUESE VARA_DIEV 

R USSIAN C OMPO 

BY ANNELIESE VARALDIEV 

n a company town like lolly-
wood, which produces hype as 
systematically and prolifically as 
it produces movies, television, 
music, et cetera, even the most 
genuine enthusiasm for an artist 
or his work is usually met with a certain 
degree of skepticism—people connect-
ed with the entertainment industry are 
used to its PR machine barreling along 
in perpetual overdrive. 

That being the case, perhaps the 
only thing one really needs to say about 
Edward Artemyev is that he is a fine 
composer and a very interesting man. 
His richly evocative score contributed in 
no small measure to the success of Rus-

sian director Nikita Mikhalkov's 
Burnt by the Sun, which won 
this year's Academy Award for 
Best Foreign Language Film. But 
Oscar glory is only the tip of the 
iceberg: Artemyev's musical ca-

reer spans several decades and includes 
longtime collaborations with both 
Mikhalkov (their first film together was 
At Home Among Strangers in 1974, 
followed by the hauntingly beautiful 
Slave of Love a year later) and his broth-
er, Andrei Konchalovsky, for whom 
Artemyev scored the Russian epic 
Siberiada, as well as two Hollywood 
productions (Homer and Eddie and The 
Inner Circle). 
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For certain cinephiles, however, it 
is Artemyev's collaboration with the 
great Andrei Tarkovsky that will ulti-
mately assure him a place in film 
history. Although the prodigious tal-
ents of both men were clearly evi-
dent in their early work (Artemyev's 
experimental compositions for syn-
thesizer; Tarkovsky's magnificent 
Andrei Rublev—and, of course, So-
laris, their first film together, in 
1972), it was with Mirror (1974) and 
Stalker (1979) that they attained a 
level of mastery seen only a few 
times in a generation, the kind of 
virtuosity that is not only dazzling 
from a technical standpoint, but 
emotionally overwhelming for the 
viewer, as well. There are sequences 
in these two films, particularly Stalk-
er, in which the exquisite union of 
Artemyev's music and Tarkovsky's 
images constitute some of the most 
perfectly realized applications of 
sound, musical or otherwise, in all 
cinema. 

Even removed from their cine-
matic context, all three Tarkovsky 
scores are tremendously innovative 
and compelling. The main title of 
Stalker, for example, whose theme 
recurs several times throughout the 
film, is an intricate fusion of elec-
tronic and acoustic elements, but its 
dense, almost spooky sonorities 
seem to transcend the limitations of 
either process. This music possesses 
a kind of hallucinatory resonance 
and clarity. In terms of pure aesthet-
ic intention, it is perhaps closer to 
something like Allegri Miserere (Arte-
myev's solo flute line is reminiscent 
of that composition's sublime sopra-
no solo) or to the Japanese "shino-
bue" pieces that Tarkovsky would 
use as source music in his last film, 
The Sacrifice, than to any conven-
tional notion of what a motion pic-
ture soundtrack should be. (It is also 
interesting to note that in the late 
'70s, when Stalker was made—a 
time when post-production sound in 
Hollywood was becoming increas-
ingly departmentalized and frag-
mented—Artemyev was eradicating 
the boundaries between music and 
sound with his work on this film. 
Many of Stalker's otherworldly ef-
fects, which give the impression of 
subtly manipulated production 
sound, were created on the synthe-
sizer, and therefore serve as both ex-
tension and counterpoint to the 
purely musical ideas.) 

In addition to his film scores, 

Artemyev has produced several or-
chestral and vocal works, two con-
certos, and numerous electronic 
compositions. But even with such a 
lofty artistic pedigree—which began 
with classical training at the Moscow 
Conservatory—the man is far from a 
musical snob. Heavily influenced by 
rock, he cites, for example, bands 
like King Crimson and Pink Floyd as 
sources of inspiration, right up there 
alongside Shostakovich and Stravinsky. 

He is not a cinematic snob, either. 
Recently, he played for me a beautiful-
ly crafted minuet that would have 
seemed quite at home in some lovely, 
upscale European art film. But when I 
asked what it was, he told me it was 
from the score of Burka of the Rats, a 
low-budget Roger Comian thriller. 

flerlrunir music 
began as On alternative 

lii arademir music, 

and in su doing created 

its uwn technology 

and ils own language. 

Dividing his time between Los An-
geles and Moscow, between film 
scores and what some people refer to 
as "serious" music, Artemyev is cur-
rently hard at work on his most ambi-
tious project to date, an opera based 
on the classic novel Crime and Pun-
ishment, with a libretto by his friend 
Konchalovsky. Like much of his film 
music, this piece will combine sym-
phonic, electronic and folk idioms, 
not to mention—roll over, Dos-
toyevsky—elements of rock 'n' roll. 

Surprisingly down-to-earth and ap-
proachable, Artemyev describes him-
self simply as "a Russian composer,' 
without a trace of self-aggrandize-
ment, Hollywood ego—or hype. The 
description would not be complete, 
however, without this footnote: That 
any artist who can not only survive, 
but in fact thrive, under both Soviet 

communism and Hollywood capital-
ism has to be a remarkable human 
being, and that any film composer 
who can do justice to both 
Tarkovsky and Roger Corman is in-
deed a talent to be reckoned with. 

For you, are electronic music and 
music played acoustically two radi-
cally derent modes of thinking, or 
do you view them simply as differ-
ent tools used to express similar mu-
sical ideas? 
First, we have to agree on what the 
term "electronic music" means. If we 
think of it only in terms of the 
equipment involved—synthesizers, 
processors and so on—then it's 
merely a new means of doing old 
things. So in that sense, yes, you 
could say that acoustic and electron-
ic instruments are different tools 
which can be used to express simi-
lar ideas. On the other hand, elec-
tronic music began, to a great extent, 
as an alternative to academic music, 
and in so doing created its own 
technology, and therefore its own 
language. It is in this context that a 
composer encounters an unknown 
world, one in which his experiences 
in traditional music have no bearing. 
Many people do, in fact, consider 
acoustic and electronic music as two 
separate modes of thinking, which 
have developed along parallel lines 
that will never actually converge. I 
feel, though, that in the not-too-dis-
tant future, these two parallel lines 
will very definitely come together, 
and out of this confrontation, an en-
tirely new musical form will emerge. 
Have these ideas had any direct im-
pact on your film composing? 
In my experience as a film compos-
er, electronic music—in its purest 
form—has never been requested by 
a filmmaker, because the true iden-
tity, or meaning, of this kind of 
music seems to be connected to the 
fact that it is beyond, or above, emo-
tional content. It belongs to the 
realm of pure reason. And since cin-
ema is a medium that usually ap-
peals directly to the emotions, elec-
tronic music would seem to go 
against the intended purpose of a 
film score—which is to intensify the 
emotions of the viewer. 
How did this apply to your work 
with Tarkovsky? 
Even with Solaris, the only film I've 
ever done in which electronic music 
was the basis for the entire sound-
track, the main task that Tarkovsky 
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I know that you took on the role of 
sound designer in other films— 
a number of years, in fact, before 
this term was officially coined... 
Tarkovsky often said to me that, for 
him, it was more important for the 
composer to create an overall con-
ceptual idea for all the sound used in 
a film, rather than to simply write 
themes or melodies that accompany 
the images. In Mirror, for example, I 
had to create orchestral textures that 
were added to the natural, nonmusi-
cal elements of the soundtrack, in 
order to give them a certain spiritual 
dimension that he wanted. The or-
chestra's purpose here was to play 

the role of " living water" ]a term in 
Russian folklore having to do with 
spiritual regeneration and renewal]. 
In the entire picture, there is only one 
actual music cue, in the usual sense 
of that term, and even then I used 
variations on only a single chord—an 
E-minor chord, with constantly 
changing instrumentation—and this 
sequence is ten minutes long! 
I think your score for Stalker is a per-
fect illustration of what you spoke 
about earlier—the idea that some-
thing completely new and unique 
can come about when the parallel 
lines of acoustic and electronic sound 
finally connect. Not Just merge or col-
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lide, but truly connect ... 
There were actually two versions of 
the score for Stalker. The first one 
was done with an orchestra alone— 
no synthesizer—but Tarkovsky re-
jected it, which surprised me, be-
cause he loved the idea of live 
music-making. The second version, 
which he accepted, was basically 
created on the Synti-100 synthesizer, 
along with solo acoustic instruments 
that were extensively manipulated 
using various sound processors. At 
that time, Tarkovsky was very inter-
ested in Zen Buddhism and wanted 
the music to reflect certain contem-
plative elements that are part of East-
ern religion and philosophy. To 
achieve this quality, I borrowed 
from the Indian classical tradition of 
using a single basic tonality, whose 
rhythmic patterns are slowly and 
constantly changing, creating a back-
ground over which the melody of a 
solo instrument can soar. 
Most of the films you've done in 
Russia, including Burnt by the Sun, 
were made at Mosfilm Studios. 
Today, from a technical standpoint, 
are the facilities at Mosfilm compa-
rable to studios in Europe or Amer-
ica, or could they still use a little in-
fusion of Perestroika? 
Mosfilm currently has three record-
ing studios—one which is designed 
for rock and pop music recording, 
and two which can accommodate 
large symphonic orchestras. Each of 
the three studios is equipped with 
state-of-the-art Western technolo-
gy—Solid State Logic mixers, a pair 
of 24-track tape recorders, different 
kinds of DSP, and so forth—and the 
technicians are also very highly 
skilled. I recorded the music for 
three of my six American films at 
Mosfilm, and as far as I know, the 
Americans I worked with on these 
productions were very happy with 
the quality of the recordings. 
How is your own studio currently 
set up? 
I have a DX7, a Korg-ex M1R, X5DR, 
DVP-1, Roland JX-10, JD-800 and R-
8 drum machine, and the following 
samplers: a Kurzweil-250, an E-mu 
2+HD, an Ensoniq EPS16+ Turbo, 
and SampleCell II. I have quite a few 
sound processors as well: reverb 
machines (Ensoniq DP/4, Yamaha 
REV-5, Lexicon LXP-1 and LXP-5, 
Alesis QuadraVerb, ART MultiVerb 
and SGE), several compressors, 
Aural Exciter, BBE Sonic Maximizer, 
Hughes Sound Retrieval System, and 
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And that's not just our opinion. 

Why do 70% of world tours 

specify the M 88 TG in their 
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Pure quality of sound and 

dependable perfor mance. 

The M 88 TG's stunning 

performance together with a 

construction tough enough to 

cope with the road make it a 
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M 69 TG. Its low proximity effect, high sensitivity, 

.3r-d extended frequency response give excellent 

results in almost every environment. 

tee 

Ne-e14 

See you- dealer today and check out the legendary 

M 88 TG and M 69 TG. The choice of the professiontals. 

!Mow i,rid witlheirt ever-von-age's reach! 

See us at AES Booth #447 

For more information or a brochure, call 1-800-293-4463 
t'SE READER SERVICE CARD loA' 11( 1.\ I w 



I Don't be a Tape-based 
goOglehUllipher. 

(I) 

n 1856, Charles Darwin 
determined that the Tape-
based googlehumpher 
species died off because of 
its failure to evolve with 
the times. 150 years later, 
E-mu's DARWIN 8-track 
Digital Hard Disk Recorder 
is proving to be the 
salvation of the digital 
recording species, 
with its highly 
evolved functionality 
and streamlined cost. 
It's true: DARWIN 
delivers the power of digital audio workstation-style recording and editing 
at a price every Homo erectus can afford. 

Play music? Doing some recording? You won't believe what DARWIN will do 
for your creative process! That's because DARWIN's heart pumps with the 
power of non-destructive random access recording technology. Consider 
the benefits of that over taped-based beasts: 

• Effortlessly cut and paste that 
perfect chorus throughout a tune 

• Completely rearrange a composition 
without screwing up the original 

• Instantly resurrect that insane 
guitar riff you accidently wiped out 

GOOOLEHUPPMERUS 

TAREEOIC PERIOD 
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• Create a virtually unlimited number 
of tracks from a single unit 

• Avoid time wasted waiting for 
tape rewind 

• Operation so easy and evolved, 
even a dinosaur can run it 

Any question about who will be picking who's teeth with who's bones 
in the recording food chain? Face it, you need this thing. 

Don't make the mistake of the googlehumphers 
before you. Spit that tape out of your 
mouth and sail to your nearest 
E-mu dealer to learn about 
the DARWIN Digital Audio 
Disk Recorder in the flesh. 
After all, DARWIN is... 
the natural selection. 

E- MU 

E-mu Systems 
To find your local E-mu dealer, contact: PO Box 660015, Scotts Valley, CA 95067-0015 • 408.438.1921 
UK Office: Suite 6, Adam Ferguson House, Eskmills Industrial Park, Musselburgh, EH21 7PG • 44.131.653.6556 

USE READER .SERIICh CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Symetrix noise reduction. The whole 
system is run on a Mac PowerPC 
8100/100, with the following pro-
grams: Digital Performer (Version 
1.6), Unisyn, Max, Finale. Pro Tools 
III, Sound Designer II. I think of all 
these tools as musical instruments, 
and for me, any kind of musical in-
strument is like a living creature, so 
I never get rid of my old equip-
ment—I just add to it. 
How many tracks do you prepare 
for a mix? 
I usually find 32 tracks to be suffi-
cient, but it all depends on the con-
figuration of the orchestra—or, if the 
film's budget doesn't allow for an or-
chestra, the number of parts for syn-
thesizer. In that event, I prefer mixing 
directly on DAT, using the Performer 
program, without making a prelimi-
nary recording on the multitrack. I've 
been using this program since its sec-
ond version for the Mac 512. 
Using effects processing—adding re-
verb, etc.— what type of acoustic 
space do you create for your music? 
I prefer artificially created space. 
using various processors, but I like to 
leave the natural acoustics as a kind 
of background. I think that a com-
poser should create space, as well as 
music, since space is a powerful ele-
ment in building the atmosphere of a 
film. The creation and manipulation 
of space is a totally new phenome-
non in musical composition and has 
become possible only with the ad-
vent of contemporary technology. In 
the past, music theory has delved 
deeply into polyphony, harmony, 
rhythm, form and so forth, but it has 
never paid much attention to space 
as a physical medium—the place, in 
fact, where music exists. I recently 
gave a course on this subject at the 
Moscow Conservatory, and in my 
lectures I tried to show how space 
can function as an active, transfor-
mational element in music, either in 
the most rudimentary components of 
musical construction, such as timbre, 
rhythm and harmony, or in the more 
complex framework of an actual 
composition. 

Anneliese Varaldiev is a video artist 
whose work has been shown in Eu-
rope, America and Japan. She has 
collaborated with Edward Artemyev 
on several projects, including his 
composition Zero Gravity/One, which 
is premiering at Russia's first Festival 
of Electronic Music, held in Moscow 
this month. 
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Upgrade all your microphones 

Smooth and intimate, dimensional and detailed...is that the sound you're looking for? The Aphex 

107 Tubessenc& Thermionic Microphone Preamplifier reveals the subtlety and power in both vintage 

condensers and popular dynamic mics. Qualities that are lost on your console's mic preamp. 

Tubessence, for the long journey from microphone to CD. 

The Aphex Model 107, tube mic pre - two channels of Tubessence for $595.00 MSRP (U.S.). 

Call or fax for a dealer near you. 

APFIE_JC 
See us at AES Booth ##918 

SYSTEMS 
Improving the way the world soundssm 
11068 Randall Street, Sun Vaney, CA 91352 • Tel: 818-767-2929, Fax: 818-767-2641 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



-W I-IENT IT COMES TO RECOR 
WILL PUT YOU TNT A C 

Balanced mic and unbalanced 
line inputs with phantom 
power and 20dB pad 
accommodate the widest 
range of input signals. 

The only console in this price 
range with true Split EQ each 
assignable to monitor or channel. 
High-frequency shelving control 
at 12 kHz, low frequency at 80 
Hz for smoother, more musical 
EQ results. 

Dual sweepable mids on 
each channel let you apply 
16dB of boost or cut at 
critical frequencies. 

Setting up two independent 
stereo cue mixes is no problem. 
Try this with other mixers in 
this price range, it just won't 
happen or you'll have to 
compromise something. 

The most versatile AUX 
section in its class; rivaling 
expensive high-end consoles. 
8 sends total, 2 in stereo. 
Send signal in stereo or 
mono, pre- or post-fader. 
Available all at once. 
Return signal through 
any of 6 stereo paths. 

Direct channel input switching. 
Assign to one of eight busses, or 
direct to tape or disk, or to the 
master stereo bus. Because the 
group and direct-out jacks are 
one and the saine, you can 
select either without repatching. 
You won't find this kind 
of speed or flexibility in a 
"one-size-fits-all" board. 

Feel those 100mm faders! 
Turn those smooth and 
responsive knobs! They 
feel and work better than 
any other in its class. 
The M-2600's physical 
design takes the 
aggravation out of 
recording and lets 
you focus on the 
process of creating 
music. Everything is 
'right where it ought 
to be'. Try it for 
yourself. 

Each M-2600 channel fratures 
advanced-design mic pre-amps 
with incredibly low-distortion 
specs. Plus you get phantom power 
on each channel. Feed anything 
into the M-2600 from condenser 
microphones to line input from 
synths and sound modules. 

For your personal or project studio, don't settle for anything less than a dedicated 
recording console. Some may try to convince you that a "multi-purpose mixer" 
works fine for multitrack recording. But don't take their word for it. The compromises, 
hassles and workarounds just aren't worth it. 

Want proof? Ask your salesman how a multipurpose mixer handles these common 
recording situations. But listen carefully for workarounds, repatching schemes and 
other compromises. Then compare it to how easily the M-2600, a true recording 
console, sets up and does things. 

SITUATION Separate headphone mixes for the talent and the producer. The 
talent wants a reverb-wet mix, but the producer wants it dry. Everyone wants it in stereo. 

Compromise: Multi-purpose mixers require you to sacrifice 4 AUX sends and 
tape returns to get 2 stereo headphone mixes; but you need those sends/returns 
for outboard effects! What a dilemma. 

M-2600 Solution: With a few buttons, assign up to two, independent stereo 
AUXs to be used as headphone mixes. Everyone hears the mix they want — 
and you've still got four AUX sends and returns free for signal processing gear. 

SITUATION You're EQing tape tracks to 
get just the right sound. You're using the 
shelving EQ for the monitor mix, and the 
sweepable mids for the channel buss. Still, 
the drummer wants a certain frequency out 
of his mix — a job for the sweepable mids. 

Compromise: Few multi-purpose mixers 
have EQ assignment. You're stuck with 
the shelving EQ on the monitor mix, and 
the sweepable mids on the channels 
(if they even have split EQ). You've got no 
choice. Good luck trying to explain this to 
the drummer. 

111111111\b, 

Available with 16, 24 or 32 inputs, the M-2600 is 
optimized for digital recording. Don't wait till 
your first session to discover the compromises and 
hassles other boards will put you through. 

M-2600 Solution: Assign the shelving EQ, the sweepable EQ, or both to either 
the monitor or channel buss as necessary. The entire EQ section is splittable and 
assignable and can work in tandem. 

13=13 Mixdown. You're sending tracks to effects units for added studio 
polish. You want to take advantage of true stereo effects. How do you do it? 

Compromise: Most multi-purpose mixers have fewer AUX sends than the 
M-2600's eight. Usually only in mono. And, some sends are linked, so you can't 
send them to different signal paths. So you settle for only a few effects, or forego 
stereo effects altogether. 

M-2600 Solution: Pick one: 8 mono sends or 1 stereo and 6 
mono sends or 2 stereo and 4 mono sends. Each with its own 
level control and separate output jack. So you can use true 
stereo effects and still have sends left over for effects. Send 
the effects signals back via 6 stereo returns. 

That's not all! The M-2600 doesn't compromise sound, either. 
You'll appreciate the new TASCAM sound — low-noise 
circuitry and Absolute Sound TransparencyTm. It all adds up 
to the perfect console for any personal or project studio — 
combining great sound with recording-specific features you'll 

need when recording, overdubbing and mixing 
down. Features you can get your hands on for as 
little as $2,999 (suggested retail price for the 16-input mode 

So forget compromises. Invest in a true recording 
console. The TASCAM M-2600. 

See us at AES Booth #400 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



DING, MOST OTHER CONSOLES 

OMPROMISING SITUATION. 

Only the M-2600 provides two independent stereo cue 
systems. Demanding perfOrmers can hear the submix or 

scratch tracks the way 
they want, so they'll 
perform better. 
Meanwhile, the 
control room or 
producer's mix is 

can accommodate 
everyone involved in 

unaffected. You 

the production — 
without interrupting 

the creative flow Best of all, using the ate mixes doesn't 
involve tying up your valuable AUX sends. 

The incredibly flexible Iesi'ti 0/ 
the M-2600 newts signal routing 

is versatile and 
11 accomplished by the 

touch of a button, 
instead of a tangle 
of wire. Our decades 
•f mixer experience has resulted in an ergonomic design that's exactly what you need: 
a board that speeds and facilitates recording and mixdown. Everything is where you 
intuitively think it should be. Dedicated solo and mute indicator lights on every channel, 

on master AUX sends, stereo returns, and each of the 8 busses so you always know 
exactly what you're monitoring. Plus, SmartSwitchesTM protect you against redundant 
or canceling operations. 

TASCAIVI NI-2500: THE CONSOLE DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR RECORDING. 

r 

Use more effects/signal 
processing gear on more 
tracks with the M-2600. Use 
two (count 'srn) true stereo 
send/returns to support stereo 
effects units. Plus, you still 
have 4 fully-assignable AUX 
sends left over for other gear. 
A total of 8 AUX sends— 
more than nearly any other 
console — anywhere. Better 
yet, you can use them all at 
once. No compromises. At 
mixdown, you can actually 
double your inputs so you 
can mix in all those virtual 
tracks. Just press the "Flip"' 
switch. No repatching. No 
need to buy expensive and 
space-eating expansion 
modules. 

- alas * BE E ease meeeftee-ec ,- er 4, 

coursc, the M-2600 sounds great. It's got totally redesigned low-noise circuitry, 
Absolute Sound Transparencym and tremendous headroom. No coloration and 
virtually no noise. You will hear the difference. So, even during long mixdown 
marathons, you'll hear an accurate representation of what's been recorded. 

TASCAM® 
Take advantage of our experience. 

77A3 Telegraph Road, Montebello. CA 90640 12131 726-0303 



NEW YORK 

[Editor's Note: 

Rather than ask 

New York audio 

post engineers 

what workstation 

they were us ng 

this year, we 

decided that we'd 

like to hear a few 

New York stories— 

events that couldn't 

possibly have taken 

place anywhere 

other than the 

working trench of 

Manhattan. The 

names have been 

removed to protect 

the guilty. Special 

thanks to Heidi Jon 

Jagoda, Esq., of 

Sound One, for 

rounding up the 

suspects.] 
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Sound Editing/Mixing Tales From 
The Streets (and Suites) of Manhattan 

TECHS BAMBOOZLE BOBBY D.! 

We were half-finished mixing A 
Bronx Tale when Michael Alden, 
post-production supervisor, said that 
he had to get Robert DeNiro [who 
directed the film] out of the mix 
early, on a Wednesday, I think, so 
that he would be at the Tribeca Grill 
by 8:00 p.m. for his surprise 50th 
birthday celebration. 

"We had been mixing for weeks 
and working until 10 or 11 p.m. for 
the last seven days. If we ended 
early on the day of his birthday, Bob 
would know something was up. We 
had to come up with a plan to get 
him out without raising suspicion. 

"On the day of Bob's birthday, at 
a little past 7 p.m., one of the ma-
chine room operators pulled the 
master power switch, shutting off all 
power to the studio. All of us went 
in to the machine room to assess the 
damage. We paged Pat, in the main-
tenance department, who came 
promptly to investigate and evaluate 
the situation. Pat came in with a 
flashlight and tools, crawled into the 
power supply booth and spent 
about 20 minutes analyzing the 
cause of our apparent predicament. 
Bob, Chazz Palminteri and the edi-
tors were all looking over his shoul-
der to lend assistance. Everyone 
agreed that it looked bad. 

"Finally, Pat emerged, covered in 
soot, and stated that it would take at 
least three hours to bring us back to 
speed. Bob was dejected by the ob-
vious outcome that we were not 
going to be able to get anything 
more accomplished that evening, 
and resigned himself to calling it 
a day. 

"A car was called, and Bob was 
taken away for his surprise party, 
which apparently was a huge suc-
cess! The next day, Bob came in for 
the usual session with a knowing 

smile, acknowledging what all of us 
had pulled off. He thanked us and 
said we were one of the greatest act-
ing ensembles he had ever seen." 

THE $100,000 BLINTZ! 

It \\ unbearably hot the morning 
the apprentice editor arrived at the 
cutting room bragging about a 
blintz he had purchased from a 
landmark bakery in Little Italy. He 
told us that he would have bought 
some for everybody, but this bak-
ery was notoriously expensive. 

"It was also the first morning of 
a remix on a film that no amount of 
recutting would improve. We had 
worked into the wee hot hours 
conforming masters, were tired and 
somewhat nervous, and wished the 
apprentice would stop rattling off 
facts about the famous bakery. 

"At this particular facility, the cut-
ting rooms were on one side of a 
busy cross-town street and the dub-
bing stage on the other. The appren-
tice and I proceeded with the ardu-
ous, odious feat of moving a rickety 
film cart to the dubbing stage across 
54th Street. The cart—filled to ca-
pacity with all of our masters, easily 
representing $ 100,000 worth of ma-
terial—was designed for rolling 
down nice, smooth linoleum hall-
ways, not bouncing up and down 
curbs and over potholes, weighted 
down with 1,000 pounds of film. 

"It began to rain as we waited for 
a break in the clogged, rush hour 
vein of cross-town traffic on 54th. 
Not a hard rain, but a gray spit that 
exacerbates the wretchedness of a 
hot New York day. The apprentice 
opened an umbrella over his blintz. 
The traffic was exceptionally heavy 
and slow-moving, in what was be-
coming a downpour. Cabs and 
cartage trucks blasted their horns as 
they inched along the wet street be-



tween Broadway and Eighth Avenue. Finally, a gap 
in the crawl; we made our break for the other side of 
the street with our rickety film cart. 

"The apprentice guarded his precious pastry as 
we moved quickly against a pending wave of angry 
traffic. I believe a beer truck was heading toward us 
when a wheel on the cart snapped off and our pre-
cious cargo suddenly shifted precariously. The ap-
prentice quickly moved to save his pastry from periL 
Another wheel snapped off the other end of the 
cart, and our masters began to plunge from the rack 
onto the wet street. The blintz slid toward the pave-
ment, and the apprentice dove to rescue it. 

"At that moment, I began to utter every epithet 
I'd learned since I'd moved to New York. Predubs, 
stems and print masters were spilling off the cart left 
and right. Boxes opened up and reels went rolling 
toward the gutter. The impatient beer truck driver 
began blaring his horn and incited a chorus behind 
him. Reels unspooled in the wet street. Pedestrians 
gawked and guffawed as we scrambled to save our 
masters and our careers. 

"After a few shouting matches with the traffic and 
some adrenaline overdrive, we managed to get the 
material safely to the curbside. The beer truck throt-
tled forward, and a lovely gush of raspberry and 
cream filling burst out of the baker's bag as the im-
patient tire made road kill out of the blintz. 

"The material arrived to the stage on time, albeit 
nearly as damp as we were. I apprised the supervis-
ing sound editor of the disaster on 54th Street, and the 
entire dubbing stage exploded in a seemingly perpet-
ual gale of laughter. People laugh at the strangest 
things. The film went on to make millions of dollars 
at the box office. The bakery has since closed." 

MUCUS INTERRUPTUS 

"It was the first day of the dub on a film I had too lit-
tle time to prepare for. The re-recording mixer was 
notoriously irascible, rumored to scream things at the 
sound editors like, 'I can't mix this (rap!' and Who's 
the jerk that cut this?' He had a particular hatred for 
Foley, and I was the Foley editor. Even so, he was a 
legendary mixer, had hundreds of films and a couple 
of Oscars under his belt, and had been imported from 
California at the director's requt. 

"Also, the director had been divorced recently. His 
nuptial history was allegedly similar to Liz Taylor's, 
and none of us could understand it. because he was 
the nicest guy. We couldn't believe he was a direc-
tor—that's how nice he was. 

"Our re-recording mixer turned out to be not only 
amazing at the panel, but quite amiable. He was em-
pathetic about our rushed tracks, had a genuinely 
positive bedside manner, and kept the atmosphere 
on stage congenial by recounting Hollywood war sto-
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ries, all of which were fascinating. 
Our anxieties had been quickly re-
placed by respect and friendship. 

"We were dubbing along at a good 
clip, ahead of schedule and under 
budget. We were about 400 feet into 
a thick reel; everything was in sync 
and the director was thrilled. Then 
a process server walked through 
the door onto the dubbing stage 
and confronted our friendly director 
with some legal paperwork. All hell 
broke loose. 

"The director raised his mammoth, 
six-foot-seven-inch frame from the 
couch, lifted the process server up by 
his shirt, slammed him against the 
wall, began shouting in a fashion no 
dramatic moment on his film could've 
compared with, and tossed the guy 
out, locking the stage door behind 
him. 'I can't even mix my goddamn 
movie without that bitch hounding 
me,' he said, wiping the sweat from 
his brow and reseating himself. 

"After the stage door was shut and 
locked, we all glanced at each other 
with one thought in mind: the other 
door. Seconds later, the process serv-
er arrived through the other door— 
his shirt ripped open—and began 

moving undeterred toward our direc-
tor. This time the director burst up 
from the couch like a small atomic 
explosion and rammed the process 
server like a truck, tackling him to the 
carpet. He then proceeded to drag 
the process server from the stage by 
his feet and closed the other door 
and locked it. 'Sorry, guys,' the direc-
tor said. 'let's move on..." 

EDITOR'S REVENGE 
"As an apprentice sound editor on a 
rather hellish job, I had the misfor-
tune of working with a prima donna 
sound editor who was a definitive 
nut job, and an equipment repairman 
who was lazy, incompetent and full 
of excuses. 

The sound editor would some-
times call me late on Sunday nights 
and ask me to go to the cutting 
room because he thought he might 
have left his door unlocked. As I 
was low on the totem pole, I'd take 
the subway down from the Upper 
West Side and check his door. It was 
always locked. 

"He regaled me with tales of his 
unrivaled expertise, unabashedly bad-
mouthed his colleagues and told me 

that if I listened to his advice, I had a 
remote shot of ascending to his king-
of-the-hill status. The maintenance 
man's main output was an ongoing 
litany of excuses about why things 
were broken, were never fixed, or re-
mained functional for only a few 
hours after he'd jerry-rigged some-
thing back to an operational status. 

"We had a sad fleet of Moviolas 
that devoured picture and track, 
slipped sync, had sporadically accu-
rate footage counters, and at other 
times literally jolted us with electrici-
ty. We had Steenbecks that scratched 
work picture and buzzed like Con 
Ed substations. As one of my respon-
sibilities was to make sure every-
body's equipment was running prop-
erly, the maintenance man made me 
look like a slacker. 

"One night, I was watching a 
Capra film while it rained cats and 
dogs outside. The phone rang, and 
the sound editor once again had 
doubts about whether he had locked 
his cutting-room door. Could I go 
check it? How convenient that it was 
raining buckets. Soaked and angry, I 
checked his door; it was locked. Not 
wanting to make the 70-block trip for 

"Whether you are looking for a new console or looking to put new life 
into an older board, Optifile Tetra offers a powerful, 

affordable alternative to moving fader systems." 
George Petersen - Editor, Mix 

"It 's not just the speed with which (Optifile Tetra) allows you to work, 
but the way the system's requirements no longer dictate the way in which 

you work. Mixing via Tetra with Move status, 
really is every bit as intuitive as using a moving fader system." 
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For international sales call: AD Systems 
UK +44 (0181) 943 4949 fax:+44 (0181) 943 5155 



nothing, a small hole in the wall was 
drilled and a small wire attached to 
the editor's monitoring rig. The stage 
had been set. 

"Monday morning, the sound edi-
tor complained to me about a hum 
he was getting through his head-
phones. Could I call the maintenance 
man? But, of course, on the double. 
From my remote location, I turned off 
the manufactured hum for the audi-
ence of the maintenance man. 'I hear 
no hum,' he said. 'There's a hum,' 
said the editor, 'just listen.' There's 
no hum,' said the maintenance man. 

"Over the duration of the job, I 
piped sounds of chickens squawk-
ing, pigs squealing and a variety of 
other racket through the sound edi-
tor's headphones. It turned into an 
absurdity: 'I hear horses braying in 
my monitoring setup; call mainte-
nance!' I hear no horses,' the non 
compos mentis fellow would say 
upon examining the 'problem.' 

"I would pipe in bowling-lane 
backgrounds. 'There are people bowl-
ing in my headphones..."How horri-
ble. How can you work?' Call mainte-
nance!' But of course, strike or spare?' 

"Eventually the sound editor quit 

bothering me for fear I'd have him 
committed." 

REEL SAVED FROM 

HIGHRISE PLUNGE 

While working in Sound One's 
transfer room with the editor pre-
sent, I had stacked four 2,000-foot 
mag tracks on the window sill, near 
the open window. In an attempt to 
retrieve the track on the bottom of 
the pile, the editor tilted the pile, 
causing the top track to slide toward 
the window. Being eight stories high 
and in midtown Manhattan, I feared 
for the lives of the pedestrians below. 
I lunged for the mag track, and was 
barely able to grab it and keep it from 
sliding out the window. I looked at 
the editor and said, 'That was a close 
one,' to which the editor calmly 
replied, 'It's no big deal, it's only the 
M&E track.— 

MOUSE IN THE HOUSE 

"The project NA as :iliport 1975, and 
the talent was Gloria Swanson. Yes, 
Gloria Swanson. The Grande Dame 
of film, Norma Desmond personified, 
pushing the outer limits of her 
dotage, attended by her chauffeur/at-

tendant/bodyguard, whose job was 
to continually infuse her with a 'spe-
cial' tea blend from the thermos bot-
tle that never left his hands. 

"She had about 40 lines to dub, 
normally about three-and-a-half 
hours of work. So the producers 
booked the day. It was a wise choice. 
It was obvious by take three that the 
hours were going to pass at a glacial 
pace. Ms. Swanson required constant 
sips from the thermos to maintain the 
condition of her elderly apparatus, 
and as the sips and takes accumulat-
ed, other parts of her system began 
to slow down. 

"By noon, the tea had taken its toll, 
and it was agreed that Ms. Swanson 
should avail herself of some rest. She 
was shown to an unused waiting 
room, where she draped herself in el-
egant repose on a large and rather or-
nate sofa. Soon, the corridor outside 
Studio D echoed with the easy, son-
orous vibrations emanating from her 
well-lubricated nasal-pharyngeal 
process, and the entire floor was 
warned that the star was at rest. 

"At around one, the chauffeur ap-
peared in the employee lounge. He 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 347 
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Are you a soft target for those "mixing rustlers"? Clients who love the sound quality of 
your all-time classic console and recording room for tracking and over-dubbing, suddenly 
head for some grey and souless, automated console, when it's time to mix. 
Optifile Tetra can halt this mixing stampede! In less than three days, virtually 
any make or model of console can be transformed into an 

ibaileaglaataladtaralaaralraaffliarMe~000101332161e10 
easy-to-learn, automated, high performance mixing tool, 
that will entice your clients to stay put in your studio until 
their project is in the can. 
A recent survey among our 600 clients has proved Optifile 
Tetra pays for itself in less than a year, simply by keeping 
the mix business in house. 
Optifile Tetra will allow you to offer clients a highly 
competitive one-stop recording/mixing deal in their 
favourite studio. 
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LIVE SOUND 

by Mark Frink 

SOUNDCH  ECK 

QSC PowerLight 

FIVE FOR THE ROAD: 

CAPSULE REVIEWS OF 

NOTEWORTHY LIVE SOUND 

PRODUCTS 

After spending the first half of 
this year touring, I returned to 
devote my time to the evaluation 
of new live sound products: A 
worthy product review takes 
longer than many publishers are 
willing to admit. Hundreds of 
hours are logged, using the 
equipment in real-world situa-
tions. Bench tests are performed 
using 'scopes, RTAs and com-
puter measurement software to 
verify the manufacturer's specs. 
Listening comparisons are made 
between popular competitive 
alternatives, both in the field and 
at the shop. Though listening 
tests are hardly a scientific evalu-
ation, comparative listening in 
controlled environments can be 
both illuminating and convinc-
ing. Enlightened end-users often 
do this. Dealers, reps and manu-
facturers should take more time 
to listen as well. No evidence is 
quite as convincing as "kicking 
the tires." 

Furman X-324 crossover 

Many live sound profes-
sionals will spend this win-
ter carefully considering 
what changes the new 
year will bring. In the 
hope that it will be of 
some help, here are 

some interesting new 
products I've 
encountered 
recently. You are also 
encouraged to kick 
some tires yourself. 

MACKIE SR 24.4 

Last January, Mackie Designs 
moved to its fifth new building 
to keep up with demand, which 
shows no sign of letting up. 
Introduced at last 
winter's NAMM 
show, the first 
hundred SR 24-4 
"4-bus," live mix-
ers were rolled 
out at the begin-
ning of June. 
Through minor 
Mackie miracles of 
motherboard con-
struction, miniatur-
ization through 
automation, and 
careful monitoring 
of manufacturing tolerances, this 
console represents a price/per-
formance breakthrough. Listing 
for $ 1,599, the SR 24-4 falls 
between the 24-channel, 8-bus 
costing more than twice as 
much, and the 1604, which is 
$500 less. 

The 24.4 was used for seven 
shows a week, for two months, 
for three different series of out-
door shows in Seattle. The bot-
tom line is that it sounds great. 

Mackie has done for users of 
budget 4-bus mixers what they 
did for the rackmount and 8-bus 
markets. Best described as a 1604 
on steroids, this is the club or 
rehearsal mixer many have been 
waiting for. Weighing 35 pounds 
and measuring 31 inches wide by 
19 inches deep by 6 inches tall, 
this pup can be tucked under 
your arm comfortably. 

It has a built-in power supply 
with an IEC-style, detachable 
power connection on the rear 
panel. Next to this are switches 
for power and phantom power, 
which is applied to all channels. 
Left, right and mono are avail-
able on male XLR connectors, 

Maxine SR 24.4 

but all ouputs are balanced, 
except the TRS inserts. There 
are inserts on the four subs and 
the L/R bus, as well as the mic 
channels. 

It has 20 (not 24) of those 
great Mackie mic inputs, and 
each of these also has a V.-inch 
line input. Beside the 60mm 
faders are three switches to 
assign, in pairs, to the subs or to 

"mix," as well as a "solo" 
switch. Above the solo 
switch is a large "mute" 
switch. A red LED indica-

-CONTINUED UN RAGE 179 
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TOUR PROFILE 

Tom Petty's 
"DOG WITH WINGS" TOUR 

by Jeff Forlenza 

Tom Petty and The Heart-
breakers toured through-
out the summer to sup-

port their recent Warner Bros. 
album Wildflowers, with a P.A. 
system supplied by Electrotec of 
Westlake Village, Calif. TEC-
Award-winning sound reinforce-
ment engineer Robert Scovill 
mixed FOH from a modified 
Gamble EX56 console, while 
Brian Hendry mixed monitors 
on a 56-input Midas XL3 board. 
We got a chance to speak with 
these engineers as they prepared 
the Shoreline Amphitheater in 
Mountain View, Calif., for another 
sell-out Petty performance. 

Petty's concerts rely more on 
a performance vibe than on spe-
cial effects and technical wiz-
ardry. On this tour, Petty 
eschewed massive production 
values, and his stage setup was 
dominated by vintage Vox AC30 
and Fender Bassman amps. 
"He's not a real high-tech guy, 
but he makes up for it extremely 

Petty Sound Crew (L to R): Todd Wilkinson, sound 

technician; Marc Reneault, sound technician; Bill 

Overstreet, FOH assistant; Robert Scovill, FOH mixer; 

Brian Hendry, monitor mixer; and Ed Gonzales, 

system engineer 

well;' says monitor mixer 
Brian Hendry. "I've worked 
with lots of people over 
the years—Van Halen, 
Bon Jovi, Motley Crue— 
but Tom is certainly one 
of the best?' 

Hendry uses a 56-
input Midas XL3 stretch 
console to provide 13 
monitor mixes onstage. 
In-ear monitors are 
worn by Petty and 
drummer Steve Fer-
rone, but Hendry also 
uses Electrotec 
wedges, putting 
them in and taking 
them out for differ-
ent songs. In-ear 
monitors are new 
to Petty on this 
tour. He wanted 
the same in-ear 
monitors The 
Eagles had used 
on their Hell 
Freezes Over tour, 

which were Sensaphon-
ics ear molds and per-
sonal Radio Station PRS 
transmitters. But Petty 
didn't like the feel of the 
Sensaphonics molds 
because they go deep 
into the ear canal. 
Hendry suggested using 
Future Sonics ear molds, 
and Petty was much 
happier when he tried 
them. Not wanting to be 
cut off from the stage 
ambience, Petty wears 
only one ear monitor, in 
his left ear. 

"With Tom. he tends 

to think [that] with 
them on completely, you'll be 
kind of isolated:' Hendry 
explains. "He wants to be able to 
hear all these old AC3Os [amps] 
onstage to get the stage vibe So 
Tom has a support monitor in 
one ear. What I normally do is 
tweak the monitors as normal, 
get them loud and ballsy and 
then bring the ear monitor up to 
match." 

Hendry uses an assortment of 
Microtech and JBL amps to 
power Electrotec monitor 
wedges onstage. Hendry's proc-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 197 
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LIVE SOUND 

A fter a four-year absence 
from recording and 
touring, Anita Baker re-

established her singular presence 
in the music industry with the 
long-awaited Rhythm of Love 
album, which quickly climbed 
the charts during the fall of '94. 
Gerard Smerek, Baker's studio 
engineer and audio consultant, 
teamed up with Mark Johnson of 
Meyer Sound Labs to assemble a 
sound system and staff for the 
Rhythm of Love tour. 

Baker's acute hearing is well-
known in the industry, as is her 
formidable knowledge of fre-
quency analysis. So, the tour sys-
tem was designed with the goal 
of both duplicating the album 
mix and meeting the artist's high 
standards in terms of stage moni-
toring. Meyer proposed its 
newest line of speakers, as well 
as its SIM (Source Independent 
Measurement) process to analyze 
each venue. Because the venues 
ranged from 2.500-seat theaters 
to 15,000-seat arenas, it was 
important that the audio system 
be flexible. After screening sev-
eral Meyer-equipped companies, 

TOUR PROFILE 

Anita Baker's 
"Rhythm of 
Love" Tour 
TRAVELING WITH THE 
SIM SYSTEM 

by Dave Lawler 

the contract was awarded to 
A-1 Audio (Hollywood, Calif.) 
The engineers chosen were 
Ken Newman for front of 
house, Bill Fertig as Baker's 
monitor engineer, Bob Erickson 
doing band and singer's moni-
tors, along with A- 1's Lance 
Krive as stage technician and 
me, the SIM/system engineer. 

Johnson, Smerek and I 
designed the audio system so that 
it can be rigged in several config-
urations to suit the different 
venue types. The system features 
Meyer MSL-5 speakers, which are 
the size and weight of two of the 
well-known MSL-3s, but have a 

House engineer Ken Newman 

Paramount Theater, Oakland, Calif. 

horizontal dispersion of only 30 
degrees and cover 150 to 18k Hz. 
Their components are three 2-
inch horns arrayed horizontally, 
and two double-12s, each pair in 
its own horn-loaded chamber, 
side-by-each. Under these are 

Meyer DS-2 mid-bass cabi-
nets, each a double-15 folded 
design covering 75 to 150 Hz. 
The Meyer 650-R2 subs used 
are double-18, front-loaded 
cabinets, covering 30 to 75 
Hz. Additionally, smaller two-
way MSL-2s are used for 
down-fill and for covering 
any dead short-throw areas or 
box seats as necessary. The 
first five center rows are coy-

-CONTINUED O\ 1'161'198 
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187,200 Shows 

467 Venues 

210 Engineers 

188 Tours 

...and counting 
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The AIL PRO6 uses the same road-proven technology that has passed the rigorous testing of the most demanding 
engineers in pro audio. All's PARAGON mixing console is "the most highly-specified touring desk on the market."* 
Now you can literally have a piece of the Eamon in your rack. Loaded with features, the PRO6 includes: 

• high voltage mic preamp • parametric noise gate 
• 24db/oct hi/b pass filter • compressor/limiter 
• four band parametric EQ • ducker 

Mi Audio Toys, Inc. • 9017-C Mendenhall Cour • Columbia MD 21045 
• (410) 381-7879 • Fax 410) 38- -5025 
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LIVE SOUND 

TOUR PROFILE 

King Crimson's 
"THRAK TOUR 

by Tim Moshansky 

K
ing Crimson's music has 
always been challeng-
ing, pushing the limits of 

what music can or should be. 
Although not for everyone, those 
who appreciate the Crimson 
sound know that it is a great 
occasion when the band gets 
together for some new recording 
and touring. Under the direction 
of founding member and guitarist 
Robert Fripp, King Crimson has 
undergone many incarnations 
through the years. The current 
lineup teams Fripp, Adrian Belew 
(guitar and vocals), Tony Levin 
(bass and Chapman stick) and Bill 
Bruford (drums and batterie)— the 
members responsible for the 
band's seminal 80s work—with 
two very talented newcomers: 
Trey Gunn (stick) and Pat Mas-
telotto (drums and percussion). 

The hand have been touring 
extensively in support of their 
recent album, Thad?. with FOH 

mixer George Glossop onboard. 
(Glossop was first called on to 
mix for the Discipline tour in 
the early '80s and has been on 
all of the band's tours since.) 

The sound company for the 
tour is Delicate Productions of 
Los Angeles, and the P.A. consists 
of ten Martin F2 bass cabinets, 
ten F2 mid-high cabinets, four 
Martin BSX sub-bass cabinets and 
four Apogee AE5 cabinets. Power 
is provided by two F2 amp 
racks containing three 
Carver PM1200s and four 
Crest 7001s, two sub-bass 
racks each containing two 
Crest 8001s, and one 
Apogee rack containing an 
Apogee A5 processor and 
two Carver PM 1200s. The 
drive rack consists of a 
BSS Varicurve, two BSS 
960 4-channel graphic 
EQs, a Chaos Audio 4-sta-
tion intercom, and four 

Adrian Below 

of King Crimson 

Martin MX4 crossovers (left, right, 
sub, and spare). 

Glossop mixes the band sound 
through a Yamaha PM4000. The 
insert rack contains a Goldline 
RTA, Summit Tube Compressor, 
three UREI LA-22 compressor/lim-
iters and a Drawmer 201 gate. 
The effects rack houses a 
Yamaha SPX-990, Lexicon PCM70 
and PCM42, dbx 120X Subhar-
monic, two Panasonic DAT 

House engineer George Glossop 

PHOiOS STEVE JENNINGS 
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IT'S ALL 
e IN THE: 
COMPANY 
W-4 KEEV 

From Pink Floyd to Peer Gabriel; Depêche Mo to kin Duran; Meat Loaf to Randy Travis; Eros Rallied to 
kian Ferry; Simply Red to the artist formerly known as.., more major artists tour with 

Turbosound flashlight & Floodligh systems than any other turnkey sound system. 
These prestigious artists all rely on companies recognized as industry leaders in both service and sound quality. 
Companies that understand the advantages offered by s exclusive designs: the finest available audio 

quality, labor efficiency and trucking economy of any system. rigs are supplied as 
complete systems — including loudspeakers, digital system 

control, amplification, cabling and certified flying hardware — 
resulting in a coherent package with optimized system 
performance, industry-leading reliability and ease of 

transport. You owe it to your clients to offer them the finest 
sound reinforcement system available — You owe it to your 

company to offer them flashlight 6 Floodlight 

t.;11ftel f 

OTurbosound 
Once Heard, Never Forgotten 

11 A Harman International Company 

Turbosound Ltd., Star Road, Partridge Green, West Sussex RH I 3 8RY, England Tel: +44 (0) 1403 711447 Fax: +44 (0) 1403 710155 
Distributed in the United States exclusively by: Audio Independence, Ltd., 9288 Garst Rd., Mazomanie. WI 53560, U.S.A. Tel: + 1 608/767-3333 Fax: + 1 608/767-3360 

Turbosound wishes to thank the artists and Britannia Row Productions, Ltd: Eighth Day Sound Systems, Inc.; Nuovo Service srl: and BBI Inc. 
Use of artist names does not imply product endorsement. Floodlight is manufactured under license from Funktion One. 

f 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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4 mic/line XLR & TRS inputs with low noise, wide bandwidth mic preamp stages, low cut fil-

ters. 1 stereo RCA input, I stereo TRS 'A" input, mic/line XLR & TRS outputs. Left & Right 

Master Volume, Headphone controls. 48V phantom power, limiter, LED bar graph metering. 
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4 mic/line XLR & TRS inputs with low noise, wide bandwidth mic preamp stages and pan 

controls, 1 aux input with Left & Right RCA Phono inputs, mic/Itne XLR & TRS stereo out-

puts. Left & Right Master Volume controls, phantom power, LED bar graph metering. 
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Master 

mIx_r Mono version of the MIX-5S. 4 mic/line XLR & TRS inputs with low noise, wide bandwidth 
J mic preamp stages, 1 aux input, mic/line XLR & TRS outputs. Master Volume control, phantom 

power, LED bar graph metering. 
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A unique problem solver, the MIX-44 is a 4x4 matrix mixer capable of producing four dis-

crete mixes from four separate inputs (or, the MIX-44 can be configured as two 4x2 mix-

ers). Switchable headphone monitoring, LED bar graph metering. XLR balanced inputs and outputs. 

U.S. Audio 
C

ompact and feature rich, the U.S. Audio series of 
mixers from Whirlwind provides exceptional 

sonic performance in a variety of problem solv-

ing configurations for studio, live sound, and broadcast 

applications. Designed and built in the U.S. at our own 

factory, the U.S.Audio product line includes mixers, 

amplifiers, active splitters, and specialty products such 

as the Presspower active press distribution system. 

These products reflect years of real-world experience, 

and each one comes with the built-in reliability that 

Whirlwind is famous for. So the next time you need a 

high-performance specialty mixer, specify U.S. Audio! 



WIRING THE WORLD' 

NEW AT AESI 
ACTIVE CONCERT SERIES 

Active gain splitting systems with Concert Series reliability. 
Ultra-low noise front end circuitry, ground lifts on all outs, 

level indicator LEDs, level controlled outs (ideal for 
digital multitrack feeds), redundant power supplies with 

auto swttchover, new high-performance mu-metal shielded 
isolation transformers, Mass connectors, and more. 

Call for details. 

whirlwind • 99 LING ROAD . ROCHESTER • NY • 14612 • 716-663-8820 . 716-865-8930 ( FAX) 

whirlwind 
F

or twenty years,Whirlwind has been providing 

innovative products designed and built so we'd 

be proud to use them ourselves.VVe've custom 

specified and manufactured things other companies 

took for granted, like wire and connectors. We creat-

ed a full range of specialty audio accessories, and, more 

recently, the U.S. Audio brand. Whirlwind cables, con-

nectors, and electronic products have set international 

standards for performance and reliability. And with our 

worldwide dealer network and large inventory, you can 

get those products when you need them. After all, we 

want you as a customer for the next twenty years. 



LIVE SOUND 

decks, a dbx DX5 CD player, and 
a Technics cassette deck. Glossop 
doesn't like to go overboard on 
effects—he uses a couple of com-
pressors and a Summit tube lim-
iter on Belew's vocals, "just to 
keep things in check!' 

Monitors are mixed by Robin 
Fox. "He's kind of got his work 
cut out for him there, Glossop 
says, "because everybody moni-
tors in stereo, which isn't the 
standard way of monitoring!' 
(The band tested in-ear monitors 

during recording at Real World 
Studios in the UK, without suc-
cess.) Glossop explains how the 
monitoring system works. "We 
have a device made by Intelex 
that arranges the monitoring into 
submixes that go to each mem-
ber of the band, and they've got 
either one or two control boxes 
so they can dial up groups of 
information to add more or less 
of each instrument. It seems to 
be working really well for this 
band. Robin is a damn good 
monitor engineer, period. 

Sennheiser's ME 64/K6 system meets the stringent demands of digital recording.The ME 64 cardioid capsule is 

perfect for capturing the subtle nuances of acoustic instruments and cymbals. Its high output and quick tran-

sient response yield superior signal-to-noise ratio with extremely low distortion. Plus the K6 power supply is the 

heart of a modular system which accepts other mic capsules: from omni to long shotgun and even lavaliers. 

Now you can expand your collection to handle any studio or field recording application. 

MODULAR CONDENSER MICROPHONE  

AES Booth #4 .,172f ç E 'HI EIZE Ft® 
See us at 

„ ---...iiii•ii.iitit."- . 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 6 VISTA DRIVE, P.0.1300 987, OLD CIME, CT 06371 • TEL: 203-434-9190 FAX: 203-434-1759 ' 

CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100, BURBANK, CA 91505 - TEL: 818-845-7366 FAX: 8184345-7140 ......,. ., ' 4 
MEXICO: PALENQUE NO. 663, COL. NARRARTE, 03600 MEXICO, DF. MEXICO • TEL: ( 5)-605-7686 • FAX: (5)-605-64n 

Itidaba... 
CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE- CLAIRE, PO 898 1A3 - TEL 514-426-3013 FAX:514-426-3953 

Manufacturing Plantigabor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany 
aulà 

Whichever way he did it, he'd 
make a good job of it." 

Fox mixes through a Midas 
XL3 console and makes use of a 
monitor rack that contains five 
Klark-Teknik DN360 EQs, six dbx 
160X compressor/limiters, a 
Drawmer 201 noise gate, a UREI 
7112 compressor/limiter, a 
Yamaha SPX-990 and a Lexicon 
PCM70. Fourteen Martin LE600 
floor monitors are placed on 
stage, as well as one Martin Fl 
sub-bass cabinet (1x18-inch 
woofer). Monitor power is pro-
vided by eight CarverPM350/PMX 
amplifier/crossovers, eight AB 
Systems AB1200 amps, one Mar-
tin MX4 sub crossover and one 
Crest 7001 amplifier. 

Microphone selection includes 
three Shure SM58 microphones 
for vocals, four 57s for snares and 
Belew's guitars, two SM81s for 
Bruford's overheads, two SM98s 
for his toms and an SM94 for his 
hi-hat. Three Beyer M88s are 

Tony Levin of King Crimson 

used for Bruford's kick and floor 
toms and Levin's stick. On Mas-
telotto's drums, Glossop uses an 
SM91 on the kick, three AKG 
460s on hats and toys, two AKG 
414s for overheads and a 
Sennheiser 409 on floor toms. 

With the band's current "dou-
ble trio" format, they now have 
two of everything—two drum-
mers, two stick/bass players and 
two guitarists. "Just the amount of 
different sounds that are gener-
ated makes it hard work to hold it 
all together and to keep the clar-
ity there:' Glossop explains. "The 
musicians themselves are very 
good at spotting what frequency 
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XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs 
(balanced or unbalanced) 
11-detent level control (defeatable) 
Mode switch for stereo, dual mono, 
bridged mono 
Internal jumpers for true parallel mono, 
input polarity reversal, and input sensitivity 
Optional plug-in crossovers 
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Power per channel into 40. both channels 

driven, less than 0.1% THD 

  PM SERIES II from Carver Professional. • ALL-NEW power 

amplifiers with the ta it takes to go the distance. Night after night, year after 

year. • PM Series II amplifiers are MADE IN THE USA from the highest quality 

components available. • Tested under the TOUGHEST QUALITY CONTROL 

standards in the industry. • Cooled by an innovative NEW INTERNAL AIRFLOW 

system driven by an ultra-quiet 2-speed fan. • Guarded by FIVE PROTECTION 

CIRCUITS. • And backed by a FULL FIVE YEAR WARRANTY. • VC'hcn low crid is 

high priority, PM Series II delivers MORE BASS PUNCH, thanks to redesigned 

power supply transformers and more capacitor storage. • New, dual two step 

(dan H) power supplies make them MORE EFFICIENT at peak power. • If you 

need TOUGHNESS AND BRAINS, plug in an optional POVVERLINIem module 

for remote computer control of six functions and monitoring of nine key para-

meters (including output current) using MEDIALINKTM protocols • Only PM 

Series II amps corne standard with POWER-UP SEQUENCING and a front-panel 

POWER CONNECTED INDICATOR. • Finally, when it's time for road work, 

you'll he glad to know that Carver Professional amplifiers remain UGHT 

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONS—smaller and lighter than most comparable 

models. So, when you want your music delivered with maximum impact, count 

on Carver for a KNOCKOUT BLOW. 

A Built. CARVER 
PW1700: PM950: PM1400: e a registered trademark of Carver Corporation 

oaLirik'° is a registered trademark of Lone Wolf Corporalion. PROF ES13110NIAL 

20121 48th Avenue West, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 Phone 206.775.12C2 Fax 206.773.453 
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Warm It Up With 
ADL Pure Tube Equipment 

Many manufacturers combine solid state circuits 
with tubes (known as hybrid circuitry). This may 
be less expensive, but certainly will not 'warm up' 
or 'fatten' your sound like an ALL-TUBE product. 
Anthony DeMaria Labs is the company that 
brings you the finest hand-built, pure-tube equipment 
in the world. Of course, you don't have to take our word 
for it. Check out our client list and hear the difference! 

Remember... It's not ADL unless it's ALL TUBE. 

- 

(Shown Above) 
ADL 200 DI Stereo Tube Direct Box 
ADL 1000 Mono Tube Compressor 
ADL 1500 Stereo Tube Cmnpressor 

Partial Client List: 

"Top Dog In Audio" 

The Rolling Stones • Aerosmith (Steven Tyler & Brad Whitford), Flood (U2, Depeche Mode), London • Bob Clearmountain • Bon Jovi • Sony Music, NY • Butch Vig (Nirvana) 
Bearsville Studios, NY • Peter Moshay (Paula Abdul, Des'ree, Mariah Carey) • DJ Pooh (Ice Cube), L.A. • Chung King House of Metal, N.Y. • Isley Bros. • Heart • Hall & Oates • Forei 
Ted Nugent • Masterdisk, N.Y. • Paul Northfield (Rush, Queensryche, Alice Cooper), Canada • EMI Studios, Australia • Sunset Sound Factory, L.A. • Kevin Leonard (Whitney Houst 

The Cult • Neil Dorfman (Sting, Paul McCartney, Def Leopard) NY • Platinum Studios, Thailand • BaO Animals Studio, Seattle • Margarita Mix, L.A. • Sony Studios, Japan 
John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter), Nashville • Glen Phimister (Olivia Newton John), Australia • Bernie Becker (Neil Diamond) • Jimmy Buffet • Shawn Colvin 

Walter Affanasief (Mariah Carey, Barbara Streisand, Michael Bolton & Kenny G • Guy Babylon (Elton John Band) • Paul Simon • Greene St. Recording NY 

See Us At AES Booth #1143 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
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LIVE SOUND 

bands are working at whatever 
point in time where they can slide 
stuff in, and I try to EQ as much 
as possible and tidy the edges up. 
If the band has internal balance, 
that's half the point. A lot of it is 
the art of listening" 

In October 1994, the band and 
Glossop went down to Buenos 
Aires for a month of rehearsals 
and performances in a "dingy lit-
tle nightclub equipped with a 
horrible RA.," followed by eight 
dates in a larger theater, with a 
better sounding PA. and room. 
The early part of this year was 
spent touring Austria, Germany, 
Italy and France. The band also 
played two shows at London's 
Royal Albert Hall, which Glossop 
says is notorious for acoustic 
nightmares. "You can only get to 
a certain SPL before things start 
to fall apart rapidly. It's got a 
really long reverb time lurking 
somewhere up in the roof, and if 
you push it, it starts to slowly 
crumble, and you lose the defini-
tion that's there, and with this 

band that's of prime importance:' 
The imaging is very wide, and 

the system relies quite heavily on 
stereo. Because the band are 
monitoring in stereo, they know 
what's going on out front. In 
terms of placement, Glossop says 
that Fripp sits in the middle 
between the two drum risers, 
with Plexiglas sheets on either 
side of him, and that Belew is out 
front in the middle. Levin is stage 
left, and Gunn is stage right. Bru-
ford and Mastelotto are on the 
two back risers, where they 
charge off against each other. 

"The kits are spread in stereo," 
Glossop says, "but I try to keep 
some semblance of 'that drummer 
is on this side, and that drummer 
is on that side.' I like to keep the 
kick drums fairly central, because 
there are things where Pat and 
Bill are going across on the kick 
drums like that. I've got to keep 
things smack on the same level so 
that, in essence, it's like one 
drummer playing, and that's 
where they start coming up with 
such amazing patterns" 

In late June, King Crimson 
delivered a fantastic show at the 
Orpheum Theatre in Vancouver. 
The band alternated between 
smooth, melodic tunes such as 
"One Time" and "Matte Kudesai," 
and dissonant, polyrhythmic num-
bers like "Indiscipline:' "Vr000m," 
and the title track from Tbrak. It 
was truly a show of musical bril-
liance and virtuosityll 

Tim Mosbansky is a freelance 
writer, musician and recordist 
based in beautifid Vancouver, 
B.C. 

—FROM PAGE 168, FIVE FOR THE ROAD 

tor is shared by the mute (glows) 
and solo (flashes) functions of 
that strip. If you mute and solo 
at the same time, this LED both 
glows and flashes, but you will 
not hear the signal anywhere, as 
the mute is in the circuit before 
the solo, which is annoying if an 
input signal craps out mid-show, 
and you need to both turn it off 
and check it. The work-around 

World Class Connectors 
Universally accepted for their 
outstanding performance. 

Engineers, musicians and industrial users worldwide are discover-
ing the superior quality and reliability of Neutrik Connectors. 
Designed to withstand the use and abuse of applications in the 
audio, lighting, industrial and communications industries. Neutrik 
Connectors keep performing year after year. 

Innovation is the key to Neutrik b success as evidenced by the 38 
international patents issued for its products. Features such as: 

• Superior Cable Strain Reliefs 
• Screwless Cable Connectors 
• Solderless 1/4" Phone Plugs and XLR Connectors 
• Hazard Proof Speaker/Amplifier Connecting Systems 
• The Combo 1/4 " Jack and Female XLR in one 
• Micro (5mm) and Miniature (12mm) Circular Connection Systems 

represent just some of the innovations introduced by Neutrik. 

Why not discover the world of Neutrik Connectors for your next 
application. Their quality and reliability make them the best value 
on the market today. 

For additional information contact Neutrik USA or your nearest 
representative. 

See us at AES Booth #361 

INIEL17-FtlIC 
CONNECTING THE WORLD 

195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701-4527 
Tel: 908-901-9488 Fax: 908-901-9608 
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is, of course, to "unassign" the 
channel from any mix buses, 
rather than mute it. A green sig-
nal-present and a red clip LED 
are beside each pan knob. 

Running frequency sweeps 
using LinearXTM software, it was 
possible to examine the 
response of the EQ controls. On 
the 20 mic channels, there is a 
lowcut filter and 3-band EQ with 
up to 15 dB of cut or boost. The 
lowcut filter is down 3 dB at 75 
Hz, attenuating at a steep 18 dB 
per octave. It causes a slight 2dB 
boost at 125 Hz, which I liked, 
finding it musical and useful on 
nearly every type of input. As 
with the 8-bus Mackie board, the 
Hi and Low EQ are at 12k and 
80 Hz. They have gentle slopes, 
both reaching to midrange fre-
quencies, near 500 Hz. Combin-
ing the lowcut filter with moder-
ate amounts of low-frequency 
boost achieves a nice asymmetri-
cal peak effect at around 115 Hz. 

The midrange EQ sweeps 
from 8k down to 100 Hz. Choice 
of all those frequencies is great, 
hut with such a large range, the 
slightest adjustments of this small 
knob make differences of 10%. 
This is compounded by a lack of 
silk-screened frequencies 
between the extremes. There's a 
detent on the mid's frequency 
knob at 12 o'clock, correspond-
ing to a center of about 650 Hz. 
Further investigation reveals that 
9 o'clock is 150 Hz, 10 o'clock is 
250, 2 o'clock is 1k, and 3 o'clock 
is about 1.8k. This filter is about 
1.5 octaves wide at full cut. I'm 
sure someone will complain that 
they want two hands of sweep-
able mids. If that is so important, 
then they should buy an 8-bus or 
some outboard EQs with the 
money saved on this console. 

The last four "channels" are 
two stereo, line-level inputs, 
each on a fader, with fixed, 4-
band EQ and no highpass filter. 
These have no mic inputs and 
no inserts. One Mackie-ism is the 
additional "Air" EQ knob on 
each of the four submasters, a 
boost-only peaking EQ that gen-
tly lifts extreme highs starting at 
about 4 k and peaking at 14 kHz 
by up to 10 dB. Some might 

remember a similar 6dB HF lifter 
on the old Tapco 6100 Series. 
Moderate amounts of Air, used 
with gentle reduction of highs 
on a channel, has a combined 
response that acts to reduce 
high-mids between 2 k and 5 k, 
rolling off above 16 kHz. This 
can be effective with certain 
popular dynamic vocal mics. 

Each of the six auxiliary sends 
has a knob. The first two, obvi-
ously intended for monitor 
mixes, are pre-EQ and pre-fader, 
but post-insert. This means that 
any insert placed in a channel 
will affect the signal going to 
aux 1 & 2. If these mixes will be 
used as monitor sends for live 
gigs, any processing that 
changes the gain or EQ might be 
placed into submasters instead, 
leaving gates inserted into chan-
nels, unless they are signals that 
won't be routed to the monitors. 
The last two auxes are post-
fader, while auxes 3 and 4 are 
switchable either way. Typical of 
Mackie, the aux sends have a 
very wide range of gain. Unity 
(or nominal) is reached at the 
12 o'clock position, where the 
pot is detented, rather than 3 
o'clock, as with other mixers. 
Any inputs assigned to an effect 
will be straight up, or lower. 
The result is that most assign-
ment to effects is done between 
9 o'clock and 12 o'clock. I do 
my hest work before lunch, but 
some may find this short range 
limiting. On top of this, the 
knobs are small, meaning a 
tiny tweak produces a large 
change. The same applies to 
using aux 1 ez 2 for monitor 
sends to stage, and going from 
10 o'clock to 11 o'clock creates 
a noticeable change. 

The four submasters have 
double output jacks, allowing 
the board to be connected to an 
8-track recorder without repatch-
ing. Many features make this a 
great production mixer, so there 
will be much use for it in addi-
tion to gigging. Those familiar 
with other Mackie products will 
have high expectations, and they 
will not be disappointed here. In 
a word, the sound of the 24.4 
mixer is clear. The stereo and 
mono XLR mix outputs have 

tons of headroom, providing a 
robust +28dB signal before clip-
ping, to send a loud, clear signal 
to the P.A.'s amp rack. 

Mackie Designs, 16220 Wood-
Red Road NE, Woodinville, WA 
98072; 206/488-6843; fax: 206/ 
487-4337. 

CISC POWERLIGHT 1.8 AMP 

QSC received a TEC Award nom-
ination for its 18-pound Pow-
erLight 1.8 amplifier ($ 1,998 list), 
rated at 900 watts per channel at 
2 ohms. It comes in a two-space 
chassis, 18 inches deep. Voltage 
gain is "50 times," or 34 dB, and 
the input sensitivity is 1.1 VRMS. 
A new model, the PowerLight 
4.0, will have the combined 
power of two 1.8s in a three-
rackspace chassis, with a target 
weight under 30 pounds, pro-
ducing 2,000 watts into 2 ohms. 
This low weight is achieved 
through use of QSC's new 
PowerWaveTM fully resonant 
switching technology, eliminating 
the most expensive and heaviest 
single component in traditional 
power supplies. The design of 
the switching supply uses a 
much smaller, lighter transformer 
and a storage capacitor bank that 
is a fraction of the size of the 
capacitors doing the same job. 
A quiet, variable-speed, tem-

perature-controlled fan provides 
forced-air cooling out the front, 
avoiding heat on the inside of 
the rack. A heat-sink tunnel is an 
integral part of the chassis, run-
ning through the center. The 
front panel has an exhaust grille 
the entire height of the chassis, 
in the center. On the right side, 
two 11-position detented gain 
controls have 2dB steps for the 
first seven "clicks?' These large 
knobs have a comfortable feel to 
their rubberized surface. 
Between these knobs are two 
vertical rows of four LEDs for 
audio level metering. A green 
signal-present LED lights at -30 
dB, two yellow LEDs at -20 and 
-10 dB, and a red LED shows 
clipping. On the left is a large 
power switch and LEDs to indi-
cate power (green), standby 
(yellow) and protect (red). On 
the rear, a contact closure places 
the amp in standby, allowing it 
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SYSTEM TWO 

but they're not all the same! 
Audio Precision's System One and 
System Two are the only true Dual 
Domain audio test sets. 

Some audio analyzers 
rely on analog circuitry 

Atlp 

performance pro and even consumer 
devices often providing flatness of 
±0.03 dB, the audio tester must be 
even flatter. The graph shows -±0.01 
dB flatness specification limits for 
Audio Precision's System Two, 

for analysis of digital signals by as well as the specs of a competitively 

SYSTEM TWO 

AM 7C 

LOWER 

acquiring through a D/A converter. 
Other test sets do just the 
opposite, with only a DSP core 
for both analog and digital signal 
stimulus and measurement. in 
both cases, signals pass through 

AID and D/A converters. 
Why is this important? 

Passing signals to be measured 
through converters degrades the 
measurement depending on the 
specs of the converter and its 

associated filters, increasing noise, 
distortion and adding response 
ripple. Let's look at generator 
response flatness as an example: 
Test equipment specs must be 
significantly better than those of 
the devices under test. With high 

priced "mixed signal" tester. The 
competetive unit has 10-20 times 
greater margin of error for generator 
flatness. 

Audio Precision's true Dual Domain 
architecture in System One and 

System Two means analog 
signals are generated and 
measured ay analog 
hardware, digital signals are 
generated and measured 
by digital hardware, for 

uncompromised pecform-
ance in both domains. 

Our worldwide force of 
Audio Precision representatives will be 
pleased to provide further 
information and a true Dual Domain 
on-site demonstration. 

Tek AM700 Specifications from PrOCht.ke 21V11.7212.5 dated January .1995 System Two spenficatIons front brochure 52C-0084-0141.0295in of Fear sap, 1995 
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• LARGE SELECTION - FAST DELIVERY 
• GUARANTEED BEST PRICES 
• 30-DAY RETURN POLICY 
• 30-DAY PRICE PROTECTION 

Imagine the best pro gear being just a phone call 
away. We have the gear you want in stock art great 
prices. Even better, we add outstanding value with 
one-on-one customer service and quality after-the-
sale support. Our sales associates use our gear so 
they can direct you to the products best suited for 
your needs. Isn't it time that you got both great 
prices and great service? 
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Delivery is available fcr only $5.97 more 
than UPS ground rates Call for details. 

THE BEST NAME BRANDS 

AudioTedmica • Audix • HIE • Biamp • Boss • Bretford • Cerwin-Vega 
CAD • Crown • Daylite Screens • DBX • Denon • Digitech • DOD 
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Zenith Video Projectors • Ampex and TDK recording tape 
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Store Phone: (714) 530-6760 
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to be turned on remotely 
when the power switch is in 
the "on" position. 

Protection includes in-
creased fan speed with higher 
heat-sink temperatures. Exces-
sive temperature mutes the 
signal, with quick recovery 
(about 20 seconds), due to 
continued high-speed fan 
ventilation, which was veri-
fied by clipping the amp into 
a 2-ohm load while running 
pink noise. QSC's self-reset-
ting Output AveragingTM pro-
tects the amp from delivering 
excessive current into short-
circuits. Rather than using a 
relay, DC faults instantly "col-
lapse" the power supply, elim-
inating a moving part com-
mon to most amps. 

The new Neutrik Combo 
input connectors used on this 
amp accept either 'MR (pin 2 
hot, of course) or %-inch input 
jacks. The new binding posts 
on the outputs, now used on 
QSC's entire line, replace 
familiar hex-nut binding posts. 
These allow insertion of up to 
7-gauge wire. Beveled edges 
prevent shearing of wire when 
tightened, and they are large 
enough to accept a banana 
plug directly through, side-
ways. The slotted head allows 
tightening with a coin, instead 
of having to use a hex driver. 

Our Field Test included 
running a small system out-
doors—two full-range boxes 
and two subwoofers on one 
PowerLight, and four bi-
amped wedges on the other. 
Even though one channel of 
each amp was running a 2-
ohm load up to clip, it was 
only possible to tell by look-
ing at the blinking red LEDs. 
The PowerLight uses a Class 
H design and the same 
Toshiba 230-volt output 
devices found in many profes-
sional amplifiers. Other than 
the power supply, there are 
no major differences between 
it and traditional professional 
amplifiers in its power range. 
What the switching power 
supply does is change the 
dynamic behavior of the amp 
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VAC RAC 4000 
Modular Vacuum Tube System 

The VAC RAC Sedes Tube Mic Preamplifier has had rave reviews from top engineers 

and producers who have used it. The Tube Mic Pre module features on-board two stage 

regulation providing very low distortion, custom transformers, very responsive metering, 

extended bandwidth and incredible sound. Available with Inserts and Fader Box. The 

200% over-spec tube power supply assures additional headroom with any of the new 

VAC RAC modules. 
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• Tube Mic Preamp • Optical Tube Limiter (LA2A type) 
• Tube EQ • Fully Discrete E0 

• Tube Instrument Interface • Discrete compressor/limiter 
• Additional modules coming soon 

The VAC RAC system's superlative sound is achieved by combining unique new circuit 
designs with the highest quality components and manufacturing techniques. 

For more information on the finest "direct to tape" recording system, and the sweetest 
compressors, limiters and eq's around for mixing, contact AX1 at (617) 982-2626. 

Nothing matches up to the modular, expandable, reconfigurable. simply amazing 
VAC RAC 4000 from Inward Connections. See us at AES Booth 01209. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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357 Liberty Street • Rockland, MA 02370 • Tel (617) 982-2626 • Fax (617) 982-2610 
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Irlf We just wanted to let you 
know how happy we are with 
the CD and cassette package! 
They definitely have a major 
label look and sound'," 

— Micbael Wagner, 
INVISIBLE LISA, 

Houghton Lake, MI 

See us at AES 
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the bench, it was possible to 
confirm that a traditional amp of 
similar power consumed almost 
twice as much current. Also, the 
PowerLight's fan was consider-
ably quieter, and less heat was 
generated. Standing directly in 
front of stacks or wedges, it was 
difficult to tell whether the amp 
was on by listening to its self-
noise. The measured signal-to-
noise ratio was at least 5 dB 
better than QSC's preliminary 
spec of 100 dB below full rated 
output. QSC tells me that the 
S/N spec is being revised to 
reflect that. 

The constantly changing musi-
cal demands placed on a power 
amp require it to supply varying 
amounts of current. For average 
musical requirements, only a frac-
tion of an amp's maximum out-
put is needed, with full power 
required only for musical peaks. 
A traditional power supply uses a 
large, heavy transformer, working 
at a relatively slow 60 cycles per 
second, to first step the AC down 

—FROM PAGE 185, THE BLUE NOTE 

speakers are made by Nether-
lands-based Stage Accompany, 
and Peleg swears by them. "It 
doesn't matter where you sit in 
the house, you don't get offen-
sive sound anywhere." All six 
mains and two of the monitors 
are hung from the ceiling. Two 
more monitor wedges are on 
the stage floor. The mains are 
Blue Box 25 speakers. Internal 
bi-amplifiers power each enclo-
sure's single-15 and high-fre-
quency SA 8535 Compact Dri-
ver—a neodymium ribbon dri-
ver that impressively handles 
frequencies above 1,000 Hz 
with low distortion. Five of 
these wrap around the front of 
the stage, with the sixth placed 
a bit farther out in the room, 
facing the bar. The sixth Blue 
Box and two JBL Monitor 5s 
located in the bar area are 
delayed slightly with a Klark-
Teknik DN 716. The compo-
nents in the S.A. L-27 monitors 

to a lower voltage. A full-wave 
rectifier then converts this lower-
voltage AC into a pulsing, posi-
tive electrical voltage, charging 
the large capacitors that act as 
electrical reservoirs 120 times 
each second. These storage caps 
provide the positive and negative 
DC rails that are drawn on by the 
output devices. The storage caps 
charge for about 2 milliseconds 
during each peak from the recti-
fier, and then must wait 6 milli-
seconds for their next charge. 
Large musical peaks can cause 
the supply voltage to sag, and 
there can be a small delay before 
they are recharged, depleting the 
stored energy faster than the caps 
can be recharged. 
A switching supply's design is 

turned around. PowerLight's 
switching supply first rectifies 
the AC line voltage and charges 
a capacitor bank to the peak 
voltage of the AC line. This volt-
age is then connected to the 
center tap on the primary of a 
high-frequency transformer. Elec-
trical storage occurs before the 

are identical to the main 
speakers but use external 
Stage Accompany ampli-
fiers. 

As of this writing, the 
Blue Note is preparing to 
expand again (having 
recently pushed back the 
far end of the room), 
including the addition of a 
recording control room. 
The current space has 
accommodated many live 
recordings, such as Dave 
Brubeck's Late Night Bru beck: 
Live From the Blue Note on 
Telarc Records, which comes 
with Peleg's recommendation as 
a definitive Blue Note classic. 
The club will not close during 
expansion, and Peleg assures 
that customers will not even 
notice the construction. 

The Blue Note jazz club has, 
with the help of Peleg, sailed 
onto the information highway 
through "InterJazz," a budding 
Internet jazz info service 

transformer, rather than after it, 
and the transformer operates at a 
much higher frequency. The 
ability of this pulsing, high-volt-
age DC supply to deliver current 
is not limited by the impedance 
of a large power transformer 
between it and the wall. Each 
end of the high-frequency trans-
former's primary is alternatively 
switched on and off by a square-
wave oscillator running at 114 
kHz, creating a very high-volt-
age, high-frequency AC supply. 
This transformer can be small. 
Secondary windings on this 
high-speed transformer step the 
voltage down to sets of rectifiers 
and filter capacitors, creating the 
DC supply rails that the amp's 
output devices run on. 

The PowerLight's switching 
power supply operates at a fre-
quency almost 2,000 times 
higher than the 60 Hz coming 
out of the wall. Rather than 
charging multiple reservoirs at a 
line transformer's speed of 60 
Hz, there is a single capacitor 
bank before the high-speed 

-41-torpor - 

\ 
Amit Peleg, Blue Note mix position 

(http://www.webcom.com/-ijaz 
z/bluenote.html), and its own E-
mail site there, where one can 
inspect the artist roster and 
menu of the club, as well as 
make reservations (which are 
recommended) for all the Blue 
Note's locations, including 
Tokyo, Osaka and Fukuoka, 
Japan; and, opening in 1996, 
Seoul, South Korea.M 

Jazz fan and engineer Adam 
Blackburn works at Clinton 
Recording in New York Ci). 
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A totally 
transparent 
product claim. 

The benefits of the RQP3200 are as 

transparent as its processing. This is a 

comprehensive pre-amp, compressor and 

expander/noise gate, with balanced mic or 

line inputs, two-band filters/four-band 

equalizers plus ultra-low noise and 

distortion inputs - all based on proven, high-

performance circuits. 

But best of all, the RQP3200 is from 

Calrec, so it comes with the quality, integrity 

and sophistication that's made us the choice 

of broadcasters and sound studios 

worldwide. 

Standard Calrec RQ modules include: 

Equalisers 

Compressors 
Limiters 

Expanders 
Microphone pre-amplifiers 
Distribution amplifiers 

The RQP3200 is one of a range of I U 

deep audio modules, designed for fitting in a 

standard I 9in rack unit. All the more 

commonly used units are available ex-stock, 

and we can design specialized units to meet 

your precise needs. 

The RQP3200 module: transparent 

performance with 

added Calrec. 

See us at AES, 

Booth # 1209 

Now avdilable in the us through AXI, Audio Exchange International, Inc., 357 Liberty Street, Rockland, MA 02370 

Tel: (617) 982-2626 Fax: (617) 982-2610 

Calrec Audio Ltd. Nutclough Mill. Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire HX7 8EZ. England Tel: +44 1422 842159 Fax: + 44 1422 845244 
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Digital Effects 
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, - ,,.. The new K2500 Series is Kurzweil's most 

powerful sampbng synthesizer, featuring their acclaimed 
V.A.S.TR technology. Available in rack-mount, 76-note 

semi-weighted and L-.5.6 ne-I2 fully weighted versions, the K2500 
is truly a Production Station. Its spectacular new soundset, 

advanced synthesis and sampling, sequencing and stunning 
effects help you take a project from concept to completion 

without ever leaving the K2500 environment. Plus, the 
K2500 Series interfaces with your external gear via 

SCSI, analog and digital inputs/outputs. 
-- . - imi 

Rack-mount, 76 and 88-note versions • 
True 48-note polyphony • 

Up to 1.256 Ma program memory • 

Up to 128 MB sample RAM/28 MB internal ROM • 
User upgradable software • 

32-track sequencer with full event editing • 
Full digital and analog interfacing - 

Two ribbon controllers and 8 sliders — all assignable - 
Extensive upgradability -. 

-ede 

Traderiarks and registered trademarks 
are the property of their respective owner5. 
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200 programs and 100 setups: 8 MB of Kurzweil's most spectacular 

sounds Plus, it cames with a disk containing over 1,000 more of 

Murzweits finest programs. With optional soundblacks — Orchestral 

and Contemporary ROM and the new Stereo Grand Piano — the K2500 

Series lexpands ‘, ROM sound. 
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The 1(2500 Series: Kurzweil's mast 
powerftd instruments ever They 

integrate state-of-the-art synthesis, 
sampling, effects, sequencing, advanced file 
management, true 48-note polyphony and 
If.A.57! Processing plus much mare in one 

instrument Your musical revolution begins 

with a single step. Seize the power Play the 
K2500 Series at your local Kurzweil 
Authorized Dealer. 

• 
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Get a Fgree Copy of the 

'Players of the World" poster at 

your Authorized Kurzweil Dealer 
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KURZWEIL 

Kurzweil is a product line of Young Chang 

PURE INSPIRATION 
Kurzweil Musc Systems. 13336 Alondra Blvd. Cerritos, CA 90703. Tel: +1 310/926-3200 Fax: +1 318/484-0748. E-Mail: kurzweileaol.com Web:htlp://www:musiçpro.cgm/lcu 
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You Need One Of These. 
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ART 

Get the most out of your recordings with A.R.T.'s new MDM-8L Eight-Channel Limiter! 
We've designed the MDM-8I. to work seamlessly with your eight-track recorder. Add punch to vocals, fatten up the drums, give 

the bass the character it needs, all without worrying about low levels and grainy noise, or endless patching. By maximizing 
headroom, your digital recorder can deliver true 16-bit resolution, allowing your digital recordings to sound absolutely natural. 

Finally, true octal processing. You need it... you'll love it! 

No kteldimg. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 10HZ-30KHZ (± 1 DB) 

THD: < 0.05%, 0 DBU IN 

MAXIMUM COMPRESSION: 50 DB 

NOMINAL OJTPUT LEVEL: +4 DBU, - 10DBV 
SWITCHABLE 

OUTPUT NOISE: -95 DBU BROADBAND 

DYNAMIC RANGE: > 115 DB 

APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

CROSSTALK: - 100 DB, +20 DBU IN, 
20 HZ - 20KHZ 

ATTACK TIME: 1 MS COMPRESSOR MODE, 
100 pS LIMITER MODE 

RELEASE TIME: 50 MS - 2 SEC 
(PROGRAM DEPENDENT) 

RATIO: 2:5:1 SOFT KNEE, COMP MODE, 
20:1 LIMITER MODE 

SEE US AT AES BOOTH #744 

Applied Research and Technology, Inc. 215 Tremont St.. Rochester, New York 14608 • Phone 716-436-2720 • Fax 716-436-3942 
For A.R.T.'s full color catalog ( and to be put an our mailing list) please send $2.00, along with your name and address to: 

A.R.T. Catalog Drpt.. 215 Tremont Street, Rochester, New York 14608. Be sure to tell us what magazine you saw this ad in, and its cover date. 
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transformer, and the current is 
distributed as needed to the dif-
ferent DC rails. In the switching 
supply, current is delivered all 
the time, compared to traditional 
designs, where storage capaci-
tors can deliver current only part 
of the time. Previous lightweight 
amplifier designs have had per-
formance compromises, turning 
many users off to the concept. 
With this new amplifier, per-
formance can exceed that of tra-
ditional amplifiers, with the 
weight and energy savings as an 
added bonus. 
QSC Audio Products, 1675 

MacArthur Boulevard, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626; 714/754-6175; 
fax: 714/754-6174. 

FURMAN X-SERIES CROSSOVERS 

Furman's new X-Series, with four 
different crossovers, was first 
shown at last year's AES. The 
stereo two-way, 24dB/octave X-
324 ($439 list) comes in a single-
rackspace chassis. The three-way 
and four-way stereo models 
($599 and 699 list) come in a 
two-space chassis. A single-space, 
low-cost, 12dB/octave two-way 
model ($279 list) is stripped 
down and has none of the extra 
front panel switches or features 
found on the X-324. Quarter-inch 
jacks are standard, and the TRS 
inputs accept balanced signals. 
Optional XLR connectors and bal-
anced outputs add $90 to the list 
price of the X-324, which is 
reviewed here. Upon opening the 
unit (be honest, which do you 
open first, the manual or the 
chassis?), it is obvious that an 
economy of scale is achieved by 
basing the entire X-Seiies around 
a single PC board design. 

Linkwitz-Riley or Butterworth 
crossover slopes can be chosen 
with a recessed slide switch. 
Choice of slope affects the 
amount of power delivered at 
the crossover region. In the But-
terworth position, the outputs 
are down 3 dB at the crossover 
point, which is half-power, sum-
ming them evenly. At far dis-
tances, well-designed speaker 
systems may sound flatter in the 
crossover region. Near-field lis-
teners who are on-axis may hear 

a -lobe" caused at the crossover 
point, where the two drivers 
combine in-phase. Linkwitz-Riley 
slopes, down 6 dB at the 
crossover point, cause the volt-
age to sum evenly, achieving a 
flat on-axis response. Recom-
mended for near-field and time-
alignment applications, this 
slope allows less interaction 
between components and has 
been popular in live sound for 
this reason, along with the fact 
that it offers improved protection 
for HF drivers, delivering half as 
much power where their excur-
sion is greatest. Performance of 
these slope characteristics were 
verified in the shop. 

The front panel is a matte off-
white with black silk-screen 
labeling, so the controls can be 
read easily in low-light condi-
tions. Crossover frequency 
adjustment is made on detented 
pots with a 4.3-octave range of 
35 to 700 Hz. A higher range is 
accessed using a recessed "X 10" 
slide switch. The front-panel 
labels have 3% accuracy, which 
is quite good. Another profes-
sional unit tested was off by 20% 
to 25% from its front-panel label-
ing. Finely spaced detents allow 
careful adjustments to be made 
accurately and repeatedly. 
A useful 12dB/octave lowcut 

filter on each input starts rolling 
off at 30 Hz and is down 3 dB at 
20 Hz, -12 dB at 10 Hz. Input 
and output knobs are adjustable 
from completely off to +6 dB, 
with "zero" at the 12 o'clock 
position. Each output has a mute 
switch, with a bi-color LED 
glowing red for mute and green 
for "on." 

Internal peak limiters with a 
4:1 compression ratio are avail-
able on each output band. 
Threshold is adjustable from -20 
to +20 dB on small, recessed 
pots (threshold indicators are red 
LEDs). A "greenie" or small jew-
eler's screwdriver is needed for 
adjusting the pots. Compression 
has an 8ms attack characteristic, 
which only lets transients pass 
through, and there's a one-sec-
ond release time. The output 
control is located at a point 
before these internal limiters, 
and adjustment to individual 

bands still leaves them protect-
ing the same threshold point, so 
they can be set with confidence. 

The compression driver horn 
EQ on the two "high" outputs is 
turned on by individual front 
panel switches to the left of each 
high-output control. This EQ 
curve is useful and musical, gen-
tly lifting the highs to compensate 
for the HF roll-off associated with 
contemporary constant-directivity, 
compression-driver horn designs. 
A gentle 3dB/octave slope offers 
+1 dB at 5 k, +3 dB at 10 k, peak-
ing at +6 dB at 18 k and rolling 
off at a rapid 18dB/octave rate 
from there, crossing zero at 23 k 
and down over 12 dB at 40 kHz. 
Many professional crossovers and 
processors employ too much HF 
lift when engaged, and extend it 
too high. 

Features on the unit's rear, 
clearly not intended to be used 
regularly, include a ground lift 
switch, the power switch, and a 
"Low Sum" switch to mix the 
low left and right signals, routing 
the sum to both outputs when 
engaged. 

Much attention has been paid 
to the recent proliferation of dig-
ital process-based crossovers. 
Offering extensive features, their 
sound quality is often not signifi-
cantly better than a well-de-
signed analog counterpart. The 
Furman X-Series offer profes-
sional quality and sound at an 
attractive price. 

Furman Sound, 30 Rich Street, 
Greenbrae, CA 94904; 415/927-
1225; fax: 415/927-4548. 

TECH 21 SANSAMP 

BASS DRIVER DI 

1 \\, o new direct boxes that you 
may not be familiar with are 
both a little out-of-the-ordinary, 
but each offers solutions that 
run-of-the-mill DIs cannot. Tech 
21 has redefined the active direct 
box with the SansAmp Bass Dri-
ver DI. Using the FET-based 
tube-amplifier emulation com-
mon to the company's other 
SansAmp products, the Bass Dri-
ver DI captures the harmonics 
and overdrive characteristics of 
tube amplifiers, even at low vol-
ume levels. This is one of the 
first DIs designed to not sound 
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transparent. It also can be used 
as a transparent DI when the 
effect is bypassed. 

The new Bass Driver DI ($225 
list) costs about the same as a 
good active DI. It's based on the 
earlier SansAmp Bass DI, with 
six knobs replacing the previous 
internal controls. The Level con-
trol adjusts the output, with unity 
at the halfway point. Bass and 
Treble are shelving EQ, tuned 

Tech 21 SansAmp 

for bass guitar and turning over 
at 500 Hz where they meet at 
full cut or boost. Bass offers 15 
dB of cut or boost at 100 Hz, 
while Treble offers up to 9 dB of 
boost at 2 kHz and more than 15 
dB of cut. 

The other three controls pro-
vide access to the SansAmp tube 
amp emulation. "Blend" adjusts 
the mix of the dry preamp signal 
against the processed signal. 
This allows balancing of the 
sound of a miked tube amp with 
the preamp's equalized, direct 
signal. "Drive" controls the 
amount of overdrive of tube 
amp emulating circuitry. At low 
settings, there is still warmth and 
the emulation of a miked 
speaker. Finally, a "Presence" 
control adds upper-harmonic 
content to the tube amp emula-
tion. This control corresponds to 
the -Crunch" control on the 
rackmount SansAmp PSA-1 and 
the "Presence Drive" control on 
the classic SansAmp guitar box. 

As with any effect, too much 
can sound quite nasty—although 
sometimes, "nasty" may be 
exactly what you want. I pre-
ferred settings of unity Blend ( 12 
o'clock) or less. Because of each 
effect's wide range, I recom-

mend starting with all controls at 
12 o'clock. I found that slight 
changes from this starting point 
were enough, primarily just 
adding a little bass and treble. 

One benefit is the ability to get 
the combined sound of a DI and 
a miked amp into the P.A. down 
a single XLR cable. In clubs and 
at festivals with limited inputs, 
stage space or setup time, this DI 
can quickly provide a pleasing 
composite bass sound when 
operated correctly. 

In Bypass mode, the box sim-
ply operates as a transparent 
active DI. It also has an addi-
tional parallel, unaffected 1/-inch 
output, should players not want 
their sound affected by the 
SansAmp circuitry. Some engi-
neers may want to mix the 
processed signal with the straight 
signal, and this is the place to 
connect a regular active DI to do 
that. This jack can also be used 
as an extra output for a tuner. 

The Bass Driver runs on a 9-
volt battery, DC power supply or 
phantom power. Battery life is 
about 100 hours. In the lower-
right-hand corner is a heavy-duty 
momentary switch that alter-
nately turns the effect on and 
off, and there's a large, bright 
red "Active" LED indicator. A 
recessed "pin one lift" switch, 
labeled "Phantom & Ground 
Connect," is a true ground lift 
and therefore kills phantom 
power, which needs all three 
XLR wires to work. The unit 
powers up with the effect 
bypassed. This means that if the 
unit loses and then regains 
power, the bypass switch needs 
to be turned back on. With bat-
tery or wall-wart backup, loss of 
phantom power will not put the 
unit into bypass. 

What's not obvious is that the 
Bass Driver DI also works well 
on acoustic guitars, giving them 
a presence, punch and warmth 
not normally available with 
active DIs. The tone controls 
allow players to get a better 
sound coming out of the stage 
monitors. Many acoustic players 
find themselves performing with 
sound systems where the moni-
tor send is a pre-fader, pre-EQ 
auxiliary on the console. This 

means that any tonal adjustment 
to the acoustic guitar's sound 
must take place before the XLR 
going into the sound system. EQ 
changes made on the graphic 
compromise the tone of the 
entire monitor mix, which has 
been adjusted for the vocal mics. 
Acoustic and electric players of 
both guitar and bass should con-
sider this tool for getting their 
sound at smaller gigs. For sound 
companies, the addition of a 
Bass Driver DI is a way of mak-
ing friends with musicians. 

Tech 21 Inc., 1600 Broadway, 
New York, NY 10019; 212/315-
1116; fax: 212/315-0825. 

HUGHES & KETTNER RED BOX 

Hughes & Kettner's Red Box DI, 
introduced eight years ago, con-
verts a guitar amp's signal to a 
frequency-corrected, balanced 
signal, directly feeding the emu-
lated sound of an isolated, 
miked speaker cabinet to the 
mixing console. This allows the 
sound of the amp's tubes to go 
straight to the console without 
the drawbacks of miking the 
speaker cabinet. 

The new MkIII version ($ 129 
list) now runs on phantom 
power, 9V battery or a DC wall 
wart. As long as there are 10 or 
more volts of phantom, it doesn't 
draw down the battery. Without 
phantom power, it draws 1 mA, 
and a typical alkaline battery 
lasts 250 hours. Phantom power, 

Hughes & Kettner Red Box 

is recommended, giving it head-
room to handle signals 14 dB 
hotter. While the previous Red 
Box had a fairly hot output, the 
MkIII version provides a true 
mic-level signal. It now has a 
choice of two speaker emula-
tions, either a 4x12 cabinet or a 
double-12, open-backed combo. 
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No matter where you are on earth, or what you do, there is one thing you can coLnt on: Sennheiser Wireless. It delivers the most natural and transparent 

sound ever transmitted. Phase- locked loop ( PLL) frequency synthesis provides frequency agility and stability, so that you can easily adjust your equipment 

to local RF conditions. Advanced transmitter battery management systems even allow remote status indication. And, our HiDynp/us noise reduction system 

yields tremendous signal-to-noise ratios. Only Sennheiser offers real-time computer monitoring and remote control of all receiver functions. 

Only Sennheiser provides service facilities worldwide. Free yourself with confidence. Count on Sennheiser. 
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SENNHEISER ELECTRONICCORPORATION 
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL: 203-434-9190 FAX: 203-434-1759 

CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100, BURBANK, CA 91505 • TEL: 818-845-7366 818-845-7140 
MEXICO: PALENQUE NO. 663, (OL. NARVARTE, 03600 MEXICO, D.E. MEX100 • TEL: ( 5)-605-7686 FAR, ( 5)-605-6473 

CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE - CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 • TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514 426-3953 

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedèmark, Germany 

See us at AES Booth #234 
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response sends all of the signal 
to tape. 

fully balanced 1/4' inputs (IRS) 

Volume controls adjust the 1/4" 
and the [ LOO (from unity to 
+40dB) allowing you to match 
gour with your console 
for lower noise and higher 
dynamic range. Or record direct 
to tape, llo console required. 

Ultra High speed devices give 
greater transient response. ( Trua 
3-0 Sound) 

Ultra wide traces on the PC 
boom o lowEis thermal noise 

"These cards make a very noticeable improvement in both audio and user 
expandability" — Slept-en Pirtle, Studio Otuner g Technician 

"Your input cards are the closest thing to a straight wire with gain that I 
have encountered. They have much more ' flir' and dynamics than the mods 
that I've done. Your input and output cards sound incredible." 

— Larry Seyer,fngineer, fluslin, Texas; 5 time Grammy award Enner 

Output levels at consumer (-10 dB) 
or pro level (+4 dB) on 1/4" and 
flco 

The Output card will support up to 
a 50 milliamp current which can 
drive very long runs or high 
capacitance cable with on signal 
loss. 

fullti IC coupled, allowing no 
phase shifting in the audio band 

increased headroom for more 
dynamic devices ([ Ike Drums) 

Clear Lexan top al'outs access to 
the volume controls and provides 
visual inspection for normal user 
maintenance. 
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—FROM PAGE 169, TOM PETTY 

essing rack includes Klark-
Teknik graphic EQs, Yamaha 
SPX-990s, Drawmer gates and an 
Eventide H3000. There are four 
wedges on the floor around 
Petty, and Electrotec also flies 
five of its Lab Q cabinets on the 
side of the stage. Because Petty 
is wearing only one in-ear moni-
tor, Hendry has to watch where 
Petty is onstage to know what to 
feed the in-ear monitor mix. 

"Tom's getting the stage vibe 
and ambient sound in the other 
[open] ear:' Hendry explains. 
"I'm just putting his vocal, the 
other vocal harmonies, the 
acoustics and occasional touches 
of pianos and solos, etc. into the 
ear monitor. When Tom wanders 
out to the wings of the stage for 
his guitar solos, then I feed him 
a track of his guitar. When you 
have two ear monitors in, then 
it's like having real good head-
phones on. You've got to have 
ambient mics up for crowd 
noise, you've got to have cymbal 
mics. I found with using only 
one ear monitor this time, I don't 
need to add cymbals or ambient 
crowd noise. I get sufficient 
ambience through the vocal mic 
bleed and with the other ear. So 
it's working really well:' 

Out front, Robert Scovill also 
appreciates Petty's back-to-basics 
approach. "This tour is kind of a 
change of pace from the tours 
I've done in the past," says Sco-
vill, who recently mixed Rush 
and Def Leppard. "It's pretty 
light on the processing. Really, 
all I use for the most part is 
some pitch change and a pretty 
tight slap on Petty's vocal. If I 
put anything on it, it's usually a 
really tight room, or it's really 
tight ambience program. Typi-
cally, I use some of the new 
ambience programs on the TC 
Electronic M5000. I have a dual-
loaded M5000 out there, mean-
ing it's a two-machine unit. So I 
use one part of it on Petty and 
the other half of it on drums. 
The other piece that I've been 
using for reverb, like on the 
piano, is the new Alesis 
QuadraVerb 2. That's a great 
piece of gear. I use it on piano 

and, if guitar solos dictate it, I'll 
use it there. I might use it on the 
Leslie every now and then, but it 
depends on the song." 

Scovill says the SPL at mix 
position is between 103 and 105 
dB, A-weighted. "SPL-wise, it 
wasn't that different from Rush. I 
think with Rush we were 107, A-
weighted. It was just a different 
intensity. The attack and the 
style of playing give you the illu-
sion that [Rush] is a lot louder. 
It's just a more intense, breakless 
show. Whereas with Petty, 

Robert ScovIll 

there's a complete acoustic set 
that lasts about a half-hour:' 

One of the main challenges for 
Scovill is to make Petty's soft 
vocals intelligible above a rocking 
band. "He sings really 
softly...man, it's a whisper. It's as 
challenging a vocal as I've ever 
had to deal with:' he says. "I'm 
using a dual-compression tech-
nique. Usually, I have a compres-
sor set up on an initial channel 
for Petty, and I'll do some real 
light compression on it—you 
know, 1.5 or 2 to 1—and just 
have it hitting compression when 
he's really singing loud, and then 
I'll take a direct out of that—post 
fader—to a UREI 1176 and run it 
up; depending on the vocal style, 
it can either be at 4 to 1 or all the 
way up to 20 to 1. But you return 
that on another fader, and you 
just kind of goose it up under the 
initial fader when you need it. 
And it makes the vocal jump out 
of the mix a little bit. It's some-
thing that Chas Sandford had 
showed me. Then I was speaking 
with Don Smith [engineer on the 
Stones' Voodoo Lounge album] 
previous to this tour, because 
Petty said, 'you oughta call him. 

He knows how to get my vocal 
above the mix.' Don was doing 
the same thing that I had been 
doing, but he was using a dbx 
160 as the initial compressor on 
him. So I tried the 160, and I've 
been pretty successful with it." 

The Petty P.A. consists of Elec-
trotec's proprietary Lab Q boxes 
driven by Crest amps: 48 cabinets 
on each side of the stage, 12 sub-
woofers, as well as eight centerfill 
cabinets, which are Electrotec's 
MiniOperas. There is no delay 
tower. For the shows sold 360 
degrees around the stage, 
another 24 cabinets are hung at 
the corners of the back of the 
stage for rear-fill. Scovill goes on 
to detail how he tunes the PA. at 
the Shoreline Amphitheater: 

"I have the P.A. broken into 
five components: what we call 
the onstage six columns, the off-
stage six columns, the under-
hungs, the centerfills and the sub-
woofer system:' Scovill explains. 
"That's five separate amplification 
units, five separate crossovers, 
five separate EQs; they all drive 
off different matrixes at the con-
sole. So that gives me the ability 
to adjust level and tone on any 
one of those sections. I use Van-
curves, and I use a Sound Tech-
nologies RTA 4000, and I have 
reference microphones on a wire-
less system, a Samson wireless. 
So, I'll find a reference spot, usu-
ally around the mix position, and 
I'll take a reference curve there. 
And then I'll move to five or six 
different locations, including 
where Petty sings from during the 
show, and I'll take analysis from 
all these places. I try to match it 
up to both the frequency and the 
SPL at all those locations. I use 
pink noise, and then I'll play 
some reference music that I 
know, and I'll walk around the 
room with a Varicurve remote on 
the wireless and go to those 
same six locations and make sure 
everything is sorted out to the 
ear. Then I'll come back and 
throw the ADATs in and see what 
it sounds like." 

Scovill had the Gamble EX56 
FOH console's patchbay modified 
to accommodate 56 tracks of 
ADAT. "Actually I'm doing this in 
a very particular way. I don't 
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think there are many front-of-
house engineers doing it this 
way' he says. "I've dedicated a 
track of ADAT per channel of the 
console. And the tape machine 
sits on the insert point of the 
channel, and any additional 
inserts in the chain—i.e., com-
pressors, gates, or whatever— 
come post tape machine. That 
gives me the ability to just roll 
tape for a given night and record 
on input. So when you come into 
the next gig, you can put the 
tapes in, hit play on the tape 
machine and go back and EQ last 
night's recordings for tonight's 
show. You can work on just the 
sound of the bass drum in the 
hall, or you can work on the 
vocal in the hall, or you can work 
on your inserts, everything. A lot 
of guys use tune-up music to 
come in and listen to the room, 
and this is a more valid way of 
doing it: You're using the actual 
source that you're going to be lis-
tening to two hours from now." 
When it comes to microphone 

selection, Petty's 20 years' expe-
rience in studios and onstage 
dictate his choices. "Petty is 
pretty set in certain microphones 
on certain things," Scovill says, 
"his vocal being one of them. He 
does not want to sing into any-
thing but an SM57. Likewise, the 
other singers [backup singers 
Howie Epstein, Scott Thurston 
and Benmont Tench] end up on 
57s, as well. For the most part, 
the guitars [Petty and lead gui-
tarist Mike Campbell] are 57s. 
Again, that's his prerogative. I 
think that comes from having 
success with that mic in the stu-
dio. He kind of turned me loose 
on the rest of it." 

Other mic choices on the Dog 
With Wings tour: a combination 
of an SM91 and a Neumann 
TLM170 on the bass drum; snare 
drum is an SM57 on top and an 
SM81 on the bottom; hi-hat is an 
AKG 460; ride cymbal is an AKG 
460; toms-toms are Sennheiser 
MD-504s; overheads are a pair of 
Neumann U87s. For Howie 
Epstein's bass, Scovill mikes the 
cabinet with an Electro-Voice 
RE2000, combined with a Coun-
tryman DI. For Benmont Tench's 

piano, Scovill uses a combina-
tion of AKG 414 TL and Audio-
Technica AT851 mics. For the 
Leslie on Tench's B3 organ, a 
pair of KM184s on the horn and 
a pair of SM9ls on the bottom. 
For Petty's acoustic 6- and 12-
string guitars, a Countryman DI 
is used. Scovill adds, "What 
really makes [the acoustic gui-
tars] work is the new Tube Tech 
LCA2B dual limiter I'm using on 
it." For audience miking, Scovill 
uses a pair of Audio-Technica 
AT4071a's—"I'm getting spectac-
ular results with those mics," he 
says. For ambience, Scovill uses 
two KM140s in their stereo pair 
at the FOH position. 

Because Petty does not use a 
definite set list, his vast reper-
toire of songs and cover tunes— 
and his two-and-a-half-hour per-
formances—keep the production 
crew on their toes. "I gotta tell 
you, that's very refreshing," Scov-
ill says. "Some of the bands I've 
been with over the past couple 
of years, because of the produc-
tions they're involved in, you 
kind of get tied to a set list. If 
you want to play a different 
song, you can't really do it 
because so much of the produc-
tion is counting on you playing 
that song. But this show is not 
like that at all. I love sitting 
down at the console at night and 
not really knowing what songs 
are going to be coming at me. 
He's gone up there and done 
songs we never heard in 
rehearsals. 

"This tour has kind of 
grounded me a little bit," Scovill 
concludes, "because it's very 
simplistic out there, and yet you 
get really good results from it. 
All the amplifiers are vintage 
AC30s, vintage Fenders, Fender 
Bassmans. You hear those 
sounds, and you go, 'That's a 
pretty good sound,' then you lis-
ten to it in the context of the 
mix, and you go, 'That's a really 
great sound.' As opposed to 
other artists that I've seen trying 
so hard to get sounds and trying 
everything that's new on the 
market, these guys have really 
stuck to their roots. They found, 
something that works for them 
and they stick to it religiously. 

And I tell you, there's some 
validity there."M 

Jeff Forlenza is an S.F. Bay Area 
freelance writer. 

-FROM PAGE 170, ANITA BAKER 

erect by UPM-1 near-field speak-
ers. These are also hung under 
theater balconies to augment 
HF loss. 

At the Radio City Music Hall 
show in New York, the tour 
began beta-testing new Meyer 
speakers, the MSL-4s, which will 
be released at this month's AES 
show. This 40-degree, self-pow-
ered box has the same footprint 
as an MSL-3 but is only 36 inches 
tall and weighs 175 pounds. The 
internal components are a single 
2-inch high-frequency horn, a sin-
gle 12-inch, horn-loaded speaker 
and an integral lkW processor/ 
amplifier. All other amplifiers are 
Crest; the MSL-5s are powered by 
the new Crest 9000. 

To gain total control over stage 
volume for Baker and prevent 
leakage into the house, the moni-
tor system was designed with no 
speakers onstage. Additionally, 
the guitar amp is miked back-
stage, and the drummer and per-
cussionist's setups are enclosed 
by Plexiglas booths. Both Baker 
and saxophonist Everette Harp 
use Future Sonics wireless ear-
phones; the band and back-
ground singers use hard-wired in-
ear headsets or Sony headphones. 
The Shure Beta-87 main vocal 
mic is routed directly to a John 
Hardy preamp in the splitter rack, 
through a Meyer CP-10 EQ, and 
then to the monitor console insert 
return, bypassing all console EQ. 
Bill Fertig uses two AKG CK-8 
shotgun mics hung off the down-
stage lighting truss, and two 
Crown PZM PCC-160s on the 
stage edge, to mike the audience 
and room ambience back into 
Baker's headset mix. Before the 
sound check, all wireless frequen-
cies are scanned with an Avcom 
RF frequency analyzer. 

For the band's headphone 
monitors, Bob Erickson is using 
several Aura-Sonics AST-1F-4 Bass 
Shakers to augment low frequen-
cies. The Bass Shaker is a vibra-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 357 
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GHOSTS 
by Rick Clark 

I
t's past midnight, and you've 
been hammering away on a 
mix for hours, when suddenly 
you get a powerful sense that 

you are not alone in the half-lit con-
trol room. There's a sudden chill in 
the air, and things feel unnaturally 
heavy and still. 

You glance up, and in the reflec-
tion of the control room glass you 
see a person standing behind you. It 
doesn't look quite like that anxious 
A&R guy who had threatened to 
drop in unannounced. So you turn 
around, only to discover that what 
you saw seconds earlier has sud-
denly vanished. 
You shake off the involuntary 

shivers, wondering if you've put in 
too many hours on this project, and 
then try to reconcentrate on the mix. 
Nevertheless, your mind is addled 
by the interruption, so you shut 
down and lock up. As goosebumps 

continue to pop up on your skin in 
waves, there is a sense that any 
minute you're going to come face to 
face with someone other than that 
elusive maintenance engineer. Walk-
ing towards the rear exit, the door to 
Studio B creaks open... 

The logical mind has always 
struggled with the idea of things like 
ghosts and other phantom energies. 
Whether you are a skeptic or a be-
liever in such matters, one thing is 
certain: Almost everyone likes a 
good ghost story. There are the 
usual haunted house stories, but it 
also seems that places where cre-
ative visions are manifested attract 
inordinate amounts of hard-to-ex-
plain activity. Certainly, the theatrical 
world is rife with tales of haunted 
opera houses and auditoriums, and 
recording studios are no different. If 
you have been in the music business 
for any length of time, chances are 

ILLUSTRATION BY RUSS ANDO 
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good that you have experienced, or 
heard of, spooky studios and ses-
sions, ranging from odd equipment 
behavior to full-blown spectral visi-
tations. 
Mix put out the call for studio 

ghost stories and received loads of 
them. We couldn't accommodate 
more than a small percentage of 
what came blowing in here, so after 
going through many hours of inter-
views and e-mail communiqués on 
the subject, we narrowed everything 
down to a handful of studios. 

Thanks to the studios and people 
who participated in this endeavor. 
As Skip McQuinn (who runs 315 
Beale Recording) says, "Hell yeah, 
we have ghosts! Come on down." 
On that note, let the stories begin. 

KINGSWAY RECORDING, 

NEW ORLEANS 

Mention New Orleans and images of 
mystery and thick Delta heat come 
to mind, along with fine music and 
food. Since the mid-'80s, Kingsway 
Recording, located on Esplanade Av-
enue in the famous French Quarter, 
has made a name for itself as the 
recording home base for producer 
Daniel Lanois, who bought the 
house in 1989. Bob Dylan, Ernmylou 
Harris, the Tragically Hip, Chris 
Whitley and many others have come 
from all over to tap into the magical 
vibe of this large old house, which is 
allegedly occupied by more than just 
those cutting the sessions. 

Depending on whom you talk to, 
the house's other resident is either 
the spirit of flamboyant Crescent City 
socialite Germaine Wells, or her 
mother Irma Cazanaze. Then again, 
it could be Germaine's father, Count 
Arnaud, the founder of the world-
renowned New Orleans restaurant 
Arnaud's. They all passed away in 
this house. Maybe it is Germaine's 
daughter, who allegedly passed out 
drunk one night and set her bed on 
fire with a lit cigarette. 

"There is definitely a spirit in this 
house," says Karen Brady, who has 
run the studio for five years and 
now owns it. "Germaine loved 
music, and that is why I think she is 
very happy we are here and why we 
have such good luck and such 
amazing recordings. 

"I think she has a great sense of 
humor. Every now and then, she 
will do things to keep you on your 
toes," Brady says. "I was awakened 
out of a dead sleep this morning at 5 

o'clock, hearing m} calculator just 
going to town on my desk with no 
one there. Those kinds of things 
happen a lot here. You can be ab-
solutely alone with the doors bolted 
and the lights are going off and on. 
Sometimes, you turn on the cold 
water and it comes out hot. I have 
used the same bathrooms everyday, 
so I know which is hot and which is 
cold. It's very strange, but sometimes 
it switches on you. There are those 
little odd experiences." 

The spirit's playful tricks seem to 
be a commonplace occurrence for 
others who record at Kingsway. "We 
knew the place was haunted, but it 
was never anything scary; it was 
more mischievous," says produc-
er/engineer Don Smith, whose cred-
its include the Rolling Stones, Crack-
er and the Tragically Hip. "We 
would record the sax player in the 
kitchen booth. There was a window 
there, and he kept shutting and lock-
ing it before he played. The lock 
was inside where he was, but every 
single time we locked it, it always 
opened itself back up again when 
we turned around," Smith says. 

While most of the unusual occur-
rences at Kingsway have dealt with 
the unseen, sightings of apparitions 
have also taken place there. Among 
those witnesses was Karin Bergquist, 
lead singer for the I.R.S. Records 
band Over The Rhine. "When we 
were beginning our work at 
Kingsway, Karen [Brady] casually 
mentioned, during a tour of the 
place, not to be alarmed if we hap-
pened to see Germaine," recalls 
Bergquist. "I really didn't pay that 
much attention to it, and I actually 
had forgotten this advisory. 

"It was fairly late in the morning, 
about a week into the project, and I 
was in my bedroom. There were lots 
of windows in my room and high 
ceilings, and it was very bright," 
Bergquist says. "I was looking into 
the old mirror that hangs over the 
fireplace mantle, when I noticed in 

the reflection above my right shoul-
der behind me a cloud-like appari-
tion hovering and full of motion di-
rectly below the ceiling. It had more 
dimension and thickness than 
smoke, and it was iridescent. There 
was no discernible face, but as I 
turned to actually confront it, it was 
invisible. I couldn't see it. I then 
looked back into the mirror and 
I saw it again, moving and still 
present. Each time I turned back to 
look at it, it would be gone, and 
each time I looked in the mirror, it 
was there. You do a lot of double 
takes on something like that. Finally, 
it was gone completely. 

"My first thought was, 'Okay, this 
is a flaw in the mirror itself,' but it 
really wasn't. There wasn't any 
smoke in the room, and it wasn't re-
flections from car lights or chrome, 
in the way that chrome can reflect 
on the sun and cast light on the 
walls as a car is moving by. It wasn't 
anything like that. It was very much 
a presence," Bergquist says. "The 
odd thing was I didn't feel fear. I 
was just a little startled." 

Berquist went down to the 
kitchen and told Brady what had 
happened, and Brady said she had 
taken a photograph of the same 
phenomenon in the pool room. 
Then, minutes later, the band's 
drummer, Brian Kelley, had his own 
experience. 

"My room and Karin's rooms were 
somewhat joined together," Kelley 
says. "I was woken up by two girls in 
Karin's room who were screaming 
and laughing, as if they had seen a 
mouse or cockroach. I got up and 
went out into the main hallway and 
knocked on her door, thinking it was 
Karin and Trina [Shoemaker, the chief 
engineer], and no one answered. The 
sound went away after I knocked on 
the door. I opened the door and 
there was nobody in there, and no-
body else was upstairs. It was pretty 
wild, because I would've sworn that 
someone was in Karin's bedroom. 
But the experience didn't scare me. 
In fact, the house was great, and I 
loved being there." 

"I have sort of astrange attachment 
to Kingsway," Bergquist says. "It is a 
terribly romantic place, and I'd go 
back there in a heartbeat. I would 
guess that, if I was someone else 
reading this, I would be real skeptical 
about this kind of thing. I certainly 
was, up until it happened to me, and 
the experience opened my eyes." 
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eld-proven Littel Plugs* and Extension Jacks Advertisement 

Switchcraft's patented Littel-Plugs® are ideal for use with 
standard 1/4" phone jacks including Switchcraft's Littel-Jax® 
jacks. The rugged #580 (shown at bottom of photo) is a 2-con-
ductor plug featuring solder termination, shielded handle, cable 
clamp and bears the familiar Switchcraft® logo. 

The 3-conductor 299 plug (middle product in photo) also 
features solder termination, shielded handle and larger cable 
clamp wings for improved strain relief on larger cables. 
Shown at the top of the photo is Switchcraft's # 121 2-con-

ductor extension phone jack for standard 1/4" diameter phone 
plugs, featuring solder termination and a shielded, screw-on han-
dle. Part # 131 is the 3-conductor version of the extension 
jack. 

Request Switchcraft's AVP-3 catalog for details. Call 
(312) 631-1234 ext. 243. 

"Being an independent producer, 
we often have to create the prod-
uct on location and many times 
outdoors. This is the trickiest.. .anything can hap-
pen outdoors. We eliminate a lot of the 'gremlins' 
by using only the parts and connectors we feel are 
the best... and that translates to Switchcraft®. We 
never leave the studio without Switchcraft." 

Bill Turner is an expert on professional sound 
studios as well as being a renowned sPssion musi-
cian*. Bill is equally talented as a producer in his 
Brooklyn, New York, studio, Bill Turner Productions 
(BTP> 

Switchcraft manufactures microphone connec-
tors, plugs, adapters, cable assemblies, recepta-

PANEL 
OF 

EXPERTS 

Switchcraft 
A Raytheon Company 

Bill Turner !.1Jsloan & Producer 

cles, patch cords, audio patch pan-
els, and more. If you have a cus-
tom application, we'll help you 

design and execute your concept. Wherever music 
is made, Switchcraft can supply the components 
and assemblies to make it sound better. 

So why use ordinary components when you can 
work with a panel of audio experts? When you do, 
you'll discover what Bill Turner has known for years. 
"Insist on Switchcraft...we do. It's the undisputed 
Standard of the Industry" 

After all, one audio expert deserves another. 

'Among his noteworthy accomplishments, Bill Turner 
played lead guitar with Bill Haley, and toured Europe with 
a revival of the original 1954 Comets band He performs 
and records with his own band, Blue Smoke. 

See us at AES Booth #1254 

Switchcraft, Inc. 
5555 N. Elston Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60630 
(312) 792-2700 
(312) 792-2129 (FAX) 

Quality Adapters from Switchcrafte 

Switchcraft® offers a complete line of 
adapters including the 3-contact female 
to female, #389 (with Switchcraft A3F 
inserts at both ends) and the 3 pin male, 
#390 (with Switchcraft A3M inserts at 
both ends). Both the #389 (shown at top 
of photo) and the #390 (shown at bottom 
of photo) have pre-wired contacts. The 
female version has a polarizing boss; the 
male version has a polarizing groove. 

Request Switchcraft's AVP-3 catalog 
for details. Call (312) 631-1234 ext. 
243. 

Choose The Look You Like 

The D series of QG® connectors 
offers a choice of satin, pebbled, or black 
metal finish for panel or chassis-mount-
ing. Choose from 3 to 7 contacts or pins 
with silver or gold plating Shown above, 
left to right: D3F (pebbled), D3FS (satin), 
D3M (pebbled) and D3MS (satin). For 
black finish order D3MB or D3FB. 

Request Switchcraft's AVP-3 catalog 
for more information. Call (312) E31-

1234 ext. 243. 

Durable Q-G® Audio Connectors 

Preferred by audio professionals the 
world over, Switchcraft QG® connec-
tors, such as the A3M, A3MBAU, 
A3FBAU and A3F (shown left to right), 
feature unsurpassed durability with a 
choice of finishes and contact platings. 
High performance inserts are available 
in Switchcraft® green or black. Solder 
terminals rotated for easier access and 
soldering. 

Request Switchcraft's AVP-3 catalog 
for details. Call (312) 631-1234. ext. 
243. 
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The beauty of music flawlessly reproduced is that it astonishes your sense of hearing. Our insatiable drive for purity of sound deman 



instance, that we meticulously modify  each and every diaphragm to maximize the frequency response. Now, you're there. 

With Meyer Sotoid, you oid,y lave to listen. 

{Drop by for a Back Stage Tour of,ur S'ounci Lai-araton'as. Call us at 510/486-1160} 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



LONG VIEW FARM STUDIOS, MASS. 

On a hill overlooking a beautiful val-
ley in rural Massachusetts sits Long 
View Farm Studios, a full-service, 
analog, two-studio residential facili-
ty (owned and operated by Bonnie 
Milner and Camille Barbone) housed 
in a 130-year-old farm house and 90-
year-old barn on 125 acres of land. 
Since the early '70s, Long View has 
been popular with artists like the 
Rolling Stones, Aerosmith, Living 
Colour, Michael Bolton, Pat Methe-
ny, J. Geils Band, Arlo Guthrie and 
many others. 

Long View's resident spirit is 
more than your average spook. Ac-

cording to the studio's owners, it is a 
guardian angel of sorts, protecting 
the studio and its inhabitants from 
any harm. Over the years, many sto-
ries have been accumulated con-
cerning this presence's helpful and 
somewhat playful activity. 

"It seems what we have is not a 

TEC award nominee 
1 995 

LUILTRAMAXIMIZER 
• Indispensable for CD and 
Multimedia mastering 

• TDM, Sound Designer II, and 
Premiere plugin 

• Maximize your CD/DAT levels 

• 24, 20, 16, 12, and 8-bit output 

• Advanced lookahead peak limiting 

• IDR gives 19-bit quality in 16-bit file 

• Industry-standard 8-bit audio tool 
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11111 WAVECONVERT 
FOR WINDOWS 

Multimedia batch audio processor 
Sample-rate conversion • Peak limiter • 

Get optimal sound quality for your multimedia 
production. Waveconvert combines the technology of 
thell-Ultramaximizer with other Waves processors 
into a powerful one-step program. Just select your 
files, start the process, and take a break. 

plus: 
• .WAV file support 
• level maximization 
• file auto-naming 
• tone enhancement 
• low truncation noise 

Requirements: 
• 386 PC or higher with 8Mb 
• Windows 3.1, sound board recommended 

List: $ 299 
Waveconvert Macintosh is coming this loll! 

16-to-8 bit • Multi-file processor 

See us at AES Booth #718 
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Call your local dealer or WAVES for info • 1-800-264-4294 

ghost in the truest sense, but an en-
ergy force or field called a nature 
diva, which we have named Emily," 
says Milner. "We have done quite a 
bit of research on the subject, and 
we have been to channelers and 
psychics to have it identified. It is 
not a spirit who is trapped between 
planes, but it's rather like a guardian 
angel, which is the way it is de-
scribed to us. Nature divas are 
drawn to very creative and old envi-
ronments, and that is what we have 
here at Long View. 

"She seems to like to protect this 
place," Milner says. "The times when 
people have experienced her have 
usually been when something threat-
ening or bad is about to happen— 
like a musician who might fall asleep 
in a chair with a cigarette burning. 

"One night, a staff member who 
was staying on the third floor of the 
farmhouse was awakened by a very 
loud rapping on his door," Milner 
says. "He sat right up and went to the 
door, but no one was there. So he 
went down the stairs, and coming up 
from the basement level, where we 
have a video suite and a lot of other 
equipment, were footprints that were 
obviously drenched in water. He 
went down those stairs and swung 
the basement door open and, lo and 
behold, there was probably eight 
inches of water, because a sump 
pump system had failed. There was 
all this electronic equipment down 
there, and it was arcing, due to all the 
water. No human being could have 
walked through that basement and 
lived. They would've been electro-
cuted. Of course, the knock on the 
door was Emily's way of alerting 
someone to call the emergency peo-
ple and get everything squared away. 
It is that sort of thing that she does. 
It's incredible." 

Milner also relates one story of a 
skeptical employee who would put 
down the notion that there was a 
spirit at Long View. "He was up 
doing rounds at one point, and on 
South Stage, directly opposite of the 
performance stage, he was running 
the flashlight along the galley seats, 
and there was this tunnel or column 
of white, as people who have seen 
[Emily] describe it. There she was, 
and he literally wet his pants. 

"It's the one instance that we 
know where she blatantly showed 
herself to someone. I think it was 
because he was putting the whole 
thing down so much, and she want-
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IT CHANGES ACOUSTIC& 
IT CHANGES YOUR VOICE. 

IT CHANGES CUTS. 

IF IT HAD ANY FIORE 
FEATURES, IT WOULD COME 
WITH A RECORD DEAL 
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If you love Lnderstatement, feel free to call our KM-707 a mixer. But, if you're like most DJ's you'll quickly realize that 
"mixer" is only the oeginning of what this baby does Like change the ke (not the pitch) of any source -I-1- 1 octave 
(12 steps in each direction) or, use it's digital processor to add everything from reverb tc echo to surround sound to 
your mix. Of course you could also kick in it's voice reducer to give any cut a karaoke "feel". Combine that with a 3 mid/ 
3 channel DJ mixer section (with full EQ, pan & level controls), 115vi230v operation and a -TM 
full range of other high end features and you can see why when it comes to making the 
most out of your talent, the KM-707 rep -eserts a really big deal, in more ways than one. 

SOUND PRODUCTS WITH ;CUND IDEAS 

Corporate Offices 5/00 Milk St. Carteret. NJ 07008 • Tel 9G8-969-9000 • Fax 908-969-3090 • Florida Office: 2848 1 Stirling Rd., Hollywood, FL 33020 • Tel 305-920.'400 • Fax 305-920-4105. 

Canadian Distributor: SF Marketing 6161 Cypihot, St. Laurent OC, Canada I•14S1R3 • Te: 514 856-1919 • Fax 5'4 856-1920 
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INSTANT AUTOMATION 

New version 2.0 of the IV14000 fully automated 
mixing system 

All functions automated (EQ, routing, pan, gain globals, aux send/receive, etc.) 
Up to 240 inputs, 40 bus outputs, and 64 aux sends 

Configured as a LAN using RS-422 ports for multiple expansion architectures 
Built-in real world event controller (relay, TTL, & opto-isolated outputs) 
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ed him to know she was real," Mil-
ner says. "When people are skeptical 
about Emily at all, he is now the first 
one to put them in their place." 

THE FIRE STATION, 

SAN MARCOS, TEXAS 

San Marcos, Texas, is supposedly 
where some of the oldest human re-
mains in North America have been 
discovered. It is also the home of. 
The Fire Station, a studio housed in 
what was once the San Marcos 
Community Theater, located on the 
second floor above the old fire and 
police stations. 

During the mid-'80s, producer/ 
jack-of-many-trades Lucky Tomblin 
(Texas Tornados, Doug Sahm, Plan 
9, Dead Kennedys, Jerry Jeff Walker, 
Stevie Ray Vaughan), bought the old 
San Marcos fire house and proceed-
ed to renovate it and install a studio. 
It became quickly apparent that the 
old theater company room was still 
populated by ghostly, playful thespi-
ans and music lovers. (Though, 
maybe the ghost is Jack the dachs-
hund, the fire station mascot who 
was killed when a fire hose nozzle 
bonked him on the head. Jack's 

tombstone stands at the front comer 
of the building.) 

"Our control room used to be the 
proscenium stage of the theater," 
Tomblin says. "I think the spirits of 
those artists are here, but they are 
beneficial and like what is going on. 
They are just enjoying themselves, 
and they're not bothering anybody 
right now. When we first got the 
place> my daughter was up there by 
herself, helping us out, and heard a 
lady opera singer. She walked over 
and looked through the glass win-
dow into the iso booth, where the 
voice was coming from, and no one 
was in there. 

"A good buddy of mine, who is a 
retired army colonel, came by to 
visit while I was doing a session," 
Tomblin continues. "It was about 3 
o'clock in the morning when we fin-
ished, and he had been falling 
asleep on the big sofa in our control 
room. He said he would just stay 
there alone and crash on the couch, 
so we turned out the lights and went 
home. The next day he told me that 
he was woken by the piano, and the 
lights were turned back on in the 
cutting room. He looked over the 
couch at the piano, and it was play-
ing, but nobody was there. 

"This is kind of a funny story, but 
my daughter, the same one who 
heard the opera singer, gave me 
some bells. I went around the studio 
and shook those bells, throughout 
the building, and I talked to the spir-
its," Tomblin says. "I told them that 
they could stay and have a good 
time, but they had to quit jacking 
with people. They did, until this band 
came up from California. who 
thought they were Guns N' Roses, 
and started putting cheap graffiti on 
the walls, destroying the furniture 
and being bad people around here. 

REMOTE 
RECORDINGS 

13816 Sunnybrook Rood 
Phoenix, MD 21131 
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Then the spirits interfered with the 
session, and the producer of that 
group will verify this. That was the 
last time they expressed themselves." 

The session Tomblin mentions 
took place in 1988, with an MCA 
Records band called Bang Tango, 
who were produced by Howard 
Benson (Motorhead, Wakeland, The 
Wild Seeds, TSOL). The hand roared 
into San Marcos, but the entities of 
The Fire Station cooled them out. 

"Lucky is a great guy and a pure 
character," says Benson, who is now 
an A&R executive and staff produc-
er for Giant Record in Los Angeles. 
"When we arrived, he told us about 
these spirits, and we took it with a 
grain of salt, like 'Yeah, so what.' 
Over the course of the sessions, the 
band had totally trashed the place. 
By the end, the ghosts had had 
enough of the band destroying the 
studio, and I don't blame them. 

"One day, we were cutting a vocal 
for this song called ' Sweet Little 
Razor.' The singer was out in the 
booth recording, and we were listen-
ing to him in the control room. All of 
a sudden, I heard another voice 
singing with him on tape," Benson 
says. "I turned to the engineer and 
said, 'Wait a minute! Do you have a 
Harmonizer on his vocal? What's 
going on?' We soloed the track and 
played it back, and there was a voice 
on that tape that wasn't the singer's 
voice. It sang right with him, same 
lyrics, not quite in time and a little 
breathy. The voice appeared on a 
line about killing somebody. It was 
really only at that moment that it hap-
pened on the tape. It was very late at 
night when we recorded this song, 
and it freaked us all out. 

"We went home, and I woke up 
at four in the morning when the 
clock radio came on playing this 
song with the weird vocal. I got up 
and flipped the light on, and the 
clock radio was definitely on, and 
that song was definitely coming out 
of it," Benson says incredulously. "I 
reached over to slam my hand down 
on the clock radio and turn it off, 
and then I couldn't go back to sleep. 

"The next morning, I went in and 
told Lucky about this, and he just 
nodded his head like it was to be 
expected. From then on, we were 
very careful, because we respected 
what was going on there." Benson 
adds that the song went on the re-
cord, and the multi that contains the 
phantom voice is still sitting in the 

MCA vaults. 
These days, studio manager Mark 

Erikson, a sound engineering 
teacher for Southwest Texas State 
University (the school that also uses 
the facility), laughs at the idea of 
spirits and says that the worst thing 
that happens there now are bats that 
occasionally get in the building. 
Maybe Bang Tango gave the spirits a 
run for their money after all. 

PARADISE STUDIOS,TIJUANA, OKLA. 

During the earl Os, Leon Russell 
was riding high on the critical and 
commercial success of classic releas-
es like his self-titled debut and his 
LP Shelter People, as well as playing 
landmark gigs like the Concert for 
Bangladesh and headlining the Mad 
Dogs & Englishmen tour. Besides 
collecting Gold records, Russell also 
liked building studios. One of the 
three studios he owned in Northeast 
Oklahoma was located by a lake 70 
miles from Tulsa. It was called Par-
adise Studios, named after the Tulsa 
nightclub where Russell got his start. 
Bob Dylan, Phoebe Snow, Freddie 
King, Bob Seger and J.J. Cale were 
among the artists to record there, as 
well as Russell, who cut his classic 
Carney album there. The man Leon 
hired to wire the new building and 
fly the studio was John LeMay. 

Shortly after arriving there, it be-
came apparent to LeMay that Par-
adise was sitting on a Native Ameri-
can burial mound. "The spirits of this 
place were just as real as you and I, 
and I wasn't into believing in stuff 
like this until I went there," says 
LeMay, who now works as an engi-
neer at TNN in Nashville. "They ei-
ther liked you or they hated you. 
There was no middle ground. 

"At first, we had some very seri-
ous confrontations in the middle of 
the night, and I really thought I was 
going to be dead a couple of times. 
These things that looked like black 

clouds would come and drift across 
the room, and you would get a feel-
ing of pure, raw terror," LeMay says. 
"They would come within a few feet 
of you, and it would feel like some-
thing was trying to get inside your 
chest and rip your soul out, just like 
one of the old science fiction 
movies. I certainly knew what a deer 
in front of headlights felt like. I was 
frozen. Light wouldn't even shine 
through them. I had never seen or 
heard of anything like that before." 

Around that time, LeMay met a 
Nigerian percussionist who played 
with Russell, named Ambrose Camp-
bell. Campbell was in tune with such 
energy and helped LeMay out. "The 
studio by the lake was a weird place 
all right," Campbell explains, "but it 
was also very beautiful, especially 
toward sunset and sunrise. There 
were always some dark things going 
on at the time. People would see 
and feel things and tell me about 
spirits. John [LeMay] was the main 
man that lived there and was con-
stantly there day and night. I told 
John quite a lot of things at the time, 
and he asked many questions, and 
we got to know each other there. 

"I told him that you will have 
learned how not to be afraid of 
things like that once you realize it's 
all a work of God, really," Campbell 
says. "There is visible and the invisi-
ble in everything. One must learn to 
read them to deal with them, not to 
run from them and be afraid." 

"Bit by bit, for whatever reason, 
we seemed to work out a truce," 
LeMay says. " It worked out pretty 
good, because once they sort of 
took me in as part of their own fam-
ily—I don't know what else you 
would call it—they started looking 
after me, which was real useful. 

"Leon had built this guest house 
by the lake for all of the artists, who 
would check in their stuff there and 
set up. If the spirits didn't like them, 
the people would be screaming out 
of there in their cars. These spirits 
terrorized them," LeMay says. 
"Sometimes you could walk in that 
house and it would be freezing cold, 
just like a bad Hollywood movie. 
You would literally hear groans and 
things rattling, and the doors and 
cupboards would all be slamming." 

"I stayed at Paradise Studios by 
the lake for about a week," remem-
bers Wayne Perkins, Russell's lead 
guitarist at the time, "and it felt pret-
ty weird. There were noises, like 
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bumping and knocking, and you 
could walk through cold spots and 
get goosebumps like you were trip-
ping on acid. The spirits I got there 
seemed to be pissed off old Indian 
spirits from the Trail of Tears that 
wanted us out of there, and they just 
made themselves known to certain 
people. There was a sense of an in-
vasion of privacy, when you are 
around spirits like that. The thing 
about that place is that it was wrong 
for that studio to be built there. It 
was a sacred territory." 

"Towards the end, some of us 
would actually see the spirits as 
American Indians, walking across 
the room," LeMay says. "It was usu-
ally when we were doing something 
like gospel records or something 
that was high in intensity. They 
looked like a translucent transparen-
cy superimposed on the scene." 

According to LeMay, the vibe was 
great "about 80 percent of the time. 
If the spirits liked you, then you'd 
have a great time and probably 
make the best record of your life. 
Magic would happen, because of it 
being up there on top of that hill. 
The place would crackle with elec-
tricity, unlike any other place I've 
worked in since. I was a staff mixer 
at Capitol and a lot of other places 
after that, and nothing ever had the 
magic that that place had when 
things were right. Nothing was 
worse when it was wrong. It was 
very interesting." 

315 BEALE, MEMPHIS, TENN. 

For many decades, Memphis' Beale 
Street was one of the social and spir-
itual centers of African-American cul-
ture. By the '60s, urban decay, riots 
and so-called urban renewal placed 
Beale at death's door, with blocks of 
vacant buildings. In time, many of 
those buildings were condemned, a 
place called Pee Wee's Saloon 
among them. This was the place 
where W.C. Handy wrote his best-
known blues compositions, and fa-
mous black orchestras like Jimmie 
Lunceford and Lionel Hampton 
graced its stage. 

In order to make way for the re-
building of Beale, the city leaders of 
Memphis had to figure out how to 
clear out the old structures. In the 
case of Pee Wee's, they literally bull-
dozed the building into its basement 
and covered it up. Therein lie the 
roots of the 315 Beale story. 

Since the studio's inception in the 

mid-'80s, artists such as ZZ Top, 
Billy Lee Riley, God Street Wine, the 
Mother Station, Screaming Cheetah 
Wheelies, and black gospel stars like 
Jennifer Holiday, Yolanda Adams 
and O'Landa Draper & The Associ-
ates have worked there. There have 
been many stories of apparitions, 
shadows, voices, cold spots and 
other racket, but anyone who has 
recorded there will swear the place 
has a powerful vibe for creativity. 

"They tore down Pee Wee's and 
literally pushed the whole building 
into the basement and sealed it like 
the Tombs of Egypt. It's no damn 
wonder you can feel things there. 
It's like being on top of a battery," 
laughs legendary producer/sideman 

Jim Dickinson, whose credits include 
Ry Cooder, Big Star, the Rolling 
Stones, The Replacements and G 
Love & Special Sauce. 

Recording engineer/producer 
Malcolm Springer probably knows 
more first-hand about 315's ghosts 
than anyone. "315 Beale is absolute-
ly haunted. I'm dead serious," says 
Springer. "I rewired that place, put 
in the SSL console, and put a lot of 
heart and soul in there. I spent more 
time there than anybody ever had. 
At one time, I was sleeping there a 
lot. I've seen ghosts there twice, and 
both times, it was close to the same 
spot. I had never seen a ghost in my 
life until I got there. 

"One night, I was headed to 
where the bathrooms are, and as 
soon as I got to the doorway, I 
glanced at a picture on the wall and 
saw a reflection of somebody stand-
ing at the top of the stairs. I turned 
around and looked directly at it. It 
was a young lady, and she was 
wearing a long white dress that 
looked like something from the Civil 
War period. It was like there was a 

shadow over her face, so I couldn't 
make out her face real well. I had 
enough time to sit there and look at 
her for a while. I looked away for a 
second and looked back, and she 
was gone. We were the only thing in 
the building. I wasn't scared of it 
hurting me, but I left pretty quickly. 

"There was this band that I was 
working with called Tom & Jeremy," 
Springer continues. "They came 
down to practice one night, and I 
was telling them, 'Hey man, this 
place is spooky.' They were laugh-
ing and telling me that I was full of 
shit. Well Tom, the guitar player, 
left, so Jeremy, the drummer, and I 
were alone in the actual studio 
tracking room. 

"I was opening the double doors 
from the tracking space that go to 
the stairwell where I saw the first 
ghost. As I was opening that door I 
turned around, and across the front 
of the control room, towards the rear 
stairwell, I saw this dark apparition 
slowly moving across the floor. I'm 
talking real slow. 

-I turned around to Jeremy, and 
he saw it too. He looked at me with 
this funny expression on his face, 
hollered as loud as he could, and lit-
erally knocked me down running 
out of the studio. That is the only 
time anybody ever saw the ghost 
with me," Springer says. 

"About the time Malcolm started 
to push on the door," Jeremy Silman 
adds, "the whole room just went 
completely still. It was like some-
body had dropped a huge black 
sheet over every inch of it. It was 
completely dead. We saw this black 
shadow that moved slowly across 
the floor in front of the control room 
glass. Every hair on my body just 
stood up immediately. 

"Once I got over the freakiness of 
it, it was a really cool, warm vibe 
there, " Silman says. "I love that stu-
dio, and I've had so many incredible 
things happen there. It's drawing me 
there now, and I eventually plan on 
doing an album there." 

During the debut album sessions 
for Atlantic/EastWest group the 
Mother Station, Springer and a group 
of ten people caught 315 in fine form 
one night. "We were punching in 
some drum parts," Springer recounts, 
"and during a quiet part of the song, 
this voice came through the speakers 
shouting, 'Hey! You!' real loud. I 
stopped the tape machine, after I got 
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W
hen is live really live? And 
how best to synchronize the 

largest array of special ef-

fects ever witnessed, while 

contending with a multi-artist rock 

music show being televised live to 

dozens of countries around the 

world? 

These were just two of the many 

questions posed by the World Lib-

erty Concert, which was presented 

on May 8 this year in Arnhem, The 

Netherlands. The concert was one 

of the more unusual events staged 

to celebrate the 50th anniversary of 

the defeat of Nazism. It was also, 

perhaps, the most controversial, 

generating admiration, astonish-

ment and furor in equal measure. 

The furor was caused by the fact 

that television viewers and attentive 

members of the audience noticed 

that much of the music for the 

show was mimed to backing tapes. 

With a 100-musician symphony or-

chestra onstage, plus a variety of 

top solo artists and rock bands on 

hand, this reliance on prerecorded 
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material struck many as peculiar. Moreover, 
since 70,000 spectators had forked out around 
$50 each for the privilege of witnessing the 
event in person, some considered it an outrage. 
After the show, there were a lot of angry voic-
es crying 'foul' and demanding clarification. 
There was even a post-concert riot, extensively 
covered in Dutch newspapers and magazines. 
This is unfortunate because, by most standards, 
the World Liberty Concert was a spectacular suc-
cess, and the occasion for many technical "firsts." 

MORE THAN A MILE OF EFFECTS 

In terms of scale alone, the show was ground-break-
ing. In format, the World Liberty Concert most resem-
bled "Live Aid," but with the addition of spectacular ef-
fects that ranged far beyond the music stage, and with a 
backdrop that spanned the adjacent Rhine, the Arnhem 
skyline and the famous John Frost bridge, known to 
World War 11 historians and movie-goers as "A Bridge Too 
Far." Appearing on a specially constructed 200-foot by 
100-foot stage on the riverbank were Cindy Lauper, Art 
Garfunkel, Alan Parsons, Joe Cocker, Wet Wet Wet, UB40, 
the Metropole Orkest, a large choir, and Dutch artists 
Candy Dulfer and René Frogers. They performed a selec-
tion of hits, as well as some tracks especially written for 
the occasion by musical director Alan Parsons. The music 
was framed by live narration by Walter Cronkite, whose 
image was projected on two huge screens on either side 

of the stage. 
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Cronkite told the harrowing story 
of the battle for the John Frost bridge 
and also spoke of the post-war 
founding of the United Nations, and 
its ideals of liberty, peace and pros-
perity for all. Cronkite's comments 
and the music were complemented 
by a flood of special effects, including 
flyovers by 1940s airplanes, explo-
sions, and appearances by heli-
copters, inflatable ships and para-
chutists. Dutch army soldiers dressed 
in white and black carried out a sym-
bolic re-enactment of the war and 
staged a mock gunfight featuring 
tanks and armored personnel-carriers 
on the bridge. Visual effects included 
fireworks, a light show, a laser show 
emanating from three purpose-built 
150-foot towers, 100-foot water foun-
tains, onstage choreography and a 
flag-waving freedom parade. 

NAUGHTY 

The World Liberty Concert was a 
technical and organizational tour de 
force and involved thousands of peo-
ple. Technical coordination was done 
by The Production Factory, which in 
turn contracted Stageco (recently re-
sponsible for the European leg of the 

Rolling Stones tour) to build the 
stage. Ampco provided the 150,000-
watt Martin F2 P.A., which was set 
up in a long-throw configuration and 
included Crest 7001 amplification, 
two Midas XL3 FOH mixing desks 
and two Ramsa WRS840 desks for 
onstage monitor mixing. Flashlight 
supplied lighting equipment for the 
enormous effects stage, the bridge 
and the riverbank. Laser Promotions 
supplied three 7kW Xenon bright-
lights, which were brought over from 
Xenotec in Hollywood, and three 45-
watt Argon lasers. 

The original concept for the 
World Liberty Concert was devel-
oped by Arno Geul, the driving force 
behind the Dutch company respon-
sible for the venture, K&B Events 
and Television. Artistic direction for 
the event was divided among three 
people: show director René van de 
Water, who oversaw the special ef-
fects; TV director Egbert van Hees; 
and musical director Alan Parsons. It 
was Geul who was responsible for 
involving Parsons, who enjoys great 
popularity as a solo artist on the Eu-
ropean continent. Geul clearly reck-
oned that Parsons' track record as an 

engineer and producer—on his own 
records, as well as with artists like 
The Beatles, Pink Floyd and Al Stew-
art—combined with his experience 
working with large orchestras (Par-
sons recorded and produced The 
Symphonic Music of Yes in 1994, for 
example), would make him the ideal 
man for the job. 
A few weeks after the concert, and 

far away from the slowly receding 
Dutch debate over the "live or not 
live" question, Alan Parsons sat in his 
Sussex Parsonics studio and gave a 
detailed description of what went on 
behind the scenes. 

"The only thing that was entirely 
live during the concert was Cyndi 
Lauper's `True Colors," said Parsons. 
"Everything else was on tape, apart 
from all the lead vocals, sections of 
the backing vocals and Candy 
Dulfer's saxophone. The only ex-
ception to this was UB40, who 
[mimed] their two contributions to 
tapes taken from their CDs. The big 
giveaway in their case was the fact 
that both tracks faded out. What 
they did was probably a bit naughty, 
and we tried hard to get them to at 
least sing live, but they refused, say-
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ing that since it was a TV show, they 
were going to mime." 

The remainder of the music por-
tion of the concert was presented as 
follows: Having decided that getting 
the musicians to play to a click track 
was too risky for such a complex live 
TV broadcast, Parsons opted to pre-
record all the music tracks "live" in 
the studio and play those recordings 
as backing tapes during the concert. 
Parsons made the recordings, which 
included backing tracks for Joe 
Cocker, Art Garfunkel and Candy 
Dulfer, with his own band and the 
Metropole Orkest. 

Cindy Lauper provided her own 
backing track, recorded specifically 
for the concert, for her hit "Time After 
Time." Wet Wet Wet mimed two of 
their songs to backing tapes they had 
made previously for general TV 
broadcast purposes. These record-
ings were identical to the album ver-
sions, minus the lead vocal, which 
they performed live. Because Wet 
Wet Wet were a last-minute replace-
ment for Simple Minds, who had 
withdrawn from the event only a 
couple of weeks before, lack of 
preparation time precluded the re-
recording of the backing tracks in the 
style of the rest of the show. 

NIGHTMARE 

All of the other backing tracks were 
recorded and mixed by Parsons to re-
semble a true, outdoor live-concert 
sound. He did an amazingly good 
job, and explained why and how he 
fooled scores of people in the audi-
ence (who didn't see any of the 
close-ups that were broadcast to the 
international TV audience). 

"The most obvious reason we 
chose to prerecord the concert was 
that with a live TV broadcast and 
scores of special effects going on, we 
could not afford to have any timing 
problems or delays with the music," 
said Parsons. "The second reason was 
that the orchestral and choral arrange-
ments were an integral part of the 
music, and, frankly, an orchestra and 
a live rock band together on one live 
stage are an absolute nightmare. I've 
never heard a rock band with live or-
chestra sound good. A rock band is 
simply too loud onstage, and when 
orchestra players can't hear them-
selves, they stop playing. In working 
with prerecorded backing tapes, 
everything sounded much better. You 
could hear the quietest flute, and the 
orchestra and band were in balance." 

Synching Music, Airplanes, Parachutists 
And Pyrotechnics to Picture 
One of the biggest 
technical chal-
lenges for organiz-
ers of the World 
Liberty Concert 
was synchronizing 
the array of effects 
with the music. 
Fundamental to the 
process was the 
timing of the indi-
vidual music selec-
tions, which were 
prerecorded and 
played back from a 
DA-88. The DA-
88's timecode track was striped 
with 25-frame-per-second (EBU) 
timecode, which became the key 
time code for the whole event. 

The problem was how to lock 
all effects securely to the key time-
code. In more normal circum-
stances, this is usually done man-
ually, with some people reading 
cue sheets, others reading time-
code, and lots of communication 
by intercom, walkie talkie, or mo-
bile phone. K&B had the foresight 
to realize that, with an event as 
complex as the WLC, this reliance 
on human communication could 
be problematic, so they invited 
the Dutch company Wow! Control 
Technology to build a computer-
centered system to make opera-
tions easier and more reliable. 
The result was a piece of software 
called SmartCue that runs on an 
Apple computer platform and that 
links to the central timecode of 
the DA-88. SmartCue provided 
different special effects cue lists 
that were tailor-made for the 
people cueing and/or executing 
them, and supplied a ten second 
count-in for each cue. 
Wow! also built a rack system 

that was connected to the serial 
interface of the DA-88, using RS-
422. Designer Joshua Newar elab-
orates: "The rack system enabled 
us to read Tascam timecode, 
which we converted to a 10ms 
code, because it's easier to calcu-
late with, and more precise than 
the 40 ms of the 25-frames-per-
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second system. The system also 
made it possible for us to stop 
and start the machine from the 
control center, where the server 
computer, a Wordbook 9150, was 
located, and which was connect-
ed with a fiberglass link to the 
Tascams in the NOB mobile. The 
server computer contained all 
cues, and supplied the relevant 
cues, with timecode, to all slave 
computers." 

In total, there were 25 slave 
computers, mostly PowerMac 
6100 models, linked to the serv-
er via Ethernet, and located at 
strategic positions around the 
site, from which the cues were 
read and passed on to the peo-
ple who executed them. Newar 
explained that they chose not to 
make any hard links, because 
"people have to get used to a 
new system like this. You 
shouldn't make too big a step at 
once. We might link things like 
the fireworks directly to the com-
puter next time, but this time 
everything still happened by 
hand. For example, someone 
with a walkie talkie had a 
SmartCue computer and waited 
for the cue for the airplanes to 
fly fin the direction of the] stage, 
or for the parachutists to jump. A 
ten-second count-in appears on-
screen, and at the right moment 
he or she received the cue and 
passed the relevara instructions 
to the traffic control tower, or to 
the people in the airplane." • 
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Parsons recorded most of the rock 
backing tracks for the World Liberty 
Concert in the Parsonics studio, with 
his regular live band. The sumptuous 
and highly convincing "live concert" 
sound of the recordings was achieved 
as follows: First, the basic tracks— 
bass, drums, guitar, keyboards—were 
recorded live in one pass, and in the 
case of eight or nine of the eleven 
tracks, without using a click track or 
metronome. 

"We avoided using clicks if we 
could," explained Parsons. "What 
was important for the special effects 
team was that the exact length of 
each song remained exactly the same, 
not whether the tempo was 100 per-
cent stable. Thankfully, the action was 
staged to match the music, rather than 
the other way around. So, I had a rel-
atively free hand in putting the whole 
music program together." 

The second important factor in 
achieving a live concert sound was 
the "subtle use of digital reverb. I had 
to find a program that sounded like 
the spread you get on a big stage. I 
think I ended up using a REV7 pro-
gram with 0.8s reverb time and a 
short predelay." Third, Parsons kept 
overdubs to a minimum and wasn't 
too precious about mistakes. 

"In general, we didn't labor about 
things too long and didn't bother fix-
ing ragged edges here and there as 
long as things were basically accept-
able. We didn't worry about togeth-
erness on last chords, for example, 
which gives it more of a live feel." 
And finally, the 70-track mix for the 
whole two-hour concert was done in 
a phenomenal two days, at the 
Metropole Orkest's NOB Studios in 
Hilversum, which, Parsons says, 
"probably added to the live feel." 

Parsons arrived at this monumen-
tal amount of 70 tracks by filling 32 
tracks at Parsonics, and recording or-
chestra and choir on another 40 
tracks. The recordings at Parsonics 
were made on four Tascam DA-88 
machines. Parsons then made an 8-
track submix of the 32-track record-
ings and took these tapes, plus his 
Tascams, to the NOB studios in Hil-
versum, where he recorded the or-
chestra and choir, plus Candy Duffer's 
and René Frogers' contributions. 

"The 8-track mix was purely for 
purposes of foldback for the orches-
tra recordings," explains Parsons. "It 
meant that I didn't have 32 different 
things to send out to them. I trans-
ferred the 8-track mix to the first eight 

tracks of a 48-track digital Studer, 
striping the tape twice with each song 
so that we could do two successive 
takes with the orchestra, and record-
ed orchestra and chorus on the re-
maining 40 tracks. For the final mix, I 
reconstituted my original 32-track Par-
sonics backing tracks, and synched 
up the Tascams with the Studer." 

LIVE IS AN ILLUSION 

The final mixdown was onto a fifth 
DA-88. Parsons mixed two versions 
of every track, one less anything that 
was going to be added on the night, 
and one with lead vocals and Candy 
Dulfer's saxophone. 

"The latter we called the rehearsal 
tape, and it sounded like the finished 
product. We used sections of it during 
the dress-rehearsal the day before, 
and it was also there as a backup in 
case anything [went] wrong during 
the concert itself," said Parsons. 

Parsons then used Pro Tools to as-
semble all of the tracks, which now 
included Lauper's DA-88 version of 
"Time After Time" supplied to Par-
son's specification, and the backing 
tapes for Wet Wet Wet and UB40. 

"We put everything in sequence 
and created specific gaps for ap-
plause, for getting the artists off- and 
onstage, for Cronkite to speak, and so 
on," said Parsons. "The whole show 
was put together in Pro Tools, for 
which we had six Gigabytes of mem-
ory on two drives, and was timed to 
the second, so that we simply could 
roll the tape from beginning to end. 
The Pro Tools version became the 
bible of the show, the timing anchor 
from which the whole show was run." 

The final Pro Tools version fea-
tured the two different stereo mixes 
of each song, with clicks and count-
ins for miming purposes on a sepa-
rate track. It was transferred to the 
two DA-88 8-tracks designated to 
drive the whole show from the on-
site NOB mobile. 

"One DA-88 was for backup. They 
ran independently alongside each 
other, simply by pressing the play 
button of each at the same time," said 
Parsons. On the day, the Tascam per-
formed perfectly, and the backup 
wasn't needed. Halfway through the 
concert, the show ran for two min-
utes without the all-important back-
ing tape when Lauper performed her 
"True Colors" live, which gave the 
crew the opportunity to change the 
DA-88 tapes. 

The live mix for television was rel-

atively simple. Only a handful of 
stage mics, plus the audience mics, 
were patched through to the NOB 
mobile, where they were recorded 
onto a digital Studer 48-track. From 
there, stereo mixes were fed to the 
television mobile, where the live 
sounds of the effects—gunshots, ex-
plosions, helicopters, water can-
nons—were added. 

The end result of all these efforts 
was a flawless and spectacular show, 
with the aural sleight-of-hand barely 
noticeable to most of the live audi-
ence (with the possible exception of 
UB40's contribution). It seems rea-
sonable to assume that the largely 
satisfied audience would probably 
never have found out they had been 
duped if the concert hadn't been tele-
vised, and if UB40 hadn't mimed so 
blatantly. The question as to whether 
Parsons' and K&B's approach was 
justifiable is one that Parsons has ob-
viously given plenty of thought. 

"Of course I expected criticism, 
because we, strictly speaking, didn't 
play the game," he explains. "But the 
whole business of playing live is cre-
ating an illusion of something that 
isn't necessarily happening—and you 
don't criticize a magician for using 
mirrors. Whether you succeed in cre-
ating the illusion is all that matters. 
And as long as you have some live 
mics, as long as there is someone ac-
tually communicating with the audi-
ence—and with the live vocals there 
almost always was—the concert is, to 
all intents and purposes, live." 

One might argue that if an event is 
billed as a concert, as the World Lib-
erty Concert was, it should be a con-
cert. If backing tapes or sequencers 
are used extensively, then perhaps 
the audience should be informed and 
the concert billed as a "show" or an 
"event." Today, when sampling on 
records, special effects in movies, and 
virtual reality applications increasing-
ly blur the line between fact and fic-
tion, perhaps the time is not far off 
when concert promoters will be re-
quired to publish a list of ingredients. 

Alan Parsons, for one, is unre-
pentant. "I think that the results 
speak for themselves," he asserts. "If 
you get better results by doing it a 
certain way, then that's okay, espe-
cially if it doesn't make any differ-
ence to the audience perception of 
what was going on." a 

Paul Tingen is a writer and musi-
cian based in England. 
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I/O Carde Companion to 
the CardDplusTM offers direct digi-
tal transfer to and from your DAT. 

Hal Only Cardirm 
Stand-alone card for direct digital 
transfer to and from your DAT. 

The professional's choice for digital audio on the PC. 

• 

Call today for your nearest authorized resellen 

"The Digital Only Card gives 
me back exactly what I put 
into it: clean, quiet audio." 
Tom Jung 
DMP Records 

"Professional features and excellent 
audio quality.., an excellent compan-
ion to Software Audio WorhiuiopTM" 
Bob Lentini 
Innovative Quality Software 

"Great analog sound and perfect dig-
ital transfers. This is the one!" 
Tom Bates 
Grammy-winning Engineer. 

"Exceptional... the sonic quality is 
superb, rivaling digital equipment 
many times the price." 

Dominic Howken 
Audio Media Magazine 

"The digital quality is unsurpassed. 
We've produced three platinum 
albums on the CardD in the last year 
alone.., tremendous bang for the 
buck." 

Dave Morse 
Record Way, Los Angeles 

"Five out of five for sound malty" 
Dave Miles Huber 
Electronic Musician 

"We recommend the CardDplus to 
all our Sound ForgeTM users." 
Monty Schmidt 
Sonic Foundry 

"Easy to use, yet poweiful. Totally trans-
parent Dollar for dollar, the best system 
mailable." 

Bruce Schirmer 
KG0 Radio, San Francisco 

"Unbelievable_ this is one piece of gear 
you should hear for yourself:-
Tom Schimmel° 
Home & Studio Recording 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE 

by Dan Daley 

DUTCH TREAT 
POST IN THE LOW COUNTRIES 

t's not a place we think about often in 
the grand scheme of post-production; 
it's more likely to conjure up images 
of windmills, wooden shoes and 
dikes than of Scenarias and synchro-
nizers. But Holland, like many coun-
tries, has its own audio post indus-
uy—a substantial one, with more than 
100 professional A/V, television, com-
mercial and film producers, along 
with 27 post facilities listed in one na-
tional guide. And thanks to the Mc-

At NOB, Tergan Allen at the Scenario 

Donald's-ization of the world in gen-
eral due to universally available tech-
nology, its experience is remarkably 
similar to that found in the States. 

There are a few differences, how-
ever, which reflect the U.S./UK lead-
ership in technology, and that should 
also make us thank our lucky stars 
that we don't have to read our com-
puter screen menus in Flemish. That's 
sort of what film and video project 
manager Ron Haansschoten and his 
cohorts at NOB (Nederlands Omroep-
produktie Bedrijf n.v.), the sprawling, 
former state-owned production and 
post facility in the Amsterdam suburb 
of Hilversum, have to do each time 
they work on their SSL Scenaria or 
Avid AudioVision (linked to eight Avid 
video editing systems) workstations. 
That's right, the menus are in English, 
which is the equivalent of us trying to 
cut and paste in German. 

'It sometimes takes awhile to get 
through the manuals,' says Haanss-
choten, with the kind of lighthearted-
ness that comes from living in a mul-
tilingual society. NOB is in a transi-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 227 

Control room of 

Studio I and II, 

Wisseloord Studios 
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 

Left and below: 

the refurbished 

CTS Studio 2 

CTS Studios' Eight-Year Facelift 

F
or 25 years, the four-room 
CTS Studios in Wembley, 
England, has hosted some 

of the most important film-soaring 
and album-recording sessions 
worldwide. (Scoring for films such 
as Ghandi, Passage to India, Plenty 
V, Four Weddings and a Funeral 
and Judge Dredd are only the tip of 
the proverbial iceberg.) It has also 
seen a number of different owners. 
Today, CTS is owned and rim by 
veteran recording engineer Adrian 
Kerridge, who has worked in the 
industry for more than 40 years, 
and composer Johnny Pierson. The 
pair, who also co-own Lansdowne 
Studios, have quietly been giving 
the old rooms a substantial facelift 
since purchasing the fa-
cility in 1987, and this 
past June, they celebrated 
the re-opening of Studio 
2, which now has a Neve 
Capricorn digital consofe 
with dynamic automa-
tion, Dolby Surround ca-
pability and ATC custom 
LCRS monitoring. 

"If a place has been 
established a long time," 
explains Kerridge, "it can 
get a bit run down. CTS 
had a long reputation, 

by Barbara Schultz 

particularly in the States, and a lot 
of West Coast composers—Henry 
Mancini, for example—had been 
working regularly in CTS, but it 
had lost some of that work. People 
begin to see it as a thing of the 
past. When we bought CTS. it 
needed a fresh approach, fresh in-
jections of money. We needed to 
make a lot of upgrades, and the 
total spend has just exceeded $2 

The overall renovations were 
accomplished in two phases, with 
design by London's Recording Ar-
chitecture. First came the natural-
acoustic Studio 1, which is large 
enough for up to 130 musicians. 
"When we bought CTS, Studio 1 

still had the first digital recording 
console in the world, the DSP from 
Neve," says Kerridge. "It was not, 
in my view, a good place for the 
world's first digital recording con-
sole. So that came out, and we put 
a regular Neve console in and sub-
sequently replaced it with a VRP a 
few years ago." Studio 1 also re-
ceived acoustical upgrades and 
Dolby Surround capability, and 
new ATC monitors and amplifiers 
were installed. 

Also during the first phase, Stu-
dio 3 got a new console—a DDA 
AMR24 44  channel with Optifile au-
tomation—and Studio 2's control 
room was upgraded acoustically. 
The second phase saw a complete 

aesthetic and acoustical 
redesign of Studio 2's re-
cording area and control 
room, including the instal-
lation of the Capricorn, 
which Kerridge describes 
as a "very powerful cre-
ative tool. I was working 
with a lot of pop artists in 
the '60s and '70s—people 
like the Dave Clark Five, 
the Spencer Davis Group, 
Uriah Heap—and I 
thought, 'Well, wouldn't it 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 230 
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SOUND REINFORCEMENT COMPANY PROFILE 

Oceania Audio 
Auckland, New Zealand 

by Mark Frink 

Irecently traveled Down Under 
with Tony Bennett. I won't at-
tempt to go into the politics of 

production in Australia, but the in-
vestment of several phone calls be-
fore going there is recommended. 
We had the pleasure of using Ocea-
nia Audio while in Auckland, New 
Zealand, and I can comfortably rec-
ommend not only the company but 
the amplifiers that it manufactures. 

Oceania was inadvertently 
founded in 1975 when owner Greg 
Peacocke was involved in film proj-
ects and working on a job in Los 
Angeles. Being an avid hi-fi nut, he 
purchased four V-43 full-range 
boxes from Cerwin Vega (at a time 
when that manufacturer was mak-
ing a name for itself by supplying 
speakers to enhance the soundtrack 
of a popular disaster film) for use in 
his home stereo setup. Eighteen-
inch bass speakers were a bit un-
common in '75, but so were noise-
control officers. 

Some time later, he was ap-
proached to hire them out for a 
concert by a band called Schtüng. 
Lead singer Paul Jeffery was work-
ing on a degree in electrical engi-
neering, as well as working as an 
industrial electrical engineer, when 
he wasn't playing keyboards and 
singing. Shortly thereafter Peacocke 
went into the sound-hire business 
full-time, renting a small building 
and inviting Jeffery to move his 
sound equipment repair and fabri-
cation efforts from his home to the 
new location. The business ex-
panded slowly, until in 1980, a mas-
sive loan was raised to buy a large 
system. Oceania was one of the first 
Crest international customers, pur-
chasing P-3500s, most of which are 
still in service. 

In 1990, Oceania bought its first 
Turbosound TMS-3 speaker system. 
The company now has 64 boxes, 
and Robert Scovill called it "the 

world's best-sounding TMS-3 rig." 
The system was combined with 
JANDS of Australia's 64 boxes for 
three Dire Straits and three AC/ 
DC shows in 1991. Recent clients 
have included Sheryl Crow, Garth 
Brooks, Pearl Jam, Bryan Adams, 
Gun N' Roses and R.E.M. Cliff 
Richard liked their system so much 
that he brought the Oceania rig over 
to Australia. Peacocke, currently the 
company's managing director, is 

Greg Peacocke of Oceania Audio of 

Auckland, New Zealand 

quick to suggest that, with the sea-
sons reversed in the southern hemi-
sphere (their winter is North Ameri-
ca's summer), he would be glad to 
ship his new Flashlight/Floodlight 
system by container. 

Providing the sound system for a 
1982 production of Evita was the 
company's first venture into theatri-
cal production. Oceania went on to 
do My Fair Lady, Grease, The Buddy 
Holly Story and Phantom of the 
Opera, to mention but a few. Recent 
theater tours have included The New 
Rocky Horror Show and Les Miser-
ables, with Cats out currently and 

Phantom going to Australia this 
spring. The main console has been 
a Soundcraft Europa with Outboard 
Electronics VCA moving fader au-
tomation and a 16-output automated 
matrix with moving faders. Other 
inventory includes Yamaha PM-
4000, PM-3000 and M-2000 40-chan-
nel consoles, along with Soundcraft 
800 and 200B 32-channel boards. 

Four years ago, after being in 
business for a dozen years and with 
maintenance experience on items 
ranging from pro audio to high-
power industrial electronics, Ocea-
nia began building its own amps, 
for both technical and financial rea-
sons. The company's amplifier in-
ventory had comprised American 
name brands and, although reason-
ably reliable, replacement costs 
were high, due to the weak ex-
change rate of the New Zealand 
dollar and a 30% to 40% import 
duty placed on foreign-manufac-
tured goods. 

It was decided to design the amp 
racks as an entire system, with a 
common power supply unit (PSU) 
and modules with enough power 
and channels to run eight TMS-3 
speakers. This number of speakers 
would require six traditional stereo 
amps. Their design allows Oceania 
to almost double the power-to-
weight ratio over the conventional 
approach. Each of the four vertical 
modules is a tri-amplifier, powering 
two TMS-3 speakers. Using 60-volt 
supply rails, the output power for 
the low band is 2,700 watts RMS 
into 2 ohms, 1,500 into 4 ohms on 
the mids and 800 into 8 ohms for 
the highs. Oceania claims to have 
achieved an amplifier propagation 
delay of 250 nanoseconds and a 
slew rate of 120 volts per microsec-
ond in this early design. 

By designing the rack as a sys-
tem, rather than simply stacking 
stereo amplifiers, which must have 
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rDWitroducing the new HOT HOUSE HIGH OUTPUT SERIES MONITORS 
and HIGH IMPACT SUBWOOFER 

Uniike anything ihatS ever been 

offered for control room applications 

rfore, the new dual-concentrüc point-
, source technology not only provides 

sound pressure le‘els previously 

unobtainable in primary studio 
monitors., but also Wyances tie state 

f the art by fuH levels of magnitude in 

pha.se linearity, distortion and power 

handling The heart of the system is 

the edraordbutrily high powered 2" 

throat St PER-DUAL. With a 1260 watt 
compression driver, a 1480 watt cone 

midrange.. and unencumbered by low 

frequency :information, it achieves 
unequalled transient capability while 

maintaining the transparency 

necessary to resolve subtle details at 

lower operating levels. The full-range 
SD312'S three high speed long-throw 

:.12" .woofers, engineered for extreme 

excursion and duralbikty. provide 

:xceptionally fast and right bottom end 

down to 25 hertz with an input of up 

o 38100 watts. TO address the needs of 

.very large control rooms or any 

application requiring eve'n higher SPL 

and low frequency content, the 58412 

High Impact Subwoofer is offered to 

augment the SD12 (or any large 

form* monitor). Identical in size to 

the 312 but wi:h four of the 12" 

woofers and a peak power handling 

capability of 5000 watts; its addition 

pushes die system's peak SPL potential 

o nearly 150 decibels. Available bi, tri 

and quad amplified, packages are 

provided with a full complement of up 

r` to 20 kilowatts of HOT 1101:SE high 
current audiophile amplification, 

custom Hot Hot SE SPX electronic 

crossovers, TEFLON KUSER 
KAHLE wiring harnesses and 
full ïsolationmount system. 

. The High Output Series 

cabinets are standard 

retrofit dimensions. but are also 

available in several custom configura-

tions to meet difficult or unique-

installation applications. 

See us at AES Booth *818. 
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GROUP 

INC 

4006 

BELTLINE 

SUITE 160 

DALLAS 

TEXAS 

75244 

214/661-5222 

FAX 

214/934-3935 

• RECORDING AND BROADCAST FACILITY DESIGN AND PLANNING 

• ARCHITECTURE/INTERIORS FOR ACOUSTICAL SPACES 

• NOISE AND VIBRATION CONTROL 

• ROOM ACOUSTICS AND SOUND ISOLATION 

I -NE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IN 

We're in the 
Middle of a 
Warming Tren 

Turns out that iigital recording, with 

all its advantages, produces sounds 

that are cold and brittle Nothing worms 

up digital like the CT Audio tube microphones . 0 

and signal processors. Our sleek, hand-made 

stainless steel microphones, the MD1, MD2 and 

MD3 deliver world class tube tone for about 1/3 the price. 

The choice of top recording artists from Kathy Matlea to 

Aerosmith,our tube microphones produce that warm, round, 

classic sound you crave For a price that makes it possible to own. • 

Call or write foi more information. 

Groove Tubes • GT Audio 

tio 12866 Foothill Blvd Sylmar CA 91342 
(818) 361-4500 (Fax) 365-9884 
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a rack fabricated for them, it also pro-
vides built-in customized power and 
multipinned input and output con-
nections. These AC, speaker and 
input connections must be provided 
for in conventional rack designs and 
need to be paid for within the budget 
for fabricating a rack, along with the 
cost of the amps and rack itself. In a 
conventional design, the connections 
provided by the manufacturer on 
stereo amps become redundant, 
adding weight, expense and addi-
tional points of interconnection. 

Oceania Audio amp racks 

The PSU is a three-phase design 
and employs a technique called "re-
verse slope regulation" to control the 
primaries of the power transformers. 
The three PSU transformer primaries 
are each controlled by large 90-amp 
back-to-back thyristors, doubling 
the frequency of the incoming AC 
mains and reducing the transformer 
core size. The circuitry that controls 
the thyristors senses the DC output 
voltage to control the reverse-slope 
regulator. 
A soft-start turn-on ramp is en-

gaged when power to the amp is 
switched or when all three phases of 
the AC connection are interrupted. 
After the Tony Bennett soundcheck, 
with the system turned on (to my 
horror), Peacocke demonstrated this 
by quickly unplugging and plugging 
in the AC connection at the power 
distro several times, commenting, 
"Try that with your average amp 
rack." The PSU can be connected to 
only a single phase of AC and still 
function, with only a slightly reduced 
regulation capacity. Peacocke calmly 
reached over to the distro and clicked 
off two of the three breakers for that 
rack and invited me to run the show 
that way. 

Forced-air cooling fans feed air 
from under the PSU, up into the am-
plifier modules and out the top. The 
fans are speed-controlled by a tern-
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perature-sensing circuit located in the 
exhaust airstream above the amp 
modules. Protection includes DC and 
short-circuit on the outputs and an 
over-temperature circuit that opens 
the speaker protection relays when 
the heatsink reaches 180° F. Due to 
the high power output of these amps, 
a user-adjustable power integrator is 
included. It is factory-set to 3 dB 
below full output power and operates 
with a sustained signal of more than 
a Vr-second duration. All protections, 
except short-circuit, are self-resetting. 

The first revision, completed in 
1993, still features a common PSU and 
four vertical modules hut is intended 
for hi-amp applications. There are 
two removable crossover cards for 
each 4-channel module, and limiting 
and custom EQ are included, allow-
ing one rack to power eight bi-amp 
mixes. The second revision, complet-
ed in late 199.1, was another tri-amp 
system to power their new Flashlight 
and Floodlight loudspeaker purchase. 
Peacocke reports that Oceania was 
able to increase the speed of these 
new amps significantly over the orig-
inals through the use of improved bi-
polar devices, to provide a slew rate 
approaching an amazing 400 volts per 
microsecond in bridge mode. 

Each channel on a module has its 
own stepped level control, a fault 
LED and a 12-segment LED meter. 
At the base of the module is a four-
LED temperature indicator and a 
reset push-button. The amp modules 
and PSU are built into a wooden 
sleeve that is mounted in high-densi-
ty foam in a flight case with remov-
able front and wheels. The incoming 
16-foot AC cable is captive and stores 
under the PSU in the air intake. The 
entire weight of the newest racks is 
319 pounds, and they are 3 feet tall 
(on castors) by 22 inches square. 
Next time you're in New Zealand, 
check this company out. ( Phone 64-
9-849-3114.) 

—FROM PAGE 220, DUTCH TREAT 

tional state, technologically and oth-
erwise. Several years ago, the Dutch 
government started gradually shifting 
its operations from public to private. 
The move, says Haansschoten, has 
been wrenching, causing the sorts of 
trauma that most industries undergo 
when transitioning to the private sec-
tor and leaving unionized insulation 
behind; the facility has let more than 
1,500 employees go during the peri-

Isn't it time to revolutionize 
your studio or station? Call, 
fax, or write now. 

Which DAW Increases 
Production the Most? 

This is what four MicroSound users have to say... _ 
I've been using MicroSoundTm for 
nearly 4 years and love its quiet, pris-
tine, squeaky clean editing and mix-
ing capabilities. It was very easy to 
learn, even though I'm not a com-
puter wizard. J was able to edit our 
first program within an hour of 
turning on my MicroSound Worksta-
tion. Thanks to MicroSound, top 
quality audio is heard in our broad-
casts every day 
worldwide. Only 
the prices look as 

good as the 
specs." 

—Bob Vermeulen, 
Words of Hope 

"After years Of producing programs 
on everything from analog 8-track to 
ADAT, I increased my output the 
very first week. But more amazing, 
MicroSound improved the quality of 
my work immeasurably. I achieved 
that elusive perfect mix the very first 
time I used MicroSound! Whether 
I'm producing one spot or cranking 
out 6 hours of programming, Mi-

croSound has be-
come an invaluable 
tool. I can't imagine 
how I ever did with-
out it." 

—Todd Chatman, 
CCM Radio 

all•••••••• 

_ 

"What keeps on amazing me is the 
intuitiveness of the complete sys-
tem... 1 was thrilled to find that you 

had anticipated a radio producer's on-
the-fly needs by allowing just about 
all functions to be executed right 

from the [same] screen." 
—Robert Smith. Smith Creative - International 

"I used my MicroSound for the first 
time and mixed a spot in one hour 
that would have taken me a day and a 

half with analog multi-track. I made 

edits and concocted sonic layers that 
never would have occurred to me to 

try before... 1 love this thing!" 
Lions, Electric Cafe 

• Audio for Video • CD-Tape mastering • Radio/TV 

• Multimedia Wave-AIFF-CDI • Every Audio Application 

microasound. 
Isn't it time you discover the industry's best kept secret, polished for 18 years. 
MicroSound gives you the highest audio quality in its price range at every 
.rrhrtioè ” cesA rrsoltfcsr •Usnt esres;c•etf are••• 
ample tau. taau.0 wutitsw inv matter what you need to 

MicroSound is equipped and ready. The 56-bit DSP based MicroEditorrm 
software gives you the true non-linear freedom of Project-EditingTM — every 

sound free floating in an audio palette mixing up to 100 tracks at any point. 

PC/A1486 based, DOS format drives and files allows running any software. 
Optional Sync-lock to Video or SMPTE even on VHS analog track 

Peripherals from $2,995 • Workstations from $6,995. 

"Quality Digital Audio Workstations Since 1977" 

Micro Technology Unlimited 
PO Box 21061, Raleigh, NC 27619-1061 USA 
Voice: ( 919) 870-0344, FAX: ( 919) 870-7163 

I SI.- RI 1111.1e Sr ATICE CARD MR .110RE UFO 
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The Soundcraft DC2020 
-because not all Ells are equal. 

Whether working in post-

production or music 

recording, you are judged 

by the sound of your 

finished product - however diverse and whatever the quality of 

the source material. 

With outstanding new EQ design, Soundcraft's 

DC2020 delivers an unrivalled degree of control - 

invaluable when assembling audio from more than 

one source. 

Add to that moving fader 

automation, touchscreen 

driven machine control, 

video sync, plus on-board hard disk storage, 

and the argument for choosing DC2020 

becomes irresistible. 

Discover more about the DC2020 by 

calling 818 893 4351 today. 

See us at AES Booth #524 

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD.. CRANBORNE HOUSE. CRANBORNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
CRANBORNE RD.. POTTERS BAR, HERTS, EN6 3JN, ENGLAND. TEL: +44 (0)1707 665000 FAX: +44 (0)1707 660482 

SOUNDCRAFT. PO BOX 2200.8500 BALBOA BLVD. NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329. TEL: 8 18 893 4351, FAX: 818-830-1220 Soundcraft 
Ii A Harman International Company 
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od, and many of those remaining 
have taken on multiple responsibili-
ties. But it's also allowed NOB to gear 
up to become more proficient, effi-
cient and competitive in an increas-
ingly multinational post environment. 

Technologically, the Scenaria rep-
resents the apex of the facility's transi-
tion thus far, with a second one being 
considered for later this year. It occu-
pies one of five suites that range from 
a Sonic Solutions system to a 16mm 
film mag studio with an aging Tele-
funken broadcast console. What ties 
them together, says Haansschoten, is 
that all of the suites are tielined, mini-
mizing physical transfers of data 
around the huge complex. What's 
driving all this is more commercial 
work and a more diverse range of 
smaller post houses that can make 
technological transitions faster, he 
points out. As with its European and 
North American counterparts, NOB 
has seen budgets decline in the last 
two years, says Haansschoten, which 
puts pressure on increased efficiency. 

Another change has been to allow 
major clients, which include Dutch 
television production companies, to 
establish satellite shops on-site at 
NOB, leasing equipment and space 
from the post house. "It's been an in-
teresting transition," Haansschoten 
says over lunch in the facility's cafe-
teria. "We're a large place, and it's 
hard to handle both technological 
and management restructuring at the 
same time. But the resources here are 
good, and we now also have a satel-
lite facility in Germany, and we're 
planning others in Poland and Portu-
gal. As television gets more complex, 
so does the post business." 

Wisseloord Studios, also in Hilver-
sum and probably the Netherlands' 
best-known music-recording facility, 
has four main Tom Hidley-designed 
studios. The facility has hosted Def 
Leppard, Mick Jagger, Elton John, 
Metallica, Paul McCartney and other 
major pop artists, abetted by an infu-
sion of capital several years ago when 
Dutch record label PolyGram became 
a majority shareholder. But studio 
founder and managing director Bart 
Sloothaak says the most recent trend 
is toward post-production. "It's now 
80 percent music and 20 percent 
post;' he estimates. "A year ago, it was 
95 percent music, so you can see it's 
changing quickly." That ratio has been 
boosted by a recent agreement with 

Disney's Buena Vista Films to do all 
its versioning for Holland at Wisse-
loord, and post is as much responsi-
ble as music for the studio's acquisi-
tion of the first SSL 9000 on the conti-
nent in April of this year. 

The trend to post has not been 
technologically traumatic for Wisselo-
ord, Sloothaak says. Remarkably, post 
work there is being carried on in a 
linear environment; the purchase of a 
hard disk-based system is being con-
sidered, but tape machines have been 
fine for versioning dialog on the M&E 
tracks that Buena Vista provides, 
Sloothaak asserts. Although, he adds 
with satisfaction, the Disney account 
is expected to amortize the cost of 
whatever random access system the 
studio purchases within a year's time. 

Wisseloord is going after the Dutch 
commercial post industry, Sloothaak 
says. "There's enough work to go 
around at the moment. The smaller, 
cheaper rooms don't really provide 
the quality that major agencies are 
looking for." (Although it should be 
noted that the project studio phe-
nomenon has affected Wisseloord as 

BITS & PIECES 
Livingston Recording Studios (Lon-
don) were the first in the UK to 
order Amek's Rembrandt console. 
The automated, 80-input board 
will be installed this month in Stu-
dio 2, which will also receive 
acoustical upgrades to the studio 
and control room and the addition 
of a private lounge. Recent clients 
at Livingston include Everything 
But the Girl, Maxi Priest and 
George Michael.. Airwaves Sound 
Design in Vancouver added a 56-
channel DDA QMR console with 
patchbay for use in a new record-
ing suite designed for standard 
and Dolby Surround mixing... 
Axon Studios (Toronto, ON) pur-
chased a DDA DCM224V console 
for use in soundtrack and jingle 
production for TV and radio...At-
lantis Studios (Tokyo) installed a 
32-patchbay Soundtracs Solitaire 
production console. The board 
was supplied by the manufactur-
er's exclusive Japanese distributor, 
MTC Japan...A Solitaire was also 
installed by Larking Audio in Nik 

it has other major music studios. The 
facility's response has been to estab-
lish pre-production rooms on its 
lower level for in-house work by in-
dependent producers, building sym-
biotic relationships to help ensure the 
future of music revenues. Wisseloord 
has also acquired ADATs and DA-88s 
as an interface with project studios. 
Again, a scenario very much like that 
in the States.) 

Wisseloord is one of the smaller 
and more flexible facilities referred to 
by Haansschoten; Sloothaak knows it 
and views it as a distinct advantage in 
light of the fact that he knows he is 
going up against such large and well-
equipped facilities as NOB. "That, 
along with our expertise in music— 
which is something that's important 
in post work—and the hard drive 
system we'll be getting in the near fu-
ture, is what will give us an edge," 
Sloothaak says. "I know post is im-
portant in the future of a studio like 
this, because I expect the ratio of 
music to drop further still in coming 
years. After all, there are only six 
major record companies now doing 

Kershaw's home studio in the 
English countryside...The Corn Ex-
change (Cambridge, England) in-
stalled a Soundtracs Sequel II 
sound reinforcement console for 
front-of-house mixing in the main 
auditorium...Dan Lacksman, pro-
ducer of ambient dance group 
Deep Forest, took delivery of a 
Sony PCM-3348 DASH recorder 
for his Synsound Studios (Brus-
sels), which opened for business 
on March 14. The facility, designed 
by Andy Munro, comprises two 
studios, a central control room 
overlooking the studios, and a 
machine room.. Ampex Media 
Corp. signed an exclusive one-
year agreement with the Egyptian 
Radio and Television Union (Cairo) 
wherein the company will provide 
more than $1 million of Ampex 
audio and video recording tape 
during 1995...Sun Studio (Copen-
hagen) installed an SSL G Plus 
console and a ScreenSound editor. 
Sun Studio's recent work has in-
cluded foreign-language recording 
and mixing for feature films such 
as The Lion King and music-re-
cording for Iceland's Bjork. 
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about 80 percent of the releases. And 
maybe 40 acts between them gener-
ate most of the income for those 
record companies. Even as alternative 
music becomes more mainstream, 
those acts will just be replacing older, 
aging ones. So the future demands 
that we move into post!' 

In the center of the Dutch post mix 
are a number of mid-sized facilities 
that have traditionally had to combine 
music services with post-production. 
Artisound, in Amsterdam, has two 
post rooms. SSL ScreenSound systems 
handle a variety of post work, al-
though voice-overs and ADR seem to 
take up much of the facility's book-
ings. Established 40 years ago, with 25 
years in its present location, Artisound 
rounds itself out with two music stu-
dios, the larger of which has evolved 
into a project-type room for owner Eli 
Van Tijn's son Erik, who produces 
local Dutch recording acts, such as 
Mai Tai, on an SSL E Series console 
and a Sony 3324 digital multitrack. "It's 
getting to the point in Holland that 
you really have to fight to earn money 
in a music recording studio," observes 
Erik. "You can get an SSL room in Am-
sterdam with an engineer for 800 
gilders [about $5501 per day. It's the 
same thing that's going on elsewhere 
in the world. We read the magazines!' 
The elder Van Tijn, who learned post-
production after a career in radio, 
compares that with the 450 gilders an 
hour he says that post grosses. "Post is 
definitely the story in Holland:' he 
says. "With companies like Amstel and 
Heineken beer and their agencies that 
advertise internationally, you have a 
very good base of clients!' (It's also 
very much a family business; daugh-
ter Eline is studio manager and a pro-, 
ducer there.) 

Nonetheless, Van Tijn notes, com-
petition has become more intense for 
those clients. "They're not really aware 
of how the technology itself works, in 
most cases," he says. "What they're 
looking for is service—including extra 
services, such as the voice casting that 
we do for them, often at no addition-
al charge!' Van Tijn says he has tradi-
tionally targeted the commercial field 
as opposed to film and television pro-
gramming. That, he says, keeps him in 
Amsterdam proper, closer to the agen-
cies, a situation that many New York 
and Chicago studios would find famil-
iar. Versioning for Coca-Cola spots and 
other foreign products is as far afield 

as Artisound ranges. "But [post] is a 
good business for Holland!' he adds. 
"It's healthy even though there's little 
room for new studios in the market. 
But I tell you..." he leans in and takes 
a long drag on an ever-present unfil-
tered cigarette, "It's a good thing the 
world likes Dutch beer!' 

-FROM PAGE 221, as STUDIOS 
be wonderful if I could have a fully 
automated console.' I had this dream. 
We were using processed sounds 
then but doing sections at a time and 
physically cutting the tape together 
because there weren't enough hands 
to do it. 

"The other beauty of the Capri-
corn:' Kerridge continues, " is, of 
course, that freelance and guest en-
gineers come in and we can prepro-
gram for their particular setups, 
whether they want an in-line console 
or a group console, and we can give 
them their own configurations to 
take away on a disk, so when they 
next come in, they pop the disk in, 
and it gives them their basic record-
ing configuration. If you try to reset 
an analog board with 72 channels, 
you can spend more than half an 
hour doing that. And we can't charge 
for that time." 

The staff at CTS includes five full-
time engineers, five assistant engineers 
and a three-person, 24-hour mainte-
nance crew. "We do it properly' Ker-
ridge says. "If I've got a 100-piece or-
chestra on the Studio 1 floor and a 
piece of equipment breaks down, it's 
no use if you're going to have to ring 
up and get the local maintenance guy 
to fix it. It's too late; you've lost the 
date by then. You have to be there, 
and be there all the time!' 

CTS engineers work cooperative-
ly with their counterparts at Lans-
downe in Holland Park, and clients 
can travel between the two locations 
to accomplish projects. "When we 
do work for Paramount Pictures, for 
example:' Kerridge explains, "they 
often come to CTS 1 and then go 
back into town to Lansdowne to do 
the mixing. Now, they have even 
more choice, as they can also mix in 
CTS Studio 2 with the Capricorn!' 

CTS now also offers ISDN lines, 
which were used recently for an 
album project by Sir Cliff Richard, 
and mastering capabilities with the 
Sonic Solutions Sonic System. Ker-
ridge hopes that all of the money 
and hard work that he and Pierson 

have poured into renovating the fa-
cility will re-establish CTS as a cut-
ting-edge studio. "I was talking to a 
Los Angeles composer a couple of 
weeks ago:' Kerridge says. "He came 
down to our opening party for Stu-
dio 2, and he said, The last picture I 
did here was ten years ago. My God, 
the place was very tacky and run-
down.' I said, 'Well, we're the new 
owners. This is the new room,' and 
he said, ' I'll come back.' He had a 
good time here, this composer, but 
the last time he was here, it was a lit-
tle dowdy, and he didn't like the 
loos...You know, it's very important. 
It's attention to detail that counts. 
And Gib has been here so long, peo-
ple tend to think it's not moved on. 
The message now is that CTS is still 
in the forefront of what it does best, 
and that's music recording, with a 
warm and friendly atmosphere. In 
terms of space, choice of studios and 
technologies, and staff expertise, it 
offers more than most." 

-FROM PAGE 222, BBC REMOTE 

than 500 feet from the processor rack 
and connected via a simple coaxial 
connection. Because each audio 
source is digitized at its source gain 
and other system parameters are im-
plemented remotely, signal degrada-
tion can be dramatically reduced. A 
proprietary A-to-D topology was de-
veloped specifically for Axiom and 
offers a quoted -104.5dB CCIR-
weighted noise floor. All internal 
mixing and signal processing within 
Axiom is to greater than 24-bit preci-
sion, according to the company; 
Axiom features user-selectable 16/20-
bit recording to hard disk. 

Glancy says that the BBC's Digital 
Sound Vehicle is expected to be avail-
able for rental to outside companies 
on an as-available basis. The daily 
rental cost of £2,000 per day (around 
$3,200) includes a complement of 20 
microphones—four B&K 4006s, four 
4001s, eight AKG C414-ULS and four 
Neumann KM84s or KM140s—plus a 
Sony PCM-3324 DASH-format multi-
track. Audio monitoring is provided 
on BBC-designed LS5/8 units pow-
ered by Korg amps. 

One of the vehicle's first assign-
ments will be audio production for 
the upcoming series of annual Prom-
enade Concerts from the Royal Albert 
Hall, London, in addition to DAB pro-
ductions that are scheduled to begin 
in England during October. 
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Why AR The Smiles? 
If you're one of the guys chosen to test a new microphone that has vintage eye appeal — a classically 
designed large diameter capsule — powered by an exclusive advanced servo head-amp which 
exhibits extraordinary audio performance for nearly every critical recording application — with a 
price as astoundling as the quality . . . you just may find cause to smile! 

• ExtraordMary 
Low Noise 

• Extremely Wide 
Dynamic Range 
(137 a 

• Exceotionally 
Wide Bandwidth 
(10K-20kHz) 

• Large Diameter 
Capsule 
(Dual tr GolE 
Sputtered Diaphragm) 

• Uniquely Advanced 
Head-Amp 
(Transformerless 
Servo Design), 

• Exclusive Internal 
Power System 
(Delivers tEn times 
the current av3itable 
from standard 
phantom suppliEs) 

Rich, warm, smooth clear, quiet 
and accurate—technofogy 
becomes art—The miàophone 
performs for more apptications 
than any other that I've ever 
used. 
—Ray Kennedy, 
Engincer/Producer— 
Kennedy/Rose Stevelade, Don 
Henry. Kindred Sprit. The Ratiers 

Without a doubt Vie best mic 
I've used. for percussion and 
close proximity miking! 

—Richard Dodd, 
Engineer/Producer—km Petty, 
Billy Pilgrim, Traveling Wilburys, 
George 'Harrison, Roy &bison 

A Big mic with a Big sound. On 
everything from vocals to 
drums to grand piano, it deliv-
ers 'The Goods' with a dynamic 
range and image thatl is first 
class. 

—Michael Clute, 
Engineer/Producer—Diamond Reo, 
Blackhawk, Brett James, Michele 
Wright, Faith Hid, The Delevantes 

1 

e 

Introducing the 
Equitek E-300 

Large Diameter Dual Diaphragm, 
Servo-Condenser Microphone 

A nearly perfect synergy 
of classic capsule design 
and advanced head-amp 

technologies 

LtiL 

You can listen to what they have to say or you can listen for yourself. 
Either way, when you plug an E-300 into your studio, you'll share the joy. 

.The Revolution Continues! 

Conneaut Audio Devices 
A Brand of CTI Audio, Inc. • P.O. Box 120 Conneaut, OH 44030 • 216-593-11U 

See us at 

AES Booth #10450 

(Photo from lett to right) 
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weeSecrets 
OF Dither 

Keeping Your Digital Audio Pure 

From First Recording to Final Master 

BY BOB KATZ 
You just bought a new, all-purpose digital 
audio workstation and now discover that its 
equalizers sound so edgy they tear the cilia 
out of your ear canals. You wonder why 
your digital reverb leeches the ambience out 
of your music, when it's supposed to be 
adding ambience. Your do-all digital proces-
sor certainly does all— except that what goes 
in seems to come out veiled, dry and lifeless. 

If you've experienced such problems and 
want to avoid them in the future, then 
you've come to the right place. We'll ex-
plain these strange phenomena and help 
you avoid mistakes that could irrevocably 
distort or damage the quality of your hard-
earned mixes when they're turned into pre-
cious masters: There are activities you 
should never perform on your workstation 
if you want to keep your audio sounding 
good, and it may be easier, better and 
cheaper to mix down to high-quality analog 

One of 

the most 

successful 

noise-

shaping 

curves 

tape than to a 16-bit digital tape. 
In fact, you should avoid any digital 

processing unless you have the money for 
the kind of workstations and processors that 
are de rigueur at pro mastering studios. Let's 
find out why. 
A topic ignored by the vast majority of 

workstation and processor manufacturers is 
word length. With rare exceptions, marketing 
departments (and sometimes even engineer-
ing departments) have no idea what happens 
to the integrity of digital words during signal 
processing. These aren't Einsteinian con-
cepts: Sixth-grade arithmetic reveals the lim-
itations of any digital audio mixer, and every 
salesperson and buyer should have the an-
swers to questions about sample word length 
and calculation precision. Find out the an-
swers before you buy, and know the limita-
tions of your equipment after you buy. If you 
don't, you may join the legions of engineers 
whose final masters have lost stereo separa-
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digital console's output to a DAT ma-
chine, that only stores 16 bits. 
Frankly, it's a serious compromise to 
take your console's 24-bit output 
word and truncate it to 16 bits. Wait 
a minute, you say, you've just bought 
one of those new digital consoles that 
has a 16-bit output word on its digit-
al output. Well, an awful lot of im-
portant bits are being truncated on 
their way to your final mix. Honestly, 
you will get more resolution and bet-
ter audio quality by mixing with a de-
cent analog console to a 30 ips, 1/2-
inch analog tape than by passing 
your signal through a digital console 
that truncates its internal word length 
to 16 bits. If the console dithers its 
output to 16 bits instead of truncating 
(check with the manufacturer), we're 
a little happier; but dithering has its 
compromises, too—we'll discuss 
dither shortly. 

As you can see, it takes a lot of ex-
pensive processing power and long-
word storage space to preserve the 
resolution of your precious digital 
audio. There's a lot more to those ex-
pensive digital consoles than buttons 
and auto-recall—it's the horsepower 
under the hood and storage space 
that really cost. 

IN THE MEANTIME 

In the tuttne, more digital tape 
recorders, processors and DAWs will 
deal with 24 bits. Meanwhile, be very 
careful with your digital audio. 

If you record or mix to digital 
tape, then what should you do next? 
The short answer is nothing. Do not 
return to analog. Successive A-to-D 
and D-to-A conversion is almost as 
damaging to sonic quality as the 
above-mentioned truncations (both 
conversion and processing are quan-
tization processes; changing gain is a 
re-quantization process). 

The next step after producing your 
mix is mastering. The mastering engi-
neer takes the caffeine-filled mixes 
you produced at two o'clock in the 
morning and the tunes you mixed at 
two in the afternoon. He/she artfully 
gets them all to work together, per-
haps by putting just the right amount 
of EQ or digital compression to add 
punch to the mixes. As you can 
imagine, doing all of this properly re-
quires processors with 24-bit inputs 
and outputs, workstations with high 
internal precision (56 to 72 bits) and 
24-bit storage media. 

What if you want to perform some 
digital premastering or equalization 

(to save money or time) before tak-
ing your tape to mastering? I recom-
mend you do not perform digital EQ, 
compression or other processing. As 
we have seen, every digital audio cal-
culation increases word length, and if 
all you have is a 16-bit recorder (or 
hard disk) to capture the equalizer's 
output, you're far better off waiting 
until the mastering stage to perform 
digital processing. 

What about digital editing before 
mastering? If you start with a DAT, 
16-bit digital editing is fine, provided 
you follow some simple rules. The 
first rule is to remember that all work-
stations depend on software. And 
software is written by human beings, 
who are subject to human frailties. 
(Remember this the next time your 
computer crashes, taking all your 
work with it!) It is your job to verify 
that your workstation makes a perfect 
digital clone of your tape. 

GOOD ADVICE 

Once you ‘ e verified that your work-
station makes perfect clones, proceed 
with editing, with the goal of main-
taining the integrity of your 16-bit 
audio. 
• Do not equalize. 
• Do not fade in or fade out 
• Do not change gain. (Changing 
gain deteriorates sound by forcing 
truncation of extra word lengths in a 
16-bit workstation.) 
• Do not normalize. (Normalization 
is just changing gain.) 

Just edit. By the way, every edit in 
a 16-bit workstation involves a gain 
change during the crossfade (mix) 
from one segment to another, which 
creates long word lengths during the 
calculation period (usually a brief 
couple of milliseconds). You proba-
bly won't notice the brief deteriora-
tion if you keep your edits short. 
Leave the segues and fade-outs for 
the mastering house, where they can 
properly handle the long word 
lengths necessary for smooth fades. 
(So that's why your last fade-out 
sounded like it dropped off a cliff!) 
Follow these simple guidelines, and 
your digital audio will immediately 
start sounding better. 

UNDERSTANDING DITHER 

So far, we've learned that every digit-
al gain change, equalization and mix 
(even the wet/dry control on some 
digital reverbs) creates longer word 
lengths. Either deal with these word 
lengths properly, or suffer the conse-

quences. 
Preserve those word lengths every 

step of the way. (Easier said than 
done.) Suppose you start with a 16-
bit DAT and want to pass it through 
a digital compressor. Ask the manu-
facturer of that compressor about its 
internal word length (maximum cal-
culation precision) and whether it 
can produce a 24-bit output word. In-
sist until they give you a satisfactory 
answer. 

There's only one right way to use 
a digital compressor: record its 24-bit 
output onto a 24-bit medium. Some-
time soon, expect to see a 24-bit, 2-
track recorder at popular prices. Wait 
until then before fooling with the 
fancy processors with the long word 
lengths. 
When you send your tape to a 

mastering house, the word length 
should be maintained at a practical 
maximum of 24 bits. If they send you 
a reference CD-R or DAT, it will be 
properly dithered down to 16 bits. 
(I'll explain in a minute.) If you re-
quest a revision (gain, EQ, compres-
sion, etc.), the mastering engineer 
should go back to your source and 
reapply the same steps, to avoid cu-
mulative processes. 

DITHER EXPLAINED 

Let's louk at that long sample word. 
Whether it has 24 bits or 32 bits, we 
have to find some way to move the 
important information contained in the 
lower (least significant) bits into the 
upper 16 bits for recording to the CD 
standard. Truncation is very bad. What 
about rounding? In our digital dollar 
example, we ended up with an extra 
half-cent. In grammar school, they 
taught us to round the numbers up or 
down according to a rule (we learned 
"even numbers, round up; odd, round 
down"). But when we're dealing with 
more numerical precision and small 
numbers that are significant, it gets a 
little more complicated. 

The best solution for maintaining 
the resolution of digital audio is to 
calculate random numbers and add a 
different random number to every 
sample. Then, cut it off at 16 bits. 
The random numbers must also be 
different for left and right samples, or 
stereo separation will undoubtedly 
be compromised. For example: start-
ing with a 24-bit word (each bit is ei-
ther a 1 or a 0 in binary notation). 
See the bit notation chart on the fol-
lowing page. 

The result of the addition of the Zs 
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In this business timing is everything. Which explains some of the success 

behind our industry-leading lineup of SMPTE timecode DAT marlines. Of 

course, mass appeal doesn't hurt either. So if you're looking for outstanding 

value, you'll find it in our 0-10, the most affordable timecode DAT recorder 

on the market. If you need a full-function chase/lock machine, you'll appreciate our 0-25 with RAM scrubbing and Sony' P2 protocol for serial editing 

control. Our II-30 represents the pinnacle of DAT technology, with it's remarkably user friendly nature and renowned intuitive display screen. If 

multitrack is the issue, our RD-S is the machine of choice. And when it comes to portable recording, nothing keeps up with ocrsecond generation P1:1-45 

unparalleled ease of operation and 3-channel mixer. Want to know more? Simply call Rick Cannata at 80 0-9-FOSTEX. You'll see why—from  music 

tracks to soundtracks—wève developed a following that stretches from Nashville to Hollywood. Fostex 

D-I0 Product:ma TT: DA I Recmi D-25 Studio TC DAT Record, D-30 Master TC DAT Recorder RD-8 Digital 7C Multitrack Recorder PD-4 Portable T(DATReco,der 

FOSICT poraLon of America 15431 Blackburn Avenuc. Norwalk. California 9065C. U.S.A. Tclephone: ( 310) 921-1112 Fax: ( 310) Ba2-1964 

1/SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

See us at AES Booth #566 



—Upper 16 bits— -Lower 8-
Original 24-bit word MXXX XXXX XXXX XXXW YYYY YYYY 
Add random number ZZZZ ZZZZ 

with the Ys gets carried over into the 
new least significant bit of the 16-bit 
word (LSB, letter W above). In 
essence, the random number se-
quence combines with the original 
lower bit information, modulating the 
LSB. Therefore, the LSB, from mo-
ment to moment, turns on and off at 
the rate of the original low-level mu-
sical information. The random num-
ber is called dither; the process is 
called redithering, to distinguish from 
the dithering process used during the 
original A/D conversion. 

Every 16-bit A/D converter incor-
porates dither to linearize the signal. 
If you have a 20-bit A/D and 20-bit 
storage to begin with, then initial 
dither is not necessary. All 20-bit 
A/Ds self-dither somewhere around 
the 18- to 19-bit level due to thermal 
noise, a basic physical limitation. But 
if you use a 20-bit A/D to record to a 
16-bit medium, then add dither at the 
16th-bit level. Some of the newest 
A/Ds incorporate switchable dither 
for this purpose; when in doubt, con-

sult the manufacturer. 
These random numbers used in 

dither translate to random noise (hiss) 
when converted to analog. The ampli-
tude of this noise is around 1 LSB, 
lying at about 96 dB below full scale. 
By using dither, ambience and decay 
in a musical recording can be heard 
down to about -115 dB, even with a 
16-bit word length. Thus, although the 
quantization steps of a 16-bit word 
can only theoretically encode 96 dB of 
range, with dither there is an audible 
dynamic range of up to 115 dB! 
How is this possible? The maxi-

mum signal-to-noise ratio of a 
dithered 16-bit recording is about 96 
dB. But the dynamic range is far 
greater, as much as 115 dB, because 
we can hear music below the noise. 
Usually, manufacturers' spec sheets 
don't reflect these important specifi-
cations, often mixing up dynamic 
range and signal-to-noise ratio. Sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (of a linear PCM 
system) is the RMS level of the noise 
with no signal applied, expressed in 

dB below maximum level (without 
getting into fancy details such as 
noise modulation). Ideally, S/N ratio 
should be the level of the dither 
noise. Dynamic range is more a sub-
jective judgment than a measure-
ment—you can compare the dynam-
ic range of two systems empirically 
with identical listening tests. Apply a 
lkHz tone and see how low you can 
make it before it is undetectable. 
You can actually measure the dy-
namic range of an A/D converter 
without an FFT analyzer. All you 
need is an accurate test tone genera-
tor, your ears and a low-noise head-
phone amp with sufficient gain. Lis-
ten to the analog output while drop-
ping the level of the tone and see 
when it disappears. (Use a quality 
16-bit D/A for this test.) 

Another important test is to atten-
uate music in your workstation 
(about 40 dB) and listen to the out-
put of the system with headphones. 
Listen for ambience and reverbera-
tion; a properly dithered system will 
still reveal ambience, even at that 
low level. Also listen to the character 
of the noise—it's a very educating 
experience. 

...over 1,000 remotes since 1979 

THE TECHNOWORKS MOBILE 
(A division of CRC Radio, Toronto, Canada) 

28 ft Mobile Multitrack 

Recording Studio • Highly 

Experienced Engineers • 

48 x 48 Neve VRM 

with Flying Faders / Total 

Recall Automation • Sony 

3348 Digital Recorder • 

Full Range of Processing 

Gear and Mks • Remote 

Control Video Camera • 

Motorized Cable Winders 

... and MUCH MORE. 

For more 

information and bookings: 

Call 
(416) 205-6073 

in Toronto 
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GURU APPROVED 

all Spirit products, Absolute 2 is 
oigned and built in the UK. We set 
an exacting brief for our team of 

British monitor specialists to create 
an affordable loudspeaker, capable 
f delivering the clear, hone* sound 

of Spirit mixers. But before the 
result could bear the Spirt name, 

it had to pass the guru test. 
Would it measure up to Graham 
Blyth's standards of excellence? 
As the designer of many classic 
mixers over the last 5 years, 

he knows a thing about accurate 
monitoring, and he's a hard man to 
please. Fortunately the design team 

excelled themselves, turning in a 
speaker with professional 

performance at an unbdievable 
price: a speaker that Graham, 

and all the Spirit team, can 
welcome into the Spirit range. 

C) 1J C) Fit t.J Fe 7- II Cb 

Wben-we looked 

around for an 

affordable speaker that 

matched Spirit standards of 
audio accuracy and quality, 

we found there was no such 

thing - so we built it 
ourselves. The result is 

Absolute 2, the only 

loudspeaker in its price 

range to deliver this much 

power with this much 

precision - a thumping 100W 

of professional smoul. 

Whatever the size of your studio. 

whether you're mixing music or 

dubbing sound for picture, the basic 

requirements for an effective learfield 

monitoring system are the same: an 

uncolourrd, flat frequency response, 

minimal distortion, and an ability to 

deliver high volume when you need it. 

Absolute 2 offers all this, at a price 

that no other professional nu ,nitoring 

system can touch - because we know 

from our experience with mixers that 

good design and high quality 

constructon doesn't have to cost more. 

APPLICATIONS 

Studio nearfield monitoring 

Video edit and 
post-production suites 

Multimedia 

The advanced vented cabinet 

design complements the 6.5“/165rum 

low-frequency driver to give smooth, 

extended bass response. The soil-dome 

tweeter and high quality CTOSSOlitl keep 

the frequency response smooth right up 

to a crisp high end that's free of 

unnatural colouration - unlike the harsh 

sound of come low-cost monitom. 

Of course. it would be a shame if 

you could only appreciate Abso'iute 

quality irethe studio, so we've included 

magnetic shielding to ensure tha 

Absolute 2 is safe for use next te video 

and computer screens, and terminals 

for bi-wiring mean that you can also 

use Abscdute 2 as a superior hi-ti 

speaker. Read on to find out haw 

we did it.. 

8760 S. Sandy Parkway, 
Sandy, UT 84070 USA 

(801) 566-8919 
Fax ( 800) 333-7363 
0 1995 tiririt 

For information on Absolute 2,,r alter spirit products, simply complete and return the coupon 

to the address shown. t am interestcd in: Absolute 2 D Spiritimixers 

Name  

Address   

Zip Code 

What application will you use your Absolute 2 for?   

What magazines do you read?. 

Please tick here if you do not want to be kept on Spirit's mailing, list D 
:mu PRATIFR CRAVICE CARO FOR MORE ¡'.'FO 

THE IN9)E STORY 
▪ As with Spirit mix' r., the electronic design 
of Absolute 2 uses high quality 
components. including 111m capadtors 
and an air-cored inductor, in a circuit that 
embodies classicall simple design 
principles. Terminas allow bi-wired 
well as standard connections. 

• Rather than compromise with off-the-shell 
components, we use custom hardware 
built to our specitcations - both chives 
are exclusive to id-solute 2. 

• The ferro-fluid cooled soft-done 
tweeter ensures minimal distortion, with 
excellent heat dispersion. Not only does 
that mean a more accurate sound. hut it 
puts less strain ma your ears after long 
periods of high-volume munixwing - and 
don't pretend yort don't like ii loud! 

• The LF driver features a solid CM& 
chassis and 30nial edge-wound voice 
coil, for optimum efficiency and iooling. 
That means you can push Alboluie 2 to 
the limits and still hear music, not 
distortion. 

• The vented cabinet employs a special 
port design that does more than simply 
deliver extended bass resporse. With is 
carefully chasentimensions. air 
turbulence is reduced, contrhuting tr: 
Absolute 2's smoceh, uncoloured low 
frequency characteristics. 

SPIRIT Bsoiixiaah 

H A Harman International Company 
RAP Ils at AES Booth #707 
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RACOUSTICTOOLS ® 

High-Performance, Affordabie, Complete Room Solutions From 

The Music Industry's Leading Acoustical Innovator 

for PROJECT STUDIOS 

The music you hear in your Project Studio is distorted by interfering reflections and the room's low 

frequency modal response. Even the most sophisticated electronic equipment cannot overcome 

these acoustical problems. AcousticTools is the first affordable, integrated system which lets you 

realize the full potential of your hardware investment. Listen to the music, not the room! 

co 

ca. 

Innovative Acoustics for the Digital Age 
RPG Diffusor Systems. Inc. 

651-C Commerce Drive, Upper Marlboro, MD 20772 
Phone: ( 301) 249-0044 Fax: ( 301) 249-3912 E-mail: rpgpda@aip.org 

See us at AES Booth #346 
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SOME TESTS FOR LINEARITY 
You can \ erify whether your digital 
audio workstation truncates digital 
words, or does other nasty things, 
with no measurement instrument ex-
cept your ears. Obtain the disc Best of 
Chesky Classics and Jazz and Audio-
phile Test Disc, Vol. III, Chesky JD111. 
(Available at major record chains, 
high-end stereo stores or through 
Chesky Records: 212/586-7799.) CBS 
Labs test disc CD-I track 20 also con-
tains a fade-to-noise test. Track 42 is 
a fade-to-noise without dither, 
demonstrating quantization distortion 
and loss of resolution. Track 43 is a 
fade-to-noise with white-noise dither, 
and track 44 uses noise-shaped dither 
(to be explained). Use Track 43 as 
your test source; you should be able 
to hear smooth and distortion-free 
signal down to about - 115 dB. The 
CD liner notes explain how to use a 
stopwatch to measure the dB level. 
Then check out track 44 to see how 
much better (quieter) digital audio 
can sound. Try processing track 43 
with digital equalization or level 
changes (both gain and attenuation, 
with and without dither, if it's avail-
able in your workstation) to see what 
they do to the sound. You'll be 
shocked. 

If you don't have a quiet, high-gain 
headphone amplifier, send the output 
of the test from the workstation to a 
DAT machine, load the DAT back in, 
and raise the gain of the result 24 to 40 
dB to help reveal the low-level prob-
lems. The quantization distortion of the 
40dB boost will not mask the prob-
lems you are trying to hear. 

SO LITTLE NOISE—S0 MUCH EFFECT 
A le\ el of -96 dB seems like so little 
noise. But strangely, engineers have 
been able to hear the effect of the 
dither noise, even at normal listening 
levels. Dither noise helps us recover 
ambience, but conversely, it also ob-
scures the same ambience we've been 
trying to recover! Dither noise can add 
a slight veil to the sound. Dither: You 
can't live with it, and you can't live 
without it. 

IMPROVED DITHERING TECHNIQUES 
Where there s a will, there's a way. Al-
though the required amplitude of the 
dither is about -96 dB, it's possible to 
shape (equalize) the dither to minimize 
its audibility. Noise-shaping techniques 
(see page 233) re-equalize the spec-
trum of the dither while retaining its 
average power, moving the noise 

away from the areas where the ear is 
most sensitive (circa 3 kHz), and into 
the high-frequency region (10 to 22 
kHz). As you can see, it is a very 
high-order filter, the result of consid-
erable deliberate calculation; notice 
that the curve carefully dips where 
human hearing is most sensitive. The 
sonic result is an incredibly silent 
background, even on a 16-bit CD. 
The OdB line is around -96 dBFS in 
this diagram. 

There are numerous noise-shaping 
redithering devices on the market. 
High-precision (56- to 72-bit) arith-
metic is required to calculate the ran-
dom numbers used in dither. One 
box uses an entire 32-bit DSP just to 
calculate dither. The sonic results of 
these new noise-shaping techniques 
range from very good to marvelous. 
The best techniques are virtually in-
audible to the ear. With 72-bit arith-
metic, all the dither noise has been 
pushed into the high-frequency re-
gion, which at -60 or -70 dB is still in-
audible. Critical listeners have com-
plained that the high-frequency rise 
of the early noise-shaping curves 
changed the tonality of the sound, 
adding a bit of brightness due to the 
shaped hiss. But the best of these 
curves have moved the hiss into the 
inaudible frequency range, resulting 
in true 19- to 20-bit performance on a 
16-bit CD. 

Noise shapers on the market in-
clude dB Technologies Model 3000 
Digital Optimizer, Meridian Model 618, 
Sony Super Bit Mapping, Weiss Ad-
vanced Noise Shaping Dither and 
Waves software plug-ins for Digidesign 
Systems. 

In response to complaints about 
the sound of earlier noise-shaping 
systems, Apogee Electronics pro-
duces the UV-22 system to improve 
the performance of 16-bit playback 
systems. They do not use the word 
"dither" (because their noise is peri-
odic, they prefer to call it a "signal"), 
but it smells like dither to me. Instead 
of noise-shaping, UV-22 adds a care-
fully calculated signal at around 22 
kHz, without altering the noise in the 
midband. 

To compare the sound and resolu-
tion of these redithering techniques 
effectively, perform a low-level listen-
ing test. Feed low-level 24-bit music 
(around -40 dB) into the processor, 
and listen to the output at high gain in 
a pair of headphones with a quality 
16-bit D/A converter. You will be 
shocked to hear the sonic differences 

All Manufacturing 
In Our Plant... 
Since 1977 

CD's 
AS LOW AS 

75e 
FROM YOUR CD-R 

1/1811 FILM 

• Cassettes 
Finest European Equipment! 

• Vinyl Records 
Direct Metal Mastering - HOT! 

• Graphics 
Custom Layout & Printing 
Included In Our Packages! 

• Mastering 
Studios - mm 
Neve DTC with Sonic 
Solutions PMCD  

Package SPECIALS "ireifyie 
500 - PrO1110 CD's - $995 

(1,000 CO's - $1,550) 
Delivery in 15 Business Days! 

Promotional Package includes: 
CD-R Reference, One Color CD Label 

with Layout, Typesetting & Film 
(to 63 'Nun.) 

500-CD'S, Full Color Graphics 
- $1,995 (1,000 CD's - $2,265) 

Retail-Beady: FULL COLOR Front 
& Tray Card, tree CD-R Reference, 
2-Color CD Label, Graphics Layout, 
Film,Jewel Case & Shrink-Wrap 

(to 63 M111.) 

500 - Cassettes - $715 
(1,000 Cassettes - $1,025) 
Retail-Ready: FULL COLOR J-Card, 
Test Cassette, Graphics Layout, 

Typesetting & Film, Cassette Label, 
Norelco Box & Strink-Wrap (to so Min.) 

Call For Our Complete Catalog 
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ADVANCED CONTACT TREATMENT 

> Improves Conductivity 

> Reduces Noise & Distortion 

)0- Improves Definition & Clarity 

»- Maintains Connector Integrity 

)i. Seals & Protects Surfaces 

Even the finest equipment cannot guarantee noise-free 

error-tree operation. One "dirty" connection anywhere in 

the signal path can cause unwanted noise, distortion and 
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of connections in electronic equipment today, dis only a 
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Environmentally-Safe/Non-Flammable Sprays, Wipes 
Pens 8, Precision Dispensers - Ideal for Service Techs 

How Does ProGold Actually Work? 
ProGo/doutperforms all other contact cleaners enhancers 
and lubricants. Due to its unique properties it deoxidizes 
and cleans surface contamina-
hon. arA penetrates plated sur-
f aces and molecularly bonds to 
the base metals - p_g2 OTHER 
PRODUCT DOES THIS. 
ProGold fills the gaps in the 

contact surfaces, increasing 

the effective surface area and 

. • 

• 

current flow (conductivity). 

Why Use 
ProGold? 
ProGold increases the perfor-
mance and reliability of all 

connectors, switches, probes 
& equipment. It improves con-
ductivityforgreaterdefinitionand 
1 dynamics. and reduces noise & 
interference and lowers distor-
tion. Unlike other products, it 
also stabilizes connections 
between similar and dissimilar 

' • 

metals. ProGoldprovides long-
lasting protection ( 1-10years), on gold, silver, rhodium, copper 

and nickel connections ProGold is available in many 
convenient non-flammable and environmentally-safe 
applicators that are ideal for use by service techs worldwide. 

CAIG Products ... used by those who demand the best! 

eyweii Switchtrat: 
Itosh Labs Tektronix 
prole Texas Instruments 
amichi Xerox Corp. 

16744 West Bernardo Drue 
San Diego. CA 92127.1904 

TEL: 619/ 451-1799 
FAX 619 ! 451-2799 
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between the systems. Some will be 
grainy, some noisy and some distort-
ed, indicating improper dithering or 
poor calculation. The winner of this 
test should be your choice of dither-
ing processor. 

Yet another method of redithering 
is a process called HDCD (High Defi-
nition-Compatible CD), a trademark of 
Pacific Microsonics, Berkeley, Calif. 
The makers of HDCD have been very 
secretive about how their technique 
works, so I can only speculate. I sur-
mise that HDCD is a subtractive 
dithering method, which requires a 
special decoder to play back the CD. 
Their encoder puts down a pseudo-
random number sequence in the LSB 
that can be recognized by the de-
coder. The decoder cancels out the 
input dither, resulting in theoretically 
perfect 20-bit reproduction from a 16-
bit CD. HDCD has received some 
praise in the audiophile press, but it 
remains to be seen whether it will 
catch on. 

DAMAGE, DESTRUCTION 

OR JUST DETERIORATION? 

\\ 1th thu ad \ uni ot digital audio 
workstations, people started talking 
about "nondestructive" editing, and 
keeping sound digital until the end. 
But as we have seen, even nonde-
structive processing may be damag-
ing if word lengths aren't maintained. 

There are four levels of DAW so-
phistication. The first level of DAW 
has no equalization or mixing capa-
bility and is primarily a 16-bit editor. 
The second level is 16-bit, has equal-
ization and other processing func-
tions available, but in a destructive 
manner only. Or there is one level of 
Undo, and you have to make a deci-
sion before doing anything else. The 
third level of DAW sophistication 
provides one or more simultaneous 
online processes; each process is 
probably programmable and undo-
able—without ever altering the 
source file—but is 16-bit only and 
does not have dither available. The 
fourth level of DAW is the most so-
phisticated, with internal calculations 
of 32 to 56 hits, rounding to 24 bits to 
feed to a "dithering module" for 16-

bit output or for inteitmediate storage 
on a 24-bit sound di k. Some DAWs 
are hybrids of these characteristics, 
but you get the idea. 

In the second lev 1 of DAW, any 
destructive calculation (gain change, 
equalization, normalization) is not 
just destructive, it's also sonically 

compromising. The process must be 
dithered, or audio will be perma-
nently damaged; but with dither, 
there's always a slight veil. White-
noise dither puts a blanket on the 
sound, reducing stereo soundstage, 
definition and clarity. Noise-shaped 
dither can cause other problems 
down the line. The third level of 
DAW has all those nondestructive 
equalizers and processors, but every 
one of them damages the sound be-
cause dither is not available. The 
fourth level of DAW provides the 
least compromise to the sound, and if 
used properly, will produce transpar-
ent, clean output. 

THE BEST APPROACH 
To maintain the quality of your digital 
audio, always store the full output 
word length of your digital processors 
and mixers. You could dither it down 
to a 16-bit word and store the result 
on a DAT, but only if you're sure your 
music doesn't need further processing. 
(But producers always change their 
minds, don't they?) Avoid cumulative 
dithering, which not only accumulates 
noise, but can result in granular noise, 
or even beat tones (birdies or chirping 
noises) from the combination of the 
two dithers! Go back to an earlier 
source if possible, which means you 
must have archival 24-bit storage of 
sources (prior to all processing) and 
an archive of the EDLs that manipulat-
ed those sources. It also means that 
the common practice of using pressed 
CDs as compilation masters is a po-
tentially degrading process, because 
they came from a dithered master (we 
hope). 

If you must use a pressed CD as a 
source for a new master, then apply 
dither only to the parts where you 
change gain or equalize, and the rest 
of the album will remain a perfect 
clone. 

Going back to the source is a dif-
ficult, often economically impossible 
task. But stick to your guns whenev-
er possible: Use dither once, and use 
it properly—and everything will 
sound much better. 

Bob Katz recorded virtually every 
Chesky record and has engineered or 
mastered hundreds of CDs. His New 
York-based company, Digital Do-
main, offers mastering and CD/CD-
ROM replication services, and manu-
factures digital audio hardware. Its 
web site is at http://www.panix. 
com/-bobkatz. 
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In general, most rooms conform to 
what is known as the "analog 
curve"—a gentle, linear roll-off start-
ing in the upper midrange. Two fac-
tors in particular have contributed to 
the development, or evolution, of this 
curve. The first factor is the progres-
sive high-frequency loss characteristic 
of analog tape—high frequencies are 

.A... s an engineer and consultant, I 
have had the opportunity to work in 
a wide variety of control rooms 
around the world. In my experience, 
every control room is unique. Of 
course, some monitor types are 
more popular than others, but no 
single soffitted speaker design dom-
inates the market. Similarly, room 
sizes, wall treatments and revert) 
times all vary. But one thing com-
mon to 95% of the rooms I have 
seen is that equalizers are in use for 
"tuning" the speakers to the room. 

Purists may argue that a properly 
designed control room and speaker 
system interface does not require 
equalization. Without getting drawn 
into that argument. I submit that 
there is general agreement that an 
acoustic solution to a room problem 
is preferable to an EQ-only solution. 
However, if acoustic solutions are 
impractical or fail to cure a room's 

BY BOB HODAS 

dB Ampl i tude 
9 

problems, then equalizers are called 
for. Equalizer technology has come 
a long way since early designs 
(which often introduced massive 
phase shift), and complaints about 
room EQ sounding "electronic" are 

Optimizing 
THE STUDIO LISTEN 
Environment 
rarely heard today. 

THE "FLAT RESPONSE" MYTH 

Many audio professionals assume. 
not unreasonably, that the whole 

room has no personality and is no 
fun to work in. Equally important, 
working in a flat room does not nec-
ussarily ensure a recording that 
sounds good elsewhere. 

Rgure 1: 'h-octave EQ attempt to correct low-end problem (inverse of EQ shown). 

White trace is frequency response; green trace is EQ Inversed. 

sim e 2.3 Stereo 

purpose of room tuning, whether 
acoustically or through EQ, is to 
make the room "flat." In fact, I have 
yet to find an engineer or studio 
owner who actually wanted a "flat" 
room. Experience shows that a flat 

Figure 2: Parametric EC) correction of low-end problem (inverse of EQ shown). 

White trace is frequency response; green trace is EQ inversed 

SIN ® 2.3 S exteo 
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"Soundscape seems to be a remarkably stable system in that 
I didn't experience a single glitch, crash, or hiccup during 

the entire review period. It's a credit to the developers that 
every operation worked smoothly and as advertised. 
That is not something you can take for granted." 
Dennis Miller. Electronic Musician Nov '94 

"Soundscape is one of the few digital recorders that 
permits recording while chase locking without an expensive 

hardware add on to control it's sampling rate. The SSHDR1 
currently provides the most cost effective solution for 

this application." 
Jim Aikin. Keyboard Nov '94 

"The quality of the converters seems particularly high; 
I couldn't detect any coloration when comparing recorded 
material with the original. A lot of effort and care has 

been devoted to this crucial side of the system." 
Dennis Miller. Electronic Musician Nov '94 

"Ever since the introduction of the DAT format, the world 
has looked for a replacement for the razorblade. 

Soundscape is a sharp, affordable replacement with extras." 
Eddie Ciletti. EQ Feb '95 

"Everybody reported that their system had never 
crashed and that they had never found any bugs, not 

even on preliminary alpha or beta versions ..." 
Paul Tingen. User review for Audio Media Dec '94 

"Soundscape does offer everything that you could want 
from a professional quality hard disk recording system ... 
it is cheaper, more powerful and more stable than many 

similar systems. But most of all it is so easy to use, 
allowing you to concentrate on the music." 
Philip Moore. Australian Digital Mar '95 

"Having used Soundscape for three months in post 
producing audio for corporate programmes mastered on 
Betacam SP, it is now unthinkable to return to the old way 

of working ... Soundscape is reliable, simple to learn, easy to 
use and produces very high quality results." 

Nic Blinston. Business Video Mar '95 

SSHDR1-R* 
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See us at AES Booth # 781 

"Soundscape could well find it's way replacing the analog tape recon 
up and down the country ... a welcome addition to any studio set u 
for the sheer freedom it offers when it comes to laying tracks dowi 
quickly and easily in order to make the most of that creative muse. 

Bob Walder. Music Technology Jul '93 

"I've been playing around with Soundscape's hard disk recorder thi 
week and feel almost as though I've had a religious experience." 

Brian Heywood. MIDI Monitor Issue 11 

"I wanted to really check out the van i sync mode. I slowed the videi 
down to a crawl, Cubase locked in and the sequenced music was 

playing slowly ... a bit faster ... and ... yes the Soundscape synced u 
and was recording. The SSHDR1 has lots of features, creative usage 

available power, sounds great, syncs great, straightforward, easy 
to use and expandable." 

John Zulaikha. Connections Feb '95 

"The next stage of the Digital 
,........Revolution starts here." 
man Rob Waldsiidleme and Studio Recording Jul '93 
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gradually erased throughout the over-
dub and mixing processes as the tape 
passes over the machine heads again 
and again. High frequencies are also 
lost as the magnetic particles on the 
tape realign themselves to their "at 
rest" positions. The roll-off adjust-
ment in the speaker system—the 
analog curve—allows the engineer to 
compensate for HF loss by putting a 
brighter sound on the tape initially. 
Then through the recording process, 
the extra high end eventually finds 
the middle ground. 

The second factor stems from the 
human ear's reaction to extended pe-
riods of high-volume listening. A slight 
top-end roll-off can have the effect of 
reducing high-frequency listening fa-
tigue, helping avoid the problem of 
mixes ending up too bright. 

Many digital room owners want 
the high end fairly flat, as there is no 
high-frequency loss (roll-off below 
20 kHz) in the digital domain. How-
ever, the fatigue factor is still at 
work, and if any roll-off is applied, it 
is usually based on the engineer's 
listening levels. I believe that one of 
the reasons many of the early digital 
recordings were harsh is that they 
were made in rooms originally set 
up to do analog work. Old habits 
die hard in the audio trade. 

LOW END BUMPS 

ADD TO THE "FUN FACTOR" 

Regarding the low-frequency curve, 
most people prefer a slight bump in 
the bottom end. This gives the im-
pression of a larger space, which is 
associated with a longer reverb time. 
Most concert halls exhibit this sort of 
low bump. It seems to equate with 
the "fun factor" in the room. This 
curve seems to vary from studio to 
studio based on the engineer's pref-
erence and the music style, but care 
must be taken not to exaggerate the 
bump, as recordings may turn out 
bass-shy. I have only tuned one 
room where the engineer wanted 
the bottom flat. 

Between the high/low personali-
ty filter, the best results throughout 
the midrange are achieved with a 
linear, or flat tuning. Looking at 
rooms with 1/24-octave resolution, a 
straight line is impossible to achieve, 
and this stems from a number of fac-
tors. First, there are console reflec-
tions. I have seen a few well-de-
signed rooms where soffitted speak-
ers interact at a minimum with prop-
erly raked console topology, but in 

most cases, path length differences 
between the speaker/listener path 
and speaker/console/listener path 
create cancellations at the mixing 
position, causing holes in the fre-
quency response. 

Near-field speakers can also cause 
console reflection problems. Simply 
moving the near-fields back a foot or 
so can minimize this interaction (see 
November 1994 Mix ). Reflections 
from the ceiling and/or walls that 
bounce back into the mix position 
within the Haas window (within 18 
ms of the direct signal) are also de-
structive. These undesirable bound-
ary reflections can often be acousti-
cally treated and minimized in a cost-
effective manner for the mid-to-high 
frequencies, but are more problem-
atic on the low side. If not properly 
angled, equipment racks can bounce 
first-order reflections to the mix po-
sition. Additionally, scurrilous room 
modes wreak havoc on many rooms' 
low-end response. 

Even small, closely placed moni-
tors are affected by room modes and 
acoustic problems. I am not recom-
mending that everyone equalize 
close reference systems, but if a 
small monitor is your only system, 
you are probably working in a small 
room, so some acoustical treatments 
and, most likely, an equalizer will 
help. Most important is assembling a 
creative listening environment that 
translates to the outside world. If 
you are finding that more than a dB 
of EQ is being applied to your mixes 
in the mastering room, then you 
need to "tune up" your studio. 

NEW COMPONENTS MAY 

AFFECT SYSTEM LINEARITY 

Although most studios understand 
the need to "tune up," there is quite 
a bit of confusion about maintaining 
the system tuning. First, any changes 
in the physical arrangement of the 
listening environment will have 
some effect on the acoustics. For ex-
ample, if you have changed or 
added wall treatments or traps, then 
you have also changed the linearity 
of the system response and the 
room's reverb structure. Similarly, 
the addition of an equipment rack 
will affect the room's volume and 
mass, and may effectively change 
wall angles. If you change consoles, 
then you have probably changed the 
angle of the work surface, and be-
cause most console upgrades mean 
additional inputs, the console's mass 

in the room may be larger. Changing 
from a console that is closed in front 
to the floor to one that has an open 
front can make a huge difference in 
the way the bass rolls through the 
room. I have seen major changes in 
linearity as a result of moving the 
tape machines from the back of the 
room to a position beneath the 
speaker soffitt. 

Changing electronic components 
can also make a big difference in 
linearity. New amplifiers may handle 
your speaker impedance or wire ca-
pacitance differently and cause 
changes in linearity. I have wit-
nessed changes of several dB in dif-
ferent parts of the spectrum when 
clients switched between solid-state 
and tube amps. Of course, changing 
the crossover filter order and the 
crossover point itself will also have 
an effect on the system. 

Check the system response when-
ever you change a speaker compo-
nent. I have seen fluctuation by as 
much as 3 dB across the range of a 
speaker when an old element was 
replaced with a new one. Sensitivi-
ties will vary, and many manufactur-
ers do not have a tight grip on qual-
ity control. As with any equipment 
changes, it is important to maintain 
overall system polarity. 

GOOD COFFEE IS 

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR MAINTENANCE 

You should schedule regular system 
tuning even if you do not change 
equipment. As speakers age, their 
resonant frequencies change and the 
room/speaker tuning will "drift" out. 
How long that takes depends on 
how often and how loud a system is 
driven. A few studios tune their sys-
tem every three to four months. If a 
really loud alternative or rap group 
is in your studio for three or four 
weeks, you can probably count on 
some damage being done. A moder-
ately driven system can often go six 
months before changes in linearity 
occur. Some facilities (often media 
or post) who work at modest vol-
umes can often go a year before 
needing attention. 

Sadly, the typical response to a 
proposed regular maintenance tuning 
schedule is "I can't afford that." So, 
how important is sound in our busi-
ness anyway? Most studios spend 
more money on coffee than on con-
trol room monitor maintenance. Even 
sadder is the following typical sce-
nario: A studio has its room tuned but 
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does not follow a maintenance 
schedule. At some point after the 
room really needs another tuning, a 
producer listens to the studio for an 
upcoming project. Unhappy with the 
sound, he takes the project else-
where. If the studio owner had been 
more concerned about the way the 
studio sounded, this would not have 
happened. Ironically, sound takes a 
back seat to gear in many studios. 
For most engineers, the latest toys 
seem to be more important when 
booking a studio than how good the 
room sounds. 

A THIRD-OCTAVE EQ IS 

NO MATCH FOR PARAMETRICS 

Conversations with studio owners and 
engineers reveal that there is little 
awareness of the difference among 
the types of equalizers commonly 
used for treating speaker/room inter-
face problems. In my experience, 90% 
of the equalizers used for tuning con-
trol rooms are 1A-octave models. These 
equalizers were originally designed as 
shapers for the NAB and RIAA curves. 
They later gained popularity for 
sound shaping and were then applied 
to room tuning. However, room 
acoustics are anything but well-be-
haved phenomena. Resonant fre-
quencies rarely coincide with the cen-
ter frequencies of a 'A-octave graphic 
EQ and almost never exhibit the same 
fixed Q. As a result, one often winds 
up equalizing more than necessary or 
can't get to the problem at all using 
'A-octave EQ. In my book, 'A-octave 
EQ is now "old school." 
A parametric equalizer, on the 

other hand, allows the user to dial in 
the exact center frequency and band-
width curve necessary to address the 
problem. Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate 
the point. (Note that the EQ curve is 
an inverse of the EQ that is being ap-
plied. This simply makes it easy to 
see how it fits into the room curve.) 
Fig. 1 shows the low end of a room 
curve with a 'A-octave solution ap-
plied to it. Notice that you can't quite 
get to the problem and wind up af-
fecting more frequencies than neces-
sary, especially around 150 Hz. Fig. 2 
is the same room with a parametric 
solution. The parametric allows a 
much better match. 

In the past, parametrics were no-
torious for introducing extraordinary 
phase shift. Today, many units have 
this problem solved, and some room 
equalizers of modern design even 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 355 
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Sony's New Digital 
Music Recording Console 
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BY MEL LAMBERT 

Leading Japanese multinational companies 
rarely perform significant product develop-
ment outside their island home. Though sales 
channels in foreign markets are trawled for 
possible product ideas—which might then be 
turned into small-scale prototypes at special-
ist R&D centers within overseas locations— 
most of the major design and development 
takes place in Japan. Against this background, 
a new Sony digital music-recording console, 
currently code-named "APX-R3," is surprising 
in many respects. An all-digital design with as-
signable front-panel controls and moving 
faders, the APX-R3 developed from a long-
term collaborative effort between Sony's R&D 
Center in Atsugi and a group of talented Brits 
located in Oxford, England. After spending 
many years prototyping hardware and devel-
oping some remarkable ASIC-based software 
code, Sony will unveil the results of its team-
driven handiwork at the AES convention in 
New York. 

Though future versions of the system's pro-
cessing engine might be configured for other 
market segments, the first "serving suggestion'. 
is targeted squarely at the music-recording in-
dustry for tracking, overdubbing and mix-
down. A Multiformat option allows the con-
sole to accommodate 8-bus surround formats 

during film-sound scoring and related mix-to-
picture sessions. Future versions will offer ex-
pansion beyond 100+ channels, as well as ad-
ditional onboard signal processing. 

The first APX-R3 consoles to emerge from 
the production line will be configured with up 
to 120 analog and/or digital inputs, with in-
ternal routing to 48 multitrack outs, 24 auxil-
iary send buses, 16 independent submix 
stereo outs, four dedicated stereo foldback 
sends, plus the familiar stereo two-mix bus, 
studio-plus-control-room monitoring, etc. Said 
to "compete with high-end analog designs," 
the APX-R3 to be shown at AES is priced at 
less than $800,000 for the 120-input/48-fader 
version. Initial deliveries are expected in early 
spring of 1996, with production ramping up 
next summer. At the time of this writing, a 
pre-production system was scheduled to be 
installed for final system evaluations at Sony 
Music Studios in New York. 

Digital control and assignability aside, em-
phasis has also been placed on ensuring high-
grade AID and D/A conversion. Sony quotes 
a 110dB SNR spec for the AID stages, which 
are based on Crystal ICs wrapped in a propri-
etary topology that also uses Motorola 56000 
DSPs. The patented D/A stages make use of a 
pair of Burr-Brown ICs per channel, with ran-
domized, nonharmonic error interpolation. All 
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Take a look at your current rack of power amplifiers or for that 
matter, most of the amps at your local dealer. They're using 
ioversized, linear power supplies and circuit topology that 
was developed from the old transistor application hand 
books of the early 60's 

Our engineering staff, most of whom have lugged these 
same overweight power amplifiers on gigs for way 
too many years, decided it was time to drag power 
amp technology into the 90's 

The result is our Megatech ' switch mode power 
supply technology . This is not some fragile. up-
graded computer supply. either . We developed a 
proprietary, full bridge. digital power supply 
utilizing hand wound torroidal transformers, 
and high speed MOSFETs switching at 
over 100kHz clock speeds 200 Volt storage 
capacitors prcvide extended duration high 
current output ensuring maximum 
performance in even the most 
demanding applications. 

* OK, it does weigh 171/2 lbs. 
But check out these specs! 
4 Ohm Bridged* 

1200 Watts 

8 Ohm Bridged"' 

800 Watts 600 Watts 400 Watts 

*1 kHz, 1% THEI, **20Hz - 20 kHz, . 05c/0 THD 

275 Watts 

9950 Suggested retail price. 

Most amplifiers use an 
inefficient single high voltage 

supply which is only fully utilized 
during peak outpu: power. During 
most of the duty cycle, the extra 

supply voltage dropped across :he 
output transistors is wasted as excess 

heat. This reduces the amplifier's abrity 
to perform in extreme conditions, as well 

as making you pay for (and carry) oversized 
heatsinks. 

The MTA1200's Class H amplifier design 
enables maximum thermal efficiency by utiliz,ng 
our Cool Rail dual voltage supply technology. 

Cool Rail'' allows the MTA1200 to run on ±-40VDC 
supply rails for most of the duty cycle, ovnamically 

switching :o a high current ±80VDC rail during peak 
output. Cool Rail's benefits to you are owerl-tat 

dissipation, compact design, and lower ccst. 

Our factory computer tests each FR4 fiberglass PCB 
subassembly. After :he top goes on, each fVfTA1200 is 

subjected to OC function tests, vibration hardening, burn in, and 
a critica i audio check before shipment. Our final step is an Audio 

Precisiore pedigree, verifying frequency response , THO + N, and 
pmer output of each hand crafted amplifier. 

PICK ONE UP AT A Ross SYSTEMS Dr:ALER 
NEAR YOU. 
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TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT 

internal processing is to 32-bit preci-
sion, using custom-developed signal-
processing ASICs (application-spe-
cific integrated circuits), coupled 
with 24-bit data highways extending 
between all digital I/O ports. For the 
technically impressionable, the pro-
cessing array is scalable up to a 
throughput of ten giga-instructions 
per second. 

ASSIGNABLE CONTROL SURFACE, 

DEDICATED CHANNEL/GROUP FADERS 

The control surface to be shown at 
AES can be configured in a virtually 
limitless number of ways, and is 
equipped with 24 "channel" faders 
to the left, 24 to the right, and a 
bank of 16 "group" faders in   
the center with a master stereo 
fader. The two left and right 
input-channel sections are 
functionally identical, and each 
features a central assignable 
panel equipped with rotary 
control elements and switches 
for setting and adjusting the 
built-in EQ, dynamics and re-
lated functions. Each fader is 
also equipped with dedicated 
pan, AFL, cut and record in/out 
buttons, plus group/tape mon-
itor switching. A small button 
located in the center of each 
fader slider can also be used 
for single-finger drop in/out. 

Dedicated banks of switches 
between the channel and mas-
ter sections enable different sig-
nal sources to be controlled 
from the respective section; in 
the case of input fader sections, 
they can also be bank-switched 
to access different channel sets 
(1 to 24, 25 to 48 and so on). 
Each set of channel faders can 
also be selected to control aux 
sends, input gains, multitrack sends, 
group trim or multitrack monitor. 
The central faders can be selected to 
serve as group masters—much like a 
VCA group—or to set the levels of 
audio subgroups or aux-send mas-
ters. All long-throw channel faders 
are fitted with a proprietary design 
of servo-controlled linear motor to 
provide visual feedback of chan-
nel/group levels. 

According to John Richards, se-
nior manager of Sony's Oxford 
Group, "The system hardware is 
based on a flexible and scalable 
digital signal-processing platform. 

The processor rack can be installed 
remotely; our DSP array is general-
purpose in the sense that it has no 
fixed relationship with the console 
signal path. In addition, input/output 
racks can be installed separately 
from the processor rack and linked 
to it via coaxial or fiber-optic cably 
The system can accommodate ana-
log inputs and outputs via propri-
etary 20-bit AID and D/A conversion 
stages, as well as AES/EBU, SDIF-2 
and MADI format digital I/Os. Links 
to SMPTE/EBU timecode and video 
sync are also available. Machine 
control is currently via Motionwork-
er synchronizers and 9-pin proto-
cols, or direct parallel I/Os for Sony 
DASH-format transports. 

( 

the acoustic sweet spot. Paging of 
faders was made an operational pri-
ority so that flexible use of faders 
becomes intuitive." The APX-R3's 
compact control surface is less than 
2.5 meters (83 feet) wide. 

HOST 
COMPUTER 

MADI Link 

ANALOG & 
DIGITAL I/O 

COLOR-CODED SECTIONS 

AND VISUAL DISPLAYS 

As I discovered during an exclusive 
hands-on session with a prototype 
system at the Oxford Group's head-
quarters in early August, pattern 
recognition is used to ensure that an 
operator instinctively reaches for the 
correct control. Clear layout shapes 
are used to differentiate functions 
and reduce confusion while navigat-
ing around the control surface. All 

control knobs are large enough 
  to fall easily between your fin-

ADCs & DACs 
Mic Amps 

AES/EBU 
SDIF-2 

CH METERS MASTER METERS CH METERS 

11- 1 
CH DISPLAYS 
L_J  

CH CONTROLS 

CH FADERS 

CONTROL 
DISPLAY 

MASTER FADERS 

LI 

CH CONTRIMTI 

CH CONTROLS 

CH FADERS 

ASSIGNABLE CONTROL CONSOLE 

Routing of audio and control signals 

In terms of system ergonomics, 
APX-R3's assignable control surface 
differs radically from competitive de-
signs, including the AMS Neve Capri-
corn and SSL Axiom. "Layout and 
style of the panels offer an approach 
to ergonomics that is fundamentally 
different to the `reluctant assignabil-
ity' of some designs," says John East, 
the Oxford Group's design manager. 
"The functionality, if presented as an 
analog console, would occupy at 
least four times the space. The [con-
sole] ergonomics provide all of these 
facilities within easy reach, [yet] 
without having to move outside of 

gers; a circle of LEDs embedded 
in the skirt displays the control's 
current position. A bank of full-
color LCD screens along the top 
of the console—just below the 
input and output level meters— 
can be set, via an array of tog-
gle keys, to display EQ re-
sponse curves, dynamics en-
velopes, multitrack routing and 
subgroup output assignments, 
plus a variety of other functions. 
System control and interface 
with the console's automation 
system is via dedicated com-
mand keys. Useful trackballs are 
located at each side of the cen-
ter section to accommodate 
both right- and left-handed op-
erators. A standard QWERTY 
keyboard (required solely for la-
beling mixes and other house-
keeping chores) is located cen-
trally in the front buffer; a cover 
slides forward to provide wrist 
support. A neat touch. 

CHANNEL CONTROLS AND ASSIGNA-

BLE EQ/DYNAMICS FUNCTIONS 

Two types of channels are featured 
on the APX-R3: Full Channels and 
Stereo Return Channels. The number 
of each channel type within a given 
console configuration can be select-
ed and defined in software. Full 
channels will accommodate an input 
signal and a multitrack return signal; 
they can be compared, in the con-
text of recording and overdubbing, 
to a conventional in-line channel. 
Stereo Return Channels are input-
only sources to the mix but also fea-
ture EQ, dynamics and all output as-
signments available on a Full Chan-
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ne!, apart from multitrack routing. 
The same controls command both 
channel types via access buttons at 
the bottom of each fader and in each 
of the channel control sets. A front-
panel screen can be selected to dis-
play signal flow in diagram form for 
any channel. 

External inputs to the system from 
analog or digital sources can be as-
signed to the mic, line or multitrack 
input of any channel via a routing 
screen; input configurations are 
saved as part of the console setup. 
To optimize the noise performance 
of analog mic/line input circuitry, all 
gain controls are operated remotely. 
A cluster of assignable buttons allow 
all circuit elements (EQ, dynamics, 
aux sends, routing, delay, multitrack 
sends, multitrack returns, etc.) to be 
interconnected in virtually any se-
quence. For example, the console 
might be configured to emulate a 
conventional in-line topology, where 
the EQ, inserts, dynamics and delays 
can be freely moved between the 
Record and Monitor paths, and set 
pre/post channel fader. Cue sends 
can also be individually attached to 
any point in the channel signal flow. 

APX-R3 equalization comprises a 
5-band, fully parametric section with 
overlapping bands. A separate LF fil-
ter offers an adjustable center fre-
quency between 20 Hz and 200 Hz; 
roll-off slope is 0 to 36 dB/octave in 
6dB steps. The companion HF filter 
is identical, apart from a center-fre-
quency adjustment between 2 kHz 
and 20 kHz. The LF Bell/Shelf filter 
operates between 20 Hz and 400 Hz; 
the LMF band between 30 Hz and 
600 Hz; the MF band from 100 to 6k 
Hz; the HMF between 900 and 18k 
Hz; and the HF Bell/Shelf from 2 
kHz to 20 kHz. Bandwidth on all 
parametric bands is variable from a 
Q of 0.5 to 16, with ±20 dB of 
cut/boost. The LF and HF bands fea-
ture a switchable Shelf mode in 
which an adjustable overshoot or 
ringing characteristic can be added. 
Mimicking the effect of certain ana-
log EQ sections, the overshoot can 
be used to reduce, for example, the 
perceived harshness of HF gain by 
subtracting at frequencies just below 
the nominal shelving frequency. 

As I discovered, the controls use 
real-time computation without look-
up tables to provide fully continuous 
operation—no glitches or zipper 

noise. During my admittedly limited 
test period, the EQ sounded sweet 
and very musical. Each band can be 
individually switched in/out; an 
overall in/out switch is also avail-
able. Two different EQ settings can 
be dialed in and then compared 
using an A/B switch. A user-defin-
able control allows additional EQ 
features, including blending of the 
equalized and direct signals. 

The dynamics processor offers 
four independent sidechain proces-
sors for Gate, Expander, Compressor 
and Limiter, any or all of which then 
act together at a single point in the 
audio path. Each section, when se-
lected, re-labels the six available ro-
tary controls with the appropriate 
control function, such as attack or 
release time, threshold and slope 
characteristics. Dedicated meters dis-
play the amount of gain reduction 
for each section; an indicator also 
lights in the corresponding channel 
meter to alert the engineer. In addi-
tion, sidechains can be linked to any 
other channels or to freely assigna-
ble groups for channel ducking and 
sectional compression. Each com-
pressor employs a very handy Adap-
tive Soft-knee that can be set in 5dB 
steps as a second threshold. Finally, 
a "Free Assign Area" located below 
the dynamics controls enables up to 
500 ms of individual channel delay; 
a mix control blends the delayed 
sound with the original. 

MULTITRACK ROUTING 

AND OUTPUT SOURCES 

A programmable matrix enables 
post-fader signals to be routed to a 
total of 48 multitrack outputs (96-
track routing is a planned option), 
with stereo panning between output 
pairs. A separate monitor bus allows 
a 2-channel mix to be created while 
recording a simultaneous multitrack 
backup, as would be the case during 
live mix dates. A dedicated track-
bounce button simplifies the re-lay-
ing of tracks to multitrack while the 
monitor mix balance and pan set-
tings are retained. As the console's 
track-record controls tie directly to a 
Sony PCM-3324/48 transport via the 
latter's parallel remote, direct punch-
in from the control surface with 
source/tape switching is a snap. 

Channel output routing is normal-
ly fed from a point in the signal flow 
post-fader and pan; it can also be 
switched to feed the main stereo 
output and/or any of the stereo sub-

groups, which, in turn, can be used 
for mix-minus or submixes. Sony's 
multiformat option converts the first 
eight stereo subgroups into multi-
format buses; in this mode, a bank 
of three panner controls come into 
their own. 
Up to 24 buses are available for 

aux and cue sends, which can be de-
rived from any part of the channel 
signal path. Sends can also be linked 
to provide stereo feeds. Cue logic per-
mits automatic adjustment of levels at 
the drop-in point. Overall system 
delay—mic to headphones—is quot-
ed to be less than 2.5 ms with one 
A/D-D/A conversion cycle. Stereo re-
turn channels allow a direct path to 
be created to the mix bus, and in-
clude a 3-band parametric EQ section, 
dynamics and balance/width controls. 
Output routing is the same as for 
input channels except for the lack of 
direct routing to multitrack buses. 

"The APX-R3's automation is in 
many ways reassuringly familiar," 
John East offers, "and uses terminol-
ogy that most engineers will be fa-
miliar with." Moving faders can be 
set to provide read/write/update 
modes, with ramped return to previ-
ous settings after an update se-
quence. Automation can be set to 
one of several modes, allowing full 
dynamic automation of all fader sec-
tions, for example, plus snapshot au-
tomation of EQ, dynamics and I/O 
routing. "Of course, all controls can 
be dynamically automated, and ro-
tary controls [feature] a push-push 
switch to arm them for this purpose. 
Faders, outs and the record button 
are recalled to quarter-frame accura-
cy, while all other controls are reset 
within one frame," East says. Master 
mixes can be created by combining 
elements from two or more different 
mixes, by editing of data in terms of 
timecode locations and/or control el-
ements to create a composite mix. 

All in all, Sony's new all-digital 
music recording console represents 
a remarkable achievement. Given 
the firm's extensive experience in 
both developing and marketing 
digital audio systems, I'm sure that 
the new digital design will appeal to 
a wide cross-section of music 
recording facilities. 

Formerly editor of Recording Engi-
neer-Producer magazine, Mel Lam-
bert now beads up Media&Market-
ing, a consulting service for pro 
audio firms and facilities. 
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Prisma. The Digital Audio Workstation 

that changes everything. 
ntil now, workstations have had a 
"one size fits all" approach that forced 
you to adjust your working style to 

suit the computer. But times have changed. 

With Prisma, you can choose between two 
completely different user-interfaces optimized 
for your production environment: Prisma 
Music, a radically different interface for 
music production, or Prismatica for post and 
radio. And each Prisma system comes with 

both — but it doesn't stop there. 

At a breakthrough price, Prisma delivers 
powerful multitrack editing, real-time multi-
track mixing and DSP, SMPTE (LTC and 
VITC), MTC, MIDI,, and SCSI interfaces. 

Roger Nichols summed it up this way in EQ 
Magazine: "Spectral, Inc. Remember that riame... 
Spectral is going to be the company to 
deal with in the DAW market." 

So don't hold yourself back by 
using old tools! Call 800-407-5832 
today for all the info on Prisma. SPECTRAL 

Spectral, Inc. • 18800 142nd Avenue NE • Woodinville • WA • 98072 • 206-487-2931 • 206-487-3431[fax) 



ADAT: The Next Generation 

The Alesis XT 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

It's here. Slated for unveiling at AES is XT, the 
next generation of the Alesis ADAT. Priced 
less than the $3,995 of the original ADAT, XT 
incorporates more than 20 new features and 
functions, including improved transport con-
trol with faster locate times. 

Though XT may look different, its essen-
tially an ADAT at heart. The tape format— 
eight tracks on an S-VHS tape—is unchanged, 
and XT is fully compatible with tapes record-
ed on any ADAT system, including both the 
original ADAT and Fostex RD-8 recorders. 
And like other ADAT-format modular digital 
multitracks, XT features sample-accurate sync 
of up to 16 transports, for up to 128 tracks. 

The XT cosmetics are striking. ADAT's flat, 
black front panel is gone, replaced with a 
brushed silver-look, extruded aluminum face-
plate. Alesis has always been on the forefront 
of using custom display technologies, such as 
those used in the Q2, SR- 16 and 
QuadraSynth, but the XT goes much further. 
On the left side of the unit, a large, multicol-
ored, custom vacuum fluorescent display 
shows the tape locator data, meters, status in-
dicators and other session data. 

This display improves the ADAT interface, 
with more flexibility in customizing the 

decks display to user preferences. For exam-
ple, the user now has control over meter 
functions: The peak hold feature can be set 
to momentary (two-second hold), infinite 
(with peak-clear switching) or bypassed en-
tirely. Another option is the selection of 
hours/mins/secs and hundredths of a second, 
indicated in absolute or relative time—again, 
your choice. 

Physically, it is still three units high, but it 
feels beefier, with a shallower depth and two 
scooped-out sections along each side for lift-
ing. The front panel sub assembly attaches to 
a heavy, one-piece, die-cast aluminum chas-
sis. The design objective of this central chas-
sis block was to remove any variations in 
tooling of separate metal pieces by creating a 
rigid, single-section frame for mounting the 
power supply, electronics and transport com-
ponents. Inside, the XT boasts new-genera-
tion, delta-sigma A/D converters and over-
sampled delta-sigma DACs. 
XT also increases the intelligent control of 

transport operations, with digital servo con-
trol of the deck and microprocessor monitor-
ing of the braking and motor action. The 
basic transport is the same but significantly 
faster in terms of the wind speeds: In 
Wrapped mode, the original ADAT shuttled at 
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In this digital audio era. many companies have forgotten how importad the 
analog cassette deck is to professional applications. Well, one company rever 

forgets the professional—DENON. 

Denon's new DN-770R Bi-directional Twin Output Dubbing Cassette 

Deck is proof positive. This duel deck has a,1 the features you'd expect. such as 
high speed dubbing and ultra fast auto- reverse. plus a few you've only dreamed 

of. like two independent variable speed controls to change lempo or match i vocal 
ranges. 

Haven't you ever wished you could use your dual-well machine as two 

separate decks? With the DN-770R. you can by recording on one while pPaying 

back on the other. 
The DN-770R gives you all the features you should expect. but most often 

don't get. such as a long-lasting amorphous tape head, memory rewind. amd 
Dolby HX Pro-. Add relay recording and playback to theseieatures and you'll 

see—the reason Denon takes professional cassette decks seriously is because 
we take the professional seriously. 

See us at AES Booth # 1056 DENON 
Deno Electronics Division al Delon Corporation 222 New Road. Parsippany NJ 07054 i2Oli 575-7810 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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After comparing the cost of a 

PARAGON 
to the competition... 

Just how has the Paragon earned its reputation 
as one of the finest high-end consoles ever built? 

Could it be our patented RMS compressor/ 
limiter and parametric noise gate, generously pro-

vided for each input? Is it our legendary high voltage 
mic preamps? Or maybe the Paragon's famous four-
band parametric EQ with peaking and shelving on 
every band that separates us from a 
host of lesser consoles? 

11 could be our new Stereo 
Input Modules, each featuring two 
high voltage mic preamps, stereo four-

band EQ and stereo gate and compres-

sor in one channel module, giving the 
engineer maximum control over the stereo signal. 

Regardless, it would seem that the price of a 
console with such an enviable reputation and full 
array of mixing electronics would be prohibitively 
expensive. 

But in fact, quite the opposite is true. 

For under S74.000 our standard 40 channel 
(56 inpu) Paragon comes fully equipped with over 

$30,000 of state-of-the-art signal processing equip-
ment, boasting circuit architecture so advanced it 

can't be found on any other console, at any price. 
The Paragon solves the problems associated with 

multiple racks of outboard processing used with 
other consoles by eliminating all of 
the extra wiring, interfacing and 
troubleshooting. 

Our free brochure clearly details 
all the features that make the hand-
assembled Paragon such a spectac-

ular desk, and explains why the 
Paragon remains the console of choice from the 

Hollywood Bowl to the Grand Ole Opry to constant 

live tours throughout the world. 
Call us at ATI today for a quote, a free Paragon 

brochure or ft-c analysis with valuable information  
comparing the Paragon to any other console. 

you'll find there's really 
no çomparson. 
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For Quotes, FREE brochure or FREE Analysis comparing the Paragon to any other console: 

410-381-7879 (PH) 410-381-5025 (fax) 
Manufactured exclusively by Audio Toys Incorporated - 9017C Mendenhall Court - Columbia - MD - 2104E. 
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approximately 10-times play speed. 
According to Alesis, the XT shuttles 
at about 40-times play speed. Apply-
ing a little math, this would reduce 
the wind speed on a 60-second 
commercial spot from six seconds to 
approximately 1.5 seconds, a signif-
icant improvement. On a three-
minute pop tune, the XT's wind time 
would be in the five-second range. 
Once you've used an XT, you prob-
ably won't want to go back to a 
standard ADAT. 
On the rear panel, the V,-inch, un-

balanced, -10dBV connectors have 
been replaced with RCA jacks, while 
the 56-pin Elco connector—with 
eight channels of balanced, +4dBu 
I/O—is the same as the original. 
There is one subtle variation with 
XT's Elco interfacing: The outputs 
are now servo-balanced, so no level 
loss occurs when the balanced outs 
are connected to an unbalanced 
mixer. In another change, the re-
mote meter bridge connector has 
been eliminated. With the availabili-
ty of consoles with expanded meter-
ing capabilities, Alesis believed that 
the remote meter bridge option was 
unnecessary. Other than these 
changes (and a cast "Alesis" logo), 
everything on the back panel is sim-
ilar to the original ADAT. 

Nearly five years ago, when 
ADAT was first announced to the 
world, Alesis' intent was to produce 
a digital multitrack at an affordable 
$3,995. With this goal in mind, some 
of ADAT's more esoteric features— 
such as individual track delay, digit-
al track routing and multimachine 
offset—were shifted to the BRC con-
troller. Now, with increased manu-
facturing efficiency, the XT includes 
these and 20 other new features at a 
price that's less than the original 
recorder. 

Despite the added features, most of 
the XT's recording functions are simple 
and straightforward. Below the meter 
display are the eight track-arming but-
tons, but—unlike the first ADAT—the 
XT allows punching-in/out of any 
tracks while recording continues on 
others. This is a welcome improve-
ment on the XT, especially for post-
production applications. 

The new machine now offers ten 
locate points, all settable on-the-fly 
and editable to 'A.-second accuracy. 
The ten locate keys also double as a 
numeric keypad for entering locate 

CONVERT YOUR COMPUTER TO AN 

AUDIO TEST SYSTEM 

::1111,11piOrmioniq 

GOLD LINE 
MANUFACTURED IN U.S.A. SINCE 1961 

Black Box RTA Computer 

Interface—Model DSPCI 

Features: 

•% octave Real Time Spectrum 
Analyzer 

• Sound Pressure Level Meter 

• RS232 Software to set up files 

• Software to create customer 
reports. 

• Large 80dB window 

• Color or Black 8i White Display. 

• Battery or AC powered. 

• Supplied with model MK8 A 
microphone 

• 12 volt phantom power supplied 

Additional software options: 

• RT60 

• Loudspeaker Delay Timing 

• Distortion (THD) Analysis 

Contractor prices available. 
See us at AES Booth #936 

Box 500 • West Redding, CT 06896 • Phone: (203) 938-2588 • Fax: ( 203) 938-8740 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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or edit points quickly from the front 
panel. XT's Rehearse mode allows 
safe, nondestructive previewing of 
auto-punch recording operations. 

The pitch up/down buttons also 
double as data increment/decrement 
keys during editing operations, and 
the XT has front panel keys for se-
lecting a 44.1- or 
48kHz sampling rate. 

ADAT's blinking 
decimal point Error 
Correction indicator 
has been replaced 
with a small flashing 
star on XT's vacuum 
fluorescent display. 
For more detailed 
information, a hid-
den mode allows 
monitoring the actu-
al error count of any 
tape. This feature also provides the 
user with a means of running objec-
tive comparisons of various tape for-
mulations and brands. 
One of the nice things about XT 

is how it can integrate into an exist-

ing ADAT system. If a user has one 
ADAT and adds an XT, not only 
does it provide additional tracks, but 
by assigning the XT as the master 
deck and accessing its machine off-
set feature, the system becomes ca-
pable of digital assembly editing. 
Suddenly, multiple takes of basic 
tracks (or instrumental/vocal takes) 
can be combined into one seamless 

transport. Before performing a diffi-
cult punch on a vocal track, you can 
make a digital "safety" copy within 
the machine to any number of ad-
ditional tracks. Previously, such 
functions were only accessible via 
the BRC. 

With the debut of the XT 
Alesis has added significant new 
performance improvements to its 

line of ADAT-foi 
mat recorders. But 
perhaps more im-
portantly, XT makes 
a strong statement 
regarding the future 
of the ADAT for-
mat, as well as the 
company's commit-
ment to maintain-
ing compatibility 
with tens of thou-
sands of ADAT users 
worldwide. 

The Alesis XT will be shown to 
the public October 6-9, 1995, at the 
Audio Engineering Society conven-
tion in New York City. Initial XT de-
liveries are scheduled to begin later 
this month. 
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Alesis XT Rear Panel 

performance that incorporates the 
best sections of many takes. Addi-
tionally, data from one—or sever-
al—XT track(s) can be digitally rout-
ed and copied to a different track(s) 
on the XT itself or a second ADAT 
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Creative control, superlative sound and uncompromising support — Lexicon's commitment to the audio professional 

epoeit.1 fiw* 
IIII 

The PCM80: the stunning new effects standard:" 

The Lexicon PCM8o i6 beat becoming 

the new ettect6 6tandard tor audio 

engineera the world over. And with 

it6 unique DSP engine and robug 

complement ot Mature& you can 

be sure the PCM8o'a going to be 

around tor acme time. 

Upgracteability i6 <simple with a 

PCMCIA memory card — a genuine 

probmional advantage. 

The PG148o comes loaded with zoo 

atunning delay/modulation, 

True plug-'n'-play: PCM-8o PCMCIA cards offer new algorithnt, 
(mailable soon): preset effect banks from today's masters of audio 

production: and RAM storage for your own sounds. 

Heard In R11 The Right Places 

apatial and reverb ettecta — and 

plenty op room or your own 

creation& The Adjust knob makes 

it eaay to tailor any aound 

in6tantly with a aingle control. 

There'd, Lexicon'a unique Dynamic 

Patchingrm along with complete 

MIDI, Tempo & Tap-tempo control. 

And there'a the legendary 

Lexicon Sound. Try the PC14018o 

youraelt at your Lexicon dealer. 

And hear today'a new 6tandard. 

Comtactl too Beaver Street. Waltham. MA 02154 Tel: 617/736-030o Fax 617/B91- 034o 71333.434forompuserve.corn 

H A Harman International Company 
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Neumann's New Tube Mk 
BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

Neumann is not one of those companies that 
introduces a flood of new microphones each 
year. In fact, the company has produced only 
a couple of dozen models since 1928. 

But tube microphones are 
in demand today, and Neu-
mann's classic tube de-
signs—such as the U47, U67, 
M49 and M50—are among 
the most sought-after prizes 
among studio owners, engi-
neers and collectors. Sadly 
for tube mic fans, Neu-
mann's last tube model—the 
U67—went out of produc-
tion in 1981 (although a few 
were offered in a limited 
reissue in 1991). 

Now, at the 99th AES con-
vention in New York, Neu-
mann will re-enter the tube 
mic market with the debut of 
the M149, a high-perfor-
mance, large-diaphragm stu-
dio model. "It's not a revival 
of any previous mic," says 
Wolfgang Fraissinet, of Georg 
Neumann GmbH in Berlin. 
"This is a totally new devel-
opment in terms of the elec-
tronics in combination with 
the shape of the microphone." 

The M149 is the first mi-
crophone to offer a trans-
formerless output combined 
with vacuum tube electron-
ics. However, in the case of 
the M149, transformerless 
doesn't mean solid-state cir-
cuitry. This is no mixed-tech-
nology or hybrid approach, 
where a tube circuit is fol-
lowed by a solid-state output 
stage. It's essentially an all-
tube design that provides the best of both 
worlds: The tube front end provides warm, 
full reproduction, while the absence of a 
transformer means the avoidance of hystere-

sis, core saturation and high-frequency phase 
shifts that can result when using an output 
transformer. 

Development of the M149 started a year 
ago, but discussions on building a new Neu-

mann tube mic go back sev-
eral years. "This mic came 
from discussions between 
our marketing and research 
staff, as well as input from 
our customers," Fraissinet 
says. "If you leave it solely 
up to the engineering staff, 
you'll end up with a mic with 
800 features that costs tens of 
thousands of dollars." 

So rather than attempt to 
create an all-purpose, does-
everything mic, Neumann 
designed the M149 for a sin-
gle purpose: studio vocal 
recording, just like the U47 
and U87. With that goal, 
Neumann's design team start-
ed implementing the out-
standing features of previous 
models into the M149. One 
of the secrets of the M149 de-
sign is the large volume of air 
surrounding the capsule—its 
shape is distinctive, with a 
large basket in the shape of 
the M49/M50 head. "There's 
something almost magical 
about how that particular 
grille and basket integrate 
with a mic capsule," notes 
Neumann's Uwe Sattler. "It's 
a combination that shouldn't 
be tinkered with." And in 
homage to the M149's lin-
eage, it has a bright chrome 
grille reminiscent of the U47 
"Chrome-Top." All other parts 
are in Neumann's distinctive 

satin finish, including the mic body, which is 
the same diameter as the M49 but slightly 
longer in length, due to the complexity of the 
electronics. 
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Of course, you wouldn't be 

having this anxiety attack if you 

used new BASF 900 maxima 

High Output Mastering Tape. 

With 3 dB more output and 

2 dB less noise than standard 

analogue mastering tapes, it 

is identical to the MOL and the 

a.m. The band 

just found the sound 

they've been looking for. 

Everyone's rockin'. 

Except you. You're figuring 

out how to tell them the 

HIGH OUTPUT master 

you were using just 

"cragged out!' 

signal-to-noise ratios of other high output masters. 

But it has the reel-to-reel reliability and consistency 

of BASF 911. Low rub off. 

Precision-manufactured. It's 

classic BASF The kind of 

BASF tape studios have been 

relying on since 1934. As you 

turn to face the band (gulp), 

you make a vow. If you survive 

the next ten minutes, the first 

thing you'll do is contact BASF, 1-800-225-4350 

(Fax: 1-800-446-BASF); Canada 1-800-661-8273. 

C11ivuitiE, Ir. 

© 1994 BASF Corporation Informatioe Systems 
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Engineanng. 
Dave Moulton's 

CD-based audio 
eartraining co.urs.e For 

musicians, 
engineers and producers. 

Real musical examples, pink noise 
and sob instruments; hundreds of 

A/B comparsons, drils and exercises... 
The Golden Ears Audio Eartraining 

course will develop your listeneg skills 
and build on those you already have. 

By the time you've finished the 
course, expect to be able to listen 

to an equalizer switched in and out 
on a recording and describe how 

it is set in terms of frequencies, 
cuts and boosts, by ear alone. 
You'll be able to identify the reverb 
and delay settings down to tenths 

of a millisecond; compression 
attack and release times; 

stereophony, distortion and 
amplitude changes. 

"The vocal is down 3dB at 500 Hz... 
the compressor on the toms needs 

a much slower release..." 

From the very first session with this 
unique program you'll be hearing 
recordings with a new degree of 

understanding—all you need is a CD 
player and a decent set of speakers 

or headphones. 

Order toll-Free (24hr), fax, Email or 
simply write to the address below. 

1-800-600-1543 

Volumes 18L2 (4 CDs) 
Vo1.1: FREQUENCIES. 
Trains you to recognize boosts 

and cuts in all ten octaves of the 
frequency spectrum. Progressive 
drills build from simple boosts in 
music to more demanding single 
octave cuts in pink noise. 

Vol.2: EFFECTS & PROCESSING 
31 possible signal processing 

changes, grouped into six families: 
amplitude change, gross and subtle 
distortion, slow and fast release 
compression, equalization changes 
stereophony anomalies and time. 

settings. 

Vols. I & 2$120•tax.0-* 

Volumes 3&4 cos) 
Vol.3: DELAYS AND DECAYS 
Delay settings from tenths of a 

millisecond to. whole seconds: 
panning/slap/spaciousness effect' 
in mono and stereo, on sustained 
and transient sounds. 

Reverb parameters—predelays, 
decay times etc. Invaluable when 
creating programs. 

Vol.4: MASTER FREQUENCIES 
Advanced EQ. Identify cuts and 

boosts to within a third of an octas. 
and two octave bands simultaneow 
boosted and/or cut. 

Vols. 3&4 $120•tax, s/h. 

Vols l,23&4 (All 8 CD 

$220. tax, s/h" 

Outside US: 12131 650-2467 Fax your orders to: (213) 650-2468 Email: KIQ@soho.ios.com 
Send Check, M.O. or VISA/MasterCard details to: KIQ Productions/Golden Ears, 13351-D Riverside Drive, Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 USA 
CA Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax. ' Standard shipping (SS per order) 2-3 weeks. 2-day USA available at S20 per order. Sorry. no C.O.D.s. 
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TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT 

The M149's capsule ancestry goes 
back to the U47, which used the M7 
capsule. Unfortunately, the M7 was 
susceptible to changes in humidity, 
and its PVC diaphragm had long-
term stability problems, becoming 
harder and more brittle with age. 
Dealing with these problems in the 
late 1950s, Neumann engineers ex-
perimented with Mylar diaphragms, 
which were more stable and offered 
protection from aging. However, no 
reliable glues were available at the 
time for attaching a gold-plated 
Mylar diaphragm to the capsule's 
highly polished backplate. The solu-
tion was to use 12 screws, securing 
a clamping ring to hold the di-
aphragm at precisely the proper ten-
sion. This new capsule, known as 
the K47, was used in all U47s built 
after 1960. The M149 uses the K49 
capsule, which is a hand-selected, 
tighter-tolerance version of the K47. 

The M149 offers a choice of nine 
polar patterns: cardioid, wide car-
dioid, hypercardioid, omnidirection-
al and figure-8, with an intermediate 
step between each. The familiar 
thumbwheel polar pattern switch 
used in the U47 and U87 has been 
replaced with a high-quality, roller-
bearing switch with a noticeable 
"click" when you switch between 
positions, so there's little chance of in-
advertently changing polar patterns. 

Also missing is the attenuation 
pad switch. According to Neumann, 
this feature is unnecessary with the 
M149, as its internal electronics can-
not be overloaded by musical sound 
pressure levels. 

The mic body terminates in a 
7-pin XLR for connection to its out-
board power supply, which has 
a standard 3-pin XLR-F output. The 
microphone will be delivered as 
a package, including an elastic sus-
pension, the 7-pin cable, power sup-
ply and case. Speaking of the case, 
Neumann is said to be developing 
something "extraordinary" for the 
M149. 

Initial deliveries are slated to 
begin around the end of the year. 
Meanwhile, Neumann will display a 
working M149 prototype at AES, so 
attendees can try it out and give it a 
listen. Pricing of the package is ex-
pected to be in the $4,000 range. 
Neumann/USA, 6 Vista Drive, 

PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371; 
203/434-5220; fax: 203/434-3148 

Technomact 

Flyable 

•One-plece polymer body shrugs off impact 
.Watertight with included lid. 
•Molded-in colors won't crack or fade 
•Recessed hardware. 

•Unique non-Thiele tuning gives truer, 
deeper, more articulate bass than 
traditional designs. 
•Advanced low-loss DC-tolerant crossovers 
.Premium components 
•Two-Year warranty 

Complete line of full-range and subwoofer 
designs, available in vivid colors and 
loaded with features like large-grip handles, 
flying hardware, stacking interlocks. 
Neutrile jacks and stand-mount sockets. 
Uncompromising design and construction. 
Send $5 (refundable with purchase) for 
video and catalog. Patents pending. Call 
for nearest dealer. 

See us at AES Booth #1272 

Stand-mountable 

/ 7 N   

Stackable 

1 
Technomad Inc. 340 Riverside Drive Northampton MA 01060 N.technomadocrocker corn F 413 586 5681 P 800 464 7757 
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axperience The 
Industry's 

WICEST SELECT« 

ing 
waste time anti money 

canvassing the county when 
one- call to EAR will do it all? 

you need complete digital 
workstation systems 

or computers and peripherals, 

call Ira for: 

• Most Extensive Selection 
in the U.S. 
• Leasing, Huy/Sell/Trade 
• New and Used, Buy/Sell/ 
Trade 

"se habla español" 

15 Years of Excellence 
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• 
J. 
D-Eight 

Hi 8 

e:3 
DIGITAL TAPE 
RECORDING SYSTEM 

Symbols of Life 
in the World 
of the Pro 

PROJECT ONE A 

SONY® 
• PCM-800 
Hi8 DTRS Digital 8 Track 

• PCM-2600 & DTC—A8 
New 20 Bit SBM DAT Recorders 

• PCM-7010 
SMPTE Time Code DAT Recorders 

• VIDEO Recorders 
Time Code & Standard 
• VIDEO Monitors 
View The Future With SONY 

• Microphones 

• Headphones 
• Signal Processors 

ee 

• PCD-225 & 600 
CD Writer's & Media 
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REWRITABLE 

912 
Digital 
Data 
Storage • 

Media Recognition System 
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Media Recognition System 
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PROJECT ONE 

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA 

„ Foe., 
E-mu Systems 

• HD-8 Digital WorkStation 
• DARWIN New 8 Track Hard Disk 
Hard Disk Digital 8 Track 

MARANTZ Professional 
• New CDR-620 CD Recorder For Both Worlds 
• CD Players With Digital I/O and Pitch Control 

• Pro Cassette Decks Tough, Clean Mean Machines 

Your ONE Source 

Studio Project Center 
• In Stock at Onedeiful price's • 

RecorderWith Mixer 

• RD-8 ADAT 
The Serious SMPTE ADAT 

• D-5 Studio DAT 
Very Pro & Priced Right 

• D25, D30, PD2, PD4 
The Serious SMPTE DAT 

• XR-3 ,XR-5, XR-7 
New 4 Track Multitrackers 
Priced Right & Loaded. 
• HEADPHONES 

Hardware • Processories® • Racks • Connections • Ideas • Advice 
• Express Shipping Fr011i Stock 

•30 DoU Price Protection 
• W Day Money Back Gourantee 

• No Lemon Exchange Policy 

• Discover One of HOLLYVVOOD's Best Kept Secrets. Since 1980 

• Prompt, Reliable, Kind, & Knowledgable 

• Call For Current Line Card, With Over 1500 Items We Got You Covered 

We Also Stock The Largest Selections Of Audio • Video. • Data Recording Media On the Planet. 

Order Toll Free @ 1 800 818 - 8986 
From L.A. 818 / 753-8273 or 213 / 464-2285 
24 Hour FAX Lines 818 / 753-9054 or 213 / 464-1858 

Email 01@projectone.com • WEB projectone.com 

Hollywood • 6669 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood CA 90028 
Valley • 10627 Burbank Blvd. North Hollywood CA 91601 

PROJECT ONE Asy 
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We Ship Anywhere 
Sorry No COD'S 
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FIELD TEST 

by Ty Ford 

O K TAVA MK 219 
AND MK 012 
MICROPHONES 

E  
valuating new microphones is always 
great sport. Part of the sport is won-
dering what application the manu-
facturer had in mind. Then there's 
trying to tell the difference between 
a design feature and a disguised lim-
itation. In this case, the evaluation 
was made even more interesting by 
the fact that these were Russian mi-
crophones manufactured by Oktava. 

Unless you've been doing session 
work on the other side of the Iron 
Curtain, or maybe in Cuba, you 
wouldn't have run into Oktava, even 
though the company has been mak-
ing microphones since 1947. The fac-
tory is in Tula, a few hundred kilo-
meters south of Moscow. The fact 
that the list price for the MK 219 is 
$549, and the MK 012 set is $649, ad-
mittedly made me more than a little 

skeptical. In an effort to evaluate as 
fully as possible the sound of these 
mics, I tried them in different studios, 
with different mic pre's and in differ-
ent applications. 

THE MK 219 

The MK 219 is a cardioid-only con-
denser with switchable 10dB pad 
and LF roll-off. The grille and mesh 
around the capsule are very sturdy. 
Although we didn't try, these seem to 
be tough enough to withstand occa-
sional drumstick hits. Frequency re-
sponse is quoted at 40 to 16k Hz, 
with 11mV/Pa sensitivity and 200-
ohm output impedance, but it has a 
peak at 4 kHz that gives it a slightly 
edgy sound. 

The gold-plated diaphragm re-
quires phantom powering from 12 to 
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We're Plu lo! 
igor 

Replace your studio doors and 
windows with high performanc 
acoustical components from 
Acoustic Systems. 

SoundSecure Plug-in Doors ar 
available in a variety of sizes an 
sound isolation levels. Single or 
double leaf design and several 
window options are offered. 

SoundSecure Plug-in Windows 
are also available in an assort-
ment of sizes and performance 
levels with the same commit-

annillsysTEIMES 415 E St. Elmo Rd., Austin, TX 78745 
512/4441961. FAX 512/444-2282 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

355 West 52nd St. New York, NY 10019 Sixth Floor 
800-227-1954 or 212-333-5766 in NY state 

Av.>, 212-262-0814 FAX 

PRODUCTKIN MUSIC IN A CLASS BY ITSELF 

FIELD TEST 

52 volts. The mounting hardware is 
simple and easily bent. The ring-
shaped end slips over the base of the 
mic and is held in place by a thread-
ed collar. In a trans-Atlantic phone 
conversation with the distributor, A.S. 
McKay, I was assured that new, stur-
dier mounting hardware is in the 
works. The MK 219 is supplied with 
mounting hardware and comes in a 
foam-lined plastic box with a fre-
quency response readout, a thirteen-
page manual with circuit diagrams 
written in Cyrillic and a four-page 
English translation. 

The 10dB pad and highpass 
switch are easily accessible. In flat 
position, the response rises 4 dB 
from 100 Hz to 1 kHz. At 3 kHz, the 
response rises another 2 dB to a 
plateau between 3 kHz and 6 kHz. 
From there, the top end rolls gently 
off until 15 kHz, crossing 0 dB at 
about 17 kHz. Low-end response is a 
bit loopy from 100 Hz down to 50 
Hz, and at 40 Hz takes a 9dB/octave 
ride down to 10 Hz. With the high-
pass filter switched in, roll-off starts 
at 600 Hz, crosses 0 dB at 300 Hz 
and maintains a 6dB/octave slope 
until 60 Hz. 

Using API 512B discrete mic pre-
amps, I compared the MK 219 to an 
AKG C-414 and a Neumann U87 on 
a voice-over session. The MK 219 
was less open-sounding on top than 
either of the other two mics. The MK 
219 bottom is more like the U87 than 
the low bottom of the 414, but slight-
ly thinner. The result is a mic that 
sort of sounds like a U87 but doesn't 
go as far down or up and has a 
peakier midrange. 

While speaking into the mic with 
headphones on, I noticed a slight 
metallic sound. However, when my 
"read" was recorded into the AMS 
AudioFile and played back on JBL 
4311 monitors, I couldn't hear the 
metal. Later, at another studio, some-
one else mentioned that the mic 
sounded a bit metallic. I began to 
wonder if this was the result of reso-
nance in the two-part clam shell de-
sign of the metal body, the metal 
mesh wind screen, some artifact cre-
ated by sound bouncing around in-
side the capsule or ferric residue 
from the can of green beans I in-
gested for dinner. 

Another unique property of the 
MK 219 was its proximity effect. 
There was none until you got within 
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we 've met before, 
\ 

it was probably 

in your dreams. 

Imagine, for a moment„ you enter your studio. As you begin to work on your latest masterpiece, you 

become more creatite. More produc:ive. And the world becomes your oyster. 

If any of this sounds familiar, frow're either having another nocturnal vision at R.E.M. speed or you've 

teen working on a Stlu.iioframe:", the most ink dive system you can get your hands on. 

With Studiofrome,, you'll have :he confidence of single screen editing, so all the information you 

need will be on scr een at bullet, speed. It also comes with 8-16 or 24 track record/play simultaneou≤ 

outputs and he DSC-100 Ecit Controller, our dedicated user interface. All of which allpws you to 

become one wito your machine— not to mention the creative process. 

We could gc on about Studioframe, but it would be a lot more productive if you simply tried one for 

you-self. And skop dreaminc about it. For more information or a demonstration, call 

(619) 727-330(1 ext. 3038 on FAX us at (619) 727-3620. 

Studioframe- in T IMEANE 
Londbn, New York, Los Angeles and a place 
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Your dream... an affordable 
moving fader automation package 

is reality 
with Uptown's NEW 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

e 

• 
The New System One from Uptown is a self- con-

• tamed package with real moving faders carrying audio that 
• patches into your mixing console. Any console. Just set it 
• on the mixer (or keyboard stand, or coffee table, or what-
• ever), plug it into the inserts, turn on the computer, and 

you are in business. Change an ordinary board into a state-
• of-the- art mixing console in five minutes. 
• 

Automate all of your rooms with one unit. 
• Patch into just the channels that need automation. If you 
• don't like your console, change it, but keep your moving 
• faders. Or, take the faders to another studio. Also auto-

mates DAWs instantly, via MIDI. • 

• The new System One uses the same powerful 
• Uptown mixing software that hundreds of users around 

the world rely on for mixing records, commercials, TV and 
• movies. There is even a live performance version of the 
• software available for road use. 
• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• 

• 

e 

• 

• 

• 

Features Up to 64 moving faders, mute automatio 
MIDI interface, machine control, grouping, off-line mix 
editing...and much more. 

Specs 10-bit fader data, frame-accurate moves, time-code 
based, unlimited mix storage to hard disk, repeated insert 
points, and no VCAs. 

Price Complete package, including computer, is under 
ten grand for a 24-channel system. 

System One... serious moving-fader 
automation that doesn't cost 
a fortune. 

US Distribution by Group One 

516-249-1399 NY 
310-306-8823 LA 

303-581-0400 
FAX 303-581-0114 

UPTOWN AUTOMATION SYSTEMS, INC 
See us at AES Booth #1124 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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FIELD TEST 

four inches of the mic. The differ-
ence between backing off of the U87 
and the MK 219 was dramatic: As 
you moved away from the U87, 
there was a very smooth sense of 
distance, while at a distance of two 
or three feet, the MK 219 sounded 
like it was across the room. 

In comparisons with the AKG 414 
in cardioid position, I found the MK 
219 had a much wider high-frequen-
cy polar response, so although the 
MK 219 didn't have the HF response 
of the 414, it picked up a lot more of 
what it did hear. 

It occurred to me that, on voice, 
the MK 219 should sound like a 
Sennheiser MD-421. Plugging both 
into a Mackie 1604, and moving the 
421 EQ ring one click from "M" to 
"S," I recorded the same script into 
my Orban DSE-7000 workstation. 
Apart from the obvious level adjust-
ments needed to balance the more 
sensitive MK 219, the voice tracks 
were sonically indistinguishable. 

MK 012 

The MK 012 set consists of a body 
with a threaded removable in-line 
10dB pad and three small screw-on 
condenser capsules featuring car-
dioid, hypercardioid and omnidirec-
tional characteristics. Frequency re-
sponse is quoted at 20 to 20k Hz, 
and all three capsules are extremely 
flat. Sensitivity is 10mV/Pa. The MK 
012 likes 48V phantom power and 
has an output impedance of 300 
ohms. The kit fits in a nice foam-
lined wooden box. You also get a 
simple but effective pinch-clamp 
with standard mounting threads. 
There's also a C-ring suspension 
mount, but the rubber bands and 
mic clip are substandard. Again, dis-
tributor A.S. McKay assured me that 
a new suspension mount is in the 
works. 

The MK 012 system was a major 
surprise. It is so sensitive to low fre-
quencies that, when pressed to my 
chest, it picked up my heart and lung 
sounds quite easily, even with the 
10dB pad on. The construction of the 
body and capsules is sturdy, al-
though the chrome capsule screens 
appear more fragile. The capsules 
rely on a single-conductor center pin 
on their bottom side that fits into a 
spring-loaded socket on the pad and 
body to make their connection. The 
return path is the body itself. 

The cardioid and hypercardioid 
capsules were almost, but not quite, 
as transparent as the Neumann U87, 
but with a smaller sweet spot and 
not quite the high-frequency re-
sponse. If you imagine a spectrum, 
on the left end of which is the Neu-
mann U87 and on the right end of 
which is the AKG 414, the cardioid 
and hypercardioid capsules of the 
MK 012 sit just to the left of the U87. 
I know that's not on the spectrum, 
but that's where they are. The MK 
012 omni capsule was the best. At 
Flite Three in Baltimore, where part 
of the test took place, engineer/pro-
ducers Lou Mills, Frank "Four" Ayd 

and I could not tell the MK 012 from 
the U87 in omni pattern. 

Although the MK 219 is somewhat 
susceptible to popping, the MK 012 
capsules are extremely sensitive. 
Even using a pop filter and placing 
the mics to the side or above is no 
guarantee of a pop-free recording. 
Moving the mic in a slow arc ruffled 
the diaphragms. 
I next headed to Oz Recording, 

where engineer/producer Steve 
Palmieri and drummer Jim Ralph had 
a Yamaha Power Recording kit set 
up. The kick had a 12-inch hole in 
the front head and 2-inch Sonex cov-
ering the bottom of the shell. 
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NEW YORK'S ORIGINAL ELECTRONICS DISCOUNTER 

Phone: 1-800-978-6253 Fax: 1-212-343-9142 
SPEAKERS 

CELESTION MP1 Highest Rated .  CALL! 
JBL ThiX System  CALL! 
ATLANTIC TECH FULL LINE IN STOCK! 
.1.0VENT HERITAGE Tower Sptkr CALL! 
KEF 070 Tower Speakers . . . . CALL! 
PINNACLE AC650 Book Shelf . . . CALL! 
NHT SUPER ZERO   CALL! 
VELODYNE VA-1012 Power Sub  . CALL! 

CAMBER LS7 Top Rated  CAL 
NHT SW2P Power Sub Woofer. . . . CALL! 
ADS MS-3 Power Sub Woofer . . . . CALL! 

BIC V12 Top Rated . . . . BEST PRICE! 
INFINITY MICRO II Spkr. System . . CALL! 

RECEIVERS 

YAMAHA RXV2090 New AC3. . CALL! 
YAMAHA RXV690 80Wx3 + 25Wx2 . . CALL! 

YAMAHA RXV590 75Wx3 + 20Wx2 . . CALL! 
CARVER FULL LINE IN STOCK CALL! 
NAD AV716 A/V Pro Logic . . . CALL! 

PIONEER AC3   IN STOCK! 
DENON AVR2500 Highest Rated! . . . CALL! 

NAKAMICHI RE3 Audiophile  CALL! 
JVC RXV-817 AN Pro Logic   CALL! 
TECHNICS SATX-1010 TI-IX  CALL! 
ONKYO TXSV-727 Pro Super Buy. . CALL! 
ONKYO TXSV-525 Pro Best Choice . CALL! 
ONKYO TXSV-919 Pro Best THX. . CALL! 
SONY STRGX800ES 90Wx3 + 30Wx2 . CALL! 
SONY STRGX900ES 100Wx3+ 30Wx2 . CALL! 
MARMON KARDON FULL LINE CALL! 

DAT DECKS 
JVC XPD1 PRO No SCMS . BEST PRICE! 
SONY DTC6OES Home DAT . . . CALL! 
SONY TCD-D7 Portable DAT  CALL! 

PANASONIC ALL MODELS IN STOCK! 
TASCAM CALL FOR BEST PRICE! 
SONY MDS302 Mini Disc Recorder . . CALL! 
SHARP RXP1 Portable OAT  CALL! 

CASSETTE DECKS 
SONY TCWA7ES Dual Auto Reverse. . CALL! 
SONY TCWA9ES Dual Record  CALL! 

NAKAMICHI DR1 ... BEST PRICE! 
NAKAMICHI DR3 Aucicr- ,0 CALL! 

SONY TCK615 3 Head  CALL! 
SONY TCWR665 Pitch Control  CALL! 
ONKYO TAWR414 Dual Deck CALL! 
AIWA ADS-950 Oolby-S   CALL! 
YAMAHA KXW282 Best Buy  CALL! 
TECHNICS RSTR575 Double Deck CALL! 

CALL! DENON DRM740 3 Head   

CD PLAYERS 
TECHNICS SLPD1010 MASH. . 
DENON DCM340 5 Disc Carousel.. 
DENON DCM460 5 Disc Carousel. 

CALL! 
CALL! 
CALL! 

NAD 513 3 Disc Carouse!   CALL! 
ONKYO DXC220 5 Disc Carousel.... CALL! 
YAMAHA CDC555 5 Disc Changel .. CALL! 
NAKAMICHI MB4 5 Disc Carousel  . CALL! 
DYNACO CDV1 Vacuum Tube CD .  . CALL! 
SONY CDPCA9ES 5 Disc Carousel.   . CALL! 

SONY CDPCA7ES 5 Disc Carousel   CALL! 
SONY COPC365 Play & Change . . CALL! 
SONY CDPC445   CALL! 
NAKAMICHI MB1 Music Bank. 

SEPARATES 

CALL! 

CARVER TFM35X Power Amp. . . CALL! 
Bak FULL LINE BEST PRICES! 
LEXICON CP3+ . CALL: 
HARMON KARDON FULL LINE CALL! 
ACURUS A-150 Power Amp. . . CALL! 
DYNACO FULL LINE IN STOCK! 

MINI SYSTEMS 
DENON D-700 Best Mini System . CALL! 
YAMAHA CC-90 3CD Changer. CALL! 

NSX-V70 100W + 100W CALL . 

AIWA NSX999 120W x 2  CALL! 
AIWA LCX70 7CD 25W x 2 CALL! 

UNCLE'S STEREO 
• t•I. In I 101•111•011it, lOI I 1•••: 

581 Broadway, 216 West 72 St, 
New York,NY 10012 New York, NY 10023 

212-343.9111 212-721-7500 
"Ulu mewl; IL, ,,Fax: 212-343-9142 

7un58117-5,30 4iiiiiiesiieiet .. ,..,,,,.- szt 10-7 sun 11-5:30 Mon-F:er1:02:3102-7.730215 

VERY N HT! "'"''''''''''"4"::?.',..."Zi'.."7Z1,",,,P, "',',°,'-g•*'-'n'k.' 
Sc • 0904418 0 19.5 Uncle's Stereo Inc'''. C''''''''"" 

NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • ADCOM 

International & 
Canadian Orders 

Welcome! 

New York's Largest 
Blank Tape Dept.! 

OPEN 
7 DAYS 

• BROTHER • HARMAN KARDON • 

'SE REAPER SFRI7CE CARI) FOR MORE INFO 
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FIELD TEST 

by Paul Potyen 

DIGIDESIGN 
POSTVIEW 3.1 
PLUG-IN FOR PRO TOOLS 

o ur first exposure to PostView (Mix, March '94) was a sneak preview of 
an enhanced version of Digidesign's 
Pro Tools II digital audio recording 
and editing system for the Apple 
Macintosh. Designed for working 
with audio in the post-production 
environment, the original PostView 
was actually sold as a stand-alone 
application that incorporated its extra 
features into the standard Pro Tools 
code. With the development of Pro 
Tools III (see "Pro Tools III Field 
Test," Mix, April ' 95), PostView is 
now offered as a plug-in module for 
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Digidesign's new TDM mixing and 
DSP plug-in environment. 

INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION 

The PostView package consists of 
three components: an installer disk, 
a Mac-to-Sony 9-pin serial control 
cable and a user's guide. In order to 
use PostView, you'll need a Pro 
Tools III Core System or Pro Tools 
442 (I-series) Core System; Pro Tools 
version 3.1 software or higher; a 
NuBus-equipped Centris, Quadra, 
7100 or 8100 Macintosh with at least 
16 MB of RAM; a 12-inch or larger 
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Post View's edit window, showing the new "picon" track. The transport window (lower right) now lets 

the user switch between Pro Tools as the master transport and an external device as master. 
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Don't Mess 
Su r rou_nel. 

ere's a lot of confusion about surround sound recording these days, and as a project 
s dio owner you don't want to mess around with the wrong format. — Cinema surround 
is fine for the movies, but what about your music? Now you can record will- the world's 

finest music surround sound system, Circle SurroundTM from RSP Technoloçies. — Our 
patent pending intelligent process will enable you to position instruments, vocals, 
sound effects and so on, anywhere in the circle in 
conjunction with a four, or five, speaker surround sys-
tem. Complete smooth panning of the entire 360 
degree sound field is possible. — Circle SurroundTM 
uses no artificial ambience effects, and no schemes 
to mess up your original source materi-
al. Just the best surround sound process 
available for the most dramatic and real-
istic music and audio/video surround 
productions. — Compatible with exist-

ing surround systems, Circle 
SurroundTM will even dramat-

ically improve performance 
of those typical cinema sur-

• CIIIM 11.111•F•041e..I.00.• 
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• 
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• 

round systems. — So put 
your music, your soundtrack, your audio/video production, in 
good hands with Circle SurroundTM and leave the polcorn at 
the movies. Give us a call, or visit your RSP Technologies 

dealer and quit messing around 
when it comes to surround. 

,CIRCLE 
JURROUND See us at AES Booth #362 

Mifflin\ 

Technologies 

2870 Technology Drive — Rochester Hills, Michigan 48309 > (810) 853 - 3055 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE LVFO 



Mastered by 

Mobile Fidelity 
Sound Lab 

SOUND GHLK 

• Mimi Peitçiemeta 

eismtimelmn rem! 
— 

Pri e 

lest Dist 

Sound Check is available at your local record, audio 
and hi-fi stone. To locate a dealer near you or, if you 

prefer to order direct, call 1.800.423.5759. 

—MA,—The GAIN System — 

rnotele fidelity 

  sound lab 
a ditision of A II FSL,INC. 

Sonnd Check was designed as a universal tool, one 
which anyone with a serious interest in sound— 
whether amateur or professional—would find 
beneficial and easy to use. 

Originally released in Europe in 1993, Sound 
Check is now considered an indispensiEe aid 
by sound engineers, record producers, hi-fi enthusi-
asts, musicians, broadcasters, equipment installers, 
sound reinforcement personnel—the list goes on. 

What's on the Sound Check disc? A total of 92 
essential tracks in all: Test tones—yes—but also dry, 
unprocessed instrumental and vocal recordings, 
sound effects (one or two cf some repute—the 
Chieftain Tank recording brought down the ceiling 
at one demonstration), some of the best-scanding 
finished products to be found, along with utlities 
like time code and a musical tuning reference. 

The 
PrefeSSiOnal 

Auto Test Disc 

ORIGINRL MRS TER RECORDING" 

"It goes without saying that high standards of 
quality and meticulous attention to every detail in 
the recording were paramount ir our minds during 
the making of the project. It is therefore partcilarly 
appropriate that Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab—with 
their unrivaled reputation for recordings of the 
very highest quality—have released this special 
audiophile version of the Sound Check disc." 

- Alan Parscns & Stephen Court 

195 Morris Street • Sebastopol, CA 95472 • 800-423-5759 • In Canada call 800-267-121b • WWW URL address: idtp:mfgrin.comIgne us Mrs, 

ILSE READER SEP VICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



FIELD TEST 

color or grayscale monitor; System 
7.1 or later; and QuickTime 1.6 or 
higher (QuickTime 2.0 is highly rec-
ommended). 

As already mentioned, PostView 
can be used with digital video or in 
synchronization with an external 
video deck. If you plan to use digit-
al video, Digidesign recommends the 
use of a third-party video capture 
card—such as Radius VideoVision— 
with a separate color monitor, and a 
hard disk attached to the Mac SCSI 
bus for storing QuickTime video. 
(Pro Tools audio files must be stored 
on a separate drive attached to the 
Digidesign bus.) If you wish to use 
PostView to control an external 
video deck, you need a SMPTE-to-
MIDI converter, the supplied 9-pin 
cable and a Sony 9-pin or V-LAN-
compatible external VTR. (A time-
code reader card must be installed in 
VTRs using the 9-pin protocol.) In 
addition, most audio post facilities 
use house sync to resolve all their 
decks and workstations accurately. In 
such situations, a Digidesign SMPTE 
Slave Driver and/or VideoSlave Dri-
ver is recommended for resolving 
your PostView system. 

For this evaluation, we used an 
Apple Macintosh Quadra 840AV with 
24 MB of RAM, System 7.5 and a 16-
channel Pro Tools III system. We did 
not have access to a third-party video 
card, but we were able to use the 
840AV's internal video abilities to get 
a good feel for the way PostView han-
dles QuickTime movies. For machine 
control, we used a Panasonic AG-7750 
deck, which uses Sony 9-pin. 

The software installation process 
is pretty automatic—similar to that 
for Pro Tools. After installation, you 
are required to authorize your 
PostView software by inserting the 
master diskette the first time you 
open Pro Tools. 

DIOITAL VIDEO IMPROVEMENTS 

As with the first version of PostView, 
the new plug-in offers synchroniza-
tion with digital video via QuickTime 
movies, as well as machine control 
of external video/audio transports 
via Sony 9-pin and Videomedia V-
LAN protocols. Although the most 
obvious change over earlier PostView 
versions is its integration into exist-
ing Pro Tools III systems, there are 
others. Significant improvements 
have been made in the way that dig-

ital video is handled. There is now a 
video "picon" track for session's 
QuickTime movie. When you zoom 
in on a video track, the size of each 
picon remains the same, but there 
are more picons "per second" dis-
played. It makes for quick and easy 
navigation to different scenes in a 
long video sequence, and frame-ac-
curate viewing of small sections of a 
sequence. The combination of 
QuickTime 2.0 and improvements in 
PostView software have resulted in 
substantially better video playback 
performance and editing accuracy 
than with previous versions of 
PostView. 

Unlike some other applications 
that provide QuickTime video cap-
ture, such as Adobe Premiere, 
PostView is designed to be a profes-
sional level audio editing system. So 
digital video is imported into your 
session, and once there, is not ed-
itable. However, you can offset your 
movie track to make the window 
burn of your video consistent with 
your session time. You can also 
scrub on a movie track to achieve re-
sults similar to scrubbing an audio 
track. Scrubbing the movie track 
does not cause audio to play, but 
scrubbing on an audio track causes 
the video to scrub as well. 

Another new feature in this ver-
sion of PostView is "Movie Zoom," 
which uses pixel doubling of a 
QuickTime Movie captured at 
320x240 pixels blown up to 640x480 
on a 640x480-pixel computer moni-
tor (or any NTSC/PAL video monitor 
that is being driven by your video 
capture card). Finally, an "Optimize 
Movie Playback" feature in the Dis-
play menu lets the CPU sacrifice up-
dating of the edit and mix windows 
in favor of smoother video playback. 

MACHINE CONTROL 

Setting up for machine control is pos-
sibly the most complex part of config-
uring a PostView system. It not only 
involves setting several parameters in 
the PostView software (machine con-
trol port, protocol, machine online, 
post-roll and pre-roll amounts), but 
correctly setting up your external 
transport to operate in Remote mode 
using the correct protocol. 

Once you are set up, Version 3.1 
of PostView lets you easily toggle be-
tween offline and online playback, 
as well as master/slave configura-
tions—all from the PostView trans-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 356 

3M 
EGA 

Attention to emerging Data technolo-
gies and Reliability make 3M the #1 

supplier of Data Media on the planet. 

COMPACT 

Recordable 

IME.1111 
Med. RecogeMon System 

MO 

)3 
D-Eight 

REWRITABLE 

EDIA 
No other Company offer's you more 
Formats and accessories backed by the 
most professional State of the Art, 
Manufacturing, R&D and Customer 

Service in the industry. Very Serious 

75" 
Digital Audio 

eT:3 986 
DIGITAL TAPE 
RECORDING SYSTEM 

Recommended hy Alesis 
tur ADAr, Recorde, rr: r 

ASTERS 
Thats why the most demanding artists 
engineers & Producers trust 3M for 

predictable Success. 

VISIONARY 
31101 

In stock at Onederful price's. 
your One Source for 

3m Authorized Dealer 
Audio and Video Products Division 
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WHILE IT TAKES APPROXIMATELY 

4 MILLION YEARS FOR A LUMP OF COAL 

TO TURN INTO A DIAMOND, 

STUDIO CONSOLE TECHNOLOGY WILL 

EXPERIENCE A SIMILAR METAMORPHOSIS 

DURING 4 DAYS IN OCTOBER. 

Check out Booth 144 at the AES Show for a first look at our revolutionary new digital console. SONY 
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ony's written permission is prohibited. Sony is a
 trademark of Sony. 
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THE MIX 1995 AES NEW PRODUCTS GUIDE 

Contents 

Welcome to Mix's 18th Annual New Products Guide. 

In this year's edition, we focus on products that 

were introduced (or were shipping for the first time) 

in the four months prior to—and including—new 

introductions at the 99th Audio Engineering Society 

convention in New York. For those who plan to at-

tend, here's some of the tasty new technology that 

will be served under the bigtop at Manhattan's Jacob 

Javits Convention Center from October 6-9, 1995. If 

you can't make it to AES in person, don't despair: 

We'll provide complete coverage of all the show 

highlights in future issues. — George Petersen 

All of the product information presented here was 

supplied by manufacturers. Specs, prices and avail-

ability may change, so contact the companies di-

rectly for more information. 

AC POWER PRODUCTS 

ETA Systems PD1OVR/PD1OVRS 
ETA microprocessor-controlled AC line regulators use in-
coming voltage from 80V to 150V for a full 15-amp 

(1800W), 117±3V regulated output. These single-rack-
space units are EMI/RFI filtered and spike/surge-protected 
with a four-function digital voltmeter and remote turn-on 
access. Models PD1OVR and PD1OVRS (4-stage sequen-
tial) are designed to resolve AC line voltage irregularities 
by providing clean, stabilized, conditioned power to all 
sensitive electronic audio/video equipment. Ten other 
models available. 
1532 Enterprise Pkwy. 
Twinsburg, OH 44087 
Phone 216/425-3388; Fax 216/425-9700 

d11.11111111.111m 
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Furman PL-PRO 
Furman's new 20-amp/2400-watt PRO Series micro-
processor-controlled power conditioners provide the in-
dustry's most comprehensive protection from AC power-
related transient voltages, noises, and wiring faults. Flash-
ing LEDs indicate marginally high or low incoming volt-
ages; automatic shutdown occurs before extreme voltages 
(under 80V or over 140V) can damage your equipment or 
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your PRO. The PL-PRO also features a three-color LED 
line voltage meter and new, smoother-gliding light tubes. 
30 Rich St. 
Greenbrae, CA 94904 
Phone 415/927-1225; Fax 415/927-4548 

Juice Goose Rackpower 320 
The only power distribution device designed to eliminate 

ground loop hum caused by insufficient primary AC 
ground systems. Ten switches on the front of the unit lift 
the AC ground on each of ten outlets on the back. A 
ground fault interrupt circuit terminates operation in the 

event of unsafe levels of ungrounded electric power. List 
price: $279. Includes full AC filtration and spike protection 
and a BNC connector on the front for a gooseneck work 
light. 
7320 Ashcroft, Ste. 104 
Houston, TX 77081 
Phone 713/772-1404; Fax 713/772-7360 

Trip Lite Isobar Audio-Video 
Six-outlet premium surge suppressor features gold-plat-
ed "F" connectors to protect televisions, satellite receivers, 

and cable boxes from spikes and surges present on the 
coaxial line. Also features diagnostic circuit indicators for 

protection working, line ok and line fault, an all-metal case, 
and a lifetime warranty with up to $25,000 of equipment 
protection insurance to repair or replace connected equip-
ment if damaged by a surge or direct lightning. 
500 N. Orleans 
Chicago, IL 60610 
Phone 312/755-5401; fax 312/644-6505 
E-mail tripplite@mcimailcom 

ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS 

RPG Foam SoundWaves 
RPG introduces its first acoustical foam products manu-
factured from Class A Melamine foam, which meets Na-

tional Life Safety Codes. RPG fire-safe foams will be com-
parably priced to flammable urethane foams. The initial lin-

ear product line, called SoundWaves, is based on patent-
pending, two-sided, nesting surface topologies that utilize 

a variable-depth air cavity to minimize foam and optimize 
sound absorption. SoundWaves offers an aesthetic new 
look, fire safety, economy and excellent sound absorption. 
651-C Commerce Dr. 
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772 
Phone 301/249-0044; Fax 301/249-3912 

Sonex Classic and Valueline 
Sonex Valueline and Classic are two new Class 1, fire-rated 

sound-absorbing acoustic foams. They are fiber-free with 
NRC-70 to NRC-80. They are available in natural white and 

painted colors of blue, beige, charcoal and brown. Value-
line is available in 2x4-foot sheets in 1.5-, 1%- and 2.5-inch 
thicknesses. Sonex Classic is available in 2x4-foot sheets 
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in a 2-inch thickness. UPS shippable. 
Dist. by: Acoustical Solutions Inc. 
2720 Enterprise Pkwy, Ste. 101 

Richmond, VA 23294 
Phone 804/346-8350 or 800/782-5742; Fax 804/346-8808 

System Analysis SWALS 
Studio Wavelength Absorbing Linear Structures (SWALS) 
absorb on a linear basis and at an exceptionally high dB 
level, performance achieved through a nine-layered use of 
materials of different densities. The SWALS are suitable for 
crosstalk control, isolation "booth," and room resonance 
control applications. SWALS come standard with durable 
laminate finishes in black or white Formica and unbleached 
muslin. Available in 4-, 5-, and 6-foot heights and custom 
sizes. Prices start at $750 and include a 5-year warranty. 

System Analysis W.A. Bags 
Wavelength Absorbing Bags consist of inner layers of 3.5 
inches of mineral fiber encased in perforated vinyl bags. 
Offering near-linear absorption in low-, mid-, and high-fre-

quency spectra, W.A. Bags can be used individually or 
connected to cover a whole wall. Lightweight and portable, 
the W.A. Bags' durable construction facilitates temporary 
and permanent acoustical treatment scenarios. Color op-
tions include black, brown, and white. Prices from $125, 
five-year warranty included. 
PO Box 2246 
Tempe, AZ 85280 
Phone 602/940-0129; Fax 602/940-0179 
E-mail cyn@silicon.com 
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Systems Development Group Model C 
Molded of 'A-inch thermoplastic and weighing under five 
pounds, Art Diffusor Model C panels are an ideal solution 
when space is limited, meet a full Class A fire rating, are 
UPS shippable, and ready to install in a textured white fin-
ish. Model C-CM panels may be installed in a 2x2-inch T-

bar grid in place of ceiling tiles. Model C-WM panels are 
easily wall-mounted with construction adhesive. 
5744 Industry Lane, Ste. J 
Frederick, MD 21704 
Phone 800/221-8975 or 301/846-7990; Fax 301/698-4683 

AMPLIFIERS 

Bryston 5B-ST Pro 
The 5B-ST Pro is a multichannel amplifier designed for use 
in 5- or 7-channel surround installations. The 5B-ST can 
be connected in 2- or 3-channel configurations, for three 
channels of 120 watts or one 400-watt and one 120-watt 

channel. Distortion is less than 0.007% (20-20k Hz) and 
S/N is greater than 108 db below full output. Retail price is 
$2,295. 
106 W. Lime Ave., Ste. 207 
Monrovia, CA 91016 
Phone 800/673-7899; Fax 818/359-9672 

Crest Power Processing System 
CKS Series for low-impedance applications: four models 
from 50 to 400 WPC at 8 ohms, three additional models 
rated 800, 1,100, and 1,400 WPC at 2 ohms. CKV Series: 
five models offering transformerless outputs from 50 to 
800 WPC into constant voltage (70.7V) distributed lines. 
Remote sequential turn-on/off and PowerSavr are stan-

dard. Can be configured as multifunction processors using 
three rear-panel plug-in module bays and C-Card modules 
(programmable). 
100 Eisenhower Dr. 
Paramus, NJ 07652 
Phone 201/909-8700: Fax 201/909-8744 

Fender Pro Audio SPA Series 
Fender Pro Audio's SPA Series power amps feature an ad-
vanced high-efficiency, multirail, dual-channel design. In-
cluding four different models, the SPA Series features a D-
sub accessory port option for computer remote control 
and monitoring. XLR, A-inch, and barrier strip inputs, and 
Speakore, 'A-inch, and binding post outputs are provided. 
Other features include an audio insert loop for signal pro-
cessing, power sequencing, headphone jacks (select mod-

els), and switchable DeltacompTM limiting. 
7975 N. Hayden Rd., Ste. C-100 
Scottsdale, AZ 85258 
Phone 602/596-9690 

Furman HA-6 
The single-rackspace HA-6 Stereo Headphone/Monitor 
Amplifier Power Conditioner/Light Module provides 20 
clean watts per channel to six stereo headphone outputs, 
each with its own volume control. The new HA-6 features 
Furman's unique toroidal transformer for the quietest pos-
sible performance in the studio. It also provides switches 

for two sets of stereo speakers, overload and signal-pre-
sent LEDs, groundlift switch, provisions for remotely lo-

cated volume controls, and automatically switches to 
mono when the right channel is not used. 
30 Rich St. 

Greenbrae, CA 94904 
Phone 415/927-1225; Fax 415/927-4548 

Hafler Trans•Nova P-7000 DIABLO 
Power rating: FTC (20-20kHz less than 0.1% THD) 350 
watts/channel into 8 ohms; 500 watts/channel into 4 
ohms; 1,000 watts bridged mono into 8 ohms. Frequency 
Response: ±0.1 dB, 20-20k Hz; +0/-3 dB, 0.2-200k Hz. 
Input connectors: XLR and 'A-inch. Output connectors: 
five-way binding posts ( banana). Height 31/2 inches 
(8.9cm). Width 19 inches (48.3 cm). Depth 15 inches 
(38.1 cm), including XLR connector clearance. Weight: 36 
lbs. Price: $1,799. 
546 S. Rockford Dr. 
Tempe, AZ 85281 
Phone 800/366-1619; Fax 602/894-1528 

Neva Audio PA 5002 BC 
Neva Audio stereo power amplifiers are hand-built in St. 
Petersburg, Russia. Featuring modular construction and 
discrete circuitry, they employ passive cooling, a two-level 
power supply, and zero quiescent current for efficient op-
eration. Continuous average output power, both channels 
driven, lkHz 1% THD: into 8 ohms = 350 watts/channel; 4 
ohms = 500 watts/channel; bridged mono into 8 ohms = 
1,000 watts. Frequency range: 5-60k Hz (-3 db, Pout=1W). 
Retail: $1,295. 
Dist. by Audionet 
Apartado 5358 
36200 Vigo, Espana. 
Phone 34/86/481155; Fax 34/86/482065 or 86/234935 

Pacific Innovative Electronics KHS-450(B) 
New dual-supply lower feedback version of KHS-450 
stereo amplifier. Specifications: 175 watts/channel into 8 
ohms, 5% THD, -.5 dB, 16-150k Hz). Product features six-
position balanced input attenuator for exact phase and 
level tracking between chamnels. Neutrik "combo" XLR-
TRS input and "speakon" output connectors. List price: 
$2,535. 
10840 Vanowen St. 
North Hollywood, CA 91605 
Phone 8181161-8393; Fax 818/761-9139 

QSC Powerlight 4.0 
Featuring Powerwave Switching Technology, the new 
Powerlight 4.0 delivers 1,400 W/ch into 4 ohms or 2,000 

W/ch into 2 ohms (typical litHz/1% THD ratings) from a 3-
rackspace chassis weighing only 30 pounds. The amp fea-
tures ultra-low noise (-10508 unweighted), high efficiency 
(less than 14-amp draw during normal 4-ohm operation) 
and excellent bass response below 20 Hz. 
1675 MacArthur Blvd. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Phone 714/754-6175; Fax 714R54-6174 
E-mail 76702.2635 @ compuserve.com 

Renkus-Heinz P2800 
A high- reliability, dual-channel power amplifier, the P2800 
delivers 500 watts/channel into 8 ohms, 750 watts/chan-
nel into 2 or 4 ohms and features dual toroidal power 
transformers and a high-iinearity, low-feedback design 
that provides exceptiona' transient response. Includes 
plug-in facilities for associated controller modules to re-

duce rackspace requirements and to lower system cost. 
Controller modules feature a unique adaptive limiter that 

provides protection without introducing distortion into the 
system. 
17191 Armstrong Ave. 
Irvine, CA 92714 
Phone 714/250-0166 Fax 714/250-1035 

TOA P-1000 Input Modules 
The LB- 101X and LB- 101X-C are two new plug-in input 
modules for the P-1000 Series amplifiers. Both LB-101X 
and LB-101X-C can provide electronically balanced input 
signals, interface with XLR connectors, 'A-inch jack, and 
screw terminals, feature send/return insert loops, and can 

be used with an optional input transformer. Model LB-
101X-CA features a 10:1 compressor. Suggested retail 
price for each module: V78. 
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TOA P-1000 EQ for CD Horns 
Two new accessory units for TOA's DF-102 and DF-103 
crossover modules provide equalization for the company's 
entire line of CD horn/driver combinations. Model num-

bers DF-104-U1 and DF-104-U2 can be quickly attached to 
either DF crossover module via a plug-in connection. The 
applicable accessory board is then affixed to the module 
with two provided screws. Suggested retail price for DF-
104-U1 or DF-104-U2 is $74. 
601 Gateway Blvd., Ste. 300 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 
Phone 415/588-2538; Fax 800/733-9766. 

AUTOMATION, SYNC 
AND CONTROL 

Aardvark AardSync 
Aardvark introduces its newest digital audio sync genera-
tor for Digidesign users. It uniquely combines and exceeds 
the features of Digidesign's video and SMPTE slave dri-
vers. Works with a variety of video, timecode and audio 
frequency standards, USA or European. The generator 
provides video lock, full LTC, VITC and MTC integration, 
LTC and VITC generation and SMPTE burn-in. Greater sta-
bility, lower jitter and supports all pull-ups and pull-downs. 
Retail: $1,395. 
202 E. Washington 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
Phone 313/665-8899; Fax 313/665-0694 

Adams-Smith SuperController Update 
The SuperController/Machine Controller, a version of the 

Supercontroller/Editor, integrates all necessary functions 
to control and synchronize any audio or video transport or 
workstation. The SuperController/Machine Controller sup-
ports all standard industry protocols and provides eight 
RS-422 serial ports, two MIDI ports for MIDI Machine 
Control, a bi-phase port for film devices, four GPI outputs 
for triggered devices and a programmable word-clock out-
put for absolute speed control of digital audio products. 
34 Tower St. 
Hudson, MA 01749 
Phone 508/562-3801; Fax 508/568-0404 

Brainstorm SA-1 Timecode Analyzer 
The SA-1 is a powerful analyzer designed to quickly and 
accurately identify timecode problems. It monitors video 
phase and reports errors such as dropouts or repeated 
frames. The front panel includes a timecode reader and a 
four-digit frame rate counter. A comprehensive report can 
be printed through its serial port. The SA-1 is the same an-
alyzer as the one found in the Brainstorm Distripalyzer, 
repackaged in a portable enclosure. 

Brainstorm SR-3 Timecode Repair Kit 
The SR-3 is a regenerator designed to repair bad time-
code. Its three main functions are to eliminate dropouts, 
reduce jitter, and correct video phase. The SR-3 is user-
friendly, repairing most problems automatically, without 
complicated settings. Its front panel includes a large time-
code reader display and LEDs to identify format and video 
phase. The SR-3 can also generate all standard formats. 
referenced to internal crystal or external video. 
Dist. by Audio Intervisual Design 
1155 N. La Brea 
West Hollywood, CA 90038 
Phone 213/845-1155; Fax 213/845-1170 

George Massenburg Labs Mac Interface 
We are now delivering the GML/Macintosh Interface for the 
GML Console Automation System. Advantages to this new 
system include superb graphical interface and pull-down 
menus that are quick and easy to learn and use; command 

line interface maintaining traditional access method for 
longtime GML users; inexpensive, standard Macintosh 
computer, peripherals and video monitors for automation 
system control, and mix storage and backup replaces dated 
components; and a new GMUMotorola 68040 "X proces-
sor increases the speed opf every function—offline editing 
functions made faster by four to eight times. 
7821 Burnet Ave. 
Van Nuys, CA 91405 
Phone 818/781-1022; Fax 818/781-3828 

JL Cooper CS-102 
The CS-102 is the definitive control surface for Pro 
Tools, Spectral, Sonic Solutions, SADiE and other digital 
audio/video workstations. It provides access to transport, 
automation and digital signal processing functions. It fea-
tures controls that look and feel like a tape recorder trans-
port. A jog/shuttle wheel offers precise positioning and ef-
fortless scrub editing, while eight, smooth tracking, 
100mm long throw faders control automation functions, 
and six rotary controls provide convenient DSP access. 

JL Cooper dataSYNC2 
dataSYNC2-MIDI Synchronizer for the Alesis ADAT. The 
dataSYNC2TM connects to your ADAT and provides time-
code to drive sequencers and workstations without wast-
ing a track. dataSYNC2 improves on the original design by 
including MIDI Clock with Song Position Pointer with vari-
able tempo and meter. Now with bidirectional MIDI com-
munication, you can use MIDI Machine Control to address 
ADAT's functions right from your computer. 
12500 Beatrice St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 
Phone 310/306-4131; Fax 310/822-2252 

Mackie Ultra Universal Automation System 
Big studio quality and capabilities at an affordable price. 
The package comprises the Ultra-34 (VCA Pack), Ultramix 
Software (for the Macintosh), and the UltraPilot Fader 
Pack. Mackie Designs' automation package makes avail-
able a high-quality and flexible mixing automation package 
that is compatible with virtually any mixer and computer. 
16220 Wood-Red Rd., N.E. 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
Phone 206/488-6843; Fax 206/487-4337 
E-mail mackoids@aol.com 

Midiman Video Syncman 
Video Syncman is a universal timecode translator that 
supports VITC, Longitudinal Time Code, and MIDI Time 
Code and has a built-in screen burner. Features include 
built-in MIDI merger and built-in MIDI control port. Longi-
tudinal timecode signal level can be set using trim pot on 
the back of the unit, which is half-rack size, perfect for rack 
mounting. Includes M2U remote control software. 
$699.95 retail. 

236 W. Mountain St., Ste. 108 
Pasadena, CA 91103 
Phone 818/449-8838; fax 818/449-9480 
E-mail 10#75300-3434 
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Neve Encore 
Based on the Pentium Processor and running under Win-
dows NT, Encore is the world's most powerful console au-
tomation system. Encore converges the development 
paths of the company's various automation packages. 
User-selectable modes provide instant familiarity for users 
of other mainstream systems. It is available on new V Se-
ries consoles and Logic 2 and can be retrofitted to replace 
Flying Faders. The icon driven graphical interface can be 
set up to closely follow Capricorn syntax. 
Billington Rd. 
Burnley, Lancashire 13811 5UB UK 
Phone 44/1282/457-011; Fax 44/1282/39542 

Tech 21 MIDI Mouse 
The MIDI Mouse footcontroller is rugged, compact (3.5 
x4.5-inches), user-friendly, and powered by a standard 
adapter or a 9V battery. MIDI masters and novices can 
easily access 128 patches on any of the 16 selectable MIDI 
channels. A "stomp-box" format features 3 footswitches: 
"Active/Search" alternates between two modes; "Up" and 

"Down" change patches sequentially or scroll to a desired 
location, depending on mode. Suggested list price: $125. 
1600 Broadway 
New York, NY 10019 
Phone 212/315-1116: Fax 212/315-0825 

Uptown Automation System One 
Uptown's System One is a low-cost, self-contained, full-
featured moving-fader automation system that patches 
easily into the insert points of any mixing console. Avail-
able in 8-, 16-, 24-, and 32-channel packages (two sys-
tems may be linked for 64-channel automation), each 
package is equipped with a PC computer and Uptown's 
successful software-based 990 System. SMPTE/EBU-
based and frame accurate, all faders and mutes can be 
continuously updated each frame. 
6205 Lookout Rd., Unit G 
Boulder, CO 80301 
Phone 303/581-0400; Fax 303/581-0114 
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CABLES AND CONNECTORS 

A.P. Audio Patchbay/Cable Tester 
The RPM44SC is a 44-point, modular 4-inch patchbay. A 
built-in cable tester checks continuity for both stereo and 
mono 'A-inch cables. LEDs confirm separate contact for 
Tip, Ring, and Sleeve. The patchbay section features the 
same modules found in the Re'an 48- point RPM48S 
model. Re'an modules boast solid nickel silver contacts 
and nylon-fiberglass connectors, rated for over 10,000 in-
sertions. List price: less than $200 (TBD). 
Dist. by Ace Products 
1334 C. Ross St. 
Petaluma, CA 94954 
Phone 707/765-6597; Fax 707/765-6682 

Audio Works Cables 
DataLinknIMicLinkTm/SpkrLinem/PwrLinkn" are balanced 

and single-ended digital, microphone, speaker and power ca-
bles to be used where ultimate sound quality is required. Ul-
timate topology and assembly techniques, combined with ad-
vanced OC, proprietary ElectroScanTM treatment and Wave-
Guide"' bum-in and a listening evaluation enable AudioWorks 

cables to outperform all others. From $270 pro net. 
12440 Moorpark St. #11 
Studio City, CA 91604-1260 
Phone 818/766-9101; Fax 818/505-0149 

Canare AES/EBU Cable 
Designed specifically for digital audio transfers, Canare 
now offers 110-ohm twisted pair cables in 2-, 4- or 8-
channel snakes. 

Canare Impedance Transformer for Digital 
Canare now offers high-quality impedance transformers 
for converting 110-ohm AES/EBU twisted-pair lines to 
75-ohm BNC coaxial. 
531 5th St. A 
San Fernando, CA 91340 
Phone 818/365-2446: Fax 818/365-0479 

Clark 800 Series Digital Audio Cable 
A new series of AES/EBU digital audio cable. Features include 
24 AWG shielded twisted pairs and foil bonded to jacket for 
single strip. Available configurations: 801 single pair, 802 rib-
bon stereo, 804/808/812/816 superflexible multichannel 
snakes. All components in snakes color-coded and num-
bered with overall shield and drain. Matte black PVC master 
jacket. All 800 Series are UL type CM or CL2 rated. 
1355 Armour Blvd. 
Mundelein, IL 60060-4401 
Phone 800/222-5348; Fax 708/949-9595 

Deltron Channel Identification System (CIS) 
Deltron has developed the Channel Identification System 
for easy channel identification and is the first mar ufactur-
er to implement this new standard in its XLRs. Like the re-
sistor color-coding system, CIS is based on numbers with 
complementary colors, allowing for distinctive coding of 
up to 100 channels. Channel numbers are recognizable at 
a glance, even at a distance. Each number is engraved in 
the respective color-coding ring or button. 

Dist. by DGS Pro-Audio 
PO Box 170426 
Arlington, TX 76003 
Phone 800/292-2834; Fax 817/473-7712 

Gotham Cable Multipair Digital Audio Cable 
Four multipair AES/EBU 110-ohm digital audio cable types 
are available: GAC 4, 8, 10, and 12. Based on the GAC-2/1 
AES/EBU cable, the new cables feature Gotham's exclusive 
double " Reussen" shield. Two opposing, spiral-wound, 
bare copper shields provide cable flexibility and tight elec-
trical performance tolerance. Two nonconducting strands 
in the core maintain the correct geometrical position of the 
two conductors even when the cable is bent, ensuring 
constant impedance. 
Dist. by DGS Pro-Audio 
PO Box 170426 
Arlington, TX 96003 
Phone 800/292-2834; Fax 817/473-7712 
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MUSIC COM PA N 

SPEIR hAMEZ 
Dallas, Texas 

• GIANT Inventory 
— New and Used 

• Over 30 Years 
in Business! 

Buy with Confidence! 

for the Best Deal Anywhere! 

800 • 219 • 3281 
1207 S. Buckner/ Dallas, TX / 75217 / 9-6 M-F 
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Sync 
problems? 

Check out our work! 

Pee was used to se the 

20-hd sound tw the mow etutes 
Just Couse GM Apollo 13 

"Here lies analog PLL... 
Put to rest by AardLockTM 

*Unstable, jittery clock? 
*Missing a sampling rate? 

*Limited number of outputs? 
*Slow lock time (or no lock at all)? 

Put all of your sync problems to rest and 

switch from analog PLL technology to 
AardLockTm. Call us now to discover why 

major facilities like Sound One are using 
AardSync — the revolutionary digital audio 
sync generator. 

  Aardvark 
Re-engineering Digital Audio 

202 I. Washington Ste. 106 \ nn \ rhor..\ II 48104 Phone ( 313) 665-8899 fax (313) 665-0694 

Lightwave Fibox IMS-Tx and IMS-Rx 
The IMS is a single- package solution for fiber-optic trans-
mission of digital and analog video, plus a combination of 
AES digital and analog audio plus data. This is the most 
flexible Fibox transmission system ever! Compatibility is 
maintained with the existing modular Fibox series. All 
parts are shipping by July 15, except the analog video in-
terface; expect delivery on this module by first quarter '96. 

Lightwave DATI-SL and DATO-SL 
The Data modules are additional interfaces for the Fibox 
digital fiber-optic transmission systems. These modules 
are specifically for data and control signals, i.e. RS-
422/485, RS232, MIDI, SMPTE timecode, and switch cl( 
sures. The data modules, in conjunction with the Fibo) 
transmission systems, provide fiber-optic transmission of 
the above signal types. 
900 Jackson St., #700 
Dallas, TX 75202 
Phone 214/741-5142; Fax 214[741-5145 

Mosses & Mitchell TT Jacks/Patchbays 
Mosses 8, Mitchell sets the standard of excellence for 
audio engineers solving intermittent patchbay problems. 
Self-cleaning contact blades are made of palladium and 
nickel-silver, and solid brass jack sleeves provide rugged 
durability for longer life. Mosses & Mitchell TT audio 
jacks/patchbays will improve your sound and enhance all 
your broadcasts and recordings. Used by Sony, SSL, 
Neve, Soundcraft, Record Plant, Ocean Way, Grass Valley, 
etc. 
Dist. by Marshall Electronics 
5649 Mesmer Ave./P0 Box 2027 
Culver City, CA 90230 
Phone 310/390-6608; Fax 310/391-8926 
E-mail Lmarsgoeix.netcom.com 

Neutrik Easy Patch 
48-point A- inch longframe patch panel featuring remov-
able colored tabs for quick channel identification, pro-
grammable normaling (full, half, parallel), and solderless 
wire hook-up through the use of rear-connecting, spring-
force push-terminal blocks. 
195 Lehigh Ave., Ste. 1 
Lakewood, NJ 08701 
Phone 908/901-9488; Fax 908/901-9608 

Switchcraft TTP96 
Switchcraft's rugged, steel-framed TTP96 Jack Panel 
comes with corrosion-resistant nickel-plated jacks, a cable 
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tie bar, and extra-wide labeling strips. Available in three 
jack configurations: full normal, half normal and open cir-
cuit panel. Gold switching contacts for long-term reliabili-
ty in normal through connections. Fanned solder terminals 
make soldering connections easier. Offset ground terminal 
simplifies common ground bus connections. List price is 
$297 to $232, depending on jack configuration. 

5555 N. Elston Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60630 
Phone 3121792-2700: Fax 312/792-2129 

Whirlwind Active Concert Series 
Top-quality multichannel active mic splitter system, avail-

able in 32x10, 42x10, 48x10 and 56x10 configurations; 
custom output configurations available. Each input feeds 
an active four-way split (1 direct, 3 active isolated) with 
gain control on one output and 3-LED signal presence me-
tering. Active circuitry eliminates reflective mic loading 
caused by multiwinding transformers. Level-controlled 

output is ideal for "direct to digital" recording. Typical out-
puts are Whirlwind MASS connectors and/or XLR. 
99 Ling Rd. 
Rochester, NY 14612 
Phone 716/663-8820; Fax 716/865-8930 

Wright G-2 Terminator Cable System 
Wright Microphones and Monitors Inc. has just introduced 
the G-2 terminator cable system for all pick-up based in-
struments. The G-2 provides proper termination for guitar 
pick-ups, etc., as well as allowing very long cable runs, 
eliminating the need for wireless units. The unit is powered 
by two 9-volt batteries and will run approximately one year 

without replacement. The list price is $64.95. 
2091 Faulkner Rd. N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30324 
Phone 404/321-3886 or 800/478-3886; Fax 404/636-7738 

COMPUTER HARDWARE 
AND SOFTWARE 

Applied Concepts Lazer Link Ill 
The Lazer Link Ill fiber-optic extender allows up to 4,000 

feet of SCSI length! Available in single-ended, narrow, 
these SCSI extenders support a maximum data rate of 10 
MB/sec and do not require additional software for installa-
tion. Lazer Link Ill is transparent to your system (no SCSI 
ID required). Call today for more information. 

9130 S.W. Pioneer Ct. 
Wilsonville, OR 97070 
Phone 503/685-9300; Fax 503/685-9099 
E-mail aconcepts1@aol.com 

Cedar Audio ProDSP/R-20 
Recognizing the need for a suite of true 20-bit I/O audio 
restoration packages, Cedar has developed the ProDSP/R-
20 to host all of Cedar's 32-bit De-Scratch, De-Crackle, De-
Hiss and azimuth correction processes. The ProDSP/R-20 
is an ISA-standard board that fits in a single 16-slot in suit-
able PCs or compatibles and offers 20-bit AES/EBU and S/ 

PDIF audio I/O. List Price: $7,425. 
Dist. by Independent Audio 
43 Deerfield Rd. 
Portland, ME 04104-1805 
Phone 207/773-2424; Fax 207-773-2422 

Cool Breeze ProSchool Interactive 
The first in a series of interactive CD-ROMs designed to 
provide basic education in the operation of DAWs. Topics 

in Volume 1 include the basics: computers, MIDI, digital 
audio, signal flow, session procedures. In-depth sections 
on synchronization and system upkeep, featuring 

Digidesign's Pro Tools, Sound Tools, SampleCell and De-
velopment Partners. Extensive glossary of technical terms, 
and the ability to "launch" example applications. Mac CD-

ROM and 040 processor or better required. PC version 
forthcoming. 
2041 Riverside Dr., Ste. 122 
Columbus, OH 43221 
Phone 614/481-4000; Fax 614/486-4690 
E-mail schmigmanthol.com 

Gefen Systems M&E Pro 
M&E Pro is an SFX and production music database that 
organizes, searches for, and locates effects on CDs in only 
seconds. This new software is fast, PowerPC native code-
compatible, and network-compatible. M&E Pro was devel-

oped to take advantage of new compilers and new tech-
niques to give you features demanded by emerging tech-
nologies for Mac computers. Includes all the SFX and pro-
duction music databases you own. 
6261 Variel Ave., Ste. C 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Phone 800/545-6900 or 818/884-6294; Fax 818/884-3108 

InVision CyberSound FX 
Fifteen easy-to-use audio plug-ins for Adobe Premiere. 
Add life, uniqueness, and clarity to Premiere soundtracks. 
Each plug-in comes with multiple templates created by 
professional audio engineers. Features effects like cham-
ber reverb, small and large hall, shelf and parametric 
equalizers, compressor, chorus, flange, phaser, delay, 
multitap delay, pitch shifter, dynamic filter, normalize, and 

tremolo. Allows you to enhance and customize audio 
tracks like never before. 

2445 Faber Place, Ste. 102 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
Phone 415/812-7380; Fax 415/812-7386 

Mark of the Unicorn Digital Performer 1.6 
Digital Performer 1.6's new features include Pro Tools Ill 
support (up to 48 channels), the Mixing BoardTM virtual 
console for integrated TDMTm, MIDI, and digital audio mix-
ing and effects, built-in digital video window, real-time 
MIDI output processing including velocity compression, 
MIDI Machine Control, SMPTE synchronization, zoomable 
waveform display with any number of tracks in one win-
dow, and much more. $895 list, $295 upgrade from Per-

former or competing sequencer. 

Mark of the Unicorn Unisyn-
Llnisyn provides the most comprehensive MIDI editor/librar-

ian features available for Windows. Supports over 212 MIDI 
devices, including Alesis Ouadrasynth, Roland JV-1080 and 
SC-88, the entire Korg X & i series, Yamaha ProMix 01, E-mu 
Morpheus and Ultra Proteus, Ensoniq DP-4+, KAT DrumKat 
3.5 and more. Generates entire banks of new sounds using 
Blend&Mingle and Randomize. Includes only the banks and 
patches you need in studio "snapshots" for fast loading. 

1280 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Phone 617/576-2760; fax 617/576-3609 
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WISH WE COULD SHOW YOU 
MORE OF: 

TIIE 

GUINNESS 

ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF 

POPULAR 
MUSIC 

THE DEFINITIVE 
GUIDE TO 

BANDS, 

EvErrrs, 
RECORD COMPANIES, 

AND, YES, EVEN 

PRODUCERS. 

TO GET THE "BIG PICTURE" CALL US An 
1-800-221-2123 

IN NY: 1-212-689-9200 
e-mail: 

grove@grovestocktn.com 
GROVE'S DICTIONARIES 
STOCKTON PRESS 
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WORLD STUDIO GROUP 

ONLY THE BEST! 
A GLOBAL NETWORK OF 
THE FINEST RECORDING 

STUDIOS 

BERKELEY 
Fantasy Studios 

CHICAGO 
Chicago Recording Company 

DALLAS 
Dallas Sound Lab 

HONOLULU 
Audio Resource Honolulu 

LOS ANGELES 
A&M Studios 

Conway Recording 
Westwood One - Mobile 

MEMPHIS 
Ardent Recording 

MIAMI BEACH 
South Beach Studios 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Paisley Park Studios 

NASHVILLE 
Masterfonics 

NEW YORK 
Right Track Studios 

River Sound 

PHILIDELPHIA 
Remote Recording Services 

SEATTLE 
Bad Animals Recording 

PLUS 25 MORE IN EUROPE, 
AFRICA, AUSTRALIA, and the 

FAR EAST!!!! 

For more information 

call: (213) 465-7697 
fax: (213) 465-7793 

or see our new www page: 
http://www.worldstudio.com 

OSC Metro 3.0 
MIDI sequencing program. New features include groove 

quantizing, drum grid, 960 pulses per quarter note, vari-
able clock. MIDI bank select messages now supported. 
List price: $275. 
480 Potrero Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
Phone 415/252-0460; Fax 415/252-0560 

Pinnacle Apex 
Apex magneto-optical (MO) drive offers 4.6 Gigabytes per 
removable cartridge, a lower cost per megabyte than an 
equivalent capacity magnetic hard drive. Apex far sur-
passes the coming industry standard of 2.6GB MO drive 
capacities at much lower cost. With optical, users enjoy 
the advantages of removable media, and cost per 
megabyte continues to decrease as cartridges are added. 
Apex is compatible with both 2.0GB MO drives and Pinna-
cle's 4.6GB media. 

Pinnacle RCD-1000 V.212E 
RCD-1000, the industry's most affordable half-height 
recordable compact disc system, serves as three drives in 
one. As a CD recorder, the RCD-1000 records CDs in half 
the time of previous single-speed systems. As a double-
speed CD-ROM player, it reads thousands of educational, 
multimedia or audio CDs. And with Pinnacle's backup util-
ity, RCD-1000 replaces tape backup, providing a more re-

liable solution and fast random-access to your data. 
19 Technology 
Irvine, CA 92718 
Phone 714/789-3000; Fax 714/789-3150 

Ricoh RS-1060C CD Recorder 
Double-speed compact disc recorder/player has a 512kb 
data butter in a compact half-height external unit that sup-

ports all recording formats. Reads digital audio directly 
from audio disc and transfers to workstation. Plays audio 
CDs. Unique dust-proof design for years of reliable ser-
vice. Software support from many companies, including 
Digidesign MasterList CD. List price $2,395. 
3001 Orchard Pkwy. 
San Jose, CA 95134-2088 
Phone 408/432-8800; Fax 408/432-9266 
E-mail: 75554.1134@compuserve.com 

Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 32-Bit Windows 
Sound Forge for 32- bit Windows provides all the features 

available in the 16-bit version with increased performance 
provided by 32-bit Windows operating systems. Sound 
Forge allows you to open over 50 audio windows at once 
and drag and drop audio sections for fast mixing or creat-
ing loops and regions. Sound Forge features include dy-

namic compression, noise gating, pitch change, envelope 
editing, EQ. and reverb. Retail list price is $595. 

Sonic Foundry NR Plug-In 
The Sonic Foundry noise reduction plug-in is designed to 
analyze and remove background noise such as tape hiss, 
electrical hum and machinery rumble from sound record-
ings. It does so without removing any of the some mate-
rial by using a "noiseprint" to distinguish between un-

wanted noise and the desired signal. Also included is a 
click removal module which detects and removes clicks 
and pops for use in the restoration of vinyl recordings. Re-
tail price: $249. 
100 S. Baldwin St., Ste. 204 
Madison, WI 53703 
Phone 608/256-3133; Fax 608/256-7300. 

Synclavier EditView 4.0 
EditView 4.0 is the high-speed audio editing software for 
music, sound effects, and dialog that can be mastered 
quickly and used on a variety of hardware platforms from 
different manufacturers. Instead of long menus, tiny icons, 

and screen clutter, EditView presents an intuitive tape-style 
display for fast one-step edits. 
Rivermill Complex 
Lebanon, NH 03766 
Phone 603/448-8887; Fax 603/448-6350 

E-mail info@synclavietcom 

Twelve Tone Cakewalk Pro 4.r 
The leading professional MIDI sequencer for Windows 
now includes integrated multitrack digital audio recording 

and editing, pattern- based sequencing, suppor: for 
SMPTE/MTC and MIDI Machine Control, the CAL pro-

gramming language, an improved Piano Roll view, 96 as-
signable faders for real-time mixing, enhanced notation 
with guitar chords and dynamic markings, groove quan-
tize with DNA support, a 256-bank system-exclusive li-
brarian, and much more. 
PO Box 760 
Watertown, MA 02272 
Phone 617/926-2480; Fax 617/924-6657 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
WORKSTATIONS 

Avid AudioVision/AudioStation V3.5 
The AudioVision editing system family introduces V3.5 on 
the Avid Media Processor, based on Macintosh PowerMac 
8100 technology and numerous digital signal processing 
(EQ) and editing feature enhancements. Avid has also re-
leased the AudioVision and AudioStation digital 
player/recorder models for environments where digital or 

analog tape recorders or magnetic dubbers are currently 
used for audio transfers, playback, mixing and dubbing. 
One Park West, Metropolitan Technology Park 
Tewksbury, MA 01921 
Phone 508/640-6789; Fax 508/640-1366 
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Digidesign Pro Tools V3.2/ProControl 
Pro Tools V3.2 software supports ProControl, a modular 
hardware surface that adds high-quality tactile mixing and 
editing to Pro Tools Ill. ProControl interacts with Pro Tools 
via a touch screen and up to 32 assignable moving faders, 
shaft encoders and LCDs, breaking the barrier between 

software-based DAWs and dedicated mixing surfaces. Pro 
Tools V3.2 also supports FDDI networking, stereo file audi-
tioning and background file copying. U.S. list price: $6,995. 

1350 Willow Rd., Ste. 201 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Phone 415/688-0600: Fax 415/327-0777 

Digital Audio Labs V8TM 
The V8 is a multitrack digital audio workstation for the 
IBM. The V8 can be configured for up to 16 real tracks. The 
architecture is highly modular. DSP modules can be added 

for real-time signal processing. I/0s are user-configurable. 
Analog I/0s are available from two inputs and outputs to 
16 inputs and outputs. Digital I/0s include S/PDIF, 
AES/EBU, and ADAT and DA-88 interfaces. 
14505 21st Ave. N., Ste. 202 

Plymouth, MN 55447 
Phone 612/473-7626; Fax 612/473-7915 

E-mu Darwin 
Darwin is a stand-alone random-access recorder offering 

screen-based digital audio workstation (DAW) style record-
ing/editing capabilities, tape-based system ease of use, and 
a price point competitive with ADAT and DA-88 modular 
multitrack digital recorders. Darwin features nondestruc-
tive playlist-style editing, audition edit mode, tape machine-
style punch in/out with footswitch control, rehearse func-
tion, 40 instantly recallable locate points and multiple levels 

of Undo/Redo. Suggested retail price: $3,195. 
PO Box 660015 
Scotts Valley, CA 95067 
Phone 408/438-1921; Fax 408-438-8612 

Fairlight USA Dall 2T 
Fairlight's Dali 2T provides high-quality digital audio pro-
cessing, working both as a real-time digital signal proces-
sor and a digital storage processor. It performs high-qual-
ity time compression/expansion, varispeed and varipitch 

to stored audio, four-band EC! with dynamic range and 
level processing and nondestructive 2-track editing with 
crossfades. 
3855 Hughes Ave., 2nd Fl. 
Culver City, CA 90232 
Phone 310/287-1400; Fax 310/287-0200 

Genex Research Ltd. GX2000 
The GX2000 is a 2-track, 24-bit MO disk recorder using 
ISO standard optical media and is capable of using loss-

less data packing to increase the amount of audio record-
ed on a disk. A timecode reader/generator is included as 

standard. Options include 20-bit A/Ds and D/As and SFC. 
All functions are accessible from the front panel. The prod-
uct is shipped with Windows-based remote-control soft-
ware. List price: £9,750. 

Genex Research Ltd. GX5000 
The GX5000 is a 5-track. 24- bit MO disk recorder using 

ISO standard optical media and is capable of using loss-
less data packing to increase the amount of audio record-
ed on a disk. The GX5000 is supplied in a compact 3u, 19-
inch rackmounting case. Options include 20-bit A/Ds and 
D/As and SFC. All functions are accessible from the front 
panel. The product is shipped with Windows-based re-

mote-control software. 
United House, North Rd. 
Islington, London 
N7 9DP UK 
Phone 44/171/609-6151; Fax 44/171/609-6151 
E-mail genex.demon.co.uk 

Merging Technologies Pyramix' 
The Pyramix Virtual Studio is a PC-based workstation that 
combines multichannel digital audio mixing, recording, 
editing, and effects processing. Featuring a multitasking 

graphical interface running under Windows 95, Pyramix 
supports the ADAT optical I/O format, Open Media Frame-
work Interchange, 32-bit DSP processing, CD-R master-
ing, and Lossless Real Time CodingTM. Pyramix also allows 

users to custom design virtual studio routing. An Eventide 
effects option is slated for release in early 1996. 
11440 W. Bernardo Ct., Ste. 250 
San Diego, CA 92127-1643 
Phone 619/675-9703; Fax 619/675-9704 

Micro Technology Unlimited Micro-CD 
The optional MIcroCDTM software for the MicroSound 

workstation comes with a CD recorder cable and termina-
tor. Micro-CD takes a project file created under MicroEdi-
torTM and prepares the segments for CD mastering. Project 

flags are graphically set in MicroEditor where the track ID is 
—LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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• Automatic Room Equalizing 

• Digital Graphic EQ & RTA 

• Multiple Memory Presets 

• 20-Bit Digital Resolution 

• Serial & MIDI Remote 

• 1, 2, or 3 Channels 

See us at AES Booth #1158 

shall be 

in the performance space 

under all conditions!' 

Impossible spec? Not 

anymore... Introducing 

the Sabine REAL-Cr 

Real-Time Adaptive Equalizer —The first EQ to 

adapt to changes in the audio environment and 

preserve your specified response curve. 

ADAPTIVE AUDIO 

Call, write, or fax for detailed information: 

4637 N.W. 6th Street 
Gainesville, FL 32609 USA 
Tel: (904)371-3829 
Fax: (904)371-7441 

Back Produ • (904)371 
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Orders... 
Large & Small, We Have It All! 
All models of RECORDING PRODUCTS in stock 

Wholesale distributors of: S ONy 

• Broadcast audio and video tape 
• Complete cassette packages 
• Prepackaged cassettes 
• Bulk cassettes in custom lengths 
• Audio/Video duplication 
• Computer data media 
• Splicing and leader tape 
• Assorted reels and boxes 

Call for Quote 

(800) 854-1061 
(61 9) 2 77-2 540 CCD 

or Fax orders (619) 277-7610 

A ADVANCE 
Recording Prods. 

8859 Balboa Ave. Ste E 
San Diego, CA 92123 

I'SE HEWER SERV7CE CARD FOR VOW: INFO 

Dealers come 
& Dealers go... 

One Pro 
Audio 
Company 
has been 
tops for 
40 years 
and going 
strong. 
Put our strength 
to work for you. 

San Francisco • Oakland 

V:415-775-1316 F:673-8663 

V510-652-1553 F652-6575 
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to increment, overcoming the need to understand PO cod-
ing. Multisession writing is supported, or the disk can be fix-
ated as a master for production or playing in any CD player. 

Micro Technology Unlimited MicroEditor 2.4 
MicroEditor 2.4 software for MicroSound workstations 
adds 60 features including: onscreen fader, one-click 
record and pause, autocreated files, 300 element peak me-
ters and solo view waveform editing, nonlinear fades in-
stantly compute every sample, normalize one segment or 
all independently or as a project, delete edits, analyze the 
waveform and adjust to be undetectable and trigger record 
to timecode while playing. A multimedia driver supports 
15 sample rates and AIFF format files. Retail: $125, free 
with contract. 
PO Box 21061 
Raleigh, NC 27619-1061 
Phone 919/870-0344: Fax 919/870-7163 

OSC Deck Il Version 2.5 
Digital hard disk recording workstation. 24 tracks of play-
back on a PowerMac 8100. Built-in real-time signal pro-
cessing technologies. Adobe Premiere plug-in format, al-
lowing you to use third-party signal processing programs, 
including 02 from K.5 Waves. List price: $399. 
480 Potrero Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

Phone 415/252-0460; Fax 415/252-0560 
E-mail osc@applelink.apple.com 

Philips Digital Workstation 
The Digital Workstation is a cost-effective and versatile 
production tool for the digital recording and editing of 
music and speech in bit-reduced form. It is available in 
OEM module form or as a complete system. The complete 
system includes all the modules integrated into an opti-
mized PC, making it a plug-and-play unit. Software is in-
cluded. 
do Mackenzie Laboratories Inc. 
1163 Nicole Ct. 
Glendora, CA 91740 
Phone 800/423-4147; Fax 909/394-9411 

Roland DM-800 Accessories 
New accessories for the DM-800 8-track recorder/editor 
include the DIF-800 interface, which allows for digital 
transfers between ADAT or DA-88 with the DM-800. It also 

provides RS-422 control, with the DM-800 either as slave 
or master. Other accessories include a roll-around stand, 
hard shell travel case, wrist rest and an extensive tutorial 
training video. 
7200 Dominion Circle 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
Phone 213/685-5141; Fax 213/726-3267 

SADiE Octavia 
The Octavia modular multitrack and post-production digi-
tal audio editing system features 20-bit A/D and D/A con-
verters. The system comprises one or more Octavia units, 
each providing eight channels of audio input/output and 
can be expanded for extra storage, processing power, and 
audio I/O channels. Up to ten Octavias can be chained to 
provide 80 channels of full digital and analog I/O, and 1.3 

Gflops of processing power. 
1808 West End Ave., Ste. 1119 
Nashville, TN 37203 

Phone 615/327-1140; Fax 615/327-1699 

Solid State Logic Axiom APS 
The Axiom Preparation Station (APS) provides for cost-ef-

fective program preparation through shared access to 
Axiom's DiskTrack. APS features audio recording, editing 
and prelay for up to 24 hard disk tracks (selected from up 
to 128 tracks available with DiskTrack); video recording to 
hard disk; audio conforming and reconforming to standard 
EDLs; and shared access to Axiom's inputs and outputs. 
Open media interchange allows for import and export of 
audio in AIFF and .WAV formats. 
320 W. 46th St. 
New York, NY 10010-8398 
Phone 212/315-1111; Fax 212/315-0251 

Sonic Solutions Sonic System V2.3 
The Sonic System is the world's leading workstation for 
high-powered DSP editing, mixing and processing. Con-
figurable from two channels of 24-bit digital I/O up to 96 

channels, the Sonic is also the most flexible workstation. 
Applications include CD mastering, multitrack recording, 
audio post-production, multimedia and radio broadcast. 
Options include integrated Ouicktime video, high-speed 
real-time networking between systems and NoNOISE 
sound restoration. Systems start at $2,995. 
101 Rowland Way, Ste. 110 
Novato, CA 94945 
Phone 415/893-8000; Fax 415/893-8008 
E-mail info@sonic.com 

Soundscape SSHDR1 
Fully expandable to 128 tracks, this is an 8-track, IBM-
based hard disk-recording and editing system. 24-bit pro-
cessing with true 18-bit outputs (crystal), uses standard 
I.D.E. drives for data storage, .WAV format file transfers. 
Hardware options to be released within next six months in-
clude direct ADAT, DA-88, Sony interfaces, VITC/LTC/Su-
perclock-Wordclock I/0, 8 I/0 20-bit, 8 I/0 18-bit, full DSP 
functions. 
705A Lakefield Rd. 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 
Phone 805/495-7375; Fax 805/379-2648 
E-mail 74774.1337@compuserve.com 

Spectral AudioEngine 2.5 
Spectral's flagship audio workstation, the AudioEngine 2.5 
adds networking, audio file conversion for multimedia au-
thoring, OMF compatibility and cross-platform digital 
audio production to the AudioEngine's extensive feature 
set. Also new is machine control via industry-standard 
Sony nine-pin serial connection for easier and faster edit-
ing to picture and operational integration with nonlinear 
video. 
18800 142nd Ave. N.E. 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
Phone 206/487-2931: Fax 206/487-3431 

Studer Editech VideoMix/CD Press 
Editech's VideoMix brings online quality nonlinear video 
recording and playback into the Dyaxis II family platforms. 
A Video track in the Edit Desk permits recording and play-
back of audio and video simultaneously. Synchronizat on 
is precise and instantaneous. CD Press for Dyaxis enables 
mastering of Dyaxis projects, including mixer automation, 
program crossfades and dynamics, directly to writable 
compact disk via SCSI. An Event editor with full PO sup-
port is added to the Dyaxis Edit Desk. 
1370 Willow Rd., Ste. 201 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Phone 415/326-7030; Fax 415/326-7039 
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Timeline Studioframe 
New software upgrade that adds OMF file compatibility 
and network sound server capability to the Studioframe 
digital audio workstation system. 
2401 Dogwood Lane 
Vista, CA 92083 
Phone 619/727-3300; Fax 619/727-3620 

LOUDSPEAKER AND 
MONITORING PRODUCTS 

Apogee Sound Inc. ACS 
The ACS Series sets new standards for the installation/ 
contractor market. The cabinets are constructed with multi-
ply Baltic birch, contain steel-reinforced rigging points and 
are finished with a durable polyurethane paint. The ACS Se-

ries represent Apogee's debut line of "processor-optional" 
loudspeakers. When used, the ACS Processor is fully ex-
pandable and can operate four separate cabinets from a 
single unit. Offering a wide range of performance charac-
teristics, the ACS Series can compete effectively where 
cost/performance issues are sensitive. 
1150 Industrial Ave. 
Petaluma, CA 94952 
Phone 707f778-8887; Fax 707/778-6923 

Bag End ELF-P18 
The ELF-P18 self-powered subwoofer offers low-frequen-
cy response down to 8 Hz in a 3-cubic-foot enclosure. 
System accepts Left, Center and Right signal inputs, com-
bines them to drive the built-in ELF integrator and 400-
watt power amp, and provides an adjustable three-chan-
nel highpass line level output for front monitor speakers. 
Amplifier and driver are optimized for maximum output 
and low distortion. ELF technology is licensed from 
Long/Wickersham Labs. 

Bag End Sapphire ST-2 
Sapphire ST-2 Time-Aligned ° P.A. loudspeaker system pro-
vides extraordinarily high output and fidelity in a very com-
pact package. Featuring a 1.5-inch high-compression driver 
with a 40x50-degree high-frequency waveguide and a single 
12-inch high-efficiency cone driver, the wedge shaped sys-
tem includes built-in hardware for flying in arrays and angle 
cut for floor monitor applications. TimeAlign specification 
and trademark licensed from E.M. Long Associates. 

Box 488 
Barrington, IL 60011 
Phone 708/382-4550; Fax 708/382-4551 

CMCI Oracle MX Wireless Monitors 
Circuits Maximus Company Inc. is debuting the Oracle MX 
wireless monitor system, a stereo Hi-VHF in-ear transmit-
ter/receiver package. The 1U rackmount transmitter and 
compact belt-clip receiver give the performing artist com-
plete control of the monitor volume anywhere onstage. The 
Oracle MX tunes to one of 200 channel choices, contains 

built-in limiter circuitry, operates on 9-volt battery power. 
and is easy to set up and maintain. List price: $1,995. 

9017-6 Mendenhall Ct. 
Columbia, MD 21045 
Phone 410/381-7970; Fax 410/381-5025 

D.A.S. ND-8/8-8 HF Drivers 
Developed using Neodymium magnet technology, the ND-
8 uses the latest-generation titanium diaphragm that will 
fit on all 2-inch models. Frequency response extends from 
500-20k Hz. Its main features are high magnetic energy. 
high coercitive force and high temperature resistance. Its 

sintered neodymium magnet and adjacent pole pieces are 
chromium-coated to guarantee long life under adverse 
conditions. The ND-8 driver weighs 4.650 kg and handles 

150 watts program. 
—LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

DELTRO 
ji 

GOTHAM .1 
INTERCONNECTS MAKE SWEET MUSIC 

AUDIO CABLES  

• 2,3,4 & 7 conductor 

microphone cables 

• Double Reussen shielded 

• AES-EBU digital cable 

• Analog or digital multipair 

cable 

CONNECTORS  

• Color coded XLR's 

• Professional 1/4" plugs 

• Universal panel mount 

XLR's 

• Industries broadest range 

of RCA's 

ODGS tom> 
Deltron/Gothom 

US Saisi & Stocking Warehouse 16 4 Arlington, TX 76003 

SOUND CONNECTION SOUND PERFECTION 

\ 
Come See Us At 

AES 
Booth #573 1 

For more information call 

800-292-2834 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

FIRST CALL 
Why do world-class producers and studios call us first for 
digital transfers, digital editing, audio rentals and service? 

WE'RE THE DIGITAL SOURCE 
DAT, Sony 3348/24, Mitsubisni 
X-880 and X-86HS (96 kHz) mas-
tering decks—we own 'em all. 
Equipment breakdown? Call us 
for a " Special Emergency" low-
rate rental replacement. 

DIGITAL MASTERING, 
EDITING, TRANSFERS 
All-digital multi-format suite with 
Harmonia Mundi Format Con-
verter, Sony digital 
editor w/EQ. DIGITAL ASS 

WE'RE DIGITAL EXPERTS 
Call anytime for tech support, 
whether you rent from us or not. 

WE'VE GOT WHAT YOUR 
RACK NEEDS 
Lexicon Ez AMS, Neve EQ... the 
latest digital and analog gear, 
plus hard-to-find "classics." 

WE NEVER CLOSE 
That's right-24 hour service. 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 
00ATES d/b/a You're never too 

far to go 

.4111,10FOlitt digital. 

11 OUND RC 9th Avenue • RoomE 1 0' 2 • NeLw YLork, NY 1Ó036 

For your FREE rate card, call 800/847-4123 toll free in USA 
(212/262-2626 in NY State) or fax us at 212/262-2632.  
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GET IT 
Don't trust your audiophile cassette 

duplication needs to anyone but 
Progressive Music 

We have the"Fastest Turn-Around 

in the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE 4-COLOR 

PACKAG ES..TYPES ET, FILM, 
CHROME TAPE, FROM DAT 

500 CD's + 500 CASS 2290.00 
1000 CD's + 500 CASS 2865.00 

500 CD's 1465.00 
500 CASS 825.00 

Progressive Music 
2116 Southview Ave. 
Tampa, FL 33606 
(813) 251-8093 
FAX: (813) 251-6050 
Toll Frees (800) 421-TAPE 

Avail.: VISA & 
Master Card 

1M READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

KUY OA RDS 

ALL MAJOR 
BRANDS 

Ill MUSICIANS 
STUDIOS 

• BANDS 
SCHOOLS 

• CHURCHES 

Before You Jump... 

CALL US 
LAST! 

II SYNTHESIZERS 
DIGITAL PIANOS 

• RECORDING GEAR 
E_ DRUM MACHINES 
II SAMPLERS 

AMPLIFIERS 
• MIXERS / EFFECTS 

(all Us When You're Ready To Buy! 

= It*,  
RICH 

efr 
1-800-795-8493 

1007 AVENUE C • DENTON, TX 76201 
FAX (8 17) 898-8659 
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Production Services LS2 
Ff,gh impact, high definition sound reinforcement system 
provides total coverage of any arena. The standard LS2 
block contains 2x18-inch, 2x15-inch, 2x10-inch, 1x2-inch 
(Fivers, handling 3kW RMS at levels exceeding 135 dB. 
Special underhang enclosufes for front fins and long throw 
enable total coverage arrays to be constructed. Three-way 
monitors and smaller systems complete the range. List 
price is $7,800 for LS2 system block, $3,600 for LS2 L/T 
$2,800 LS2U. 
D1 Warelands Way Industrial Estate 
Hutton Rd., Middlesbrough 
Cleveland TS4 2JY, UK 
Phone 44/1642/218-133; Fax 44/1642/28-144 

Professional Audio Systems LT-2 
LT-2 is a true coaxial long-throw, mid-high cabinet with a 
horizontal coverage of 20° and a vertical coverage of 30°. 
The LT-2 uses a 2-inch compression driver and a new 4-
inch voice coil 12-inch co-axial loudspeaker. Requires an 
LT-2M electronics module for crossover, Time Offset Cor-
rection and equalization. Intended for large venues, the LT-
2 measures 35 inches H, 25 inches W, 42 incnes D. 
2270 Cosmos Ct. 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
Phone 619/431-9924; Fax 6191431-9496 

Renkus-Heinz Complex Conic Systems 
Complex Conic loudspeaker sy.;tems offer unprecedented 
dynamic range and clarity along with exceptional control. 
These new loudspeakers' Complex Conic Waveguide de-
sign overcomes the high-frequency coverage pattern ir-
regJlarities of conventional rectangular horns, reducing 
audible distortion and eliminating the horn sound associ-
ated with many loudspeaker systems. Nine compact mod-
els, including two floor monitors ana a miniaturized, wide-
angle "under-the-balcony" system are available to cover a 
wide range of applicatiors. 
17191 Armstrong Ave. 
Irvine, CA 92714 
Phone 714/250-0166; Fax 714/250-1035 

Sennhelser 1111580 Jubilee 
Thet-1D580 Jubilee is a limited-edition, Open-Me, dynam-
ic, stereo headphone. True deep bass is replicated by a 
computer-optimized magnet system; triple-wound alu-
minum voice coils ensure clear, transparent sound. The 
HD580 has a 10-foot oxygen-free copper signal cable that 
terminates in a Ii-inch to '4-inch gold-piated stereo phone 

plug. Frequency response: 16-30k Hz; Sensitivity: 97 dB 
Impedance: 300 ohms; Weight: 9.2 oz. Retail: $449. 
PO Box 987,6 Vista Dr. 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Phone 203/434-9190; Fax 203/434-1759 

Stage Accompany Compact Driver 
The studio version of this neodymium compact driver is a 
high-powered ribbon speaker for all frequencies from 
1-32 kHz. New mounting plate design from milled alu-
minum allows for mounting between 12-inch or 15-inch 
drivers. Stage Accompany will introduce a new studio 
monitor, the M-59, with the Neodymium ribbon speaker 
mounted between 2 SA 12-inch and 2 SA 15-inch drivers 
at this year's AES. 
6573 Wyndwatch Dr. 
Cincinnati, OH 45230 
Phone 513/624-9977; Fax 513/232-8709 

Studio One Monitoring Systems AM200 
The Studio One AM200 is a self-amplified two-way moni-
tor speaker system that can also be used passively. Each 
monitor is capable of producing 75 watts RMS. The 
AM200 is finished in a semi-gloss black textured paint. 
Product is recommended for use in recording sudios, for 
bands, multimedia, home use, etc. Frequency response: 
40-19k Hz Sens. 90 dB ±3 dB. Dim: 29.5-inch Hx14-inch 
Dx12.75-inch. Weight 24 lbs. ea. 
PO Box 420964 
San Diego, CA 92142 
Phone 619/536-1148; Fax 619/536-1128 

Tenney AMS 10A 
The Tannoy AMS 10A is a bi-amplified, fully active, fully 
powered high-output studio reference monitor. Using a 
10-inch dual concentric drive unit and a sophisticated 
power module, the AMS 10A delivers dynamic, articulate 
sound with exceptional stereo imaging. The electronics do 
not utilize compression, ensuring transients are repro-
duced intact. One interesting feature of this technical mar-
vel is its primo cool blue LED. 

Tenney AMS 210A 
The AMS 210A is a fully active subwoofer utilizing two 10-
inch low-frequency units and a 200-watt MOSFET ample 
er. Dimensionally compact, the ANIS 210A allows for ease 
of placement in studio applications. The sub delivers an 
impressive 114dB maximum output and low-frequency 
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extension rated at 23 Hz. The AMS 210A, like its cousin, 
the AMS 10A, is outfitted with the most sophisticated elec-
tronics section available in the industry today. 
300 Gage Ave. #1 

Kitchener, Ontario. Canada N2M 2C8 
Phone 519/745-1158: Fax 519/745-2364 

Turbosound Impact 
Impact is a range of passive loudspeakers addressing the 
requirements of sound contractors. The range comprises 
three models: the Impact 80, utilizing an 8-inch LF driver 
and an HF device: the Impact 120, featuring a 12-inch LF 

driver and a unique 5-inch HF cone driver; and the Impact 
180, an 18-inch subwoofer. All speakers are manufactured 
from 50% recycled materials, using a unique "foam-in-
place" rotational molding process that provides an ex-
tremely durable finish. 
Dist. by Audio Independence 
9288 Gorst Rd. 
Mazomanie, WI 53560 
Phone 608/767-3333; Fax 608/767-3360 

Westlake Audio Lc6.75 
Backed by 25 years of experience, the new Lc6.75 studio 
reference monitor from Westlake Audio features state-of-
the-art technology in a compact two-way system. This 
rugged cabinet incorporates an aligned dual port design 
that houses a 6-inch polypropylene woofer and Y,-inch 
soft dome tweeter. Weighing in at 22 lbs. ea.. the Lc6.75 
delivers unsurpassed sound quality over a bandwidth of 

60-18k Hz ±3 dB. 
2696 Lavery Court. Unit 18 
Newbury Park. CA 91320-1591 
Phone 805/499-3686: Fax 805/498-2571 

Woodworx Wave Series WX 12A 
The Wave Series WX 12A features professional perfor-
mance and superior manufacturing quality in a cost-effec-
tive enclosure. The high-quality contoured design features 
a baffle- integral high-frequency conicalized wooden wave-
guide with a 75° projection pattern. An internal ( by-pass-
able for bi-amping) crossover splits the full- range signal 
between a 12- inch low-frequency, high-power woofer and 
a full-sized high-performance compression driver. Avail-
able versions include trapezoid and slant floor monitors. 
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AES NEW PRODUCTS GUIDE 1995 

Woodworx MAX Series 8.0 
The MAX Series 8.0 low-frequency speaker system com-
plements the MAX 1.5A, 2.5A and 3.5A high-power pro-

fessional series of full-range trapezoid loudspeakers. It 
features dual high-excursion 18-inch components, a dou-
ble-thick baffle board, contoured road-proven enclosure 
design, and a detachable caster plate for easy mobility. Re-
sponse linearity is consistent throughout the bottom 2 oc-
tave frequency range. 
402 Edwardia Dr. 
Greensboro, NC 27409 
Phone 910/855-5600; Fax 910/855-1488 

Wright WFM Ill 
Wright Microphones and Monitors Inc. has just introduced 
the new WFM III 8-inch Near Field Monitors, boasting fre-
quency response from 60-20k Hz, with imaging and phase 
coherency unmatched in the marketplace. The unique cab-
inet design minimizes interior and exterior reflections, and 

the low-loss crossovers are hand-matched. The new semi-
gloss, granite finish blends well with any decor. The list 
price is $995 per pair. 

2091 Faulkner Rd., N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30324 
Phone 404/321-3886 or 800/487-3886; Fax 404/636-7738 

MICROPHONE PRODUCTS 

AKG MicroMic Il Series 
The MicroMic II Series of miniature condenser micro-
phones will be introduced at AES. From a clip-on sax mic 
to a new head-worn vocal mic, these new AKG products 

offer realistic sound, in a package that virtually disappears. 
8500 Balboa Blvd. 
Northridge, CA 91329 
Phone 818/894-8850: Fax 818/830-1220 

Allegro Sound 6072M Mic Tube 
Plug-in upgrade for vintage and modern tube mics. Three 
grades available to cover all performance requirements: 
(1) 6072M tested for microphonics, shorts, Gm + in-mic 
noise tests, $50; (2) 6072M/PR tested as above plus 
curve-trace and listening evaluation, half of the noise of 
6072M, $100; (3) 6072M/PR+ tested as above plus spe-
cial selection, state-of-the-art, call for price. 12AX7BTM, 
6DJ8BTM, EL34/HDTM, KT-88 and other tubes also avail-

able. 
12440 Moorpark St., #11 
Studio City, CA 91604-1260 
Phone 818/766-9101; Fax 818/505-0149 

Azden Performance Series 31XT 
The Azden 31XT converts any dynamic microphone with 
an XLR to wireless operation. Adjustable audio level ac-
commodates various microphones. Superb frequency re-
sponse and wide dynamic range reproduce each mic's true 
sound without coloration. Power on/off, audio mute, sta-
tus LED complete the array of onboard controls for opera-
tional ease. The 31XT is available on ten different VHF 
channels, including traveling frequencies. Complete sys-
tems come matched with Performance Series receivers 
and start at $405 list price. 
147 New Hyde Park Rd. 
Franklin Square, NY 11010 
Phone 516/328-7500; Fax 516/328-7506 

Beyer MCE 83 
The new MCE 83 is a high-quality studio condenser mi-
crophone with supercardioid characteristics, giving excel-
lent isolation from off-axis sound sources. The mic's re-
sponse characteristics provide a clear, sophisticated 
sound, and it will handle sound pressure levels up to 138 
dB, making it suitable for a wide variety of instruments, as 
well as for vocal applications. The all-metal construction 
of the MCE 83 provides outstanding durability in the most 
demanding of environments. 

Beyer U600 UHF 
The beyerdynamic U600 wireless system is the newest 
product in a range of advanced UHF radio systems. Incor-
porating switchable frequency selection, access to 64 

channels in one TV channel in 4 groups of 16 makes this 
the most frequency-agile system available. A unique "grip" 
tone signalling system eliminates interference by locking 

channels to associated transmitters. Operating parameters 
and transmitter battery condition are displayed at the base 
station and via a Windows-based PC system. 
56 Central Ave. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 
Phone 516/293-3200 Fax 516/293-3288 

Bruel & Kjaer 4033 Compact Omni 
Type 4033 uses the same condenser microphone capsule 
as the types 4004 and 4007 but is fitted with a high-per-
formance thick film preamplifier in an ultrasmall micro-
phone housing, via a small lemo-connector. The cable can 
be disconnected from the housing. On-axis response from 
40-40k Hz ±2 dB.143dB SPL handling capability. Omnidi-
rectional pickup pattern. Flexible connection possibilities. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE I \ 
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Bruel & Kjaer 4023 Compact Cardioid 
Type 4023 use the same condenser microphone capsule as 
the types 4011 and 4012, but in an ultracompact housing 
fitted with a high-performance, thick film preamplifier. The 
cable can be disconnected from the housing via a handy 
lemo connector. On-axis response from 40-20k Hz ±2 dB. 
145dB SPL handling capability. First order cardioid pickup 
pattern with extremely smooth off-axis response. Ultra-
compact design for all high-quality recordings on-camera. 
Dist. by TGI North America 
300 Gage Ave. #1 
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8 
Phone 519/745-1158; Fax 519/745-2364 

Curtis Technology AL-1 Tube Mic System 
Matched stereo pair of tube condenser microphones with 
a stereo 19-inch rackmount power supply for $1,950. The 
tube in each microphone is a 12AU7 and the diaphragm 
size is 1%-inch. Each mic comes with a shock-mount hold-
er. These mics outperform more expensive mics for voice 
and acoustic instrument recording. 
1300 Rock St. 
Rockford, IL 61101 
Phone 815/229-8604 

Groove Tubes MD3 
The Groove Tubes Audio MD3 side address microphone 
combines a multipattern, large-diaphragm condenser cap-
sule with a high-grade, low-noise dual-stage vacuum tube 
condenser circuit. The single diaphragm of the MD3 cap-
sule is just three microns thin, is made from gold sput-
tered Mylar, and is hand-tensioned to exacting specifica-
tions. An innovative sensitivity control allows the engineer 
to reduce the capsule's sensitivity up to 20 dB without 
changing the sound. 
12866 Foothill Blvd. 
Sylmar, CA 91342 
Phone 818/361-4500; Fax 818/365-9884 

Microtech Gefell M900/M910 
Vocalist's condenser microphone featuring larger diame-
ter pickup capsule of totally new design. Excellent polar 
pattern control and smooth frequency response, state-of-
the-art electronics with active balanced output. 48-volt 

phantom powering. Built-in pop suppression filter. Low 
sensitivity to handling noise. Price: $995. 
Dist. by G Prime Ltd. 
1790 Broadway #402 
New York, NY 10019 
Phone 212/765-3415; Fax 212/581-8938 

Middle Atlantic Gob Stop 
Easy to use, affordable and effective, the new Gob Stop 
microphone popscreen from Middle Atlantic/RACK acces-
sories is designed to eliminate extraneous microphone "P-
oop." Featuring a double nylon screen, which keeps air-
borne particulates from using your microphone for a land-
ing zone, the Model GS popscreen is additionally equipped 
with a slim-line gooseneck and all necessary mounting 
hardware, including a mic stand mounting clamp outfitted 
with a non-marring tip. Suggested retail price: $37. 
5390 Gabbert Rd. 
Moorpark, CA 93021 
Phone 805/532-2170; Fax 800/645-7809. 

Mikrofon-M MKE 13-H 
MKE13M studio condenser microphones provide excep-
tional performance at an unbelievable cost. The high-qual-
ity, wide range cardioid pattern is perfect for use in record-
ing studios, concert halls, and theatres. Frequency range: 
31.5-20k Hz; Powering 12-52 V. Size 21mm (oiam) x114 
mm. Weight 90g. 
Dist. by Audionet 
Apartado 5358 
36200 Vigo, Spain 
Phone 34/86/481-155; Fax 34/86/482-065 or 86/234-935. 

Oktava 
The Oktava MK219 large-diaphragm and MK012 3-cap-
sule condenser from Russia deliver great value in true 
condenser microphones. The MK219 is a fixed-pattern 
cardioid mic employing an extremely thin, gold-plated di-
aphragm, and is eminently suited to everything acoustic, 
from string instruments to vocaVvoice-overs. The MK012 
condenser uses interchangeable capsules to provide a 
choice of cardioid, hypercardioid and omni pickup pat-
terns. Prices way below performance. 
Dist. by Harris Allied 
PO Box 1487 
Richmond, IN 47374 
Phone 317/962-8596; Fax 317/962-0671 

Ramsa WX 400 Wireless 
Ramsa's System 400 wireless microphone systems virtu-
ally eliminate external noise, interference, dead spots and 
drop outs via simultaneous multichannel operation of 49 
preprogrammed UHF-TV channels. A Phase Lock Loop 
(PLL) Synthesizer System monitors and adjusts carrier 
frequency, assuring exacting tolerances. The product line 
includes: the WX-RP458 microphone and the WX-RP401, 

-LISTING CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Swileheraft® 
TINI Q-Ge Miniature Connectors 

These high-quality audio connectors are miniature versions of the 
full-size Q-G line. They are ideal for use with miniature micro-
phones, wireless beltpacks, instrument pickups, and anywhere 
space is too tight for conventional microphone plugs. Features 
are: positive latch lock, secure cable strain relief, integral flex 
relief and nickel finish. Available in 3 to 6 contact styles. 

TA3F 
(SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE) 

TA3M 

For Immediate Delivery and Competitive Pricing on the Tini Q-G, 
or any of Switchcraft's Audio or Video products, Call: 

41e CAL SW IstriITCH "D. .12, utor 
California Switch S.. Signal. Inc. of the 
[809] CAL-S1NC H pecadei, 

... .... - -7 .9 ... ..4. 
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TINO CONTINUE() f5051 PREVIOUS POLiE 

402, and 404 receivers (featuring up to four receivers in 
one rackspace); WX-ZP490 UHF band booster antenna; 
and WX-ZP490 distributor. 
6550 Katella 
Cypress, CA 90630 
Phone 714/373-7277: Fax 714/373-7903 

Sanken CSS-5 Stereo Shotgun 
The CSS-5 shotgun stereo combines superb shotgun per-
formance with stereo capability in a lightweight mic under 12 
inches long. In Mono mode, the CSS-5 functions as a shot-
gun microphone with excellent low-frequency definition. In 
Normal mode, the CSS-5 becomes a "stereo shotgun" th 
maintains accurate stereo-localization along with precise di 
rectional hypercardioid focus. The Wide mode expands the 
stereo image to 140° for cinematic ambience and SFX. 

1155 N. La Brea Ave. 
West Hollywood, CA 90038 
Phone 213/845-1155; Fax 213/845-1170 

Sennheiser Drum Set NI0504 
The Drum Set M0504 is a complete drum-miking kit. Four 
MD504 compact microphones, ideal for miking snares 
and toms, and four MZH504 drum clamps are packaged in 
a compact, rugged case. There are also foam cutouts in 
the case for the optional MD421-U (kick) and ME64/Kh 
(cymbal) microphones and their mounting clips. The set 
is an ideal touring mic system for a complete drum kit 
PO Box 987,6 Vista Dr. 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Phone 203/434-9190; Fax 203/434-1759 

Shure LX Wireless System 
The LX wireless microphone system is a VHF system that 
improves upon the contractor-trusted L Series. Occupying 

only a half-rackspace, the LX4 MARCAD ° diversity receiver 
comes complete with both single and dual rackmounting 
hardware. The device's proprietary MARCAD (MAximum 
Ratio Combining Audio Diversity) circuitry maintains a con-

stant vigil over received signals and combines them in op-
timal proportions. Suggested retail prices for LX Wireless 
diversity microphone systems begin at less than $700. 
222 Hartrey Ave. 
Evanston, IL 60202-3696 
Phone 708/866-2542: Fax 708/866-2353 

Soundfield SPS 422 Studio System 
The new system SoundField SPS 422 Studio System is de-
signed specially for "main microphone" recording studio 
applications. The competitively priced SPS 422 Studio 
System consists of a multicapsule array microphone and 

1U processor, allowing the engineer total parameter ad-
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justment from a control room listening position. List price 
of the new system SPS 422 will be announced at the AES 
exhibition in New York. 
Dist. in USA by OMI 
25 South Street 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
Phone 508/435-3666; Fax 508/435-4243 

Vega SU-620 Wireless 
Synthesized UHF wireless microphone system, with 
Dynex Ill audio processing, bodypack and handheld 
transmitters with 50-milliwatt RF output. Can be factory-
set (or set by properly equipped dealer) on any frequency 
in 524-806 MHz UHF band, with internal adjustments. 
Suggested list price (T-625 bodypack transmitter, R-622 

receiver, LM-206X lapel mic) for SU-620 BPM system: 

$2,287. 
9900 E. Baldwin Pl. 
El Monte, CA 91731-2294 
Phone 818/442-0782; Fax 818/444-1342 
E-mail 73513.1417@compuserve.com 

MIXERS 

Amek System 9098 RCMA 
The Amek/Rupert Neve RCMA remote-controlled micro-
phone amplifier allows Rupert Neve's microphone ampli-
fiers to be located remotely, eliminating the need to send 
mic level signals over long distances. Parameters are dig-
itally controlled, either from the RCMA front panel or the 
remote control unit. Each RCU allows up to 64 mic chan-
nels (8 RCMA devices) to be operated together to provide 
a complete microphone input section. An optional 20-bit 
digital output is available. 
10815 Burbank Blvd. 
North Hollywood, CA 91601 
Phone 818/508-9788; Fax 818/508-8619 

Cooper CS 104 ENO' Mixer 
Features include four mono input channels (linkable for 
stereo applications), analog meters with limiter threshold 
LEDs, channel prefade listen, Jensen transformer coupled 
inputs and outputs, and multiple balanced and unbalanced 
output connectors. Powering options: eight internal 'AA' 
cells or external DC. Frequency response: 20-20k Hz bet-
ter than ± .05 dB. THD+N: 20-20k Hz better than .01% 
(.005% typ.). EIN: 20-20k Hz better than -128 dBu ( 150 
ohm source). List price: $3,500. 
31952 Paseo de Tania 
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-3919 
Phone 714/248-1361; Fax 714/248-5256 

Crest Century Series GTx 
Century Series GTx front-of-house mixing console incorpo-
rates such features as a comprehensive daylight-view meter 
bridge, eight discrete aux sends, discrete bus assignment 
switching, enhanced EC) with mid-frequency bandwidth 
switching and variable highpass filter control, separate in-
sert send and return connectors on each input with front-
panel switching, and selectable true LCR panning. 
10-0 Eisenhower Dr. 
Paramus, NJ 07652 
Phone 201/909-8700: Fax 201/909-8744 

Crookwood Console Brick 
Crookwood's world debut of their Console Brick system, a 
radical, digitally controlled analog console system, will be 
of interest to all. Using predefined building blocks, you 
specify the console architecture and features you require, 
be it a minimal 8-channel desk for classical work or a 256-
channel fully featured mega film desk. The top class ana-
log circuitry offers digital slaying specifications, with ana-
log musicality, controlled as standard by a small assigna-
ble control surface. 
The Old Police House, Station Hill 
Cookham, Berkshire, SL6 9BS UK 
Phone 44/1628/528-026; Fax 44/1628/531-959 

DAR Orion LCRS Console 
The Orion LCRS in- line format 16-bus console offers four-

band sweep EQ on the channel; two-band sweep EQ, aux 
sends, and automated mute on the monitor section. Aux. 
sends (8 per module) can be split between channel and 
monitor. MidiFade automation is optional for $ 1,500. 
D&R's PowerVCA ($8,500) or PowerFade ($15,000) mov-
ing faders can be installed later. Price: less than $35,000 
for 32x16x32 with 12 stereo returns. 
Rt. 3 Box 184-A 
Montgomery, TX 77356 
Phone 409/588-3411: fax 409/588-3299 

Euphonix CS 2000F 
Digitally controlled audio mixing system for multiformat 
and multiple stem film/TV post-production. System can be 
configured for single or multiple operators with four to 48 
multiformat mix buses that can handle stereo to 8-channel 
re-recording. Each fader has full film panning, and the sys-
tem can be supplied with 8-channel film monitoring sys-
tem with bus/tape switches for each stem. Joystick panner 
also available. Prices from $100,000. 
11112 Ventura Blvd. 
Studio City, CA 91604 
Phone 818/766-1666; Fax 818/766-3401 

Fender Pro Audio MX-5200 Meterbridge 
The MX Meterbridge is an accessory to the popular MX-
5200 Series line of mixing consoles. The unit features eight 
VU meters that monitor four submasters, stereo masters, 
mono output, and switchable PFLJAFL outputs, including 
four aux sends and two stage monitor sends. One size me-
terbridge fits all 5200 Series 16-, 24-, or 32-channel mod-
els. The MX-5200 Series family offers sound quality and 
professional features unique to consoles in this price range. 
7975 N. Hayden Rd. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85258 
Phone 602/596-7121 
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Sam Ash Professional Parts & Accessories is dedicated to serving the Broadcast, Recording, Video, Sound-Contractor 
and Home Studio markets. We have an in-depth inventory for all your audio and video needs and we will be pleased 
to accommodate your special orders. Our experienced and knowledgeable sales staff is ready to serve you and tech-
nical assistance is available. Same day shipping is available for orders placed before 3:00 pm and back-orders and spe-
cial circles for hard-to-find items are routinely handled. 

SAM ASH PROFESSIONAL PARTS DEPARTMENT 

723 7TH AVE (AT 48TH STREET) 9TH FLOOR, NEW YORK 
(2 1 2) 302-51 14 • FAX: (21 2) 302-5744 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE MD 

DCE THE COMPLETE 

[AID CARROLI ELECTRONICS, INC SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR 

Sony Music Studios' Mixing Room C 

• SYSTEM DESIGN • PRO AUDIO SALES 

• INSTALLATION • PARTS 

• CUSTOM FURNITURE • SERVICE AND REPAIR 

• CUSTOM FABRICATION INCLUDING DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATION CABLES 

COME SEE US AT AES BOOTH #1610 

David Carroll Electronics, Inc 
3219 Pierce Street 
Richmond, CA 94804 

Phone (510) 528-8054 

Fax (510) 526-1982 

CA CONTRACTOR #695762 

Mackie Designs SR 24.4 
Features: true 4x2x1 bus with 20 mic/line and 2 stereo line 
inputs; hi and low shelving and mid sweep El) on channels 
1-20; high and low shelving and high and low mid peaking 
EC) on stereo chs. 21-24. All channels have OL, -20dB sig-
nal present, and mute/solo (PFUAFL) LEDs. Four subs are 
balanced, double bussed and pannable. Six independent 
balanced aux sends with masters; four stereo aux returns. 
Retail: $1,599. 
16220 Wood-Red Rd. N.E. 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
Phone 206/488-6843; Fax 206/487-4337 
E-mail mackoids@aol.com 

Malcolm Toft Associates Series 990 
The Series 990 is an in- line development of the highly pop-
ular Series 980 split-monitor console. It features the same 
4-band equalizer on each input (switchable to monitor) 
and is available in frame sizes of 32, 40, 48 and 56 inputs. 
The console provides 24 balanced group buses (plus di-
rect to tape from each channel), eight aux buses, Penny 8i 
Giles faders on monitor and channel, Mosses and Mitchell 
patchbay, optional moving fader automation. 
The Old Farmhouse, Ash Hill Rd. 
Hampshire GU12 6AD UK 
Phone 44/25/231-8700; Fax 44/25/234-5546 

Midas XL42 
The Midas XL42 is a rackmounting, dual-channel creative 
equalizer incorporating 4-band parametric E0 with 
mic/line preamplifiers and 48V phantom supply. Each 
channel has input, output, and pan rotary controls, 10-
segment LED metering, plus a switchable insert send and 
return point. The ability to "daisy chain" multiple units al-
lows the creation of custom mixing consoles. 
Walter Nash Rd. 
Kidderminster, Worcs DY11 7HJ UK 
Phone 44/1562/741-515; Fax 44/1562/745-371 

Midiman MicroMixer 18 
MicroMixer 18 is a quiet, small line mixer that has 12 
channels with gain, pan, dual send controls and clipping 
LED; six additional channels of straight left and right in-
puts; left and right auxiliary returns; a mono return; stereo 
headphone lack and level controls, all in a single height, 
half-rack space. Retail: $299.95. 
236 W. Mountain St., #108 
Pasadena, CA 91103 
Phone 818/449-8838; Fax 818/449-9480 

Millennia Media Mixing Suite 
Intended for critical recording applications, such as live-
to-stereo acoustic, symphonic music, the Mixing Suite is 
a GML-compatible, 4u rackmount line mixer featuring 
high-accuracy discrete hybrid summing amps and preci-
sion Vishay potentiometers, 20x2 architecture with four 
stereo aux sends, stereo solos, rumble filters, calibration 
oscillator, and True-Mute' engineer's talkback amplifier. 
Headroom exceeds +32 dBu, bandwidth -3 dB from 3-
350k Hz, THD+N less than ten parts per million. 
9624-C Kiefer Blvd. 
Sacramento, CA 95827 
Phone 916/363-1096; Fax 916/363-9506 
E-mail preamps@aol.com 

Neotek Multimedia Module 
Neotek's Multimedia Module provides multichannel, mul-
tiformat monitoring in 6, 3+2, 5.1, LCRS, stereo and mono 
formats for three loudspeaker systems. It has mute, dim, 
level and processor insertion across all channels and an 
integral subwoofer filter. For all Neotek consoles or as a 1U 
rack unit. 
1154 W. Belmont 
Chicago, IL 60657 
Phone 312/929-6699; Fax 312/975-1700 
E-mail neotekcorp@aolcom 
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Otan i Status 
The Status digitally controlled analog console features 
dual input architecture, consolewide image recall, fader 
grouping, snapshot automation and fader and mute au-
tomation. Options include moving faders, dynamics, 
stereo input modules. Track buses, aux sends can be 
sourced from either the mix or channel path; stereo bus 
can be sourced from all paths simultaneously. Each path 
features highpass filter, insert point and direct output. 
Frame sizes for 24, 32, 40 and 48 dual-input modules 
available. 
378 Vintage Park Dr. 
Foster City, CA 94404 
Phone 415/341-5900; Fax 415/341-7200 

: . ......... 
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Ramsa WR-C4500 Series 
Ramsa s WR-C4500 Series consoles include 12-channel 
WR-C4512 (8 mono/4 stereo inputs) and 24 channel WR-
C4520 (16 mono/4 stereo inputs) models. Each 4-bus 
model offers an additional left and right output, 4x8 matrix 
and four aux sends with an additional channel direct out-
put. 12-segment/3-color VU meter and LED bar graph. The 
consoles feature over 20dB headroom and a separate 
grounding system for minimal crosstalk. 
6550 Katella 
Cypress, CA 90630 
Phone 714/373-7277; Fax 714/373-7903 

RSP Project X 
Digital mixing console featuring complete automation, DSP 
functions including four-band parametric EQ, HUSH NR, 
compression, phase reversal, gating, high and lowpass fil-
tering at every input. Direct connection to digital I/O of ADAT 
or TO IF-type recorders. Expandable, 20-bit conversion with 
24-bit processing, 100mm faders, complete metering stan-
dard. Internal assignable effect processors. Separate rack-
housed mic pre's, power supply, and central processor. 
2870 Technology Dr. 
Rochester Hills, MI 48309 
Phone 810/853-3055; Fax 810/853-5937 

Shure SCM810 Automatic Mixer 
Built to provide seamless automatic mixing capabilities in 
an easy-to-use, value-oriented package, the SCM810 au-
tomatic mixer is an 8-channel device that is compatible 
with virtually any professional microphone or line- level 
signal. To minimize poor audio quality caused by multiple 
open microphones, the SCM810 is equipped with Shure's 
patented IntelliMiem circuitry, which automatically acti-
vates only those microphones in use. The SCM810 auto-

matic mixer has a suggested retail price of $1,650. 
222 Hartrey Ave. 
Evanston, IL 60202-3696 
Phone 708/866-2542; Fax 708/866-2353 

SSL Axiom Digital Film Dubbing System 
The Axiom film dubbing system is a fully configured, digi-
tal dubbing console suitable for work in all formats: DTS, 
SODS, Dolby SR), HDTV, Dolby Surround, Dolby Stereo, 
Stereo and Mono. Features include: dynamic automation of 
surround panning on all channels; flexible routing across 
four 8-track stem mixes; one, two and three-operator con-
figurations; 96 hard disk audio tracks per operator; com-
prehensive film dubber/machine control; console/editor 
networking; support of Open Media Interchange. 
Springhill Rd. 
Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, UK 
Phone 44/1865/842-300; Fax 44/1865/842-118 

Soundcratt DC2020 
DC2020 video post audio console features include: mov-
ing fader automation; sync to SMPTE, MTC and video; 
dedicated machine control of popular audio and video 
recorders; four-band semi-parametric EQ. DC2020 pro-
vides integrated computer control of console configura-
tion snapsnots, mixing functions and overall project man-
agement. The DC2020 may be configured in 24-, 32- and 
40-input frames; fully integrated cinema surround moni-
toring and patchbay available as options. Prices begin at 
$31,950. 

Soundcraft K3 Theatre 
Designed specifically for use in live drama productions, 
the K3 Theatre otters eight module options and five output 
configurations. Frame sizes from 16 to 48 inputs, with 
eight aux sends, four stereo returns, semi-parametric EQ, 
discrete routing and input/output metering, and optional 
12x8 matrix. Console control and communication system 
provides scene-set automation for 128 mute groups. 
Unique linear datafader manipulates external effects via 
MIDI. Prices start at $13,295. 
8500 Balboa Blvd. 
Northridge, CA 91329 
Phone 818/894-8850; Fax 818/830-1220 

Soundtracs Topaz Macro 
Soundtracs Topaz Macro mixer provides 10 mono and two 
stereo inputs, plus two stereo effects returns into a stereo 
output. Ideal for touring bands, fixed installation, larger 
keyboard configuration mixing, and MIDI-based record-
ing, it benefits from 3-band EQ, full PFL facilities, and lin-
ear faders on all channels and master outputs. Leading UK 
publications have already hailed it as a " blissfully sim-
ple...no-nonsense piece of hardware" and a "better con-
tender for your money." 

Sound 
Forge 
Plug-Ins 
A great "app" 
just got better. 

Sonic Foundry just made 
the premier sound editor 

far Windows more powerful 
with the release of two 
new plug-in modules. 

Now there's no need to slave away filtering 

noisy recordings Sonic Foundris Noise 

Reduction plug-in is designed to automatically 

remove background noise such as tape hiss 

and electrical hum. Click Removal is also 

included, allowing you to eliminate clicks 

and pops automatically. ($249) 

And if you need to identify that particular 

frequency component you'll find the 

Spectrum Analysis plug-in a great addition. 

Spectrum Analysis includes FFT and 

Sonogram display for easy frequency 

(or pitch) identification. ($ 149) 

For more information 
call Sonic Foundry at 

1 BOO 57 SONIC (577 6642) 

SONIC 

tml 
FOUNDRY 

I 00 South Baldwin, Suite 204, Madison. WI 53703, Tel: (608) 256 
3I3, Fax: (608)256 7300. CompuServe: 74774,1340 « GO SONIC, 
Intemet:salesgefoundry.corn. Sound Forge and Sonic Fotwdry arc 
trademarks of Sonic Foundry. Inc. Other products mentioned arc 
trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
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Soundtracs Topaz Mini 
The Topaz Mini from Soundtracs is a compact and cost-ef-
fective mixer ideal for a number of applications, including 

small bands and combos, small clubs, conferences, key-
board mixing and stereo recording. It provides four mono 
and four stereo inputs, plus two stereo effects returns, into 
a stereo output, no-compromise 3-band Ea as well as PFL 
is included on this very comprehensive little mixer. 
Unit 21-D, Blenheim Rd. 
Longmead Industrial Estate 
Epsom, Surrey KT19 9XN UK 
Phone 44/181/388-5000; Fax 44/181/388-5050 

Spirit Live 4 Mark II 
The Spirit Live 4 Mark II provides numerous additional fea-
tures over its first-generation brother, including 10x2 NB 
matrix output derived from four subgroups including Mix, 
four full-featured mute groups, phase reverse switch on 
every mono input, "Ultramic PlusTM" preamp, which pro-
vides improved sound and 66 dB of gain range, custom 
designed mic preamp pot, 4-band E0 with two sweepable 
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mids on mono inputs, EQ In/Out, six aux sends and more. 
8760 S. Sandy Pkwy. 
Sandy, UT 84070 
Phone 801/566-8800; Fax 801/566-7005 

Yamaha 02R Digital Console 
The Yamaha 02R offers 24 analog inputs and 16 digital 
tape returns for a total of 40 inputs. Outputs include eight 
digital bus outputs, eight digital direct outputs, eight aux 
sends, and four card slots accommodating ADAT, DA-88, 
R-DAT, AES/EBU and Yamaha Y2 format signals. Features 
include: 20-bit ND converters; real-time automation with 
instant reset of all console parameters; limiter compres-
sor/gate on every input channel and output bus; and two 
internal effects processors. 
6600 Orangethorpe Ave. 
Buena Park, CA 90622-6600 
Phone 714/522-9011; Fax 714/739-2680 

MUSIC PRODUCTS 

Akai S2000 Sampler 
Priced at St.195, this pro 16-bit sampler features 32-voice 
polyphony; 2MB of onboard RAM (expandable via stan-
dard SIMMs); SCSI port for attaching hard disks or CD-
ROMs; reads S1000/3000, Roland and E-mu libraries; 
stereo outputs; and 3.5-inch disk drive. Options include an 
eight analog output and S/PDIF I/O expansion board $299; 
and SampleVerb, a 4-bus assignable processor card for 
onboard multi-effects. 
1315 Lancester Avenue 
Ft. Worth, TX 76102 
Phone 817/336-5114; Fax 817/870-1271 

Alesis QS6 64-Voice Expandable Synthesizer 
The QS6 is equipped with a 61-note semi-weighted key-
board that provides aftertouch, velocity and release veloc-
ity for total control. Its 8 MB of sound ROM are used to 
produce 640 programs and 500 multitimbral mixes. The 
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QS6 provides true 64-voice polyphony to reproduce the 
most complicated musical sequences and thickest synth 
layers. The OS6 accepts the same PCMCIA expansion 

cards as Alesis' other synth products, the Quadrasynth 
Plus Piano and the S4 Plus. Retail price: $1,099. 

3630 Holdrege Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90016 
Phone 310/558-4530; Fax 310/836-9192 

Fishman Powerbridge 
Piezo-equipped stainless-steel replacement bridge for 

Stratocaster- and Telecaster-style guitars unleashes 
acoustic spectrum and creates new sound possibilities via 
blend capabilities. Accessories available. HT-100P "Tele" 
style hardtail bridge assembly: chrome $179.95; black or 
gold $199.95. VS-100P tremolo bridge assembly: chrome 

$249.95; black or gold $259.95. 
3400 Fordham Rd. 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
Phone 508/988-9199; Fax 508/988-0770 

Gefen EFX Library 
The EFX guns sound effects library from France, distrib-
uted exclusively by Gefen Systems, features many types 

of weapons, including pistols, revolvers, shotguns, rifles, 
carbines, submachine guns, automatic rifles, rocket 

launchers, and Howitzers. All SFX are digitally recorded in 
stereo and are guaranteed perfectly monophonically com-
patible. The EFX catalog also includes a picture of each 
weapon with the year of release, so you don't have to be 
"ex-CIA" to find the sounds that fit. 
6261 Variel Ave., Ste. C 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Phone 800/545-6900 or 818/884-6294; Fax 818/884-3108 

KAT DK10 Studio Kit 
The DK10 Studio Kit is KAT's answer to the studio owner 

looking for an inexpensive and compact, easy-to-use MIDI 
drum setup. The kit includes the DK10 pad controller (fea-
turing new "Finger Friendly Software" version 1.4 for ulti-
mate sensitivity), the new top KAT bass drum trigger 

footswitch, KF-1 hi-hat footswitch, and all mounting hard-
ware and stand. Plug this into any MIDI sound module, 
and you're ready to play. 

KAT Trap KAT 2.0 Software 
To further KAT's highly acclaimed trap KAT pad controller, 
KAT has introduced version 2.0 "Studio Software." This 

new user-installable chip enables the user to name each of 

the 24 user kits, has new built-in grooves, additional tap 
tempos, and preset kit setups for the KAT Kits CD-ROM. 
53 First Ave. 
Chicopee, MA 01020 
Phone 413/594-7466; Fax 413/592-7987 

Korg Trinity DRS 
The Trinity Music Workstation DRS ( Digital Recording 
System) Series includes four keyboards, each equipped 
with a 60,000-note, 16-track MIDI sequencer. An optional 

recording board enables the 61- and 76-note instruments 
to record directly to an external hard drive and provides 
S/PDIF I/O, 4-track playback, automated levels and pan-
ning, and MIDI sequencer synchronization. ADAT-compat-

ible optical digital and SCSI interfaces are available as field 
retrofits. Retail is $3,599. 

Korg Prophecy 
The Prophecy Solo Synthesizer is capable of creating and 
combining synthesized models, including physical modeling, 
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analog, and Variable Phase Modulation (VPM). This new 37-
key solo synthesizer can generate sounds ranging from vin-
tage analog synthesizers through physical models of actual 
acoustic instruments and has pitch and modulation wheels, 
a dynamic ribbon controller, an arpeggiator, and dynamic ef-
fects with real-time effects control. Retail: $1$99. 
89 Frost St. 
Westbury, NY 11590 
Phone 516/333-9100, ext. 245; Fax 516/333-9108 
E-mail korgusa.com 

Kurzweil DMTI Interface 
For use with Kurzweil's K2500 Series instruments or as a 
stand-alone digital audio converter, the DMTi is designed 
specifically to interface with non-Kurzweil digital audio 
systems in their native formats at selectable sample rates 
and full 16-bit resolution. The 1U rackmount OMTI trans-
fers data between the K2500 and Alesis ADAT and Tascam 
DA-88 in their native formats, and interfaces to other dig-
ital audio equipment via AES/EBU and S/PDIF standards. 

Kurzweil K2500 Series 
The K2500 Series integrates state-of-the-art synthesis. 
sampling, effects, sequencing, advanced file management, 
true 48-note polyphony, and V.A.S.T. processing in one in-
strument. Available as 3U rackmount modules (K250OR & 
K250ORS), 76-note semi-weighted keyboards (K2500 & 
K2500S), and 88-note fully-weighted keyboards (K2500X 
& 2500XS), the K2500's new soundset, advanced synthe-
sis and sampling, sequencing, and effects help you take a 
project from concept to completion entirely within the 
K2500 environment. 
1336 Alondra Blvd. 
Cerritos, CA 90703-2245 
Phone 310/926-3200; Fax 310/404-0748 
E-mail kurzweil@aol.com 

Manhattan Apple Trax 
Apple Trax is Manhattan Production Music's brand-new li-
brary. It features a fresh new, cutting-edge sound that is 
indicative of today's pop music. In this library, one can 
hear such unique themes as a guitar trio, hot country, 
grunge, hip hop, and techno-pop. 
355 W. 52nd St., 6th Fl. 
New York, NY 10019 
Phone 800/227-1954 or 212/333-5766; Fax 212/262-0814 

Metro Music Hot Spots 
198 30-second music beds on two jam-packed CDs. From 
street beats to lush orchestral compositions. From pretty 
to gritty, It's all here, conveniently indexed by genre/cate-
gory. Each cut is referenced to the full-length version in the 
Metro library, so Hot Spots is a prime source of commer-
cial beds and also serves as a pocket edition of the entire 
Metro Music library. Annual blanket or needledrop rates on 
request. 
37 W. 20th St., Ste. 906 
New York, NY 10011 
Phone 212/229-1700 or 800/697-7392; Fax 212-229-9063 
E-mail metrompeaol.com 

Sea level Systems PC/104 
Sealevel's PC/104 MIDI adapter can be used to communi-
cate with synthesizers, drum machines, and other musical 
devices to provide automated recording, multitrack mix-
ing, and playback. This MIDI adapter is compatible with 
various DOS-based MIDI sequencing packages. 
PO Box 830, 155 Technology Pl. 
Liberty, SC 29657 
Phone 803/843-4343; Fax 803/843-3067 
E-mail sales@sealevel.com 

TRF Production Music 
TRF announces five new compact discs for its Image Li-
brary and two for its Bosworth library. Featuring composi-
tions written by outstanding composers, TRF's 50,000 li-
braries meet the demands of those who produce and cre-
ate for television, radio, film, video, and multimedia. All 
compact discs are $20 and can be received on approval. 
Call for a free demo and a rate sheet on per-use licensing 
or inexpensive annual blanket licenses. 
747 Chestnut Ridge Rd. 
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977 
Phone 914/356-0800 or 800/899-MUSIC; Fax 914/356-0895 

Whirlwind Mic Eliminator 
The Whirlwind Mic Eliminator accepts an input signal from 
a guitar, preamp or amplifier "speaker out" and converts it 
to a balanced, low-level signal. The Mic Eliminator differs 
from existing speaker emulators by producing the sound 
of the mic plus speaker, instead of just the speaker, and 
provides special freqency contouring to replicate the on-
and off-axis sound of a miked guitar speaker. Heavy ex-
truded aluminum box. Phantom or 9V battery power. 
99 Ling Rd. 
Rochester, NY 14612 
Phone 716/663-8820; Fax 716/865-8930 

RECORDING DEVICES 

Denon Electronics DN-1100F 
The ON-1100F is a rackmount MiniDisc recorder that in-
cludes ability to hot start up to ten tracks at a time. Great 
for sound effects 

Denon Electronics DN-610F 
This combination CD player and auto- reverse cassette 
deck fits all of the features of two quality products into one 
3-rackspace unit. Infrared remote control is optional. 
222 New Rd. 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 
Phone 201/575-7810; Fax 201/808-1608 
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DynaTek CDM 4000 
DynaTek's CDM 4000 is the top-of-the- line CD-mastering 
system. Components of the CDM 4000A include a high-per-
formance 4x recorder, combined with a 4x reader, a 1.1GB 
SCSI multimedia hard drive, and a specially designed con-
troller. DynaTek's CDM 4000 supports all major CD formats, 
including CD-DA ( Digital Audio), Photo-CD, Video-CD, and 

all industry-standard ISO 9660 formats. Package includes 
all cables, a blank disc and DynaTek DiscMaster software. 

DynaTek CDM 200 
DynaTek's CDM 200 is a low-cost, easy-to-use double-
speed CD-recording system. Designed for self-publishing 
CDs or sound libraries, the CDM 200 comes complete with 
all necessary cables, a blank disc and DynaTek's easy-to-
use, drag-and-drop software for Macintosh or Windows 
systems. DynaTek's CDM 200 supports all major CD for-
mats, including CD-DA (Digital Audio), PhotoCD, Video 
CD, and all industry-standard ISO 9660 formats. 
200 Bluewater Rd. 
Bedford, Nova Scotia 
Canada B4B 1G9 
Phone 902/832-3000; Fax 902/832-3010 
E-mail info@raiderdynatek.ca 

Fairlight Digital Dubber System 
Fairlight's MFX digital dubber system is designed for play-
back of large numbers of tracks, often a requirement dur-
ing mixdown sessions in film, television and music pro-
ductions. Multiple 24-track audio dubbers can be con-
trolled simultaneously from a single compact remote con-
trol, providing up to 576 tracks. The dubber provides up to 
24 simultaneous channels and is able to self-synchronize 
to timecode at any frame rate in either forward or reverse 
directions. 
3855 Hughes Ave., 2nd Fl. 
Culver City, CA 90232 
Phone 310/287-1400; Fax 310/287-0200 

Fostex DMT-8 Digital Multitracker 
This compact mixer/disk-based 8-track recorder/editor 
combo features an internal 540MB hard disk ( 100-track 
minutes of CD-quality recording) and beat/bar, absolute 
time or MIDI Time Code display for synching to se-
quencers. The 8x4x2 in- line, 4-bus mixer can combine the 
eight digital tracks and eight external sources, and has two 
aux sends, two aux returns, dual parametric El) and opti-
cal S/PDIF digital output. Retail: $2,695. 
15431 Blackburn Avenue 
Norwalk, CA 90650 
Phone 310/921-1112; Fax 310/802-1964 

Harmonla Mandl Acustica bb104 
The bb104 Tonmeister offers an advanced solution for 
high-resolution recording and mastering. Providing 24-bit 
resolution in the digital domain and true 20-bit A/D con-
verters, the system uses two 16-bit tracks to record and 
play one 32-bit signal. The bb104 Tonmeister is packaged 
in a single 1 HU 19-inch unit that interfaces direct to pop-
ular 8-track recorders from Tascam, Sony, ADAT, and Fos-
tex. List price: $5,000. 
D-79115 Freiburg 
in den Sigristmatten 6, Germany 
Phone 49/761/491-506; Fax 49/761/491-842 

HHB MCA1000 Charger 
Heading up an impressive AES New York exhibit is the 
PortaDAT range of professional portable DAT recorders, 
now undeniably established as the industry standard for 
location sound recording. HHB's continued commitment 
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to supporting and developing the PortaDAT range is fur-
ther evidenced by the launch of the new HHB MCA1000, a 
4-bay fast battery charger to complement the PortaDAT's 
already impressive range of powering and battery-charg-
ing options. 
Dist. by HHB/Independent Audio 
43 Deerfield Rd. 
Portland, ME 04101-1805 
Phone 2071173-2424; Fax 207/773-2422 

Marantz PMD601 DCC Recorder 
The Marantz PMD601 portable digital compact cassette 
recorder is ideal for all types of field applications. The 
PMD601's stationary-head design assures accurate tape-
to-head contact, virtually eliminating audio dropouts, and 
wow and flutter. Professional features include a balanced 
stereo XLR mic input, digital inputs, direct telephone/fax 
input, and record marker functions, speeding playback and 
editing. The PMD601 ignores SCMS coding and will play 
back analog compact cassettes. List price: $1,200. 
1000 Corporate Blvd., Ste. D 
Aurora, IL 60504 
Phone 708/820-4800; Fax 708/820-8103 

Otani DTR-8 
The DTR-8 rackmount DAT recorder features 300x high-
speed search, 48/44.1/32 kHz operation, and 1-bit ADCs 
and DACs. Up to 60 characters can be recorded at the start 
of each track, and start/end/skip IDs can be written and 
erased independently. 0-code synchronized starts allows 
precise writing of start IDs when recording CDs. Analog 
XLR and digital AES/EBU and S/PDlF I/0s and parallel re-
mote are standard. Pro user price: $2,000. 
378 Vintage Park Dr. 
Foster City, CA 94404 
Phone 415/341-5900; Fax 415/341-341-7200 

Pioneer D-9601 Studio DAT 
HHB Communications, the world's leading independent 
supplier of DAT technology, has formed an exciting part-
nership with Pioneer. HHB will exclusively distribute Pio-
neer's groundbreaking new 88.2/96 kHz hi-sampling DAT 
recorders. The Pioneer D-9601 hi-sampling studio DAT 
recorder will be unveiled at the AES show in New York. 
Anyone believing that significant developments in digital 
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Just a Few of the Projects with Tim Crick as Assistant Engineer. 
Introducing His New Book. 

ASSISTANT ENGINEERS HANDBOOK 
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, " Brilliant. A major achievement. Destined to become an industry standard." 
Simon Andrews - Owner. Right Track Studios. New York 

"Assistant Engineers Handbook is an effective reference book of significant value." 
Bob Clearmountain - Producer / Engineer - Springsteen. Pretenders 

"I hope all assistant engineers get their hands on this book. It is a true 
and proven guide to possibly the most undefineable job ever." 

Bruce Levens - Owner. Little Mountain Sound, Greenhouse Studios. Vancouver 

"The most informative and hilarious book I have ever read on the subject. 
I gave my son a copy, and told him to go get a job." 

Ed Stasium Producer / Engineer • Tea Party. Ramones 
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audio are a thing of the past is urged to visit the HHB stand 
for a demonstration. 
Dist. by HHB/Independent Audio 
43 Deerfield Rd. 
Portland, ME 04101-1805 
Phone 207/773-2424: Fax 207/773-2422 

Studer 0424 24-Bit MO Recorder 
D424-2 two-track studio recorder for magneto-optical 
disks (5.25-inch MO drive or similar SCSI-2 device) fea-
tures basic "tape deck functionality" with front panel con-
trol, nondestructive " razor-blade" editing, compatibility 

with Dyaxis workstations, real-time playback with cross-
fades and mixing, individual track recording/playback, se-
lectable 16/20/24-bit linear resolution, digital scrub, serial 
control via 9-pin RS-422, digital I/0s and SMPTE/EBU 
timecode reader/generator. 

Studer 0741 CD-Recorder 
The 0741 CD-Recorder is a 2U rackmount model that can 
be used as a standalone CD-recorder using the analog, 
S/PDIF or AES/EBU digital inputs. In addition, the 0741 
may be controlled via the SCSI-2 interface and can be used 
in combination with audio workstations such as Dyaxis, in 
the new Studer 0424-2 MO-Recorder. A SCSI interface al-
lows writing to CD-ROM, CD-I and Photo-CD data formats. 
1865 Air Lane Dr. 
Nashville, CA 37210 
Phone 615/391-3399; Fax 615/391-5974 

Tascam DA-P1 Portable DAT 
The portable DAT features 1- bit ADC/DAC; 48-, 44.1-, and 
32kHz sampling frequencies; XLR inputs balanced; RCA 
inputs and outputs unbalanced; SCMS-free; 20dB pad 
phantom power supply, backlit LCD display and S/PDIF 
digital I/O. 

Tascam DA-20 OAT Recorder 
Designed for project studios, this rackmount DAT recorder 

features 32-, 44.1-, 48-kHz sampling rates (both digital 

and analog); up to 4 hours recording in long time mode; 
SCMS-free recording; S/PDIF digital I/O and wireless re-
mote control. 
7733 Telegraph Rd. 

Montebello, CA 90640 
Phone 213/726-0303; Fax 213/727-7635 

3M Digital Audio Cleaning Cassettes 
3M Audio and Video Products Division introduces three 
new head-cleaning products designed and developed for 
use in professional digital audio applications. 3MTH ASO 
HC, 3M AHD HC and 3M DAT HC digital audio head-clean-

ing cassettes can be used in conjunction with 3M ASD, 3M 
AHD and 3M DAT digital audio mastering cassettes, re-
spectively. 3M is also introducing additional lengths of all 

three digital audio mastering cassettes. 
3M Center, Bldg. 223-5N-01 
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000 
Phone 612/736-1747: Fax 612/737-5583 

360 Systems Instant Replay 
Instant ReplayTM is a professional digital audio recorder of-

fering immediate access via 50 Hot-Keys"" to 1,000 stereo 

cuts of any length, stored on a 4- or 8-hour internal hard 

disk. outs can be transferred via built-in D-NETTm network 

at uptc 8x real time. Instant Replay features built-in sam-
ple rate conversion, GPI, digital and analog I/O, and a 
printer port. $2,995 with four hours of storage. 
5321 Sterling Center Dr. 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 
Phone 818/991-0360: Fax 818/991-1360 

Telex Copyette EH 
The Telex Copyette EHTM Series of cassette duplicators 
offer fodr different models: the 1-2-1 Mono and 1-2-1 

Stereo for making one duplicate, and the 1-2-3 Mono and 
1-2-3 Stereo for making three cassettes from one master. 
All four models record within 2 dB of the original at 16 
times normal speed. Distortion is less than one percent; 
signal-to-noise ratio is 45 dB. Retail: $550 to $2,150. 

Telex Replica 
The Replica Copier is a high-performance, quality duplica-

tor. The mono unit is capable of producing one copy from 
a master cassette at 16x the normal speed with distortion 
less than 1% and at a record level within 2 dB of the orig-
inal. Other features include stop. rewind, copy, and inter-
rupt functions, a recessed carrying handle, a removable 

power card, compact size, and 7Ib weight. Retail: $425. 
9600 Aldridge Ave. S. 
Minneapolis, MN 55420 
Phone 612/884-4051; Fax 612/884-0043 

RECORDING MEDIA 
AND TAPE 

Ampex Media 488 Hi8 
Available ,n two aucho-specific program lengths, Ampex 

488 tape is designed for use in the new DTRS Hi8 modu-
lar digital multitrack recorders. Ampex 488 features an op-
timized dual-layered tape formulation that delivers maxi-
mum performance. The metal particle layer in the front 
coat allows for higher output performance, higher packing 
density and consistent tape-to-scanner contact, resulting 

in low error rates and consistent performance. Ampex 488 
is available in both 60-minute and 113-minute audio pro-
gram play time configurations. 

Ampex Media CDR Disks 
Ampex CDR recordable compact disks are conveniently avail-
able as either 63-minute/580MB or 74-minute/680MB con-
figurations. Ampex CDRs even come with factory-printed 
areas for recording user information. Ampex CDRs are in-
credibly versatile, allowing recording of CD-Audio, CD-ROM, 

Extended Architecture CD-ROM )(A and CD-I interactive titles. 
401 Broadway M/S 22-02 
Redwood City, CA 94063 
Phone 415/367-2149; Fax 415/367-4132 

HHB DDS9OM Data DAT 
HHB's market leading DAT tape, part of the company's ad-

vanced mecia products range, is now complemented by 
the DDS9DM data DAT tape, which shares many of the 

proven design innovations first featured in HHB's audio 
DAT tape. Aimed primarily at the computer market, the 
DDS9OM is on show for the first time at AES, New York. 
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Dist. by Independent Audio 
43 Deerfield Rd. 
Portland, ME 04101-1805 
Phone 207/773-2424: Fax 207/773-2422 

KAO OPG DAT CD-R 
CD- Recordable discs manufactured to Orange Book Port II 

standards at 63 minutes and 74 minutes, which have up 
to 99 tracks allowable or 650 MB of data-storage capacity. 
DAT tape available in 15-, 30-, 60- and 90-minute lengths. 
1857 Colonial Village Lane 
Lancaster, PA 17601 
Phone 717/392-7840; Fax 717/392-7897 
E-mail ceshlemanakaoinfo.com 

Metro Magnetics Audio Pancakes 
Professional audio duplicating tapes. MD Premium Ferric 

is ideal for both music and monaural recording. HDX 
Cobalt Ferric formulation provides high-frequency re-
sponse necessary to record critical music. Both formula-

tions are IEC-1. 
2049 S. Hellman Ave., Ste. C 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Phone 909/930-2144: Fax 909/930-2148 

TDK Studio Cassettes 
TDK is introducing a whole new professional line of high-
performance studio cassettes, including normal-bias AM 

and high-bias SM and SM-X. Improved formulations and 
rugged mechanisms ensure highest quality and durability. 

The company's AM cassettes are available in 30-, 40-, 60-, 
90- and 120-minute lengths. SM-X is also available in the 

90-minute format. 
12 Harbor Park Dr. 
Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone 516/625-0100 or 800/TDK-TAPE; Fax 516/625-0171 
E-mail TDK@pipeline.com 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Aardvark Aardulater 
Aardvark introduces the -Analog Tape Emulator." Using a 
DAT or a digital workstation, the device achieves the sound 
of an analog tape-recording by mimicking the characteris-
tics of an analog recording, in particular its overload be-
havior. The overload behavior is highly adjustable, with 3 
hardness settings and a pot to suit the needs of different 
musical material. The input and output levels are adjustable 

via front-panel controls. Now available. Price: $795. 
202 E. Washington, Ste. 306 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
Phone 313/665-8899; Fax 313/665-0694 

Alesis QuadraVerb 2 2.0 
New version of the already powerful QuadraVerb 2 offers 
dozens of new effects and operational features including 

sampling, hard and soft overdrive, triggered panning, 
phase inverter, triggered flange and a new stereo Leslie ef-

fect. 100 user programs have been added, giving the 
QuadraVerb 2 a total of 300 onboard programs. The retail 

price of the QuadraVerb 2 remains $799. Existing owners 
who purchased their unit before June 1, 1995, can up-
grade to version 2.0 for $30. 
3630 Hold rege Ave. 

Los Angeles, CA 90016 
Phone 310/558-4530; Fax 310/836-9192 
E-mail imack@alesisLusa.com 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
All Major Brands— 

FOR STUDIOS/HOMES 
CHURCHES/CLUBS 
• Reel to Reel Decks (2-4-8-16-24 Track) 
• Cassette Decks • Mixing Boards 
• Mikes • Studio Monitor Speakers 
• Special Effects Units Accessories 
• Digital Recording 

TAS CA M 
I EAl Prodm hot, Produt 

• VOLUME DEALER 
• NEW & USED 
• E-Z TERMS 
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
• PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

Call for pricing information. 

RHYTHM CITY 
1485 NE Expressway 

Atlanta Georgia, 30329 
1-404-320-SALE • 1-404-320-7253 

Special Pricing for Package Systems. 

USE READER SERVICI CARD FOR MORE ¡NF) 

E BOOK COMPATIBILITY 

PV MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) 

UDIO INTERFACES 

ED REMOTE 

9- PIN PARALLEL (GPI) INTERF CE FOR EXTERNAL AUTOMATION 

RACK MOUNTABLE.„ 

STOP/START RECORDING ak 
RECORDS UP TO 74 MINUTES 1.11111 

the dat store * 310.S'2,S,04-S7 
2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD • SANTA MONICA • CALIFORNIA • 90403 
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS • CD RECORDERS • MINIDISC RECORDERS • DIGITAL MULTI-TRACK RECORDERS 

SALES • RENTALS • LOANERS • DUPLICATIONS • BLANK MEDIA • ACCESSORIES • ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
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CLEAN 
PATCH BAYS 
NO DOWN 
TIME 

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS 
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE 
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT BURNISHERS: 
Each used to eliminate noise caused by contamination 
of main contacts in normal patching situations. 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT INJECTORS: 
Each allows injection of cleaning solvent in breaking 
contacts (normals), to eliminate intermittency that 
occurs when patch cord has been removed. 

ONLY $34.95 Ea. (Cont. USA) Please write 
for additional information and order form. Used by 
Professionals Worldwide. US Patent No. 4,733,678 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. # 116 
North Hollywood, CA 91607 
Telephone: (818) 907-5161 
Fax: (818) 784-3763 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

SALE! IDws HESdi 
MARKERFOAMIm ACOUSTIC FOAM 
op,4,40p— GIANT 54"x54 99 

Immediate Shipping 

Agit AI 2$39 95 Now $29.99! $929.991 KILI9N.9031E3OURIC7a r Now 
High performance, full-size sheets of super high density lillarkerfoem. 
¢ mount Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption for studios. 
Markerfoam offers best value, looks professional & is proven In studios 
worldwide Request Foam-Buyers Guide Catalog specs & tree samples 
today. VISA, MC, AMEX COD, PO's. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

MARKERTEK JUMBO 
SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
Heavy-duty 72" x80 padded blankets 

,v-'i absorb sound wherever they're hung or 
-- draped Fabulous tor stage. studio & field 

use Top professional quality at a super 
saver pricer Weight :6 lbs. Black. $19.99. 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES ''''' 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST! 

$49 per the, 16x16x2". 
America s best acoustic tile 
value, only from Markertekl 
Charcoal. Also available 16x 
16 x 3" as shown. $4.49 each. 

HARKERSTIK foam adhe all.18181.1.111.11.1.119 
sue FREE with any Foam pur- ammainsmiam, 
chase in this adl Limited offer 
A $5.95 per tube value 

e  SONEX 
, All the colors and sizes 11 t plus great prices! 

*
Get our FREE 149-page catalog 
of over 6,000 exclusive and hard-
to-find supplies for audio & video. 

F8A0),99-154-22426-25 America's most unique 
-127057 catalog for audio & video! 

MAR ERTEK 
frteHwie Stck ,. e7a7uurstieAs. VIDEO SUPPLY 
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Apogee AD-8000 8-Channel ADC 
The AD-8000 is an 8-channel A/D converter featuring 
Apogee's latest 20-bit resolution technology. Interfaces in-

clude AES and optional cards for TDIF, ADAT and other dig-
ital formats. Also included is Apogee's proprietary UV22TM 
coding. UV22 is used by every major mastering facility. The 

AD-8000 is the first in a range of products from Apogee 
that integrates numerous digital audio formats into a cohe-
sive studio environment. Prices begin at $4,400. 

Apogee DA2000 DAC 
The New York AES is the world debut of Apogee's newest 

20-bit D/A converter based on the industry standard DA-
1000E-20. Apogee engineers have added new features, 
flexibility and inputs while maintaining the legendary 

sound quality that has made Apogee converters the refer-
ence standard for many mastering and production facili-
ties. In tandem with Apogee's new AD-1000 A/D convert-

er, 20-bit resolution can be maintained throughout the 
recording and mastering process. 
3145 Donald Douglas Loop S. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
Phone 310/915-1000; Fax 310/391-6262 

API 1.200 Rack System 
The API Model L200 Series powered rack system is de-
signed to meet the varied needs of the discriminating en-

gineer/producer. Among the available all-discrete modules 
are 205 Hi-Z direct box, 212L mic pre, 215 highpass/low-
pass sweepable filter 6/12dB/oct, 225 compressor (origi-

nal 525 circuit), 235 noise gate/expander, 245 variable fre-
quency de-esser, plus many more in development. 
7655-G Fullerton Rd. 
Springfield, VA 22153 
Phone 703/455-8188; Fax 703/455-4240 

ARX Afterburner Silver Series 
Afterburner: dual-channeVmode compressor/limiter. Dual 
channel operates two independent compressor limiters. 

"Industry Standard" controls for compression ratio, 
threshold, stereo link and output. Mono mode operates 

single-channel, dual-band compressor/limiter. Separate 
dynamics control low and high frequency compression. 

Enhance feature restores sagging low and high frequency 
response of compressed material. Fully balanced in and 

out with -93dB S/N (NW) ratio, .03% THD and 108dB of 
dynamic range. Retail price: $659. 

ARX DDP-1 Silver Series 
Dual channel dynamics processor. Each channel features a 
Noise Gate, 1:1 to infinity compression, peak limiting, and 

hard-wired bypass. 27 LEDs display all channel functions 
and controls. Switchable Input/Output level metering, and 

separate gain reduction display. Stereo link for tracking 
compressors. Sidechain insert for frequency-sensitive 

compression or de-essing. Fully balanced in and out with 
-99dB S/N ratio, .02% THD and 107 dB of dynamic range. 
Retail price $859. 

9400 Culver Blvd. 
Culver City, CA 90232 
Phone 310/837-1380; Fax 310/837-6615 

ATI (Audio Toys, Inc.) Pro6 
ATI will show the Pro6 multimode audio processor, an 
audio processing device with an unprecedented number of 

audio enhancement features in a single rackspace. Based 
on the input module found in the Paragon console, the 

Pro6 contains a high-voltage mic preamp, Hi&Lo pass fil-
ters, 4-band parametric EO, All's patented compressor, 
gate and ducker in one unit. Extensive linking and insert fa-
cilities are provided on the rear panel. List price is $2,399. 
9017-C Mendenhall Court 
Columbia, MD 21045 
Phone 410/381-7879; Fax 410/381-5025 

Avalon Class A Direct Box 
The Avalon Ultra-Five direct box converts instrument sig-
nals and high-level speaker outputs to fully balanced pure 
Class A line and microphone levels. 100% discrete Class A 
design, six bank "tone" selector, variable gain to +32dB. 
Hi-cut filter to eliminate unwanted noise, headphone out-
put, DC coupled high level balanced outputs for deep con-

trolled bass response. -98dB noise, +30dB headroom, 
toroidal Class A power supply. Price: $649. 

Avalon M4 Mic Preamp 
The M4 is a pure Class A, 100% discrete mono microphone 
and instrument preamp. Options include high voltage 130V 
B&K 4000 mic power supply, 48V phantom, instrument 

input, remote control relay selector, 20 2dB gain steps, po-
larity reverse, variable highpass filter, -20dB Pad, very high-

performance, low-noise audio electronics, Jensen balanced 
+30dB output transformer, separate AC power supply, VU 
meter, peak level indicator. Price: $1,590. 
1060 Calle Cordillera, #104 
San Clemente, CA 92673 
Phone 714/492-2000; Fax 714/492-4284 

BSS Audio DPR-90111 
The DPR-901Il is the second generation product, offering 
four-band parametric HI feeding discrete compressor/ex-

pander sections. Used to add density and definition to in-
struments, voice and program. New version has dual in-
puts for split band operation. 

BSS Audio FCS-916 
The FCS-916 is a single-channel microphone preamplifi-
er/parametric equalizer. Price is $925. 
Dist. by Harman North America 
8500 Balboa Blvd. 
Northridge, CA 91329 
Phone 818/894-8850; Fax 818/830-1220 

Cedar DH-1 De-Hisser 
On display at AES, the DH-1 De-Hisser removes hiss from 
a stereo signal without the need for an encoding/decoding 
process. Like Cedar's DC-1 De-Crackler and AZ-1 Azimuth 
Corrector (also available for demonstration on the HHB 
stand), the DH-1 demystifies the audio restoration process 
by operating in real-time and requiring riffle or no special-
ist expertise on the part of the operator. 
Dist. by HHB/Independent Audio 
43 Deerfield Rd. 
Portland, ME 04104-1805 
Phone 207/773-2424; Fax 207-773-2422 

Crookwood Paintpot Recording System 
There are now four models in the successful Paintpot 
high-quality, remote controlled mic amp system: the clas-
sic Paintpot; the new High-Voltage Paintpot, which can 
uniquely power 130V B&K microphones; the new Head-
less (remote control only) Paintpot; and the comprehen-
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sive remote controller, the Control Pot. Specs: 2-ch. au 
diophile preamps with relay switchable phantom, filters, 
ED, input impedance, ldB gain steps, M-S decoders with 
full remote control. From $2,350. 
The Old Police House 
Station Hill 
Cookham, Berkshire, SL6 9BS UK 
Phone 44/1628/528-026; Fax 44/1628/531-959 

dB Technologies AD122 
dB Technologies, creator of the dB3000 Digital optimizer, 
announces the introduction of the AD122 stereophonic 
analog-to-digital converter. Utilizing proprietary technolo-
gy, the AD122 converts analog signals to a 22-bit digital 
audio datastream. The combination of superior linearity, 
fast and accurate transient response, extremely small 
quantization steps, and low noise performance enables the 
AD122 to produce highest-resolution digital audio. Full 22-
bit operation resolves signals down to -160dB from full 
scale. $6,495. 

dB Technologies DA122 
The new Model DA122 high-resolution digital-to-analog 
converter offers superb sonic quality and unmatched res-
olution and is the only converter able to reproduce com-
pletely the sonic capabilities of the company's Model 
AD122 high-resolution 22-bit analog-to-digital converter. 
1155 North La Brea Ave. 
West Hollywood, CA 90038 
Phone 213/845-1155; Fax 213/845-1170 

dbx 1650T 
The dbx 1650T high-end mic pre and limiter offers a 
154dB dynamic range and is a fully balanced, Class A de-
sign from input to output, utilizing no global feedback. 
Audio travels only through four 6992 tubes, originally de-
signed for Russian radar, and MOSFET output. Output is 
balanced and floating. Maximum output level: +34dBv into 
1500. Internal operating headroom: +40 dBv, with limit-
ing done at the +4dB level. Gain (input to output): 117 dB. 
8760 S. Sandy Pkwy. 
Sandy, UT 84070 
Phone 801/568-7660; Fax 801/568-7662 

Anthony DeMaria Labs ADL 1500 
The ADL 1500 stereo tube compressor is a 2-channel, all-
tube design providing wide dynamic range with a clear, 
punchy, warm sound. Eight vacuum tubes give the ADL 
1500 richness and depth. Features include opto attenuators 
for " invisible" compression, balanced in and outs, two in-
dependent channels and stereo link switch on front panel. 
95 DuBois Rd. 
New Paltz, NY 12561 
Phone 914/256-0032 

Microphones 
Signal Processing 

Multitrack 
Mixing Consoles 

(c___N\eizemoirt oeter_D 

800 SI Juan Tabo Blvd. NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87123 

505.292-0341 FAX 505193.6184 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN SERVICES 
A Divisiory of WAITERs-SloRyk DEsiqry GROUP, NEW YORk 

Corrorv Hill STudios, AlbArvy N Y 

1990 WINNER 
1991 WINNER 
1993 WINNER 

INIMEMBEIMI 1995 NOMINEE 

COMplETE DEsiqN SERViCES: 

RAdi0 

RECORdiNCI 

VidE0 PROdUCTiON 

BROAdCAST 

PERFORMANCE 

SystEms & WirriNg 
Acoustic 

MEASUREMENTS & 
TESTiNq 

CURRENT PROJECTS WORLDWIDE: 
•AusTRAtiA •BOMbAy • BIJENOS ARES 

•Los ANCIEIES •MAlAysiA 

•INEw YoRk • ORLANdo 

'Rio dE JANEiR0 • SEATTIE 
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Subscribe to 

MIX 
EDICION EN ESPAÑOL 

There's only one 
source of pro- level 

recording and music 

coverage in Spanish. 

Mix-Edición en Español 

gives Spanish-speaking 

musicians & audio pros 

the equipment tips & 

applications they need! 

Subscription 

Information: 

(510) 653-3307 

6400 Hollis Street #12 
Emeryville, CA 94608 
TEL (510) 653-3307 
FAX (510) 653-5142 

AAAAAAAA I 

Demeter H Series 
The new H Series of pro audio equipment will consist of 
an EQ, a compressor/limiter, a mic preamp and a com-
pressor/limiter and mic preamp (all in one). Utilizing tube 
in an innovative hybrid technology, the H Series perfor-
mance will rival those of Demeter's current arsenal of pro 
audio gear and will retail at approximately half its price. 
Perfect for the project and home studio enthusiasts who 
long to obtain professional-sounding results. 

Demeter VTCL Comp/Limiter 
The new version of our dual-channel tube compressor/lim-
iter features new calibrated front panel graphics and input 
level indicating LEDs for easier operation. 
2912 Colorado Ave., Ste. 204 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
Phone 310/829-4383: Fax 310/829-3755 

DigiTech Digital Vocal I/O 
The Digital Vocal I/O is an optional digital I/O plug-in card 
for DigiTech's Studio Vocalist vocal harmony processor. 
The card supports standard sampling rates of 32, 44.1, 
and 48 kHz. AES/EBU and S/PDIF inputs and outputs en-
sure compatibility. Can be clocked by external source for 
fully synchronized A-to-D conversion. Easy to install, the 
3.75x1.75-inch panel is supplied with Studio Vocalist user 
interface software updates. 

DigiTech MV-5 MIDI Vocalist 
The DigiTech MV-5 MIDI Vocalist is a single rackspace 
processor designed to provide keyboard players and MIDI en-
thusiasts instant and natural-sounding vocal harmonies with-
out the need for complex programming. Easy to use, up to 
five-part vocal harmony may be created in chordal and scalic 
modes with the MV-5, as well as detuning and vocoder func-

tions. The harmony processor's MIDI implementation allows 
real-time control through MIDI continuous controllers. 
8760 S. Sandy Pkwy. 
Sandy, UT 84070 
Phone 801/566-8800; Fax 801/566-7005 

Drawmer 1962 
First American showing of the Drawmer 1962 digital vac-

uum tube preamp. The 1962 caters to purists with two 
channels of minimum signal path and ultra low noise pre-
amps, and can be supplied "analog-only" with the digital 
facility available as a retrofit slot-in module. Features that 
may be switched in circuit include variable tube drive for 
added "tube warmth," dynamic enhancement, variable 
high-flowpass filters, fine-tune EQ, peak limiter, mixing fa-
cilities and many more. 
Dist. in USA by QM' 
25 South Street 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 
Phone 508/435-3666; Fax 508/435-4243 

Focusrite Blue 245 A/D Converter 
Focusrite's Blue 245 20-bit ND converter is the company's 
first digital product. Fundamentally, the Blue 245 extends the 
superlative performance of Focusrite's analog signal path 
into the digital domain. The 245 supports AES S/PDIF and 
optical outputs with AES and wordclock sync. The front 
panel has peak metering, switchable 16-20-bit conversion at 
32/44.1/48 kHz/etc. rates, anticipated price around $3,800. 

Focusrite Red 8 
Designed as a high-end dual mono microphone preampli-
fier for vocals and instruments, the Red 8 is a perfect com-
panion for ribbon, tube and condenser mics, as well as for 

direct digital recording and workstation applications. Fea-

tures include two VU-type meters, switch-selectable phan-
om power and phase reverse, 66 dB of input sensitivity, 
XLR inputs and outputs, integral power supply, incredibly 

low noise and balanced and floating output. Suggested list 
price: $2,295. 
Dist. by Group One 
14006 Palawan Way #222 
Marina Del Ray, CA 90292 
Phone 310/306-8823; Fax 310/577-8407 

Groove Tubes CL1 Comp/limiter 
The CL1s compressor/limiter couples two CL1 circuits to 
provide an isolated dual mono unit with optional stereo 
linking (ST LINK), housed in a single 19-inch RU steel 

chassis. The CL1 is a mono unit that occupies only one 
side of the chassis. The other side of the chassis is fitted 

with a blank face panel and reserved for an EQ1 tube 
equalizer option, available by the end of 1995. Retail price 
for CL1: $1,095. Retail for CL1s (stereo): $1,595. 
12866 Foothill Blvd. 
Sylmar, CA 91342 
Phone 818/361-4500; Fax 818/365-9884 

Hot House Electronic Crossover 
Designed for the Hot House High Output Series monitors, 

the high-definition SDX is a versatile 24dB/octave audio-
phile crossover affording two- or three-way stereo, four or 
five-way mono and discrete four-channel bi-amp operation 
from a single rackspace. With ultra-high frequency or con-

stant directivity compensation circuits and insert points 
standard, limiters, fully parametric 2-band EQ, low-fre-
quency contour and infrasonic or all-pass filters are avail-
able on all individual outputs. 
275 Martin Ave. 
Highland, NY 12528 
Phone 914/691-6077; Fax 914/691-6822 

Inward Connections VACRAC 
VACRAC 4000 is a modular vacuum tube processing sys-
tem that can hold up to four modules. The chassis incorpo-
rates a 200% over-spec tube power supply, assuring ex-

tended bandwidth and effortless dynamics. Modules in-
clude: tube mic preamplifier, discrete EQ module, tube com-
pressor/limiter, tube EQ module, optal tube limiter, tube in-

strument interface module, discrete compressor/limiter, 2-
channel discrete mic preamp. Price: Chassis, $1,295 retail; 
Modules, $795-$895 (without options). 
Dist. by AXI Audio Interchange International 
357 Liberty St. 
Rockland, MA 02370 
Phone 617/982-2626; Fax 617/982-2610 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Junger d05 
The digital transmission processor Model d05 is specially 

designed for the dynamic range processing of transmis-
sion signals considering the usual preemphasis curves. 
The unit has digital and analog (20-bit ADC) inputs and 
outputs, performs all processing including compressor 
and limiter in the digital domain and is easy to use. With 
the new adaptive spectral processing, developed by 
Junger Audio, one can get more loudness on the output 
than with conventional fixed preemphasis filters. 

Junger CO4 A/D/D Converter 
The new A/D/D converter model CO4 is an analog-digital 
and digital-digital converter. The CO4 converts 20-bit audio 
signals in a format that only occupies one track of a 16-bit 
storage medium. The coding is without any loss of infor-
mation at all and, after being decoded, the original 20-bit 

audio signal is re-created. This is accomplished by using 
the ADP-processing (audio data packing) developed by 

Junger Audio. 
Rudower Chaussee 5 ( IGZ) 
012489 Berlin, Germany 
Phone 49/30/6392-6145; Fax 49/30/6392-6146 

Klark-Teknik DN3698 Remote 
Controls up to 98 channels ( 49 units) of Klark Teknik 
DN3600 or DN3601 equalizer. Battery-powered or AC-

powered. Optional docking station allows MIDI to RS-232 
conversion. Optional wireless radio link. 480x64 pixel 
backlit display. Full access to all DN3600 functions, in-

cluding memory store/recall and curve display. 

448 Post Rd. 
Buchanan, MI 49107 
Phone 616/695-4750 or 800/695-1010 

Lexicon Dual Algorithm FX Card 
Plug this into the PCM80's PCMCIA slot to add 25 new al-
gorithms and 250 new presets. New capabilities include 

stereo reverb into stereo effects and vice versa; reverb and 
effects in parallel; dual mono-in/stereo-out processing; 
and independent processing of two mono signals. A digi-
tal submixer controls various effects combinations, allow-
ing changing configurations on-the-fly, such as going 
from reverb to effects. 
100 Beaver Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 
Phone: 617/736-0300: Fax: 617/891-0340 

Lighthouse Digital DCA-8/OCA-ES 
8x8 router for AES audio signals, expandable to 16x16. 

Front panel or RS-232 controllable router is a crosspoint 
switch for AES signals, unit has memory settings. I/O can 

be 110-ohm XLR or TosLink fiber. The unit is not format-
dependent. and bandwidth is available up to 50 mbit/sec. 

Lighthouse Digital DCV 
8x8 crosspoint router for digital video signals, i.e. serial 
601 or SMPTE 259m/A-D. Switching is not format-depen-
dent and bandwidth is available to 400 mbit/sec. The unit 
has memory and is controllable by either front-panel or an 
RS-232 interface. 
13451 Colfax Hwy. 
Grass Valley, CA 95945 
Phone 916/272-8240; Fax 916/272-8248 

Manley E0500 and EQ5OOMP 
The single-channel E0500 features a totally passive equal-
izer allowing 10dB of cut and boost in 2dB steps at 40 or 
100 Hz and at 3, 5, 7, 10, or 15K. Only three high-quality 
passive components are in the signal path simultaneous-
ly. The E0500MP includes a fully differential 45dB micro-

phone preamplifier. Prices are $2,150 and $2,850 respec-

tively. A version of the Er) with .75dB steps (or any speci-
fied value) is available. 
13880 Magnolia Ave. 
Chino, CA 91710 
Phone 909/627-4256; Fax 909/628-2482 
E-mail emanley@netcom.com. 

Miles MTI-3 TriSonicTm Imager 
The MTI-3 provides a convenient, highly effective way to 
enhance stereo sound quality through use of three loud-
speakers or clusters. The unit's patent-pending imaging 

process, called TriSonicTM Imaging, takes center-panned 
sources in the mix and reproduces them in the center 
channel. Side-panned sounds radiate unmasked from side 
loudspeakers. The result is a vastly increased optimum 
stereo listening area. Suggested list price: $499. 
70 N. St. Joseph 
Niles, MI 49120 
Phone 616/683-4400; Fax 616/683-4499 
E-mail 74653.2566@compuserve.com 

Mytek Digital 8TIMES2OBIT 
8TIMES2OBIT is an 8-channel, 20-bit high-performance 
analog-to-digital converter. It features standard AES/EBU 
outputs and ext. wordclock sync. Applications include 
ADAT, DA-88 or DASH recording, interface for digital audio 
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Why Choose 0014 
when you need music 
in your productions...? 
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creators of the music... not lust a distributor. 
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• BECAUSE of our 
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of OLE GEORG who 
practically invented 
production music. 

CALL: (800) 421-4163 
We have a surprise for you! 

OGM Production Music 
6922 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 718 
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workstations and digital consoles. HIBIT16 function 
squeezes 20-bit onto 16-bit tape. List price: $2,995. 

Mytek Digital Workstation AD/DA 
Workstation AD/DA is a high-performance analog-to-digi-
tal interface for digital audio workstations. It consists of an 
analog-to-digital converter, digital-to-analog converter, in-
terface for two DAT machines and for a computer card 
such as Sonic Solutions, Digital Audio Labs, Turtle Beach, 
Triple DAT, etc., or any card with digital I/O. Sonic Perfor-
mance rivals the best outboard converters on the market. 
Ext. sync is wordclock. Price: $1,595. 
PO Box 1023 
New York, NY 10276 
Phone 212/388-2677; Fax 212/686-4948 
E-mail mytek@soho.ios.com 

Neotek MAX 
MAX is a dual mic preamp with the most headroom of any 
on the market. Output is +30dBu and noise is only 'A dB 
more than a cold 10-ohm resistor. A complex gain network 
optimizes MAX at all settings. And MAX is very affordable. 
1154 W. Belmont 
Chicago, IL 60657 
Phone 312/929-6699; Fax 312/975-1700 
E-mail neotekcorp@aol.com 

Night Technologies Pre(13 
The Pre03 microphone preamplifier applies the technolo-
gy of the famous Night Technologies E03. Offering ex-
tremely wide-frequency response, low noise, and wide dy-
namic range, this unit adds the unprecedented feature of 
selectable frequency Vari_AirTM Air Band"' control. Other 
features include input polarity reversal, micAine switch, 48 
V Phantom power, 20dB pad. Four independent channels 
in a standard 19-inch, 1U package with ergonomic layout 
and function display. Tentative list price: $2,495. 
1680 W. 820 N. 
Provo, UT 84601 
Phone 801/375-9288; Fax 801/375-9286 
E-mail raventos@itsnet.com 

OmniSound SSP-300 
The SSP-300 Spatial Sound Processor is an automated 
(SMPTE lock) multichannel audio signal panner for cine-
ma surround sound. It allows sound positioning within the 
sound field in real time. The motorized SSP-300 remote 
control unit gives the sound engineer control over sound 
position, divergence, elevation and level. One input and up 
to seven outputs for all surround sound formats. Up to 16 
processors may be controlled by a single remote. $2,495. 
2413 Fifth Ave. 
San Rafael, CA 94901-1005 
Phone 415/457-8114; Fax 415-457-6250 

• SOUND ICIWIANCER 

Philips Sound Enhancer Pro 
The Sound Enhancer Professional offers a unique combi-
nation of audio functions and features, including digital 
sound processor, sample rate converter, D/A converter 
and AID converter. Working in the digital domain, the 
Sound Enhancer has good ergonomics, is easy to use and 
is a powerful solution for interfacing with a variety of ana-

log and digital sources and recorders. 
do Mackenzie Laboratories Inc. 
1163 Nicole Ct. 
Glendora, CA 91740. 
Phone 800/423-4147; Fax 909/394-9411 

Rane VP 12 
The VP 12 is a micAine processor designed for broadcast ap-
plications and permanent installations. The VP 12 includes 
high and low cut fitters, 2 bands of full parametric Ell, a sig-
nal gate, compressor, and de-esser. The VP 12 also offers 
gain reduction, main and aux out metering, 48 volt phantom 
power, input trim and dual-concentric output level controls. 
Inputs for mic and line level include XLR, barrier and X-inch. 

Rane RPE 228 
The RPE 228 is a computer-controlled 2-channel, 'A-octave 
EC) with high and low cut filters, and input and output level 
controls. The RPE 228 features a relay bypass that auto-
matically switches in upon power failure. Windows-com-
patible control software will be shipped with the unit at no 
extra charge. There are 16 non-volatile memories, 8 of 
which are selectable via contact closure through a terminal 
block on the rear panel. 
10802 47th Ave. W. 
Mulkiteo, WA 98275 
Phone 206/355-6000; Fax 206-347-7757 

Ridge Farm Gas Cooker llube DI 
The Ridge Farm's Gas Cooker is a 2-channel impedance 
converter using custom-designed, dual-element vacuum 
tubes to transform high-impedance instrument level signals 
to lower matching impedance for mic or line inputs. It may 
also be used on line-level inserts during mixing. Carefully 
designed high voltage tube circuitry enables the user to vary 
the drive level to the output stage, precisely controlling the 
amount of tube coloration added to the signal. $649. 
Dist. by Tula Audio International 
73 Hemenway St., Ste. 502 
Boston, MA 02115 
Phone 617/859-0992; Fax 617/859-0992 

Rocksonics PM-4 Patchmaker 
The PM-4 Patchmakerm is a programmable audio signal 
router and level control. Up to 100 user-defined programs 
can be stored in the PM-4 and recalled via MIDI program 
change commands. The PM-4 has four independent digi-
tal VCAs operating on balanced -10dBv/+4dBm inputs and 
outputs arranged to route 1 to 4 buffered inputs to 1 to 4 
buffered outputs. 1U rack chassis. Suggested list: $399. 

Rocksonics MB-3X 
The MB-3X Multi- Band stereo compressor with peak lim-
iter provides variable compression and peak limiting on 
three separate frequency bands for extremely transparent 
operation. This unit is ideal for use in broadcast, cassette 
duplication, CD mastering and other high-quality stage 
and studio applications. Switchable -10dBV/+4dBM bal-
anced operation; tri-level gain reduction meter; variable 
gain, ratio, threshold, EO, release and peak limit settings. 
1U rack chassis. Suggested list: $599. 
PO Box 442 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720 
Phone 714/229-0840; Fax 714/229-0840 

Rolls RP282 Tube Compressor/Limiter 
The RP282 is a 2-channel tube compressor/limiter that 
provides smooth, natural compression. The unit is housed 
in a steel, 2-rackspace chassis with a silver anodized front 
panel. Each channel features an output level control, 
threshold, ratio, attack and release controls for the com-
pression. The analog meters may be switched in the cir-
cuit path from the input signal path to metering the 
amount of gain reduction. Retail price: only $600. 
5143 South Main St. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 
Phone 801/263-9053; Fax 801/263-9068 
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SigTech AEC 1020 Time Domain Processor 
The AEC 1020 corrects the greatest remaining source of 
error in the audio monitoring chain—room acoustic ef-
fects—by compensating for coloration and poor imaging 
caused by reflections from room surfaces and equipment. 
Enables engineer to evaluate actual mix, free of room re-
sponse problems, assures accurate monitoring, eliminates 
"tweaking" to compensate for acoustic errors; saves time 
and architectural work—with results proved in advance. 
Two-channel models begin in the $4,000 range. 
24 Thorndike St. 
Cambridge, MA 02141 
Phone 617/491-8890; Fax 617/491-9066 

Spectral Translator Plus"' 
Translator Plus adds four pairs of stereo AES/EBU I/O to 
the digital audio formats supported by the Translator. The 
Translator Plus is capable of real-time bidirectional digital 
audio translation between eight channels of any two of the 
following formats: ADAT, DA-88, Yamaha 02, Spectral 
SMDAI and AES/EBU. This gives users the opportunity to 
connect any of these formats to a DAT machine or external 
signal processor. 
18800 142nd Ave. N.E. 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
Phone 206/487-2931; Fax 206/487-3431 

SPI. ProMike Preamp 
This dual-channel mic preamp features servodrive tech-
nology for minimum DC-offset and a double ground-
shielded PCB for pure and natural sound. ProMike offers 
phantom power, phase reversal, padding, two 20-digit 
PPM displays, highpass and lowpass filtering, 7-pin XLR 
connector for stereo mics, illuminated switches, 0.1% + 
1% metal film resistors, and RF-proof chassis. Maximum 
preamplification is +72 dB. EIN is 127.5 dBu. Balanced and 
2x unbalanced outputs are provided for parallel use (mic 
splitter). 

SPI. MIkeMan Preamp 
The MikeMan high-quality, dual-channel mic preamp fea-
tures 48V phantom power, phase reversal, padding, two 
10-digit PPM displays, toroidal power supply, illuminated 
switches, 0.1% + 1% metalfilm resistors and RF-proof 
chassis. Maximum preamplification is +72 dB. EIN is 126.6 
dBu. Accepts input values up to +25.72 dB. Balanced and 
unbalanced outputs offer parallel use (mic splitter). Critical 
parts are factory-selected. Transformers are optional. 
Dist. by Beyerdynamic 
56 Central Ave. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 
Phone 516/293-3200; Fax 516/293-3288 

Summit DPC-200 Dual Comp/Preamp 
A 2-channel mic, line, hi-z input vacuum tube preamp with 
a 2-channel "soft knee," vacuum tube leveling amplifier. A 
link switch is provided for stereo operation, with insert 
points between all sections. Jensen mic transformers are 
now a Summit standard. Robust Summit construction in a 
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2u space. Price to be announced. 
PO Box 1678 
Los Gatos, CA 95031 
Phone 408/464-2448; Fax 408/464-7659 

Ifflfflfflfflii6 
Symetrix 422 Stereo AGC-Leveler 
The Symetrix 422 stereo AGC/Ieveler is a sophisticated au-
tomatic gain controller that boosts stereo signals falling 
below the target output level and pulls back those rising 
above it. Intended for use at any point where there is "line-
level" audio, the 422 features a parallel input/output meter 
to allow the user to see and adjust the input level to a de-

sired target output level. Also features threshold control, 
response control and peak limiter. 
14926 35th Ave. W. 
Lynnwood, WA 98037 
Phone 206/787-3222; Fax 206/787-3211 
E-mail 102102.1126@compuserve.com 

IC Electronic Digital Toolbox 
The Digital Toolbox" is added to the optional MD2 Multi-
Band Digital Mastering package for the M5000. Among 
several features are 4-band parametric EQ, fade-in/out 
function utilizing Fletcher Munson curve, dithering to 22, 
20, 18, 16, or 8 bits, MS encoding/decoding. Large-scale 
PPM w/ peak hold, correlation meter. All these features can 
run simultaneously. 

WI Tact 8fly ooe of our 2000 pieces of e.cepinal audio llad, 
you Cilli take colon lo no sae mat it's heel] Wad 31 glared by a team 

of technical yyriards. We'll jump through hoops to get it to you 

81101Pfe ill the world, whenever you need it... 1 days a week, 24 hours a day. 

Alter all, we've bean perfecting our act tor over 13 years. 

So make the jump to The Toy Specialists. e've got you covered! 

THE TOY SPECIALISTS NOW you're renting! 
Pro-Audio/Video & Musical Instrument Rentals 

NEW YORK: 619 West 54th Street New York, NY 10019 212.333.2206 Fax 212.262.4095 
TAMPA: 12111 North 56th Street Tampa, FL 33617 800.445.3330 Fax 813.980.6950 

IC Electronic ATAC Remote 
The ATAC remote controller enables control of up to ten 
M5000 or M5000X signal processing mainframes—each 
capable of holding 4 independent stereo processors (= 40 
machines). 
Grimhoivet 3 
DK-8220 Brabrand, Denmark 
Phone 45/86-26-2800; Fax 45/86-26-2928 
E-mail tcelecteinetuni-c.dk 

TL Audio Model 1/11 
The VI1 from TL Audio is an 8-channel unit designed to in-
terface between the recording console and the multitrack 
machine. Each channel has unity gain utilizing a tube 
stage, so the audio signal benefits from the warmth of the 
tube characteristics. Each channel has balanced inputs 
and outputs via stereo jacks, all are compatible with un-
balanced signals and allow -10/+4 level matching. Fre-

quency response is 20-40k Hz. List price: $795. 
Dist. by Sascom Marketing 
34 Nelson St. 
Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6L 3H6 
Phone 905/469-8083; Fax 905/469-1129 

U.S. Audio AS-4 
The U.S. Audio AS-4 contains four high-quality active mic 
splitters in a single lb rackmount package. Each splitter 
features 1 input to 4 outputs (1 direct, 1 active with vol-
ume control, 2 either transformer-isolated or active), with 
a 3-LED headroom indicator display. The adjustable line 
output is ideal for driving ADATs and other MDMs. 
99 Ling Rd. 
Rochester, NY 14612 
Phone 716/663-8820; Fax 716/865-8930 

Weiss ADC 1 
Two-channel, 20-bit analog to digital converter. Built-in 
line and mic preamplifiers, as well as a 32-bit digital signal 
processor. Functions include redithering, soft clipping, 
level control and filtering. The converters are mounted on 
plug-in modules, which may be exchanged as converter 

technology progresses in the future. Powering is 
115/220VAC. 50/60 Hz. 

Weiss Parametric Equalizer EQ1 
Gambit Series EQ1 features seven independent paramet-
ric bands with identical features. Each band offers individ-
ual controls for center frequency over the whole audio 
range, boost/cut, Q value, shelving/peaking/lowcut/high-
cut mode. Other features include optional linear phase fil-
tering, large frequency response display, AES/EBU 
Input/output, MIDI controI, Snapshots storage, 19-inch 
2HU frame. 
Dist. by G Prime Ltd. 
1790 Broadway #402 
New York, NY 10019 
Phone 212/765-3415; Fax 212/581-8938. 
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TEST GEAR 

A.P. Audio Phase/Polarity Tester, 
Test the phase of speakers, elements, processors, cables 
etc. with the Audio Phase/Polarity Tester from A.P. Audio. 
Two self-powered units, a generator (#APA-P1G) and de-
tector (#AP4-P1D), offer real-time phase analysis of any 
audio signal. The generator sends full-frequency signals. 

The detector's built-in microphone (or input connector) 
accepts the signal, special circuitry screens for distortion 

and preshoot (eliminating false readings), and displays ac-
curate phase. List price $395. 
A division of Ace Products 
1334 C Ross St. 
Petaluma, CA 94954 
Phone 707/765-6597; Fax 707/765-6682 
E-mail skahnace@aolcom 

AudioControl IASYS 
IASYS is a new design, patent pending, mixed domain 
measuring analyzer. Details will be available at the AES 

show. 
22410 70th Ave. W. 
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
Phone 206/775-8461; Fax 206/778-3166 
E-mail audcon@ix.netcom.com 

Audio Precision System Two Model 2322 
System Two dual-domain model 2322 is the top of the line 
version of the System Two family, featuring true dual-do-
main audio testing architecture. For highest performance, 
analog signals are generated and measured by analog hard-
ware and digital signals are generated and analyzed by dig-
ital hardware. System Two's DSPs also provide general-pur-
pose FFT, MLS and AES/EBU interface analysis capability. 

PO Box 2209 
Beaverton, OR 97075 
Phone 503/627-0832; Fax 503-641-8906 

Gold Line DSP 30RM Rackmount RIA 
A 19-inch digital rackmount RTA with precision micro-

phone, duplicate line and mic connectors on front and rear, 
plus built-in pink noise generator. Features include DSP 
triple-tuned ANSI 1S-octave filters, 85dB window, LEO time 
averaging, sum and subtraction modes, plus SPL in flat, 
A, C or user weighting. Expansion features include loud-
speaker timing, RT60 and THD measurements, plus an 
RS-232 computer interface with software for PC or Mac-
intosh-based systems. Suggested retail: $2,195. 

Gold Line FD23 Feedback Detector 
The Gold Line FD23, used with any equalizer, is the fastest 
and most effective way to eliminate feedback. The LED 
display of the FD23 will indicate which frequency to cut, 
allowing you to eliminate feedback by making the opti-
mum equalizer adjustment. The FD23 is portable and bat-
tery-operated and can be used to "ring out" any room or 
to protect against feedback during live performance. 
Suggested retail price: $259.95. 
Box 500 
West Redding, CT 06896 
Phone 203/938-2588; Fax 203/938-8740 

Integral Vision CD-WARP Gauge 
Desktop unit that creates both a height and slope map, and 
tangential and radial warp for 65, 80, 120, and 130mm 
discs. Accurate readings are displayed as topographical 
maps and profiles. The data is displayed on a color moni-
tor, and a hard copy can be printed on demand. Special 
features include: user-friendly interface, auto scaling, gray 
scale or color video, video zoom, 3-D disc view, and polar 
profiles at any radius/angle. 
PO Box 6295 
Toledo, OH 43614 
Phone 419/536-1983; Fax 419/536-2793 

1. 

o 

Klark-Teknik ON6000 
The DN6000 provides high resolution spectrum/time analy-
sis. It performs real-time A- and 1i-octave spectrum, LET, 
LEO, and RT60 analysis to a resolution of 0.2 dB. Thirty-
two memory positions are available to store spectrum 
analysis data and a further sixteen for LET, LEO, RT60. 
Walter Nash Rd. 
Kidderminster, Worcs 
DY 7HJ, UK 
Phone 44/1562/741-515; Fax 44/1562/745-371 

TEF Sound Lab Polar ETC Software 
Sound Lab Polar ETC (PET) is the latest software module 
for use with the TEF acoustic analyzer. The unique soft-

ware reports directional information about reflections, as 
well as magnitude and time of arrival. From a practical 

standpoint, Sound Lab PET measurements can be used by 
audio professionals to quickly obtain accurate distance 
and directional information concerning problematic reflec-
tions within an environment. The Sound Lab Polar ETC 
(PET) has a suggested retail price of $500. 

TEF 20 SHIP Acoustic Analyzer 
The new TEF 20 SHIP acoustic analyzer provides both se-
rial and parallel communications in one instrument. The 
dual port option provides high-speed communications 
with notebook computers via a standard parallel port 
(LPT1 or LPT2). A parallel upgrade path is available for 
TEF20 and TEF20 HI analyzers and can be field- installed by 
the user in minutes. Suggested retail price for the new 
TEF20 SHIP acoustic analyzer is $4,500. 
PO Box 1000 
Elkhart, IN 46515-1000 
Phone 800/833-8575; Fax 219/293-8302 

Most Music Stores Don't 
Have High Level Gear. 
Thankfully, We're Not 
Another Music Store. 

AKG • NEUMANN 
SENNHEISER 

TC ELECTRONIC 
BRÜEL & KJ/ER 
SANKEN • MILAB 

MICROTECH GEFEL 
FOCUSRITE • DEMETER 
GROOVE TUBE • DBX 
AUDIO-TECHNICA 

ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS 
SHURE • MEYER SOUND 
MILLENNIA MEDIA 

CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) FINE MIC 

---> That's (800) 346-3642 

The 

MICROPHONE 
Company 

5805 Chimney Rock Road 
Houston, Texas 77081 
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Indies on the Rise: 
PRODUCER 
ADAM LASUS AND 
22 BRIDES 

by Blair Jackson 
Led by sisters Libby and 
Carrie Johnson, the New 
York City band 22 Brides 
has been making waves 
on the East Coast for a 
couple of years now on 
the basis of their strong, 
genre-crossing songs, deli-
cious vocal blend and 
high-energy live perfor-

Producer Adam Lasus 

mances. Their 
eponymous 1994 debut 
album was largely an 
acoustic affair—sort of 
a darker, heavier Indigo 
Girls—though with clear 
alternative influences and 
leanings. Since that record 
came out, though, 22 
Brides have been touring 
almost constantly and, in 
the process, turned into a 
real band. 

Besides Carrie on elec-
tric and acoustic guitar and 
vocals, and Libby on bass, 
keyboards and vocals, gui-
tarist John Skehen and 
drummer Ned Stroh have 
become an integral part of 

the group's harder, 
edgier sound, add-
ing immeasurably 
to the power of 
the Johnson sisters' 
already well-craft-
ed songs. Their 
just-released sec-
ond album, Beaker 
(again on the bur-
geoning NY indic 
label Zero Hour), 
is a real revela-
tion—an eclectic 
set of songs popu-
lated by interest-
ing, offbeat charac-

22 Brides: (L to R) 

John Skehen, 

Libby Johnson, 

Ned Stroh, 

Carrie Johnson 

ters ( no doubt often the 
ladies themselves), deliv-
ered in a number of differ-
ent styles, from bright, 
melodic, folk strumming to 
punkoid buzzsaw guitar 
numbers. I hear echoes of 
Patti Smith, X, the Indigos 
and The Pretenders in their 
music, but it's all filtered 
through Libby's and Car-
ries unique perspective as 
sisters who've led full, in-
teresting lives (including 
formative years spent in 
Kenya; the band's name is 
derived from an African 
story). 

To help realize their 
ever-broadening artistic vi-
sion, 22 Brides recorded 
this sophomore effort with 
another u p-and-comi ng 
talent, producer/engineer 
Adam "Red" Lasus, whose 
work includes albums by 
Helium, Juliana Hatfield, 
Madder Rose, the Gigolo 
Aunts and Yo La Tengo. 
Working out of his own 
simply equipped Studio 
Red in Philadelphia, Lasus 
has managed to capture 
the many different facets 
of 22 Brides' sound, mak-
ing a record that is chal-
lenging, sonically interest-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 320 



Recording at Home 
With Warren Levu 
by Eric Rudolph 
Warren Zevon has a few 
basic guidelines for deter-
mining the direction of a 
new record. "I think one 
should only make records 
one would want to hear, 
and one should try to 
make them different" from 
their predecessors, he says. 
Zevon's done both with his 
latest recording, Mutineer 
(Giant/Warners), most of 
which was recorded in his 
Los Angeles apartment 
with a well-traveled broad-
cast board and a couple of 
ADATs. 

Zevon says Mutineer is 
the record he has always 
wanted to make; it is also 
the quietest Zevon record 
so far. While it opens on 
familiar ground, with the 
rocking "Seminole Bingo," 

CLASSIC TRACKS 

"Groovir by 
The Young Rascals 

by Blair Jackson 
I've always had a soft spot 
in my heart for The Rascals 
because Felix Cavaliere, 
the group's lead singer, 
keyboardist and co-writer 
of all their best songs, grew 
up in my hometown of 
Pelham, N.Y. (a suburb of 
NYC). When the Young 
Rascals (as they were 
known their first three 
years) first hit the Big Time 
in early '66 with their 
peppy reworking of The 
Olympics' "Good Lovin'," 
this was big news in Pel-

about a fugitive junk-bond 
king, it immediately turns 
markedly quiet, downbeat 
and introspective for the 
next five songs. 

"Contrary to some per-
ceptions of my having 
reached a quiet and medi-
tative midlife turning point, 
the quieter sound of Muti-
neer has more to do with 
the nature of the at-home 
recording process than 
with a philosophical inten-
tion," he says by phone 
from a Cleveland hotel 
room. "My little apartment 
studio simply lends itself to 
quietude. However, when I 
saw that this was becoming 
the quietest record I'd ever 
made, it struck me that 
making a quiet record was 
the most mutinous thing I 
could do at this point." He 
is seven dates into a tour 
on which he laid to rest 
any doubts about middle-
aged doldrums, rocking 
hard for two hours night 

L to R: Felix Cavaliere, Dino Danelli, Gene Cornish, Eddie Brigatti 

ham! Even though Cava-
liere had left Pelham a few 
years earlier, his parents 
still lived across the street 
from Pelham High School, 
and occasionally there 
would even be Felix sight-

after night, backed by the 
energetic Irish pop-rock 
band Something Happens. 
(Zevon is considering mak-
ing his next record with 
Something Happens, in a 
regular studio setting, per-
haps in Dublin.) 

After making records 
in state-of-the-art studios 

ings, like when our home-
town hero would pull up 
to his folks' house in a 
some fancy sports car. 
"Wow, there he is!" 

The Rascals were al-
ways somewhat of an 

with various perfectionist 
producers and associates 
(from ad jingles and his 
first sides as an artist with 
Bones Howe, to Jackson 
Browne, various members 
of the Eagles and Waddy 
Wachtel) for most of the 
last 25 years, Zevon decid-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 322 

anomaly in the pop music 
world. They emerged in 
the wake of the British In-
vasion, but their sound 
was closer to Wilson Pick-
ett and Smokey Robinson 
than to The Beatles or 
Dave Clark Five. They 
were soulful white kids; in 
fact, the term "blue-eyed 
soul" was originally coined 
to refer to The Rascals 

g (though none of the band-
members had blue eyes). 
All four members had ex-
perience playing R&B, and 
three of the four mem-
bers Cavaliere, Canadian-
born singer Gene Cornish 
and Eddie Brigati were lat-
ter-day members of the 
popular New York act 
Joey Dee & the Starlighters 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 324 
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THE CREATIVE 2- TRACK 

Dali-2T from Fairlight is a powerful DSP toolkit 

that provides brilliant sound for sophisticated 

audio processing like time compression and 

pitch change. 

Equipped with Fair light's proprietary 

TimefxrM software, Dali-2T gives you: 
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• Powerful non-destructive editing 

• Level control with ramps 

• 4-band fully parametric EQ 

• 4-stage dynamics 

• PQ coding, and more. 

Dali-2T is 

small and 

powerful, consisting 

of a discrete 3-unit 

rackmount, with an easy 

to use dedicated con-

troller. Lay off tracks from 

digital or analogue multitrack, 

fix them up and lay them back in 
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King Biscuit Flowers 
Again on CO 

by Blair Jackson 
There was a time—not so long ago, 
actually—when rock 'n' roll fans 
couldn't just turn on MW or VH-1 or 
Showtime or HBO to see concerts 
by the hot touring bands of the day. 
Radio was still king, and a syndicat-
ed program called The King Biscuit 
Flower Hour was the main source 
each week for millions of people na-
tionwide to hear live music. It was a 
boon to music lovers, and both bands 
and record companies recognized 
that playing The Biscuit (as it was 
fondly called) was an excellent pro-
motional tool. Sound quality was al-
ways excellent, and if you were 
quick-fingered enough with your reel-
to-reel or (later) cassette recorder, you 
could avoid the commercials and as-
semble thrilling live tapes of your fa-
vorite bands. 

The show debuted on February 
18, 1973, with an amazing triple-bill 
of Blood Sweat & Tears, fusion gi-
ants Mahavishnu Orchestra and a 
little-known artist named Bruce 
Springsteen. Twenty-two years and 
more than 1,000 broadcast hours of 
nearly 500 artists later, The Biscuit 
has a new home: on compact disc. 
While the show is still heard on 
some 170 stations (down from a 
peak of more than 300), it has been 
airing reruns since 1991 (though that 
may change soon), and now the 
company is looking to the new King 
Biscuit CD series as a fresh way to 
capitalize on their incredible archive 
of more than 16,000 tapes. 

"We're hoping to put out six or 
eight CDs a quarter," says King Bis-
cuit label manager and archivist 
Barry Ehrmann. "Whenever possible, 
we're going to put out the whole 
concert, not just what was broadcast, 
and we're going back to the original 
multitracks and remixing, rather than 
just releasing whatever the radio ver-
sion of the show was." The first 
batch of CDs, released mid-summer, 
includes a 1976 Deep Purple con-
cert, America from 1982, Greg Lake 
(of the original King Crimson) with 
Gary Moore from 1981, Kingfish 
(featuring the Grateful Dead's Bob 
Weir) from 1976, and Canned Heat 
from 1979. Under consideration for 
the second batch, due in October, 
are concerts by lOcc from 1975, 

Steve Forbert from '79, The 
Fixx from 1982, Robin Trower 
from '74 and a couple of oth-
ers that were still being final-
ized at presstime. "This is just 
the tip of the iceberg," Ehrmann 
says. "There's amazing stuff here, 
and we're going to do whatever 
we can to get the rights to release 
it. Some acts we're never going 
to get, of course. But so far, man-
agers and labels have been very re-
ceptive to what we're doing, be-
cause they know the quality is going 
to be good." 

King Biscuit hired veteran pro-
ducer/engineer/studio owner Gary 
Lyons (Foreigner, Aerosmith, Grate-
ful Dead, etc.) to handle the techni-
cal end of the re-release operation, 
which began with baking the master 
reels and transferring them to new 
digital or analog tapes. "They'd been 
kept very professionally," Lyons 
comments. "They're all 16- and 24-
tracks done by the top trucks of the 
day—Record Plant, Wally 
Heider's, Effanel, Fanta Pro-
fessional Services out of Nash-
ville, various others. Usually, I 
preferred the analog sound [for 
the transfer], because as the 
years pass, you pick up a little bit 
of second or third harmonic dis-
tortion on tape, and transferring to 
analog sounded more pleasant." 

"We used the Ampex recipe for 
baking the tapes," Ehrmann adds 
with a chuckle. "Put them in a con-
vection oven for eight hours at 120 
degrees. Then you let them sit at stu-
dio temperature for 24 hours while 
the tape restabilizes. They're fine for 
about 30 days, and then they tend to 
revert to their original condition. We 
found that it wasn't the age of the 
tape that determined its condition. 
I've played tapes from 1973 that are 
fine and ones from 1978 that are 
shot. But I haven't come across a 
tape that's completely ruined. Every-
thing has been recoverable, and I 
think that's because they were stored 
so well. Probably a month after 
recording them, they were shipped 
to a climate-controlled environment 
called Iron Mountain in upstate New 
York. This place is like something 
out of James Bond movie—it's a 
complete underground city. You go 
through this humongous steel door, 
and then there are about 25 build-
ings underground. I think people 
used to farm mushrooms down 
there, and then in the ' 50s, the guy 

iN toiedfitit 

who built it 
stalled renting out 

space to corporations to have 
underground offices in case of a nu-
clear war or something. After that, it 
became a storage facility." 

Lyons has been doing his sonic 
work at a facility in Germany known 
as Dolphin Studios, which is equipped 
with an SSL G Series and Neve con-
soles, Genelec monitors. a SADiE dig-
ital workstation and whatever out-
board gear he might require. "My goal 
is just to capture the excitement of 
the original performance," he says. 
"When I worked on the Kingfish [two-
CD1 set, I worked with [band co-
leader] Matthew Kelly to help me un-
derstand what the concert sounded 
like in the hall at the time, and he was 
very helpful. I didn't want to go and 
make it sound modern. In fact, in 
general, I've tried to keep the out-
board equipment as authentic as pos-
sible. If I have to use a compressor or 
something on a mid-'70s show, I'll use 
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Barry Ehrmann and some of the 16,000 King Biscuit tapes. 

tube gear and try to keep it as much 
in that period as possible." 

Still, Lyons says that preparing the 
tapes for release has been a painstak-
ing job. On Kingfish, for example, "I 
went through every song and marked 
down where there was singing and 
where there wasn't, and then, using 
the computer, I'd kill that mic when it 
wasn't being used for vocals, to get 
rid of buzzes and hums and crosstalk 
and spillage from the guitars and 
drums. At the same lime, I'm not 
going to go through and take out 
every click and pop I hear. It's a live 
show, and you want to keep the mu-
sical integrity. If there was a noise, 
well, that's what was there. I don't 
want it to sound like a studio record, 
although that's easy to do with today's 
technology." 

Wherever possible, King Biscuit is 
involving the original recording engi-
neers and/or bandmembers in the 
process of mixing the tapes, and as 
Ehrmann jokes, -We're not going 
to start screwing around with Bob 
Clearmountain's original mixes of 
Bowie and Bryan Adams shows if it 
comes to that." Greg Lake produced 
the release of his disc himself, and the 
Canned Heat project was overseen by 
the group's drummer, Fito de la Parra. 
Ehrmann says he hopes to release en-
tire concerts rather than just selected 
cuts, and he doesn't envision making 
compilation CDs. Many of the tracks 
on the original tapes were never aired 
due to to time constraints, and there 
are even a fair number of concerts 
that were not broadcast at all for one 
reason or another. 

Obtaining the rights to release the 
vintage concerts is probably the big-
gest hurdle Ehrmann faces with the 
new label. Generally speaking, the 
performances are controlled by the 

groups and the rec-
ord companies for 
whom they record-
ed at the time the 
tapes were made. 
Complicating the sit-
uation are such fac-
tors as whether the 
band exists any-
more, whether they 
now record for an-
other label, and, 
most importantly, 
whether the musi-
cians want the mate-
rial released. Some 
artists are notorious-
ly protective of their 

work, and others may have already 
released live material from the year(s) 
covered by the King Biscuit material. 
King Biscuit tapes already have been 
tapped by the Rolling Stones for their 
Still Life LP, and Ehrmann says that 
some of their Eric Clapton material 
may turn up on a second Clapton 
Crossroads box that is in the works. 

"There's so much great stuff here 
it's hard to know where to begin," 
Ehrmann says. "We recorded three 
nights of Genesis in 1976—we have 
45 reels of 24-track tape on that. 
We've got Peter Gabriel at the Bot-
tom Line with Robert Fripp on gui-
tar. It goes on and on." 

Indeed it does—from the guitar 
gods of the mid-'70s, to nearly every 
major new wave band, to the estab-
lished giants of two decades. "I just 
want to get this music out to people," 
Ehrmann says excitedly. "King Biscuit 
is a name a lot of people grew up on. 
These CDs are going to bring back a 
lot of good memories for people, and 
hopefullly also introduce new people 
to some great music." 

—FROM PAGE 3 I6, 22 BRIDES 

ing and—dare we speak the word?— 
commercial at the same time. Lasus 
may have alternative-world recording 
credentials in spades, but he clearly 
knows how to work with singers and 
songwriters, too. 

What has become a successful ca-
reer for the 26-year-old Lasus "start-
ed out as a hobby in my basement 
with a Tascam 38 and an Allen & 
Heath board," he says. "I'd played in 
bands and was into recording 
demos, and I started doing other 
bands' demos for free just as a 
hobby for fun. I got my start at Stu-

dio 4 fin Philadelphia] as an intern, 
and my band got a spec deal there. 
While we were doing our music 
there, it dawned on me that I was 
maybe more interested in the 
recording end of it than playing in a 
band. I continued my little hobby 
studio, and then—I don't know if it's 
fate or what—hut a lot of the little 
bands I did demos with for free 
ended up getting signed: Chris Hart-
ford got signed to Elektra, Madder 
Rose got signed to Atlantic, Helium 
got signed to Matador, the Gigolo 
Aunts got signed to RCA. And a 
bunch of them came back and said, 
'Hey, we want to do our album with 
you in your basement, because we 
like the vibe." 

As his business increased, Lasus 
moved from 8-track to a 16-track MS-
16 and a Soundcraft board. Then, a 
year-and-a-half ago, disaster struck: "A 
four-foot water main in front of my 
house broke and flooded my entire 
basement, so all my gear and a lot of 
tapes, about 15 guitars and a couple 
of drum kits.. everything I owned 
was under water for 12 hours. I was 
in a state of shock, wandering around 
my basement trying to save the mas-
ter tapes, because you can always get 
more equipment, but the tapes were 
irreplaceable. I had about 300 there, 
and I managed to save all except 
four." Then, in a scene straight out of 

's a Wonderful Lift, a hunch of the 
bands Lasus had worked with threw 
benefit concerts for him in Boston, 
Philadelphia and Providence, raising 
nearly $ 10,000 toward the resuscita-
tion of their beloved Studio Red. " It 
made me feel good because I'd just 
been in my basement working all 
those years and hadn't paid that much 
attention to the fact that I'd helped a 
lot of people and was actually starting 
to become a figure in this East Coast 
indic rock alternative scene," he says. 

Lasus' luck continued when he 
learned that " right down the street 
there was a studio called Babylon 
Sound that had just folded, so I went 
in there and they rented the space to 
me—and it's been great. It's a huge 
space with a window, a beautiful 
drum room, a control room that was 
based on a John Storyk design. It's 
quite a contrast from my basement, 
but I still think it has a nice, relaxed 
vibe. It's still basically just a home stu-
dio that went wild." 

These days, Studio Red is 
equipped with a Soundcraft Spirit 
console, "which is probably bottom-
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of-the-line," Lasus admits, "but I've 
worked on it so long I've gotten real 
good at it, and I actually like a it a lot. 
I'm still using the Tascam MS-16 at 30 
ips. I mix everything down to an Otani 
5050 2-track at 15 with [Ampex] 499, 
which kind of smooths out the bot-
tom end, and also to a Panasonic 
3700 [DAT]. I go back and forth be-
tween analog and digital for my 
mixes. Probably the main thing that 
makes the studio sound warm is I 
have a thing called a Purkhiser CA2. 
Purkhiser is this genius in Ohio who's 
the brother of the singer in The 
Cramps [Lux Interior], and he makes 
the most incredible tube preamp 
compressors I've ever used. He built 
me this deluxe model that's two pre-
amps and two compressors, kind of 
like a stereo unit or dual mono. 
Soundwise, it's kind of like a combi-
nation between a Fairchild and an 
old LA-2. On the Brides record, all 
the vocals were done through it, and 
all the acoustic guitars. I just go 
through that and right to tape. The 
unit is incredible, and its in red alu-
minum with red backlighting, so it 
looks really cool, too!" 

Sessions for Beaker (named after 
guitarist Skehan's cat) stretched over 
a month at Studio Red, with about 
ten days each devoted to basic tracks, 
overdubs and mixing. (Additionally, 
two songs were recorded and pro-
duced by Daniel Wise at Network 
Studios in New York City.) The total 
budget was about $20,000—not a 
huge amount by major label stan-
dards, but a decent figure for an indic 
record. Helping Lasus with the engi-
neering and mixing was Jason Cox, 
who has worked at Studio Red for 
more than a year. "He's amazing, 
with really good instincts," Lasus says 
of Cox. "He's a Full Sail graduate, 
which is a big help, because I'm 
completely untrained; I didn't even 
really read the manuals to this stuff. 
So he's shown me things I didn't 
even know about." 

Lasus says the basic tracks were 
recorded live, "and we kept all the 
bass and rhythm guitar where possi-
ble and built up from there. There 
aren't too many overdubs; we tried to 
keep things simple—hut still have 
some variety and sound interesting." 
To that end, Lasus encouraged Ske-
han to use a number of different gui-
tars and effects. "I have a collection 
of about 25 vintage guitars and about 
20 amps, ranging from little Ampeg 
Rockets up to Marshalls and Bass-

man. I think we used about 15 differ-
ent guitars. I'm a big fan of $ 100 gui-
tars that sound cool. Plus I have 
about 50 effects pedals, so all my 
production is pretty guitar-oriented." 
Typically, he miked the amps "with a 
421 up close and then a 414 in the 
room. I'll usually use one, the other 
or both." Bass mainly went through 
an Ampeg V4 cabinet miked with a 
Beyer M88 and then also captured di-
rect with a Countryman. 

For Stroh's drums, Lasus and Cox 
used an RE20 on the kick, a 57 on 
the snare, Beta 57s on the toms, 451s 
as overheads, and a PZM placed on 
the studio window "to liven up the 
sound a bit." In addition to the 414 
for the room, Lasus also found the 
CAD Equitek E100 to be very effec-
tive: "We used it right close to the 
ground, about ten feet from the kick, 
and it sounded great. We also used 
the E100 on some of the vocals." 
The primary vocal mic, though, was 
"a 414 that I just love," Lasus says. " It 
seems a little brighter and a little 
warmer than most. For a second 
mic, I used either the Equitek or a 
Sony C-38, which is a cool old 70s 
transistor mic." Besides the afore-
raved-about Purkhiser compressor, 
Lasus also used quite a bit of Roland 
Space Echo on the sisters' vocals— 
he says " it blows away any other 
vocal effect I've ever heard." 

Working on the 22 Brides record 
was "really satisfying all the way 
around," Lasus says. "Carrie and 
Libby have a great dynamic going, 
and they're really open to trying dif-
ferent things. It was all very smooth. 
They were looking for a departure 
from their acoustic folk sound, so 
we just went in and tried a lot of dif-
ferent sounds. I'm really happy with 
how it came out, and I think they 
were, too." 

—FROM PAGE 317, WARREN ZEVON 

cd that he would finally work alone 
and unsupervised. Inspired by the 
low-tech approach employed on his 
previous recording, the direct-to-DAT 
acoustic solo world tour record 
Learning to Flinch (Giant), Zevon 
decided that his next studio record 
would be cut primarily in the 6x8-
foot pitched-roof loft of his L.A. 
apartment. 

The loft is equipped with two 
stock Alesis ADATs, an Amek/TAC 
Bullet console ( the same 10x4x2 
broadcast board used to record 
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CREATING A HIGHER STANDARD 
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Zevon live-to-DAT during 96 shows 
around the world), a Zoom box, a 
couple of AKG 414 ULS micro-
phones, Sony Pro headphones, Tan-
noy PBM-8 monitors, an ancient 
Macintosh Plus computer with mem-
ory upgrades and Mark of the Uni-
corn 4.2 software, Alesis drum ma-
chine, custom drum samples and 
a Yamaha I0(88 keyboard. Zevon 
composed music and laid down se-
quences, vocals and guitar tracks, 
starting at around midnight (his pre-
ferred time to record) each night. 

"One of the big advantages of this 
approach is that it eliminates demos. 
I dislike making demos because I'm 
lazy, and because we always think 
the studio vocal is never as good as 
the demo. Also, the demo process 
stops the compositional process 
dead. It's, 'Get it on tape so you can 
play it for the guys, then throw the 
demo away," Zevon explains. At 
home, Zevon continued to compose 
the songs on Mutineer as he record-
ed them. 

Zevon claims that he is not at all 
technically adept. "ADATs are pretty 
simple; my engineer Duncan Aldrich 
set up the studio and showed me 
how it worked, and I wrote it down 
and tacked it on the wall. I said, 
'Look, Duncan, you might as well 
not even try to explain the route to 
me, just make it so it happens.' 
When Duncan heard tracks, either 
over the phone or in person, he was 
always saying, 'Stop using the com-
pressor, stop fooling around, don't 
do anything I can't undo!" Having 
decided to make an uncluttered rec-
ord, Zevon used only seven of his 
16 available ADAT tracks for music; 
an eighth was used for a SMPTE 
stripe. He used his second ADAT 
machine only to make safeties. 

Zevon was determined not to 
spend "all day singing the same thing 
until I lost my voice. There's a risk of 
losing whatever personality I have as 
a vocalist by attempting to record vo-
cals in a more perfectionist way like 
other singers. All this maximizing the 
vocal tracks is a wonderful thing for 
technically better singers. If I knew 
that I could fix bar 47 like [Don] Hen-
ley could, I certainly would; I can 
hear that triplet, but I can't sing it. So 
rather than worry about bar 47, I 
thought, 'What will happen if I just go 
for performances?" 

"The vocals are very relaxed, and 
we both think they're his best yet," 
says Mutineer engineer and frequent 

Zevon collaborator Aldrich. "He 
wasn't under the gun for the big 
hourly studio rate and didn't have 
people telling him he wasn't singing 
right. Vocal sessions can often be 
quite grizzly, but he was having the 
time of his life. The whole philoso-
phy of this project was to let the art 
overcome the technology. Most of 
the vocals on the record are from 
the home studio; whatever punch-
ing-in there is on those vocals, War-
ren did himself at home." 

Long thought of as primarily a pi-
anist, Zevon's guitar leads, rarely 
heard on record, are some of the 
best elements on Mutineer. They 
burst out of quiet songs about love 
gone horribly wrong, snarling with 
suddenly released tension and fury. 
Zevon says the lead parts were in 
many ways "the most expressive 
part of the record, so being able to 
play them at home with the least 
amount of inhibition was very im-
portant." Mutineer's electric guitar 
parts were recorded direct from 
Zevon's Steinberger through a Zoom 
box; the acoustic parts were both 
miked and recorded direct. 

The completed ADAT cassettes 
were transferred to 24-track analog at 
Devonshire Studios in Los Angeles, 
which has an old Neve 8128 board 
with Flying Faders, and a Studer 827. 
In keeping with the desire to make 
an uncluttered record, Aldrich limited 
Zevon to seven tracks of overdubs 
for everything, including guest musi-
cians such as bassist Larry Klein, 
Bruce Hornsby and Zevon stalwart 
David Lindley. The bass, drum and 
keyboard parts were regenerated 
using the SMPTE stripe. "The notes 
were there; we just re-did the parts 
under the superior sonic conditions 
at Devonshire," says Aldrich. 

Aldrich says he did as little proc-
essing to the ADAT material as pos-
sible. "With synthesizers, you do 
what you can to make them not 
sound so lame, and my philosophy 
on this record was less is more. I did 
some light EQ and made some ten-
der use of digital sound environ-
ments with a Lexicon 480, and we 
used a live reverb chamber on some 
tracks. But I tried to do the process-
ing so that you would only notice it 
if it wasn't there—like putting the 
shine on a freshly painted car." 

Simplicity being the order of the 
day, the sound of a toy piano on 
"Piano Fighter" (which recounts 
Zevon's history from a would-be 

prodigy to his crisis with alcoholism 
following his initial success) was pro-
duced by Zevon actually playing a 
toy piano "just like ["Peanuts" charac-
ter] Schroeder!" Aldrich says. "A sam-
pled toy piano would never sound 
like that. It belongs to my neighbor's 
daughter, and it was in tune." The toy 
piano was recorded live with a Neu-
mann 47 HT at Devonshire. 

Zevon encountered many chal-
lenges recording at home in an 
apartment, starting at midnight, but 
fortunately noise complaints from the 
neighbors were not among them. He 
monitored his raucous guitar leads 
with headphones and noted that 
there is no neighbor on the other 
side of the wall of his loft studio. 
"That's one of the charms of my 
apartment, that this sort of thing is 
possible," he notes. "I'm always 
telling people that they could buy a 
house, and, if they tried to record at 
home, the sound could still travel 
perfectly across the Valley to annoy 
the neighbors." 

-FROM PAGE 317, YOUNG RASCALS 

before hooking up with young jazz 
and R&B drummer Dino Danelli to 
form the Young Rascals in early 
1965. They were signed by Atlantic 
Records—considered a "black" label 
at the time—and began their five-
year string of hits with "I Ain't 
Gonna Eat Out My Heart Anymore" 
in December 1965. 

Around the same time the Young 
Rascals were picking up steam, a 
young Liverpudlian named Chris 
Huston had crossed "the pond" and 
was starting to get involved with stu-
dio work. He had been a member of 
the group The Undertakers and even 
done some road time with Joey Dee, 
whom he knew from the Starlighters' 
days at the Star Club in Hamburg, 
where The Undertakers occasionally 
gigged, following in the footsteps of 
you-know-who. The Undertakers' 
American manager, Bob Gallo, also 
co-owned (with Bob Harvey) a small 
Manhattan recording studio called 
Talentmasters, and Huston quickly 
learned that he was more intrigued 
with recording than with playing. At 
Gallo's urging, Huston turned down 
an offer to join Paul Revere & the 
Raiders to work as an engineer at 
Talentmasters. "I guess I was one of 
the first of a class of musicians who 
went into the studio and basically 
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said, let me have at it,- Huston says. 
"Talentmasters was this little place 

on 42nd Street," he continues. "The 
actual control room was no more 
than 12-foot-square, and it had 
a Presto lathe in the back. It had 
four Ampex MX10 mixers, with a 
little mic/line switch on the last one, 
four Pultec equalizers and four Ham-
mond K10 spring reverbs. So it was 
pretty simple, but so much great 
music happened there. My engineer-
ing didn't really involve much, 
though. It was basically just turning 
a few knobs to capture a perfor-
mance. There was not a lot of so-
phistication in engineering. In those 
days, we were documenting a per-
formance, whereas today engineers 
help create a performance." 

Atlantic Records used the room so 
much that they bought the studios 
from Harvey and Gallo, changed 
the name to Incredible Sounds, and 
then essentially turned over the op-
eration to producer Bert Berns, who 
briefly ran an Atlantic custom label 
(BANG) until his sudden death in 
December 1967. "Atlantic had the 
place going night and day," Huston 
remembers. "We did Ben E. King 
there, The Drifters, Solomon Burke, 
Patti LaBelle, Mary Wells, Question-
Mark ek the Mysterians, Van Morri-
son, The Rascals..." 

Huston already knew The Rascals 
through his association with Joey 
Dee, "so when I finally got to work 
with them [in early 1967], we didn't 
have to go through that sometimes 
awkward period of breaking the ice. 
They were a little different from the 
setups I'd been working with normal-
ly, because usually at Talentmasters 
we were working with sessionmen 
for the big artists, and in those days, 
people would rehearse until they got 
it right, even with the string section 
in there playing along with them. 
We only had 12 inputs, because the 
MX1Os had three mics on each. But 
sometimes we'd have 28 people—like 
when we did James Brown, we had 
12 inputs for 28 people live. So it was 
not unusual to find the musicians re-
hearsing for hours to get it right. I'd 
be circling the room, listening, getting 
a feel, because as an engineer then, 
your job was to take the energy of the 
room and add to it if you could." 

For The Rascals, though, "The 
tracks were built," Huston says. "You 
recorded on four tracks of a 4-track 
machine, submixed down to two 
tracks of another 4-track and pro-

ceeded from there. The piano we 
had wasn't very good, hut it worked 
well enough, I guess. The mics were 
fine. The esoteric mics that everyone 
bows down to today were our every-
day tools. We had a 47 that we used 
on vocals, and I remember we had a 
lot of 56s. I made a little platform for 
Eddie [Brigati] to stand on around the 
microphone, because he's so short. 
Also, we brought in Davey Brigati, 
Eddies brother, who also played with 
Joey Dee, to help out with the back-
ground vocals. They all had those 
wonderful Italian voices; so sweet. 
That's what was most amazing to me 
about The Rascals—those voices. 
And it wasn't just the notes they hit, 
but their choice of notes. 

"By the time I worked with The 
Rascals, we were starting to work out 
parts more in the studio, because the 
ability to ping-pong opened up a 
lot of doors, and sometimes you 
wouldn't know exactly where a track 
was headed until you'd heard some 
of that [layering]," he says. "Still, it 
usually came down to the rhythm 
section on one track—that was 
mono drums and bass; horns and 
strings on one track; lead vocal on 
another; and then background vocals 
on the other. On The Rascals, we'd 
usually use eight or nine tracks total; 
no more than that. 

"Groovin" was written by Cavaliere 
and Eddie Brigati and recorded March 
27, 1967. It marked something of a 
departure for the band in that it fea-
tured a very relaxed, vaguely Latin 
groove laid down by Danelli's congas, 
rather than conventional rock n' roll 
trap drums. Gene Cornish usually 
played bass, but for this session, 
"without really thinking of the politics 
of such a move, I brought in Chuck 
Rainey [from King Curtis' band], and 
that was literally his first job as a ses-
sion player," Huston says. "There was 
no looking hack for Chuck after 
that—he ended up playing on a lot of 
Aretha Franklin's best stuff, and so 
much more, of course." The track is 
also notable for Cavaliere's soulful 
lead vocal, the distinctive high har-
monica line ( played, Huston says, by 
the studio's janitor, Michael Wien-
stein), and the cheesy, but effective, 
bird noises contributed by Huston 
and Brigati. The Rascals produced 
their own sessions—a rarity in those 
days—but with plenty of input from 
Huston, the group's manager Sid 
Bernstein, and Atlantic staff producers 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 347 
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TAPE & DISC 

by Philip De Lancie 

TAPE & 
DISC NEWS 

T 
ELEMETRICS OFFERS DIGITAL BIN 

I ugh-speed cassette duplication equip-
ment manufacturer Versadyne has 
branched into the digital bin market 
with the founding of Telemetrics, a 
new affiliate company specializing in 
digital master reproducers for dupli-
cation lines. The company's first 
product will be the DBS-1000 system, 
which includes a mastering station 

and a hard disk-based digital bin. The 
system offers 64:1 and 80:1 duplica-
tion ratios at a 44.1kHz sampling rate, 
as well as 128:1 at 32 kHz. 

The DBS-1000 is aimed at the low 
end of the price spectrum in digital 
bins, which generally have been 
within reach of only the most pros-
perous duplicators. Telemetrics says 
the system will sell for "less than half 

the price of currently available sys-
tems." The economy is achieved by 
designing the bin around two RAID 
(Redundant Array of Independent 
Disks) hard disk arrays (one for each 
side of the cassette), rather than 
using the more costly RAM storage 
approach favored by Telemetrics' 
competitors. Hard disks were used in 
the original bins offered by industry 

pioneer Concept Designs 
some eight years ago, but 
RAM-based systems were 
found to offer better relia-
bility. Telemetrics appears 
to be banking on the idea 
that the substantial evolu-
tion in hard disk technol-
ogy over the past few 
years now makes the disk-
based approach feasible. 

The DBS-1000 uses Pen-
tium-based computers as 
CPUs for both mastering 
and duplication stations. 
The system has 16-bit linear 
converters, selectable out-
put bus configurations, 
slave recorder control, cue 
tone generation and a 
built-in "production totaliz-
er" for monitoring up to 24 
slaves. The mastering sta-
tion uses simultaneous 
real-time loading of A- and 
B-side programs from DAT 
via an AES/EBU bus, with 
the B-side reversed during 
download. Program data 

and format commands (including 
EQ, record level and bias informa-
tion) may be stored along with the 
program. 

VHS BLOOMS AS DVD WAR LOOMS 

Rival groups of digital video disc 
(DVD) proponents may be staking 
their claims to the future of the CD as 
a video and multimedia format, but 
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TAPE & DISC 

consumers are showing little dissatis-
faction with the product that the new 
high-density CDs are designed to re-
place: videotape. According to figures 
released by the ITA, U.S. unit ship-
ments of blank VHS cassettes rose 11% 
in 1994, while sales of VHS pancakes 
jumped a whopping 30%. (Blank 
audio cassettes, meanwhile, showed a 
mere .3% rise in unit volume, with a 
4.1% drop in dollar volume.) 

Unless (and even if) agreement 
can be reached between backers of 
the MMCD (Sony/Philips) and SD 
(Time Warner/Toshiba) versions of 
DVD, high-density CD is likely to 
have a hard time competing against 
the near universal VHS format, espe-
cially since the discs are not record-
able. Commenting on the probable 
effects of a format war at the 
Replitech conference in Santa Clara, 
Calif., industry watcher Ted Pine of 
Infotech said he foresees an adop-
tion rate that "will underperform the 
initial adoption rate of CD-Audio." In 
computing applications such as mul-
timedia, Pine expects that in the 
"worst case...the high-density format 
war will prolong the life of normal-
density CD-ROM." 

SONIC ADDS CD-PLUS SOLUTIONS 

olutions has annoLinLed plans 

to debut a new set of tools designed 
to enable users of its audio worksta-
tions to write CDs in the multisession 
"CD-Plus" format, with audio tracks in 
the first session and multimedia data 
in the second. Sonic Solutions has 
also announced that it is cooperating 
with REV Entertainment to provide 
tools for building a series of CD-Plus 
titles for major labels including Warn-
er Bros Sony, Atlantic and Elektra. 

SPLICES 
JRI• Magnetic Sciences (Greendell, 
NJ) supplied T-bar head mounts to 
two high-speed duplicators. Nation-
al Tape (Nashville, TN) installed the 
mounts on 19 ES-8000 slaves, with an 
additional 35 slated for upgrade 
soon, while Michelle Audio (Messe-
na, NY) upgraded 20 ES-8000s and 
50 Gauss 1200s, as well as two Elec-
tro Sound loop bins. The mounts im-
prove azimuth alignment by replac-
ing shims with a tapered set screw... 
Novato, CA's KABA Research & De-
velopment is offering Saki ferrite re-
cording heads as original equipment 
in its real-time and double-time in-

cassette duplication systems. Saki 
(Calabasas, CA) also reports the sale 
of ferrite heads to Russian duplicator 
RONEeS for installation in Electro 
Sound high-speed slaves...Electro 
Sound (Sun Valley, CA) sold Series 
9000 high-speed audio dupe systems 
to Marsal Productions (San Antonio, 
TX), The Teaching Company (Spring-
field, VA), Digital International Corp. 
(North Hollywood, CA) and Cold 
Call Cowboy Productions (Palm 
Desert, CA). Sister company Gauss, 
meanwhile, made duplication sales 
to Jackson Sound Productions (En-
glewood, CO), which added slaves, 
and Northwestern (Portland, OR), 
which purchased a MAX digital 
bin...Versadyne (Campbell, CA) de-
livered a turnkey high-speed audio 
duplication system built around a %-
inch 1000 Series master to KASA in 
Phoenix, AZ. Also in Phoenix, Versa-
dyne sold Series 1000 and Series 
1500 slaves to Global Cassette. In in-
ternational sales, a 1000 Series sys-
tem went to SonoTec in Bogota, 
Colombia and a 1500 Series system 
to Shunde Jixin Industry in China... 
Greencorp Magnetics (Sydney, Aus-
tralia) purchased coating, slitting, 
milling and test equipment to ex-
pand its cassette tape manufacturing 
operations... Rank Video Services 
America began operations at a new 
235,000-square-foot, $36 million 
manufacturing center in North Little 
Rock, AR. The plant will have an an-
nual duplication capacity of 74 
million feature-length video cas-
settes...At CMS Digital (Pasadena, 
CA), engineer Robert Vosgien mas-
tered the new Van Halen single for 
Warner Bros...Digital Domain (New 
York City) mastered the new Toulouse 
Engelhardt CD for Sierra Records, as 
well as remastered a 1973 concert 
album from Gram Parsons...Rykodisc 
remastered the Frank Zappa album 
Strictly Commercial at SAE Mastering 
in Phoenix, AZ. Other labels working 
at the facility recently include Blind 
Pig, Flying Fish, Sub Pop, Touch & 
Go and RCA...San Francisco's Rock-
et Lab was the scene of mastering 
work by Paul Stubblebine on new 
albums by Harvey Mandel and 
Henry Kaiser, as well as mastering by 
Ken Lee of a new album from the 
Drifters.. Phil Austin of Trutone 
(Hackensack, NJ) wrestled with mas-
tering the new Hulk Hogan album, 
while colleague David Radin han-
dled new releases from Matador and 
Ichiban Records. 
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When GeneEis began 

re- master ng their back-

catalog they wanted the best 

AID conve-ter money couldl 

biy. They Dried a Prism Sound 

AD- 1 at L3ncon's Abbey 

Road Studios... 

...then t ley bought one. 

" the Prism Sound AD- 1 was 

the best scunding converter 

we could lay our ears on". 

Geoff Caninglham ( Engineefi 

can Music 

To experience music in full 

color and fine detail ask your 

Prism Sound representative for 

a demonstration, or call us at 

the address below. 

DA-1 Digital to analog converter 

AD-1 Analog to digital converter 

SNS 4-curve noise shaper 

MR-2024 16, 20 & 24 bit 

interface for DA-88 

idetze»ol 
PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS INC. 
121 STATE HIGHWAY 35 

RED BANK, NJ 07701 
TEL: (908) 747 7272 
FAX: (908) 747 2871 

E-mail: 74631.1001@compuserve.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD l'OR IORE INFO 

ORIGINAL PAINTING BY PIERRE BONNARD ( 1667 1947) 

• MADAME BONNARD ET SON CHIEN 1916 • 



C 0 A S To 
L.A. SESSION SPOTLIGHTS • BY ADAM BEYDA 

Tonic, Auden Studios 

Soon after L.A. alternative four-piece Tonic signed 
to Polydor/Atlas, the label put out a producer's 
cattle call. After meeting with several candidates, 
the hand chose to work with formidable produc-
er/engineer Jack Joseph Puig, whose voluminous 
discography includes credits with bands such as 
Belly, the Black Crowes and Jellyfish. 

Tonic mixed their upcoming 

Polydor/Atlas debut at Andora Studios 

in Hollywood. Posed in front of the Wall 

O' Outboard in Studio B are 

(L to R) producer/engineer Jack Joseph 

Puig, bassist Dan Rothchild, vocalist 

Emerson Hart and guitarist Jeff Russo. 

Puig tracked Tonic at Ocean 
Way and tracked and over-
dubbed at Sound City and Sun-
set Sound Factory. Come mix 
time, Puig chose to work in Stu-
dio B at Andora Studios in 
Hollywood, where he has mixed 
several other albums. The room 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 338 

Weapon of Choice, NM Recording 

When funkmeisters Weapon of Choice went into 
North Hollywood's NRG Recording Services this 
summer, they were only planning on cutting a 
remix of a single. Maybe it had something to do 
with the vibe at the commodious, studio bau:ton-
designed facility, but creative mayhem ensued, 
and the funk just wouldn't stop: After three 
weeks, the band emerged with an album's worth 
of new material. 

The LP, Hoorasion of the Body Hatcher. is slat-
ed for a January '96 release and will be the band's 
second album for the Loosegroove label, headed 
by Pearl Jam guitarist Stone Gossard. Gossard 
produced, working with producer/engineer Matt 
Wallace (known for his work with Faith No More, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 344 

Loosegroove Records recording artists 

Weapon of Choice at NRG Recording Services: front (L to R) 

are Regan Hagar (Loosegroove co-owner), Mark (backing 

vox), Finn (guitar), John Ewing Jr. (second engineer) and 

producer/Loosegroove chief Stone Gossard. In the back 

are Audra (backing vox), band manager Von, Lonnie 

(bass, vox) Tom-Bone (trombone), engineer 

Matt Wallace and Kea fus (keyboards). 

let trt7;i1„"4,—.. 
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C OAST 

SESSIONS 
& STUDIO NEWS 
by Adam Beyda 

NORTHEAST 

Richard Stoltzman was in at 
BearTracks in Suffern, NY, recording 
for the BMG Classics label. Jeremy 
Wall produced the session, with Larry 
Swist engineering and Steve Regina 
assisting...The Fun Lovin' Criminals 
tracked their self-produced EMI debut 
at New York's Magic Shop. Tim Lath-
am engineered with Juan Garcia as-
sisting. Producer John Agnello was 
also in mixing the new Triple Fast Ac-
tion release on Capitol...TAANG! 
recording artists The Swirlies mixed 
their latest material with engineer/pro-
ducer Rich Costey at Boston's Sound 
Techniques. Dave Kirkpatrick assist-
ed...Phil Greene mixed the new 
Roomful of Blues album on Rounder 
Records' Bullseye Blues label at Nor-
mandy Sound Studios in Warren, RI. 
Roomful leader and trombonist Carl 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 334 

New York sessoon: At tube gear Mecca Sear 

Sound (on the West Side), the lads took a 

break from recordi-ig the forthcoming debLt 

release of new Geffen band Hunk. Shown 

are (L to R) engineer Bil Emmons, assistsnt 

Tom Schick and producer Don Fleming. 

NY METRO REPORT 
by Dan Daley, Georgie 
Jesse! & Charlie Callas 

Howard Schwartz—you know, 
of Howard Schwartz Record-
ing—is celebrating his 20th 
year in showbiz this year. He 
figures success is just around 
the comer. Any day now. But 
seriously folks, Howard is a 
New York institution. In fact, 
he's been institutionalized nu-
merous times. But you know, 
Howard has done very well for 
himself. Howard made his first 
money in real estate—his 
thighs went condo in 1977. The 
height of the market, no less! 
One thing you can say for 

—CON7 l ID ON PAGE 344 

Howard Schwan! 

at Howard Schwartz Recording 

fflaramvEmtmw 
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New York session: Lou Reed was in at 

SoHo facility The Magic Shop cutting tracks 

for a self-produced future Warner Bros. 

release. Pictured in front of the studio's 

vintage custom Neve wrap-around, Reed is 

flanked by Steve Rosenthal (L), studio 

owner and engineer for the project, and 

Joe Warda, assistant engineer. 

—FROM PAGE 333, SESSIONS 

Querfurth produced, assisted by gui-
tarist Chris Vachon. . Matt Johnson 
(a.k.a. The The) was in at Sear Sound 
(NYC) recording for Sony UK with en-
gineer Bruce lampcov. Sear staffer Bil 
Emmons engineered for Geffen behe-
moths Boss Hog, produced by Steve 
Fisk, with assistants Tom Schick and 
Fred Kevorkian. Mixdown was done 
on the studio's rebuilt Ampex 300 'A-
inch tube recorder...Smoothie Michael 
Franks was in at the Make Believe Ball-
room in West Shokan, NY, working on 
a new project for Warner Bros. with 
producer Matt Pierson and producers 
Russell Ferrante and Jimmy Haslip of 
the Yellowjackets. Tom Mark engi-
neered...Tom Dowd was at Sheffield 
in Phoenix, MD, working on a televi-
son special for the Allman Brothers 
Band, with Fred Derby engineering. 
Sheffield's remote truck was recently 
working on a jazz and a gospel series 

This is the control room at Whitney Houston's new personal studio in Mendham, N.J., designed by the Russ Berger Design 

Group. The room is based around an SSL 9000 console and features 48-track digital and 24-track analog Studer recorders 

and a custom Quested monitoring system. The facility also includes a tracking room and a piano room. 

for Black Entertainment Television at 
Washington, DC, locations. Bill Mueller 
and Robert Jackson engineered... 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Heart-melting chanteuse k.d. lang 
completed her latest Warner Bros. re-

lease at Encore Studios in Burbank 
with Ben Mink producing and Marc 
Ramaer mixing. David Betancourt as-
sisted. Quincy Jones was also in mix-
ing his new Warners album with en-
gineer TomVicari and assistant Carlos 
Warlick...311 was at NRG Recording 
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in North Hollywood with producer 
Ron St. Germain, engineer Scott Ral-
ston and assistant John Ewing Jr. 
working on their latest project for 
Capricorn Records.. Red Five were in 
Sound City in Van Nuys cutting their 
Interscope debut with producer Matt 
Wallace and engineer Tony Phillips. 
Jeff Sheehan and Billy Bowers assist-
ed...At Skip Saylor Recording in L.A., 
legendary modern-rockers Love & 
Rockets were in tracking and mixing 
their upcoming self-produced Ameri-
can Recordings release with engineer 
Sylvia Massey. Atlantic act Brandy was 
in mixing her single "Broken Heart-
ed." Soul Shock & Karlin produced 
with Jay Lean engineering. Erin 
McInnes assisted on both ses-
sions...Songwriters Robin and Judithe 
Randall recorded a new number for 
the show Baywatch at Tutt & Babe 
Music in Santa Monica. Guy Marshall 
produced... 

NORTHWEST 

Pr( citKer Dennis Herring tracked the 
Restless Records debut of the Penny 
Dreadfuls on the API in Studio B at 
Bad Animals/Seattle. Chris Furhman 
engineered, and John Burton assist-
ed...Jazzman Mark Murphy recorded 
his latest LP at Triad Studios in Red-
mond, WA, with engineer Mark 
Yeend... 

NORTH CENTRAL 

Producers Chad Elliott and Big 
Jimmy Wright and engineer Jeff Tay-
lor cut vocals with Stokely (lead 
singer of Mint Condition) at Flyte 
Tyme Studios in Minneapolis on a re-
make of the Isley Brothers' "Make 
Me Say It Again Girl" for the Dead 
Presidents soundtrack...Irascible 
recordist Steve Albini tracked indic 
darlings Silkworm at The Chicago 
Recording Co. CRC also had the 
Freddy Jones band in recording their 
second Capricorn LP with produc-
er/engineer Justin Niebank...Doug 
Olson was at Smart Studios ( Madi-
son, WI) mixing a Warner Bros./ 
Canada debut release for Weeping 
Tile...Marshall Vente mixed his new 
Southport CD Tropicale at Chicago's 
Sparrow Sound Design with engi-
neers Jim Massoth, Joanie Pallatto 
and Patrick Halliwell. Halliwell was 
also mixing Native American artist 
James Yellowbank for a Northport 
release.. Peace Tree spent three 
weeks at Spiral Studios in Cleveland 
recording a ten-song CD for Fish 
Face Records. The sessions were en-
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M ACHINE CONTROL FOR 
ANY M ACHINE: 

SUPER CONTROLLER 
M ACHINE CONTROLLER 

Introducing the Adams-Smith SuperController/MCTm—a revolutionary new audio/ 

video machine control system. Synchronize and control multiple studio devices— 

audio/video transports, digital workstations, film dubbers, or Midi products—most, 

without expensive and complicated synchronizers! Provides absolute speed control 

of digital workstations and transports with resolved wordclock and precise vari-

speed for re-syncing material. Allows sub-frame accurate edits including track select 

of all available analog or digital tracks. And this is only the beginning! 

ADAMS-SMITH 

For the cost of individual remotes, 

you can now have the power of the 

SUPER CONTROLLER 

Visit AES Booth 

# 9 2 4 
34 Tower St • Hudson, MA 01749 * 508/562-3801 

I 11 RI I ilt SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Records' artist Albita Rodriquez was 
also in the studio completing her new 
LP, No Se Parece a Nada, with execu-
tive producer Emilio Estefan Jr., co-
producer Juan R. Marquez, and engi-
neers Scott Perry and Freddy Piiiero 
Jr.. Atlantic Records artist Tracy 
Lawrence was in Criteria Studios 
(Miami) to work on vocals for his next 
release with producer Don Cook, en-
gineer Mike Bradley and assistant Steve 
Robillard. Metro Blue/Capitol act Nil 
Lara was also in finishing up his label 
debut with co-producer/engineer 
Susan Rodgers and staffer Chris Carroll 
in Criteria's Augspurger-designed 
Neve 8078 room... 

SOUTHWEST 

Recent sessions at Arlyn Studios in 
Austin, TX, included Steven Doster 
(produced by Jay Aaron and engi-
neered by Stuart Sullivan and Larry 
Greenhill) and Guy Forsthe for An-
tones Records (produced and engi-
neered by Sullivan). Meanwhile, at 
Arlyn's sister studio Pedernales in 
nearby Spicewood, Ruben Ramos was 
in working on a Bobwire Records re-
lease with producer Joel Guzman and 
engineer Spencer Starnes, while Todd 
Snyder was produced by Mike Utley 
and engineered by Sullivan for Mar-
garitaville/MCA... 

viking audio® 
Most-loudspeaker 

systems cost a lot more 
than the price of their 
individual components. 
Only Viking Audio offers 
an extensive line of high 
-quality enclosures 
without drivers. Save 
thousands of dollars by 
installing the drivers 
yourself - a simple task 
taking less than one hour 
per cabinet. 

Dealer inquiries welcome 

z •. 

- 
• Cbnsidei the MCW-2. It 

4 i‘s a medium to long- throw' 
'system finished in fiberglass, 
for4use with two 15" 2226's 
and e. 2446 compression 
driyér. 

• For more information 
contact Micliael ( richton. 
.gdu-equest a free catalog. 

viking audio 
.111.0ez 51, Col. El Coll) 
CP. 45070 Zapópan, Jalisco. México. 
Tel. (3) 628-39§0 Fax 13) 6274-369.1 

' . 
•*Suggested retort price for enclosure only - drivers not included. Shieinal1r1c1 hanalIng eta.,, 

• 

STUDIO NEWS 

New York's EastSide Sound opened 
a new mixing room, moving their 
fully automated Harrison Series 10B 
over from the tracking room. In-
stalled in place of the Harrison was 
a pre-80 Series Neve console that the 
studio acquired recently, which fea-
tures David Manley tube modifica-
tions by Craig "Hutch" Hutchison, 24 
Neve 1064 modules and Flying 
Faders automation. The console also 
houses two rare Neve 2252 and 2253 
compressor/limiters...Nashville facil-
ity Masterfonics is completing work 
on a new 8,500-square-foot building 
featuring a Tom Hidley-designed, In-
frasound-ready control room, sched-
uled to open this month. The room 
will be equipped with a newly pur-
chased Solid State Logic SL 9080 J 
Series console...Two-year-old Room 
One Recording in Tacoma, WA, is 
expanding, adding office space and 
a new Pro Tools III editing/master-
ing suite. Recent music sessions in-
clude The Rhino Humpers and 
Happy Socks...Five Towns College 
in Dix Hills, NY, expanded its music 
video facility, adding Sony Y.-inch 
A/B roll editing equipment and a 
Grass Valley switcher. 

—FROM PAGE 332. TONIC ANDORA STUDIOS 

has been heavily booked of late—in 
the past year, artists ranging from 
Tom Petty (Wildflowers) to the Red 
Hot Chili Peppers ( the new One Hot 
Minute) have mixed there—and its 
popularity is no fluke. 

Studio B is equipped with Gen-
elec 1035A mains and a Studer A800 
recorder, and it features a hot-rod-
ded Neve 8078 with GML automa-
tion that Puig says sounds amazing. 
He adds that Andora is a great place 
to mix because "you walk in and 
throw the faders up and the room 
doesn't lie to you, but it allows you 
to manipulate what you want to very 
comfortably. Its only a function of 
the fact that the signal chain is so 
clean and the monitoring is so accu-
rate that you're really able to manip-
ulate it the way you need to, if nec-
essary." 

Although the studio has plenty of 
outboard gear, for the Tonic mix 
Puig brought in some 130 pieces 
from his personal stash. " It's a wide-
ranging collection of all different 
kinds of stuff," he says. "I have old 
tube compressors that were made in 

,1 sl.R1 I, I f.11a) 110KE MR) 
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You're not far from the solution. In fact, it's right at 
your finger tips: CLAROSTAT Modular 
Potentiometers. Words alone can't describe 
the quality, but you can feel it. Even, con-
sistent, unit after unit, each one the same. 
Nothing else quite like it. We call it the 
Magic Touch. And there's more: 

▪ Modular 1/2", 5/8" and Metrics. 

• Singles, duals, quads. 
Or gang up to eight units. 

• Versatile. Over a million 
configurations including 
electrical and/or mechanical phasing; laser trimming; 

multiple shaft, Turn here. bushing, terminal, 
resistance, taper and tolerance options; 
switch, pot/switch, push-pull switch, 

concentric shafts and... whew!..still more. 

/-  Get your hands on a sample and discover why the world's leading audio 
console makers specify CLAROSTAT controls. It's music to your fingers. 

Featuring... For information, call 800-874-1874 

the pro-audio feel. 

1500 International Parkway, Suite 100 
Richardson, Texas 75081 USA FAX: 21 4-47q-1 220 

CLARQSTAT 
PANEL CONTROLS 

A product ot... 

CLAROSTAT 



• "THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE. • • 

• 

PHOTO-VIDEO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E- Mail at 76623.570ecompuserve.com 

System 6 NFM II 
A 6.5 inch Dual Concentric with 
Tulip FIE wave guide forms the heart 
of the System 6 NM II providing a 
reference single point source moni-
tor in a more compact enclosure 
than ever before. Every aspect of 
design fully complements the drive 
unit's capability. The rigid cabinet 
with carefully contoured baffle and 
trim minimizes diffraction and the 
high quality minimalist DMT 
crossover and gold-plated Bi-Wire 
terminal panel optimize the signal 
path Pin-point stereo accuracy with 
wide frequency response, good power handling and sensitivey 
make this an ideal nearfield monitor. 

PBM Series II 
Reference Monitors 

The PBM II Series is the industry standard for reference moni-
tors. They feature advanced technologies such as vanabie 
thickness. injection molded cones with n trite rubbe" sur-
rounds and the highest quality components including 
polypropylene capacitors and carefully selected indicators. 
With a Tannoy monitor system you are assured of absolute 
fidelity to the source, true dynamic capability and most impor-
tant, real world accuracy. 

1111%  

PBM 5 II 
• Custom 5" injection-molded bass driver with a nitrite rubbr 
surround for Wended Irnearrty and accurate low frequency 
reproduction. They are better damped tor reduced distortion 
and exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange. 
• Woofer blends seamlessly with the ir polymele soft dome 
ferrollurd cooled tweeter providing extended bandwidth for 
extremely precise sonically-balanced rnorntonng. 
• Designed for nearfield use, the PBM 511 cabinets are pro-
duced from high density medite for min mal resonance anc 
features an anti-diffraction radiused front baffle design. 

PBM 6.6 II 
• Transportable and extremely powerful, the PBM 6.5 II is the 
ideal monitor for almost any project production environment. 
• 6.5" low' requency driver and 3/4" tweeter are fed by a com-
pletely redesigned hardwired hand selected crossover pro-
viding uncompromised detail, precise spectral resoluticn and 
flat response. 
• Fully radiused and poded cabinet design reduces resonance 
and diffraction while providing deep linear extended bass. 

PBM 8 II 
• High tech 1" soft dome tweeter with unmatched pattern 
control and enormous dynamic capability. 8" driver is capa-
ble of powerful bass extension under extreme SPL demands. 
• Hard wired crossover features true hi-wire capability and uti-
lizes the finest high power polypropylene capacitors and 
components available. 
• Full cross-braced matrix medite structure virtually eliminates 
cabinet resonance as a factor. 
• Ensures precise low frequency tuning by incorporaong o 
large diameter pod featuring laminar air flow at higher port 
velocities 

Stewart 
PA1000/1400/1800 

Power Amplifiers 
• High frequency switch 
mode power supply 
fully charges 120,000 
times per second ( 1000 
times faster than con-
ventional power sup-
plies) requiring far less 
capacitance for filtering 
and storage. 
• High speed recharging 
also reduces power 
supply "sagging" that 
affIrcts other designs. 
• Incredibly efficient, 5 PA-1000 or PA-1400's (4 PA-1800's) 
can be run on one standard 20 amp circuit. There is no reed 
for staggered turn-on configurations or other preventive mea-
sures when using multiple amp set-ups, as current drown 
during turn-on is only 6 amps per und. 
• They produce smooth and uncolored sound. while offering 
very full detailed low end response and tons of horsepower. 
• They each carry a 5 year warranty on parts and labor 

PA-1000 weighs 9 lbs, is 15" deep and occupies one standard 
rack space Delivers 1000 watts into 4S1 when bridged to mono. 
PA-1400 weighs 16 lbs, is 15" deep and taxes 2 standard rack 
spaces Delivers 1400 watts into dub when bridged to mono. 
PA-1800 weighs 17 lbs, is 17" deep and takes two rack spaces. 
Delivers 1800 watts into 4L1 when bridged to mono 

TASCAM 
M-2600 Series 

16/24/32 Channel Eight Channel Mixers 
LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 

• Combining completely redesigned, low noise circuitry with Absolute 
Sound Transparency. the M-2600 delivers high-quality extremely 
clean sound. No matter how many times your signal goes 
through the M-2600, it wortt be colored or altered The signal 
remains as close to the original as possible. The only coloring 
you hear is what you add with creative EC) and your outboard 
signal processing gear. 
• Double reinforced grounding system eliminates any hurn. 
World-class power supply provides higher voltage output for 
better headroom and higher S/N ratio 

PREMIUM QUALITY MIC PRE-AMPS 
• The M-2600's mic pre-amps yield an extremely low noise floor, 
enormous headroom and an extremely flat frequency response. 
This lowers distortion and widens dynamic range. It also 
increases gain control to an amazing 5f dB Plus, you get phan-
tom power on each channel. 
• The M-2600 accepts balanced or unbalanced 1/4' inputs, and 
lowirmpedance XLR lacks Better still. the TRIM controls oper-
ate over a 51d8 input range. For the hottest incoming signals, 
all it takes is a press of the -20 dB PAD button atop each chan-
nel strip to bring any signal down to manageable levels Plug 
anything no 0 - keyboards, guitars, basses, active or passive 
microphones, samplers and more. No matter what you put into 
it, you can be confident that signal can be placed at optimum 
levels without a lot of fuss. 

THE BEST AUX SECTION IN THE BUSINESS 
The most versatile AUX section in its class: rivaling expensive 
high-end consoles 8 sends total. 2 in stereo. Send signal in 
stereo or mono, pre- or post-fader. Available all at once Return 
signal through any of 6 stereo paths. 

FLEXIBLE En SECTION 
You'll find both shelving and split- E0 sections on some mid-level 
consoles. But that's where the sinularftes with the M-2600 end 
The M-2600's hi-directional split El) means you can use either or 
both E0 sections in the Monitor o, Channel path or defeat the 
effect altogether with one bypass button. Most other compare-
bly-pricedmixers will lock the shelving "nix into the Monitor path 
only, limiting your Ea application. 

ADVANCED SIGNAL ROUTING OPTIONS 
Direct channel input switching. Assign to one of eight busses, or 
direct to tape or disk, or to the master stereo bus. Because the 
group and direct-out jacks are one and the same, you can select 
either wfthout repatching. You won't find this kind of speed or 
flexibility in a "one-size- fits-all" beard. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
The M-2600 has a big studio feel. All buttons are tightly spring 
loaded. lock into place with confidence and are large enough to 
accomodate even the biggest fingers. The faders and knobs have 
a tight. smooth "expensive" feel and are easy to see, easy to 
reach and a pleasure to manipulate. Center detents assure zero 
positions for E0 and PAN knobs Smooth long throw 100mm 
faders glide nicely yet still confidently ailow you to position them 
securely WOW fear of accidentaly slipping to another position. 

MICRO SERIES SERIES 1202 
12-Channel Ultra-Compact Mic/Line Mixer 
Usually the performance and durability ut smaller mixers drops in direct proportion to 
their price. Fortunately, Mackie's fanatical approach to pro sound engineering has 
resulted in the Micro Series 1202. an affordable small mixer with studio specifica-
tions and rugged construction. The 1202 is a no-compromise. professional quality 
ultra-compact mixer designed for professional duty in broadcast studios. permanent 
PA applications and editing sudes where nothing must ever go wrong 

MS CONSOLE FEATURES 
• Working sag ratio of 90dB, distortion below 0.025% across the 
entire audio spectrum, switchable .48 volt phantom power and 
.28 dBu balanced line drivers 
• Real switchable phantom-powered mic inputs with discrete, WAVY DUTY SOIMITIUS11011 
balanced mic preamps as good as those found in big consoles. • Designed for non-stop, 24-hour-a-day professional duty in per-
• Has 4 mono channels, each with discrete front end nip pre- manent PA applications, TV and radio station, etc. 
amp/line input and four stereo channels, each with separate left • Sealed rotary controls instead of open frame phenolic poten-
and right line inputs tiometers that suffer from dust and contamination. 
• Every input channel has a gain control with unity at the center • Has steel chassis, rugged fiberglass circuit boards and a built-in 
detent for easy setup Also a pan pot. low frequency EC at 80Hz, power supply. Also has exceptional RF protection. 
high frequency E0 at 12.5 KHz, and two aux sends with up to MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS 
20dEl available gain. • Ideal "entry lever mixer for those just starting a MIDI suite 
• Main outputs operate either balanced/unbalanced, as required. • Ideal as headphone or cue mixer, level matching pro audio "tool 
• Switchable three-way 12-LED peak meter displays kit". drum or eftects sends subrinker, 8-track monitor mixer. 

• Master section includes two stereo aux returns, a separate 
headphone level control, metering and two stereo aux returns. 
• Line inputs and outputs are designed to work with any line level 
from instrument level, to serni-prc - 1008, to professional .408. 

CR-1604 16-Channel Mic-LineMixer 
The hands-down choice for major touring groups and studio session players, as well 
as for broadcast, sound contracting and recording studio users. the Mackie 
CR-1604 is the industry standard for compact 16-channel mixers. The 
CR-1604 offers features, specs, and day- in-day-out reliability that rival far 
larger boards. It features 24 usable line inputs with special headroom/ 
ultra-low noise Undyplus circuitry. seven AUX sends. 3-band equalization. 
constant power pan controls. 10-segment LED output metering, discrete 
front end phantom- powered mic inputs and much more. 

LOWEST NOISE. HIGHEST HEADROOM 
• With the CR-1604, having the lowest noise and highest head-
room (90 dB working S/N and 108 dB dynamic range) at the 
same time are not mutually exclusive. It is free of commonly 
encountered headroom restrictions, and is able to handle the 
occasional pegged input with ease. In fact, many drummers 
consider it the only mixer capable of handling the attack and 
transients of acoustic and electronic drums. 

CONSTANT POWER PAN POTS 
• Only with constant power pan pots will a source panned hard 

left or hard right have the same loudness as when it is sitting 
dead center. While most small mixers pass simple balance con-
trols for pan pots. the CR-1604's carefully optimized constant 
power pan circuitry make d a professional tool with the kind of 
performance necessary for CD mastering. video posting and 
other critical audio production. 

IN-PLACE STEREO SOLO 
• Stereo "in place" solo allows not only the monitoring of level 
and EQ. but also stereo perspective Usually found in very 
expensive mixers. stereo solo allows you to critically scrutinize 
and carefully build a mix using all the channels with their 
respective sends and AUX returns. 

UNITYPLUS GAIN STRUCTURE 
• Proper gain settings are facilitated by proper gain labeling, 
along with center-click detents on the faders, clearly under-
standable input trim controls and output meters that read chan-
nel levels in solo mode. wnh properly set levels you achieve 
very high headroom and low noise at the same time. 

EFFECTS SEND WITH SAIN 
• Unusual circuit design that provides two different "zones" that 
reflect real world use send from each channel can vary in level 
from off to unity gain, which is the normal range of effects 
sends in other mrxers. Since you also get another whole zone 
from the center detent to . 15 dB of gain, the channel fader can 
be pulled down and the effects send can be boosted above unity 
when more effect is needed 

INTELLIGENT EC POINTS 
• Low frequency EC is at 80 Hz 
where it has more depth and less 
hollow midbass "bonk". Midrange is centered at 2.5 KHz, pro-
viding for more control of vocal and instrumental harmonics. A 
specially-shaped HF curve that shelves at 12 KHz creates more 
sizzle and less aural fatigue. 

REAL MIC PREAMPS 
• The CR-1604 has genuine studio-crade phantom powered, bal-
anced input mic preamps on channels 1 through 6. All CR-1604 
(and XL R10) discrete input mic preamp stages incorporate four 
conjugate-pair, large-emitter geometry transistors lust like the 
big mixers use. So, when recording nature sound effects to 
heavy metal or rating flutes or kick drums, you get the qui-
etest, cleanest results possible. 

BUILT TO LAST 
• The CR-1604 is designed for non-stop, 24-hours-a-day profes-
sional duty - even for tours that log 100,000 miles in three 
months. It has sealed rotary potentiometers that are resistant to 
airborne contamination like dust. smoke, liquids, and even the 
oxidizing effects of air itself 

Optiesel Aseeseedes 
OTTO-1804 

Add sophisticated computer controlled automation to your CR-
1604 When connected to the MIDI port of your computer ( PC, 
Mac. Amiga or Atan), each one of the 16 input channels can be 
programmed to change gain or to mute, just as you would pro-
gram a sequencer. Master levels can be programmed as well. 
along with all buss channels. 

XLR10 
While the standard CR-1604 comes with 6 high performance mic 
inputs, there are times when you need more. Enter the XLR10. 
This simple-to-install accessory adds 10 more (for a total 0116) 
MIC inputs, with the same quality. performance and features as 
those in the CR-1604 

fiorrough_ 
iiki ..... . 

With today's audio systems stretching the limits of program 
dynamics ors become critical for engineers to obtain maximum 
loudness with the minimum of distortion components, to fully 
utilize the dynamic range available. It is of equal importance that 
they have a method of monitoring and establishing tile maximum 
safe level at which a system can operate. 
That's why every Dorrough Audio Level Meter simultaneously 
shows three dimensions of program material content Peak, 
Average Power and Compression are displayed on a color-coded 
40-segment LED scale. The meters are easily viewed while pro-
viding high precision indications of program energy content. 

Loudness Meter Model 40-A 
The model 40-A has a scale allowing 14dB of headroom in ldB 
steps A stand-alone unit, it measures 11)4" 23" x se and has 
an internal power supply Model 40-AP has a peak-hold option 
as well. 

Loudness Meter Model 40-0 
The Model 40-B provides metering of relative loudness to peak 
modulation. The 40-13 is a scale differentiation of the 40-A and is 
calibrated in percent (%) modulation, with the lower scale in dB 
from .3 d8 to -3 dB. Model 40-BP has a peak-hold option as well 

BEHRINGER  
MDX 1000 Autocom 
Automatic Compressor/Limiter 

?F. 

• Incorporates an interactive auto processor for intelligent program 
detection With the auto processor, the attack and release times 
are derived automatically from the respective program material - 
preventing common adjustment errors. 
• The auto processor also allows you to compress the signal heavily 
and "musically" in dynamic range without any audible "pumping" 
"breathing" or other side effects. 
• Provides both Attack and Release controls allowing for deliberate 
cod variable sound processing. 
• Switchable soft knee/bard knee characteristics. Soft knee is the 
basis of the "inaudible" and "musical" compression of the materi-
al. Hard knee is a prerequisite for creative and effective dynamics 
processing and for limiting signal peaks reliably and precisely. 

MDX2000 Composer 
Interactive Dynamics Processor 

• Powerful and versatile signal processing tool provides 4 most 
commonly dynamic control sections: fully automatic compres-
sor, manually controlled compressor, expander and peak limiter. 
• Innovative IKA ( Interactive Knee Adaptation) circuit combines 
the "musicality" of the "soft knee" function with the precision of 
the "hard knee" characteristics. Provides subtle and inaudible" 
compression of the sound allows creative dynamics processing. 
• Auto processor provides fully automatic control of attack and 
release times. There is also manual control. 
• Interactive Ratio Control ( IRC) expander eliminates "chatter" on 
cm around the threshold point. 
• Interactive Gain Control ( IGC) Peak Limiter combines a clipper 
and program limiter. This allows for "zero" attack. distortion-free 
limitation of signal peaks. 
• IGC is invaluable in live applications. Servobalanced inputs and 
outputs. Operating level switchable from - 10dB to •AdB. 

PEQ305 Studlo Parametric 
The Musical Equalizer 

• Five independent, switchable bands. The quality of each band can 
be modified gradually from notch to broadband characteristics. 
This offers more flexibility than any graphic equalizer can provide 
• Bands 1 and 5 are switchable between shelf and peak. This is 
extremely useful. since acoustic problems usually occur in the 
upper and lower frequencies. 
• Utilizes the "Consistent 0" principle to eliminate interaction of the 
parametrics frequency. bandwidth and amplitude. The same 
applies to interaction between the individual frequency bands 
• Parallel arrangement of the individual filters reduces phase sinn-
ing and associated delays to a minimum. 
• Pctentiometer response follows human hearing characteristics 
• Relay-controlled hard bypass with auto-bypass function during 
power failure 

TASCAM 
103 Mastering Cassette Deck 

Cost effective three 
head stereo mixdown 
cassette deck, appro-
priate for audio and 
video production facili-
ties. With its three 
head design you can hear what is actually on the tape as it is 
recorded. Auto Monitor Function switches from playback to input 
automatically while in record/pause mode, allowing you to set 
record levels or match tape levels. Dolby HO PRO circuitry pro-
vides extended high frequency performance while keeping distor-
tion and noise to a minimum. Tape type is automatically sensed 
and adjusted  Ior by the Auto Tape Selection feature. 
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TO INQUIRE ABOLI YOUR ORDER 

800 221-57.43 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 

Sun 10-4:45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9-7:30 e Fri 9-2 • Sot Closed 

RUSH OR OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE (extra charge) 
AUDIO-VIDEO 

IZSENINHEIZER. 

RF CONDENSER MICRCPHONES 
Unlike tixn • 
condenser mics •• 
capacitive transduc-• 
in Sennheiser co, 
denser mico is pus 
of a tuned RE-Ms 
trImmator circuit 
output is a relatively 
low impedance audio 
signal which allows 
further processing by 
conventional bi-polar 
low noise solid state 
circuits They achieve 
a balanced floating 
output without the 
need for audio transformers and ensure a tad distortion-tree 
response to audio transients over an eat rded frequency 
range 

MICH 20 P48113 Onaddlrestloaal 
Low distortion push-oull element, transformerless RF con-
denser, flat frequency response. diffuse/nag-field response 
switch (6 dB boost at 10 KHz). swirchab(e 1) dB pad to pre-
vent overmodulahon Handles 142 dB SPL. High output level 
Ideal for concert Mid-Sido ( M- Si acoustic Or ros brass and 
wind instrument 

MKH 40 P48U3 CardIoId 
Highly verse, , ' , , • • umsformer-
less RF condenser figs output transparent response, 
swdchable proximity equalization (-4 cB at 50 Hz) ind pre-
attenuation of 10 dB to prevent overmodulaten In vocal appli-
cations excellent results have been achieved with the use of a 
pop screen. Recommended for most situations including digi-
tal recording. Overdubbing vord.. percussive sound, acoustic 
guitars, piano, brass and sin, •- aitiments Mid-Side ( M-S) 
stereo, and conventional X z • 

MKN 60 P48U3 Short Shotgun 
Short intern, 
transformer', sr. 

(-5 dB at 10!' • it Irequency boost j.5 a at 10 KFli) and 
10 dB atteno • • x,dies extremely high SPI ( 135 081. ideal 
for broadcast ',hog Interviewing in 
crowded 6, for studio 
vorceovers 

MKH 70 P48U3 Shotgun 
Extremely le • ,holgun 

swItchable presence (. 5 (.113 at 10 filter , -5 dB al 
50 HQ. and 10 dB preattenuation Handles 1.33 dB•SPL with 
excellent sensitivity aul . • . deodilm 
studios, theater. spr • -os 

We are also full 
stocking dealers of 

audio-technica 

beyerdynamica 
BectroVoice' 

Symetrix 
Signal Processing Products 
601 Digital Voice Processor 

• Accepts mic or line „ . „ 
verts them to digital ltd bits and teen 

performs 24-bit dxgrtal domain 
signal prricessmg. 
• Pronessing racludes 

fully, parametric FO. 
shelvIng E0, notch 
filtering, dynamic M. 
terirg ( noise reduc-
tion: de-essng. 
delay chorusing. 
gatmg expansion, 
compression, AGC 
and DC removal 
• Combnation of 128 
factory presets and 
1211.non-volah)e user 

programs guarantee predictable and repeatable effects from 
session to session. performance to perform ince. 
• Has XLR-balanced (analog) monaural no ale line inputs and 
OLA-balanced stereo output. XLR-balanced and S/PD/F 
(RCA) inputs and outputs MIDI inpuMmtput supports con-
nection to virtually ary type of MIDI control device for pro-
gramming or controlling the 601 tn real limp. 
• Ideal for a variety of record,•, - • rdcast. Irte sound and 
post production applicatici 

488 Dyne -Squeeze 
8-Channel Compressor/Interface 

• Can cabs; 11,1,1, eesorl ; ULU itrylal 
or analog tape recorder by 10(18 with rio side effects 
• Tracks processed by Dyna-Sqeeze have presence and 
increased articulation. Subtle sounds become more ,ip front 
• Many professional mixing consoles have output leves that 
are much hotter than digital recorder inputs The 488 match-
es any console to most any digital recorder 

We are a full stocking dealer 
for the entire Symetr;x line 

TASCAM 
DA-88 Digital Multi-Track Recorder 

The first thing you not n ,• • • • - . • - oxi DA-88 is the size of the cas-
sette - its a small Hi-817111..., /SU !I also notice the recording 
time - up to 120 minutes These ale lust two of the advantages of the DA-88's 
innovative use of 8mm technology 

• The ATF system ensures that there will be no tracking errors or 
loss of synchronization The DA-88 doesn't even have (or 
need) a tracking adjustment All eight tracks of audio are per-
fectly synchronized What's more, this system guarantees per-
fect tracking and synchronization between all audio tracks on 
all cascaded decks - whether you have one deck or sixteen ( up 
to 128 tracks!) 
• Incoming audio is digitized by the on-board 16-bit DIA at either 
44.1 or 48KHz ( user selectable) The frequency response Is flat 
from 20Hz to 20KHz while the dynamic range exceeds 92d8 
As you would expect from a CD-quality recorder, the wow and 
flutter is unmeasurable 

• One of the best features of the DA-8) is the ability to execute 
seamless Punchdrs and Punch- outs Thr feature offers pro-
grammable digital crossfades as well as Ile ability to insert new 
material accurately into tight apots 'fen vin even delay individ-
ual tracks whetter you want to generate eecial effects or com-
pensate for poor toning All of Ci; car be performed easily on a 
deek Mel ,s Simile and , ntleve termS 

FOSteX RD-8 Multi-Track Recorder 
Postro has long • - RD-8 redefines 
that commitment I. • . • s.'. • • o ..• generator. Me RD-
8 can stripe. read dud J.mili om. lane,A,de - ere m,,niunrt to MIDI time 
code In a sync environment the RD-8 can be either Master or Slave In a 
MIDI environment it will integrate seamlessly into the most complex pro-
tect studio. allowing you complete transport control from within your MMC 
(MIDI Machine Control) compatible sequencer 
• Full transport control is available via the unit s industry-standard RS-422 port. providing full control right barn your video bay. The 
RD-8 records at either 44 1 or 48KHz and will perform Pull- Up and Pull-Down funct ons for filmiddeo transfers. Tie Track Slip 
feature helps maintain perfect sound-to-picture sync and the 8-Channel Optical Digital Interface keeps you in the rhotal domain 
• All of this contributes to the superb sound quality of the RD-8 The audio itself is processed by 6- bit digital to-analog ( D/AS) con-
verters at either 44.1 or 48KHz ( user selectable) sampling rates. With 64% oversamplmg Playback is accomplished with 18 bit ana-
log-to-digital (A/EYs) and 640 oversampling, thus delivering CD-quality audio. 
• The S-VHS transport in the RD-8 was selected because of its proven reliability, rugged construction and superb tape handling 
capabilities. Eight tracks on S-VHS tape allow much wider track widths than is poss- Me on other digital tape recording formats. 
• With its LCD and 10-digit display panel. the RD-8 is remarkably easy to control. You can readily access 100 Scale points, and 
cross-fade time is fully controllable in machine to machine editing Table of Contents data can be recorded cm tape. When the next 
session begins, whether on your RD-8 or another, you just load the set up information from your taon and te gin working. Since 
the RD-13 is lolly ADAT compliant, your machine can play tapes made on other compatible machines, and ca., be controlled by 
other manufacturers ADAT controllers Your tapes will also be playable on any other ADAT deck 

IMO 

Panasonic 
SV-3700/SV-4100 

Professional DAT Player/Recorders 
Panasonic's Sv-3/00 and SA-4100 are designed tor professional appin.: 
tions. They have highly accurate and reliable transport systems with sea- - 
speeds up to 400 times normal play speed. They also feature advanced. tot! • d t• , A- D) ard dignal-to-anriug 
(D-A) converters and input/output circuitry designed to interface with the widest variety of devices 

• When recording via the analog inputs, a front panel switch per-
mits selection of the sampling rate (44.1kHz or 48kHz) When 
recording through the digital inputs, it automatically clocks to 
incoming frequencies of 32kHz. 44.1kHz or 48kHz 
• Ramped record mute and unmute with three seconds fade-in 
and five seconds fade-out provides automatic level changes at 
the start and end of a recording 
• High speed transport enables searching up to 250x normal 
speed High-speed search up lo 400x normal speed is possible 
once the tape has been scanned in Play. Fast-Forward or 
Reverse mode 

SV-4100 Has All Me Futures of the SV-3700 PLUS.' 
Otters enhanced performance required for professional production di xini Featuns instant start, exter-
nal sync capability. additional digital interlaces and exceptional 20-bd audio. 

QUICK START WITH 711111 ANO REHEARSAL 
• With 8M8 of memory holding five seconds of audio data. the 
Quick Start funchon provides sound almost instantly after a 
play command is executed. Other DAT recorders lag about.1 
second, making them unsuitable for professional applications 
• Easily adjust the Quick Start position and specify it by A-Time. 
Start ID or PNO Recording via Quick Start n also possible. 
allowing two SV-41005 to be used for frame-accurate punch-
in/punch-out and assemble editing 
• You can adiust the Quick Start position with 1-Frame resolution 
over a range of : 50 frames 
• Without playing the tape, you can monitor the level of stored 
data to check your Quick Start position This preview capability 
Is handy before actual editing or on-air play. Repeated play is 
also possible. using about 1 5 seconds of the data to create a 
kind of sampler effect 

FRAME ACCURATE INDEXING AND EDITING 
• Using ti ,, • 
deterrnme • • - • •- , • • , , . , , is can be 
written, re-antler( or erased at ais,' pert ro tne recoramg and 
automatically renumbered 
• With two SO-4100s connected via the 8- pin parallel remote ter-
mina), synchronized frame-accurate editing can be performed 
Continuity of edit points can be checked by rehearsal playback 
By enterine y-d ,..5.un end position in one of the Locate but-
Iona. Yo,• ,,,, a punch- out point as well 

• Built-in shuttle wheel has two variable spired ranges 3 to 150 
normal speed in Play mode and 1/2 to 3%-normal speed in 
Pause mode - ata ideal way to find tape locutions, 
• Comprehensive display includes program numbers, absolute 
time. program time, remaining tune and Table of Contents 
which displays total recorded time and talai PRO count for 
commercial prerecorded DAT tapes 
• Has VIA-balanced and unbalanced (phono) digital inputs and 
outputs Also has SIR-balanced analog stereo Inputs and put-
t- its Ornlpul /.eof F S .ieleclable between (-4db and • 10db The 

FLEXIBLE MARCH 
• Easily and accurately access your A.Time You can specify 
hour. minute. second and frame 
• In most modes, the currently displayed ts• Time can be assigned 
to one of the Locate buttons Then from Mop. Pause or Play 
you can rapidly cue to any of these four addresses by pressing 
its locate key In addition. locate Last takes you to the most 
recent Quick Stal A.Time position 
• Search is also possible by Start ID or program number 

S-MOOE EXTERNAL SYNC 
External sync n essential for applications sach as video postpro-
duction and stereo submix record ng. It asr ares uniformity of 
timing between diYerent equipment so the audio data consistent-
ly matches up with the target media. Select from 3 video external 
sync modes ( 25. 29 97 and 30 frames per second) or use the 
word sync or Digda' Data modes (which lock to the input sam-
pling frequency) 

MULTIPLE DIGITAL WIERFACES 
• Has XLR-balanced digifal input and output plus unbalanced dig-

ital coaxial and optical inputs and outpute Analog inputs/out-
puts are OLA-bu anted and output level is switchable between 
.4dB and - 10(18 providing compabbildy with ether equipment 

3-WAY REMOTE COUFHOL 
• GPI input allows simple triggering of Choir-Start Play 8-pin 
parallel remote termal connects to another DAT deck, com-
puter or wired remote Includes wireless :emote control. 

l22 Roland DM-800 
Digital Audio Workstation 
The DM-000 ,s a compact stand-alone mult,-track risk 
recorder that provides an amazing array of features at an 
unbelievably low price Whether for music production. post 
production or broadcast. 
the 0M-800 will make your work simpler, faster, more pro-
ductive and more profitable A full function workstation. the 
0M-800 performs all digital mixing operations from audio 
recording. to editing, to 
track-bouncing, to final mrxdown It fully supports SMPTE 
and MIDI time codes and also features a built-in Sample 
Rate Resolver to synchrOnonsly 

ALL ITEMS ARE COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES AS SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER 

TASCAM 
DA-P1 

Portable DAT Recorder 
• With . '.. • design and 
two direst on., motors the 
DA-P1 offers one of the best 
transport in its class. 
• XLR-balanced mrc/Ime 
Inputs (with phantom power) 
accept a broad range of signal levels 
from -60dB to .4d13 
• Analog line inputs and outputs ( unbalanced) plais S/PDIF ( RCA, 
digital inputs and outputs enables direct digital transfers. 
• Uses next generation A/D and D/A converters fm amazing quality. 
• Supports multiple sample rates (48. 44.1 and )2 kHz) and SCMS-
free recording 
• Included in its design is a MIC ',miter and 20dB pad to achieve 
the best possible sound without outside disturbances. 
• To monitor your sound there is a TRS jack and !eve' control 
for use with any headphones. 
• Built tough, the DA-P1 is housed in a solid, well-constructed hard 
case. It includes a shoulder belt. AC adapter and one battery 

SONY 
TCD-D7 

DAT Walkman Player/Recorder 
• Long Play il.Pj mode allows up 
to 4 hours of record/playback 
of 12-bit audio on a single 
DAT cassette. 
• Equipped with digital coaxial 
and optical input connector. 
Maintains the highest signal 
purity for recording and play-
back of digital sources wIth all 
Information retained in the digital 
domain. 
• Also has analog Mid and Line inputs for recordirg from analog 
sources without external adapters. 
• High-speed Automatic Music Sensor (AMS) search function 
finds and plays tracks, skips forward or back up to 99 tracks, all 
at 100, normal speed. 
• Has a Digital Volume Limiter System (DOLS) that increases lis-
tening comfort and sound quality by automatically adjusting for 
sudden level changes of the recording. It also helps prevent 
sound leaks through headphones. 
• Two-speed cue-review lets you hear sound while player is in 
fast-wind modes, up to 3x or 25, normal speed 
• Compact and portable, it has an anti-shock mechanism that per-
mits accurate recording and playback even while In motion 
• LCD display with backlit windows clearly shows recording level, 
track number, operating status and 4-segment battery indicator. 
even in low ambient light conditions. 
• Optional AM-03K System Adapter Kit for complete digital inter-
face. The kit is equipped with the input/output ccnnectors for 
both the optical cable and the coaxial cable. Therefore you can 
use II as a re/an between the TCD-D7 and other digital mum-

TCD-D10 PRO II 
Portable DAT Recorder 

• Has balanced XLR input. switchable microphone (-60dBi Le 
(.408) inputs A 12-pin digital connector provides interfacing 
with AES/EBU digital signals of 32.0. 44.1, or 48.0 KHz sam-
pling rate. This means that compatibility with other digital sys-
tems is assured. It also provides the convenience of digital dub-
bing and editing yolhout any degradation. 
• Equipped with a comprehensive self-diagnostics function that 
constantly monitors the rotation of the head drum, capstan and 
reels The tape transport mode and load/unload time are contin-
uously checked as well. Upon detection of trouble. the tape is 
brought to a forced stop and unloaded automat tally to protect 
the tape and the recorder 
• Up to 99 start IDs can be recorded in the subcode area. When 
the record button is pressed, the start ID is recorded automati-
cally for 9 seconds. During recording, it can also be added man-
ually to any position of the tape Search for these start 1Ds 
performed in two modes at 100 times normal speed. 
• Offers a maximum spooling time of 140 a nornbil speed A two 
hour tape can be rewound or fast forwarded in under a minute 
• 20-segment digital peak level meters include overload indica-
tors Closely tracks Input signal for accurate level indications 
• During playback, the date and time of recording is displayed 
• Has a 5-segment battery indicator. The last segment blinks on 
and off notifying you to change batterres. 
• To eliminate distortion caused by unexpected peaks. the TCD. 
010 PRO II incorporates a record-level limiter with a fast attack 
time of 300ms The microphone attenuator prevents drstortion 
by suppressing the signal level 20 dB. 
• Immediate playback is possible through a built-in speaker. 
• A wired remote controller is supplied to control the record, play. 
stop, and pause functions of the recorder. The lop end of the 
controller is designed to accept a microphone holder. Two 
microphone stand screw adapters are also supplied. 
• The supplied NP-22H rechargeable battery pack provides 1.5 
hours of continuous operation. The optional NPA-D10 battery 
adapter enables 1 hour of continuous operation on AA-size 
batteries. With the use el the supplied ACP-88 AC power 
adapter. A can also be operated on 100-240 VA,: 50 60 He 
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AB International Offers 

Graphic Equalizers Professionals Demand 
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NiczbIl_ i 3 I L.T Long Throw 
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Understanding the need for great sound quality demanded by live sound 
technicians, recording engineers and musicians, AB International delivers. 

AB International releases their new graphic equalizer "Long Throw" Series. Impressive as their predecessors. the » long 

Throw" Series 131 LT and 215 LT offers ideal sound quality for use on mono and stereo sound sources. The 131 IT singleRhannel 

31 band and 215 LT two channel 15 band graphic equalizers lets you shape and adjust your frequencies (20Hz to 20kHz and 25Hz 

to 161(Hz) as well as, incorporating constant Q circuitry with a 3% center frequency accuracy Standard features: a selectable 

range of 6dB or I2dB, active balanced and unbalanced input/output connectors, RFI filters, variable level control, passive bypass 

switch. overload threshold LED, ground lift switch and selectable line voltage switch. Whether your considering our "Long 

Throw" series for a commercial installe recording studio, or touring rig, AB 1nternationa1s 131 LT and 215 

LT graphic equalizers provide in a two rack space. 

Sound Quality, Built To Last 
J,J J 

1830-6 Vernon Street, Box 1105 Roseville, California 95678 

Tel 9/6 783 7800 • Fax 916 784 1050 
;'.SF RP 111FR %/AM/CC CA RI) FOR IIflRF IVAY) 



the late '50s, and in the same rack I 
have an SSL compressor; I have a 
Pultec, and next to it a Spectrasonics 
compressor that was built in the '70s; 
I have an old GE compressor that 
came from a radio station, which is 
all-tube and very thick and fat, and I 
have eight modules that came out of 
the Beatle board." 

Puig judiciously employs his haul 
in an effort to embrace the best fac-
tors from the past 30 years of record-
ing (an aesthetic perhaps most audi-
ble to date in his work for Jellyfish). 
"I'm trying to fuse all those ele-
ments," he says, "and the reason 
why I have all the gear is that's the 
only way that you can really do it. 
You have to have the different 
pieces that were used in those times 
to make those sounds." 

Though Puig by no means takes 
all his racks with him wherever he 
goes, he likes to have his palette on 
hand when possible, and the Tonic 
mix benefited from a full spectrum 
of his hues. Anclora staffer Kenji 
Nakai assisted on the mixing ses-
sions, and the album is scheduled 
for an early '96 release. 

faw York Facility Spotlight 
New York-based audio/video sup-
port company The Technology Sta-
tioR Inc. designed and constructed 
this new, multisuite audio facility 
for New York-based film and tele-
vision composer Michael Whalen, 

whose credits include scoring for 
the PBS series Nature. The studio 
includes two composing suites and 
a machine room/dubbing room 
and features a Euphonix CSII con-
sole with DSC option, a I6-output 
Synclavier sampler, PostPro 16-
track editor and a full complemul 
of MIDI gear. 

Call or Fax 
for FREE 
CATALOG! 
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516-678-4414 

Fax: 516-678-8959 
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Data Media, Equipment & Accessories. 
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• PRO TOOLS , SESSION 8, SOUND TOOLS HARD DISK RECORDING SYSTEMS • 
—FROM  I .i.j.2. 11 I WO\ OF CHOICE, NRG 

Info Line: 505-473-3434 
SALES: 1-800-MAC-BEAT 

FAX: 505-473-4647 

1995 MUSIC & SOUND AWARDS 
WINNER - BEST MUSIC SOFTWARE/ 
MULTIMEDIA DEALER (Division B) 

In the Digital Recording market there are some 
things you want to get right. IT MUST SOUND 
GREAT, BE DURABLE, FUNCTIONAL, USER 
FRIENDLY, EXPANDABLE & AFFORDABLE. 

That's why you need a Digital Audio dealer 
who knows how to ensure that the 
products you buy are exactly what 
you need to get the job done - a 
dealer who gets it right the 
first time. 
Sounds like you're 
talking about MacBEAT. 
We're not some huge 
sales organization, just 
the best, dedicated sales 
people and technicians in 
the business who are musi-
cians themselves. Call us 
now, and you too can experi-
ence what it's like dealing with 
Pros in the know. 

'The Music de Sound Awards" is a registered uademark of Testa 
Communications and the Music & Sound Retailer Magazine. 

Mac BEAÈ 
1314 Rufina Circle. Ste. #A4 

Santa Fe, NM. 87501 

"m11.11111111' ' 

Coda 
Mark of the 
Unicorn 
E-Mu 
E-Magic 
Steinberg Jones 
Kurzweil 
Panasonic 
Ramsa 
Korg 
Roland 
AKG 
Lexicon 
Fostex 
Passport 
Kawai 
MUCH MORE! 
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OPCODE 
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• MUSIC SOFTWARE • KEYBOARDS • SAMPLERS • DAT RECORDERS 
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BoDean, and .1 lie Replacements). 
Because the sessions happened 

so spontaneously, they were pretty 
unorthodox. There was no pre-pro-
duction, of course, but a lot of com-
munal creativity, with everybody 
throwing in ideas. (No one involved 
had previously known Wallace, but 
by all accounts the collaboration 
worked out incredibly well.) The 
banclmembers were writing songs 
while recording them, says assistant 
and NRG staffer John Ewing Jr., who 
was amazed watching them come 
up with stuff on the spot. 

With so much jamming going on 
(members of Fishbone and Spear-
head dropped by to lay down some 
grooves), Ewing says they "mostly 
tracked live, with six monitors blar-
ing in the room. We goboed the 
drums off and had everybody facing 
each other." In fact, a lot of the 
bands who have recorded at NRG 
have tracked live, attracted by the 
studio's big room. It seems to work 
out better," Ewing says. " Every-
body's more comfortable that way." 
Now in its third year at its present 

location, NRG has been enjoying a 
successful run, boasting recent ses-
sions ranging from Hootie & the 
Blowfish to White Zombie. Equip-
ment includes a 64-input Neve 8068, 
two Studer A827 multitracks, a large 
selection of tube mics, custom TAD 
mains, and Genelec, Yamaha and 
Tannoy near-fields. NRG is currently 
constructing a second large, bau:ton-
designed tracking and control room 
(to be equipped with a one-of-a-
kind Neve 8078 purchased from 
Allen Sides of Ocean Way), which 
will open later this year. 

—FROM PAGE.3.33, VI METRO 

Howard, he's been on the cutting edge 
of pro audio technology right from the 
start, and he's picked winners. But can 
he pick up a lunch check? Oy! 

But seriously, Howard is a funny 
guy. So funny that I'm turning over the 
column so that he can, on the 20th an-
niversary of Howard Schwartz Record-
ing, share with us... 

HOWARD SCHWARTZ'S 

FAVORITE JOKES 

"A couple of quick one-liners to warm 
up: I'm not getting married again—I'm 
just going to find a woman who hates 
me and buy her a house. 
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"Two older Jewish musicians are 
sitting on a park bench in Miami. One 
says to the other, Oy!' The other one 
replies, 'I'm hip!' Here's one you 
haven't heard in a while: 'Is that the 
viola player's Porsche?' 

"Two songwriters are walking 
down the street when they see a man 
fall off the roof of a 30-story building. 
He picks up speed as he gets closer 
to the ground, but his fall is slowed 
by a large tree. He is then thrown 
onto a second-floor awning where he 
is again bounced up into the air and 
finally lands on a mattress that is 
being delivered to the building. The 
first songwriter says, 'Boy, that guy is 
lucky!' The second songwriter re-
sponds, 'He's not lucky. Andrew 
Lloyd Webber is lucky!' 

"There was a man of ill health. His 
business was biling, his wife had left 
him, and his children wouldn't talk to 
him. Nothing was working. Finally, he 
went to the rabbi and told him of his 
plight. The rabbi said, '1 luye just the 
thing for you. You must go home and 
get a good night's rest. When you 
wake in the morning, I want you to 
pray all day long. Pray, pray, pray. 
Until you fall asleep. On the second 
day, I want you to fast, fast, fast, until 
you go to bed. Repeat this six times 
and on the seventh day, I want you to 
take out the Talmud and put your 
thumbs into the center of the book. 
Then open the book, and the first two 
words you see will be your guide." 
The man is puzzled, but he agrees to 
try it and leaves. 

"Six months later the Rabbi is 
walking down the street, and a Rolls 
Royce screeches to a halt at the curb. 
A very tan and slender man in a dark 
blue Armani suit with a gold Rolex 
and slicked-back hair jumps from the 
car, runs up to the rabbi and gives 
him a great big hug. He says, ' Rabbi, 
I never got a chance to thank you for 
the advice you gave me!' The rabbi 
looks at him, puzzled. The man says, 
'You remember: pray. pray, pray; fast, 
fast, fast?' The rabbi says, 'Ah, yes. 
And what were the two words from 
the Talmud that you saw when you 
opened it?' The man's face lights up. 
He looks into the rabbi's eyes and 
says, 'Chapter 11!— 

Thank you, Howie, thank you! 
That was great. Wasn't he great, folks? 
He kills me! And thank you, ladies 
and gentlemen. You were a tough 
crowd, but you stuck it out. Mort will 
be out here in a moment. But in the 
meantime: Try the veal! 
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RP282 Dual Tube Compressor/Limiter 

The new Bellari tube driven signal 
processors offer musicians and 
engineers of all levels cost-effec-
tive yet high quality products. 
Compare our prices and feature/ 
benefits to the "thousand-dollar 
plus" processors and you'll see. 
Bellari; not just tube circuits - tube 
circuit success. 

A Division of ROLLS Corporation 
5143 South Main Street 

Salt Lake City, UT 84107 
(801) 263-9053 • FAX (801) 263-9068 
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11 This is a 500 FOOT EXTENSION CORD 
for your KEYBOARD and MONITOR. 
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OUTPUT 

The TSE100 includes sender and receiver 

units that extend your monitor and keyboard 

up to 500 feet from the location of your 

Macintosh computer. 

The TSE  allows two users to work on 

the same computer; one at the extended 

location, and one at the computer site. It's 

ideal for Avid, Digidesign, Sonic Solution, 

Studer, Dawn ,and other digital workstations. 
See us at AES Booth #738 

GEFEN SYSTEMS 6261 VARIEL AVENUE SUITE C, WOODLAND HILLS CA 91367 

PHONE: 800-545-6900 818-884-6294 FAX: 818-884-3108 

Our new models, the TSE150 and 

TSE200 are rack mounted versions with 

two extended monitor outputs. 

The TSE100, TSE150 and TSE200 

models support any kind and size of RGB 

monitor with Sor H & V 

type sync. 

For more l'ennemi 
& cable pricing contact: GEFEN SYSTEMS 
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Furman 's new X Series crossovers: 
All the features. For hundreds less. 
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X-524B: Four-way Stereo, list $849. That's $750 less than the competition. 

The new Furman "X" Series 24 dB per octave Electronic 
Crossovers are yours for far less than other high quality 
crossovers. And the X Series has all the features you want: 
• A slope switch to select either Linkwitz-Riley or 

Butterworth rolloff slopes, to optimize performance for either 
near field or far field applications. 
• Flexible and convenient front panel X1/X10 range 

switches, instead of hard to get at internal cards or jumpers, 
to simplify and add repeatability to the setup process. 
• Detented frequency pots, recessed range slide switches 

and optional security covers that combine to provide 
protection against accidental changing of control settings. 
• A Horn EQ button for each High output, to eliminate the 

need for an external equalizer to achieve the compensation 
needed when using most compression drivers. 
• A Low Sum/Normal switch to allow mixing the left and 

right Low outs together to mono. 
• A screwdriver-adjustable peak limiter on each output. 

with an LED to indicate gain reduction. See us at AES B 
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• A Mute button with two-color LEI) on each output. for 
simpler system setup and checkout. 
• A Phase Reverse switch on each output, which makes 

troubleshooting faster and easier. 
• A ground lift switch. 
• Models shown above include balanced XLR's; X Series 

models with unbalanced connectors are priced much lower. 
The cost savings we call to your attention are based on list 

price comparisons with a leading manufacturer's competitive 
crossovers. Contact us today—we'll send you an X Series 
data sheet and our new full-line color catalog. 
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—FROM PAGE 167, NEW YORK POST TALES 

was terror-stricken. 'You must come,' 
he said in a harsh whisper, 'but quiet-
ly, please!' We followed him down 
the hall to the waiting room. There, 
was our star, purring away, each of 
her arms draped across the back of 
the overstuffed sofa. Nothing unusual 
here, we thought. But there, on the 
back of the hideous, overstuffed relic 
(the sofa, not the star, who was quite 
slender), scampered a little gray 
mouse. He was running from one end 
of the sofa to the other, traversing Ms. 
Swanson's outstretched arms with 
each lap of the furniture. 

"The implications of this situation 
were clear to all those assembled. 
Two of the more enterprising mem-
bers of the crowd tiptoed into the 
room and stationed themselves on ei-
ther side of the sofa, attempting to 
lure the mouse down from his Holly-
wood Matterhorn. This only served to 
terrify the little thing and cause him to 
increase the pace of his round trips 
across Ms. Swanson, sometimes de-
touring over her head. 

"With a glottal snort, she began to 
stir, causing all those present to 
freeze, not daring even to breathe, 
lest she awaken. Naked fear coursed 
through the room. It was left to the 
studio manager to devise a solution. A 
trip to the employee lounge produced 
a Hostess Twinkie, which in due 
course was removed from its cello-
phane wrappings and crumbled into 
useful bits. Approaching the sofa with 
utmost caution, the manager began to 
lay a trail of Twinkie crumbs that 
began at Ms. Swanson's shoulder and 
continued along the cushions and 
onto the floor. From there, the trail 
was blazed to the employee lounge, 
where it was thought the minuscule 
critter might be trapped. 

"This having been done, all re-
treated from the star's sanctum to 
await the well-baited mouse. Mice, of 
course being mice, are wise to the 
ways of man. This particular fellow 
proved himself even wiser. As we 
watched from the relative safety of the 
corridor, our rodent prey appeared at 
the doorway of the waiting room, 
took one look at the huddled mass 
awaiting him, fled in the opposite di-
rection, never to be seen again. 

"The chauffeur dutifully roused his 
employer, and as she was being es-
corted back to the dubbing stage, she 
was heard to say, 'Nigel, can you be-
lieve how filthy this place is? Just look 
at all these crumbs.— 

—FROM PAGE 327, YOUNG RASCALS 

such as Arif Mardin and Tom Dowd. 
"While we were recording `Groov-

in,' Sid Bernstein brought [famed NY 
DJ] Murray the K up to the studio, and 
he annointed it a hit," Huston says. 
"He said it was going to be the 
biggest hit of the summer, and it 
was." Actually, it was the biggest hit 
of that spring: It came out at the end 
of April, and by early May it had hit 
Number One (and Number Three on 
the R&B charts!). It held the top slot 
for a month and then remained pop-
ular all through the summer. The Ras-
cals' third album, also called Groovin; 
was released in August and included 
two other charting songs, "A Girl Like 
You" and "How Can I Be Sure?" The 
album itself made it to Number Five 
on the Billboard charts. The following 
year, The Rascals scored with "A 
Beautiful Morning" and their anthemic 
Number One hit "People Got to Be 
Free," but their move into jazzier, 
more ambitious music in 69 and 70 
(as well as a label change) led to the 
group's slow decline. They disbanded 
in 1972. A reunion in 1988 failed to 
arouse much interest from the record--
buying public. But Cavaliere has 
made a couple of fine solo albums, 
and this past summer he landed a 
spot on Ringo Starr's third All-Star 
Revue, which gave him the opportu-
nity to sing his old Rascals hits one 
more time. 

After Bert Bems' death, Huston re-
located to the West Coast, where he 
engineered and produced records for 
many years before moving into 
recording studio design and commer-
cial production. He remains friends 
with avaliere and still recalls his days 
with The Rascals with great fondness. 
"They had an airiness about them that 
I really liked," Huston says. "They 
were part of that moving genera-
tion—one part of the generation was 
heading toward regurgitating rock n' 
roll one more time, and the other part 
was heading toward the peace-and-
love thing. The Rascals were right 
down the middle in a lot of ways. 
They were a pop band, but they also 
did things like 'People Got to Be 
Free,' and Felix got into Transcenden-
tal Meditation later [actually he fol-
lowed Swami Satchidananda]. 

"We were all on a ship, and we 
didn't know where it was going. 
I think it's true to say that in pop 
music in those days, we were all just 
winging it and doing the best 
we could." 
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Studio Morin Heights 
201 Rue Perry 

Morin Heights, Quebec JOR 1HO 
(514) 226-2419; Fax ( 514) 226-5409 

'Die studios, our six-bedroom guest 
house and cottage, are nestled in 
the heart of the Laurentian Moun-
tains resort area, with panoramic 
views of our private lake and for-
est. Less than an hour from Mon-
treal and NYC. Featured equip-
ment includes SSL 4056, Neve 
8014, Mackie 3208, Studer A800 
and A80, Otani MTR-90 and Otani 
RADAR 24-track hard disk record-
ing system, as well as comprehen-
sive array of outboard equipment 
and microphones. 

B.K.B. Studios Inc. 
15 Wallace St., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 
(201) 703-0073; Fax (201) 703-0481 

Whitney Houston's B.K.B Studios 
is a recording and rehearsal facil-
ity located 20 minutes from Man-
hattan featuring an SSL 4000E 
console with G Series computer 
along with a Studer A827 and 
Otani DTR-900 MkIl 32-track. We 
have a wide selection of vintage 
outboard gear and tube micro-
phones. There are two 20x20 
tracking rooms and one 38x58 
tracking,/rehearsal room with a 
full M.S.I. monitor and P.A. sys-
tem. Extensive selection of band 
gear available. Call for more in-
formation. 

Laughing Dog 
Studios 
80 Van Duzer St 

Staten Island, NY 10301 
(718) 720-9497; Fax (718) 448-7750 

Located just 25 minutes from Man-
hattan in Staten Island, Laughing 
Dog Studios combines state-of-the-
art equipment with an exception-
ally talented staff to deliver the 
highest quality final product. 
Equipment includes an 88-input 
Muck "Big" with SuperTrue Au-
tomation and Total Recall; dime Ale-
sis ADATs w/BRC; Pm Tools HI Dig-
ital Editing; StudioVision; Lexicon 
300, Eventide H3000SE; cool tube 
gear; Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser 
and Shure mies; four isolated rooms, 
kitchen, lounge & ample parking! 

Orange Whip 
Recording 
1324 State St, PG- 169 

Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
Phone (805) 730-9148 

Ninety minutes from L.A., Or-
ange Whip Recording is Santa 
Barbara's newest recording fa-
cility. Control Room "A," de-
signed by Chris Pelonis, features 
the first automated Oram Sonics 
B-EQ series console on the West 
Coast, 24-track analog and ADAT 
digital recorders and Tannoy Sys-
tem 215 DNIT main monitors. 
Clients include artists with Co-
lumbia, A&M, Smart, World 
Movement, Reel and Baby Ree' 
Records, plus theatrical and 
post-production projects. 

Avalon Recording 
Studios Inc. 

40-35 235th St. 
Douglaston, NY 11363 

(718) 224-9158; Fax (718) 224-5083 

Located 28 minutes outside Man-
hattan in Douglaston Manor, 
Avalon is the viable professional 
alternative to the high-pressure 
environment of the city. Our 
unique sound is a mix of our vin-
tage API console, Studer and 
Otani tape machines, and the 
great live spaces and control 
room designed by Frank Co-
mentale. Our experienced musi-
cal staff brings it all together, 
making our primary focus your 
best creative performance. 
Brochure available. 

e/l:Pl141arlk weds 

Pearl  Records 
Entertainment Group 

4247 Walnut St., Ste. 100A 
Kansas City, MO 64111 

(816) 561-5151; Fax (816) 561-8441 

Located in the heart of Ameri-
ca—between the Westport area 
and the Country Club plaza, we 
are "New York" and "L.A." in the 
Midwest. We are a recording 
company with a 32-track com-
pletely digital recording studio 
with samplers, keyboards, drum 
machines and all you'll need for 
quality productions. Our engi-
neers are musicians, performers 
and producers. At Pearl, we bring 
your music to reality! 
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• STU DIO SHOWCASE • 

QUAD 
Recee 

Quad Recording 
Studios 

723 7M Ave, New York, NY 10019 

(212) 730-1035; Fax (212) 730-1083 

Quad Recording's four world-
class Solid State Logic studios (up 
to 72 channels), two digital edit-
ing suites and two complete MIDI 
rooms are available for all your 
music recording needs, from pre-
production to post-prodution. 
Artists who use our state-of-the-art 
facility include Aerosmith, Prince, 
David Sanborn, Janet Jackson, 
Elton John, Rolling Stones, Daryl 
Hall, Frankie Knuckles, David 
Byrne, Mariah Carey, B.B. King, 
Rosanne Cash, U2, Marc Cohn, 
SWV, Whitney Houston, Yoko 
Ono and David Morales. 

White Room Studios 
1145 Griswold St.-3rd Floor 

Detroit, Ml 48226 

(313) 963-7305; Fax (313) 964-3338 

API/Neve consoles, Ampex ATR-
124, Fairchild, Pultecs, LA-2As. 
ELAM, C-12, U47s Focusrite, 
Massenberg, Trident, Lang, Tele-
funken. Need we say more? With 
dozens of exotic tube mies, com-
pressors and EQs, White Room 
contains your wish list of well-
maintained vintage and modem 
gear. All in a vibrant atmosphere 
with large, ambient rooms, natur-
al outside lighting, vintage instru-
ments, and a friendly, profession-
al staff. Call for bargain block 
rates. 

Mix-O-Lydian 
44 Wardasse Junction Rd. 

Lafayette, NJ 07848 
(201) 300-0030 

Mix-O-Lydian, one of New Jersey's 
premier studios for the past 20 
years, has recently moved to new 
quarters on eight acres in 
Lafayette, NJ., 1 hour from NYC 
The 4,000-sq.--ft. facility features a 
104 input Amek Big console with 
Total Recall, a Studer 827, and 
Tascam DA-88 24-track. The stu-
dio also offers a large array of out-
board gear and microphones, in-
cluding 20 vintage Neve and Fo-
cusrite EQ/pre-amps. Overnight 
accommodations are available 

Allgood Productions 
458 Plasmour Dr. NE 

Atlanta, GA 30324 

(404) 892-7111 Fax: (404) 892-7115 

We offer one of Atlanta's largest 
live studios, 55' x 65' x 16'. Con-
trol room A offers the Otan Con-
cept 1 Console with 96 auto-
mated inputs. Dolby Surround 
Sound, 24 tracks of Tascam DA-
88, Otan i MTR90 analog with full 
lock to our video suite are avail-
able in the A & B control rooms. 
We are specialists in classical 
music, jazz, audio for video, and 
music mastering. 

Rockingchair 
Recording Studios 

1711 Poplar Ave. 

Memphis, TN 38104 

4901) 276-8542; Fax (901) 276-8546 

Comfort is very important to an 
artist's creativity. Rockingchair 
Recording offers a relaxing envi-
ronment and personalized service 
that set us apart. Special attention 
was given to the aesthetics and 
location of our studio in order to 
establish the perfect atmosphere 
forour clientele. We are located in 
the heart of midtown Memphis, 
just minutes away from historical 
Beale Street, clubs, restaurants 
and hotels. Together, Rocking-
chair and Memphis make a perfect 
retreat for today's recording artist. 

Brooklyn 
Recording Studio 

8000 Beve-ly Blvd. 

Los Angeles, CA 90048 

4213) 655-9200; Fax (213) 852-1505 

Owned by music industry veteran 
Freddy DeMann and run by Chief 
Engineer Bill Dooley, Brooklyn 
Recording Studio has developed a 
reputation for first-class service 
and sound. Featured equipment 
includes "the classic" Neve 8078 
console with GML Automation, as 
well as the finest tape machines, 
mies, and outboard gear available. 
Recent developments include the 
addition of a state-of-the-art digit-
al mastering suite. 
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Millennium 
Denver, Colorado 

800-2-STUDIO (800-278-8346) 
Denver area 303-466-9896 

Complementing the growth of the 
entertainment industry in Denver, 
Colorado, Millennium is a com-
mercial production facility that 
houses high-end audio equipment 
and the most talented staff in the 
area, for all post-production and 
audio applications. Please contact 
Ralph T. Dickerson, VP/Director of 
Marketing, Midwest Region; Tal-
bert Bartholomew, Director of 
Marketing, Western Region; Joe 
Clemmons, Account executive; 
Winston Ford, Creative Director; 
Mike Hupfer, Chief Engineer, Steve 
Weis, First Engineer/Composer. 
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Reelsound 
Recording 
2304 Sheri Oak Lane 
Austin, IX 78748 

(512) 282-0713; Fax (512) 282-8767 

For 25 years, Reelsound Record-
ing has provided the quality of 
a sound studio when you're 
recording on location. Our 
42-foot Hidley-designed mobile 
unit offers the very best 24- and 
48-track equipment available, 
and clients such as Paul Simon, 
Neil Young, Stevie Ray Vaughan, 
Genesis and Material Issue can 
testify to the Gold and Platinum 
results of our experienced staff. 

EastSide Sound 
98 Allen Street 

New York, NY 10002 

(212) 226-6365; Fax (212) 226-0788 

EastSide Sound has been satisfying 
clients for 24 years. Our tracking 
room boasts a vintage Neve with 
David Manley tube modifications 
and Flying Faders. Our mixing 
room houses the Harrison Series 
Ten B—the ultimate in automa-
tion. Both rooms include Studer 
and Sony tape decks, a wide se-
lection of both vintage and mod-
ern mies and outboard gear, as 
well as computer workstations. 
Located in Manhattan, private and 
very comfortable. Call for further 
information. 

Rumbo Recorders 
20215 Salicoy Street 

Canoga Park, CA 91306 
(818) 709-8080; Fax: (818) 709-4072 

Known for Platinum-award-win-
ning records from Guns & Roses, 
Smashing Pumpkins, Stone Tem-
ple Pilots and Tom Petty to name 
a few. Our newly redesigned stu-
dio A features a large tracking 
room with five large isolation 
booths, and like studio B and C 
has a spacious lounge adjacent 
to the control room. Rumbo 
Recorders offers three studios 
with a wide range of recording 
environments to meet any need. 
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Gabriel Productions 
Wayne "TEX" Gabriel & Sardra Fur-ton Gabriel 

10 Addison Boyce Drive 

New City, NY 10956-1261 

(914) 356-5501; Fax: (914) 352-6122 

A unique creative environment 
near NYC. The Gabriels are 
Emmy-nominated Platinum and 
Gold recipients. Wayne has per-
formed, recorded, produced, 
and/or engineered with John 
Lennon, Stevie Wonder, Mick Jag-
ger, Chuck Berry and Randy 
Travis. Sandra has over 15 years 
TV production with David Letter-
man, Joan Rivers, ABC. Services 
include: Write and record TV/film 
themes, commercials, songwrit-
ing demos, arranging, music pub-
lishing and video TV productions. 

Coyote Recording 
Studios 

100 North 6th St, Brooklyn, NY 11211 
(718) 387-7958; Fax (718) 388-3898 

A studio born from years of hard 
work by two brothers; one an en-
gineer, the other a musician, both 
with an ear for MttSiC and a dream 
of making it their business. The 
control room glows with the 
power of outboard gear and the 
studio boasts vintage amps and 
premium mies. Notable artists in-
clude: Bottle Rockets, Del lords, 
Eric Ambel, Blood Oranges, Ra-
mones, Guided by Voices, Mojo 
Nixon and other musical luminar-
ies. The studio rocks. Pure and 
simple. 
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Pajama Recording 
Studio 

247 4th St., Ste. 407; Oakland, CA 94607 
(510) 832-1AMM 

Pajama Studios is Oakland, Cali-
fornia's first world-class 48-track 
recording studio. Pajama features 
an Otan i Series 54 46x40 80-chan-
nel w/DiskMix III automation, 
Sony/MCI JH-24 24-track and Ale-
sis ADAT 24-track w/BRC remote. 
Pajama was designed by Dennis 
Rice for producer Jim Gardiner, 
whose credits include Tony Toni 
Toné, En Vogue, Vanessa Wil-
liams, Kenny G, Michael Cooper, 
Lucasfilms, Too Short, Spice 1... 
WHEN PAJAMA JAMMS, LABELS 
LISTEN! 

The 

The ClubHouse 
Box 373 

Germantown, NY 12526 
(518) 537-6305; Fax (518) 537-5829 

The ClubHouse recently installed 
a Neve 8058 MkII mixing desk. 
Vintage Neumann tube micro-
phones and Telefunken pream-
plifiers have been added to the 
collection. Our large studio is 
50x25x20', and the smaller room 
is a more intimate 195r16x8'. 
Located on the scenic Hudson 
River only two hours north of 
New York City, The ClubHouse 
provides a large selection of fine 
equipment in a relaxed country 
setting. 

Oz Recording Studio 
310 East Biddle St. 

Baltimore, MD 21202 
Phone (410) 234-0046 

E-mail oz studios eciol.com 

Oz features such recognized, 
trusted names as Studer, Trident 
and Genelec on its roster of vin-
tage and state-of-the-art equip-
ment. The studio was designed to 
meet a beautifully unique aesthet-
ic while ensuring a dynamic 
sound. For comfort and conve-
nience, we have indoor parking, 
separate lounges, kitchen and 
shower. Accommodations and 
catering available. While we offer 
few luxuries, we accept no com-
promise. Contact Laura for details. 

GrIllEANIr 

Giant Recording 
Studios 

1776 Broadway, NY, NY 10019 
(212) 247-1160; Fax ( 212) 247-2081 

Sound Giant! 

Different Fur 
3470 19th St. 

San Francisco, CA 94110 
(415) 864-1967 

Different Fur offers custom serv-
ice in a private atmosphere, fea- - 
turing a Solid State Logic 4056 
E/G console w/TR, Sonic Solu-
tions digital editing and a large se-
lection of echo, reverb, delay and 
microphones. Clients include 
Bobby McFerrin, Faith No More, 
Suede, George Winston, Primus, 
Windham Hill, Phil Collins, Kro-
nos Quartet, Digital Underground 
and TV/film soundtracks. Bro-
chure available. 

RECORDING STI1D10, INC. 

Dolphin Recording 
Studios 
29-G Hunter Rd. 

Hilton Head Island, SC 29926 
(803) 689-6001; Fax (8031689-2239 

Dolphin is the newest state-of-
the-art studio located on beauti-
ful Hilton Head Island, South 
Carolina. Record in a relaxing 
atmosphere, and enjoy golf, ten-
nis, fishing and the best beaches 
anywhere. Dolphin Recording 
Studio offers a Yamaha C-7 con-
cert piano, 54-input Mackie 8-bus 
console, 32-track digital and 
Neve outboard gear. Contact 
Lew Carey Conetta, President. 
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FAST LANE INSIDER AUDIO LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

-FROM PAGE 25, SECRET STRIFE 

concentrated on the feelings and on 
the plants, leaned toward the plants 
and stared at them (but stayed far 
enough away to avoid breathing on 
them), all the time listening to oscil-
lators on both the raw continuous CV 
feed and the quantized final feed. 

Risking any credibility that I might 
have with you, I will say this: They 
definitely responded. We (the plants 
and I) only needed one day to get 
good enough to record the score that 
Stevie wanted, and so we did, and 
so it is in the album and on the film. 
I sat there and conducted with my 
thoughts, and the plants played. Now, 
I was not reading score, I was con-
trolling rough voltage excursions, 
their timing, and note gate durations 
and speed. The DS-2 was cleaning 
them up, and Stevie was generally 
late or busy with his new Votrax 
speech synthesizer. A good time was 
had by all, until a nonbeliever 
brought a lighter into the room with 
the intent of threatening the plants. 
They screamed when he entered and 
maxed everything out when he 
pulled out the lighter, even though he 
never made it to the plants them-
selves, as we all heard the results on 
the studio monitors and ran in to see 
what was up. 

Interesting. Alive is alive, it seems. 
Bad news for vegetarians. 

So now I remember how sensitive 
and interactive those Boogalusa be-
gonias were as I watch my Maryland 
marginata drop leaves after every sci-
fi-screening. Are these plants trying 
to tell us something that we can't hear 
because the music's too loud? Is 
mother nature concerned about her 
children's hearing? Will our hero es-
cape the evil of Rap as he once did 
with Disco? Some questions (like who 
is our hero, anyway?) can only be an-
swered by each of you for yourselves. 
I am just here to remind you that the 
questions exist, perhaps to point out 
possible connections that you may 
have once felt and now lost. I am 
here to serve. By the way, how are 
the plants in your studio doing? • 

Warning, Will Robinson, stop the 
Press! Those who read no, July col-
umn,"And Now the Rest of the Story," 
may find TDK's advertisement on 
pages 6-7 interesting. Next month, my 
column u ill be the response 7DK asks 
for. Fun will be had by all. —St.Croix 

-FROM PAGE 31, THE END OF THE WORLD 

deal with replication, and the very 
problematic question of promotion 
and distribution. Today, a musician no 
longer needs mass replication; by set-
ting up a Web site, artists can make 
music available to anyone in the 
world, the very day the master tape is 
completed. Free samples of the work 
can be offered, or people can be 
charged to download work to their 
computers. It is not fantasy to imagine 
the day when a big-name group lets 
their contract expire and decides to re-
lease their next album on the Internet. 
Skeptical? Consider that id Software re-
leased a demo shareware version of a 
new video game on the Internet, 
where it was widely downloaded and 
copied. That game's name was Doom. 

Similarly, downloaclable shareware 
is now a key marketing element 
throughout the software industry. In 
addition, the ability to monitor Web 
hits provides an artist and record 
company with valuable instant feed-
back on the popularity of new mate-
rial. The Internet Underground Music 
Archive (http://www.iuma.com) is 
one example of a Web site that spe-
cializes in offering samples of music 
recorded by independent artists and 
possibly is the prototype of the future 
of music distribution. The possibilities 
are endless. 
A few years ago, the Web began by 

weakly mimicking traditional media. 
Now it has begun to find a unique 
role and is developing creative muscle 
with virtual 3D chat spaces and other 
innovations not possible with tradi-
tional media. Every major corporation 
has taken notice and is either on the 
Web or joining it. Whether you're en-
thused or repulsed by the Internet, it 
is fast changing the world we live in 
and the industry that employs us. The 
world has changed; to compete and 
participate, each of us must change as 
well. The sword has been withdrawn 
from its sheath; the blade glitters in the 
flickering light. Position the sword 
carefully. Now, fall upon it. Your re-
birth awaits you. 

Ken Pohbnann (http://uww.music. 
m in ni i . edu/m usic/poh 1 m a n ) has 
completed the long-awaited third edi-
tion of Principles of Digital Audio 
(McGraw-Hill). Dave Lampton (bttp: 
//u•ww.arc.miandedu/datv) is a mul-
timedia development engineer for the 
School of Architecture at U. Miami. 

-FROM PAGE 108, HANS ZIMMER 

I think I can live with it. When 
Ennio's good, he's really good—he's 
better than anybody else. All the 
spaghetti western stuff is quirky, it's 
funny, it's insane, but at the same 
time you can always hear the person. 
His stuff is very personal, and it's 
very uncompromising. I like that, and 
I don't think he's ever tried to do 
what anybody else does. He does 
Ennio, and if you don't like it, hire 
somebody else. 
Bonzai: Have you met him? 
Zimmer: I met him a couple of 
times, but I really never wanted to. 
When I first started as a session synth 
programmer, I started working with a 
lot of people who were my heroes, 
and most of them turned out to be 
complete assholes. So, I made it a 
rule that I never wanted to meet any 
of my heroes anymore. 

Barry Levinson knew this, and one 
evening he said, "Why don't you 
come over for dinner on Sunday?" I 
got there and Ennio was there. Barry 
had done it on purpose, and I was 
completely intimidated by the man. 
And he is intimidating. He instantly 
asked me if I did my own orchestra-
tions and arrangements. When I an-
swered "yes," I was all right in his 
book. And we met again while he was 
doing Wolf in New York. We both 
share the same agents, Sam Schwartz 
and Mike Gorfaine, so I went to the 
sessions in New York. I'm still a fan. I 
go to the cinema, and I don't sit there 
and analyze what somebody else did. 
I just sit there, and if it's a great movie, 
it knocks my socks off, my mouth is 
open, and I'm having a great time. 
Bonzai: How did you break into film? 
Zimmer: It came about because I 
was writing commercials for a com-
pany that belonged to George Martin. 
George actually gave me my first job. 
There's a woman there named Mag-
gie Rodford, still there, and she still 
looks after my publishing. 
I was doing demos, and one day 

she said she'd heard that I pro-
grammed synths. She said they did 
commercials, and she would give me 
a ring on Monday. I wasn't holding 
my breath, but she did call and asked 
what I was doing the rest of the 
week. I was in a band at the time, 
endlessly touring, we never had a 
record deal, playing every shithole in 
the universe. When I got that call, I 
was out of that band so fast! 
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One of the composers she had for 
commercials was Stanley Myers, who 
had written Deerhunter and hun-
dreds of films. If you think I work 
hard, well, Stanley never stopped. He 
must have been about 50 at that time 
and knew everything there was to 
know about orchestra but didn't 
know how to switch on his televi-
sion. Electronics, new technology—a 
drum machine? Forget it. But he was 
interested. He had an incredibly in-
quisitive mind, and he thought all this 
electronic stuff was interesting as a 
sound, not as something you actual-
ly get involved in. Up to the day he 
died, he still didn't know how to 
switch his television on properly or 
change channels on his VCR. 

So he phoned me up one day and 
asked if I would do movies with him 
as his assistant. The conversation was 
the shortest conversation I ever had. 
Stanley said, "Hans, would you like 
to work with me on movies?" I said 
yes, and he hung up. He didn't even 
say goodbye. 

And in a way, that was how our 
style carried on. We never really dis-
cussed things. He threw me right in 
at the deep end. There were certain 
cues he just didn't want to write. He 
loved writing the pretty melodies and 
love themes and hated car chases 
and anything like that. He'd tell me to 
do certain cues, and he never asked 
if I could do it or not. On the first lot, 
I failed miserably. 
We would write together, which 

meant I'd go into the studio when 
Stanley was away and hear what he'd 
done and go, "Oh, that bit's really 
boring." I'd just wipe it and put some-
thing of mine in, without discussing 
it with him. And he would do the 
same with me. It was totally egoless. 
All we were trying to do was show 
each other within our own disciplines 
that we could make something good 
happen. 
When we did My Beautiful Laun-

derette, I slaved for three days on the 
opening titles. We were hardly ever in 
the studio at the same time and I went 
out for a bit, and when I came back, 
he had obviously been there. What 
had been a tune over three chords 
was now a tune over two chords. He 
wiped every second chord. At first I 
went, "Oh, I worked on it so hard," 
but after listening I thought, "Bloody 
hell, he's right. It's better." 

Whenever I fell over and broke my 
nose in front of a director for doing 
something totally ludicrous and inap-

propriate, Stanley would steer me 
back into something that made sense. 
And I learned pretty much anything I 
know about music and orchestra, and 
how to deal with film, from Stanley. I 
figured out the math of how to hit 
every cut in sight. One day, Stanley 
said gently, "Sometimes a reaction is 
even better." He was right. He wasn't 
dictatorial—he was always interested 
in you doing something completely 

Ow many scores sound 

like Aaron Copland? 

Right now everyone 

is ripping off Copland, 

and has done so since 

Randy Newman did 

The Natural. 

off the wall and would defend you, 
too. We worked with all those very 
tricky European directors, who would 
encourage you to go way out there on 
that ledge. But sometimes you went 
out a little too far. 

Stanley would find instant solutions 
as well. I learned that in film you need 
to find instant solutions, and you need 
to really listen to people. You need to 
find out what they say, not with 
words, but what is behind the words 
and what they have forgotten from 
being on the movie for two years. 
What was the original idea? 
Bonzai: Do you get involved early 
on, even before the film is in pro-
duction? 
Zinuner: Sure. And I do films more 
and more by the director than the 
script. You form these small families 
on film that last a certain amount of 
time, and you have to be very good 
friends for a very long time. And then 
the film is over, and you don't see 
each other for years. These families 
are very intense, because the film is 
the boss. I don't work for the director 
or the producer; I work for the film, 
just as the director does. You hang on 
for dear life, and the film is dictating 
what it requires itself. 
Bonzai: Are you continuing this tra-
dition you had with Stanley? 

Zimmer: That's the idea here at 
Media Ventures. I was more excited 
at the Speed premiere that Mark 
Mancina wrote than at any of my 
own films. It was like, "Hey—we 
showed those bastards who never 
hire anybody who doesn't have a 
name." And he did a good job, and 
he's got a hit movie, and he got 
through it without falling over. That's 
what this whole company is about. 
Bonzai: Who else is working with 
you here? 
Zimmer: Well, we have Jeff Rona, 
who does a lot of television at the 
moment: Homicide, Chicago Hope. 
Our friend John Van Tongeren is 
doing Outer Limits. 
Bonze: Pretty good show... 
Zimmer: Yes, but it's a shitload of 
music each week. I never see him 
leave before four in the morning. 
And also, we just started working 
with Wendy & Lisa, and they just did 
their first film. 
Bonzai: What's your next big project? 
Zimmer: A John Woo film, Broken 
Arrow, which is going to be fun. Once 
a year I need to go crazy, and John is 
such a delightful gentleman. You 
would never imagine all that violence 
coming from such a softspoken intel-
lectual. But then he's a big fan of all 
the '60s avant-garde directors. Those 
are the films they won't let you make 
over here, but he found a way of 
making them. You disguise it with lots 
of excitement, and it's really how you 
tell it, you know? 
Bonzai: Is there any director you'd 
like to work with? 
Zimmer: I'd love to work with Clint 
Eastwood, but he's totally loyal to 
Lenny Neihaus and has a strong 
working relationship with him. They 
are a team, and I respect that. There 
are many directors I haven't worked 
with. I would never assume to work 
with Spielberg because he works 
with John Williams. And I actually 
like going to those films with his 
music. Once you work on a movie, 
you can never have that joy of seeing 
it untainted. 
Bonzai: How has changing technol-
ogy, automation and that sort of thing 
affected your work? 
Zimmer: Well, I wouldn't have a ca-
reer without it, being a really bad 
player. But you have to remember 
that I started when this stuff first 
came out. Back in the late '70s, my 
first sequencer was the Roland MC-8, 
where you had to type numbers in 
for notes. Middle C was a 24, there-
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fore D was a 26. Then I had the 
Fairlight Series 1, and I could play 
eight notes at the same time! Things 
have changed, but it hasn't made it 
any quicker. It's just given us more 
possibilities to get confused and to 
try things and be indecisive. 

And my counterpoint writing was 
much better when I only had eight or 
16 notes available at any one time. By 
playing a chord I would waste all 
that. It's certainly easier now to be 
mediocre. On the other hand, what I 
really do like about all the new tech-
nology is that it's no longer an elitist 
thing to make great noise. You don't 
have to have a big budget to go into 
a recording studio. You can do it at 
home, and either you write good 
music or you don't. 
Bonze: Is it easier now for a young 
person to get into the business? 
Zinuner: No, I think most films are 
done by five composers these days, 
and I'm one of them. And it's really 
tedious. I want to hear other people's 
ideas or things won't progress. How 
many scores sound like Aaron Cop-
land? Right now everyone is ripping 

off Aaron Copland, and has done so 
since Randy Newman did The Natur-
al. Being uneducated is helpful, be-
cause you don't know who to steal 
from. My influences aren't Copland. 
I'm not an American for starters. How 
can I escape my culture? I write about 
America, but I don't know what 
America is. Thelma and Louise, Rain-
man, Driving Miss Daisy, Backdraft 
—all intensely American films. The 
only point of view I can write from is 
that they are people like you and me. 
If this happens to them, then they 
must be feeling this way. 

And there are the African films I've 
done, and everyone says the music is 
so African. I've never done any re-
search; I just carry on writing my Eu-
ropean stuff. But I love going to 
Africa, taking my European melodies 
down there and seeing what happens 
when you get another culture to in-
terpret it. 
I hate cultural imperialism, where 

you do the research and steal the bits 
that are appropriate. Everybody 
thinks Lion King has lots of African 
things in it. It doesn't. It has that one 
shout right at the beginning of the 
movie, and that's the trick of film 

composing. By doing something so 
overtly foreign, you know you're not 
in Kansas anymore when you hear 
that chant at the beginning. You buy 
yourself license, and you don't have 
to do it time and time again. It's actu-
ally a very European score. I was just 
writing from the heart, and occasion-
ally when I felt we were leaving our 
world too much, we would put some 
African choirs back in. But the im-
pression is quite different. 
Bonze So here you are at the top. 
Where do you go from here? 
Zimmer: Well, I'm thinking of chuck-
ing it all in and doing something com-
pletely different. Every once in a while 
you need to go and say, "Okay, we've 
done that." I don't know what it will 
be for me next. 
Bonzai: Could it be nonmusical? 
Zimmer: I don't know if it could be 
nonmusical. There's too much love 
involved there. I'm married to the 
music, but it doesn't mean I can't 
have a mistress somewhere else. 

Roving editor Mr Bonzai's brief career 
in film scoring ended with the 1960 
high school hygieneflick, Blindness or 
Hairy Palms? The Choice Is Yours. 

-FROM PAGE 212 GHOST STORIES 

the punch, and said to the drummer, 
'Rick, don't be hollering while we're 
recording.' He said, 'Man, I didn't say 
a word.' I said, 'Did you hear that?' 
He said, 'No, I didn't hear anything.' 
So we rewound the tape and, sure 
enough, in that spot you could hear 
the voice. 

"Everybody was freaking out and 
laughing about it being the ghost, 
when suddenly the machine went 
into rewind on its own, and I never 
could stop it, no matter what I tried. I 
reeled it back up, and it was just fine 
and nothing went wrong after that." 

"The voice that came through the 
speakers had an alien tonality, and it 
printed to tape," adds Gwin Spencer, 
who was in the Mother Station at the 
time and now has a solo deal with 
Elektra. "It was the song 'Heart With-
out a Home.' If you put on the head-
phones, you can hear a lot of weird 
noises in the mix that we didn't do 
on that album. I think it is cool that 
315 is the way it is, because you feel 
that the building is alive." 

Guitarist Wayne Perkins shares 
Spencer's sentiments. "I tried two or 
three different studios out here in 
California for my latest album," he 
says, "and I couldn't get that dog to 

hunt, so I got on a plane and went to 
Memphis. I believe that one can be 
indwell by different spirits when 
playing. If you are in tune enough, 
you can let something take you over, 
close your eyes and play the real 
stuff. That is what happened to me at 
315 Beale Street. I stood out there, 
and the spirits came up through the 
floor and got all over me. 

"I've worked at 315 Beale a lot, 
and I've written three songs in there 
in one night, so I know what kind of 
spirit is in the place. You can walk 
through the studio, and the air is so 
thick, it's syrupy. I know that the 
place is haunted, but it is haunted 
with some great musicians." 

"I think studios are full of all 
kinds of residual energy," producer 
Dickinson says. "Anyone who walks 

into a studio and doesn't feel some-
thing ought to get into another line 
of work. You can't walk into a stu-
dio and not feel a vibe, if you are a 
professional. 

"It is the attempt to capture and re-
organize the unretainable nature of 
the moment that I think makes man 
seek to record. A studio is a place 
where you repeat the same activity. 
No matter who you are, you are 
doing the same thing that the person 
before you did. Because you exposed 
yourself creatively in this space, you 
have literally left behind part of your 
soul. It is because the essence of the 
moment is the performance, and it 
equals the soul, whatever it is, musi-
cal or theatrical. It is a spark, and it is 
what I think you feel. 

"I think a ghost may have more to 
do with those who perceive it than it 
does with whom it may have once 
been," Dickinson concludes. "I think 
your seeing it is creating it, but I 
think that the ghost, per se, may be 
unaware of where it is. I certainly 
don't think it is a whole being. It is 
something left over." 

Got any good studio ghost stories? We 
want to hear them! Contact Rick 
Clark at blurgeboy@aol.com. 
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—FROM PAGE 248, LISTENING ENVIRONMENT 

use minimum phase filters. Mini-
mum phase filters allow for more lat-
itude to boost or cut without hearing 
excess phase shift. I would like to 
see more parametric manufacturers 
use second order filters in their 
high/lowpass filter sections. Second-
order filters are much more applica-
ble to room tuning than third- and 
fourth-order filters, which are de-
signed mainly for noise removal. 

Equalizable room/speaker interac-
tion is a minimum phase, second-
order phenomenon exhibiting con-
stant bandwidth and linear frequency 
spacing. Minimum phase frequency-

ment. Combs rarely occur exactly at 
fixed ISO standard frequencies. Once 
again, parametrics offer the versatility 
to use a single filter to correct an 
overall trend in the response. With 'A-
octave EQ, several filters must inter-
act to address this same issue. 

Part of the reason for using 'A-oc-

Figure 3: Effects of 1 ms delay on signal. 

EQ'd. The '/3-octave analyzer aver-
aged this section out in a broad 
stroke. This is a simplified picture, 
but it is accurate and is the rule 
rather than the exception. I strongly 
suggest that you look at your rooms 
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response anomalies occur when 
speakers are placed in proximity to 
boundaries such as walls, ceilings or 
soffitts. At best, '/-octave equalizers 
are constant-percentage bandwidth 
with logarithmic frequency spacing. 
Fig. 3 demonstrates the type of fre-
quency response comb filtering 
caused by a lms echo, typical of a 
console reflection. Note that the 
combing is not logarithmically spaced 
(e.g. 'A-octave) but rather a constant 
bandwidth of 1 kHz. The frequency 
centers of the comb are an octave 
wide from 1 to 2 kHz and 'Ao-octave-
wide from 10 to 20 kHz, meaning 
that a device with fixed 'A-octave 
bandwidth can not create a comple-

Rgure 4: Midrange response viewed 

in %-octave resolution. 

tave equalizers for so long is due to 
the fact that until recently most ana-
lyzers were 'A-octave. But 1/3-octave 
analysis does not offer enough reso-
lution to actually see the whole story. 
Fig. 4 shows a '/3-octave mid-band 
shot of a control room. Notice the 
hole from about 500 to 800 Hz. This 
would lead one to believe that some 
boost centered at 630 Hz on your 'A-
octave EQ would fix the problem. In 
actuality, viewing the 'A4-octave reso-
lution in Fig. 5, we see that this is not 
a wide-band hole but a series of tight 
combs that should probably not be 

Figure 5: Midrange response viewed in %.-octave resolution (same as Figure 4). 

with effective resolution if you really 
want to solve the problems. 

There are now better solutions 
available to address room/speaker 
interactions than are currently in use. 
Without a huge investment, the 
quality of studio monitoring envi-
ronments can be upgraded signifi-
cantly, which is supposed to be one 
of the advantages to working in a 
"recording studio." If you don't 
agree, just make mine a double 
espresso with a twist, please. 

Berkeley, Calif -based Bob Hodas 
travels throughout the country tun-
ing studios. He will be demonstrating 
lots of colorful squiggly room curves 
with his SIM' System H at the studio 
bau:ton booth during AES. 
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FIELD TEST 

-FROM PAGE 277. DIGIDESIGN POSMEW 

port window. To play Pro Tools in-
dependent of a video deck, select 
Transport = Pro Tools in the Trans-
port pop-up menu, and make sure 
the online button is off. To control 
your video deck independent of Pro 
Tools, simply switch to Transport = 
Machine. In an online situation, you 
can use the transport to make either 
Pro Tools slave to your videodeck or 
vice versa. 

The two scenarios cause slightly 
different results: when "Transport = 
Pro Tools,- clicking a Pro Tools au-
tolocate point, selecting a region 
with the Grabber tool, and using the 
Selector tool in the Mix window all 
cause the machine to chase to the se-
lected start location. When "Trans-
port = Machine," the machine will 
not follow selections made with the 
Selector tool in the Edit window. In 
addition, when Auto Spot Regions is 
selected in the Options menu, re-
gions can be spotted to the current 
machine time, and the trimmer tool 
will cut to the current machine time. 
Very nice. 

r 
In Session With PostView 

I found that though I could use 
the Panasonic to control Pro Tools, I 
couldn't consistently get the deck to 
slave to Pro Tools. When I pushed 
Play, it would always chase to the 
correct location but once there, the 
deck usually simply stopped. No 
playback followed, and the dialog 
told me that that the machine was 
still cueing. And at one point, the 
system locked up when I hit play 
using the Panasonic to control Pro 
Tools. I also found that machine 
control was sluggish when I chose 
Pro Tools as master—especially 
when I wanted to stop playback. 
Digidesign's technical support per-
sonnel were generally helpful (when 
I could get through), but despite the 
company's success, tech support 
continues to he understaffed and 
overworked. It was only after a 
Digidesign support person came out 
to our facility and spent more than 
five hours trying to diagnose this ma-
chine control problem that the mys-
tery was unraveled. We had assigned 
machine control to the printer port 
and MIDI to the modem port. 
Switching machine control to the 
modem port and MIDI to the printer 

port completely solved the prob-
lems—including sluggish transport 
response—on our 840AV. We did 
verify that this serial port problem 
was not present on a Quadra 650, 
and Digidesign assured us that it is 
indeed unique to the 840AV. 

CONCLUSION 
With a retail price of $ 1,495, PostVie\\ 
is an elegant solution for audio post 
work using a Pro Tools system. Un-
questionably, synchronized random-
access audio and video is a technol-
ogy whose time has come, and 
Digidesign has a winner of an appli-
cation for random-access junkies. 
And once the company works out 
minor kinks with machine control, it 
promises to be an even better value 
for professional audio post produc-
tion facilities that have a substantial 
investment in standard video play-
back technology. 

Digidesign, 1360 Willow Rd., Menlo 
Park, CA 94025; 415 688-0600. 

Paul Pot yen is a Mix contributing ed-
itor, a producer at ESCAtech media 
in Half Moon Bay, Calif., and a ran-
dom-access junkie. 

With credits on films like Speed, 
Desperado, Immortal Beloved and 
Apollo 13, Dean Beville is no am-
ateur when it comes to digital post-
production. He recently started up 
a "very digital-picture-integrated" 
production facility called Creative 
Cafe, with recent Academy Award 
winner Steve Flick. Mix caught up 
with Beville at Todd-AO in Studio 
City, Calif., where he took a mo-
ment during mixing for the Paul 
Verhoeven feature Showgirls to 
share his thoughts on PostView: 

"I actually used an early version 
of PostView a long time ago, and 
cut two things with it—a Congo 
trailer and one of the polar bear 
spots for the national Coke cam-
paign," Beville recalls. "The first 
thing I really liked about it was the 
fact that I was able to scrub sound 
effects and have the picture chase, 
which is PostView's single most 
powerful feature. The first teaser 
trailer for Congo showed the POV 
of the camcorder, the man walking 

through the jungle. You saw the 
camera moving around, and you 
saw a lot of video glitches, interfer-
ence and static start to build up on 
this image, and it eventually goes to 
black. If I had cut that on videotape, 
I would have driven myself nuts be-
cause, frame by frame, I would 
have seen nothing but video noise. 
Finding the frames to cut the video 
static hits and the weird little sound 
effects that we did for it would have 
been difficult on videotape, just by 
the nature of the material. 

"Before, your video would al-
ways be pretty jerky. Playback was 
dreadful unless you digitized a very 
small, postage-stamp-sized image, 
and you had to apply heavy com-
pression. With the new PostView, 
you don't really need to. I've used 
the updated DAE system with earli-
er versions of Pro Tools, and I 
didn't have the type of control with 
scrubbing that I do now—I would 
say that in combination with Pro 
Tools 3.1, it's a great feature. 

"We use PostView mostly to do 
Foley. With videotape, you would 
always have to preroll a couple of 

seconds and then wait for your 
system to lock up, and with Foley 
that's not really good because it's 
subframe-accurate editing. With 
multiple edits per foot, if I'm 
checking sync on a section of 
footsteps and I have to preroll 
three seconds, I've lost my orien-
tation, and have to listen to 40 
footsteps to finally listen to the 
four I really want to hear. What's 
really good about PostView is 
being able to zoom right in and 
hear the sound effect that you 
need to listen to against picture. 

"PostView is a new piece of 
software, and I've managed to 
make it crash a few times by using 
modifier key shortcuts, but it's re-
ally robust. I spend less time 
rewinding tapes, less time pre-roll 
and post-roll. It's only a couple 
seconds here and there, but if 
you're constantly rolling a couple 
seconds...I still take the same 
amount of time to cut material, but 
I spend more time editing, being 
creative, and less time dealing 
with the machinery!' 

—Sarah Jones 
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LIVE SOUND 

-FROM PAGE 198, ANITA BA A ER 

tion transducer that gives the 
musicians the sensation of sub-
bass without having subwoofers 
onstage. The bass and kick drum 
channels are sent to a separate 
sub mix, feeding the combined 
signal to these devices that are 
mounted to the underside of 
stools or under riser platforms. 

To augment the Yamaha PM-
4000 at FOH, Ken Newman is 
using the MIDI-controllable 
Yamaha ProMix 01 console to 
return the seven stereo keyboard 
modules, allowing their balance 
and effects to be set up as a pre-
set for each song. To control the 
ProMix and all the other effects' 
program changes, Newman uses 
a Yamaha MPG-1 MIDI keypad, 
"Something they don't make 
anymore that I wish they did:' he 
comments. A Lexicon PCM70, a 
PCM42, an Ensoniq DP-4 and an 
Alesis QuadraVerb are used as 
floating effects. Dedicated effects 
include a Yamaha SPX-990 for 
toms, an SPX-1000 for back-
ground vocals, and an Eventide 
H3000SE for doubling and cho-
rusing BGs. 
A Lexicon 480 is used for 

Baker's vocal, with the other 
side for drums, and the 480's 
vocal reverb return has a Meyer 
CP-10 on it for critical equaliza-
tion. Baker's vocal, fed to the 
FOH from the Hardy preamp 
onstage, is routed to a BSS 901 
for frequency-dependent com-
pression, a Summit EQF-100 
tube EQ for wide-band tonal 
adjustment, a Sabine ADF-2400 
Workstation for narrow band 
EQ and a Summit TLA-100A lim-
iter before entering the con-
sole's channel insert return. The 
background singers are bused 
to a stereo group with a Summit 
EQF-100 and TLA-100 combina-
tion inserted. Other compres-
sors are various dbx models, 
including a 165 as a stereo sys-
tem compressor. Also used is an 
Aphex Type C Aural Exciter as 
an overall send-and-return 
effect, and a Type III Aural 
Exciter inserted on the channels 
for the piano pick-ups, which 
are Lawler-modified Helpinstills. 

The addition of SIM means 

that the usual FOH engineer's 
responsibilities are split, and the 
mix position has become two 
distinct workstations. With a pair 
of delayed Meyer HD-1 studio 
monitors (which were used for 
mixing the album) placed on the 
console meter bridge, Newman 
finds he can concentrate more 
on the house mix without hav-
ing to concern himself with the 
room EQ. "It doesn't really mat-
ter where the mix position is," he 
comments. "I can turn up the 
HD-ls so they are louder than 
the P.A. and mix critically on 
them:' At Oakland, Calif.'s Para-
mount Theatre, the mix position 
ended up way at the back, 
between the last row of seating 
and the rear wall, under the bal-
cony. "Without those HD-ls, I 
would have ended up listening 
to an imbalance, due to the bass 
trap back there:' Newman 
explains, "Because the HD-1 mix 
at the console so closely resem-
bles what the audience is hear-
ing from the PA., and because of 
the in-ear monitoring's benefit of 
having almost no sound coming 
off the stage, I could practically 
mix in another room, although I 
haven't tried that yet:' 

This project is breaking new 
ground by using SIM on a tour 
without any specific time set 
aside for this daily process. In the 
past, it has not been uncommon 
for shows of this scope to have 
anywhere from four hours to a 
whole day allocated for SIM time. 
This can be very expensive over 
the length of a tour, and incorpo-
rating it into a traditional setup 
schedule is challenging. After 
purchasing the SIM system for 
this tour, A-1 Audio also built a 
BSS Varicurve 900 Series EQ rack 
to speed up the EQ process, as 
opposed to using standard para-
metric EQ. The zones can track 
coupled together, or they can be 
EQ'd discretely, and several 
memory configurations were 
stored for different styles of 
venues. The numerical readout 
on the Varicurve 900 remote 
screen can be matched to the 
numerical cursor readout on 
the SIM screen quickly and accu-
rately. Along with the BSS 
TCS-804 system delays, there is 
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LIVE SOUND 

also a Sabine ADF-2400 Worksta-
tion in the rack to assist in locat-
ing and adjusting frequencies to 
1Hz resolution. 

Some members of the audio 
world have misconceptions about 
SIM's role and functions. The 
machine itself is an analysis tool 
and does not automatically EQ 
the room or time-align the sys-
tem. To quote John Meyer, "It is 
an X-ray machine, not a doctor?' 
The SIM machine receives line-
level feeds from the console out-
puts (system EQ inputs), the EQ 
outputs and from the room at 
various mic locations. It com-
pares the output of the console to 
the response of the room. The 
system is then physically 
adjusted, time-aligned, and/or 
EQ'd by a human operator, with 
the goal of making the room 
response identical to the output 
of the console for every seat in 
the house. By dividing the FOH 
system into eight zones and ana-
lyzing them each in four to five 
locations, we are able to EQ and 

time-align all the zones separately 
and then analyze the combined 
response, all with '44-octave reso-
lution. On the screen, we can see 
the room trace before and after 
EQ, and time correction at any of 
the mic locations, as well as the 
actual EQ curve. 

After using the SIM system for 
even a short while, it becomes 
increasingly obvious just how 
critical speaker placement is. No 
amount of EQ is going to fix the 
acoustical problems generated by 
incorrect speaker placement. 
Radio City Music Hall was built 
60 years ago and, like many 
older venues, was not designed 
to be used for amplified music. 
As anyone who's played there 
knows, there is a 250-millisecond 
slap off the parabolic rear wall, 
which focuses sound back (you 
guessed it) at center stage. The 
narrow dispersion pattern of the 
MSL-4 and MSL-5, along with a 
downward tilt on all clusters, is 
very helpful in keeping reflec-
tions off the walls and getting 
more direct than reverberant 
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energy to all seats. The system 
design of eight zones allows us 
to place and EQ speakers that 
cover usually hard-to-reach 
areas—especially balconies— 
with genuine fidelity and critical 
accuracy in the time domain. 

SIM, however, is much more 
than a device for setting sound 
system EQ. The SIM system was 
used on this tour as an in-the-
field bench tool for phase, fre-
quency and distortion analysis of 
individual electronic compo-
nents—including wireless 
receivers and headsets. Calculat-
ing speaker delay times can be 
performed with extreme accu-
racy, as can the uncovering of 
room reflections and combs. 
Because this analysis is a com-
parative study, this task can be 
performed using pink noise, 
music or any source with full fre-
quency content. II 

Dave Lawler, formerly with the 
Vancouver Mafia, has also 
worked with k.d. lang, Phish and 
Barry Manilow. 
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276 143 Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab 

54 44 Mytek 

259 145 National Sound and Video 

81 146 Neumann/USA 

179 147 Neutrik 

151 148 Night Technologies International 

309 149 Northeastern Digital 

310 150 OGM Production Music 

166-167 151 Optifile/Sascom Marketing 

139 152 Otani 

300 153 Otan i #2 

62-63 154 Peavey Electronics 

199 155 Pelonis Sound & Acoustics 

137 156 Pioneer Hill Software 

216 157 Platinum Island Recording Studios 

314 158 Polyline 

331 159 Prism Media Products 

292 160 Progressive Music 

266 161 Project One Audio 

277 162 Project One Audio #2 

182 163 Pro Sound & Stage Lighting 

327 164 OCA 

134 165 DSC Audio Products 

106 166 Quintessential Sound 

17 167 Raindirk/Sascom Marketing 

84 168 Rane 

248 169 The Recording Workshop 

251 170 Revelation Products 

305 171 Rhythm City 

292 172 Rich Music 

108 173 Rocket Lab 

142 174 Rocket Science Limited 

36-37 175 Roland 

345 176 Rolls Corporation 

115 177 Rorke Data 

252 178 Ross 

240 179 RPG Diffusor Systems 

275 180 RSP Technologies 

113 181 Russ Jones Marketing Group 

287 182 Sabine 

298 183 Sam Ash Parts 

249 184 Sam Ash Professional 

330 185 SAS Industries 

347 186 Schoeps 

330 187 Selco Products ( Indicators/Knobs) 

176 188 Sennheiser 

193 189 Sennheiser #2 

209 190 Sheffield Audio-Video Productions 

147 191 Shure 

120 192 Simon Systems Engineering 

1 Solid State Logic ( SSL) 

243 Solid State Logic ( SSL) #2 

295 193 Sonic Foundry 

297 94 Sonic Foundry #2 

299 195 Sonic Foundry #3 

140-141 196 Sonic Solutions 

10-11 Sony 

278 Sony #2 

112/113 Sony Insert 

228 Soundcraft 

136 197 Sound Ideas 

246 198 Soundscape 

255 199 Spectral 

284 200 Speir Music 

39 201 Spirit 

239 202 Spirit #2 

35 203 SPL 

109 204 Stanford Research Systems 

80 205 Steadi Systems 

3 206 

40 207 

213 208 

76-77 209 

260 210 

90 2' 1 

127 212 

103 213 

203 2'4 

146 215 

223 216 

130 217 

121 28 

208 219 

2 220 

162-163 221 

49 222 

6-7 223 

265 224 

238 225 

293 226 

184 227 

269 228 

325 229 

312 230 

128 231 

173 232 

271 233 

270 234 

306 235 

158 236 

338 237 

307 238 

245 239 

206 2413 

87 241 

311 242 

174-175 243 

290 244 

235 245 

248 246 

286 247 

157 248 

291 249 

105 128 

Studer Editech 

Studer Professional 

Audio Equipment 

Studer Professional 

Audio Equipment #2 

Studio Audio 

Digital Equipment (SADiE) 

studio bau:ton 

Studio Consultants 

Studio Techniques 

Sweetwater Sound 

Switchcraft/Raytheon Co. 

Symbolic Sound 

Symetrix 

Systems Analysis 

Systems Development Group 

Tactile Technology 

Tannoy 

Tascam 

t.c. electronic 

TDK 

Technomad 

Technoworks Mobile 

Thoroughbred Music 

3M Corporation 

TimeLine 

TL Audio/Sascom Marketing 

The Toy Specialists 

TROISI Digital Companion 

TURBOSOUND 

Uncle's Stereo 

Uptown Automation 

Vertigo Recording Services 

Vestax Corporation 

Viking Audio 

Walters-Storyk Design Group 

Waterland Group 

Waves 

Westlake Audio 

West L.A. Music 

Whirlwind 

Whisper Room 

White Instruments 

The Woodwind & The Brasswind 

World Studio Group 

Yamaha 

Yorkville 

Zero International 
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front rielte 

200 TAPES OR OW # 1.98 EACH!! 
COMPLETE BLACK & WIPE RETAIL-READY PACKAGE' 
Two-Color Print odd Just . 10 pet unit ($20.00) 
Pure Chrome tope odd Just . 15 pet will ($ 30.00) 

800-158-6405 Inctity Kosseife, Inc 
\fltrterviiie, Ivtzine 04901 

AS FOR OUR FREE FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

ANChOR YOUR SpEAkERS 
WITH 

Sou rid ANCIIOR STANdS 
our system will perform to its 

,./F)tential. whim ou get your monitors 
off the mew-b reify positioned 

anisuneete£ 

r SOUND  

LJ 

IANCHORS  

• STABLE • RIGID • 
• DAMPED • 

SOUNd ANCIIORS INC. 

(407) 724-1237 

CD & Cassette Prices 
That Are Down To Earth! 

CD's 

500-$1070 

1000 - $ 1635 

CD Packages Include: 

Glass Master 

Full Color 2 Panel Booklet 

2 Color or CD Printing 

And Much More ... 

CASSETTES a 500-$555 

WI 1000 -$745 
112 

Toll Free 

1-800-876-5950 

We Accept VISA/AmEx 

NEW PAIENTED 

Mill-JAM SELF-CLEANING 
ENDLESS LOOP 

.0 3S 
outside Continental U.S.) 

Manny's Mailbox Music 

CHEATING YOURSELF? 
Most likely ycu are - If you're not producing 
"ON HOLD" teiephone tapes. BIG PROMS 
being made, just ask AT&T for their monthly 
prices. Call c(- fax for- HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new "ANTI-JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer Lead Program. 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415)221-2000 
FAX: (800) 683-7569 or (415) 387-2425 

BE fl PRIT OF 
THE LEGEND RT 
MOMMY'S MUSIC 
From Jimi Hendrix to 

Guns N Roses, Manny's 
has been the first choice of 

legendary musicians for 
almost 60 years. 

Experience the tradition of 

Manny's legendary service, 

expertise and extensive 

equipment selection. 

Call 212/869-5172 
or write for your FREE 

product catalog today 

and become part 

of THE LEGEND. 

(Add $2.00 shipping and handling 

48th Street At Your Doorstep 
156 W. 48th Street, NY, NY 10036 

Hours 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. EST M-F 
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MARKETPLACE 

(915) 857-1191 
Custom-Wired Patch Bays & Harnesses 

For All Professional Audio Applications 

Necessity 

wel box, film, assembly, and shrinkuvap. 

was the mother of our invention... 

"We had 20,000 
CDs and no way 
to label them" 

— Peter Tracy 
President, MicroPatent 

MicroPatent • 250 Dodge Avenue East Haven, CT 06512 

NEAT )_ 
CD LABELER KIT 

The only way to label 
a CD-ROM is NEATO. 

Only 

$79.95 
IJCIE', 

templates 

for complete details 

800.648.6787 

infoemicronat.com 
203.466.5055 Fax 203.46E5054 

ATTENTION: STUDIOS 
AND BROADCASTERS 
C-10 
Maxell XLII 

100 mon,nur, 

C-20 
MazeII XLII 

100 r”,rurrom 

250 BASF Chrome 
Cassettes Duplicated 

INCLUDES SO MINUTE 
MASTER 

C-30 
MazeII XLII 

:00 mm. 

= S0t1113 
MIDI/Ite 

1-800-987-6830 
(CA 909/987-6930) 

Better Quality, Lower Prices, Faster Turnaround 

Look Ma, No Hands! 
Introducing the IRI. the world's first automatic microphone switch. The IRI's body sensing 

technology keeps mies off until performers are within an adjustable range. Now you can mute 
unwanted sources of stage noise & feedback, increase system headroom & clean up any mix 

without using your hands! The simple to use, compact and affordable IR1 k compatible k ith 
most mies. Call and order the IRI today, in singles or our handy sis-pack. 

"This innovation truly provides a large 

improvement in a live mix for a w.t-y small 

price." 

Geoff Ganiford. FOB Eddie Money Band 

What a great idea, Sounds Great!" 

Eddie Mone 

1012 Morse Ave. Suite 19 

Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1634 

You Work the Audience... We'll Work the Mic! 

Tel: (800) 701-7899 

Fax: ( 408) 745-7897 

With the Purchase of Two Reels of either 
2" 900 MAXIMA or 2" 911 STUDIO MASTERING tape 

tri 

-0 BASF 
Demand it! 

WAITED TV& COFER 

764 51h Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11232 
In New York Telephone: (718) 349-8273 

24-Hour Fox: (718) 369-8275 
embIRS 
Malond Omen. kwIesInc. 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 
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STEDMAN 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE! 

TDK PRO SA BULK 
CUSTOM LOADED HIGH BIAS (TYPE II) CASSETTES 

UNLABELLED AND WOWED • MICHELEX CLEAR 5-SCREW SHELLS • CUSTOM LENGTHS AVNLABLE 

1 Length C-10 C-20 C-30 C-40 C-45 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 C-90 

Price $0.31 $0.37 $0.44 60.49 60.50 $0.53 $0.61 $0.68 $0.75 $0.82 

MAXELL XLII BULK 
CUSTOM LOADED CHROME HIGH BIAS (TYPE II) CASSETTES 

UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MICRELIDI CLEAR 5-8CREW SHELLS • CUSTOM LENGTHS AVNLABLE 

Length C-10 C-20 C-30 C-40 C-45 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 ' C-90 

Prize 60.32 60.37 $0.42 60.52 60.54 $0.56 $00.61 60.73 i $0.78 $0.83 

PREMIUM ROUNDED-EDGE ALL CLEAR NORELCO BOXES > $0.13 each 
10 up or 12 es3 Came. Label to Lameerilnk Jet Printer. 11020 per Sheet (white) . 

eL, 10.35 per Sheet looker-one for eelecAlore Came. Ineer1 Cede M-Cerele) mi.r.25 

te 4 up 10.30 per Sheet >Mae) $0.35 per $heet foolorl PRZEpieuee 

ORDE CT NOW! RECORDING SYSTEMS, INC. . 1, 
32 WEST 39TH STREET, 9TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10018 
Telephone: 212-768-7800 • 800-859-3579 • Fax 212-768-9740 

MASTER DISTRIBUTORS of 
3M • AMPEX • BASF • DENON • D1C • FUJI • MAXELL • SONY • TOE • TELEX 

AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE 
vie Accree VISA • Nagger...Pc, • Arntetwo E.9...., UPS COD CAN Otte 

If the mic you're using 
doesn't give you a BIG SOUND. 

TY , R 
A natural sounding 
large diaphragm 

transformerless dynamic. 

Lie $399 Shock Mount $49.50 

STEDMAN 
CORPORATION 

4167 Stedman Dr 
Richland M1 49083 
Phone 616-629-5930 

Mirada_ 
OK. 

THAT'S WHAT'S ATTACKING 
YOUR CONNECTORS & 

DAT TAPES 

,`•(»y ‘Seedree.a«./ 
Spray: Blocks 02 from connectors 8. fuses. 

4 on.: S69.95. 

Dot Ardzivel laic A proprietary blend 
of MIL SPEC vapor-phase corrosion inhibitors 

extruded into each bog. Patented. 
51.50 each, Minimum of 20/ 

800-883-1964 
PHONE: 612 683 1964 FAX: 612405-0825 

AlliK*IENCES 

1960 Cliff tole Rood Suite 112 199 St AM, MN 95122 

500 CASSETTES $595 
• COMPOSITE NEGS FROM YOUR CAMERA READY ART 

• CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER 
• TEST CASSETTE 

• APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE 

• 1000 x ONE- COLOR INSERT (500 FOR REORDER) 

• NORELCO BOX CELLO WRAPPED 

REORDER ANYTIME $385 

7000 4-COLOR CASSETTES $899 
• CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER 

• TEST CASSETTE 
• APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE 

• 2000 4- COLOR INSERTS FROM YOUR PRINT- READY FILM 

(1000 EXTRA FOR REORDER) 

• NORELCO BOX SHRINK WRAPPED 

REORDER ANYTIME $750 

UP TO 22 MINUTES PER SIDE Ask for our free brochure!!! 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, (A 90404 • 3101 829-3476 • fax ( 310i 828-8765 

CLEAN YOUR 

A CIAT 
Eliminate unwanted drop outs and 
increase productivity by regularly 
cleaning your Ants head. capstan 
& pinch roller Use our cassette 
style cleaner or clean with chamois 
swabs. Both feature our S-711 
INTBACLEAll Professional Cleaning 
Fluid. In addition, we make cleaning 
products for all ( armais ol analog 
and digital recording. For a Free 
Catalog or lo Ordeb Call or Wrile: 

eZi AVIERICAN 
RECORDER 
umuummium 

800 777-9580 
FAX: 805 527-1433 
4545-6à Industrial Street.Simi Valley. CA 93063 

ISS4 

— - 
Used and Recommended 
by butII0 Manufactories. 

&nevi* cue 
nurte 
«te bee) 

cucup OftRIJE$ 

V INNOVATIVE MASTERING 

V CUSTOM CD, CASSETTE 

6, RECORD PACKAGES 

V HIGH IMPACT GRAPHIES 

V COMPETITIVE PRICINC 

V DEDICATED SERVICE 

310 HUDSON ST., HACKENSACK,, , 
TEL: (201) 489-9180 FAX: (Z01) 413i7-1771 

PRO LEASE  
PRO LIME Funding Group, Inc. 

PRO AUDIO'S PREFERRED LEASING COMPANY  

LEASE WITH THE BEel'Ilt  
•The BEST Rates *The BEST Service 
•The BEST Terms *New & Used Equipment 

.APPLICATION ONLY UP TO SOK 

For Infomration Please Call 

TOM ROCHE 
800-788-3838 

(20 YEARS EXPERJENCP IN THE PRO AUDIO INDUSTRY) 

ti;)/,' -r11\ 363 



MARKETPLACE 
• 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
309 E 90 St - 8 NY, NY 10128 
(800)344-4361 ( 212)369-2932 

THE BEST CO MASTERING... 
Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and software, 128x 
Oversampling 20-Bit A to D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic Solutions Editing, 

Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 
CO Mastering is an art. Levels. fades, equalization, spacing... 

everything is important to you and to us. 

CD-ROM Pre-mastering, Replication • CD-R Data Storage & Archiving 
Manufacture of 50 CD-ROMs to thousands. Hybrids'? Mixed mode? PC? Mac? ... 
No Problem! Transfer Macintosh or IBM disks (hard drives or removables) to CD- R. 

CD REPLICATION... 
1000 CDs at $ 1.55 w/jewel. shrink. insertion 2500 at $1.50 and free Glass Master. 

CD Booklet Printin , and Gra , hic Design ... 
1000 4-Panel Booklets $0 37/ea. Full- Color Outside & Tray, B&W Inside. 
Internet CO mastering website - htip://www.panix conv-bobkatz 

nEW m w. g e 

CD-R SYSTEM PACKAGE 

CDR 610 Mark II 
• Complete Red / Orange Book Compatibility 

• AES/EBLE IEC-958-11 & TOS Line Digital I/O 

• Includes a Wired Remote Control 

• In Stock For Immediate Shipment 

PMD 320 CD Player 
.1EC-958-11 digital interface can be 
connected to Maranta CD-R systems for 
convenient digital copies of both music and 
track information. 

3M CDRs 
40 CDR-63 

ONE Low SYSTEM 
PACKAGE PRICE> 

$4795.00 

Record your !nosier 
CD with the Marantz 
CDR-610 from your 
digital or analog audio 
source. Then, play your 
master CD on the 
Marantz PMD-320 and 
digitally transfer the 
signal to the CDR-610 
to make your addition-
al CD copies. 

IN STOCK! 
CALL Now 

(216) 398-0022 
or 

1-800-445-8273 
or Fax 

(216) 398-9980 
'Limited Time Offer 

THE LITTLE WAREHOUSE, INC. 
505 VALLEY BELT RD. • SUITE F/ INDEPENDENCE, OH 44131 

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTIC DESIGN 

ROSATI 
TECHNICAL SYSTEM ENGINEERING 

ACOUSTICS 
BOSTON, MA 02118 • 617.423.5546 • FAX 423.5884 

STUDIO AUTOMATION 
I/O BOARDS 

• Sony 9- Pin RS-422 

• 1,2,4 & 8 Port RS-232/422 

• Parallel / GPI / Relay I/O 

• WindowsTM, DOS and OS/2TM 
Compatible 

• Made in USA 

• Free Technical Support from the 

Leader in PC Communications 

*\' COMMUNICATIONS 8. I/0 

5EALEVEL 
SEALEVEL SYSTEMS, INC. 
PO BOX 830 
LIBERTY. SC 29657 
(803) 843-4343 

( 

EASTERN STANDARD 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DR BUFFALO. NY 14228 
(716)691-7631 • FAX (716)691-7732 

NEW CASSETTE 
& CD COMBO 
PACKAGES! 

CALL TOLL-FREE 

e 1-800-527-9225 
FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

et, 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and mast economical means to reach a buyer Employment 
for your product or semice. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

minable shopping marketplace. We suggest you huy wisely: mail-order consumers Offered 
have rights. and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission. as well 

as various state laws. Mix shall not he liable fir the contents of adveHisements. 

For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (8(X)) 544-5530. 

Acoustic Business 
Consulting Opportunities 

000,o„ If You're Upgracing 
J C1 YourFacility, 

N, A/ Call Us First! 

Studio & Acoustical Design/Instalta0on 
Wirrig Interlace Daze 
Custcm Console & Rack Dose 

h °ameba & Tape Machine RepairrMacificabon 
StuckinaresStattat$595 

▪ SOG WedgeAccusticai Foam 
• SDG Diffusors 

Line Of RPG Accustical Products 
h Pathbaya Cade. Ccmectors 

GrillordAcoustical Fabric 
CalForReeFulnileAcousticallincludsCatabg 

Jon Dressel & Associates, Inc. 
212TheAvenueNorlh.Sulle 103 

8feneepols MN 55481 
Vo ee (612)338 11390 Fax (612)338-1527 

_ 

Subscription Questions? 

Call 

(800) 843-4086 

00g_ 
SILENT 

0 "Pi'f.0 
SI 1.0.01.. SI .1.110.n... MA 0.0 

Aco«,recalPeed.cer 
BEST PRICES-NATIONAL DELIVERY 
800-484-1003 ext. 0032 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $500,000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-0270 
(NL3). 

Female Hard Rock Singer from NY 
w/exp., oustanding voice & stage 
presence seeks producer w/charis-
ma, contacts & sales ability for 
development and representation. 
Send resume to: 3261 Fast Lake Dr. 
Nashville TN 37214. 

What AN You 

Looking For? 

Join the thousands of audio 

professionals who rely on Mix 

Classifieds and Mix Marketplace 

pages as their source for buying, 

selling, renting, & repairing 

pro audio gear 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS/MIX MARKETPLACE 

(800) 544-5530 

YTTY7Y7VVYY7YVVVVYVVY777M7VV77 

Good Gear In A Bad Sounding Room 
Sounds No Better Than Bad Gear. 

STUDIOFOAM SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 
There's no easier or more affordable way to make your 
room & mixes sound better— period. No other foam line 
beats our absorbency, flame retardancy, color selection, 
longevity, speedy defivery...or prices. Now with free 
frieght! We also sell great sound barriers & much more. 
NEWt ACIIIIMCS Ill, an easy-to-understand guide that 
gives real-world advice about how to build a sound stu-
dio or turn your place into one. Learn how to float floors, 
soundproof walls, choose the proper doors & more. You 
won't find better bottom-line advice anywhere else! Just 
$11.95 incl. postage. Order your copy today! 

Users: AT&T . NASA. Sony • Shure • Ford • Kodak • Warner Bros.. 20th Cent. Fox • Universal Stud-
ios . Maury Povich Show • Hitachi • Toshiba • Dennis DeYoung (Styx). Baldwin. Eddel • Mike Wanchic 
(J. Mellencamp). Rockwell • US Gov't • Opryland • Dominic Goss (Stevie Nicks, The Outfield, Kurzweil) 
• Guido Welsh (TBN, YialMart) • Carom • WhisperRoom • Pat Duke Mice of McDonalds & Miller 
Brewing). Martin Marietta • Manley Labs • NJJ (NFL on Fox, Coke)* D. Ervash (Voice of NFL on Fox) 

USAFoam • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 46038 • (800) 95-WEDGE • Fax pm 842-2760 
A11 ÀÁÁÀÀÀÁÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÁÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀ 

Leading Entertainment Software Company is looking to expand 
its audio department by hiring a Sound Effects Designer. 
Qualified Cancfidates: 

• Must be very creative with Sound Design, Foley, etc... 
* Extensive knowledge of Digidesign software required 
• Should have knowledge of PC-DOS, Windows, 
& Macintosh OS 

* Experience requited 

Send resumes to: Reginald Arnedo 
17922 Fitch Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 
Attn: Sound F/X Designer position 

University of Miami, School of Music 
Assistant Professor of Music Engineering 

The University of Miami's renowned Music Engineering Technology program offers 
both undergraduate and graduate music degrees, with strong electrical engineering 
emphasis. This pfograrn is seeking applicants for a full-time faculty position to teach 
audio theory and practice, supervise and perform maintenance in the program's 
recording studios, and assist in the administration of the program. Experience as 
a studio chief engineer, college instructor, and a BSEE degree is strongly preferred. 
Applicants must have );nowledge of the operation and repair of automated consoles, 
tape and disk digitah recorders, IBM and Mac computer platforms, and other 
professional audio equipment. Engineering and teaching expertise in current digital 
audio and computer technology is particularly important. Starting date is Summer or 
Fall, 1996. Please send a resume, five references, and other supporting 
narrative materials to: Ken C. Pohlmann, University of Miami, School of 
Music, Coral Gables, FL 33124. 

clioidesiorwi 

Digides.gn, the worlds leading manufacturer of nonlinear digital 
audio workstations, is experiencing dramatic growth. As a result, we 
are seeking experienced professionals for the following position: 

PRODUCT MANAGER 
Ideal candidates will offer the following: 

• Pro cmclio experience (music and/or post production) 
• Product marketing experience 

• Techrical background 
• Excelient organizational skills 

• Excebent verbal and written communication skills 
• Flexible team player 

Also seeking experienced HW and SW engineers. 

Please send your resume, with salary requirements to: 
Product Marketing 
Attn: SD/Mix 
1360 Willow Road 
Merit) Park, CA 94025 
Fax: 415.3270777 
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Employment 
Offered 

Recording Engineer 
Radio Announcer 

ON THE JOB TRAINING 
IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING 

STUDIOS /RADIO STATIONS 
Pad hme, nights, weekends. No experience 

required. Free brodiure& recording tels how. 

1-800-295-4433 

Major University seeks energetic 
individual to coordinate record-
ing and technical services within 
the Department of Music. Duties 
include coordination, personnel 
training, and maintenance of our 
digital multitrack studio. Video 
and live production experience 
necessary. Call for complete ap-
plication information. Oklahoma 
State University Department 

of Music, Stillwater, OK. 
(405) 744-6133. 

o 
qualli, mum, an mair 

driver design limited 
417 awe led 0.014 &aura Sie,, , 

Premium drivers for 

stage, studio, and 

critical listening. 

Information and orders: 

916-795-3244 

Mix Marketplace 
Mix Classifieds 

For Ratt.., 

and Deadlines 

Call Robin lioyci.• 

(800) 544-5530 

New West L.A. sound & 
music facility seeks reputable 

audio engineer for recording 
V.O. & mixing radio. Great 

chops, friendly hip atmos-
phere, client service oriented 

a must. Please send resume, 
incl. salary requirements to: 

Andrea Crook, 11848 May-
field Ave. #4A, W. LA, CA 
90049. 

Equipment 
for Sale 

FOR SALE. 700 one- hour reels 
of 3M # 186 tape in boxes. Used 
once, no edits. $3.95 ea. Will sell 
partial or whole. Tascam 42, BO. 
Superadio (508) 626-2000. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

Automatic Microphone Switch 

The IR1 from D3, Inc. is the fastest, 

and easist way to clean up any mix. 
Just plug it into your mic, and enjoy 
the hands free control! Call us and 
order a single or a six-pack today. 

D3, Inc. 800-701-7899 Visa/MC 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 362 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOUND 

PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 
SmordARd & Custom Modi IS ANCHORS 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Si- OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 381  

rtired of tape-based automation ?? 
interested in a low-cost alternative ?? 

rupe thmed auinmatton n, MIDI ...mama, mat. the 

ARMS 1:1 to MIDI-CONVERTER 

only $1495.00 
.10,Iav mane,' bark guarantee 

err auttnnal.onnr my •equcneer and unkash the power of 

disk-based computer automation 
rude, wet. MC I, HARRISON, en.1SIESUND W01E10410, aw.woles 

frwrn DSL ELECTRONICS : le. 1122 fax 21./..- I OS 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality equipment 
Ground-up Studio Design & Install 

Consoles"Tape Machines*Mics* 
OutboarcrVintage*Tube*Classic 

Quality & Satifaction Guaranteed! 
Buy, list, trade quality audio gear. 
Call for new equipment quotes! 

FOR CURRENT LISTINGS CALL 
Tel: (508)744-2001 

MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

The Studio a Filter 
A Great Improvement on a good idea! 

Open UP te SCOW Dino 
vocals and rolen overs 
whoa annapng "FOPS' 
wrung your best lake 

• Standard rne stand 
Maple with threaded brass insert 
• Imiwdked, new double screen 

Only $2400 
aeGgeerfal 

nra VSsisM 

ON/ DAR 

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 
565 SHERWOOD ROAD SHOR W000 MN 551?6 

PHONE FAX 612 .181-9715 

CUSTOM AMEK/GML CONSOLE 
Custom-ordered, compact 64-input 
digital controlled console with GML 
fader automation; 128-ch mix capa-
ble; 24 custom Sunset mic pro's; 
1024-pt TRS patchbay; complete 
spares; mint cond. Asking $175k. 
SUNSET SOUND (213)469-1186. 

OMNIFMIX 
SIC/0/0 k 119N1lIllef tor the <Inc ranoncrting re weer/ 

Professional 

Aug 
Quality Vintage Gear 
NEVE PARTS AND REPAIRS 

516-674-4939 

Studer A-80 VU Mk11 w/MkIll 
Head Stack; Timeline Microlinks 
w/AGC, Third Machine Option. 

All $14,000. 
(505) 986-1116/voice 
(505) 989-7782/fax 

Attention Las Vegas 
& Beyond 

Gamble in the casinos. 
Don't gamble with your sound! 
Buy Anthony DeMaria Labs pure 
tube equipment to "warm up" 
your sound. All ADL products 
now available in Las Vegas 
through Sound Studios. For a 
free demo in the Las Vegas area 
call: 

(702) 247-8929 
Lee Pepper Sound Studios 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

1 1\ 

Fast, Easy Qualification To Apply or Request -1, 

No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call 

True Lease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. s' 

.1q.,1Z LEASE, Inc. 
COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

Audio 
Design 
In 

• Buy, Sell & Trade New 
Used & Vintage Equipment 
• Custom Vintage Module 

Rack Systems 
• Refurbishing, Repair & 
Maintenance Services 

Premier Judea for 
AKG • ADL • API • Aphex • Bruel & Kjaer • BSS • dbx • DDA 

Demeter • Drawmer • Dynaudio ACOUSIiCS • Eventide 
Focusnte • Fostex • GML • Hafler • KRK • K-T • Lexicon 

Mackie • Neotek • Otan • Quested • Sennheiser • Soundtracs 
Tannoy • TC Electronic • TL Audio • Trident • Tube-Tech 

Design, Sales & Installation 
Currently Available: ADL 200 2 chnl Tube 01.$650 • ADL 
1500 Stereo LA-2A type Comp $2,650 • Api 550B $ 1049 • 
550A1 $650 • 560B $595 • API 28x16x24-Mint 60K -• Amek 
MozartRN 481/0 $95K • Neve 1066 $ 1.6K • Neve 1272 $500 • 
Neve VI-48/Necam 90k • SSL 4056E/GTR $ 175K • Neumann 
U47-U67-U87-M49-Call • AKG C12VR 3,500- Teletronix LA-3A 
$2K/PR • Urei LA-4 $1400/pr • Trident 80 32x24 $25K • AMS 

RMX-16, 1580S $4K • Tube-Tech CL1B $ 1.7K • Telefunken 
V78 $850 • TL Audio Valve Comp $ 1.5K • Otan MTR-9011 $20K 
• MX-80 $ 15K • Studer A827 $35K Sony JH-24 w/ALIII $ 14K • 
Neve V Rack-3 Eg/MicPre 8 2 Dyn $6k • Pultec EQH-2 $2K • 

[ex PCM70 $ 1.4K • [ex 300 $4K• AKG C24-Mint $7K • More 

gear in stock, call for complete list • VISA/MC 

Ph 617-982-2600 Fax 617-982-2610 
357 Liberty Street Rockland, MA 02370 
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MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 196 1 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES • D.A.T. • MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MUM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

BUY DIRECT 
London's Leading Supplier of 

Quality Used Pro Audio 
-STUDER-SSL**NEVE-AMS-
TUBE MICS-AND THE WORKS' 
Regular Fax Lists on Request 

FUNKY JUNK 
ECCENTRIC DIRECTIONS 

Tel (44) 171-609-5479 
Fax (44) 171-609-5483 

Tascam M3700-32 automated 
mixing console with extended 
meter bridge and stand. Mint 
condition. $ 7,400. (617) 730-
9806. 

STUDER A-800 MkIll no remote 
$25k/827, 3M-M79 24trk (dead 
mint, $10k or best), NEVE 36x8x24, 
12x12, 24x6, 24x8 (w/4-33314 
comp) broadcast cnsl's, NEVE 24-
CH mon/cue mixer $2.5k, NEVE 
32264 $3.7k/pr, 225e 3k/pr. NEVE 
1271/1272/1279/3415 line amps, 
NEVE 24x4 frame (holds 31105/ 
1081, patch bay), 8048 frame, AMS 
RMX16 $4k. AMEK 2500, Focus-
rite Red-2eq/ISA 115 $3k. NEU-
MANN U47/U48 $5k ea., U64 
$1.7/pr, KM254 $2.6k/pr. KM56 
$1.6k, AKG C-12, C-28 $750, 422 
(stereo 414) $1.9k, Alan Smart SSL 
comp/hm, new $3.1k, FAIRCHILD 
670 $15k, Roland DIM-D $ 1k, PYE 
comp $1.4k, CALREC + AUDIX 
disc. PRE-EQ, QUAD-8 Pacifica 
(28x8x24 discrete) $8.9k, SONY 
C38 $1.3k/pr, V76 $800.V1NTAGE 
KING AUDIO. (313) 965-0645. Fax: 
(313) 964-3338. 

RIP-TIED 
Velcro" Cable Wraps 

Locks onto Cord 

The Rip-Tie Company 
415 543-0170 
FAX 415 777-9868 

PO Bon 77394 San Franamo, CA 94107 

INFORMATION 1(800) 427-5698 
OulsIde US 314 346 8649. f ax 314 348-2769 

AGI • R1 3. Box 4374-A • Osage Beach. MO 65065 

"The "Nest 

Generation 

of Professional 

Console 

Amosit Housings" 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 

HARD DRIVES 
DigidesIgn Approved 

Storage Solutions For 
Protools - Session 8 - Am2 

2 Gig External - S 799.00 
4 Gig External - $ 1099.00 

Don't Settle For Dropouts 
Get Top Performance! 

Tel:13051749-0555 
email: bigdisc@Aol.corn 

BIG DISC 
DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS 

Sounciljf 
thinkim 
The Best Prices, 
The Best Service 

youIl ever find on.. 

cligiclemajuri 

503-386-2682 

EXCITING NEW PROFIT CENTER. 
Premier Technologies mfrs. the 
highest-quality & easiest-to-use 
digital recorders for the Message-
on-Hold ind. These trouble-free 
units are easily connected to exist-
ing telephone systems. Avg. retail 
prices for eqpt. & programs = 
$1,200 to $2,500, more than triple 
your investment! Every bus. should 
be at least telling their cus-
tomers, "Thank You for Holding!" 
For dealer info: 

Premier Technologies 
(800) 466-8642. 

FAIRLIGHT CMI III 
WP model in excellent condition, 
suitable for MFX upgrade. No 
drives, 8 voice cards. US $ 10k 
or best offer. Hong Kong Fax: 
(852) 2807-3037. Tel: (852) 2578-
8632. 

LNIL TWIN  
_still the best direct-to-tape 

VHCLIUM tube instrument 

interface available. 

Hunt/built since 1988. 

Lifetime warranty. 

Eclair! NGINI I RIM. \I R5 11 I S 
P1111NE / I AX (4131 584-6767.I 

For Sale -Neve VR 36 
W/Flying Faders 

Automation & Recall 
This is a ' 91 console, good condi-
tion located in the L.A. area. Please 
call (213) 856-1352 for more infor-
mation 

CLEARANCE SALE 
Vintage Modules—Full Mods 
Low Prices While They Last 
NEVE 1064, 1073, 1089 
Telefunken V-72, $1,600 

Amek/Neve 9098, ADL tube comps 
New Warranties—Best Deals! 

Advanced Tech. (808) 575-2010 

THE N90 
A HIGH QUALITY 

NATUR UNDING 
DYNAMI DIO MIC 

STE AN 
HPOR Al 

IffE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 953  

PE telle,10 

iPe .iie got! Soeneickg 16Wea ed.- Stag - 
%re, 
USEE 
New Ltfe 

lea Ale-ea. ealiértwa 

Pi WV tr7-6600 
7. (m.)117-4700 

We stock ADL 1500 Stereo & 

1000 Mono "Raw Compressors! 

Consoles, Recorders, Mics, 

Outboard Equipment 8c MORE! 
WE BUY GEAR!!! 

NELTRIK TT CABLES' 

$ 1 0_95 

24" Length. 5 Colors 
(615) 367-9242 

9 AM-5 PM, M-F (CST) 
GREEN DOT AUDIO j 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer/Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. 

Telefunken U-47 tube, $4.35k; 3-
M M-79 1/2" 2-trk (saki heads), 
$2.2k; Gauss 7258 Monitors, 
$1.4k; Otan i 50/50, $500; (2) AKG 
C-501 mica, $225 each; Orban co-
operator VCA compressor/ expan-
der, $375; 2" splicing block, $100; 
Sony PCM 501, $250. (508) 544-
7394-

* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

to apply or request information contact John McMindes 

1-800-477 LEASE 

AMERICOM 
BX LEASING, INC. 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

96-point, TT-balanced patch-
bays. Switchcraft D1634B. Not 
the cheaper imitations. For a limit-
ed time, available at AVR for 
$257 (Cash price only). Quantity 
pricing upon request. Call (617) 
924-0660. 

EQUIPMENT 
FINANCING 

Direct Lenders 
START-UPS UP TO 

$ 1 5,000 

No DOWN PAYMENT 
NEW & USED 
EQUIPMENT 

100% FINANCING 

APPLICATION ONLY 
UP TO $50,000 
(NO FINANCIALS) 

90 DAYS - NO PAYMENT 

OVER 15 YEARS A/V 
EXPERIENCE 

Audio-Video is our 
only business 

800 626-1101 

Sony MCI JH-24; ( 12) dbx 180; 
Studer A-810 2-trk; Soundcraft 
1600 mixer; Lex. 200 Reverb; 
(2) UREI 1178; Lex. Prime Time; 
Clark Tec DN 30-30 EQ. MICS: 
(5) AKG 414; RE-20; (7) Senn. 421. 
$19k/OBO or indiv. pieces. (301) 
868-9529. After 4:30 wkdys, 
wkends anytime. 

Sound Workshop Series 34 con-
sole, 40 frame, 34 modules, 
ARMS automation, multitrack 
and outboard wiring included, 
producer's desk and manual. 
$9k. (615) 865-5272. 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. )1.'\ IWO 
THE AUDIO SOURCE FOR 27 YEARS 

Call I -800-FOR-KLAY 

ADC PATCHCORDS 
1/4" New cords, $8.95; T.T. New 
cords, $6.95; T.T. PATCHBAYS 
from only $99. New 1/4" Patch 
bays, $169. We broker used 
equipment too. Trade-ins? Call 
audio village palm springs, (619) 
320-0728. 

RELAX... 
WE HAVE WHAT 
YOU NEED. 

300•918•4800 

I SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 36-21 

VINTAGE USED: 
CONSOLES: Neve 36x8, call*Neve 8248 48/32, $55k*Neve 8108 
48/36 w/Necam, $49k*Neve VR60 w/FF, call*SSL 56 in E/G TR, 
$159k*SSL 4048 G/G TR, $179k*Trident 80c 48 in w/auto, $55k* 
MCI 500D 36 in, call*Harrison MR4 28 in w/auto, $12.9k*Amek 
Big 44/32, $28k*Sndworkhops 34C 24 in, $9.9k*A&H Saber 
24x16, $7.5k. 24 TRACKS: Studer A-80, 800, 827, 820, call*Otari 
MX80, $ 15.5k*Otari MTR9011, call*Sony JH24, $14.5k. 16 & 8-
TRACKS: call. MICS: Neumann U87, $1.5k*Neumann U67, 
$2,950'Neumann U47, call*AKG 0414, $650*AKG C12VR, call. 
COMPRESSORS: Neve 2264, 2254, call*UREI 1176, 1178, 
LA2A, call*MONITORS: Quested 4X12, call. REVERBS: AMS 
RMX16, $4.5k*Quantec QRS, call*Lexicon PCM70, $1.3k. 

WE BUY NEVE & API MODULES, TUBE GEAR, 
VINTAGE ANYTHING!!! WE SELL NEW EQUIPMENT 

A. 
agNallaK, 

HARBORSOUNI) 
180a CENTRAL STREET ac VIDEO 
SAUGUS, MASS. 01906 

(617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 

AUDIO WORLD 
Specializing in New, 

Used & Vintage Gear 

MICROPHONES 
PREAMPS 

COMPRESSORS 
CONSOLES 
RECORDERS 
& MORE! 

Authorized Dealers for 
Anthony •DeMaria Labs 

We Rack Modules 

Great Geai! - Great Prices!! 

Sales: 18181 753-7715 or(310) 275-4277 
Fax: 18181 3404331 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component-level upgrades for 
mixing consoles, tape machines, 
mics and all outboard gear. Also, 
high-speed, high-quality mic pre-
amps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 346-2308 

MINT STUDER 820 
Only run 200 hours, 24-track 
heads new. Spare set 16-track 
heads (200 hours). Dolby SR. Full 
remote control. Full set of new test 
tapes. Best example of its type 
anywhere. U.S. $68k. Be fast, call 
Nick in New Zealand. Ph/fax 
64-9-528-6004 or mobile 64-9-25-
836-978. Serious facility owners 
only please. Credit references 
available. 

DATRAX® 
Originator in DAT Tape Storage Systems. 

• DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural 
or Black Finish 

• Nylon DAT Tape Carrying Cases 

n NEW! DAT Tape Storage Drawers 320 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: A DATRAX 40 • Video 
8e,e, Rox • Cassette Rex • All 521.95 

Tel: 310.305.0317 • Fox: 310.305.9167 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800.9.DATRAX 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 8701 Falmooli Ave., 
Suite 201, Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

MUM. 
”noo.c, 

Studer A80 Mark IV, 24-trk, mint 
condition only 2,900 hours! Call 
(212) 967-3300. 

Fully floated beautiful control room 
with large vocal booth in major NY-
midtown studio, available for leffle. 
(212) 496-0259. 

American Pro Audio 

- — 

e017.eneee 

Digidesign • Opcode • Otan 
Roland • LOT!: • Prodisk 
Yamaha • foster • Doitry 

Sounduacs • DDA • Rams,, 
Tnoent • Neumi.nr • lanno% 
Eventiot• • TC Ei•7c. • Sumini: 

Gmat'Prices!!! 
Digital Workstauorn • Sonware 

Keyboaros • Recoroen • Consoles • DAT 
Leasing and financini_ 

(612) 93&7777-:-

SINGERS 
Unlimited Backgrounde" 
From Standard Tapes, Records. & CDs 

with the Thompson Vocal Elminator" 
Call for Free Demo Tape. --

Phone 004)4824189-Ext 8 
LT Sound, Dept NI»! 
7988 LT Parkway_ • 
Lithonia, GA 30058 0 

24 Hour Demo/Info 
Line (404)482.2485 • En 8 
Best Vocal Eliminator'', Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

REMOVE 
• 'VOCALS 

11110 

Pt. a du ctectet 
New & used audio equipment 
Professional personalized service 

Tel 818-988-TMOP (86671 
Fax 818-988-8600 
E-mail TMOP5 @aol.com 

UPGRADE YOUR VOCALS 
mini Variable Acoustic Compression' 
You choose 1 or 2 screens & distance between screens 
I ser List: MeNtlake .%udio. Sony Music. %IC ‘1usic. 

51asterfonics. Paisley Park. CBS. 111C. Fos Broadcast... 
• h or 3.5 inch diameter ',erns UP 
• ich thx,Neneck & clamp $54. erL E 
• . ashahle. replaceable Nereens IS VOICE SCREENS 
• money back guarantee chipping PO IFk, 1014 New Feltz. NY 12561 
call, lag or write for FREE brochure (800) 252-1503 or (914) 255-3367 

ball 3nci socket 
posMorong w. 
mic thread 

3 
position 
screen 
holder 
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Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, 
U73, Telefunken Tubes UF14, 
EF14, EF804S, AC 701. Neu-
mann mics, many more; for actu-
al list, call Christian (212) 674-
5712 or Akzent Audiotechnik. 
Germany. 49-0-721-373622. Fax 
373611. 

CORD-LOX' 
Reueable Velcro' cord wraps. 

Call for free brochure. 

SOO -CORD - LOX 

STUDERS & MORE 
Studer A820 24-track with Dolby 
SR, full remote, low hours, $65k. 
Studer A820 2-track 1/2", low 
hours, $ 13,500. Studer A810TC 
with SMPTE, 2 head stacks, 
$6,450. Plus lots of other class A 
studio gear in superb shape. For a 
complete listing, call (802) 862-
5184 from your fax machine. Ques-
tions? Call (802) 658-1270, Ext. 
201. Please, no brokers. 

Fostex E-8 1/4" ATR with AutoLo-
cator, $500; Sony 1" Video Lay-
back, Best Offer; (4) Fostex 4030 
Synchronizers, $200 each; Fostex 
4010 TC Reader/Generator, $300; 
Hitatchi Dual Trace Scope V202F, 
$275; Skotel TC Generator, $175. 
(401) 732-1880. 

FACTORY DIRECT CASES 

11
-  OUR PRICES CAW- BE BEAT 

Custom or stock sizes 
Call for catalog or quote 

(800)645-1707 
In NY (5161563-1181 
Fax (516)563-1390 

Roadie Products Inc. 

Tube Condensers Vintage Mics 

Call for "In Stock" Voice Message 

FAX: 201.963.4764 

GET YOUR DRUM SOUND 

UNDER CONTROL WITH 

CLEAR•SONIC PANELS 
by ACCUSONICS MFG. 

(800)-888-6360 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 384 

HUGE SELECT ION OF 
V 1NTAGE EQUIPMENT 

r• AP'. SSL • TRIDENT • AKG• 
STUDER ' TELER1NKEN SON'tt'411 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 
of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 
inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 
All work guaranteed 

We can redo the following diaphragms: 
U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 
SM2, KM54, KM56, KM84, CMV563 

& many more! 

We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 
Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 

Custom Racking 

Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy & Trade Equipment 

0 D 130 

BUY 
udio 

SELL 

TRADE 
(,1- Ilse(' Equipment 

DODD 

Tape Mktchines 
Processing 

Workstations 
Consoles 

Sales and Service 
Since 1978. 

Call today for 
your hest deal! 

EARTm 
Professional Audio/Video 

Phoenix, AZ 

602-267-0600 
24Hr Fax 602-275-3277 

Merging Post Production and 
Music Technology since 1977 

'se habla espariol 

a onotact\ 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otan Status 18R, Trident, Sound-
craft DC2020, Mackie 8-Bus, 
Neve 5432, Otan i Radar 24TK, 
Otan MTR-90, MX80 24TK, 
Tascam MS16, SONY PCM800, 
Pro Tools Ill, Avid AudioVision, 
Sonic Solutions, ADATs, Tascam 
DA-88, Apogee AD1000, Lexicon 
PCM80, TC Electronic M5000, 
Roland RSS10, API, GML, ADL, 
Summit, Focusrite, Demeter, 
Avalon, TL Audio, Neumann 
Mics, AKG C-12VR, Microtech 
UM92SZ, B&K Mics, KM184. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service 

Installation. Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602)267-0600 

STUDIO SALES  
Auctions - Appraisals 

TOP CASH PRICES 
Liquidation Sales - Licensed 

CUE 
212 496-5652 Fax 212 496-0234 

AMEK HENDRIX 
40- IN w/40 Channels of Virtual 
Dynamics. (4) Additional ST Ins, 
(4)ST FX Ret. Patchbay. Super-true 
Automation. Display model, never 
been used. $85k includes warr + 
commissioning. Contact Jon (312) 
329-1310. 

MIX 
NIARKETPLACE 

Page 361 

Roland DM-800 Digital Audio 
Workstation. No computer req. 4 
analog in/out, 8-tracks, 10() lay-
ers/trk. Full automation of all mix 
parameters. 6 mos old, perfect 
cond. $4,000. Video mor . and 
ext. 3 GB drives also avail. (702) 
631-0797. 

STUDIO BANKRUPTCY!!! 
New equipment to liquidate includ-
ing Soundtracs Megas Studio and 
SOLO Logic mixing consoles, 
Crown macro reference amp, lots 
of processing, mics, monitors, etc. 
Call Richard now (Dealer). (514) 
733-5131. 

RETIRING! Harrison 28-32-C 
console w/brand-new auto, 
64Opt patchbay, 3 snakes, attch-
equip-rack w/prod-desk, re-
capped; ex-cond. & exception-
ally clean. $13k; Ampex mm-
1200 12trk me/2 remotes, search 
to cue & varispd control ex-
tras, very clean in ex. cond. 
$9,500; Stuoer A-80 RC 15/30 
ips 1/2" heads w 1/4" hdstk, 
remote & iebuilt; new cond. 
$3,500 (3131 241-7998. 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

America's best disc, tape & 
component storage system 
Stackable, portable oak units 
hold all recording formats 
Free mailorder brochure 

(please mention Mix) 

Per Madsen Design 
P.O. Box 882464 

San Francisco, CA 94188 
(415) 822-4883 

Studer A80 model II 24-tk w/ 
Model Ill heads, w/24-tk dbx 
NR, rem pod autolocate, $ 14k; 
Tascam 90-16 16-tk 1- in 48 
hrs. on new head stack w/dbx 
roll console, $2.5k; Tascam 
A3440 4-tk w/dbx NAB 15/7.5 
ips, $650; Otan MX5050A 15/ 
7.5/3.75 ips 2/4 tk, $700; Fos-
tex E16 sys w/4030 sync unit 
4035 rem cont exc cond., 
$2,800; JL Cooper 8x8 MIDI 
switch w/merger, $ 199; Roland 
SBX-80 sync box like new, ong 
fac boxed, $150. Most have svc 
manuals. (202) 529-1856. 

KurlyTie 
Spring Coil Cable Wraps 

FREE 
SAMPLE: 
CALL 
1400 

587-5984 

AVR Systems 
.10010 WM Re:WIWI/1G SYS7F3S. INC 

PROUDLY OFFERING 

OVER 100 LINES OF 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 

NEW and USED 
CALL OUR KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF 

* PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

* THE RIGHT PRICE 

WORK WTTH THE PRO'S 

BOSTON 

(617) 924-0660 

CONNECTICUT 
(203) 289-9475 

281H ANNIVERSARY 
, FREE CATALOG 

CD-RS, HI-8, 

MINI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 

NORELCO, SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES & SLEEVES 

SINGLE& DOUBLE CD BOX 

DCC, MOD, DDS2 
AND MOFFER IN HOUSE DIRECONCASSEMPRINTING,FEATURING 
MORE THE LATEST APEX ULTRAVIOLET INKING PROCESS,24•48HOUR SERVICE 

IN NYC 718-435-7322 • 800-221-6578. 24 HOUR FAX 118453.2589 

• GML 64-Input Fader Automation System 
Latest Software; 8 Fader Subgroups; Standard size faceplate; 

Spares; Excellent Condition. $60,000. 
* Dolby A 361 Modules w/Cat 22 Cards. $400 each. 

SUNSET SOUND (213) 469-1186 

Digital Questions? 
Call the Professionals! 

Specializing in Digil ill Audio Workstations 

• All Major Product Lines 
• Mixing Consoles 
• Recorders•DAWS 

• Amplifiers•Preamps 
• Microphones 
• Processing 

• Sales 
• Design 
• Consultation 
• Installation 
• Service 

Communication Task Group, Inc. 
800-367-2844 

Major Crcd it Cards Accepted 

MIX 
Page 361 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
›uper clean used, as well as new 
roducts from Tascam, Alesis, 

Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, Gen-
elec, Lexicon, Fostex, Ya 
maha, Korg and hundreds 
more. Discount pricing and 
Worldwide Delivery! 66 Years 
in business. Trade-ins welcome. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. loca-
tion. Call, write or fax us today 
for price quotes and details. Also, 
find us on the Internet at 
salesecaruso.net. Start saving 
money today! Call Caruso Music, 
94 State St., New London, CT 
06320 USA. (203)442-9600. (203) 
442-0463/fax. 

PRO STUDIO EQUIP—DAT 
and hard drive recorders, voice 
processor, CD deck, cassette 
deck, mixer, effects, pro mics, 
stands, rack, etc. Too much to 
list. All new or barely used 
Save up to 50%. Call (813) 
962-7420 for info. 

SA  
MAXELL 
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o AUDIO PRODUCTS IN 

LENGTH 
C- I0 C-20 C-30C-40 C-60C-70 (-80 C-90 

TYPE 

TDK .25 .30 35.39.44.49.53 58 63 

maxell 

Tascam ATR-60 1/2" 8- track w/ 
Evertz Emulator (Transport Inter-
face) and (10) rolls of 1/2" Ampex 
GM-456 virgin stock, $3,000: 
Fostex E-8 1/4" 8-track with Fos-
tex 4030 synchronizer and (30) 
rolls of 1/4" Maxell virgin stock, 
$1,200: (2) professional ADC 
Ultra Patch Bay (24x2), $300ea. 
(orig. $950/ea): Calzone Floating 
18 Space Road Case on wheels, 
$250: Call Steve at (215) 331-
1290. 

TUBE MICS 
Neumann, AKG, Telefunken 
BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Power supplies for 
most tube mics. 

Bill Bradley Microphones 
Visa/M.C. accepted 

(216) 723-6494 
Fax: (216) 723-6595 

NEVE 10x2 console • API Lunch-
box w/ (2) 512bs & (2) 550as 
• ' 62 Strat • Lexicon PCM 42 
• ' 85 VOX AC 30 • AKG C12 
• AKG C12-A • John Hardy 
IM- 200 Mic- pre/EQ modules 
• Phone (804) 464-4924, Wind-
mark Recording. 

FAX your Mix Classified 

(510) 653-8171 

Turbosound TMS-3 System comp. 
w/all flying gear, multicore speak-
er cables & amp racks. Precision 
Devices 15"s and 105 w/JBL 
2445 HF drivers. Sm. or Irg. 
quantities avail. These TMS-3s 
are regarded by many UK & U.S. 
engineers as the best sounding 
TMS-3s in the world. All equipt 
is in exc. cond. & offered for sale 
w/warranty. Contact Greg or Nigel 
@ Oceania Audio, New Zealand 
for info pack via fax or air-
mail. Phone 64-9-8493114. Fax 
64-98493307. 

Equipment 
Wanted 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

We want your used keyboard, 
recording and audio equip-
ment. We'll airmail you $U or 
take your stuff in trade toward 
over 350 brands of new and used 
products. Come in or do it all 
through the mail. 66 years in 
business Worldwide delivery. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. loca-
tion. Call, write, or fax us today 
for price quotes and details. 
Also, find us on the Internet at 
sales@caruso.net. Start saving 
money today. Call Caruso Music, 
94 State St., New London. Ct. 
06320 USA. (203) 442-9600. 
(203) 442-0463/fax. 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

''this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

Equipment 
Rentals 

E=. I c r••••• 

.el• Li 1:3, I C.0 

PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO RENTALS 

310/838-6555 
800/441-4415 

24-hour Service 

Instruction 
MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 
San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 904-7700. 
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WANTED:TRAINEE FOR 
RECORDING ENGINEER 

On the job training at major 
studio IN YOUR AREA. 

Keep present job, no experience required. 
Train around your own schedule. 

THE 

EXPERIENCE  

Call: 1-800-795-5750 

Mix Classifieds are your best 

advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530. 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repairs 

Trident PRO AUDIO An 

Exclusive eaultaiaM 
NorthAmerican Ote0I-Vtrarranty 

Parts&Service Rats&Service 

Neve•SSLieStuderieSony•Otare•Panasonic•Tascsin•Atesis 
Oter40YearsofRecotringhlleyEeerrare 

Jon Dressel & Associates, Inc. 
216ATHrtlAveroeNorealAnreepois.ke 55401 

Vcce (6121338-1K9D Fax (612)328.1527 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

iSabaira. 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 
  Music Products/ 

ATR   
Service Company  

Ampex Custom Parts 

Technical Support 

World Class Service 

• 1/2" Mixing / Mastering conversions 
featuring Flux Magnetics'c precision heads 
Proofs provided with each conversion. 

• Ultra low flutter ATR100 & ATR124 
Urethane Capstan Assemblies. Limited 
quantities available. 

• Electronic, Mechanical and Cosmetic 
upgrades and repairs. 

• Complete Restorations at reasonable 
prices. 

• 
Contact: Michael Spitz 

Voice or Fax: 415-574-1165 

LEXICON 200 & 224 DIGITAL 
REVERB SERVICE 

Expert repairs on all models. 
Quick turnaround and warranty. 
Service for Lexicon Prime Time 
Delays also available. Phone (508) 
875-1076 after 6 p.m. EST, or 
leave message. 

Dies FIXED Fell 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and models 

• Experienced, factory-trained tech, 

•Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls, parts 

"The DAT doctor is in ," 

NXT 
GENERATION.. 

201-579-4849 Fax 201-579-6021 

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 

Warranty Service on Most Brands 

Machine 
e Service 

0,121 Audio le, 

Over 2000 Machines Serviced! 

UPS Pickup Service Available 
Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAT Recorder Service Specialists 

(610) 3 5 3-2400 

Software 

flee* 
Music Hardware 
& Software 
For Your PC 

Interfacc Sound Cards .Softvarc -Acccssoncs 

800 524 6073 
men. an ,no 

Subscription Questions? 

Call 

(800) 843-4086 

New 
Products 

ATTENTION ENGINEERS! 

Correct impedance and level adjustment 
is now possible from all professional 
audio equipment to any instrument 

amplifier. 

The Reamp is designed and built for this 
and other applications by engineer John 
Cuniberti for records with Joe Satriani, 
George Lynch, Michael Manring and 

The Neville Brothers. 

Built from the finest components avail-
able, this small black box will open the 
door to your own creative ideas by solv-

ing an age old interface problem. 

Look at who's been Reamping: 
The Rolling Stones, Van Halen, Steve 
Vai, Chris Isaak, Neal Schon, Charlie 
Sexton, Andy Johns, Matt Wallace, Joe 

Blany, Tom Size to name a few 

For more information call 
(510) 530-2402 or fax (510) 530-2404 

Recording 
Services 

FREE CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

Real-Time—Ships/3 days. Lowest 
Prices Guaranteed! Order 90 C-30s 
and Get 10 Free with boxes for 
$116! We wil. beat any advertised 
price! Accurate Audio Labs Inc. (800) 
801-7664. 

Your music on 
Compact Disc 
Any atuantity from 1 to a zillion 

Lowest prices, Beet service 

00 

Big Dreams Studio, Ltd. 

708-945-6160 

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Affordable single-copy CDs 
starting at $35. Write, call 

or fax for information. 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL: (800) 850-5423 
FAX: (800) 203-1725 

NEW 

Let us enhance your mix with digital masteri 
(bras little as $ 10a track 

Don t van 3 ssee3s for our CD s call us for the fastest se' ' el 

A  1000 CD's for $ 125 
\ 500CDs S8 75 I CD - $30 

ua, Mauer. 2 co. on CD. lewellloa Test Dew, 

Inyenen ol your stapex,.Pack4sins Saurn,y,4,› 

I - $100 ..1111.400. 4 panel nneer 4 Colo...one 6. 

I OM) Paull° C'D's he $999 24HR 713-781-1963 

Southern Recording Supplies 
Recording & Duplicating Supplies 

AMPEX 

3M 
maxell. 

- DAT, ADAT, D-88 and Reel to Reel Tape 
- Bulk Audio & Video Cassettes ad Accessories 
- Cassette Duplicators/Pro Sound Equipment 

*No Minimum Order° 

Call For Our Free Catalog 
Southern Recording Supplies 

700 Woodruff Rd. Greenville, SC 29607 
1-800-450-8273 

STIIDIELTECil 
WORLD CLASS QUALITY - COMPETITIVE PRICING 

INSTALLATION • CONSULTATION • LEASING 

AKG AMEK/TAC API Behringer Beyer B&K Brainstorm Bryston Calrec Canare DDA Demeter Digidesign 
Dolby-Pro Drawmer Dynaudio Equi=Tech Eventide Focusrite Fostex-Pro Genelec Hafler JVC KRK Lexi-

con Mackie Microtech-Gefell Mogami MRL Neutrik NTI Optifile Otan Pro-Co Sonex Sony-Pro SPL 
Soundcraft Soundfield Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio Timeline TL-Audio Tube-Tech Uptown 

Vac-Rac 4000 Z Systems and many more 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE 

AMEK/TAC DDA Fostex Mackie MCI OTARI Soundcraft Tascam... 
9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS. TEXAS 75220 

PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 

DRT Mastering 
•You will have the big, 

punchy major-label  
sound that sells discs... 
or the work is free! 

11,Why settle for a DAT transfer 
when real, high-end mastering 
is affordable? Call us first! 

•Free evaluation of your DAT by 
serious, experienced ears 

•1630 or CDR 24hr rush work, 

800-884-2576 603-924-2277 
davidt@drtmastering.corn 
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Recording 
Services 

1113 

SERViCES, KC. 

CD MASTERING 

DIGITAL EDITING 

CD PRODUCTION 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 

250 West 57th. St, Suite 725 

New York City, NY. 10107 

212-397-4099 397-2207 (Fax) 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
The Best CO mastering... 

CO Booklet Printing and 
Graphic Design ... 

reel (800)344-4361 (212)369-2932 

OMAN See us in r.r, r.1,'r,tolace 

[ SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 364  

Price On CDs o 
This High Qualit  

CD RECORDING SERVICE: 

/Digital )(ter to Full Redbook CD 

/Disc Labeling /Color Insert 

/Digital SRC /Standard Shipping 

» Unconditional Guarantee >-

Need Large Qty? 1000 CDs = $ 1400 

Sonic Selailiallanfem 
Mastering use Ihnitahle 

NOW for 9chur 

(800) 524-5706 

[0.113 

SOUND CoNcEPT% 
943 N1auluittan Head, 131,.1. 
Suite C 
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 

101 10101000 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

SEALED BID SALE 

For Account of Underwriters 
New Broadcast Video/Audio 

Tapes. Wholesale value approx. 
$650,000. Ampex, Fuji, Maxell, 

Sony, 3M, TDK 

Tuesday, OCTOBER 10-1 1 AM 

(609) 933-2211 
Eastern Service & Recovery Co. 

REUABLE 

"ON HOLD" 
TAPES"/PLAYERS 

`MADE IN USA 
CALL OR FAX f OR 
SAMPLE IAPF 

MANN BIDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST., S.F., CA 94118 

TEL: (415) 221.2000 FAX (000)6834569 
LSEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 361  

CD'S FAST 

e•— • 

,tete 

Silicon Graphics Digital Printing 
Full color inserts from $275 

10 free Posters vecomplete package 
Call (800) DIGIDOC 

EfiGIEICIC 
PRODUCTIONS 

*300 CD Special: S849 
*500 CD Special. S999 
"with client provided CD -H 

label film & inserts 

Digital Mastering, CD-Rom 
& Graphic Design Available 

• CDS 

• QUICK 

• BEST QUALITY 

• DIGITAL CASSETTES 

• PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 

• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST! 

11 (813) 446-8273 = 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland St / Clearwater FL 34615 

we$:,‘ Bulk CD's see-
as low as 75c From tour CD-R Muter 

& tabelfltm. 

We also make retail-ready, full-color CD, Cassette S Vinyl IP packages 

including mastering, graphics layout, typesetting, film work fi printinç. 

CALL FOR OUR CATALOG: 

euT:101—ToMM-71----1(errt', 800-455-8555 
75 va-ick Street New Yon. NY 10313 • FAX (212) 966-0456 

WORKS 

(617) 577- DOE[ 

• Cu Repine,. •Complele eeeee on9 Perune, 

•CÙ-R0•9 • 1630 /CDR lren eeeee *One-(11/, 

955 ',sr.., 9i9elts ••99 • Cam1:910,c . • 

AAPEX 
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 

real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full-service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll-free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

Recording and Duplication Supplies 
feilltinng 

3M, BASF, TDK and Moxell 
Professional Blank Audio and Video Cassettes 
Mastering Tope, DAT's, CD-R's and Accessories 
Any length custom loaded blank cassettes 

Reels 8 Boxes, Noreko 8 Poly Box, labels, 
Splicing Tape, leader Tape, Splicing Blocks, 

Headphones, Cables 8 Connectors and much more 

'•ki.  - 
Jackson Sound Products, Ltd. 

3301 W. Hampden Ave, Unit A 
Englewood, CO 80110 

(303) 161-3301 • 24 Hour Fax (303) 189.055/ 

eacho—rritcion 
Compact Disc 

Cassette 
Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

Call us before you 
order your CDs and 
Tapes, we will save 

you money. 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything in stock 
Wholesale distributors of 

AMPEX • AGFA • 3M • SONY 
• Audio video tape 
• Assorted reels and boxes 
• SplIcIng/leader tape 
• Prepackaged cassettes 
• We load bulk cassettes 
In custom lengths 
Call or wete or FREE catalog 

(800) 854-1061 
TEL (619) 277-2540 • Fax (619) 277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
8859 Balboa Ave Ste E Sce Dee CA 9323 

yea cep Peaste,cad occevea A  
tr9OLES•, OISTP 

RECORDING 
DUPLICATING 
SUPPLIES 

Apc,AL, TDK AMPEX 3M 
BASF SUNKYONG 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 
C-O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX 415 369 7446 

Disc Cutting & Pressing 
CDs, 7" & 12" Cassettes 
CD REFS $50 and up 
THE CUTTING EDGE 

Box 217M 
Ferndale, NY 12734 

(914) 292-5965 

te.r CD's • CASSETTES • VIDEO 
State of the Art Real Time and High Speed Cassette Duplication 

CD's • VHS HI-Fi Duplication • Complete Graphic Design Services • 
Printing/Packaging • Blank Tapes & Accessories • Free Color Catalog! 

500 Chrome Cassettes & 1000 Full-color inserts: $795 Complete! • 1000 CD Package: $ 159911 

AudioNideo Corporation (R)Gardenville Pk. W.. Buffalo, NY 14224 
(8001 365-TAPE 18273) • pep 

1 

%*tAlFliTY 

I/CASSETTE 

1(800) 458-6405 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 361 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE! 
TDK PRO SA BULK MAXELL XLII BULK 

C-60 C-90 C-60 C-90 

$0.58 $0.78 $0.61 $0.83 
MASTER DISTRIBUTORS OF HA • AMPEX • BASF • OENON • [VC 

• FOX APAELL • SONY • 1DK • TE EX 
TELEPHONE: 212.71E7E00 ON 110011111.3179 

FAX: 212.701.11710 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 3611 
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8,0W Prices! 

FREE Brochure! 

MAJOR Lebel Quality!r 

FRIENDLY Custeinies Service! 

Compact Disc & 
Audio Cassette Praluction 

1802)453-3334 FAX (802)453-3343 

• Posters • Press Kit Covers 
• T-Shirts etc. • Logo Design 
• .1-Card & CD Design • Stickers 
• Stationery • Stage Passes 

The NI Access Group caters to all 

your merchandise & promotional 

needs you require to make your 

pojecta success in todayt musk inckntry 

Just send us your pheters, we du the rest 
Call tor your br dy 

1-800-410-4855 

Ann2i;9;eth TU rsary WARE110 SI; 
Studio Sales & Serviceo 

Full color CD & Cassette Album Packages Fast 
CDRs overnight • CDR blanks • Rt‘DR • DATs • ADATs • HI8 • VHS 

Blank cassettes • PC/Windows digital audio workstations 
Small to large orders Warehouse prices 

Call for Free catalogue • 800-483-TAPE fax 904-398-9683 
Visa MasterCard Discover 

2071 -20mx Emerson St licksonvIlle FL 32207 • Internet warehousiiiqax laxnet tom 

Since 
1975 

DIGITAL BIN CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
100 C-30 & 1 CO REF W/E16(W J-CAROS, BOXES 6. ON SHELL PRINT $279 

250 C-30 MI/E360•I J-CARD5, BOXES & ON SHELL PRINT $313 
500 C-30 Wil36)W J-CARDS, BOXES & ON SHELL PRINT $ 373 

1000 CDs 6. 1000 CASSETTES VitS&VI INSERTS $2799 

Tale P R.H.A.M T...7 7D X 0 
1.1 F7 El El U r e ffl 

SONIC SOLUTIONS'° cligEtIc>9 ® 

— 800 — BMW — CI C) Me 

sell it. rent it. fix it. teach it. 

To place your Mix Classified Ad, call (800) 544-5530. 

Deadline: 15th of the month, six weeks prior to cover date. 

manufacturing 

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE PACKAGES 
Graphic Design 500 CD's and 
10 - 15 Day Turnaround. 500 Cassettes 
Major Label Quality. only S2,195 
Money Back Guarantee. wdull color book 

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG 

404 881-6645 404 881-6646 

Sonic Solutions • Apogee AD/DA • Lexicon 20bir FX • CD-R 

Black Mountain  800 398 7770 

Subscription Questions? 

Call 

(800) 843-4086 

IM pacific 

coast 

sound 

works 

1,000 CD'S FROM: 

$1,5001 
10. SONIC SOLUTIONS 

NoNOISE " 

W. MASTERING 

CD-R 

II...GRAPHIC DESIGN 

Ilw PRINTING 

W. PACKAGING 

SONY 1630 

1 18001423-2834. 
TEL (213)655-4771 FAX I213)655-8093 
8455 Beverly Blvd , Ste 500 LA. CA 90048 

TOLL FREE 1-800-835-1362 

Limited Time Offer - 500 cds: $ 1099.00 
CD package includes: color 1 panel booklet, 2 color CD label, all mastering, jewel box, 

shrink wrapping, graphic insertion 

Our Everyday Low Price - 1000 cds: $ 1649.00 

American Clients: No Tax... No Duty... No Problem! 

$1.45/cd package price! Includes: jewel box, graphics insertion, 2 color cd label 
Don't compromise your hard work... go with the experience and expertise 

of... Healey Disc Manufacturing. 

Order Now for your Christmas Release! 

HEALEYdisc 
Manufacturing — 

YOUR CO'S ARE ONLY AS 
GOOD AS THE MASTER 

• mastering 

• digital editing 
• complete cd prep 

CALL TOLL- FREE 

1-800-500-0556 
ask about our discount CO connection 

WE TAKE YOUR MASTER 
TO THE NEXT LEVEL 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000 
Well beat any price! 5.95 SHIPPING . FREECAT 

TAPE WORLD 220SRMS1.1111TUlt M Md. FAX412-113-11208 
'VER 500 DIFFERENT. SAME DAY SHIPPING. M-F.8-

*I Major Mfg. Values! 

CD HOTLINE: 
800-323-7225 
CA + WEA DIGALOG NY 

CD-ROM 
CD-Audio 
CD-I 

Mixed Mode 

CD-ROM 

Audio A Video 

Cassettes 

75cp 
CD Sonic Tel: (617)424.0670 

Fas (617) -124-0657 

RAW CD's 

Graphic Design 

Printing 

Interactive 

Media 
Slides 

Floppy Disk 

RI COLOR CASSfili IKR1S flUA 

$ 7 5 '"<42'.'gl 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

ERR CASSETTE & 
• COMPACT DISC 

MANUFACTURING 

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

1 -800-527-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
37 JOHN GLENN DR BUFFALO, NY 14228 

(716)691-7631 - FAX (716)697-7732 

1_S_EE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 364 

OUTRAG;CAIS PRICES! 
Real Time Cassette Duplication 

20% Off! 
Limited Time Offer 

Call for details 

SoundSooce Inc.1-800-767-7353 

a+r * 
902 N. Industrial Blvd. 

Dallas, TX 75207 

214-741-2027 s 
1-800-527-3472 

* 
CD's Starting at 

$900"° 

It* qdedeee* etpael 
Compact Discs - Cassettes - Records 

(ireat Package - (i rit Price 

1000 

fe"  All Setup Fees 
CoMpaCt DiNCN 

All Typeset & Composite Film 
2-Color Label - Printed 4-Color 2-Page Booklet 
with Black & White Back & Tray Card - Jewel 
Box with Shrink Wrap 

CRYSTAL CLEAR Souni9 
TAPEMASTERS 

1 -800 -

Your music onCD$50 
Custom One-off CD-Rs 

• • • 
1000 Compact Discs $1750 

moo CDs/500 Cassettes $2150 
From DAT master, Includes assembly 

with customer-supplied inserts 

8 8 - 0 0 7 3 
MC M SA 
ACCEPTED 

ASK roR OUR rutt 001OR OATAILOG 

NEW 

from e K.A4eEqTailTilE 

300TIESii300(1)IS 
800-458-6405 

K:tssrtir. hu . 
MAIN • 11411,1 II." SQ 
ws4E44,11.1.E. St US'F II4'NII 7S5 

$ 1,749 
WHEN YOU SUPPLY PRINTED MATERIALS 

This is a Complete Retail-Ready Package 
S. Wm.TE COmPLETE PACKAGE 

111w13•CCILOP COMPLETE PACKAGE 

PULL-COLON COMPLETE PACTLPSE 

PURE CHROME TAPE 

POD $ 100.00 

ADD ge 200.00 

ADO S 300.00 

ADO 5 20•00 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 961 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING AND DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 
CUSTOM 

AUDIO CASSETTE BLANKS 
1 MM. - 126 Min 
Loaded wHtl: 

AAA. CIIIROMII PLUS, 
CHROMIll SIMMS a 
MAXILL XL II 
HIGH BIAS TAPE 

EMI 

BASF 

3M  

maxell SONY 
OPEIE11110em• 

AMPEX 

*TDK 

ON CASSETTE PRINTING - PRINTED LABELS 8.1-CARDS - SHRINK WRAPPING 

CALL FOR "" 764 5th Avenue, Brooklyn, New kirk 11232 
OUR FREE e In New York Telephone: (718) 369-8273   
CATALOG 7,7 24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 4660661R.c6,6.6 win*. 

TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 362 

S-onic-).))1 
Optical Media 1-800-476-8211 

Manufacturers of CD's, CD-Rom, 
CD -Interactive, and Cassettes 

• Competitive prices on oil project 

• Extroordinary customer service 

• Accessible torough trie interne 

1000 CDs ho. $1399 

10 CD Promo Pocks imm $375 

insa NOW ACCEPTING = p 

Meritei °Mess: hno.//».busnearn,neliciman, 
E MeA °actress, ocesaniebittream.nel 

e' 3 ifte* 
500 CDs efa  

0 500 Cassettes 

-1, $2,590 
OMB 

• FREE Giaphic Design • Includes Insert Printing 

• Major Label lushly • tia.fine-Print GuarEnlee 

(all today for your FREE, 

1995 full (clot utolog 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREI 

704-60-9030 609-661-3458 

DISC MAKERS 

1000 COLOR 03'5-$1995 

4 COLOR/4 PACE CUATAS SOOKUT & TRA15'ARII 

ALLEN•DISC 
1:1.651: MAsTEE.2 COLOR LAKELPH'EACMGRNEME 

1-800- 57-DISCS (34727)  

Good Vibrations—RJR Digital 
500 Bulk CD—$890 

500 Finished CD—$1600 WI/ 

1000 Finished CD—$2040 

—Call For Details— 
Fax On Demand & Customer Service: 

1-800-828-6537 
619-267-0307 • FAX 619-267-1319 

Classified 

Ad 

Deadlines 

1--,- th of the month, 

six weeks prior 

to cover date. 

Call 

Robin Boyce 

(800) 544-5530 

Complete CD éS Cassette packages! 
Retail ready including 

full color inserts. 

300 500 1,000 

CD's 1/975 9075 '1637 

Cassettes 396 '506 s752 

Bar-codes, CD-Rom, CD- R, Mastering, 

Design and Film services available 

1-800-928-3310 
World Audio Video Enterprises 
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Studios 

FOR SALE BY OWNER: Sound 
proofed & designed penthouse 
condo for hm. studio. Mint cond., 
great views, indoor garage, 
24hr. security, indoor & outdoor 
pool, gym & sauna. $227,500 
(914) 993-0489. Westchester 
County, 1st county north of NYC 

A & M AUDIO 
RECORDING STUDIO 
Excellent! Reasonable! 
AudioNideo brands 
Music Instruction 

Peter....415-459-1080 
Pager...415-459-8480 

3 bed/2 bath home + 1,500-sq.-ft. 
studio on 1 acre! Very private, 
mature trees, fully landscaped. 
Control room built to a Jeff 
Cooper design. Red oak wood. 
2 isolation rooms. Main room 
36x20. Stage, upstairs viewing 
area. Located 1 hour outside 
L.A. $ 169,000. Call Flip. (909) 
245-2765. 

24-Tk. Recording Studio For 
Sale/Lease Prime Hollywood 
Location, 2,500 sft., 2- studio 
facility Amek Mozart, Sony APR 
24-sep. dig. suite w/V.O. booth. 
Excellent condition, go to work 
next day, lease of premises: 
$2,500/mo. Large client base, 
ay. Sept. 1, 1995. Contact: 
Michael e (213) 462-5718. 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 

VIDEO w/TC FOR LOCKUP. 
Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 1" 
VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. JVC 
& SONY Remote Controls. SONY 
VP-5000, 5600, 5800, 5850, 
BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 9850. 
Four-Month Warranty. (212) 580-
9551/(212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082 Michael Temmer. 

Miscellaneous 

A select lee of prolessonal most technology products 
Feteunno • Nests • Appn • Ceoelestge • JL Cooper • LIIRIC0(1 

MOTU • Opoode • OeAl • OSC • Passport • Stenooto • Twelve Tone 

The midi Ration 
lOyeeu in bwine”... Only the beet Au!, 

Voice> 914.534.7683 Fax> 914.534.9220 

E-mail> SMIDIJACK@AOL.com 

Mix Marketplace • Mix Classifieds 

(800) 544-5530 

ISDN 8( SW56 USERS 
The DIGITAL DIAL-UP LIST  
A Worldwide Directory of Studios, Broadcasters, Producers, Artists... 
with Digital AUDIO CODECS edor FILE TRANSFER CAPABILITIES 

All algorithms. Inclusion on the list is FREE. Single issue price: $35 

DIGIFON 203-254-0869, Fax: 203-256-5723 

MASTERING MANUFACTURING PRINTING 

DiepROM 
FOR COMPACT DISCS • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME 8. HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 
COMPLETE PACKAGES • COMPETITIVE PRICING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO • FAST TURN-AROUND 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

1-800-815-3444 
(.21.2) 730-211> 

130 1,11ist 4.2,7c1 Strut "le•tiv Yeark, IVY. 10036 

I CsrbOr EN 
Lei 4..71 I FM. (.JI( .C 

REPLICATION 

PERSONAL 
EXPERT 
SERVICE 

212 333 - 5953 

I TOTAL CD, CD-ROM 
& CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

330 WEST 58th ST 
NY, NY 10019 

The Power of Excellence " 

GRAPHIC 
DESIGN 

PRINTING 

COMPLETE 
PACKAGING 

POSTERS 

E 
S 

PM 
sin 

CARE 
AMPEX 
MOGAMI 
NEUTRIK 
Switchcraft 
3M 
MAXELL 
SONY 
BELDEN 
Whirlwind 

Call for our NEW CATALOG of 
Professional Audio & Video Tape, Cable, 

Accessories, Equipment & Supplies 

(800) 999-HAVE/4283 

IA  309 POWER AVE. 

i HUDSON. NY 
12534 

RUSSIAN DRAGON  
•...1.1.,••••••••••.1 •••  

TIMING ACCURACY METER 
1W-R $499 RD-T $249 

Try a Rubelan Dragon for 2 week» 
If not aatisfled, return for a full refund 
9008.30.8776 FAX 210.344.3299 

Mix Classifieds are your best 
advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530. 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: 

Enhancements: 

Display rate: 

Closing: 

$90 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces 
per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each space and punctuation mark 
counts as a character. $90 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

$10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post 
Office box service. Charges are based on a per-insertion basis. 

$115 per inch ( 1'' minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be 

camera-ready, sized to MIX column widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; 

call for information. 

Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closing is 
February 15). Ads received after closing will be held for the next month unless otherwise 

stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 

cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all 

requests. All words to be bold should be underlined. Copy must be typed or printed 

legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to poor 

copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. 

The publishers are not liable for the contents of advertisements. 

The small print: No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the 

right to refuse or discontinue any ad deemed inappropriate. 

Send payment to: Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce, 6400 Hollis St., #12, Emeryville, CA 

94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 or (510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. 

Payment must be included with copy: check, Visa, MasterCard, or American Express 

accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 
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FEEDBACK  
SOMEDAY, SOME WAY 

Right now, my favorite feature in 
your magazine is the "Classic Tracks" 
column, and I loved the piece on 
"Papa Was a Rolling Stone" a few 
months ago. Motown was, of course, 
the MGM and Paramount Pictures of 
American music, and I think that 
anyone interested in record produc-
tion should learn all they can about 
Motown. So thanks for the details. 
I hope that you'll continue this 

column, and would like to see some 
pieces about influential recordings 
that predate the multitrack era. How 
about a "Classic Tracks" essay about 
"My Babe" by Little Walter or some 
other great Chess Records produc-
tion from the '50s? Those tracks con-
tinue to he a huge inspiration, and 
very little has been written about the 
recording sessions themselves. Like-
wise, for stuff like Johnny Mathis' 
'50s hits and other classic non-
rock/pop productions. 
Marshall Crenshaw 
Woodstock, N.Y. 

BJ Replies: 
Whoa—not only does Marshall make 
great records, he's psychic! See next 
issue's "Classic Tracks" for the low-
down on cutting How/in' Wolf's 
"Wang Dang Doodle" at Chess. 

WATCH YOUR SPEED 

The debris of those who couldn't 
hack the speed leaves the fast lane 
littered with some pretty crazy 
trash—like Dan Quayle's report 
cards and Woody Allen's Polaroids. 
I'm worried that it's time to ask Steve 
St.Croix to go back to wearing a hel-
met. I'm amazed that in "Dualing 
Subs" ("Fast Lane:' August '95), Steve 
let those subwoofer manuals get 
away with the claim that " It's pretty 
hard to get two subwoofers physi-
cally far enough apart to lose cou-
pling gain." In my old Manhattan 
apartment, maybe. Between the in-
verse square law and the lowering of 
the cut-off frequency for coupling, 
increasing the distance is a " pretty 

easy" way to affect coupling, even at 
long wavelengths. 

But the slip that tells nie that Steve 
has hit and had too much unprotect-
ed intimacy with high-output VLF is 
crediting "Funk 49" to Grand Funk. 
Check for pupil response, ask "How 
many fingers?" and check out one of 
those quiet upstate New York yoga 
farms ( and hope that the James Gang 
aren't there, too!). 
Joseph Jurchak 
Dalto,I. Pa. 

HARD TRUTHS 

In response to the "Hard Drives" fea-
ture in the July 1995 Mix, "Access 
time" is the time it takes to move the 
disk read/write head over the de-
sired data. Access times published by 
disk drive manufacturers are often 
"average" access times—usually the 
time for the head to move over one-
third of the disk surface, hut some 
manufacturers use different values. 
The 8- to 15ms values quoted would 
be average values and would not in-
clude rotational delays (the time for 
the data to spin under the head). In 
a 3,600 rpm drive, the rotational 
delay may be as much as 16.6 ms 
(again, average times are commonly 
quoted, usually half of the maximum, 
or in this example, 8.3 ms). 

"Throughput" is not an "ability...to 
coordinate"; it is the rate at which 
data can be "put through"—the data 
transfer rate with access (seek) and 
rotational delays factored in. 

RAID is not simply a system 
where "more than one drive stores 
identical information to avoid data 
loss." RAID is an array of drives ac-
cessed in parallel (e.g., if there were 
four drives, data would be simulta-
neously accessed from all of them). 
This means that RAID provides very 
high throughput. Also, RAID does 
not usually store identical informa-
tion. More commonly, extra parity in-
formation would be stored (e.g., in 
an array of eight disks, seven would 
contain the actual data, while the 
eighth would contain the parity in-

formation. Then, if any one of the 
seven disks fails, the parity informa-
tion could be used to reconstruct it). 
There are different kinds of RAID ar-
rays using different strategies for 
avoiding data loss. 

In the article, it is stated that " less 
than 7,200 revolutions per minute 
are not fast enough to provide high-
quality video and multitrack audio... 
the higher the spindle speed, the 
higher the data throughput." Actual-
ly, throughput is related to several 
factors including seek times, data 
placement, etc. The author probably 
means the data transfer rate ( the 
speed at which data is transferred 
once the disk head is over it), but 
even then, the statement is not true. 
The data transfer rate depends on 
spindle speed and data intensity. A 
disk spinning at 3,600 rpm with 
twice the data density ( i.e., twice as 
much data accessed during a single 
revolution) will have the same trans-
fer rate as a 7,200 rpm disk. Lots of 
multitrack audio has been done on 
3,600 rpm disks! 

For the most part, A/V is an add-
on to computer systems, not some-
thing that is supported at the very 
heart of the operating systems. 
Therefore, rather than having proper 
support in the operating system, 
which would allow efficient A/V use 
of hard disks, A/V data is stored just 
like any other text or graphics, and 
the user is advised to throw costly 
hardware at the problem to make up 
the difference. However, researchers 
(including myself) have established 
methods that could make the use of 
much cheaper hardware possible. 
Once these methods find their way 
into conventional operating systems, 
digital A/V work will be more eco-
nomical. 
D. James Gemmel!, Ph.D. 
Torvue Computing Ltd. 
Langley, B.C. 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis St, *12, 
Emeryville, CA 94608; fax (510) 653-
5 142; or 746733672@compuserve.com. 
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hough it's become 
mething of a pro audio 
ndard, the CR-1604 isn't 
only 15-channel compact 

xer around. Compare 'em 
oh-for-knob, button-for-
on and you'll also discover 
t the CR-1604 is not the 
der when it 

mes 
sheer 
ber of 
hickies and 

inamabobs 

For example, the 
-1604 has less 
i:Tophone preamps than 
competition. That's 
cause we correctly 
sumed that most mixer 
ers would get more benefit 
• of 6 low noise, studio-
ade preamps than out of 16 
eaper oies. If you DO need 
otal of 16 ultra-wide-
ndwidth. high-headroom 
eamps, simply add our 
R10 Mic Preamp Expander. *-
Quality over quantity.._ 

at's the ER-1604 design 
ilosophy. Yet it seems to 
ve enough of something. 
cause the CR-1604 has 
ixed andtracked more CDs. 
ore commercials, more 'R' 
ogram music — and more 
ature film soundtracks — 
an any other compact mixer, 
Mod. 

tl8d8 INTERNAL DIM 
IANGE. That's 19 times 
more dynamic range 
than the 9045 range 
of a compact disc! 
This is especially 
important in 
Jive sound mixing. 

- 3-WAY 
CONVERTIBLE DESIGN 

MESN T LEAVE OUT 1NY 
APPLICATION. The Mackie 
CR-1604'5 rota 0.--ing 
input/output pod lets 
you change from a 
7-rack space mixer 
with jacks to back to 
a tabletop design with 
jacks to top in 
minutes. Add our 
optional RotoPod 
bracket and rotate 
inputs and outputs to 
the same plane as the 
mixer's controls (a 
favorite for small 
recording set-ups). 

WE LEFT OUT COMPLICATED 
INTERFACES. You have 
instant, hands-on 
access to 3-band EQ, 
constant-power pan, 
7 Aux sends per ch. and 
4 stereo Aux returns. 

HF! PROIE:TION 
NLEPS NOISE OUT OF YOUR MIX. 
Our metal 1/4" jacks and 
washers plus internal 
blocking capacitors keep 
radio frequency inter-
ference caused by 
bradcast transmis-
sions, microwa-ve5, celi 
phones & computers 
out of your recordings. 

WE DIDN'T LEAVE AIMING OUT 
OF OUR FREE 4O-PE 
BROCHURE. Call toll-free, 
speak to a rea; person 
and get the most 
complete compact mixer 
information ever offered 
— including a .6-page 
applications 
guide. 

ULTRA-LOW USE. When you 
compare noise specs, 
look for the test that 
coults: all 16 channels 
at Unity Gain. The 
Mackie CR-1604 leaves 
,/. the others behind. 

IF YIU 
OWN AN 8-TRAIN 

DIGITAL RECOMER, YOU'RE MT 
LEFT KIT. Unfike other 
compact mixers, the 
CR-1904's split console 
design with post-fader 
channel inserts lets you 
simultaneously track on 
eight channels and 
morrtor/mixdown on 
eight more. 

WE LIFT OUI CIRSOLESCENCE 
Only the CR-1604 can 
grow with your needs. If 
you add a second or 
third digital multitrack, 
you can add one or two 
more CR-16045 with our 
MixerMixer active 
comi7iner. 

_ - 

WE LEFT OUT 10 MC FRUMPS! 
Instead of sixteen 
":acceptable" microphone 
preamps, the CR-1604 
features six big-console-
quality preamps, more 
headroom, greater 
bandwidth and less noise 
and distortion than the 

competition. 
0. 

IMPRESSIVE MIC 
REAMP SPECS. -129.5 

dbm E.I.N, 300,000Hz 
bandwidth, 0.005% THD. 

WE CAN'T LEAVE OUI HOW GOOD 
OUR FREAMPS SOUND. Top 
percussionists cite the 
CR-1604 preamps' 
headroom. Direct-to-PAT 
audiophile recordists rave 
about the clarity and 
ultra-low noise floor. 
Vocalists like the robust 
dynamic range. And 
several of the world's top 
microphone manufactur-
ers use CR-1604 mic 
prearnps to demo their 
finest condenser miC5 at 
trade shows. _ 

„. 

i16220 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinville • WA • 98072 • 800/898-3211 • 4, 206/487-4337 
E-3 mackie.com • Outside the US. 2861487-4333 • Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing 8001363-8855 

1,SF WI le SI kliC C112.) POR 1/‘/RL / St ,/ 
See us at AES Booth #572 



Sow:TimEs THE DIFFElit between taking a gig awl not taking it ism) iln• 

money. Or the ,• Npo,ure. 13111 the schlep. Which is wit\ crcaludIIHw‘\\ 

EON Portable System. At about half die weight of any other ...s‘ 

it's made to be portable. Vet it gives you all the sound quality and 

reliability that .1131, is known for. At a price that is noticeably 

lighter. In fact. it may be the perfect first step for any rising 

EON siar who .s just starling out. And plans to get to the top. 

H A Harman International Company 
UBL 

SOlII hilT I' It II I E S 


